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Collection Overview

Repository: Eliot Elisofon Photographic Archives, National Museum of African Art

Title: Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs

Identifier: EEPA.1992-028

Date: 1970-1989

Extent: 10,000 Slides (color)
10,617 Copy slides

Creator: Drewal, Henry John
Drewal, Margaret Thompson

Language: English.

Summary: Both Henry John Drewal and Margaret Drewal traveled to Nigeria, Ghana and Togo (West Africa) for extended periods from 1967-1986. During their trips to Nigeria they conducted research into the ritual performance, masking traditions, and traditional sacred rites of the Yoruba people as well as Mami Wata devotees of Togo, Ghana, and Nigeria. They are the co-authors of Gelede: Art and Female Power among the Yoruba (1993). Both Henry John Drewal and Margaret Drewal traveled to Nigeria, Ghana and Togo (West Africa) for extended periods from 1967-1986. During their trips to Nigeria they conducted research into the ritual performance, masking traditions, and traditional sacred rites of the Yoruba people as well as Mami Wata devotees of Togo, Ghana, and Nigeria. They are the co-authors of Gelede: Art and Female Power among the Yoruba (1993). Photographs taken by Henry John and Margaret Thompson Drewal during the 1970s and 1980s of Yoruba and Ewe art and culture.
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Administrative Information

Provenance

Donated by Henry John and Margaret Thompson Drewal, 1992.

Related Materials

Additional photographs by Henry John Drewal held at the EEPA are located within the collection: Henry John Drewal Collection, EEPA 2010-010.

Processing Information

When the Drewal catalog records were transferred from the old FoxPro database into Horizon/SIRIS (MARC), the images were given a new set of "D" numbers (i.e. D00001; D01368).

Preferred Citation


Restrictions

Use of original records requires an appointment. Contact Archives staff for more details.

Conditions Governing Use

Permission to reproduce images from the Eliot Elisofon Photographic Archives must be obtained in advance. Copyright held by John and Margaret Drewal. To publish images from this collection, permission must be given by Henry and Margaret Drewal. Contact Archives staff for further information. The collection is subject to all copyright laws.

Biographical / Historical

Art historian Henry John Drewal received his BA from Hamilton College and two Masters' degrees and a PhD from Columbia University (1973). In between college and graduate school, Drewal served in the
Peace Corps, where he taught French and English, organized arts camps in Nigeria, and apprenticed himself to a Yoruba sculptor.

He taught at Cleveland State University (Chair of the Art Department), and was a Visiting Professor at UC-Santa Barbara and SUNY-Purchase. Since 1991 he has been the Evjue-Bascom Professor of Art History and Afro-American Studies at UW-Madison. He has published several books, edited volumes, exhibition catalogues, and many articles and produced a number of films documenting African and African Diaspora arts, and lectured widely on these topics. He has received several NEH and NEA grants, three Fulbright Research Awards (Brazil, Benin, Morocco), a Metropolitan Museum of Art Fellowship, and a Guggenheim Fellowship.

Dr. Margaret Thompson Drewal is an ethnographer, performance theorist, and dance historian. She has conducted extensive research on Yoruba and Afro-Brazilian ritual dance with a special interest in the poetics and politics of performance discourse. She is the author of *Performers, Play, and Agency: Yoruba Ritual Process* (1989). She has also authored numerous articles that have appeared in such journals as *TDR: A Journal of Performance Studies, African Arts*, and *The Journal Ritual Studies*. She is also a trained dancer and choreographer. At present, Dr. Drewal is the Chair of the Department of Performance Studies at North Western University.

There are also video productions by Henry John Drewal and Margaret Thompson Drewal available in the Warren M. Robbins Library. The videos available are "Efè/Gelede Ceremonies among the Western Yoruba," by Henry John Drewal; "Yoruba Performance," by Henry John Drewal; and "Yoruba Ritual: A Companion Video," by Margaret Thompson Drewal.

---

**Scope and Contents**

The Drewal collection is a photographic documentation of several trips made to the West African countries of Ghana, Nigeria, and Togo to conduct field research. This collection, which consists of over 10,000 color slides (35mm), represents a major portion of the photographs taken by the Drewals during their visits to West Africa from 1967-1986 to conduct field work.

There are several subjects present in this collection. The most prominent being the Egúngún and Gelede rituals and festivals of the Yoruba people of Nigeria. Other subjects found in the collection are Ifá initiation, Òrìsà and Mami Wata festivals, Òrìsà shrines, sacred arts, beading techniques, and traditional and modern architecture. There is a large selection of images specifically of shrines and festivals for Òrìsà such as Sango, Ògún, Agemo, Eyinle and others. Details of implements like the ose Sango, opa Osanyin, and opa Osun can also be seen in the collection.

The Drewals also photographed and documented Yoruba sacred art (i.e. shrine objects; masks) in a number of international museums in Africa, Europe and the United States. Their collection contains images of Yoruba art in the British Museum, London; Nigeria National Museum, Lagos; National Museum of African Art, Washington, D.C.; Everton Museum, New York; and Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago. For a complete listing of slides depicting museum collections see pages 28-33. These images are restricted and can not be reproduced without permission of the copyright holder.

---

**Organization of the Finding Aid**


This finding aid was organized according to the inherent value of the Drewal collection to art historians, ethnographers, anthropologists, and cultural historians. It has been kept simple but made as detailed as possible while still providing the researcher with references to the images and other valuable research information. The finding aid has been organized into three principal sections:

A. Bibliography of Drewal publications with image numbers; B. Primary keyword subjects: Field images; C. Primary keyword subjects: Art images; and D. Restricted images: B/W copy slides and non-Drewal color slides

A. Bibliography of Drewal publications: The first section contains a bibliography of primary Drewal publications and lists the image numbers for reproductions that appear in either black-and-white or color. These publications are listed chronologically with a corresponding list of image numbers. For the researcher's convenience, all images from the Drewal collection that have been published are listed in a separate column beside the publication in which the picture appears. Due to space restrictions, only the last five digits of the accession numbers are listed in the Image # column.

**Please note that some of the color slides in the collection have been reproduced as black-and-white images in several Drewal publications. A separate column in the bibliographic section indicates whether the image was reproduced in black-and-white or color in the publication. The Elsifon Archives does not
currently possess any of the Drewal's black-and-white negatives. For additional information on these images, please contact Drs. Henry John Drewal and Margaret Thompson Drewal.

Example:

Publication Title Image # Gelede: Art and Female Power among the Yoruba, 1993

To further assist researchers, two additional columns have been created to indicate if the image is published in color or black/white.

Example: Publication Title Image # Color Gelede: Art and Female Power among the Yoruba, 1993 • 00000

B & C. Primary keyword: Field and Art images The second section contains a complete list of images available in the collection, subdivided by field and art images. Field images refer to cultural or natural landscapes shot in Africa and Art images refer to images of objects in museums (or photographed in the field as an object by itself). These images have been categorized by primary keywords (i.e. artisan; leadership; masquerade) and subdivided into subcategories or type within these general keyword subjects (i.e. carvers; chiefs; Egungun).

Example:

Primary Keyword Subcategory Image # Architecture • Modern • 00000

D. Restricted images: The final section lists restricted images in the collection: b/w copy slides from publications and color slides not produced by the Drewals. These images are for study purposes only and not for reproduction.

Arrangement

The slides were sent to the Elisofon Archives in several batches. They were arranged according to the Drewals' own system of classification and field notes (see below). This arrangement is roughly by subject and further subdivided by subcategory or type. Slides of museum objects are grouped with field images of similar subject matter. For instance, museum object related to Sango worship can be found with the field images of Sango devotees and shrines.

The Drewals donated copies of their field notes (Red and Blue Books) which correspond to most of the slides found in the collection. The Red and Blue books are arranged in reverse chronological order starting with Blue Book 1977-78.1. Reference numbers to these books appear on the upper left hand corner of the slide (e.g. 78.34.6; 28-11). The majority of the field notes give the date and place where the photos were taken as well as a brief descriptive of the subject of the image related to the note. In some cases, the Òrìsà of a particular town was recorded in addition to how many Òrìsà are worshipped. The Drewals attended several private ceremonies and there are some descriptions of their experiences, however, in most cases not in extensive detail.

There is an additional notebook containing more field notes for years prior to 1975. This notebook has information about the images of museum objects and is a collection of Xeroxed copies of notes on index cards. There are no dates on the copies, but there are reference numbers as with the Red and Blue Books.

Images indexed by negative number.
Cultural Information and Background

The information found here goes slightly beyond the notes of the Red/Blue Books and index card that accompany the images. Because the Drewal Collection primarily centers on the Yoruba and Mami Wata spiritual traditions and material cultures, the focus of images are of specific implements of the deities and priests, such as staffs, pots, stools, thrones, statues, and bells. Also included in the collection are images of divination, sacrifice, and other important rituals, festivals and ceremonies. What is given here is pertinent background information on the cosmology of the Yoruba and Mami Wata spiritual traditions as it relates to the iconographical focus of the slides.

In Yoruba cosmology, there is a supreme being commonly referred to as Olo'dumare. Olo'dumare is essentially understood as being genderless or androgynous. There are no shrines or spiritual implements dedicated to Olo'dumare. The Yoruba believe that Olo'dumare is too vast and its power too strong to be channeled into one building or space. Everything is a part of or expresses an aspect of Olo'dumare. Through the appeasement of the Orisà Olo'dumare is served. The Orisà are the emissaries of Olo'dumare sent to the world to assist their devotees in everyday life. There are hundreds of Orisà within the Yoruba pantheon. Deities such as Ogbatala, Ifá, Èshù, Òshún, Shango, Òsanyìn, Yemoja and Oya are worshipped throughout Yorubaland; there are also deities that are specific to particular locations and are not as popular as the aforementioned eight.

Implements of the priests are classified as sacred art. These spiritual tools are not only instruments of the priests, but ultimately, they are tools for the Orisà. It is important to understand that the shrines are not the Orisà. This very prominent misconception has plagued traditional practitioners both in and out of Yorubaland for centuries. The emphasis of reverence is placed on the spirit associated with the materials used to construct a shrine or ceremonial item and not the item itself. The shrine and other sacred tools serve as vortices to channel the ashe or power of the Orisà into the physical world.

Ifá is a term that has been used to refer to the Yoruba traditional spiritual system. However, Ifá also refers to the Orisà of divination, Òrunmila, as well as the system of divination used by the priests of Òrunmila. Ifá's role as a diviner is so important in Yoruba cosmology that he is referred to as Elerì ipin, ibíkéjì Olo'dumare (witness to all destinies, second only to Olo'dumare). The Drewals were allowed to follow the process of three initiations and other sacred rituals performed by priests. Certain rituals cannot be witnessed by non-initiates; however the Drewals were able to photograph many of the sacred rites of the initiation process. The roles of the Ifá priest vary. Divining is a very important role of the Ifá priest, and the tools used to divine are also sacred. There is a section of the collection dedicated to images of divination tools and the Ifá shrine.

Èshù is another one of the most important deities within Yoruba cosmology. Èshù is the keeper of ashe and the inspector of all sacrifices. His image is carved into the top of the Ifá divination tray (ópopó Ifá) because he is a witness to all actions, thoughts, and events. According to Yoruba cosmology, he is an unbiased observer who will convey only the truth of any subject. Both Ifá and Èshù assist devotees in overcoming unsavory circumstances and bad luck, according to the Yoruba. There are many roads (aspects) of Èshù, each performing a specific duty in a devotee's life. Shigidi is one of the more powerful aspects of Èshù. One can see the noticeable differences between the Shigidi and the yangi (laterite or sculpted clay used to create an Èshù shrine).

The implements that are found on traditional Orisà shrines are based on Yoruba mythology. For instance, the odo Shango, ritual mortar, is found on almost all shrines dedicated to this particular Orisà. The legend goes that he used an inverted mortar to kill a leopard that was terrorizing the people of Enpe. The odo Shango is sometimes used to support the container that holds the "thunderstones" (lightning struck stones) of Shango's shrine. The inverted mortar is also used as a stool for priests or initiates to sit. Shango's priests usually keep their hair braided, even if the priest is male. Equestrian figures are utilized in both Shango and Oya sacred art. Oya is the only female deity in the Yoruba pantheon that has ever
been depicted riding a horse. Yoruba mythology states that Oya is a warrior goddess who accompanies her husband, Shango into battle and fights by his side. Together the husband and wife team is associated with thunderstorms. Oya is mythically related to the winds that precede the thunder and lightning that are both said to be associated with Shango.

There are several types of staffs or dance wands seen in the Drewal collection. In the case of dance wands, they are often times utilized during spirit possession. In some instances, the shrine of the Òrìsà is only the staff of that particular deity. Such is the case with the ọpa Osun, a deity associated with Ifá and his devotees and the ọpa Òrìsà Oko, the deity of agriculture.

The Ogboni society (also known as Os#ugbo) possesses a mixture of spiritual and governmental power within the traditional Yoruba community. It was the foundation of order in traditional Yoruba society. The focus of worship and veneration amongst Ogboni members is Onilẹh, the Owner of the land or Earth. Sometimes one may hear the term Onileh, Owner of the house, instead. Both pronunciations can be used and carry significant meaning in either case. However, the consensus of scholarly research associates Ogboni with the Earth. In that case the term Onileh is more suitable.

Egúngún and Gelede festivals are of significant importance amongst the Yoruba. The Egúngún society is dedicated to the veneration and appeasement of honorable ancestors. This can take place in private or public. Families celebrate their deceased relatives' lives and accomplishments privately through sacrifice, prayer and celebration. In a public arena ancestors from the community are given recognition. The Yoruba have long believed that community solidarity and welfare begins with the family. In honoring one's personal ancestors as well as benevolent community ancestors, the family receives the blessings of those that reside in the spiritual realm—those who have become ara ọ#run, or the people of heaven. Because the Yoruba believe in reincarnation, it is thought that the ancestors will one day return to the material world in a future lifetime. If proper rituals and prayers are performed, the spirits returning will have a better chance of being assets to society by hopefully making positive contributions to the elevation of the Yoruba people.

Gelede is always a public event. The time of year which the festival will take place is dependent on the locality in which the festival is being held. Gelede focuses mainly on the feminine and the role of women in society. Female deities such as Yemọja, Olókun, and Ileh are associated with Gelede. Another aspect of major importance to Gelede is the inclusion of Ìyánla, the Great Mother, which is a reference to Onilẹ. This reference is but one facet that connects Gelede to the Ogboni society. It is also during the Gelede festival that Awọn Ìyá Wa, Our Mothers or the Mothers, are petitioned and appeased so that they may not interfere with the positive efforts of the community.

Both the Egúngún and Gelede festivals help to ensure prosperity, abundance, and fertility of the people. It is through these festivals that indecent conduct is addressed in hopes of exorcising the root of such behavior. It is believed that bringing any disgraceful and inhumane acts to the forefront encourages individuals to act responsibly in all matters.

The final subject presented in the Drewal Collection is of the Mami Wata traditions in West Africa. Representations of Mami Wata often include foreign images, usually of Indian gods, to describe the attributes of Mami Wata as a deity. The term Mami Wata refers to a water spirit or a collective of water spirits. The names associated with the original African water spirit(s) have long been forgotten in some regions of West Africa where Mami Wata is worshipped. However, in other areas, the term Mami Wata is interchangeable with the indigenous name used to identify the water spirit(s). There are variations to the worship of Mami Wata throughout West Africa, yet similarities prevail. Togo is most popularly associated with the Mami Wata tradition. Most of the slides featuring Mami Wata devotees in the Drewal Collection were taken in Togo.
Names and Subject Terms

This collection is indexed in the online catalog of the Smithsonian Institution under the following terms:

Subjects:
- Ewe (African people)
- Igbo (African people)
- Yoruba (African people)

Cultures:
- Ewe (African people)
- Igbo (African people)
- Yoruba (African people)

Types of Materials:
- Color slides

Geographic Names:
- Africa
- Ghana
- Nigeria
- Sierra Leone
- Togo
Container Listing

Benin

1971

EEPA D00038: [Apasa mask with bladelike ears], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00038

Topic: Masks
Pottery
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


EEPA D00041: [Double-faced Apasa mask surmounted by a belt decorated with amulets and knives], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Bibliography

For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?profile=all&source=~!siliibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Lizards
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Benin

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00047: [Apasa headdress with bladelike ears], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Wildman, Howard, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "Bladelike ears and a beard dominate the small head in this apasa headdress. Photograph by Howard Wildman, Isagba, 1971."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00047

Bibliography

Bibliography
For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic:  
Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Benin

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00071: [Gelede mask representing old man wearing a mat], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00071

Topic:    Gelede -- Photographs
          Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
          Masks
          Wood-carving
          Works of art in situ

Place:    Africa
          Benin

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00315: [Carved wooden belly plate, Gelede headdress with standing figure holding two skulls, and standing figure for ọsẹ Ọṣẹ, Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00315

Topic:    Gelede -- Photographs
          Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
          Masks
          Wood-carving
          Works of art in situ

Place:    Africa
          Benin

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00316: [Gelede headdress with standing figure holding two skulls], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00316

Topic:    Gelede -- Photographs
          Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00317: [Old Apasa mask resting in shrine], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00317

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Shrines
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00346: [Gelede mask representing old man with striped cap], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00346

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00347: [Gelede masks with stylized tufts of plaited hair], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00347

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Gelede -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wood-carving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00348: [Gelede masks representing women carrying fish on platters], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00348

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Gelede -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wood-carving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00349: [Gelede mask representing a Sanba trader], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00349

| Topic: | Gelede -- Photographs |
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00350: [Gelede mask representing a Sanba trader], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00350

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00351: [Gelede masks representing men with beard and hair in roll around the head], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00351

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00352: [Gelede mask representing men with beard and hair in roll around the head], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00352

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00353: [Gelede mask with stylized hairstyle], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00353

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00354: [Gelede masks representing Eṣu, the divine messenger], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00354

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
EEPA D00355: [Gelede mask representing whitemen], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00355

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00356: [Gelede masks representing policemen], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00356

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00357: [Gelede mask representing oyinbo soldier with sailor cap], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00357

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00358: [Gelede mask representing oyinbo soldier with sailor cap], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00358

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00359: [Gelede masks representing pigs with whiskers], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00359

Topic: Animals in art
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00360: [Gelede mask representing rams], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00360

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Rams
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00361: [Gelede mask representing rams], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00361

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Rams
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00364: [Wooden belly plates which intensify female attributes], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Wildman, Howard, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "Body mask. Photograph Howard Wildman. Breast and belly plates, whether plain or elaborately decorated with scarification patterns, emphasize the theme of the knowledge of the source of life. Isagba, 1972."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00364
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Topic: Decoration and ornament
Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00365: [Segbe Osubi, carver and Babalawo of Iwoye], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00365

Topic: Leaders
Portraits

Occupation: Artists
Place: Africa
Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00366: [Gelede mask representing a bird, carved by Segbe Osubi],
Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00366

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00367: [Gelede mask representing a bird, carved by Segbe Osubi],
Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00367

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00368: [Gelede mask representing man wearing hat known as labankada when flaps are turned up], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00368

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00369: [Gelede mask representing man wearing hat known as labankada when flaps are turned up], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00369

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00370: [Gelede mask representing a woman carrying an agere Ifa on her head], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00370

Topic: Animals in art
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00371: [Gelede mask representing a woman with hair plaited into a circular crown], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00371

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00372: [Gelede mask representing hat known as adé, carved by Segbe Osubi], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00372

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00373: [Gelede mask representing hat known as adé, carved by Segbe Osubi], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00373

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00374: [Apasa mask with bladelike ears], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00374

Topic: Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00375: [Double-faced Apasa mask surmounted by a belt decorated with amulets and knives], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00375
EEPA D00376: [Gelede mask representing standing male figure and kneeling female figure], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00376

EEPA D00377: [Two iku, iron rattles worn by Gelede dancers], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00377
EEPA D00378: [Iron bell known as aaja], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00378
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Musical instruments
Place: Africa
Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00379: [Unpainted Apasa mask carved by Egbebi], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00379
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00380: [Old bird mask carved by Fakanbi], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00380
Topic: Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
EEPA D00381: [Unpainted Apasa mask carved by Egbebi], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00381
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
      Masks
      Wood-carving
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00382: [Wooden breastplate, part of female-style (abogi) Gelede costume], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00382
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Wood-carving
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00407: [During the Efe ceremony, Oro Efe in performance], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00407

Topic:  Dance
        Efe (masquerades)
        Gelede -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Benin

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00408: [During the Efẹ ceremony, Oro Efe in performance], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00408

Topic:  Dance
        Efe (masquerades)
        Gelede -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Benin

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00409: [During the Efẹ ceremony, Oro Efe in performance], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00409

Topic:  Dance
        Efe (masquerades)
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
        Masks
        Wood-carving
        Works of art in situ
EEPA D00410: [During the Efe ceremony, Oro Efe in performance], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00410

Topic: Dance
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
 Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00419: [Oro Efe headdress with cutlasses and suspended animals], Ketu area, town of Ofia, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00419

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00420: [Oro Efe headdress with cutlasses and suspended animals], Ketu area, town of Ofia, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00420

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00438: [Oro Efe headdress with crescent over stark white face], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00438

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Animals in art -- Leopards
Animals in art -- Snakes
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00439: [Oro Efe headdress with crescent over stark white face], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00439

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Animals in art -- Leopards
Animals in art -- Snakes
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00442: [Spectators at Gelede Festival, Ketu], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00442

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00443: [The Alaketu of Ketu and his chiefs], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00443

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs

Leaders
Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00444: [The Alaketu of Ketu and his chiefs], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00444

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Leaders

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00449: [Gelede mask representing a mongoose biting a snake], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00449

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Mongooses
Animals in art -- Snakes
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00450: [Gelede mask representing a mongoose biting a snake], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00450

Topic: Animals in art
     Animals in art -- Mongooses
     Animals in art -- Snakes
     Gelede -- Photographs
     Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
     Masks
     Wood-carving
     Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00451: [Gelede mask representing a bird, carved by Alaiye Etuobe],
Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00451

Topic: Animals in art
     Animals in art -- Birds
     Gelede -- Photographs
     Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
     Masks
     Wood-carving
     Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00452: [Gelede mask representing a bird, carved by Alaiye Etuobe],
Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00452

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00453: [Oro Efe headdress depicting a lion ringed round by cutlasses], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00453

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Lions
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00454: [Preparation of an Oro Efe masquerader], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00454

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00455: [Preparation of an Oro Efe masquerader], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00455

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00456: [Preparation of an Oro Efe masquerader], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00456

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00457: [Preparation of an Oro Efe masquerader], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00457

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00458: [Preparation of an Oro Efe masquerader], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00458

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00459: [Preparation of an Oro Efe masquerader], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00459

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Benin

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00460: [Gelede masquerader in performance], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00460

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Benin

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00461: [Ketu female-style masquerader in performance], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Publication title reads, "Ketu female-style masquerader in performance. A wooden breastplate, held in place by a harness, is draped with a cloth. Ketu, 1971."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00461
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Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00462: [Gelede mask with Ileke on top], Ketu area, town of Ofia, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00462

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00463: [Gelede mask with Ileke on top], Ketu area, town of Ofia, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00463
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00466: [Elders sitting in front of Gelede house], Ketu area, town of Ofia, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00466

Topic: Portraits
Place: Africa
Benin

EEPA D00470: [Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting a Muslim], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00470

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Benin

EEPA D00471: [Spectators at Gelede festival], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00471
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00492: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader representing woman to sell ware in market], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00492

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00493: [Pair of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in performance], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00493

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00494: [Pair of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in performance], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00494

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D00495: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masquerader wearing appliquéd clothes], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Publication title reads, "Gelede with elaborate coiffure and Ketu-style costume. A Ketu-style Gelede wears a large bamboo hoop around his chest covered with women's head ties, thus creating a massive cylinder of cloth. Idahin, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00495
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Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00526: [Gelede mask with three plaits and bowl on top], Ketu area, town of Ofia, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00526

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00527: [Gelede mask with three plaits and bowl on top], Ketu area, town of Ofia, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00527

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00528: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede headdress with hinged joints], Ketu area, town of Ofia, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "Hinged joints allow the carved representation of cloth to fly outward as the masquerader turns. Ofia, 1971."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00528
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Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00529: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede headdress with hinged joints], Ketu area, town of Ofia, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00529

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00530: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede mask representing a cock eating a tortoise], Ketu area, town of Ofia, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00530

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Roosters
Animals in art -- Snakes
Animals in art -- Turtles
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00531: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede mask representing a cock eating a tortoise], Ketu area, town of Ofia, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00531

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Roosters
Animals in art -- Snakes
Animals in art -- Turtles
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00532: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede mask representing hunters], Ketu area, town of Ofia, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00532

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00533: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede mask representing hunters], Ketu area, town of Ofia, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00533

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00632: [Oro Efe masquerader and his attendant], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00632

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00633: [Identical pair of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in performance], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00633

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00634: [Identical pair of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in performance], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "Pair of master dancers in performance. An identical pair of master dancers match each other's intricate dance patterns, as the crowd strains to see the action. Ketu, 1971."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00634
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Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Benin

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00635: [Ketu female-style (abogi) masquerader in performance], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "Ketu female-style masquerader in performance with a tightly wrapped torso. Characteristic of Ketu-style female Gelede costumes is the narrow torso tightly wrapped with women's head ties, Ketu, 1971."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00635
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Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00636: [Ketu female-style (abogi) masquerader in performance], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00636

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00637: [During the Efè ceremony, Tetede masquerader dancing], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00637

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
EEPA D00638: [During the Efe ceremony, Oro Efe wearing headdress with a stark white face], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00638

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00639: [Pair of Gelede masqueraders wearing appliqué cloth panels], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Publication title reads, "Pair of Gelede masqueraders wearing appliqué panels. In the Ketu region, masqueraders often incorporate elaborately embroidered and appliqué cloth panels into their costumes. Idahin, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00639
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Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10298: [Egungun masquerade], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

32-1

EEPA 1992-028-10298

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
oro ife from destructive medicine. [index card notes p31]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
30-31

EEPA A1992-028-00459

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
      Republic of Benin -- Photographs
      masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Benin

Culture: Edo (African people)
         Yoruba (African people)

1972

EEPA D00389: [House with thatched roof], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00389

Topic: Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
       Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1973

EEPA D00008: [Great Mother mask, Ìyánlá, in shrine], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00008

Topic: Masks
       Shrines
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00009: [Great Mother mask, Ìyánlá, in shrine], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00009

Topic: Masks
Shrines
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00010: [Shrine sheltering three Great Mother masks], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00010

Topic: Shrines
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00011: [Shrine sheltering three Great Mother masks], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "Three Great Mother masks with animal-like ears rest within the Gelede shrine. A white curtain covers the older ones in the background. Iwoye, 1973."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00011
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Topic: Masks
Shrines
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00012: [Great Mother mask, Ìyánlá, in shrine], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00012

Topic: Masks
Shrines
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00013: [Shrine sheltering three Great Mother masks], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00013

Topic: Masks
Shrines
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00020: [Pair of wooden bells, irò], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00020

Topic: Musical instruments

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00039: [Apasa mask with bladelike ears], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Publication title reads, "Apasa mask. The bladelike ears and the beard (broken) serve to support the guns, which cross over the apasa's white face. Iwoye, 1971."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00039
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Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00040: [Apasa mask with bladelike ears], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00040

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00445: [Lasise Ogundipe Enianibinu of Ogidigbo Quarter, renowned Oro Efe dancer], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00445

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Portraits

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00446: [Lasise Ogundipe Enianibinu of Ogidigbo Quarter, renowned Oro Efe dancer], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00446

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Portraits

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00447: [Lasise Ogundipe Enianibinu of Ogidigbo Quarter, renowned Oro Efe dancer], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00447

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Portraits

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00475: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masqueraders in performance], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00475
EEPA D00476: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masquerader wearing appliqué clothes], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "Male-type masquerader in performance wearing appliqué panels. A male Gelede with appliqué panels grips the bamboo hoop under his costume and moves it rhythmically during his dance. Idahin, 1973."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00476
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1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00477

Topic: Animals in art
   Animals in art -- Snakes
   Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Dance
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
   Masks
   Masquerades
   Wood-carving
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00478: [Gelede masquerader with moveable snakes emerging from
the headdress], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Wildman, Howard, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "Gelede dancer in performance wearing a mask with
hinged joints. Joints make moveable enormous snakes that emerge from the
headdresses, thus adding another kinetic dimension to the dance. Photograph
by Howard Wildman. Idahin, 1971."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00478
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Topic: Animals in art
   Animals in art -- Snakes
   Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Dance
   Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00479: [Gelede masqueraders with moveable snakes emerging from the headdress], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00479

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00480: [Gelede masquerader in performance], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00480

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masquerades
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00481: [Pair of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in performance], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00481

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00482: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masqueraders with headdress calling attention to the activities of hunters], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00482

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00483: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masqueraders with headdress calling attention to the activities of hunters], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00483

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00484: [Pair of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in performance], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00484

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00485: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masks with tray and cloth wrapped], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00485

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00486: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masks depicting gele with medicine bottle], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00486

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00487: [Pair of female-style (abogi) Gelede masks with elaborated hairstyle], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00487

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Benin

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00488: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede mask surmounted by a bird], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00488

Topic:  Animals in art  
Animals in art -- Birds  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa  
Benin

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00489: [Gelede masquerader with moveable snakes emerging from the headdress], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00489

Topic:  Animals in art  
Animals in art -- Snakes  
Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Dance  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00490: [Gelede masquerader with moveable snakes emerging from the headdress], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00490

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00491: [Neophyte Gelede dancer], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00491

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00498: [Gelede drum ensemble], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00498

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00499: [female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00499

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00500: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masqueraders with headdress calling attention to the activities of hunters], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00500

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00501: [Neophyte Gelede dancer], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00501

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00502: [Gelede masquerader with moveable snakes emerging from the headdress], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00502

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00503: [Gelede masks with moveable snakes emerging from the
headdresses], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00503

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00516: [Pair of masks with small cosmetic pots on a tray and a rolled
up mat], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)

Wildman, Howard, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "Pair of masks with small cosmetic pots on a tray
and a rolled up mat at the top. Lidded bowls set in metal trays and rolled up
mats constitute the loads of two traders with elaborately looped head ties. Photograph by Howard Wildman. Ida Hin, 1971.*

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00516
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Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00640: [Gelede masqueraders wearing appliquéd cloth panels], Ketu area, town of Ida Hin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00640

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00641: [Gelede masquerader with moveable snakes emerging from the headdress], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Wildman, Howard, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "Gelede dancer in performance wearing a mask with hinged joints. Joints make moveable enormous snakes that emerge from the headdresses, thus adding another kinetic dimension to the dance. Photograph by Howard Wildman. Idahin, 1971."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00641

Bibliography

Bibliography
For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!
silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00642: [Gelede masqueraders wearing appliquéd cloth panels], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00642

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
       Benin

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01334: [Oba at ceremony, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.45

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01334

Topic:  Leaders
Place:  Africa
        Benin

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01335: [Oba at ceremony, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.45a

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01335

Topic:  Leaders
        Rites and ceremonies
Place:  Africa
        Benin

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01336: [Drummers at ceremony, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.47
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01336

Topic: Musicians
        Rites and ceremonies
Place:  Africa
        Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01337: [Drummers at ceremony, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.48
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01337

Topic: Drummer
        Rites and ceremonies
Place:  Africa
        Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01338: [Drummers at ceremony, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.49
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01338
Topic: Drummer
    Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
    Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01339: [Priest ceremony, Pobe], 1973
  1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  50.51

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01339

Topic: Priests
    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
    Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01340: [Oba in ceremony, Pobe], 1973
  1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  50.52

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01340

Topic: Leaders
    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
    Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01341: Members of Egbe Nla [Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.53

E 2 YRB HJD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01341

Topic: Leaders
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01378: [Priest, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.13

G 2 YRB MTD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01378

Topic: Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01876: [Portrait of Esu priest, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-21

A 2 YRB HMD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01876
Topic: Portraits
Priests

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01877: [Esu priests ceremonial hat, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-32
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01877

Topic: Regalia

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09091: [Yoruba woman with elaborate kolo design], Ohori area, town of Isede, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09091

Citation source: Professor Henry John Drewal.

Title source: Archives staff.

Bibliography


Topic: Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09095: [Tattoo cicatrice design], Ohori area, town of Isagba, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09095

Title source: Archives staff.

Citation source: Professor Henry John Drewal.

Bibliography

Topic:  Body marking -- Africa
Place:  Africa
Benin

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09939: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-94

EEPA 1992-028-09939

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place:  Africa
Benin

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09940: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-113

EEPA 1992-028-09940

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09943: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-96

EEPA 1992-028-09943

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09963: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-98

EEPA 1992-028-09963

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place:  Africa
Benin

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10170: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-111

EEPA 1992-028-10170

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place:  Africa
Benin

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10171: [Egungun masquerade], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
68-1

EEPA 1992-028-10171
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10172: [Egungun masquerade], Ohori area, town of Iwoye, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
COPY 68-1

EEPA 1992-028-10172

EEPA D10173: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-121

EEPA 1992-028-10173

EEPA D10201: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
EEPA 1992-028-10201

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
Place:  Africa
        Benin
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10202: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973

EEPA 1992-028-10202

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
Place:  Africa
        Benin
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10203: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10204: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-99

EEPA 1992-028-10204

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10205: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-101

EEPA 1992-028-10205

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10206: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-103

EEPA 1992-028-10206

Topic: Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades
Place: Africa Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10207: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-104

EEPA 1992-028-10207

Topic: Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades
Place: Africa Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10208: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-100

EEPA 1992-028-10208
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10209: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-107

EEPA 1992-028-10209

EEPA D10210: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-108

EEPA 1992-028-10210

EEPA D10211: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
EEPA 1992-028-10211

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10212: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973

EEPA 1992-028-10212

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10213: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973

EEPA 1992-028-10213
EEPA D10214: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
50-116

EEPA 1992-028-10214

EEPA D10215: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
50-117

EEPA 1992-028-10215

EEPA D10216: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-118

EEPA 1992-028-10216

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10217: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-120

EEPA 1992-028-10217

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10218: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-102

EEPA 1992-028-10218
EEPA D10219: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
50-95

EEPA 1992-028-10219

EEPA D10220: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
50-119

EEPA 1992-028-10220

EEPA D10223: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-122

EEPA 1992-028-10223
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Benin
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10225: [Egungun masquerade], Anago area, town of Pobe, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-106

EEPA 1992-028-10225

EEPA 1992-028-10299

EEPA D10299: [Egungun masquerade], Ketu area, town of Idahin, Benin, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
32-1A

EEPA 1992-028-10299

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1974

EEPA D00033: [During the Efe ceremony, Oro Efe wearing headdress with a stark white face], Cove town, Benin, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Edna Bay, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00033

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00034: [Spirit Bird mask used in the Efe ceremony], Cove town, Benin, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Edna Bay, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00034

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00035: [Spirit Bird mask used in the Efe ceremony], Cove town, Benin, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Edna Bay, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00035

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00036: [During the Efe ceremony, the bearded Great Mother, Ìyánlá, in performance], Cove town, Benin, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Edna Bay, Photographer
Undetermined.

Publication title reads, "The Great Mother masquerade in performance, Cove. Photograph by Edna Bay. The bearded Great Mother, Ìyánlá, bent with age, trails white cloth on the ground. Cove, Benin, 1972."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00036

Bibliography
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Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1975

EEPA D00021: [Great Mother mask, Ìyánlá], Ohori area, Benin, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00021

Topic: Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00023: [Great Mother mask, Ìyánlá], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00023

Topic: Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1977

EEPA D00166: [Gelede mask carved by Oduitian of Ijale-Ketu], Ketu area, town of Ketu, Benin, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00166

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Benin

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
Burkina Faso

EEPA D05601: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.23

I 2 UPV HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05601

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Burkina Faso

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D05602: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.22

I 2 UPV HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05602

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Burkina Faso

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D05603: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.21
I 2 UPV HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05603

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Burkina Faso

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D05604: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.20

I 2 UPV HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05604

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Burkina Faso

Genre/Form: Color slides

Return to Table of Contents
Congo (Democratic Republic)

EEPA D10470: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 0 HMD

EEPA 1992-028-10470

Topic: Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
        Congo (Democratic Republic)
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10477: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 0 HMD

EEPA 1992-028-10477

Topic: Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
        Congo (Democratic Republic)
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10478: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 0 HMD

EEPA 1992-028-10478

Topic: Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Congo (Democratic Republic)
Genre/Form: Color slides

Return to Table of Contents
Ghana

1967

EEPA D09006: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
101-35
G 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09906

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[numbers do not correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is AUG 67.
Local Numbers
101-55
S 0 GHA 67

Topic: Cultural landscapes
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Ghana

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[numbers do not correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 67.
Local Numbers
101-57
U 0 GHA 67

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Ghana

**EEPA 1992-028-08379**: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967
*1 Slide (col.)*
Undetermined.
Ghana. Fanti chief's umbrella (near Cape Coast) [numbers do not correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is AUG 67.

**Local Numbers**
G 0 GHA 67

**Topic**: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

**Place**: Africa
Ghana

**EEPA D08376**: Vernacular architecture, 1967
*1 Slide (col.)*
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

**Local Numbers**
T 0 GHA HJD 67

**EEPA 1992-028-08376**

**Topic**: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

**Place**: Africa
Ghana

**Genre/Form**: Color slides

**EEPA D08404**: Vernacular architecture, 1967
*1 Slide (col.)*
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

**Local Numbers**
101-12

T 2 YRB HJD 67

**EEPA 1992-028-08404**

**Topic**: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
    Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08405: Vernacular architecture, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
    101-13
T 2 YRB HJD 67

EEPA 1992-028-08405

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
    Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
    Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08411: Cultural landscapes, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
    S 0 GHA HJD 67

EEPA 1992-028-08411

Topic: Cultural landscapes
    Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D09898: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-27

EEPA 1992-028-09898

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09899: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-28

EEPA 1992-028-09899

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09900: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-29
G 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09900

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09901: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-30

G 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09901

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09902: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-31

G 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09902

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09903: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-32
G 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09903

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
    Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09904: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-33
G 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09904

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
    Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09905: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967
G 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09908

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09909: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-39

G 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09909

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09910: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-40

G 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09910

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Ghana
| Genre/Form: | Color slides |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

**EEPA D09911: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967**

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-41

G 2 YRB HMD 67

**EEPA 1992-028-09911**

| Topic: | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs |
| Place: | Africa
Ghana |
| Genre/Form: | Color slides |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

**EEPA D09912: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967**

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-42

G 2 YRB HMD 67

**EEPA 1992-028-09912**

| Topic: | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs |
| Place: | Africa
Ghana |
| Genre/Form: | Color slides |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D09913: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-43

G 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09913

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09914: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-44

G 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09914

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09915: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-46

G 2 YRB HMD 67
EEPA 1992-028-09915

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09916: Cultural landscapes, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-52
S 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09916

Topic: Cultural landscapes
       Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09917: Cultural landscapes, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-53
S 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09917

Topic: Cultural landscapes
       Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09918: Cultural landscapes, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-54
S 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09918

Topic: Cultural landscapes
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09919: Rites and Ceremonies, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-56
G 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09919

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09920: Marketplaces, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-58

K 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09920

Topic: Marketing
Marketplaces

Place: Africa
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09921: Marketplaces, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-59

K 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09921

Topic: Marketing
Marketplaces

Place: Africa
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09922: Marketplaces, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-60
K 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09922

Topic: Marketing
Marketplaces

Place: Africa
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09923: Marketplaces, 1967
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-61

K 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09923

Topic: Marketing
Marketplaces

Place: Africa
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09924: Marketplaces, 1967
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-62

K 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09924

Topic: Marketing
Marketplaces

Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09925: Marketplaces, Ghana, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-63
K 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09925

Topic: Marketing
Marketplaces
Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10617: (No Title Given), 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-64
0 GHA HJD 67

EEPA 1992-028-10617

Topic: Flora
Landscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D09897: Works of art in situ, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-24

G 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-09897

Topic: Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1971

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
101

I 2 GHA 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Ghana

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1973

EEPA D08397: Natural landscapes, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
U 2 YRB HJD 73
EEPA 1992-028-08397

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs  
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa  
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1975

EEPA D04569: Masquerades, 1975  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
E 2 AKN HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04569

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades

Place: Africa  
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Akan (African people)

EEPA D04570: Masquerades, 1975  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
E 2 AKN HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04570

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades

Place: Africa  
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Akan (African people)

EEPA D04571: Masquerades, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 AKN HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04571

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Akan (African people)

EEPA D04572: Masquerades, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 AKN HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04572

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Akan (African people)

EEPA D04573: Masquerades, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 AKN HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04573

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Akan (African people)

EEPA D04574: Masquerades, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 AKN HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04574

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Akan (African people)

EEPA D04575: Masquerades, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 AKN HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04575

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Akan (African people)

EEPA D04576: Masquerades, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 AKN HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04576

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Akan (African people)

EEPA D04577: Masquerades, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 AKN HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04577

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Akan (African people)

EEPA D04578: Masquerades, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 AKN HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04578

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Akan (African people)

EEPA D04579: Masquerades, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 AKN HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04579

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Akan (African people)

EEPA D10454: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.1.34
I 0 GHA HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10454

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10455: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.1.35
I 0 GHA HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10455

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10456: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   75.1.36

I 0 GHA HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10456

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Mami Wata (African deity)
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10459: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   75.1.12

I 0 GHA HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10459

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Mami Wata (African deity)
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10460: (No Title Given), 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.1.13

I 0 GHA HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10460

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)

Place: Africa
Ghana

Genre/Form: Color slides

1976

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Ewe/Mina. Legba shrine in clay 73.7.245 a+b MAA [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUL 76.

Local Numbers
I 0 EWE 76

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Ghana

Culture: Ewe (African people)

1980

EEPA D05578: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.13

I 2 ASH HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05578
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Ghana
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Asante (African people)

Return to Table of Contents
Niger

1980

EEPA D05583: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.30

I 2 HSA HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05583

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Niger

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Hausa (African people)
Hausa (African people)

Return to Table of Contents
Nigeria

1964

EEPA D04130: Cultural landscapes, 1964
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
S 2 YRB HJD 64

EEPA 1992-028-04130

Topic: Cultural landscapes
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04131: Cultural landscapes, 1964
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
S 2 YRB HJD 64

EEPA 1992-028-04131

Topic: Cultural landscapes
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1965

EEPA D04686: Works of art in situ, 1965
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-22

EEPA 1992-028-04686
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04687: Works of art in situ, 1965
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-23

EEPA 1992-028-05677
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05677: Cultural landscapes, 1965
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
S 2 YRB HJD 65

EEPA 1992-028-05677
Topic: Cultural landscapes
   Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10300: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1965
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10300

1966

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[Gelede masquerade, view of audience; unsure what notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUN 66.

Local Numbers
8-9

E 2 YRB 66


1966
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[Gelede masquerade, view of audience; unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUN 66.

Local Numbers
8-8

E 2 YRB 66

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[Gelede masquerade; unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUN 66.

Local Numbers
8-6

EEPA A1992-028-00171

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
oga-Orile (?) Northern Egbado Gelede dancer (abogi) wearing mask with two drums on top. Painted blue, white and red. Breast-plate has two carved female statues, very reminiscent of ibeji. These are painted white with blue peaked headresses. Photographed May, 1966. [Spirit of twins may be assoc. with aje] [index card notes p8]. The date on the slide is JUN 66.

Local Numbers
8-7

EEPA A1992-028-00694
EEPA D00169: [Gelede drum ensemble], Egbado area, town of Joga-Orile, Nigeria, 1966
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00169

EEPA D00170: [Crowd controller during Gelede festival], Egbado area, town of Joga-Orile, Nigeria, 1966
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00170

EEPA D00171: [Gelede masqueraders and drummers], Egbado area, town of Joga-Orile, Nigeria, 1966
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00171

Topic: Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00694: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader donning twin figures as breasts], Egbado area, town of Joga-Orile, Nigeria, 1966
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "Female-style masquerader donning twin figures as breasts, Joga/Imasai vicinity. A masquerader with drums on his headdress substitutes twin statuettes for breasts. Joga/Imasai, 1965."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00694

Bibliography

Bibliography
For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?profile=all&source=~!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05627: Marketplaces, 1966
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
00026458
K 2 YRB HJD 66

EEPA 1992-028-05627

Topic: Marketing
Marketplaces
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1967

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no field notes to correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is AUG 67.

Local Numbers
106-1
I 0 YRB 67

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[numbers do not correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is AUG 67.

Local Numbers
101-20
G 2 YRB 67

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 67.

Local Numbers
   101-5

U 2 YRB 67

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
       Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08352: Works of art in situ, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   9-25

I 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-08352

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08399: Vernacular architecture, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-7

T 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-08399

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08400: Vernacular architecture, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-10

T 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-08400

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08401: Vernacular architecture, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-11
T 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-08401

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08402: Vernacular architecture, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-6

T 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-08402

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08403: Vernacular architecture, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-8

T 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-08403

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08406: Vernacular architecture, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-2
T 2 YRB HMD 67

EEPA 1992-028-08406

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08413: Vernacular architecture, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
T 2 YRB HJD 67

EEPA 1992-028-08413

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08414: Cultural landscapes, 1967
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
S 2 YRB HJD 67
EEPA 1992-028-08414

Topic: Cultural landscapes
      Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1970

D01539: [Sango priests in ritual dance, Oyo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01539
66-23
G 2 YRB HJD 70

Topic: Priests
      Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no corresponding field notes to numbers.]. The date on the slide is OCT 70.

Local Numbers
64-19
G 2 YRB 70

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no corresponding field notes to numbers]. The date on the slide is OCT 70.

Local Numbers
64-20

G 2 YRB 70

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osogbo Osun The arugba (virgin who carries sacrifice) in midst of crowd. Men carry atori (whips). Sacrifice is covered with red cloth with corwries and other medicines attached. [index card notes p75]. The date on the slide is OCT 70.

Local Numbers
64-21

G 2 YRB 70

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osogbo Osun Osun devotee playing a sistrum at Osun grove. [index card notes p75]. The date on the slide is OCT 70.

Local Numbers
64-22

G 2 YRB 70

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osogbo Osun Crowd dancing in honor of Osun. Large calabash rattle. [index card notes p75]. The date on the slide is OCT 70.

Local Numbers
64-26
G 2 YRB 70

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osogbo Osun Drummers at Osun festival. [index card notes p75]. The date on the slide is OCT 70.

Local Numbers
64-28
G 2 YRB 70

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osogbo Osun Woman dancing during festival. [index card notes p75]. The date on the slide is OCT 70.

Local Numbers
64-29
G 2 YRB 70

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osogbo Osun Crowd in Osun grove. [index card notes p75]. The date on the slide is OCT 70.

Local Numbers
64-30
G 2 YRB 70

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osogbo Osun The chief priestess of Osun, the aworo [index card notes cut off, p75]. The date on the slide is OCT 70.

Local Numbers
64-31
G 2 YRB 70

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01537: Rites and Ceremonies, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ede Shango Three male devotees, possibly priests in training, for Shango. Oct.1970. [index card notes p77]. The date on the slide is NOV 70.

Local Numbers
66-14
| Topic: | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs |
|---|---|
| Place: | Africa  
Nigeria |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Ede Sango Sango priest in ritual hairstyle known as agogo or idirun Sango. [index card notes p77]. The date on the slide is NOV 70.  
Local Numbers  
66-25

| Topic: | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs |
|---|---|
| Place: | Africa  
Nigeria |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Ede Sango Bata, apinti drum ensemble for Sango. [index card notes p77]. The date on the slide is NOV 70.  
Local Numbers  
66-19

| Topic: | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs |
|---|---|
| Place: | Africa  
Nigeria |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Ede Sango Bata drummers for Sango. [index card notes p77]. The date on the slide is NOV 70.
Local Numbers
  66-20

G 2 YRB 70

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

  1 Slide (col.)
  Undetermined.
  Ede Sango Bata and apinti drum ensemble for Sango. [index card notes p77].
  The date on the slide is NOV 70.

Local Numbers
  66-21

G 2 YRB 70

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

  1 Slide (col.)
  Undetermined.
  Ede Sango Lead Bata drummer for Sango (now blind.) [index card notes p77].
  The date on the slide is NOV 70.

Local Numbers
  66-22

G 2 YRB 70

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 70.

Local Numbers
185

I 2 YRB 70

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
different exposure [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 70.

Local Numbers
186

I 2 YRB 70

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 70.

Local Numbers
186

I 2 YRB 70

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is AUG 70.

Local Numbers
189
I 2 YRB 70

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
YORUBA-AGBONBIOFE. Cleveland Museum of Art [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is FEB 70.

Local Numbers
       Cleveland

I 2 YRB 70

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 70.

Local Numbers
191
I 2 YRB 70

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 70.

Local Numbers
192
I 2 YRB 70

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 70.

Local Numbers
A 2 YRB 70

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01502: Osun priest during festival [Osun grove, Osun festival, Osogbo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
64.19
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01502
EEPA D01503: [Crowd at Osun grove, Osun festival, Osogbo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
64.20
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01503

EEPA D01504: [Arugba at Osun grove carrying sacrifice, Osun festival, Osogbo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
64.21
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01504
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01505: [Osun devotee, Osun festival, Osogbo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
64.22
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01505

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Sacred groves
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01506: [Crowd dance in honor of Osun, Osun festival, Osogbo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
64.26
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01506

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Sacred groves
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01507: [Drummers at Osun grove, Osun festival, Osogbo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   64.28

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01507

Topic: Drummers (Musicians)
   Festivals
   Photographs
   Sacred groves

Place:   Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01508: [Devotee at Osun grove, Osun festival, Osogbo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   64.29

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01508

Topic:   Festivals
         Photographs
         Sacred groves

Place:   Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01509: [Crowd at Osun grove, Osun festival, Osogbo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   64.30

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01509

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Sacred groves

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01510: [Chief priest of Osun Osogbo shrine at shrine in grove, Osun festival, Osogbo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
64.31

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01510

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Sacred groves
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01537: [Group portrait of priests of Sango. Oyo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.12

I 2 YRB MTD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01537

Topic: Photographs
Portraits, Group
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01538: [Sango priests, Oyo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
66-15
G 2 YRB HJD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01538

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01540: [Sango priests performing feats of magic, Oyo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
66-16
G 2 YRB HJD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01540

Topic: Priests
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01541: [Sango priest performing act of magic, Oyo], 1970
EEPA 1992-028-01541

Topic: Priests
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01542: [Sango priests performing acts of magic, Oyo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
66-17

G 2 YRB HJD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01542

Topic: Priests
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01543: [Sango priests, Oyo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
66.25

G 2 YRB HJD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01543
Topic: Priests
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01544: [Drummers, bata, Oyo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
66.19
G 2 YRB HJD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01544

Topic: Drummers
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01545: [Drummers, bata, Oyo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
66.20
G 2 YRB HJD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01545

Topic: Drummers
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01546: [Drummers, bata, Oyo], 1970
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1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
66.21

G 2 YRB HJD 70
EEPA 1992-028-01546

Topic: Drummers
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01547: [Drummers, bata, Oyo], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
66.22

G 2 YRB HJD 70
EEPA 1992-028-01547

Topic: Drummers
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01632: [Ere Ibeji, Ibeji figure, museum], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
16.1

I 2 YRB HMD 70
EEPA 1992-028-01632
Topic: Photographs
Sacred objects

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01648: [Ose Sango, museum], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
190

I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01648

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01651: [Ose Sango, museum], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01651

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01654: [Ose Sango, museum], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01654

Topic: Sacred objects
        Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01657: [Ose Sango], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01657

Topic: Sacred objects
        Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01658: [Ose Sango], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01658

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01660: [Ose Sango, Oja Odan], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01660

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01662: [Ose Sango, museum], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01662

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01663: [Ose Sango, museum], 1970
EEPA 1992-028-01663

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA D01664: [Ose Sango, Oja Odan], 1970

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01664

EEPA D01665: [Ose Sango, museum], 1970

1 Slide (col.)
Verger, Pierre, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01665

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01666: [Ose Sango, Ohori], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01666

Topic: Sacred objects
     Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01667: [Shrine post, Sango, museum], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01667

Topic: Sacred objects
     Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01697: [Ose Sango, museum], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB MTD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01697

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01698: [Ose Sango, museum], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB MTD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01698

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01699: [Ose Sango, museum], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB MTD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01699

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01700: [Ose Sango, museum], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB MTD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01700

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01701: [Ose Sango, museum], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB MTD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01701

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01702: [Ose Sango, museum], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB MTD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01702

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01703: [Ose Sango, museum], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
54-6
I 2 YRB HMD 70
EEPA 1992-028-01703
Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01704: [Ose Sango, museum], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB MTD 70
EEPA 1992-028-01704
Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01708: [Sango shrine sculpture, museum/private collection], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB MTD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01708
Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01709: [Sango shrine sculpture, museum/private collection], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB MTD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01709
Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01710: [Sango shrine sculpture, museum/private collection], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB MTD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01710
Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01711: [Sango shrine sculpture, museum/private collection], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB MTD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01711

Topic: Religious articles
       Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01713: [Sango shrine sculpture, museum/private collection], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB MTD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01713

Topic: Religious articles
       Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01825: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
54-7

I 2 YRB HMD 70
EEPA 1992-028-01825

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01826: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-01826

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02187: [Olojumerindilogun, sixteen-point lamp], 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
66-24

I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-02187

Topic: Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D04140: Works of art in situ, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   20-17

I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-04140

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Esu -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04365: Vernacular architecture, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   64-3

T 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-04365

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04666: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-44

F 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-04666

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04667: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-26

F 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-04667

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04668: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-27
F 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-04668

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04669: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-28

F 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-04669

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04670: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-31

F 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-04670

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04671: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-32
F 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-04671

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04672: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-33
F 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-04672

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04673: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

63-29

EEPA 1992-028-04673

Topic: Dance
   Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04674: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

63-30

EEPA 1992-028-04674

Topic: Dance
   Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04675: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

63-45
F 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-04675

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04676: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-34

F 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-04676

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04677: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-35

F 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-04677

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04678: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-36
F 2 YRB HMD 70
EEPA 1992-028-04678

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04679: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-37
F 2 YRB HMD 70
EEPA 1992-028-04679

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04680: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-39

F 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-04680

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04681: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-40

F 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-04681

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04682: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-42
EEPA 1992-028-04682

Topic: Dance
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04683: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-41

EEPA 1992-028-04683

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04684: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-38

EEPA 1992-028-04684

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04685: Dance, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
63-43
F 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-04685

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04996: Works of art in situ, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
56-22
I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-04996

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05024: Works of art in situ, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-19

I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-05024

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06308: Rites and Ceremonies, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
64-25

G 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-06308

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06309: Rites and Ceremonies, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
64-23
G 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-06309

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06558: Works of art in situ, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
64-24

I 0 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-06558

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06597: Works of art in situ, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
64-27

I 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-06597

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08369: Works of art in situ, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
188 10-
1 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-08369

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08375: Natural landscapes, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
70.24.

U 2 YRB HJD 70

EEPA 1992-028-08375

Topic:  Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08383: Artist, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-6

H 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-08383

Topic: Artisan
Occupation: Artists
Place: Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08384: Artist, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-128

H 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-08384

Topic: Artisan
Occupation: Artists
Place: Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08390: Artist, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-11
H 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-08390

Topic: Artisan
Occupation: Artists
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08391: Artist, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-13

H 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-08391

Topic: Artisan
Occupation: Artists
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08392: Artist, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-5

H 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-08392

Topic: Artisan
Occupation: Artists
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08393: Artist, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-8
H 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-08393

Topic: Artisan
Occupation: Artists
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08407: Vernacular architecture, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
39-17
T 2 YRB HMD 70

EEPA 1992-028-08407

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
     Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08416: Works of art in situ, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
54-5

EEPA 1992-028-08416

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08421: Works of art in situ, 1970

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
187

EEPA 1992-028-08421

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09947: [Egungun masquerade], Ede area, Nigeria, 1970

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
66-2
EEPA 1992-028-09947

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09948: [Egungun masquerade], Ede area, Nigeria, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
66-10

EEPA 1992-028-09948

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10286: [Egungun masquerade], Osogbo area, town of Iragberi, Nigeria, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
64-16

EEPA 1992-028-10286

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10287: [Egungun masquerade], Ede area, Nigeria, 1970
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1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
66-13

EEPA 1992-028-10287

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10288: [Egungun masquerade], Ede area, Nigeria, 1970

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
66-11

EEPA 1992-028-10288

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10289: [Egungun masquerade], Ede area, Nigeria, 1970

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
66-6

EEPA 1992-028-10289

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10290: [Egungun masquerade], Ede area, Nigeria, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
66-7

EEPA 1992-028-10290

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10291: [Egungun masquerade], Ede area, Nigeria, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
66-8

EEPA 1992-028-10291

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10292: [Egungun masquerade], Ede area, Nigeria, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   66-9

EEPA 1992-028-10292

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10293: [Egungun masquerade], Ede area, Nigeria, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   66-12

EEPA 1992-028-10293

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10294: [Egun masquerade], Ede area, Nigeria, 1970
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   66-1

EEPA 1992-028-10294

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10295: [Egungun masquerade], Ede area, Nigeria, 1970
   1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   66-3

EEPA 1992-028-10295

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10296: [Egungun masquerade], Ede area, Nigeria, 1970
   1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   66-4

EEPA 1992-028-10296

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10297: [Egungun masquerade], Osogbo area, town of Iwo, Nigeria, 1970
EEPA 1992-028-10297

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1971


1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Imasai Gelede mask called "Iju" symbolizing the woman Iju who the first settlers of Imasai found when they reached there. The mask is painted completely white with blue dot all over. A motif of coiled snakes forms the superstructure. She wears a white wrapper (symbolic of the original Ija who was said to have worn white) and wooden breasts painted white. She carried a double-gong iron rattle. The people greet her with shouts of joy and pray that any evil in the town will disappear. They carry branches and greet her as she comes from the river named in her honor - she comes last on the 2nd day of G. fest. [index card notes p7]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers

7-6

EEPA A1992-028-00025

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Imasai Gelede mask called "Iju" symbolizing the woman Iju who the first settlers of Imasai found when they reached there. The mask is painted completely white with blue dot all over. A motif of coiled snakes forms the superstructure. She wears a white wrapper (symbolic of the original Ija who was said to have worn white) and wooden breasts painted white. She carried a double-gong iron rattle. The people greet her with shouts of joy and pray that any evil in the town will disappear. They carry branches and greet her as she comes from the river named in her honor - she comes last on the 2nd day of G. fest. [index card notes p7]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
7-7, 4b

EEPA A1992-028-00026

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Joga-Orile Gelede mask representing Iju Ejide the wife of the main ancestor and founder of Joga Oba-Laju. This is the last and most important mask to come out. She has cotton to represent hair and small calabash on head. 2 plug in ears. Face is blue with yellow tribal marks. She wears [index card cut off] [index card notes p7]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
8-4, 3b

EEPA A1992-028-00027

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Igan-Okoto Principal Gelede mask called Oleyo. Carries iron rattle, white cloth and hair. Last mask to come out on second day of festival. Possibly carved by same hand as 2 Gelede in 6-5. [index card notes p6]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
6-4, II-19

E 2 YRB 71

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Igan-Okoto Shrine for Ejide near river [index card notes p6]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
8-3, II-20

E 2 YRB 71

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
28-10

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.  

Local Numbers  
28-11  
I 2 YRB 71  

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.  

Local Numbers  
27-5  
I 2 YRB 71  

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
Local Numbers
46-12

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
46-11

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-44

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-43

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
24-8

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
24-9

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
24-12
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
24-13
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-3
I 2 YRB 71
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
30-50
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
30-24
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes data corresponds to]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.
Local Numbers
30-25

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
30-44

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes data corresponds to]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
30-45

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Tetede(?) mask. Obafemi Awolowo U. Coll. [unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
-3

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
30-54

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
30-51

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unknown which field notes correspond to number]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
142
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes correspond to data]. The date on the slide is SEP 71.

Local Numbers
168
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes correspond to number]. The date on the slide is SEP 71.

Local Numbers
167
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
166

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
165

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
**Local Numbers**

158

I 2 YRB 71

| Topic: | Art in situ -- Photographs  
|        | Gelede -- Photographs  
|        | Works of art in situ |
| Place: | Africa  
|        | Nigeria |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |


*1 Slide (col.)*

Undetermined.

[unsure what field notes correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

**Local Numbers**

157

I 2 YRB 71

| Topic: | Art in situ -- Photographs  
|        | Gelede -- Photographs  
|        | Works of art in situ |
| Place: | Africa  
|        | Nigeria |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |


*1 Slide (col.)*

Undetermined.

[unsure what field notes correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

**Local Numbers**

140

I 2 YRB 71

| Topic: | Art in situ -- Photographs  
|        | Gelede -- Photographs  
|        | Works of art in situ |
| Place: | Africa  
|        | Nigeria |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
Local Numbers
141
I 2 YRB 71
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
Local Numbers
128
I 2 YRB 71
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
Local Numbers
139
I 2 YRB 71
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
138
I 2 YRB 71

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
47-1
I 2 YRB 71

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
Local Numbers
47-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
118

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
112

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
100

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
94

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
87

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
46-16
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
-76
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
-58
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
-59
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
1-27
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
1-26
I 2 YRB 71
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
-23

I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
-22

I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
46-10
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
   J-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
   J-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUN 71.
Local Numbers
C-1
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
C-2
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
45-1
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
43-7

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
-14

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
54-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
54-3
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
-74
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
-15
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
-9

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
8

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
7

I 2 YRB 71
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
6
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
-5
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
K-1
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
   K-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
   J-4

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUN 71.
Local Numbers

J-3

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Similar to work attributed to Oguntade Iji or his son from Ilara -see 33's.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers

12-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Similar to work attributed to Oguntade Iji or his son from Ilara -see 33's. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers

12-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[Gelede masquerade, unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
7-8

EEPA A1992-028-00167

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[Gelede masquerade; unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
7-9

EEPA A1992-028-00168

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[Gelede masquerade; unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
8-5

EEPA A1992-028-00172
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[Gelede masquerade; unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
8-2

EEPA A1992-028-00173

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[Gelede masquerade; unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
8-1

EEPA A1992-028-00174
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[Gelede masquerade; unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
7-5

d YRB 71

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
13-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
13-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.  
Local Numbers  
13-3  
I 2 YRB 71  
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.  
Local Numbers  
13-4  
I 2 YRB 71  
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.  
Local Numbers  
13-5
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
13-6

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
15-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
15-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idofoi Qt., Aiyetoro. Carved by Joseph Olabode, 1970. Idofoi Q., Aiyetoro Gelede mask, Abogi, representing the wife of Onidofoi, the god of Idofoi people. Carved by Joseph Olabode of Idofoi Q. in 1970. Carver made design and painted it, [Full discussion of this mask found in Interview Book I, #46.] Green basket above stylized white, red, yellow and blue gele. Fed face, white teeth, 3 aleaja marks on cheeks. Gele crosses in front, green basket is representation of cheap plastic buckets, baskets and bowls which now flood Nigerian markets. [index card notes p3]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
1b-1
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00188: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idofoi Qt., Aiyetoro. Carved by Olabode Apesi, father of Joseph Olabode, c. 1951. Idofoi, Aiyetoro Gelede mask representing muslim with turban. Previously painted red face, brown cap, white wrap for turban. Carved by Olabode Apesi, father of Joseph Olabode, about 1951. [Fuller note in Interview Book I, #46]. (Related to work said to be in style of Laleye Labode shown in Thompson, Ch.19, pl25) Tribal marks are abaja. [index card notes p.3]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
1b-2
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idofoi, Aiyetoro Ife Gelede with stylized red, white and black gele. Red face. Carved in Idofoi Q., Arijetoro by M. Labode or Laleye Labode. Same carver as Ib-6. Gele crosses in front like those for pan saga but this was never called by the name. [index card notes p.3]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
1b-5
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idofoi, Aiyetoro Lagos Museum No information. [carved at Idofoi, Aiyetoro] G. with stylized headtie in red, white and black. On top a man in cap sitting in front of a sewing machine. Carved by same hand as Ib-5, possibly Michael [card cut off; index notes p3]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
1b-6
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idofoi, Aiyetoro Lagos Museum Gelede from Idofoi Q., Aiyetoro [Representing an airplane. Painted red, yellow and black. Possibly carved by M. Labode or Laleye Labode. Impossible to know whether male/female Gelede. 3 abaja on
cheeks, 3 pele on forehead. Harper interprets these as the "good things in life." [index card pages p3]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
1b-7

1 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
Kesan-Orile Gelede with red face, white eyes and teeth with tray on top, 4 bowls (for jewelry) and standing figure in center. He is guard and is pouring palmwine into a cup. Carved by Omigbaro in 1944 (approx.). The tribal marks are those of the dancer who was from the original home of the Boromu shrine. This mask is Abogi. These marks are Oyo - 4 abaja on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. Guard has ipako hairstyle. [index card notes p4]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
2-1

1 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00193: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
Kesan-Orile Gelede with red face, white eyes and teeth with tray on top, 4 bowls (for jewelry) and standing figure in center. He is guard and is pouring palmwine into a cup. Carved by Omigbaro in 1944 (approx.) The tribal marks are those of the dancer who was from the original home of the Boromu shrine. This mask is Abogi. These marks are Oyo - 4 abaja on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. Guard has ipako hairstyle. [index card notes p4]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Kesan-Orile Gelede mask painted green, with white eyes and yellow tribal marks. Horizontal projections support 2 figures - one female carrying palmwine and one man tapping bamboo wine. Carved by Omigbaro before 1944. It is an abogi. [Marks are 3 abaja on cheeks] [index card notes p4]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Kesan-Orile Gelede mask painted green, with white eyes and yellow tribal marks. Horizontal projections support 2 figures - one female carrying palmwine and one man tapping bamboo wine. Carved by Omigbaro before 1944. It is an abogi. [Marks are 3 abaja on cheeks] [index card notes p4]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Kesan-Orile Gelede mask representing Ikoko (the wolf). "It used to kill people
- dont you see his teeth." "His (akogi) dance is very strong." Carved by
Omigbaro sometime after 1944. [Index card notes p4]. The date on the slide is
MAY 71.

Local Numbers
   2-5
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Kesan-Orile Entertaining Gelede mask called Ogede (Gorilla) Painted black
except for white eyes, teeth, necklace, and tits. She wears a wrist watch on
one hand and two holes in chest for wearer who is completely covered by
mask. Carved by Omigbaro after all other carvings shown. Murray's notes:
animal masks of same style (2 stick arms projecting from trunk, teeth and
tongue protruding, bird perched on top of head) carved in Abeokuta by Sokau
Akinjode of Oyegbe compound, Ibara quarter. [index card notes p4]. The date
on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
   2-6, 5a
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00198: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Kesan-Orile Entertaining Gelede mask called Ogede (Gorilla) painted black except for white eyes, teeth, necklace, and tits. She wears a wrist watch on one hand and two holes in chest for wearer who is completely covered by mask. Carved by Omigbaro after all other carvings shown. Murray's notes: animal masks of same style (2 stick arms projecting from trunk, teeth and tongue protruding, bird perched on top of head) carved in Abeokuta by Sokau Akinjode of Ojegbe compound, Ibara quarter. [index card notes p4]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
2-7

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington no info [James Silberman] [Yoruba, Nigeria, Gelede mask painted green, white red. Represents woman with gele tied in front, possibly prostitute (pasanga) Possibly related to work by Omigbaro, Kesan-Orile. 3 abaja on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead] [index card notes p4]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
2-8

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington no info [James Silberman] [Yoruba, Nigerian, Gelede mask painted green, white red. Represents woman with gele tied in front, possibly prostitute (pasanga) Possibly related to work by
Omigbaro, Kesan-Orile. 3 abaja on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. [index card notes p4]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers

2-9

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00203: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Imala Double mask connected by intricate image of snakes, animals and figures carved by Abegure Akere. Died a long time ago. The figure at the back holding a cane and Koran and wearing beard and turban represents Sule, the founder of Islam in Imala. He was member of Onidofoi cult. In his time he helped carry the mask to the market. The other figure with shawl around neck and beard is probably Elemo of Onidofoi cult who was said to wear Muslim dress. He dances with the shawl. The female figures are the iyalese - they worship Onidofoi. They sit before Onidofoi and represent Apotun. They worship with kola. They are also called Awon eya wa because they are believed to have powers of witchcraft. The snakes represent the power of Onidofoi. [Other works by Akere are illustrated in Thompson, ch.13, plII. Thompson says Akere did work in 1st quarter of 20th C.] [index card notes p5]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers

4-2, 18a

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Imala Double mask connected by intricate image of snakes, animals and figures carved by Abegure Akere. Died a long time ago. The figure at the back holding a cane and Koran and wearing beard and turban represents Sule, the founder of Islam in Imala. He was member of Onidofoi cult. In his time he
helped carry the mask to the market. The other figure with shawl around neck and beard is probably Elemo of Onidoofi cult who was said to. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
4-4
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: 
Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Culture: 
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
4-3
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: 
Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Culture: 
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Imala Double mask connected by intricate image of smakes, animals and figures carved by Abegure Akere. Died a long time ago. The figure at the back holding a cane and Koran and wearing beard and turban represents Sule, the founder of Islam in Imala. He was member of Onidoofi cult. In his time he helped carry the mask to the market. The other figure with shawl around neck and beard is probably Elemo of Onidoofi cult who was said to wear Muslim dress. He dances with the shawl. The female figures are the iyalase - they worship Onidoofi. They sit before Onidoofi and represent Apotune. They worship with kola. They are also called Awon eya wa because they are believed to have powers of witchcraft. The snakes represent the power of Onidoofi. [Other works by Akere are illustrated in Thompson, Ch.13, plll. Thompson says Akere did work in 1st quarter of 20th C.] [index card notes p5].
Lagos Museum Imala Double mask connected by intricate image of snakes, animals, and figures carved by Abegure Akere. Died a long time ago. The figure at the back holding a cane and Koran and wearing beard and turban represents Sule, the founder of Islam in Imala. He was member of Onidofoi cult. In his time he helped carry the mask to the market. The other figure with shawl around neck and beard is probably Elemo of Onidofoi cult. In his time he helped carry the mask to the market. The snakes represent the power of Onidofoi. [Other works by Akere are illustrated in Thompson, Ch.13 pl.II. Thompson says Akere did work in 1st quarter of 20th C] [index card notes p5]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
4-6, 18c

I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Imala H:54 cm. DIA: 18.5cm. [Possibly Imala style] Double-faced mask, probably to represent the spirit of twins, Ibeji. 2 mothers hold children above tortoises at sides. Murrey's notes: Same mask photographed at Igbo-Ora, 1948, but said to have been carved at Aujetoro. 24" high. Named Ibeji. [index card notes p5]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
4-10

I 2 YRB 71
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Imala H:54 cm, DIA: 18.5cm. [Possibly Imala style] Double-faced mask, probably to represent the spirit of twins, ibeji. 2 mothers hold children above tortoises at sides. Murray's Notes: Same mask photoed at Igbo-Ora, 1948, but said to have been carved at Aujetoro. 24" high. Named Ibeji. [index card notes p5]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
4-9
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Imala, Alufaa, Mualim priest from the Balogun of Imala by his father Ikushami [Has [?] strap with spiral motif, traces of blue and white. Beard. On head he carries a double tray-like motif which appears to have straps in center. (Some related to Muslims or Hausas who brought it to Yorubaland. Tribal marks are abaja. [index card notes p5]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
4-7
I 2 YRB 71
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Imala, Alufaa, Muslim priest from the Balogun of Imala by his father Ikushami [Has [?] strap with spiral motif, traces of blue and white. Beard. On head he carries a double tray-like motif which appears to have straps in center. (Some related to Muslims or Hausas who brought it to Yorubaland. Tribal marks are abaja) [index card notes p5]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
4-8

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Agbo-Sasa H:39 cm. DIA(?) -21cm. [Ago-Sasa style - see 46-1 to 4] Gele lends cross in front on head and place for attachment (probably bowl or tray) above this intersection of cloth. Has lip plug and 3 abaja on cheeks. 3 pele on forehead. [index card notes p55]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
46-14

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Idiroko Gelede bought at Igbessa. Nuru claimed it as his work but it is not in Igbessa style. [A mask by the same hand, but in lighter wood, in the Lagos Museum is from Idiroka] Gele closes in front, above which is
projection for attachment. Another piece from back is attached to this platform. 3 abaja on checks. [index card notes p21]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

21-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Agbo-Sasa H:39cm. DIA(?) 21cm. [Ago-Sasa style- see 46 1 to 4] Gele ends cross in front on head and place for attachment (probably bowl or tray) above this intersection of cloth. Has lip plug and 3 abaja on cheeks. 3 pele on forehead. [index card notes p55]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

46-13

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
Martens Collection. Yoruba-Gelede mask from Ohori area. [no numbers corresponding to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers

EEPA A1992-028-00217

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       masquerade -- Photographs
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Imasai Gelede mask painted red with house on platform as superstructure. Female figure is shown looking out of house window. Dancer wears wooden breasts - This is Thurs abogi. [index card notes p6]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
7-2

EEPA A1992-028-00218

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sala-Orile Two Gelede masks worn by children. Called Abo and Ako (female and male), though dress is not well differentiated. Black faces, white eyes, yellow lips. Other has yellow eyes, white lips. Both with crested head dresses. Larger mask has projections, one broken. [Both are probably abogi. Hairstyle is agogo.] [index card notes p6]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
5-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Imala These 5 masks were carved by Dapo in 1970. The 2 large unpainted masks have an ekun (lion) on top. The mask at extreme l. has two ado and the 2nd and 3rd from l. are called ososo. [Probably osuu sango= tufts of hair let on head of shango worshippers. See Abrahams, p.492] These are probably all akogi. [index card notes p.5]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
4-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:    Africa
Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[citation is identical to previous slide]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
4-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:    Africa
Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Lagos Museum Agbo-Sasa Egungun head mask. Carved. Fair condition- almost in 2 parts. Smoky condition. [Ago-Sasa style- see 46 1 to 4] THis is surely a Gelede mask. Represents a Shango worshipper with agogo hairstyle or female bride’s hairstyle. Has (3) abaja marks on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. [index card notes p55]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
46-5
I 2 YRB 71

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Igbo-Ora incorrect (1942) (Projected semi-circular ring around forehead in white) with raised part in head. H=8.5" Note: said to be used by traveling dancers. Almost certainly Igbo-Ora collected before 1911. Unpainted face, black hair. Projection is for separate superstructure to be attached. [index card notes p11]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
10-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Igbo-Ora Turbin with one part carved separately, mounted by a dog. L=11.2", H=14.4" (1942) [Represents a muslim and animal on top is probably not a dog but ram. Igbo-Ora style-related. Has black beard and pele marks. Spiraled strap is over a fila ab eta and end extends down and forward by means of attachment. [index card notes p12]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
10-9

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

British Museum Igbo-Ora 2 carved bells on chain with chain L. being 28", 2 smaller masks carved on head, figure of woman and child carved separately. L=20.2, H of separate piece=12.2". (1942) [Igbo-Ora style possibly] See 10-1, 10-11 which are probably done by same carver. Broken projection probably had duplicate of remaining one. Smaller heads (flattened as in Aquaba dolls, Ghana) in front and back may indicate this was a mask assoc. w/ibeji. Carved bells have cowrie motif on them. [index card notes p11]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
10-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

British Museum Igbo-Ora (1954) Figure on bicycle flanked by male and female H=15.5 [Igbo-Ora style. Probably carved by same artist as did 10-1, 10-2. Probably recalls local incident. Cap of man mask is a male cap. This is probably akogi. [index card notes p12]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
10-11

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Igbo-Ora Igbo-Ora. Purchased by Busori. Called "Olofin" [means Chief or ruler] Gelede with large circular container and cover with four flaps in corners and four bowls on top. Info from Busari said to be unreliable. This may be an apere egba Odu. See 140,141. [index card notes p12]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
10-12

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Igbo-Ora 1942 Black, pint,white-bearded man hat. (The Brazilian) [Ear foundation similar to 10-5.6. Other features considerably [notes unclear] rendering of European features. Exaggerated by dark heavy eyebrows, beard, long, pointed nose and [?] teeth. Mask is all white except for beard and band on cap. [index card notes p12]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
10-13

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Igbo-Ora 3 human figs. - one European on horseback and 2 standing H=24.8" on 4 wheeled base. Central fig. said to represent H.S. Gladstone. Info. from Miss Gladstone (1942) [Related to works said to be from Igbo-Ora. See ear formation. White man represented w/heavy brow and long
prominent nose. European stiff collar motif and position on horse. [index card notes p13]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

10-14

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

British Museum Igbo-Ora (1942) human face, slit eyes - H=8.2" [Three scarification marks on cheeks, traces of blue. Elaborate hairstyle with plaite built high on front and back and joined at top. 3 abaja on cheeks and (3)? pele on forehead. This is almost certainly an abogi. [index card notes p12]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

10-6

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

British Museum Igbo-Ora Painted black- large smake eating hyena (?) H=13.9" (1942) [Quadruped with long snout and tail (probably not a hyena) is also eating snake. Related to Igbo-Ora style. The animal eating the snake (and also being eaten) is nost probably a mongoose.] [index card notes p12]o. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

10-10

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Igbo-Ora H: 51.5 cm, W: 36cm. [Female Gelede mask painted blue, white and black. Face has 3 pele on cheeks Gele crosses in front and ends curve backward. Projection above for attachment. Murray Notes: 1848, same mask photoed at Igbo-Ora, but said to be from Aiyetoro. [But most masks photoed in Igbo-Ora are said to be from Aiyetoro regardless of style] [does appear to have same ear form as H-1,2] [index card notes p13]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
10-19
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00241: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Igbo-Ora H:51.5cm, W: 36cm. [Female Gelede amsk painted blue, white and black. Face has 3 pele on cheeks Gele crosses in front and ends cure backward. Projection above for attachment. Murray Notes: 1948, same mask photoed at Igbo-Ora, but said to be from Aiyetoro. [But most masks photoed in Igbo-Ora are said to be from Aiyetoro regardless of style] [Does appear to have same ear form as H-1,2] [index card notes p13]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
10-20
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
By same hand as mask attributed to Abodorin of Ijado. See Blue book, p. 63. 77-8.1 and slides 36.7-8.77 British Museum Igbo-Ora White, black, brown, blue- 2 large snakes eating hind legs of leopard (?) H=18.6" (1942) [Igbo-Ora style possibly carved by same hand as 10-3. Aiyetoro/Oye marks 3 abaja on cheeks and 3 on forehead. White face. Same motif as 30-59. [index card notes p11]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
7 8-3 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Igbo-Ora Human face, slit tyes, H=6.3" (1942) [Plaits extended on either side of head and holes at ends for attachments. Igbo-Ora style. This is a female style of hairdressing, thus abogi. 3 abaja on cheeks. [index card notes p12]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
7 8-8 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Igbo-Ora S. Nigeria, Yoruba. Gelede with banana fruit tree as superstructure. Said to represent the male. Two coiled snakes at either side.
Igbo-Ora style most closely related to 10-5. [index card notes p12]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

10-7

1 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00252: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Igbo-Ora H: 35.5 cm, dia: 21 cm, DEPTH: 12 cm. [carved by same hand as 30-50 and 50a Represents a babalawo seated before his opon ifa with a necklace around his neck. He holds hand of client (female) on right. Man with cape on left and supplicating woman (holding breasts) at back. Abaja marks on all figures and main mask. LM (Murray notes)- Another mask, same style and form, was photographed in Pako, Igbo Ora by Murray. Said to have been carved in Lanlate by Adeleke about 1923. Others photographed were 1) copulating couple, 2) forehead with bars with face behind that, arched snakes and leopard] [index card notes p13]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

10-23

1 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Igbo-Ora H: 35.5 cm, dia: 21 cm, DEPTH: 12 cm. [carved by same hand as 30-50 and 50a Represents a babalawo seated before his opon ifa with a necklace around his neck. He holds hand of client (female) on right. Man with cape on left and supplicating woman (holding breasts) at back. Abaja marks on all figures and main mask. LM (Murray notes) - Another mask, same style and form, was photographed in Pako, Igbo Ora by Murray. Said to have been carved in Lanlate by Adeleke about 1923. Others photographed were 1) copulating couple, 2) forehead with bars with face behind that, arched snakes and leopard] [index card notes p13]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
Others photographed were 1) copulating couple, 2) forehead with bars with face behind that, arched snakes and leopard [index card notes p13]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

10-24

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Igbo-Ora Painted black, H=8.1" (1942) with cap and cock's comb on top partly broken. Possibly Igbo-Ora style most closely related to 10-7. Has 3 abaja marks on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. [index card notes p11]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

10-5

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[cannot locate index card notes for 10-25]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

10-25

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ife Igbo-Ora Gelede with mesh cap peaked on top. Face is white and blue. In the same style as 30-50, 50a, 51, 52. Has 3 pele on forehead and 3 abaja on cheeks. Probably represents man's labankada/fela ab eti. [index card notes p13]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
10-27
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00265: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Owo-Ilaro [not correct] Called"Asipe" (policeman) This mask and others collected in this series (a) are from Michael Olabode, Idofoi Q., Aiyetoro carried in 1920 by Michael's Father Laleye Labode. Collected 1950. There are 3 others in this series. [The above info. is almost certainly incorrect. This mask was carved by same hand as 17-1 and 17-2 from Owo-Ilaro near Ado. He may represent a "stranger" element since his marks are similar to those of the Yaoba Yoruba. From Murray's notes - photo #14.7.3 (Jan 1950) the masks by Ogurinbi of Ado quarter, Owo village near Ilaro are carved in the same style and probably by same hand. [index card notes p17]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
17-3
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Owo-Iloro [not correct] Called "Asipa" (policeman) This mask and others collected in this series (a) are from Michael Loabode, Idofoi Q. Aiyetoro carved in 1920 by Michael's father Laleye Labode. Collected in 1950. There are 3 others in this series. [The above information is almost certainly incorrect. This mask was carved by same hand as 17-1 and 17-2 from Owo-Iloro near Ado. He may represent a "stranger" element since his masks are similar to those of the Yaoba, Yoruba. From Murray's notes- photo #14.7.3 (Jan 1950) the masks by Ogurunbi of Ado quarter, Owo village near Ilaro are carved in the same style and probably by same hand. [index card notes p17]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
17-4

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Owo-Iloro (1951) Yellow, okra, blue, devotee of Sango (orisango) carved about 1941, from Owo-Iloro near Ado, L=10 1/4" [Has 3 pele on cheeks. Badge may be ashead motif on forehead. This is most likely an akogi as head is bald. [index card notes p17]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
17-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

British Museum Owo-Iloro (1951) Perforated base on crown, white, blue, Ilari (orisha devotee), carved about 1941 from Owo-Iloro near Ado, L=10 3/8".
(Projection for attachment. Probably male ilari. Murray notes- Agbuku aysi quarter in Owo-Iloro, a large # of masks was kept in the house of the carver Ogurubi belonging to 3 priests. One group said to have been carved in 1948. The older ones were said to be carved in 1930 but looked older. All were comparatively poor. Some purchased for Nigerian and British museums (1950) [index card notes p17]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
17-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

University of Ibadan Museum Igbo-Ora H:30cm., DIA. 19.5cm. [carved by same hand as c-1,2 ??] Hairstyle is called suku, marks are 8 abaja on each cheek called mejo. Small quadruped on top of bown lid. Murray's notes: Same or similar masks photoed by Murray in 1948 and said to be for Gelede, carved by Samuel Loje of Lanlate, 1941. Photoed at Ile-Jagun, Isale-Logun, Ibaden Div. [Igbo-Ora area] [index card notes p13]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
10-21

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Igbo-Ora H: 30cm., DIA. 19.5 [Carved by same hand as c-1,2 [?] Hairstyle is called suku, marks are 8 abaja on each cheek called mejo. Small quadruped on top of bowl lid. Murray's notes: Same or similar masks photoed by Murray in 1948 and said to be for Gelede, carved by Samuel Loje of Lanlate, 1941. Photoed at Ile-Jagun, Isale-Logun, Ibaden Div. [Igbo-Ora area] [index card notes p13]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
10-22

I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Afarni (339) - B. with stool [?] on headdress (broken) (342) - G. with Green face and no marks Both carved by Opere of Afarni, Dahomey in 1926. [342- is Ilari with one side of head shaved and tuft of hair on occiput covered in long hair. 339- Snake motif on forehead. Tray (not stool) has triangular pieces hanging down. Possibly representation of afe Efe or ofonigi= Efe mask at Otta (?) [index card notes p17]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
18-1

I 2 YRB 71


1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Afarni G. carved by Opere of Afarni, Dahomey, in 1926. [index card notes p17]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Lagos Museum Afarni G. carved by Opere of Afarni, Dahomey in 1926
[Represents an ilari with tuft of hair at occiput and head shaved on one side. This probably is akogi. [index card notes p17]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

18-3

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Lagos Museum Afarni 337 - 3 marks on forehead and cheeks (yellow). Bead in chin. Suku on head. Carved by Opere of Afarni, Dahomey 341- Called Ijaw. Female (green). 3 marks on forehead. Carved by Opere, of Afarni, Dahomey. These are both abogi as suku is female style. [index card notes p17]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

18-4

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Afarni No information [G. with beard represents Muslim with turban and wrap [card cut off] Carved by Opere of Afarni [], Dahomey, see 18 [] by Opere. Rectangular [] turban and above forehead. No [] [index card notes p17]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
18-5
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Afarni No information [G. with beard represents Muslim with turban and wrap [index card cut off] Carved by Opere of Afarni [] Dahomey, see 18 [] by Opere. Rectangular [] turban and above forehead. No [] [index card notes p 17]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
18-6
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington Afarni Yoruba, Nigeria (from Berku Whitehouse) Height= 15" [This seems related to Afarni style as shown in
Lagos museum. See 18-1,2. May be assoc. with Sopoman cult, see 26-34. Has pele marks on cheeks and forehead. [index card notes p18]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
18-7

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:
Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington Afarni Yoruba, Nigeria (from Berk Whitehouse) Height= 15" [This seems related to Afarni style as shown in Lagos Museum. See 18-1,2. May be assoc. with Soporman cult, see 26-34. Has pele marks on cheeks and forehead. [index card notes p18]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
18-8

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:
Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Idiroko No Information [From Idiroko? Looks like Ipokea/ Badagry Ago Sasa sector (Check with slides roll 3 3 and 4) Bird with long beak eating a snae (speckled) Face has 3 abaja and 3 pele on forehead. Possibly assoc. with the eye aje - birds of the witches. [index card notes p21]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
21-2

I 2 YRB 71
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[mistake in numbering? see index cards p21]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
21-2
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[mistake in numbering?]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
21-32
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Badagry From Salami, Fadairo, onigelede from Iposuko, Badagry [Gelede with traces of white. Snake encircles head and 2 cocks (?) hold it in their beaks. Carved by same hand (possibly) as 20-4. 3 abaja on
cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. [index card notes p20]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
20-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Badagry From Salami, Fadairo, onigelede from Iposuko, Badagry. [Gelede with traces of white. Snake encircles head and 2 cocks (?) hold it in their beaks. Carved by same hand (possibly) as 20-4. 3 abaja on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. [index card notes p20]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
20-3

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ife Badagry Gelede with crown-like structure on cap and two curved blades sweeping backward on either side. Yellow face with white eyes and tribal marks abaja (3) on each cheek and 3 pele on forehead. Possibly in Badagry style and possibly carved by same hand as 20-2,3 which is from Badagry. [index card notes p20]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
20-4

I 2 YRB 71
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Badagry No Info- [Related to Badagry style Orange face, blue gele. 3 marks on cheeks which are abaja, and 3 pele on forehead. Gele ends go backward the overhead on sides and then forward and under front piece.] [index card notes p20]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
20-6
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Badagry From Salami Fadairo, Iposuko, Badagry. 2 Masks with carved chain connected to them. Made fro single block of wood. [3 abaja on cheeks, 3 pele on forehead. Headress style may be gele, sections broken off] [index card notes p20]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
20-5
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington Badagry Yoruba, Nigeria H=9 1/2" x 7 1/2" (Collected by Arthur Copen) Foss: mask is somewhere from llaro to Ketu - perhaps Meko. [This is probably from Badagry/Ipokia / A. Sasa quadrant. Same motif as [index card cut off] [index card notes p20]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
20-7
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington Badagry Yoruba, Nigeria H-9 1/2" x4 1/2" x7 1/2" (Collected by Arthur Copen). Foss: mask is somewhere from llaro to Ketu- perhaps Meko. [This is probably from Badagry/Ipokia/ A. Sasa quadrant. Same motif as [index card cut off] [index card notes p20]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
20-8
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Badagry G., carved wood. ZBig slit on head, repaired traces of black, blue and red. Mask surmounted by nursing woman. h.=55cm. [Badagry/Ipokea/Ago-Sas a style sector. Mother figure has vastly disproportinate left arm. 3 abaja on cheeks, and 3 pele on forehead. Small gele at back. [index card notes p20]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
Local Numbers
20-9

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ife Badagry Gelede with stylized gele and peak [?] Several projections from
gele and head possibly for attachments. Probably Badagry/Ipokea/Ago-Sasa
style sector. Gele crosses in front and wound around toward back. Projection
on top for attachment. [index card notes p20]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
20-11

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[Mask is white. Face, esp. nose, long and faithfully represented] [index card
notes p22]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
24-11

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Dagbe Surmonte d'une scene de lutte: ironie portee contre une famille dont les membres ne s'entendant pas. Celui avec le couteau est recouru par sa femme portant un bebe au dos. Tandis que l'epouse de l'homme a fusil, les mains sur la tete crie "au recours" alors intervient un 3ieme homme qui tout en consolant la femme qui se lamentait, essai de reparer les deuz adversaires. Sakete,Dagbe, Yoruba. [index card notes p22]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
24-10
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Banigbe Une femme portant un vase avec couverche sur la tete: Adepte du culte "Orisa n'la, appel, communement Obatala" Dieu Createur - Sakete Bauegbe, Nago. Carved by Mr. Kaugbeneu [Gele crosses in front and end hang down in front. Small pot has cover.] [index card notes p23]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
25-1
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Banigbe Une femme portant un vase avec couvercle sur la tête: Adepte du culte "Orisa n'la, appel communément Obatala" Dieu Créateur - Sakete Baugbe, Nago. Carved by Mr. Kaugheneu [Gele crosses in front and end hang down in front. Small pot has cover.] [index card notes p23]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
25-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Banigbe Representation d'un Ilari messager des Rois: ironie contre un order politique dirigé par le Roi à l'égard de la société "Guelede" dont "Ilari" fut le messager. Sens leurs parents parents peuvant les appeler par leur nom propre. Sur l'order de leur maitre les rasent une partie du crane a chaque première parution de la lune et laissent une touffe de cheveux au milieu que'ils tres sentent. Le mois suivait, c'est le tour de la [?] partie seule. La touffe n'est jamais rasee. Auteur - Koughenou, Sakite, Bauighe, Nago. [index card notes p23]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
25-3, 26

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00306: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Nova Museum Banigbe Representation d'un Ilare messager des Rois: ironie contre un order politique dirigé par le Roi à l'égard de la société
"Guelede" dont "Ilari" fut le messager. [?] leurs parents peuvent les appeler
par leur nom propre. Sur l'ordre de leur maitre les [?] une partie du crane
a chaque premiere parution de la lune et laissent une teuffe de cheveux au
milieux qu'ils tres sent. Le mois suivait, c'est le tour de la bunde partie seule.
La touffe n'est jamais rasee. Auteur - Koughenou, Sakete, Bauighe, Nago.
[index card notes p23]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
25-4

1 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Banigbe Ce singe melade qui surmonte ce masque st
le symbole ironique d'un den adverse. Carved by Kougbenou of Banigbe,
Sakete, Dagbe. [index card notes p23]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
25-5, 11

1 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Banigbe Surmonte d'une jeune fille du clan adverse
en position de priere, carved by Kougbenou, Sabete Dagbe. [Note - carver
Kougbensu is from Bauigbe (?) about Christian (?) convert in ridiculous. [index
card notes p23]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
25-6, 13

1 2 YRB 71
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Banigbe Surmonte d'une chaise et des attributs se "Sango" allusion ironique contre un Pretre fetisheur collaborant avec un clan adversel. Carved by Kougbenou, Benigbe - Sahete, Dagbe, Nago. [The star-form staff must be an adaptation of the ose sango motif (asehead). Main face has abaja (3) on cheeks and pele on forehead. [index card notes p23]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
   25-7

I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington Banigbe Camel, Yoruba, Nigeria 13"x8"x7 3/4" (EMil Arnold) [Probablya monkey. Nose formis strikingly similar to a G. mask carved at Banigbe, Dahomey. See 25-5. [index card notes p23]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
   25-8

I 2 YRB 71
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Takon Une femme coiffée d’un foulard [index card cut off] contre une Pretresse de "Orisa N'le [] communément Obatala. -Sakete [] Nago. (Akoto) The ends of the head [] brought around in front after crossing [] headties is symbol of Obatala/Orisanila [] on cheeks plus 2 behind eyes and 3 pele [] Has lip plug. [index card notes p23]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
26-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Takon Representation d'une Pretresse du Culte de "Sonponnon" dieu de la variole - Sakete, Takon Nago. The four upright plaits are joined at the top by a conical-shaped piece. Entire face and hair are

Local Numbers
26-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Takon Une femme coiffée d'un foulard [index card cut off] contre une Pretresse de "Orisa N'le [] communément Obatala. -Sakete [] Nago. (Akoto) The ends of the head [] brought around in front after crossing [] headties is symbol of Obatala/Orisanila [] on cheeks plus 2 behind eyes and 3 pele [] Has lip plug. [index card notes p23]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
26-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
covered with cowrie-like designs, possibly stylized smallpox marks.[index card notes p24]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
26-3

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slip (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Takon Representation d'une Pretresse du Culte de "Souponnur" dieu de la varude - Sakete, Takon Nago. The four upright plaits are joined at the top by a conical-shaped piece. Entire face and hair are covered with cowrie-like designs, possibly stylized smallpox marks. [index card notes p24]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
26-4

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slip (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba Three pieces: 1) Carved wooden female breasts and pregnant belly (aboyun) painted brown with scarification marks painted blue. Carving held on with ropes around waist. See Segy, L. African Sculpture Speaks, p.194 2) Carved mask painted blue, white, and red. Standing figure on head is holding 2 skulls - in front of coconut tree. The 2 blue upright pieces are fronds and the red pieces are fruit. 3) Ose shango painted red, white, blue. Represents kneeling woman holding asehead whichis striped. [index card notes p24]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-1
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00316: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Isagba Three pieces: 1) Carved wooden female breasts and pregnant belly (aboyun) painted brown with scarification marks painted blue. Carving held on with ropes around waist. See Segy, L. African Sculpture Speaks, p.194 2) Carved mask painted blue, white, standing figure on head is holding 2 skulls in front of coconut tree. The 2 blue upright pieces are fronds and the red pieces are fruit. 3) Ose shango painted red, white, blue. Represents kneeling woman holding asehead whidh is striped. [index card notes p24]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Isagba The shrine within the Ase Gelede, Isagba. The shrine at Iwoye which we saw was an enclosed (with bamboo) with a small square through which are made and the old "lya nla" masks kept. Old discarded masks which danced (Akpasa masks) run the edge of the shrine. The pit is edged with stones and there are -----? and one bottle probably used in the scarifice. [index card notes p24]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-4

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Dahomey Small Gelede mask owned by De Silva, IRAD. Has small wooden pegs (broken off) in the headress. This is most likely a male hairstyle. [index card notes p21]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
22-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Dahomey Small Gelede mask purchased at Porto Novo by Mark Delaney. Rabbit ears, beard, no facial scarifications. Elongated ears (similar to extended ears of Holi area). White face, black strip of hair on crest of head. [index card notes p21]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
22-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Dahomey Gelede mask purchased at Porto Novo by Mark Delaney. Rabbit ears, beard, no facial scarifications. Elongated ears (similar to extended ears of Holi area). White face, black strip of hair on crest of head. [index card notes p21]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.
Local Numbers

22-3

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Dahomey Gelede mask purchased at Porto Novo by
Mark Delaney. Rabbit ears, beard, no facial scarifications. Elongated ears,
(similar to extended ears of Holi area). White face, black strip of hair on crest of
head. [index card notes p21]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers

22-4

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Horniman Museum and Library Dahomey Yoruba, Dahomey. Gelede with bird
eating smake. Collected about 1933 [3 pele marks on cheeks. Red, black and
yellow coloring. Bird h-11", l-18" has long beak] [index card notes p21]. The
date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

22-5

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   22-6
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Dahomey- blue, red and yellow. Scarification, ridged hair 1886. [index card notes p21]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
   22-7
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Dahomey- blue face, red and white trim. 1886. [index card notes p21]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
Local Numbers
22-8

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00326: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington Dahomey h-12" Collected by Lawrence Gussiman from Dahomey area. 2 birds eating - one eating man on his back with knees up (appears to be eating his loins) - the other bird pecks at food (?) in a bowl. Bird's necks are attached by a moveable joint (up and down motion) covered by cloth. A string is attached to manipulate necks which runs down, back and inside helmet. Red string coming out of anus (?) possibly intestine or blood represented. Peg in lip of mask. Scene which may visualize the belief that the spirit of the aje can consume the inards of their victims in the form of birds of the night. [index card notes p22]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
22-15

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington Dahomey h-12" Collected by Lawrence Gussiman from Dahomey area. 2 birds eating - one eating man on his back with knees up (appears to be eating his loins) - the other bird pecks at food (?) in a bowl. Bird's necks are attached by a moveable joint (up and down motion) covered by cloth. A string is attached to manipulate necks which runs down, back and inside helmet. Red string coming out of anus (?) possibly intestine or blood represented. Peg in lip of mask. Scene which may visualize the belief that the spirit of the aje can consume the inards of their victims in the form of birds of the night. [index card notes p22]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.
Local Numbers
22-16

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Gelede -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington Dahomey h-12" Collected by Lawrence Gussiman from Dahomey area. 2 birds eating - one eating man on his back with knees up (appears to be eating his loins - the other bird pecks at food (?)) in a bowl. Bird's necks are attached by a moveable joint (up and down motion) and covered by cloth. A string is attached to manipulate necks which runs down, back and inside helmet. Red string coming out of anus (?). The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
22-17

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Gelede -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington Dahomey Gelede, Dahomey. h-10" (collected by Bayard King) [Has elongated ear of Porto-Novo style. On top what. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
22-18

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
H-10" (collected by Bayard King) [Has elongated ear of Porto-Novo style.
On top what appears to be a mother bird and her chick in front. 3 abaja on
cheeks.] [index card notes p22]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
22-19

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Dagbe Surmonte d'un homme "Balogun" Chef guerrier
montrant sa possibilite d'aneatir toutes les puissances surnaturelles du clan
antagoniste. La Statuette protege sou detenteur e'un enemmi arme d'un fusil
en de toutes puissances surnaturelles. Au cou, une gourde contenant une
peudre qui le rend invisible et le permet d'agir quand la place publique devient
l'habitation des genies malfaisants. Sakete, Dagbe, Nagol It. The date on the
slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
24-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Dagbe Surmonte d'un homme "Balogun" Chef guerrier montrant sa possibiile d'aneatir toutes les puissances surnaturelles du clan antagoniste. La Statuette protege sou detenteur d'un enemmi arme d'un fusil en de toutes puissances surnaturelles Au cour une gourde contenant une. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
24-2
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Dagbe Representation d'un "Avoce": Pretre Goun-(Akoto) Sakete, Dagbe, Nato [Gun or Egun characterization is confirmed by. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
24-3
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Dagbe Representation d'un "Avoce": Pretre Goun-(Akoto) Sakete, Dagbe, Nago [Gun or Egun characterization is confirmed by scarification marks which are Egun marks. This is akogi.] [index card notes p22]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.
Porto Novo Museum Dagbe Surmonte d'un boa: le boa est la représentation vivante du "Osumare" l'arc-en-ciel. Il est appelé "Olufa" Ainsu or Ejo N'la. Carved by Koumory Laniba, Sakete, Dagbe, (Yoruba) [coiled, entwined snake, very reminiscent of curving entwining gele in abogi masks.] [index card notes p22]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Porto Novo Museum Dagbe Une jeune fille avec quatre touffes de cheveux tresses: ornamental (very small head fitting and face) Authur- Koumouy Lamiba, Sakete, Dagbe, Nago. [index card cut off] [index card notes p22]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Dagbe Une jeune fille avec quatre touffes de cheveux tresses: ornamental (very small head fitting and face) Authur- Koumouy Lamiba, Sakete, DAgabe, Nato [index card cut off] [index card notes p22]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
24-7
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Kilibo Representation d'un Pretre du culte "Oya" dresse du fleuve du Niger - Save, Kilibo, Nago. [Has tuft of hair braided to fall on left side. Has abaja Olowu marks on cheeks.] [index card notes p45]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
38-1
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Kilibo Representation d'un Pretre du culte "Oya" dresse du fleuve du Niger - Save, Kilibo, Nago [Has tuft of hair braided to fall on left side. Has abaja Olowu marks on cheeks.] [index card notes p45]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
    38-2
I 2 YRB 71

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Gelede -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Kilibo Surmonte de 2 hommes aux prises: ironie portee contre un clan dont les membres se s'entendant pas, Save, Kilibo, Nago. [index card notes p45]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
    38-3
I 2 YRB 71

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Gelede -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Kilibo Surmonte de 2 hommes aux prises: ironie portee contre un clan dont les membres se s'entendant pas, Save, Kilibo, Nago. [index card notes p45]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
    38-4
I 2 YRB 71
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Akesan (1959) L=11.3" mask with skin beard from Akesan carved by Edun. [index card notes p47]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
40-1

I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba Gelede painted brown, white, blue and red representing an old man with striped cap. [index card notes p25]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-8

I 0 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba Gelede masks painted blue and brown. Face with stylized tufts of plaited hair on head. Info from Babalawo Alimi Ege - First mask out in the day can be esu. [index card notes p25]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-7

2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba Pair of Gelede masks painted gray, white, and red. Represent women (Abogi) with fish on platters. [fish are carved into tray design, dotted edge] [index card notes p25]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-9

1 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede mask painted red, white, blue and black with beard, triangular piece of hair down forehead and ringed turban on head. Said to represent a Sanba trader (Sanba is NW Dahomey near Natitangou) These traders come to Holli markets during the dry season. [See comparison with 41-25] [ index card notes p25]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-10
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Isagba Gelede mask painted red, white, blue and black with beard, triangular piece of hair down forehead and ringed turban on head. Said to represent a Sanba trader (Sanba is NW Dahomey near Natitangou) These traders come to Holli markets during the dry season. [See comparison with 41-25] [index card notes p25]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-11

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Isagba Two Gelede masks painted brown, white, and blue. Three circles on forehead and cheeks. Brown mask has beard and stylized hair in roll across top of head. White mask has band of hair on top of head and rectangular square [index card cut off] [index card notes p25]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-12

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba Two Gelede masks painted brown, white, and blue. Three circles on forehead and cheeks. Brown mask has beard and stylized hair in roll across top of head. White mask has band of hair on top of head and rectangular square [index card cut off] [index card notes p25]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-13

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba [index card cut off] [index card notes p25]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-14

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba Pair of Gelede masks representing esu painted brown, blue and black. These are first masks to come out in afternoon. Tufts of plaited hair on head and strip down to back of head. [index card notes p25]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.
Local Numbers

27-15

I 2 YRB 71

| Topic          | Art in situ -- Photographs
|                | Gelede -- Photographs
|                | Works of art in situ
| Place          | Africa
|                | Nigeria
| Culture        | Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba Pair of Gelede masks painted yellow, brown, and blue representing whitemen (Oyimbo) in hats with peaks. [index card notes p25]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers

27-16

I 2 YRB 71

| Topic          | Art in situ -- Photographs
|                | Gelede -- Photographs
|                | Works of art in situ
| Place          | Africa
|                | Nigeria
| Culture        | Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba Two Gelede masks painted red, white and brown representing "oyinbo" soldiers or policemen. [Caps are definately of these occupations] [index card notes p25]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers

27-17

I 2 YRB 71

| Topic          | Art in situ -- Photographs
|                | Gelede -- Photographs
|                | Works of art in situ
| Place          | Africa
|                | Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba Gelede mask painted blue, red, brown and white. Single scarification mark on each cheek. Mask represents "oyinbo" soldier with typical (navy) sailors cap. [Probably not oyinbo but definitely "stranger" element. Marks on face are Bariba marks. For similar motif see 37-7.] [index card notes p25]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-18
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba Gelede mask painted blue, red, brown and white. Single scarification mark on each cheek. Mask represents "oyinbo" soldier with typical (navy) sailors cap. [Probably not oyinbo but definitely "stranger" element. Marks on face are Bariba marks. For similar motif see 37-1] [index card notes p25]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-19
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba Three Gelede masks painted blue and white representing pigs (Elede) with whiskers. These masks come out second (in daytime). [index card notes p25]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-20

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba Three Gelede masks painted brown, blue and white representing rams. [index card notes p25]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-21

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba Three Gelede masks representing antelopes [index card cut off] painted white and blue. [index card notes p26]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
27-22

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
27-24
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
27-25
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba Two carved female torsos with pregnant bellies and breasts. The one on the right is elaborately carved with intricate scarification marks. Appars to

Local Numbers

27-6

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iwoye, Dahomey Sebge Osubi (Osubichegbe), babalawo of Iwaye and carver of several Gelede masks shown to us. Paints for masks: 1) Black - made from bark of ebe tree and soap (ose dudu) 2) Red- made from red stone (aje) (from Ketu region) 3) white- limestone 4) blue- indigo dye Woods for Masks: 1) ire-hard wood 2) apopo- soft wood [index card notes p27]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers

28-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iwoye, Dahomey Gelede of Agboblo (bird). This was oldest carving done by Segbe Osubi in about 1925 (Before road was made from Pobe to Ketu) with help of his father. [index card notes p27]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers

28-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iwoye, Dahomey Gelede of Agbobo (bird). This was oldest carving done by Segbe Osuibi in about 1925 (Before road was made from Pobe to Ketu) with help of his father. [index card notes p27]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
28-3, 5

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iwoye, Dahomey Gelede with beard and "pala" (3 cornered hat worn by old men.) Beard is carved to show its old man. Akogi. Carved by Segbe Osuibi and his father C. 1925. [Pala also known as labankada when flaps are turned up. Face has (3) pele marks on cheeks and forehead. [index card notes p27]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
28-4, 6

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iwoye, Dahomey Gelede with beard and "pala" (3 cornered hat worn by old men). Beard is carved to show its old man. Akogi. Carved by Segbe Osobi and his father c. 1925. [Pala also known as labankada when flaps are turned up. Face has (3) pele marks on cheeks and forehead. [index card notes p27]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
- 28-5

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iwoye Gelede mask painted blue, white and red. Represents a woman (said to be daughter of Babalawo) carrying an agere ifa on her head and two quadrupeds in both hands, probably sacrificial offerings. Carved by Segbe Osubi c. 1925 (before road between Pobe and Ketu built.) with help of his father. Assoc. with Orunmila/Ifa. [index card notes p27]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
- 28-6

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iwoye Gelede mask painted red, blue, black. Represents a woman (abogi) with hair plaited into a circular crown and surrounded by a stylized gele with diamond-like motif. Said to be carved by Segbe Osubi's father with the help of
son (Segbe) c.1925. Gele crosses at back and ends brought forward. [index card notes p27]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers
28-7

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
Iwoye, Dahomey Gelede carved by Segbe Osubi, Babalawo about 1950. Wearing Ade (hat for an orishas - Omo olu (Saponna), on forehead are pele, on cheeks, anti oju. The marks to the corner of the eyes are just to beautify the mask. It is Abogi (female). This is the last to come out (about 4PM) when they are doing the festival to rebuild the roof of the ile ase (not done every year - only when needed) [index card notes p27]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
28-8

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
Iwoye, Dahomey Gelede carved by Segbe Osubi, Babalawo about 1950. Wearing Ade (hat for an orishas - Omo olu (Saponna), on forehead are pele, on cheeks, anti oju. The marks to the corner of the eyes are just to beautify the mask. It is Abogi (female). This is the last to come out (about 4PM) when they are doing the festival to rebuild the roof of the ile ase (not done every year - only when needed) [index card notes p27]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
28-9
I 2 YRB 71

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.

Iwoye, Dahomey Gelede mask which dances at night (Akpasa) and is called "onibeji" (The akpasa for twins). Another akpasa with horns is called enetimeji. "Onibeji" was carved by Segbe's son, Konese Segbe in about 1950. Two white lizards on top of the two double horns (?) with V marked on edge. Below these are encircled with belt which holds 3 knives on each side. Double face below with Yoruba/Nago marks at corner of mouth. Semi-circular plate below double face. Heads wear black dog-eared cap (fila ale eti) [index card notes p28]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers  
28-12

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00376: (No Title Given), 1971  
1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.

Iwoye Gelede painted red, white and blue. Flat tray on hed carries two figures, male figure behind and female kneeling in front holding her breasts. The male figure behind appears to be carrying a calabash. Carved by son of Segbe Osubi approximately 10-15 years ago (1955). (Konese Segbe) This must be a religious motif. Woman kneels and holds breasts, signifying supplication. Man behind carries purse ? calabash with offering. [index card notes p28]. The date on the slide is OCT 71.

Local Numbers  
28-13
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   27-26

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Puppet mask which preceded Tetede on Efe night at Ketu. Mother, white face, aloeya marks (4) on cheeks. Holds shield in front (painted yellow). Mother's Gele crossed in front, ends sweep backward. [index card notes p30]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
   30-9

EEPA A1992-028-00407

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerader -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Tetede mask with gele and tray on top. This mask preceeds the oro efe and prepares the ground as well as calling out the chief mask. Wears wooden breast with wrapper draped over. Gele has left over right wrap, tray above and bowl and extended gele aboove these. White face. [index card notes p30]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
30-11

EEPA A1992-028-00408

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Masks carried on head by two small girls, one representing Oro Efe singer and other, representing Ajo (?) game for protective medium for Efe singer. [index card notes p30]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
30-12

EEPA A1992-028-00409

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Oro Efe mask which sang and danced throughtout evening. Cresent moon on front represents light to enjoy night festival. Snakes and knives as well as birds and gele (?) no) represented in elaborate headress. Probably carved by Etoobe or apprentice. Snake is olufa. Abaja marks (3) on cheeks. When asked about motifs - said "can a bird take a scorpionin its mouth - answer of course is no! But this bird is doing such a thing. [index card notes p30]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.
Local Numbers
30-15

EEPA A1992-028-00410

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Lagos Museum Ketu Gelede, Yoruba. Numerous colors but white and blue predominate. Figure of lion ringed round by knives. h-37.8cm [see 30-14 and 24,25] [Probably Ketu by Etuobe or his apprentice. Round cloth with ends brought forward on sides above which is platform on which ekun stands. Crescent moon in front, and belt for knives crosses in front. 3 abaja on each cheek plus idamu on left cheek. 3 pele on forehead.] [index card notes p30]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
30-22

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Ofia birds, snakes [iya oro efe], carved by Otoro Odusina, who died 9 years ago. Crescent moon on front (signifies carrier is muslim ? for as Louise Ogundyte said, "in order to see and enjoy") Hunter's knives, strip of cloth (?) criss-crosses at top. Animals (chmeleon? see curved tail) suspended from enclosed side. Bird on top. [index card notes p34]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
31-1

I 2 YRB 71
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ofia birds, snakes [iya oro efe], carved by Otoro Odusina, who died 9 years ago. Crescent moon on front (signifies carrier is muslim ? for as Louise Ogundyie said, "in order to see and enjoy") Hunter's knives, strip of cloth (?) criss-crosses at top. Animals (chmeleon? see curved tail) suspended from enclosed side. Bird on top. [index card notes p34]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
31-2
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Eiye Akoko, Ejo olufa, Ekun (lion leopard). Obe oni aboguda (knife for cleaning cassava), labia at the back is a cloth used by Hausa, worn on head.
[picture] =la lune so everyone can see well, lati sire. Akogi which dances at night, but can come out in afternoon, Igi Efe or also called Igi Gelede, carved byAlaiye Adeuisa Etuobe in 1970. [Has pele marks on cheeks. Owned byTasisi. Akoko is W. Af Grey Woodpecker, Abraham, p.44 ill.72B, pg.759. Pele (3) marks on cheeks. [index card notes p30]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
30-16
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Eiye Akoko, Ejo olufa, Ekun (lion leopard). Obe oni aboguda (knife for cleaning cassava), labia at the back is a cloth used by Hausa, worn on head.
[picture] =la lune so everyone can see well, lati sire. Akogi which dances at night, but can come out in afternoon, Igi Efe or also called Igi Gelede, carved byAlaiye Adeuisa Etuobe in 1970. [Has pele marks on cheeks. Owned byTasisi. Akoko is W. Af Grey Woodpecker, Abraham, p.44 ill.72B, pg.759. Pele (3) marks on cheeks. [index card notes p30]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
30-16
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
EEPA 1992-028-00439: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Eiye Akoko, Ejo olufa, Ekun (lion leopard). Obe oni aboguda (knife for cleaning cassava), labia at the back is a cloth used by Hausa, worn on head. [picture] =la lune so everyone can see well, lati sire. Akogi which dances at night, but can come out in afternoon, Igi Efe or also called Igi Gelede, carved by Alaiye Adeuisa Etuobe in 1970. [Has pele marks on cheeks. Owned by Tasisi. Akoko is W. Af Grey Woodpecker, Abraham, p.44 ill.72B, pg.759. Pele (3) marks on cheeks. [index card notes p30]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
30-17
I 2 YRB 71
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Three women in crown watching Gelede dance. [index card notes p29]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
30-2

EEPA A1992-028-00442

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Alaketu and his chiefs [index card notes p29]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
30-3

EEPA A1992-028-00443

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Alaketu and his chiefs [index card notes p29]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
30-4

E 2 YRB 71

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[cannot locate index card notes that correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
34-3

E 2 YRB 71

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Carved by Alaiye Etuobe, 1970, carved on top Sakini (lives in water) eating ejo elufo, tied gele, AROGI. (see 30-37-38) Sakini is probably mongoose which is known for ability to kill snakes. 3 pele on cheeks. [index card notes p30]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
30-18
I 2 YRB 71

Topic:
Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Carved by Alaiye Etuobe, 1970, abogi, gele, abaja marks, Eige Awoti, ijapa. Awodi bird illustrated in 99, Pl. 68A. Awodi (koe) is noted for eating

Local Numbers
30-19
I 0 YRB 71

Topic:
Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Carved by Alaiye Etuobe, 1970, abogi, gele, abaja marks, Eige Awoti, ijapa. Awodi bird illustrated in 99, Pl. 68A. Awodi (koe) is noted for eating
chicks, lizards, etc. With white face, may be Tetede. [index card notes p30]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers

30-20

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Carved by Alaiye Etuobe, 1970, abogi, gele, abaja marks, Eige Awoti, ijapa. Awodi bird illustrated in 99, Pl. 68A. Awodi (koe) is noted for eating chicks, lizards, etc. With white face, may be Tetede. [index card notes p30]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers

30-21

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ketu Gelede, Yoruba. Numerous colors but white and blue predominate. Figure of lion ringed round by knives. h=37.8 cm [see 30-14,24,25] [Probably Ketu by Etuebe or his apprentice. Round cloth with ends brought forward on sides above which is platform on which ekun stands. Crescent moon in front, and belt for knives crosses in front. 3 abaja on each cheek plus idamu on left cheek. 3 pele on forehead. [index card notes p30]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers

30-23

I 2 YRB 71
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Preparation of Oro Efe Oro Efe- Abudu Lasisi Ogundipe Enianbinu
Hammering on aso Gelede which hangs from lower edge of mask to cover
face. [index card notes p31]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
30-26

EEPA A1992-028-00454

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Preparation of Oro Efe Oro Efe- Abudu Lasisi Ogundipe Enianbinu
Hammering on aso Gelede which hangs from lower edge of mask to cover
face. [index card notes p31]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
30-27

EEPA A1992-028-00455


Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
Ketu Preparation of Oro Efe

Oro Efe - Abudu Lasisi Ogundipe Enianibinu

After putting on leggings (ibose) and arm wraps (ibopa) the oro efe puts on the iron rattles (iku) [index card notes p31]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers

30-28

EEPA A1992-028-00456

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades

Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Ketu Preparation of Oro Efe

Oro Efe - Abudu Lasisi Ogundipe Enianibinu

Finally after the entire cloth costume (aso ege) is put on, including a jackte to cover the panels tied under the arms, the mask is placed on the head and secured with a rope under the chin. [index card notes p31]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.
Local Numbers
30-30

EEPA A1992-028-00458

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Crowd surrounding Gelede dancer during height of dance. [index card notes p32]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
30-38

EEPA A1992-028-00460

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Pair of female Abogi Gelede dancing. Gele and bowl representation top, cloth draped over wooden breasts. Ends of gele come forward and cross and ends extend downward to sides. Photographed at a Gelede dance, April 25, 1971. [index card notes p31]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
30-39

EEPA A1992-028-00461

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ofia Ileke on top, the other part of superstructure is a Ofu ba eleke [Three pele marks on cheeks, hair, on center position of head] [index card notes p34]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
31-11

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ofia Ileke on top, the other part of superstructure is a Ofu ba eleke [Three pele marks on cheeks, hair, on center position of head] [index card notes p34]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
31-12

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Ofia Surmonte d’un serpent euroule en anneau: il ist vrai que le serpent dort, mais il voit - Ketu, Ofa, [Ofia] Nago [ The proveret seems to say that the smake may sleep, but his eye continues to see - i.e. never closes.
Special powers must be assoc. with this as in Osumare. [index card notes p34]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
31-13

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Ofia Bele, and several of his elders sitting in front of the Gelede house (Ase Gelede) in Ofia, Dahomey. [index card notes p35]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
31-15

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Museum of African Art, Washington Ofia Yoruba, Nigeria (from Cohen) 9"x9"x12" [Gelede with open work 3 corner hat curved on top with side flaps up. Closely approximates Ketu area style esp. Ofia and work of Otoro. Hat is called lebankada with flaps turned upward. (3) abaja marks on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. [index card notes p35]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
31-16

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Museum of African Art, Washington Ofia Yoruba, Nigeria (from Cohen)  
9"x9"x12" [Gelede with open work 3 corner hat curved on top with side flaps  
up. Closely approximates Ketu area style esp. Ofia and work of Otoro. Hat is  
called lebankada with flaps turned upward. (3) abaja marks on cheeks and 3  
pele on forehead. [index card notes p35]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers  
31-17  
I 2 YRB 71  

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Idahin Gelede mask (Akogi, probably) representing muslim with turban and  
cloth wrapped around face and beard. Carver unknown. Spiral design on chin  
strap. [index card notes kp36]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers  
32-5  

EEPA A1992-028-00470  

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades  
masquerader -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahin Friends at Idahin for Gelede Festival [index card notes p37]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
32-7
EEPA A1992-028-00471

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
Masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ife Gelede with stylized hairstyle with 2 plaits projecting left and right. Coiled pieces rise vertically on both sides encircling what appears to be containers (calabashes?) possibly for medicine. (A cross between Ketu/Idahin style - Ketu (Etuobe ears) and Idahin (Fagbete nose, eyes, chin). 6 abaja marks on cheeks called meffa omo oba and 3 pele on forehead. Hairstyle is type of korolea since hair is divided down center of head. [index card notes p37]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
32-12, 4
12 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00473: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ife Gelede with stylized hairstyle with 2 plaits projecting left and right. Coiled pieces rise vertically on both sides encircling what appears to be containers (calabashes?) possibly for medicine. (A cross between Ketu/Idahin style - Ketu (Etuobe ears) and Idahin (Fagbete nose, eyes, chin). 6 abaja marks on cheeks called meffa omo oba and 3 pele on forehead. Hairstyle is type of korolea
since hair is divided down center of head. [index card notes p37]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
32-13

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Idahin Gelede with Gele and bowl on top representing woman with ware to sell in market. (Abogi) Carved by Sembilisi Falola, son of Falola Edun. Gele crosses in front and curves around low back. Has 3 pele marks on cheek. [index card notes p36]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
32-3

EEPA A1992-028-00492

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Lagos Museum Idahan From Oyo said to be from Iganna west of Oyo, purchased by P.M. Williams in Oyo, head surmounted by python. Marks are of royal lineage of Oyo but G. not danced in Oyo. Wears 3 cornered cap called fila ab ete. h=12 1/2", d=12 1/2" [Possibly carved in Idahin and by same hand as 32-8,9 - Possibly Fagbite or FAlola. Snake has oval O on top of head. Teeth show. [index card notes p37]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
32-10

I 2 YRB 71
Lagos Museum Idahan From Oyo said to be from Iganna west of Oyo, purchased by P.M. Williams in Oyo, head surmounted by python. Marks are of royal lineage of Oyo but G. not danced in Oyo. Wears 3 cornered cap called fila ab ete. h=12 1/2", d=12 1/2" [Possibly carved in Idahin and by same hand as 32-8,9 - Possibly Fagbite or FAola. Snake has oval O on top of head. Teeth show. [index card notes p37]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

32-11

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahin Gelede mask representing hunters with pouch. (apite), cutlasses on belt (oku obe), and gun. Carved by Falola Edun. Pele marks on cheeks. [index card notes p36]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

32-2, 10
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Idahin G., Yoruba. h=43cm. [Possibly Idahin. same hand as 32-10 and 11 (Possibly Fagbite or Falola) G. with gele and 3 figures on top. Central male is strapped to tree (palm?) and 2 others at sides are carrying calabashes or (palmkernels) on head. Main face has 3 abaja marks on cheeks. [index card notes p37]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
32-8

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington Idahin Yoruba, Nigeria. 13 3/4" x 14" x 11 1/4" Collected by Emil Arnold [Probably by Fagbite of Idahin. Head wears fela ab eti and has abaja marks on cheeks and forehead. Two cutlasses attached by belt suspended over head. [index card notes p38]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
32-9

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ofia 3 plaits, bowl on top (aboigi) Otoro carved, died 9 years ago. Has 3 abaja on cheeks and ibanun ol left cheek. Plaits drawn forward into 3 horn-like forms. Covered bowl with on top. [index card notes p34]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
32-9

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
Local Numbers

31-3

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Ofia 3 plaits, bowl on top (aboigi) Otoro carved, died 9 years ago. Has 3 abaja
on cheeks and ibanun ol left cheek. Plaits drawn forward into 3 horn-like
forms. Covered bowl with on top. [index card notes p34]. The date on the slide
is JUN 71.

Local Numbers

31-4

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Ofia Abogi, white piece on top Owo Eyo, oja (aso), awo are holding open a
calabash, carried by Otoro (from Ketu) carved 9 years ago. Double lozenge
on forehead insignia for orisa worshipper (but not correct colors). oja=iobaja -
cloth used by women to hold baby at back, tied around waist. owo eyo= one
large cowry (ie propitiation) owo eyo= ero= propitiation [index card notes p34].
The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers

31-5

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Ofia Abogi, white piece on top Owo Eyo, oja (aso), awo are holding open a calabash, carried by Otoro (from Ketu) carved 9 years ago. Double lozenge on forehead insignia for orisa worshipper (but not correct colors). oja=jobaja - cloth used by women to hold baby at back, tied around waist. owo eyo= one large cowry (ie propitiation) owo eyo = ero= propitiation [index card notes p34]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
31-6

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Ofia Cock and snake eating tortoise, abogi- Carved 9 years ago by Otoro. Has 3 abaja marks on cheeks. [index card notes p34]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
31-7

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Undetermined.

Ofia Cock and snake eating tortoise, abogi-carved 9 years ago by Otoro. Has 3 abaja marks on cheeks. [index card notes p34]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers

31-8

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Ofia Oja obe - the cloth holding the knives (ako be), gun, in front is a lamp (labriki) electric to see at night. This represents hunters. Akogi. Carved 9 years ago by Otoro. This lamp was used by hunters to see at night. (Hunted when moon was not bright) (3) abaja marks on cheeks. [index card notes p34]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers

31-9

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Ofia Oja obe - the cloth holding the knives (ako be), gun, in front is a lamp (labriki) electric to see at night. This represents hunters. Akogi. Carved 9 years ago by Otoro. This lamp was used by hunters to see at night. (Hunted when moon was not bright) (3) abaja marks on cheeks. [index card notes p34]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.
Lagos Museum Ketu Carved by Atoba, from Ketu about 1925. With 2 guns separate. [Calabash on forehead and back of head and two oblong carved calabashes at either side behind ears. Probably carved by same hand as 30-35,36,37. These are medicinal gourds which indicate this man to be an herbalist (oloogun). If in fact these are [index card cut off, p31]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
30-33

Lagos Museum Ketu Carved by Atoba, from Ketu about 1925. With 2 guns separate. [Calabash on forehead and back of head and two oblong carved calabashes at either side behind ears. Probably carved by same hand as 30-35,36,37. These are medicinal gourds which indicate this man to be an herbalist (oloogun). If in fact these are [index card cut off, p31]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
30-34

Lagos Museum Ketu Carved by Atoba, from Ketu about 1925. With 2 guns separate. [Calabash on forehead and back of head and two oblong carved calabashes at either side behind ears. Probably carved by same hand as 30-35,36,37. These are medicinal gourds which indicate this man to be an herbalist (oloogun). If in fact these are [index card cut off, p31]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
30-35
EEPA 1992-028-00537: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan, Museum Ketu [Pair of G. painted black. Females with bowls carried on head. In Ketu style possibly by Atoba. See 30-33,34. The pots carries on top seem to be special, possibly sacrificial. h=35cm, dia=17.5cm. [bowls of some kind - see 301 p235 which talks of calabashes with protuberances. 5/31/73- Probably carved in Meko according to provenance of mask carved in same style photoed at Ajilete and said to be from Meko. See 62-1,2. (copied in B&W 30-47) Murray's notes and photos-masks in same style were photoed in Iwopin village, called Okoro, Imole for Okosi at shrine of Ekini, Ijebi area. [index card notes p31]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
30-35
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan, Museum Ketu [Pair of G. painted black. Females with bowls carried on head. In Ketu style possibly by Atoba. See 30-33,34. The pots carries on top seem to be special, possibly sacrificial. h=35cm, dia=17.5cm. [bowls of some kind - see 301 p235 which talks of calabashes with protuberances. 5/31/73- Probably carved in Meko according to provenance of mask carved in same style photoed at Ajilete and said to be from Meko. See 62-1,2. (copied in B&W 30-47) Murray's notes and photos-masks in same style were photoed in Iwopin village, called Okoro, Imole for Okosi at shrine of Ekini, Ijebi area. [index card notes p31]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
30-36
I 2 YRB 71
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan, Museum Ketu [Pair of G. painted black. Females with bowls carried on head. In Ketu style possibly by Atoba. See 30-33,34. The pots carries on top seem to be special, possibly sacrificial. h=35cm, dia=17.5cm. [bowls of some kind - see 301 p235 which talks of calabashes with protuberances. 5/31/73- Probably carved in Meko according to provenance of mask carved in same style photoed at Ajilete and said to be from. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
30-37

I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Ketu Surmonte de 4 femmes et de 2 hommes se tenant les bras, symbole ironique que contre un animiste converti a l'Islam et collaborant avec un culte animiste - Keteu [Style is very different from other masks from Ketu. Main face has beard (Muslim ) and what may be the chin strap below the beard. Marks on face seem to be pele. [index card notes p32]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
30-46

I 2 YRB 71
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum (1954) White face, 4 iron bells projected from head, H=11.5" [See: Thompson's "Black Gods and Kings" - Identical mask chap.14 plate22. Collected prior to 1932. Regional style: Ketu style range, nineteenth century (?) pair of this one in Welcome Trust collected prior to 1932. The bells shown in headress are used in religious ceremonies. Has 3 abaja on cheeks. [index card notes p34]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
30-52
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Ketu H:38cm, W:31.5cm [Ketu style range but probably from Ijio. See preceeding card, 30-53,54. Gele on head in Ijio tie style. Avobe is tray and large bowl without top. Two awo and sides used to dip food out. [index card notes p33]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
30-55
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Ketu H:38cm, W:31.5cm [Ketu style range but probably from Ijio. See preceding card, 30-53,54. Gele on head in Ijio tie style. Avobe is tray and large bowl without top. Two awo and sides used to dip food out. [index card notes p33]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
30-56
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Ketu H:425cm, W"31.5cm, cir: 34cm. [Probably Meko] Ketu style range but probably from Ijio. See card 30-53,54. Gele above which is calabash being held open by awo (plates) on sides. [index card notes p33]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
30-57
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Ketu H:425cm, W"31.5cm, cir: 34cm. [Probably Meko] Ketu style range but probably from Ijio. See card 30-53,54. Gele above which is calabash being held open by awo (plates) on sides. [index card notes p33]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
30-58
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ilara Olufa ere (python). Form of a rainbow. (Osumare) with which python is connected. Figure represents olorisha (notary of Osumare) carved by Oguntade Iji [see 33-7] Female devoted has bracelets on upper arms. One snake curves one direction, other curves the other direction. [index card notes p38]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
33-1

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ilara Olufa ere (python). Form of a rainbow. (Osumare) with which python is connected. Figure represents olorisha (notary of Osumare) carved by Oguntade Iji [see 33-7] Female devoted has bracelets on upper arms. One snake curves one direction, other curves the other direction. [index card notes p38]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
33-2
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ilara. Elesin (horserider) From and by Oguntade Iji. [Rider holds imhere (horsetail swish) in right hand which is sign of office. He may have been a chief or warrior. He is attended by four drummers who announce his arrival. [index card notes p39]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
33-3
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ilara. "Baba Nigbo", orisha from Ilara. Carved by Oguntade Iji (Possibly son of Osuntade Iji). G. with arched snakes over head of central figure who is priest of an orisha. 4 female figures surround him. He make be priest of Sango as he holds a sere in one hand and has necklace. Large
calabash bowl in front may be for edu or okuta shango. Arched snake may be sacred ere (boa) assoc. with osumare who is servant of Shango. [index card notes p39]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
33-5
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00555: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ilara. "Baba Nigbo", orisha from Ilara. Carved by Oguntade [Possibly son of Osuntade Iji]. G. with arched snakes over head of central figure who is priest of an orisha. 4 female figures surround him. He make be priest of Sango as he holds a sere in one hand and has necklace. Large calabash bowl in front may be for edu or okuta shango. Arched snake may be sacred ere (boa) assoc. with osumare who is servant of Shango. [index card notes p39]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
33-6
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ilara Gelede with superstructure of ladders with birds. [Ilara style -possibly by Oguntade Iji similar to slide no.33-1,2. Birds may refer to the power of the awon iya wa. [index card notes p39]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
33-9
I 2 YRB 71
Lagos Museum Ilara [Possibly from Ilara?] G. painted white and blue with gele tied round and curved piece on top. Ends of gele at back. More likely that this comes from Ilaro or Meko. See 11-5. [index card notes p39]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

33-10

I 2 YRB 71

Idofa Preparation of Gelede dancer. Dancer puts on stockings which are tied with string just under knee and around ankle. Put on pair or pants. [index card notes p39]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers

34-1

EEPA A1992-028-00561

Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerader -- Photographs

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idofa Preparation of Gelede dancer Put on iron leg rattles - 5 on each ankle - and had stuffed cloth tied below rattles to keep them from falling off. [index card notes p39]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
34-2

EEPA A1992-028-00561

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idofa Preparation of Gelede dancer Panels of various cloth tied to string were attached to bamboo hoop. [index card notes p39]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
34-4

EEPA A1992-028-00562

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idofa Preparation of Gelede dancer Bright red jacket put on and strip of cloth tied just under armpits. Tied tightly to accentuate the broadness of hoop and cloth. [index card notes p39]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
34-5
EEPA A1992-028-00563

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idofa Preparation of Gelede dancer The mask is set upon head. It hasa bright yellow face with light blue paint on top with 2 yellow birds carved on top. Gauze cloth suspended down to cover face of dancer. [index card notes p39]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
   34-6

EEPA A1992-028-00564

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[cannot locate corresponding field notes to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
   34-8

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[cannot locate corresponding field notes to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
34-9

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[cannot find corresponding field notes to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
34-12

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[cannot locate corresponding field notes to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
34-13

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Culture: 
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko It appears to be Alagbala (banana leaf) [Tray containing bananas with bowl in center surmounted by bird. (carved by Samuel Laroye of Meko) Same motif as 35-3,4] [index card notes p40]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: 
Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Culture: 
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko It appears to be Alagbala (banana leaf) [Tray containing bananas with bowl in center surmounted by bird. (carved by Samuel Laroye of Meko) Same motif as 35-3,4] [index card notes p40]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: 
Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Culture: 
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

[numbers 35-14 refer to another mask: 00582, following slide is same mask, both corresponding field notes are questionable]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-14

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Gelede -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ

Place:    Africa
          Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Lagos Museum Meko, Olufa. Muslim priest counting his beads in canoe. Carved by Duge [probably Duga] from Meko. [Olufa wears a turban wrapped with spiral cloth. Canoe paddler has tuft of hair on top of head and two packets strapped across body. Tea pots on side refer to a muslims' practice of washing his feet before praying. Hair on main face is in strip along center line of head/ front to back, and he has abaja marks. [index card notes p41, notes on carvers p40] Murray notes: Carvers working in 1960: Duga- cagey old man, showed 1 Gelede and 1 Ibeji. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-15

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Gelede -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ

Place:    Africa
          Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Lagos Museum Meko Purchased from Busari Isioye. Bowl of fruit on top. h=15.25 cm. Said carved by Tela of Meko. Said he got it from Idiyan, Ibadan div. and was used for Egungun. [possible but I doubt it] (Carved by Samuel Laroye of Meko) see 35-1,2 and 35-36,37,38. Hair divided down center of
head known as koroba. Tray holds bananas. Covered bowl on tophas bird on top. Has 3 abaja on cheeks. [index card notes p40]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-3

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko Purchased from Busari Isioye. Bowl of fruit on top. h=15.25 cm. Said carved by Tela of Meko. Said he got it from Idiyan, Ibadan div. and was used for Egungun. [possible but I doubt it] (Carved by Samuel Laroye of Meko) see 35-1,2 and 35-36,37,38. Hair divided down center of head known as koroba. Tray holds bananas. Covered bowl on tophas bird on top. Has 3 abaja on cheeks. [index card notes p40]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-4

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko Bus carved by Samuel Laroye. (meko) see 35-39,40. Seated, non-driving figure has strong brow shown. [index card notes p41]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-10

I 2 YRB 71
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko Bus carved by Samuel Laroye. (meko) see 35-39,40. Seated, non-driving figure has strong brow shown. [index card notes p41]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

EEPA 1992-028-00581: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
See Carroll, pl. 99 for pair with guns attached. Lagos Museum Meko Collected 1965, two guns on either side of a lamp on top of mask. [The guns seem to have been inserted in top of the hunters' bags on the sides but they are missing. This is almost certainly a mask for hunters. The lamp was carried on the head during night hunting expeditions. (carved by Masudi Lasisi, Meko) see 35-36,37,38;35-30,31. Belt contains cartridges for gun and wallet (apode) are on sides. [index cards p41. Notes on carvers from index cards p40] Murray notes: Carvers working in 1960: Masudi Lasisi- large # of good Gelede in brohters' house stool with figure used by Oroge or Iya Oloba Igbo= priestess of Oba Igbo or Agbele (seems same as Orisoula). Also saw double-end iron bell used in Oba Igbo festival. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
See Carroll, pl. 99 for pair with guns attached. Lagos Museum Meko Collected 1965, two guns on either side of a lamp on top of mask. [The guns seem to have been inserted in top of the hunters' bags on the sides but they are missing. This is almost certainly a mask for hunters. The lamp was carried on the head during night hunting expeditions. (carved by Masudi Lasisi, Meko) see 35-36,37,38;35-30,31. Belt contains cartridges for gun and wallet (apo ode) are onsides. [index cards p41. Notes on carvers from index cards p40] Murray notes: Carvers working in 1960: Masudi Lasisi-. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-14

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
35-16

I 0 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ketu, Meko- Gelede by Duga(?). National Museum, Lagos. Lagos Museum Meko, Olufa. Muslim priest counting his beads in canoe. CArved by
Duge [probably Duga] from Meko. [Olufa wears a turban wrapped with spiral cloth. Canoe paddler has tuft of hair on top of head and two packets strapped across body. Tea pots on side refer to a muslims' practice of washing his feet before praying. Hair on main face is in strip along center line of head/front to back, and he has abaja marks. [index card notes p41, notes on carvers p40] Murray notes: Carvers working in 1960: Duga- cagey old man, showed 1 Gelede and 1 Ibeji. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
I 0 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko No Info. [Carved by Duga of Meko. Gele crosses in front and at sides can be seen two loops of gele which extend downward (other extension above but not clear what this is.) Has lip plug and 3 abaja on cheeks.] [index cards p41]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-19
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko No Info. [Carved by Duga of Meko. Gele crosses in front and at sides can be seen two loops of gele which extend downward (other extension above but not clear what this is.) Has lip plug and 3 abaja on cheeks.] [index cards p41]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-20
I 2 YRB 71
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko Imeko, "oni fila" Egbado, collected by F. Willet. Tinges of blue remain on mask, [carved in Duga style] Wears conventional cloth cap pulled to side in fashion of the times. Has (3) abaja marks on cheeks. [index card notes p41]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-21
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ketu Bought by Sanusi of Oyo. Egun, similar to Gelede in appearance. [possibly carved by Duga of Meko, this is almost certainly. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-22
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ketu Bought by Sanusi of Oyo. Egun, similar to Gelede in appearance. [possibly carved by Duga of Meko, this is almost certainly. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

35-23

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ketu Collected from Idiroko. Bird eating snake. l=17cm, h=13cm. [This is by Duga of Meko. See 35-23,24,25,26,27,28,29 , -all carved by. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

35-24

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ketu Collected from Idiroko. Bird eating snake. l=17cm, h=13cm. [This is by Duga of Meko. See 35-23,24,25,26,27,28,29 , -all carved by Duga. Bird appears to be a cock and he hold one snake in mouth as two others are coiled at sides. [index card notes p41]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

35-25
I 0 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ketu Collected in 1950, carved headress. Meko. New and unused. [see 35-41,42, probably by Duga. Coiled snakes on sides. Strip of hair down center of head (Ilari hairstyle?) [?] abaja on cheeks. ] [index card notes p42]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-26

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ketu Collected in 1950, carved headress. Meko. New and unused. [see 35-41,42, probably by Duga. Coiled snakes on sides. Strip of hair down center of head (Ilari hairstyle?) [?] abaja on cheeks. ] [index card notes p42]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-27

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko h=17cm, w=25cm, f to back =29cm, weight=1lb.5oz. Pieces probably broken off 2 sides. Termite damage on face, evidence of camwood spots on face and headdress is painted blue. [Meko see 35-11,12 (Probably by Duga) Pieces broken off were probably coiled snakes -see 35-26,27. Posibly foreign or ilari hairstyle.] [index card notes p42]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-28
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko h=17cm, w=25cm, f to back =29cm, weight=1lb.5oz. Pieces probably broken off 2 sides. Termite damage on face, evidence of camwood spots on face and headdress is painted blue. [Meko see 35-11,12 (Probably by Duga) Pieces broken off were probably coiled snakes -see 35-26,27. Posibly foreign or ilari hairstyle.] [index card notes p42]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-29
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko Umbrella encircled by Amilla (?) By Masudi Latunji. [Standing figure under the umbrella is dressed in Western clothing, esp. the
necktie and collar. This indicates person is either Western educated Yoruba or a European. The significance of tassled cord which is intricately knotted as it encircles the central figure is obscure. [index card notes p42]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

35-33

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko Umbrella encircled by Amilla (?) By Masudi Latunji. [Standing figure under the umbrella is dressed in Western clothing, esp. the necktie and collar. This indicates person is either Western educated Yoruba or a European. The significance of tassled cord which is intricately knotted as it encircles the central figure is obscure. [index card notes p42]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

35-32

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko - Oni Shango (Shango worshipper) with headdress like woman holding two rams (Shango's animals). Behind her is sere, gourd rattle. Before him are 2 stones, oku or edun Shango. Carved by Masudi Latunji. [This is priest (male) - Shango priests often use female hairstyle during festival. Main face has pele marks and priest, abaja. [index card notes p42]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
Local Numbers
35-31

I 0 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko - Oni Shango (Shango worshipper) with headdress like
woman holding two rams (Shango's animals). Behind her is sere, gourd rattle.
Before him are 2 stones, oku or edun Shango. Carved by Masudi Latunji. [This
is priest (male) - Shango priests often use female hairstyle during festival.
Main face has pele marks and priest, abaja. [index card notes p42]. The date
on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-30

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko, "Olofa" (archer) carved by Samuel Laroye [Hunter
holds bow under arm. Around him is belt which holds knives (?) in front and 2
quivers for arrows at the back. [index card notes p40]. The date on the slide is
JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-5

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:   Africa  
         Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko, "Olofa" (archer) carved by Samuel Laroye [Hunter holds bow under arm. Around him is belt which holds knives (?) in front and 2 quivers for arrows at the back. [index card notes p40]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-6

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs  
         Gelede -- Photographs  
         Works of art in situ

Place:   Africa  
         Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko, Oro-ile (spirit of the earth) 2 snakes attacking kolokolo (mongouse of genet?) from and by Kajebara, Meko. Said to be 20 years old (1940) [kolokolo is a small fox or fennec (vulpes zerda) which has large ears] Snakes are curled in circles. Head wears fila ale eti. 3 pele on cheeks. [index card notes p42]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-35

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs  
         Gelede -- Photographs  
         Works of art in situ

Place:   Africa  
         Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko, Oro-ile (spirit of the earth) 2 snakes attacking kolokolo (mongouse of genet?) from and by Kajebura, Meko. Said to be 20 years old (1940) [kolokolo is a small fox or fennec (vulpes zerda) which has large ears] Snakes are curled in circles. Head wears fila ale eti. 3 pele on cheeks. [index card notes p42]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-36
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko. "Fila eleti aja" (dog-eared cap). By and from Masudi Latundi. [Curled motif above cap may be adapted from hairstyle of Nupe women(?)] [index card notes p42]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-34
I 0 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko Gelede with 2 persons scraping calabashes represented on head. Possibly from Meko according to K. Murray. Bought from Musa Kano in Nov. 1964. [Scraper on right has igba-n-Koro hairstyle (shaved except for line down center of head) the other wears ipako style (head shaved except for occiput. Main face wears igba-n-koro)] [index card notes p43]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
Local Numbers
35-39

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:
Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko Gelede with 2 persons scraping calabashes represented on head. Possibly from Meko according to K. Murray. Bought from Musa Kano in Nov. 1964. [Scraper on right has igba-n-Koro hairstyle (shaved except for line down center of head) the other wears ipako style (head shaved except for occiput. Main face wears igba-n-koro)] [index card notes p43]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-40

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:
Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko Bought from trader in Lagos. [carved in Meko. In Duga/Laroye style. Aboge with tray on head carrying 4 bowls, two smaller ones with covers. Hairstyle shows plaits to sides and back. 3 abja on cheeks. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-41

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:
Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko Bought from trader in Lagos. [carved in Meko. In Duga/Laroye style. Aboge with tray on head carrying 4 bowls, two smaller ones with covers. Hairstyle shows plaits to sides and back. 3 abja on cheeks. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-42

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Gelede -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Meko H:30cm, Dia: 22cm. G. painted white and blue. 4 figures on top. Figure at back seems to be holding two large sacks (for cocoa?) Two figures on either side are policemen with guns and figure in front seems to be writing something. Head has scissors carved behind each ear. This must represent a well-known event in the area- possibly smuggling incident. Meko style range. Pele (3) on cheeks and forehead. [index card notes p43]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-45 -5

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Gelede -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA 1992-028-00610: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Meko H:30cm, Dia: 22cm. G. painted white and blue. 4 figures on top. Figure at back seems to be holding two large sacks (for cocoa?) Two figures on either side are policemen with guns and figure in front seems to be writing something. Head has sissors carved behind each ear. This must represent a well-known event in the area- possibly smuggling incident. Meko style range. Pele (3) on cheeks and forehead. [index card notes p43]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-46
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00613: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Alt. see letter 1/14. Lagos Museum Meko Ketu society with headress sgyle called Alagbagba, carved at Meko over 60 years ago in Akoko wood. First seen at Otta by K.C. Murray in the house of the carver Olanyan to whom it had been sent to have a copy made. Brought from a chief from Lagos painted in local colors, using egg medium, 1940. [Very similar to 11-1,2 and 11-8,9 from Ilaro. Lozenges on forehead painted red and white signify person as devotee of orisha Odo.I Gele crosses in front and ends extend downward. Platform for attachment above gele. Has 3 abaja on cheeks and diamond-shaped mark on forehead below double lozenge. [index card notes p42]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-37
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


Page 328 of 5105
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Alt. see letter 1/14. Lagos Museum Meko Ketu society with headress style called Alagbagba, carved at Meko over 60 years ago in Akoko wood. First seen at Otta by K.C. Murray in the house of the carver Olanyan to whom it had been sent to have a copy made. Brought from a chief from Lagos painted in local colors, using egg medium, 1940. [Very similar to 11-1,2 and 11-8,9 from Ilaro. Lozenges on forehead painted red and white signify person as devotee of orisha Odo. Gele crosses in front and ends extend downward. Platform for attachment above gele. Has 3 abaja on cheeks and diamond-shaped mark on forehead below double lozenge. [index card notes p42]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-38
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko Gelede representing a tree, hunter, and lion. Bought at Meko [Probably carved by Samuel Laroye of Meko. Although there is a gele-like construction at base of superstructure, motif is definitely hunters' motif. 6 abaja on cheeks. [index card notes p40]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-7
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko Gelede representing a tree, hunter, and lion. Bought at Meko [Probably carved by Samuel Laroye of Meko. Although there is a gele-like construction at base of superstructure, motif is definitely hunters' motif. 6 abaja on cheeks. [index card notes p40]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-9

I 2 YRB 71

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko No Information [Carved by Duga of Meko. Protrays Gelede and snail on top and two tortoises on sides. Has 3 abaja on cheeks with ibamun. [index card notes p41]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
35-17
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Porto Novo Museum Ifanhin Representation d'une femme avende qui, malgre sa cecite peut temoigner de ce qu'elle a entendu et dit -(Afoju) blind person - Sakete, Ifanhim, Nago. [index card notes p45]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
36-1

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Katagon (1954) Caps and rings, H=8.5" [Stylistically similar to statue that is tentatively linked to work of Husa or apprentices from Katagon, Dahomey. See Thompson, Ch. 19, plates 21. Dotted circle motif found on early Otto/Awori masks. Cap is almost certainly that of a soldier of sailor. See variation of this in 27-18,19. [index card notes p45]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
37-1
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Katagon (1954) Yellow face, red turbin, H=8.5" Stylistically similar to alleged wouk of Husa, Katagon. See card 37-1. Marks on cheeks are called mejo omo oba - royal line of Oyo. Cross + on forehead is unique, only seen on mash H-22 from Pitt-Rivers Collection. [index card notes p45]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
37-2

I 0 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Katagon (1954) Cap turned up at back, H=10.5" [see first card. The "cap" is in fact a gele in which the [index card cut off] [index card notes p45]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
37-3

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[index card notes cut off, see p8]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
Local Numbers
9-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[index card notes cut off, see p8]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
9-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Abeokuta H: 21.5cm, W: 14cm, Abeokuta,
Egungun (?) [this probably is Egungun] [index card notes p8]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
9-3

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Abeokuta H:21.5cm, W:14cm. Abeokuta, Egungun(?) [This probably is Egungun] [index card notes p8]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

9-4

EEPA 1992-028-00647: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Abeokuta (1954) Snake and lizards and 3 human figures, H=20" in style of Abeokuta [Mother figure carries double-gong rattle or bell as Ija (Eleyo) statues do in Igan-Okoto, Imasai and Joga-Orile. Snake motif also similarity. Carved in almost exact style of piece in UCLA collection (see Thompson, Cahp15, pl8) attributed to Sokan Akinyoke family of Itoko Q., Abeokute collected prior to 1911. The face is stylistically identical to another piece collected at his workshop in 1950 [see Nigerian Museum 50.1.26]. Adult femal figure seems to have orisa oko mark on forehead. [diagram on index card note] series of flutes out of left side it is said when worn flags are stuffed into the flutes. Wears agogo hairstyle. Reclining figure in front is unusual informality of style. [index card notes p8]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

9-5 16

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Abeokuta [G. bought from woodcarver in Abeokuta in the collection H.J. Drewal. Closely related to several masks from Ilaro or Meko.
See 11-5,6 and 11-7,8. Wears fila ab eti and has (3) pele marks painted blue on each cheek. [index card notes p9]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
9-6

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Abeokuta [G. bought from woodcarver in Abeokuta in the collection H.J. Drewal. Closely related to several masks from Ilaro or Meko. See 11-5,6 and 11-7,8. Wears fila ab eti and has (3) pele marks painted blue on each cheek. [index card notes p9]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
9-7

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Abeokuta (1954) Pot shaped objects - 3 tusks projecting from top, maybe wild pit, H=14" [Eye and ear formation very similar to E-3. With pot carried on head, probably abogi- 3 abaja on cheeks. [index card notes p9]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
9-11

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Adugbologe? or his son Oniyide? University of Ibdan Museum Abeokuta
H:40cm, DIA: 23, Depth=18cm. [Mask with brown face and black peaked
hairstyle similar to agogo style. Teeth are shown and filed to points. Ear form
is same as 9-8,9. Probably not Gelede. This mask represents a worshipper of
orisha oko, opa orisha oko. The cult marks are carved on the forehead [image]
[See Thompson Black Gods and Kings, Chap.15,pl1 and 19/plate 20. Style is
Abeokute [Egba?] in manner of Adugbologe. [index card notes p9]. The date
on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
    9-12
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
    Gelede -- Photographs
    Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00653: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Adugbologe? or his son Oniyide? University of Ibdan Museum Abeokuta
H:40cm, DIA: 23, Depth=18cm. [Mask with brown face and black peaked
hairstyle similar to agogo style. Teeth are shown and filed to points. Ear form
is same as 9-8,9. Probably not Gelede. This mask represents a worshipper of
orisha oko, opa orisha oko. The cult marks are carved on the forehead [image]
[See Thompson Black Gods and Kings, Chap.15,pl1 and 19/plate 20. Style is
Abeokute [Egba?] in manner of Adugbologe. [index card notes p9]. The date
on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
    9-13
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
    Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Igan-Okoto Shrine for Ejide near river [index card notes p6]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
6-1
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Igan-Okoto Two Gelede masks for afternoon dance. Kept at Bale Oke’s compound, Igan-Okoto. One on left has bird motif while other illustrates copulating couple. Yellow faces, blue headdress with white spots. Carved by same hand as 1a-1 (Gelede mask seen at Emado O festival, Aiyetoro.) One (Bird) has abaja, other (copulating couple), pele. [index card notes p6]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
6-5
E 2 YRB 71

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Drewal collection Igan-Okoto Gelede mask with yellow face and green head with representationof 2 men arryng a third small and deformed man in a sling or hammock-like apparatus. This deformed figure could represent Eshu who
is sometimes shown this way. This mask is related stylistically to Igan-Okoto/Imasai style range. 3 abaja on cheeks. [index card notes p6]. The date on the slide is SEP 71.

Local Numbers
6-7

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Drewal collection Igan-Okoto Gelede mask with yellow face and green head with representation of 2 men arrying a third small and deformed man in a sling or hammock-like apparatus. This deformed figure could represent Eshu who is sometimes shown this way. This mask is related stylistically to Igan-Okoto/Imasai style range. 3 abaja on cheeks. [index card notes p6]. The date on the slide is SEP 71.

Local Numbers
6-6

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Emado, Aiyetoro Gelede, akogi, danced Monday, March 29, 1971 as part of Emado Gelede festival. Yellow face, white eyes. Figure of man holding snake which encircles him. [In style of masks seen at Igan-Okoto. Man holding snake probably represents his control over medicine or ase. See similar motif on 19-13,14 called oloogun. Main mask has typical Aiyetoro. Oyo marks. Same for figure on top. Yellow face, black hair and marks, white eyes. [index card notes p2]. The date on the slide is APR 71.
Local Numbers

1a-1

EEPA A1992-028-00689

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
      masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Lagos (1934) by "master of uneven eyes" Fagg [THis series by the "master" who was said to have lived near Lagos. See Thompson Ch17/3 and plates 9,10,11 for discussion. Artist did his work in 1st quarter of 20th Century. This motif seems related to variation on the 4 hour hairstyle and elaborations which are assoc. with female motifs. [index card notes p45]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

39-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Lagos (1954) Bearded man, dog-eared cap, unvevn eyes, H=7" [Brown face, white cap with blue-black tips called fila ab eti. [index card notes p46]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

39-3

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

British Museum Lagos (1954) Bald man, uneven eyes, looks like Elarie headdress according to Hank, H=7" (see one from Horniman) [22-14] [Master of uneven eye] [index card notes p46]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
39-4
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

British Museum Lagos (1954) 4 circular pieces with bird, left eye lower than right, H=10" [Bird pecks on what may be a tuft of hair. These tufts called oshu sango are worn by Sango worshippers. [index card notes p46]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
39-5
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Lagos (1954) Black hair, 3 plaits, brown face, H=9" [Related to "master of uneven eyes"] [Also related to Igbessa style] [index card notes p46]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
39-6

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington Lagos Yoruba, Dahomey - "master of uneven eyes" as FAgg puts it. H=12". (Collected by Saul Bellow) [Has coiled snake on top in form of turban. Has (6) abaja on each cheek this called mefa omo oba.] [index card notes p46]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
39-9

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington Lagos Yoruba, Dahomey - "master of uneven eyes" as Fagg puts it. H=12". (Collected by Saul Bellow) [Has coiled snake on top in form of turban. Has (6) abaja on each cheek this called mefa omo oba.] [index card notes p46]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
39-10
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00702: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Lagos (1954) See ears of (54) Af 23.23 [R/C 12] Distinctive ear style. 4 abaja on cheeks. has 2 tortoises being eaten by snakes on sides. Motif on tortoise is [diagram]. Has a beard and akogi. LM (Murray notes) - same style as masks photographed in Lagos in 1940. Said to be for Ejiwa masqueraders for Elegbara performed between March and May by the Idrjo or white-capped chiefs of Lagos. Repainted by Odun of Isale Eko, Lagos and owned by Oisu of Iru. Motifs- female figures on top. 4 females surrounding house, bird with human face, long beak, human hands, one hand holding axe the other holding a staff with bird on top. [index card notes p46]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
39-11

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Lagos (1954) Woman with gele, wooden earings, H=12.5". [See ear style for this group. Gele ends come forward and up. No marks.] [index card notes p46]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
39-12

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Lagos (1954) Turbined man with quadruped, H=14.4" [see ear style which places this mask in this group. Mask represents Muslim with turban and chin strap called . No tribal marks. Animal on top is ram, the sacrifice assoc. with muslim festival of Sala. [index card notes p46]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
39-13
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Otta (1952) L=15 3/4" [Gelede wearing conicl cap with shevrons. Crosshatch square in front of ear and below eyes. Appears to be Otta-Mahen related. Scarification and hairstyle (tringular crosshatch on forehead) is very reminiscent of 27-10,11 which represents a Sanba or Northern trader who came to southern Nigerian markets. 27-10,11 also has hair style, cap and chevron motif. [index card notes p49]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
41-25
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Otta Black hair, white face, H=8.5" (1954) [See: Thompson, Black Gods and Kings, chap. 14 plate 12. Says Regional style: Otta, Aworki, carved by a native of Otta whose works show a markedly triangular facial panel and long, narrow eyes, in addition to the pointed chin and hooked nose of the Otta style range. (cf. Nigerian Museu, Lagos 60.12.2) Hairstyle is called agogo, formerly used by brides and more recently by Shango worshippers and others. [index card notes p49]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
41-26

I 2 YRB 71
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Otta Tortoise, very deep cut eyes star marks, H=12.5" [Same style as 41-28,26 Collected in 1954. Gele crosses in front with end extending upward and tortoise at front of Gele.] [index card notes p49]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
41-27

I 2 YRB 71
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Otta Woman gele (1954). 1941 [Same style as 41-27,26 Gele crosses in front and end extends upward. [index card notes p49]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
Local Numbers

41-28

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
          Gelede -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ

Place:     Africa
          Nigeria

Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ekine(?) Lagos Museum Mahin 1A - Wooden headress "Ekine" (used to
represent waterspirit in annual festival called ere( ) Formerly owned by Oguya
Mahin family. Provenance Ondo. THis is male of pair of male and female. Dia-
10 1/2" 1B- Same as above. This is female. [Both wear female hairstyle known
as ipako elede.] (copied in B&W) [index card notes p51]. The date on the slide
is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

42-10

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ

Place:     Africa
          Nigeria

Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ekine(?) [index card cut off, index card notes p51]. The date on the slide is
JUL 71.

Local Numbers

42-11

I 2 YRB 71

Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ

Place:     Africa
          Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00842: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ekine(?) Museum of African Art, Washington Mahin Yoruba, Nigeria. (Mahin Style) from George E. Beauchamp. H-105 1/2" xW 8 1/2" xD 9 3/4" [Gelede called Ipako Elede for the hairstyle. The pair of this mask is in the Museum of Ethnic Arts, UCLA, gift of Mr. and Mrs. H Hughes. Collected prior to 1969. Thompson gives it regional style of Otta, Aworri and says it is attributed to an unidentified master working at or near Lagos. cf. Nigerian Museum 57.25.1 a & b. See Egun marks - 2 small vert. marks on cheeks and 1 on forehead (See 441, pp56-8) LM (Murray notes) In 1940 Murray photographed a Gelede festival in Isale-Igangan, Lagos. The masks had painted eyebrows and realistic rendition. Very similar to this mask. Buttocks of dancers greatly built up. No breastplates. [index card notes p51]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
42-12

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ekine(?) Museum of African Art, Washington Mahin Yoruba, Nigeria. (Mahin Style) from George E. Beauchamp. H-105 1/2" xW 8 1/2" xD 9 3/4" [Gelede called Ipako Elede for the hairstyle. The pair of this mask is in the Museum of Ethnic Arts, UCLA, gift of Mr. and Mrs. H Hughes. Collected prior to 1969. Thompson gives it regional style of Otta, Aworri and says it is attributed to an unidentified master working at or near Lagos. cf. Nigerian Museum 57.25.1 a & b. See Egun marks - 2 small vert. marks on cheeks and 1 on forehead (See 441, pp56-8) LM (Murray notes) In 1940 Murray photographed a Gelede festival in Isale-Igangan, Lagos. The masks had painted eyebrows and realistic rendition. Very similar to this mask. Buttocks of dancers greatly built up. No breastplates. [index card notes p51]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
42-13

I 0 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ekine(?) Lagos Museum Mahin Mask similar to 57.25.1 a&b but with peaked or crowned headress [called "agogo". No tribal marks. Hair painted black. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
42-8

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ekine (?) Lagos Museum Mahin Mask similar to 57.25.1 a&b but with peaked or crowned headress [called "agogo". No tribal marks. Hair painted black. [index card notes p51]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
42-9

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[cannot locate index card notes corresponding to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
41-10

I 2 YRB 71
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[cannot locate index card notes corresponding to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
41-11
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Otta Gelede mask in Otta style. [No paint on face, traces of black in headstyle called ayoyo. Very similar to mask attributed to Tabintan dated c.1923. See Thompson, Chap 14 plate 11. 2 holes in ears in upper ear and lobe. 3 abaja marks on cheeks. [index card notes p47]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
41-7
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[cannot locate index card notes corresponding to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
41-8

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[cannot locate index card notes corresponding to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
41-9

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00856: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Lagos Museum Mahin a) 57.25.1c b) 57.25.3 c) 48.33.53 c) From Awori society in Lagos. Called Gelede. a) Eki - used to represent water spirit in annual festival called Ere Ondo. dia- 10" b) Ololo- used for the burial ceremony of important people in Makin, Okitipupa division, Ondo Provenence. Formerly owned by Osogbon, title holder of Mahin. dia-9 3/4" [These are by same hand as G. shown in Thompson, Black Gods, Ch13, pl10 attributed to I. Olalaiye or A. Onaneye. KCM 401, however is by another hand. Masks show 2 different hat styles, one that is a tight fitting cap (see KCM 401) and the other with fold at top and tassel hanging down at back.] [index card pages p51]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
42-6
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Mahin a) 57.25.1c b) 57.25.3 c) 48.33.53 c)From Awori society in Lagos. Called Gelede. a) Eki - used to represent water spirit in annual festival called Ere Ondo. dia- 10" b) Ololo- used for the burial ceremony of important people in Makin, Okitipupa division, Ondo Provenence. Formerly owned by Osogbon, title holder of Mahin. dia-9 3/4" [These are by same hand as G. shown in Thompson, Black Gods, Ch13, pl10 attributed to I. Olalaiye or A. Onaneye. KCM 401, however is by another hand. Masks show 2 different hat styles, one that is a tight fitting cap (see KCM 401) and the other with fold at top and tassel hanging down at back.] [index card pages p51]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
42-7

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Mahin H:29cm. W:25cm. dia: 10.7cm. (Probably from Mahin) See 42-6,7. [index card notes p51]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
42-4

Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Mahin H:29cm. W:25cm. dia: 10.7cm. (Probably from Mahin) See 42-6,7. [index card notes p51]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
42-5

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Probably Olabuntan. British Museum Otta Same as 2.3.1 except there are 4 kneeling females and one central figure. [Carved in Ofia style. [index card illegible] Female figure in center wears necklace and bracelet of priestess or are going to perform religions rite. Small figures hold breast (sign of reverence and submission and are kneeling.) [index card notes p48]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
41-17

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Probably Olabuntan. British Museum Otta Lagos, human face - on top of flat disc with one central figure with four figures around with guns. Pair with 2.3.2 (1887). [Carved in Otta style and most similar to 41-18 and 19 from Pitt Rivers Collection. See ear form, painted motifs.] similar to work attributed to Olalaye/Onaneye who worked during this period. Probably of warrior carrying head of fallen enemy - it has Oyo gombo marks unlike central figure and others which have abaja marks. [index card notes p48]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
41-16

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Otta (1963), round cap, H=8.4" [Carved in Otta style. Cylindrical cloth cap wiht traces of white and green. Black hair. Evidence of eyebrow line. [index card notes p47]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
41-5

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Otta (1963), round cap, H=8.4" [Carved in Otta style. Cylindrical cloth cap wiht traces of white and green. Black hair. Evidence of eyebrow line. [index card notes p47]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
Local Numbers

41-6

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa

Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Kogbadoku British Museum L=14.3” Igbessa, Nuru and Idowu attributed it to
Kobadoku from Igbessa, died 22 years from 1959 (1937). Was from same
compound and family as Alamide, who he taught to carve. (1959) [index card
notes p52]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

44-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa

Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Alamide British Museum Igbessa (1959) L=13.4” - Igbessa, said to be carved
by Alamide but Idowu, his son, denied it. Fagg says its Otta style [closer to
Igbessa style. Probably carved by Alamide as original information states.
Series of [diagram] marks all over face. Gele crosses in front and end curve
around to back of head.] [index card notes p53]. The date on the slide is JUL
71.

Local Numbers

44-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Alamide according to son. British Museum Igbessa (1959) Attributed by Nuru and Idowu to Alamide, father of Idowu. Igbessa [This is probably Amosa Akapo. Carved by same hand as (red) 59.35.61 (see 44-13,14). Cloth cap, woven in strips. Traces of blue, yellow and red. Circular scarification marks on cheeks. [index card notes p54]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
   44-10

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Alamide but son denied it. British Museum Igbessa (1959) L=13.4: - Igbessa, said to be carved by Alamide but Idowu, his son, denied it. FAgg says its Otta Style. [closer to Igbessa style. Probably carved by Alamide as original information states. Series of [figure] marks all over face. Gele crosses in front and end curve around to back of head. [index card notes p53]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
   44-3

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Igbessa Bearded man - red turbin, face black and white
H=8" (1954) [Igbessa. Represents a muslim.] [index card notes p53]. The date
on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
44-4

1 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Probably Amosa Akapo, wrongly attributed to Kogbadoku. British Museum
Igbessa (1959) Igbessa, wrongly attributed to Kobadoku [This is probably
Nuru Akapo's work. Possibly representation of European wering a pith helmet
(?). Eyebrow show with thin black line. Pronounced nose. Painted yellow and
white. [index card notes p54]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
44-13

1 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Wrongly attributed to Kogbadoku. British Museum [index card cut off, see
notes p53]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
44-7
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Akapo British Museum (1959) L=11.4" Igbessa carved by Akapo, father of Nuru (info. given by Nuru) [Three abaja marks on cheeks. Tuft of hair with braided end on head and ridge down center of head from front to back. Possibly ilari hairstyle. [index card notes p53]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
44-9

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Nuru Akapo British Museum Igbessa (1959) L=12.8", Igbessa, work of nuru Akapo. Probably Amosas Akapo [Cloth cap with knot on top. Possibly simple turban which would make it the representation of a muslim. Whole mask is blackened. [index card notes p54]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
44-11

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Nuru Akapo British Museum Igbessa (1959) L=11.6" Igbessa, claimed by Nuru Akapo as his work [white face and black/white cap called laban kada. [index card notes p54]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
   44-12

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
1886 British Museum Igbessa 1886- Lagos, wooden mask colored, represents native with scarification marks and gele wrapped around top, ends brought around on the sides. [Igbessa style in the same style as Nuru Akapo but this piece predated Nuru's work. 3 abaja marks on cheeks. [index card notes p54]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
   44-16

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Igbessa H:26 cm., evidence of red, evidence of chelking (osu) [Igbessa style- probably carved by Nuru Akapo. Has abaja (3) marks on cheeks. Cap [index card cut off?] [index card notes p54]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
   44-14

I 2 YRB 71
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Igbessa H:26 cm., evidence of red, evidence of chelking (osu) [Igbessa style- probably carved by Nuru Akapo. Has abaja (3) marks on cheeks. Cap [index card cut off?] [index card notes p54]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
44-15
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Igbassa (1954) Turbin, H=9.5" [Igbessa style. Has wrap around turbin with squares. 3 abaja marks on each cheek. Eyebrows carved. [index card notes p54]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
44-17
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idowu Alamide British Museum Igbassa (1949) L=11.8" Igbessa by Idowu son of Alamide who confirmed it. [F. gelede with ipako elede hairstyle.] [index card notes p53]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
44-8

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00890: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
I-Amosa Akapo r-Alamide (poss. Akapo) left- red -59,35,61 right- green -59.35.47 61- Carved by Amosa Akapo 47- Carved by Alamide. Provenance Igbessa This from Idowu and Nuru who provided info. Kobadoku died in 1937 and was from same compound as Alamide, whom he (Kobadoku) taught to carve. They were not brothers. Alamide died about 1943 and his (Alamide) sons are Edowu and Shittu. Akapo is also dead. His relationship to Alamide is unknown. Amosa and Nuru are his (Akapo) sons. [Masks show two styles of caps, both cloth. One on left may be labankada with flaps turned up at sides. Other is common cloth cap made of strips of cloth. [index card notes p53]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
44-6

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
I-Amosa Akapo r-Alamide (poss. Akapo) I-Amosa Akapo r-Alamide (poss. Akapo) left- red -59,35,61 right- green -59.35.47 61- Carved by Amosa Akapo 47- Carved by Alamide. Provenance Igbessa This from Idowu and Nuru who provided info. Kobadoku died in 1937 and was from same compound
as Alamide, whom he (Kobadoku) taught to carve. They were not brothers. Alamide died about 1943 and his (Alamide) sons are Edowu and Shittu. Akapo is also dead. His relationship to Alamide is unknown. Amosa and Nuru are his (Akapo) sons. [Masks show two styles of caps, both cloth. One on left may be labankada with flaps turned up at sides. Other is common cloth cap made of strips of cloth. [index card notes p53]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

44-5

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Otta (1950) Carved knots on cheeks, L=11.8" [Otta style - see 41-2 which is carved by same hand.][index card notes p47]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

41-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Otta 1944 Brown Gelede mask from Lagos area. Deeply and neatly scooped out.l-11.9" [Carved by same hand as 41-1, Otta style. Unpainted and wearing a typical cloth cap. [index card notes p47]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

41-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Attributed to Idowu Olaleye or Aye Onaneye in 1940. Carved ca. 1895 Lagos Museum Meko Gelede mask representing Egun (popo) man. Carved in 1895 by Idowu Olaye and Aye Onaneye, who died in 1906 for the Awori Gelede cult. The mark on forehead is said to represent a Popo man. [Otta style generally though this is the only work by this hand. Cloth cap with strips of red and white drawn tightly over head. [index card notes p50]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
41-35
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Agbo-Sasa Bought at Ago Sasa (Dittmer 634) [same carver as 65.9.29 Gelede with "agogo" hairstyle formerly used by brides and now used by Shango worshippers. 3 pele on cheeks and 3 on forehead. [index card notes p55]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
46-1
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Agbo-Sasa Bought at Ago Sasa (Dittmer 634) [same carver as 65.9.29 Gelede with "agogo" hairstyle formerly used by brides and now used by Shango worshippers. 3 pele on cheeks and 3 on forehead. [index card notes p55]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
46-2
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Agbo-Sasa Bought at Ago Sasa (Dittmer 634) [same carver as 65.9.30] [index card notes p55]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
46-3
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Agbo-Sasa Bought at Ago Sasa (Dittmer 634) [same carver as 65.9.30] [index card notes p55]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
46-4
I 2 YRB 71
Lagos Museum Agbo Sasa, the mask is called pansaga (prostitute) carved by Ogunoiiyi. [Thompsonsays pansaga because of crossed gele, but have no confirmation of this. Place for attachment at top of head. Other extensions along forehead. Mo marks. [index card notes p55]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
46-8

I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Lagos Museum Agbo-Sasa. "Iya Ogun" [Mother of Ogun] [Carved by Ogunbiyi. Seated female holds what might e a snake (?) or stole (?) Traces of black and white on mask and figure. Small gele visible at back. Has 3 abja on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. This may be iya ogun = mother with powerful medicine, charms, i.e. snake. [index card notes p55]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
46-9

I 2 YRB 71
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
 Undetermined.
Ife Badagry Gelede with one patch of black [index card cut off] forehead. Remainder painted [ ] an ilari (King’s messenger) [ ] Badagry style range, and this [ ] by scarification marks which are [ ] see source 441, pp56-8. Probably [ ] [index card notes p20]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.

Local Numbers
20-12
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
 Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Badagry From Salami Fadairo, one Iposuko, Badagry. [G. [index card cut off] traces of blue, white and [ ] has one large plait rising [ ] of head (circular) This represents [ ] ilari, servant and messenger of [ ] Aiyetoro/ Oyo abaja on cheeks [ ] on forehead. [index card notes p19]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
20-1
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
 Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Agbo-Sasa No information [Ago-Sasa style - see 46-1 to 4, and 46-13,14, related byt not same carver. Yellow face, marks between eyes and ears, and forehead. Square made of close short scar marks on cheeks
and forehead. Gele crosses at back and end come forward and up. [index card notes p56]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

46-15

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Agbo-Sasa H:22 cm, W: 20.5 [See Thompson's "Black Gods and Kings" chap. 14 plate 13. He states that this piece which is similar in style to the one here is of the Ago Shasha, Anago Regional style and attributed to Abidogun of Ago Shasha C. 1947/1956. Hairstyle may be korola type since hair is divided down center of head. Has 3 abaja on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. [index card notes p56]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

46-17

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Agbo-Sasa H:22 cm, W: 20.5 [See Thompson's "Black Gods and Kings" chap. 14 plate 13. He states that this piece which is similar in style to the one here is of the Ago Shasha, Anago Regional style and attributed to Abidogun of Ago Shasha C. 1947/1956. Hairstyle may be korola type since hair is divided down center of head. Has 3 abaja on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. [index card notes p56]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

46-18
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Agbo-Sasa G. with 2 female figures on each side of head in strap decoration. [Looped straps have cowrie motif on them - cowrie meant money with Ori. See Thompson's "Black Gods and Kings" Chap. 14 plate 13. He states that this piece (which is similar) is of the Ago Shasha, Anago regional style. The name is attributed to Alridogun of Ago Shasha, c. 1947/1956. No tribal marks except squares on forehead and behind eyes. [index card notes p56]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
46-19

EEPA 1992-028-00922: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Agbo-Sasa G. with 2 female figures on each side of head in strap decoration. [Looped straps have cowrie motif on them - cowrie meant money with Ori. See Thompson's "Black Gods and Kings" Chap. 14 plate 13. He states that this piece (which is similar) is of the Ago Shasha, Anago regional style. The name is attributed to Alridogun of Ago Shasha, c. 1947/1956. No tribal marks except squares on forehead and behind eyes. [index card notes p56]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
46-20
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Iju 1914, March 12 Head ornament obtained at Iju, 25 miles from Lagos [note by W. Fagg] [Piece with ose sango has abaja marks on it. Other has some sort of hat with flaps descending. No marks on faces. 1 -12” [index card notes p51]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
43-1
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum 1904, Aug. 8 Gelede made of soft wood, 4 horns [These are actually hair plaits] from the interior of Dahomey. [Possibly Iju style] The 4 plaits may be assoc. with Soponnon cult, see 26-3,4. h-13.5” [index card notes p52]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
43-2
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum 1904, Aug. 8 Gelede made of soft wood, 4 horns [These are actually hair plaits] from the interior of Dahomey. [Possibly Iju style] The 4
plaits may be assoc. with Soponnon cult, see 26-3,4. h-13.5" [index card notes p52]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
   43-3

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Iju 1954 S.W. Yoruba or Dahomey [Iju style. Man's face has 3 pele marks on cheek and black circles (bird eating snake) on headress] h-7"
xl-101/2" [index card notes p52]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
   43-4

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Iju Purchased from Oguntade, 8 Simpson St., Ebute-Metta. Thought to be unimportant - use for exchange. [Iju style] ikikoro hair style or suku style. [index card notes p52]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
   43-5

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Iju Purchased from Oguntade, 8 Simpson St., Ebute-Metta. Thought to be unimportant - use for exchange. [Iju style] ikikoro hair style or suku style. [index card notes p52]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
43-6
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Iju No information [Three abaja marks on cheeks. Single tuft of hair on head. [index card notes p52]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
43-8
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Iju (1954) dots on headdress (black) H=6" Similar to Iju style. [index card notes p52]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
43-9
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Oto (Near Iddo Island) No info - [Representation of copulating couple. Similar in style to mask carved by Seriki of Oto near Igbessa] [index card notes p54]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
45-2
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Mussum Ipokia, Ilari div. Carved by the father of the carver Lamide. [collected in 1936] [Yellow-orange face with black hair with center plait high and parallel plaits from front to back. The hairstyle known as agogo. Has 3 abja on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. Murray notes- photo #A.IV.93 taken in Ilaro in 1936 is the same motif and style as #211 was said to have been carved by Lanidi of Ipokia. He attempted a copy of 211 but not of equal quality. [index card notes p18]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-1
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00960: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Mussum Ipokia, Ilari div. Carved by the father of the carver Lamide. [collected in 1936] [Yellow-orange face with black hair with center plait high and parallel plaits from front to back. The hairstyle known as agogo. Has 3 abja on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. Murray notes- photo #A.IV.93 taken in Ilaro in 1936 is the same motif and style as #211 was said to have been carved by Lanidi of Ipokia. He attempted a copy of 211 but not of equal quailty. [index card notes p18]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ipokia Carved by the father of Lamidi. From Lamidi, Ipokia. Flat white crest above forehead covering plaited black hair behind. [index card notes p18]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-3

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ipokia, "Gambari" carved by Bankole. "Gambari" refers to markings [has gele (white) carved on head which crosses in front. Marks are Yoruba abaja and [index card cut off, p18]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-4
Lagos Museum Ipokia, "Gambari" carved by Bankole. "Gambari" refers to markings [has gele (white) carved on head which crosses in front. Marks are Yoruba abaja and [index card cut off, p18]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-5

Lagos Museum Ipokia - "Iyanio" (the wife) Gelede with white face and hard wooden pegs driven into headress to represent hair. Carved by Bankole. [index card notes p18]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-6

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ipokia - "Iyanio" (the wife) Gelede with white face and hard wooden pegs driven into headress to represent hair. Carved by Bankole. [index card notes p18]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-7

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ipokia, "alago" (bride or sango worshipper) carved by Bankole [white face, black facial marks and black hair in double cock's comb. This hairstyle was formerly used by brides and in recent times by Shango worshippers called agogo. Face has 3 abaja on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. Line from ear to eyes. [index card notes p18]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-8

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ipokia "Oni Shango" [index card cut off] worshipper) Carved by [ ] [Blue/green face, black hair [ ] plaits and cockcomb or "agogo" [ ] Braided leather attached to [ ] is probably used to simulate the [ ] hairstyle (ie - plaited ends). Has [ ] on cheeks. [index card notes p18]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
Local Numbers
19-9

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ipokia, elejo (snake owner) carved by Amosu [painted black with 2 snakes curving toward back of head. 3 abaja on cheeks, and line from eye to ear. [index card notes p19]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-10

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ipokia, Ologun [owner of medicine] from and by Amosu of Apokia [Reddish face with black markings on cheeks and forehead. On head are objects which look like seed pods attached by cord (?) by name of mask this motif must refer to some protective medicine. [index card notes p19]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-11

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ipokia, Ologun [owner of medicine] from and by Amosu of Apokia [Reddish face with black markings on cheeks and forehead. On head are objects which look like seed pods attached by cord (?) by name of mask this motif must refer to some protective medicine. [index card notes p19]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-12
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ipokia. "Ologun" (owner/controller of medicine) From and by Lamidi Alagbede of Ipokia. Figure strangling snake. [Figure is blue. Mask wear white cap with several flaps around forward edge. Figure on top has egba-n-koro hairstyle. [index card notes p19]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-13
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ipokia. "Ologun" (owner/controller of medicine) From and by Lamidi Alagbede of Ipokia. Figure strangling snake. [Figure is blue. Mask wear white cap with several flaps around forward edge. Figure on top has egba-n-koro hairstyle. [index card notes p19]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-14

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ipokia colony. ara Oyo (personof Oyo) from and by Afie of Ipokia [Head is bald and elongated, probably represents an ilari with shaved head. Has 3 abaja on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. These are Oyo marks. [index card notes p19]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-15

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ipokia colony. ara Oyo (personof Oyo) from and by Afie of Ipokia [Head is bald and elongated, probably represents an ilari with shaved head. Has 3 abaja on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. These are Oyo marks. [index card notes p19]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-16
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

   1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

University of Ibadan Museum Ipokia 3 tribal marks, forehead [3 pele], cheeks [3 abaja], H:27cm, DIA:20, Depth: 12cm. Face is yellow-orange wood color. Head shaved except for hair colored black at back of head. Related to Ipokia style of Afie, see 19-15,16. This is probably akogi. [index card notes p19]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
   19-17

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

   1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

University of Ibadan Museum Ipokia 3 tribal marks, forehead [3 pele], cheeks [3 abaja], H:27cm, DIA:20, Depth: 12cm. Face is yellow-orange wood color. Head shaved except for hair colored black at back of head. Related to Ipokia style of Afie, see 19-15,16. This is probably akogi. [index card notes p19]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
   19-18

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ipokia No info. [Carved in Ipokia/Agbo SAsa style
Representing an Ilari - half of head shaved with top-know projecting. Abaja
marks (3) [index card cut off, notes p19]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-19

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ipokia No info. [Carved in Ipokia/Agbo SAsa style
Representing an Ilari - half of head shaved with top-know projecting. Abaja
marks (3) [index card cut off, notes p19]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
19-20

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Ketu H:37.5cm, W: 19cm. [Related to Ketu style
range but very possibly from Ijio ??] .... [words crossed out] then slit along
lower edge of large almond shaped eyes show correspondence with G. masks
shown in Harper, Dance in G. in Ijio. Other masks shown at Ase are distinctly
Idahin style. This has round calabash on head [Same hand as Efe mask
photoed by CARroll 1967:fig24 in Lekimon-Ketu. Efe with crosses as opposed
to Muslim motifs] [Fulani woman seller of milk?] (copy 30-53B&W) [index card notes p33]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
30-53

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

British Museum Ketu Form of hornbill, L.=17.2" (1942) Murray's Notes and Photos: May 1950, masks (2) in same style and form photoed at Idere, Ile-Temons Kosomi, Ako [Ado?] Ide Gelede caretaker - Ogunbode. Said to have been carved at Ketu, 50 yrs. previously. 25" long. Masks called Eiye Agbogbo for Gelede. [Appear to be holding tiny objects [maybe seeds or nuts] in beaks.] [Idere seems to be near Igbo-Ora] [index card notes p33]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
30-64

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Nana Buku hairstyle, cf. priestess at Ibeku. University of Ibadan Museum Iganna [index card cut off, see p16]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
14-2

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Iganna H: 21.5cm; DIA: 19cm, Egbado [Style similar to mask from Iganna. 3 pele on forehead and double set of pele on cheeks. Flatter diamond-shaped cap on head. [index card notes p16]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
14-4
I 2 YRB 71

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Iganna L:43.5x29cm., Iganna G. of long-snouted animal with long ears. Coiled snake on head is holding a tortoise in its mouth.

Local Numbers
14-5
I 2 YRB 71

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Iganna L:43.5x29cm., Iganna G. of long-snouted animal with long ears. Coiled snake on head is holding a tortoise in its mouth.
and the animal holds a monkey eating [index card cut off, p16]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
14-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[numbers do not correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
-34

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Nana Buruku initiate's mask (ohumbe 1975 photo) [numbers do not correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 71.

Local Numbers
-35

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

11-15

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[numbers do not correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

116

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[numbers do not correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

N-1

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan, Museum Ilaro H:27cm. W:17cm, Ilaro, Abeokuta Arved by same hand as 11-3,4. G. with redish face and blue/black hair. Neatly cut plaited style which seems to tie at back. [index card notes p14]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
11-1
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan, Museum Ilaro H:27cm. W:17cm, Ilaro, Abeokuta Arved by same hand as 11-3,4. G. with redish face and blue/black hair. Neatly cut plaited style which seems to tie at back. [index card notes p14]. The date on the slide is JUN 71.

Local Numbers
11-2
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Lagos Museum Ilaro a) is one of 6 wooden headresses from Idiroko G. a and b pair with spiked banana fruit and leaf fertility. a) l=18cm, h=15cm b) l=17, h=14 [Probably from Ilaro. Carved by same hand as 11-1,2] Has projected ears (?) on sides of fruit, somewhat reminiscent of ear formation on Holi Gelede masks. Coloring suggests this might be a night mask. [Index card notes p14]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

11-3

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Lagos Museum Ilaro a) is one of 6 wooden headresses from Idiroko G. a and b pair with spiked banana fruit and leaf fertility. a) l=18cm, h=15cm b) l=17, h=14 [Probably from Ilaro. Carved by same hand as 11-1,2] Has projected ears (?) on sides of fruit, somewhat reminiscent of ear formation on Holi Gelede masks. Coloring suggests this might be a night mask. [Index card notes p14]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

11-4

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01066: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

carved on platform above head. One holds large gengan, 2 others the small one and the fourth figure behind plays apinti (?). Platform is in shape of hub of wheel. marks on main face are pele, 3 pele on forehead. [index card notes p14]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

11-6

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Lagos Museum Ilaro Gelede - good condition, smoked. Men wrestling, hold lower legs of an animal over porehead. [Probably from Ilaro. Carved by same hand as 11-5,6 (Pangolin) is possibly the animal (see skin surface). This is probably mask for hunters. See their utensils - knife on one and apo ode - wallet on other. Hairstyle on hunter's is called ipako. [index card notes p14]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

11-7

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Lagos Museum Ilaro Gelede - good condition, smoked. Men wrestling, hold lower legs of an animal over porehead. [Probably from Ilaro. Carved by same hand as 11-5,6 (Pangolin) is possibly the animal (see skin surface). This is probably mask for hunters. See their utensils - knife on one and apo ode - wallet on other. Hairstyle on hunter's is called ipako. [index card notes p14]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers

11-8
I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ilaro Gelede, Meko, fair patina, blue, red, and dull white. Face
covered by face. h=46.5cm. weight=4.11 lbs. [Seated figure in brown and
red holding pen (?) to book with adze over shoulder. Hairstyle is called ipako
which is found among muslims. Significance of double face is obscure except
this mask may serve some protective function of the family Efe as miniature Efe
did in Ketu. Salawo of Nigerian Museum staff suggests the superstructure
represents a carver sitting down. The top knot of hair on his head is called
osu which is generally worn by shango worshippers. Over his shoulder is an
adze and what he holds in right hand, though it looks like a double blade, is a
carving tool. The flat board he is carving may. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
   11-9

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ilaro Gelede, Meko, fair patina, blue, red, and dull white. Face
covered by face. h=46.5cm. weight=4.11 lbs. [Seated figure in brown and red
holding pen (?) to book with adze over shoulder. Hairstyle is called ipako which
is found among muslims. Significance of double face is obscure except the
date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
   11-10

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ilaro Gelede, Meko, fair patina, blue, red, and dull white. Face covered by face. h=46.5cm. weight=4.11 lbs. [Seated figure in brown and red holding pen (?) to book with adze over shoulder. Hairstyle is called ipako which is found among muslims. Significance of double face is obscure except this mask may serve some protective function ofr Oro Efe as miniature Efe did in Ketu. Salawo of Nigerian Museum staff suggests the superstructure represents a carver sitting down. The top know of hair on his head is called osu which is generally worn by shango worshippers. Over his shoulder is an adze and what he holds in right hand, though it looks like a double blade, is a carving tool. The flat board he is carving may be a muslim writing board. [index card notes p14]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 71

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
University of Ibadan Museum Ilaro H:28cm, W:29.5cm, Ilaro [G. painted black. Two drums on straps are carved in front and back, 2 knives on straps carved on each side. This could be for either hunters (knives) or drumers (drums) I tend to think it is for hunters since they have their own special drum. Main face has 3 abaja marks on cheeks. [index card notes p15]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
11-12

I 2 YRB 71
EEPA 1992-028-01548: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ila Shango Sango priest coming toward Afin carrying fire in his mouth. [index card notes p67]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
56-2
G 2 YRB 71

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01549: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ila Sango Shango priest in ritual regalia with cowries, medicines etc. attached to vest. [index card notes p67]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
56-3
G 2 YRB 71

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ila Sango Odo Sango. Female figure flanked by two small figures, one male, one female. Elaborate painted design on central figure. Face on bowl unidentified. Explained as "decoration". [index card notes p68]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
56-8
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ila Sango Odo Sango in the house of Adio. Placed in small alcove alter for sango with glasses overturned on top of one or two small statues. Other items on alter - calabashes, horns, cowries, sere. Odo painted blue and white. [index card notes p68]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
56-9

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ila Sango Odo Sango in the house of Adio. Placed in small alcove alter for sango with glasses overturned on top of one or two small statues. Other items on alter - calabashes, horns, cowries, sere. Odo painted blue and white. [index card notes p68]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
56-10

EEPA 1992-028-01556: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ila Sango Olori Onisango pours blood of chicken on okuta Sango (edun ara) in bowl of Sango (odo Sango) while he continues to shake the sere Shango - calling forth the presence of the orisa. [index card notes p68]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
56-11
G 2 YRB 71

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ila Sango Priest pours blood of chicken into Odo Sango onto edum ara (thundercelts) [index card notes p68]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
56-12
G 2 YRB 71

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01558: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ila Sango Female devotee Iya Ibeji making special prayer to Sango offers a goat. Touched own head to goat and then ground before sacride consumated. Olori cut throuat of goat. Blood caught in bowl. As it flowed Bata rhythm increased to very rapid pace. [index card notes p68]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
56-13
G 2 YRB 71
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ila Sango goat being tied up in preparation for sacrifice to Sango. [index card notes p68]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
56-14
G 2 YRB 71

EEPA 1992-028-01560: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ila Sango Olori Onisango cutting neck of goat during sacrificial ceremony. [index card notes p68]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
56-15
G 2 YRB 71

EEPA 1992-028-01561: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ila Sango Olori cuts neck of goat. Blood will flow into bowl, some place on okuta in Odo Sango. [index card notes p68]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
56-16
EEPA 1992-028-01562: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Ila Sango Blood of sacrificed goat is stirred to speed coagulation. Kola is on ground before the Odo Sango. [index card notes p68]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
56-17

G 2 YRB 71

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01563: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Ila Sango Goat being prepared for cooking after blood has flown into bowl. [index card notes p68]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
56-18

G 2 YRB 71

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01564: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Ila Sango Kola divination ceremony at Olori Onisango's compound at start of Sango festival. 56-20 are two wives (?) of the Olori; 56-21 a female shakes the
sere as sango is called. [index card notes p69]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
56-20

G 2 YRB 71

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01565: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ila Sango Kola divination ceremony at Olori Onisango’s compound at start of Sango festival. 56-20 are two wives (?) of the Olori; 56-21 a female shakes the sere as sango is called. [index card notes p69]. The date on the slide is APR 71.

Local Numbers
56-21

G 2 YRB 71

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
132

I 2 YRB 71

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00025: [Deified ancestral priestess masquerade (Iju)], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "At the close of the afternoon dance, the deified ancestral priestess, dressed in white, comes to bless the community. Imasai, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00025

Bibliography

Bibliography
For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Musical instruments
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00026: [Deified ancestral priestess masquerade (Iju)], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00026

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00027: [Deified ancestral priestess masquerade (Iju Ejide)], Egbado area, town of Joga-Orile, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00027

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00031: [Gelede masquerader wearing mask of Iya Yemoja with red parrot feathers], Egbado area, town of Igan-Okoto, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00031

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00032: [Deified ancestral priestess masquerade (Iju Ejide)], Egbado area, town of Joga-Orile, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00032
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Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00057: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
46.12
I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00057
Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00058: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   46.11
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00058

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00063: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   35.44
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00063

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00064: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.43

EEPA 1992-028-00064

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00067: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
24.8

EEPA 1992-028-00067

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00068: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
24.9

EEPA 1992-028-00068

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00069: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
24.12
1 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00069

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00070: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
24.13
1 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00070

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00072: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.50
EEPA 1992-028-00072

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00073: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.24

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00073

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00074: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.25

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00074

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00075: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.44

EEPA 1992-028-00075

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00076: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.45

EEPA 1992-028-00076

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00077: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
3

EEPA 1992-028-00077

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00078: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.54
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00078

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00079: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.51
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00079

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00082: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
142
EEPA 1992-028-00082

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00087: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
168

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00087

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00088: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
167

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00088

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00089: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
166

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00089

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00090: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
165

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00090

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00091: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
158

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00091

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Color slides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00092: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
157
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00092

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Masks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00093: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
140
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00093

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Masks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00094: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
141
EEPA 1992-028-00094

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00095: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
128

EEPA 1992-028-00095

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00096: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
139

EEPA 1992-028-00096

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00097: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
138

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00097

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00098: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971 1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers 47.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00098

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00099: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971 1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers 47.2

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00099

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00100: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
118
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00100

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00105: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
112
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00105

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00106: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
100

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00106

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00107: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
94

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00107

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00108: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
87

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00108
EEPA D00109: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46.16
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00109

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00110: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
76
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00110

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00111: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
EEPA 1992-028-00111

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00112: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971

EEPA 1992-028-00112

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00113: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00114: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
1.26
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00114

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00115: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
23
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00115

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00116: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
22

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00116

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00117: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46.10

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00117

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00119: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
J.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00119
Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00120: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

J.2

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00120

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00121: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

C.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00121

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00122: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
C.2

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00122

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00123: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
45.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00123

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00124: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
43.7

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00124
Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00125: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
14
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00125

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00133: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
54.2
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00133

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00134: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
54.3

EEPA 1992-028-00134

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Masks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00137: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
74

EEPA 1992-028-00137

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Masks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00138: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
15

EEPA 1992-028-00138
EEPA D00141: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00141

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00142: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
8
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00142

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00143: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
EEPA 1992-028-00143

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
7

EEPA 1992-028-00143

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
6

EEPA 1992-028-00144

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
5

EEPA 1992-028-00145
Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00146: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00146

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00149: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
K.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00149

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00150: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
K.2

EEPA 1992-028-00150

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00151: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
J.4

EEPA 1992-028-00151

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00152: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
J.3

EEPA 1992-028-00152
EEPA D00153: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
12.1
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00153

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00154: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
12.2
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00154

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00167: [People following deified ancestral priestess masquerade (Iju)], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00167

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00168: [People following deified ancestral priestess masquerade (Iju)], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00168

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00172: [Two Gelede masqueraders with headresses representing European in pit helmet and bearded man], Egbado area, town of Joga-Orile, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00172
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
   Masks
   Masquerades
   Wood-carving
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00173: [Gelede masquerader with headdress representing European in pit helmet], Egbado area, town of Joga-Orile, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   EEPA 1992-028-00173

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
   Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
   Masks
   Masquerades
   Wood-carving
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00174: [Gelede masquerader with headdress representing a bearded man], Egbado area, town of Joga-Orile, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   EEPA 1992-028-00174

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
   Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
   Masks
   Masquerades
   Wood-carving
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00175: [Gelede mask with hairstyle known as kòròba], Egbado area, town of Ilobi, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00175

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00176: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting king, policeman and a woman], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00176

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00177: [Gelede mask with hairstyle known as agògo], Egbado area, town of Ilobi, Nigeria, 1971
EEPA D00178: [Gelede mask with hairstyle known as agògo], Egbado area, town of Ilobi, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00178

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00179: [Gelede mask with stylized hairstyle], Egbado area, town of Ilobi, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00179

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00180: [Gelede mask with stylized hairstyle], Egbado area, town of Ilobi, Nigeria, 1971  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-00180

13.4

Topic:  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ  

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00181: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
13.5

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00181

Topic:  
Masks  
Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00182: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
13.6

1 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00182

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00183: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
15.1

1 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00183

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00184: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
15.2

1 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00184
EEPA D00185: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   1
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00185

EEPA D00186: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   2
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00186

EEPA D00187: [Gelede mask carved by Joseph Olabode], Egbado area, town of Aiyetoro, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00187

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00188: [Gelede mask representing a Muslim, carved by Olabode Apesi], Egbado area, town of Aiyetoro, Nigeria, 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00188

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00189: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00189
Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00190: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
1b.6
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00190

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00191: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
1b.7
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00191

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00192: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede mask with four jewelry bowls and a standing figure], Egbado area, town of Kesan-Orile, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00192

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00193: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede mask with four jewelry bowls and a standing figure], Egbado area, town of Kesan-Orile, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00193

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00194: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede mask with figure of a man and a woman tapping wine], Egbado area, town of Kesan-Orile, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00194

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00195: [detail of female-style (abogi) Gelede mask with figure of a woman tapping wine], Egbado area, town of Kesan-Orile, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00195

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00196: [At the conclusion of the Efe ceremony, mask in the form of a hyena (kòrikò)], Egbado area, town of Kesan-Orile, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Publication title reads, "Hyena mask. The gaping jaws of a Hyena headdress divert the attention of the crowd, allowing Oro Efe to disappear, thus ending the night ceremony. Kesan Orile, 1971."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00196

Bibliography


Bibliography

For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus
Exhibit D00197: [Body mask in the form of a gorilla], Egbado area, town of Kesan-Orile, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00197

Bibliography
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00198

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Monkeys
Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00199: [Gelede mask representing a woman with gele tied in front],
Egbado area, town of Kesan-Orile, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00199

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00200: [Gelede mask representing a woman with gele tied in front],
Egbado area, town of Kesan-Orile, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00200

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00203: [Elaborate mask consisting of two heads united by an intricate composition of snakes, crocodiles, monkeys, tortoises, and humans], Egbado area, town of Imala, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Publication title reads, "This special headdress -two heads joined by an intricate compositions of tortoises, reptiles, monkeys, and humans- succinctly recapitulates the history of Imala and Idofoi peoples and of the Gelede and Onidofoi societies. Imala, 1971."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00203

Bibliography

Bibliography
For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?profile=all&source=~!
silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Crocodiles
Animals in art -- Monkeys
Animals in art -- Snakes
Animals in art -- Turtles
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00204: [Back view of the Onidofoi mask consisting of two heads united by an intricate composition of snakes, crocodiles, monkeys, tortoises, and humans], Egba area, town of Imala, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "The back view of the Onidofoi mask in plate 125 (EEPA D00203) shows the figure of Sule, founder of Islam in Imala, holding a cane and the Koran."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00204

Bibliography

Bibliography
For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Crocodiles
Animals in art -- Monkeys
Animals in art -- Snakes
Animals in art -- Turtles
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00205: [Detail of elaborate mask consisting of two heads united by an intricate composition of snakes, crocodiles, monkeys, tortoises, and humans], Egba area, town of Imala, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00205

4.3
Topic: Animals in art
    Animals in art -- Crocodiles
    Animals in art -- Snakes
    Gelede -- Photographs
    Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
    Masks
    Wood-carving
    Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00206: [Detail of back view of the Onidofoi mask], Egbado area, town of Imala, Nigeria, 1971

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00206

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
    Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
    Masks
    Wood-carving
    Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00207: [Human figure, part of special Gelede headdress], Egbado area, town of Imala, Nigeria, 1971

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

4.6, 18c

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00207

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
    Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
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Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00208: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
4.10
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00208

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00210: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
4.9
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00210

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00211: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
EEPA D00212: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
4.8

1 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00213

EEPA D00213: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46.14

1 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00213
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00214: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
21.1  
I 2 YRB HJD 71  

EEPA 1992-028-00214  
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00215: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
46.13  
I 2 YRB HJD 71  

EEPA 1992-028-00215  
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00217: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader wearing headdress with house painted red], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00217

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
      Masks
      Masquerades
      Wood-carving
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00218: [Neophyte Gelede dancers under the supervision of their coach], Egbado area, town of Sala-Orile, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00218

Topic: Children
      Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Dance
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
      Masks
      Masquerades
      Wood-carving
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00219: [Gelede masks carved by Dapo], Egbado area, town of Imala, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00219

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Lions
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00220: [Gelede mask carved by Dapo], Egbado area, town of Imala, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00220

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00221: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00221

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00222: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00222

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00223: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.3

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00223

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00228: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.9
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00228

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00230: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   10.2

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00230

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00232: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   10.11

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00232

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00233: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.12

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00233
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00234: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.13

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00234
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00235: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.14

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00235
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00236: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.6
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00236

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00237: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.10
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00237

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00240: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.19
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I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00240

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00241: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     10.20

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00241

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00242: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     10.4

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00242

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00250: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.8

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00250

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00251: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.7

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00251

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00252: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.23

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00252

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00253: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.24
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00253

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00254: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.5
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00254

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00259: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.25
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00259

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Gelede -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00260: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.27

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00260

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Gelede -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00265: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.16

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00265

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Gelede -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00266: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
17.4

EEPA 1992-028-00266

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00267: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
17.2

EEPA 1992-028-00267

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00268: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
17.1

EEPA 1992-028-00268

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00269: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.21
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00269

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00270: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.22
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00270

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00271: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
18.1
EEPA 1992-028-00271

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00272: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    18.2

EEPA 1992-028-00272

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00273: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    18.3

EEPA 1992-028-00273

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00274: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
EEPA 1992-028-00274

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00275: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
    18.4
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00275

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00276: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
    18.5
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00276

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00277: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
18.7  
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00277

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00278: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
18.8  
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00278

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00281: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
21.2
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00281

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00282: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
21.2

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00282

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00283: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
21.32

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00283

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00284: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
20.2

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00284

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00285: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
20.3

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00285

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00286: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
20.4

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00286

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00288: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
20.6
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00288

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00289: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
20.5
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00289

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00290: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
20.7
EEPA 1992-028-00290

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00291: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   20.8

EEPA 1992-028-00291

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00292: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   20.9

EEPA 1992-028-00292

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00293: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
20.11

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00293

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00299: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
24.11

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00299

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00300: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
24.10

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00300

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00303: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
25.1
I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00303

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00304: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
25.2
I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00304

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00305: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
25.3, 2b
EEPA 1992-028-00305
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00306: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
25.4

EEPA 1992-028-00306
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00307: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
25.5, 11

EEPA 1992-028-00307
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00308: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
25.6 13
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00308

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00309: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
25.7
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00309

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00310: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
25.5
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00310

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00311: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
26.1
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00311

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00312: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
26.2
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00312

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00313: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
26.3
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00313

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00314: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   26.4

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00314

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00318: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   22.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00318

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00319: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
22.2

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00319

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00320: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
22.3

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00320

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00321: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
22.4

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00321

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00322: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
22.5
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00322

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
 Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00323: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
22.6
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00323

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
 Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00324: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
22.7
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00324

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00325: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
       22.8

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00325

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00326: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
       22.15

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00326

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00327: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
22.16

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00327

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00328: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
22.17

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00328

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00329: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
22.18

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00329

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00330: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
22.19

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00330

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00331: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
24.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00331

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00332: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
24.2
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00332

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00333: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
24.3

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00333

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00334: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
24.4

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00334

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00335: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
24.5

EEPA 1992-028-00335

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00336: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
24.6

EEPA 1992-028-00336

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00337: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
24.7

EEPA 1992-028-00337

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00338: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
38.1
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00338

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00339: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
38.2
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00339

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00340: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
38.3
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00340

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00341: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
38.4

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00341

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00342: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
40.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00342

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00362: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
27.24

EEPA 1992-028-00362
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00363: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
27.25

EEPA 1992-028-00363
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00383: [Non-Yoruba Mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
27.26

EEPA 1992-028-00383
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00448: [Preparation of Gelede dancer], Ketu area, town of Idofa, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00448

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00464: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
31.13
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00464

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00467: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
31.16
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00467
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00468: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
31.19
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00468

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00472: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
32.12, 4
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00472

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00473: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
32.13

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00473

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00474: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00474

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00496: [Gelede in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
32.10

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00496

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00497: [Gelede in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
32.11

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00497

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00517: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
32.8

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00517

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00518: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
32.9

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00518

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00534: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
81.17.584

EEPA 1992-028-00534

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00534A: [Gelede masquerader wearing mask depicting a woman], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00534A

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00535: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.33

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00535

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00536: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.34

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00536

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00537: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.35

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00537

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00538: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.36
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00538

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00539: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.37
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00539

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00540: [Gelede mask depicting a shrine with figures and animal on top], Ohori area, town of Keti, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00540

Topic:
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00541: [Gelede mask depicting a shrine with figures and animal on top], Ohori area, town of Keti, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00541

Topic:
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00543: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.46
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00543

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00544: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   30.52

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00544

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00545: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   30.55

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00545

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00546: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.56

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00546

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00547: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.56

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00547

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00548: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.57

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00548

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00549: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.58

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00549

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00550: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
33.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00550

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00551: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
33.2
EEPA 1992-028-00551

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00552: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   33.3

EEPA 1992-028-00552

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00553: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   33.4

EEPA 1992-028-00553

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00554: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
33.5

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00554

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00555: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
33.6

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00555

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00556: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
33.9

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00556

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00557: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
33.10
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00557

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00558: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
33.10
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00558

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00559: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00559

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00560: [Preparation of Gelede dancer], Ketu area, town of Idofa, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00560

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00561: [Preparation of Gelede dancer], Ketu area, town of Idofa, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00561

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00562: [Preparation of Gelede dancer], Ketu area, town of Idofa, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00562

| Topic                  | Clothing and dress -- Africa  
|                       | Gelede -- Photographs         |
| Place                 | Africa                        |
|                       | Nigeria                       |
| Genre/Form:          | Color slides                  |
| Culture:             | Yoruba (African people)       |

EEPA D00563: [Preparation of Gelede dancer], Ketu area, town of Idofa, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00563

| Topic                  | Clothing and dress -- Africa  
|                       | Gelede -- Photographs         |
| Place                 | Africa                        |
|                       | Nigeria                       |
| Genre/Form:          | Color slides                  |
| Culture:             | Yoruba (African people)       |

EEPA D00564: [Preparation of Gelede dancer], Ketu area, town of Idofa, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00564

| Topic                  | Clothing and dress -- Africa  
|                       | Gelede -- Photographs         |
| Place                 | Africa                        |
|                       | Nigeria                       |
| Genre/Form:          | Color slides                  |
| Culture:             | Yoruba (African people)       |
EEPA D00565: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
34.8

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00565

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00566: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
34.9

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00566

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00567: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
34.12

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00567
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00568: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
34.13
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00568

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00569: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.6.22
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00569

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00570: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.7.22

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00570

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00571: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00571

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00572: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.2

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00572

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00573: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.14
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00573

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00574: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.15
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00574

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00575: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.3
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00575

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00576: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   35.4

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00576

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00578: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   35.10

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00578

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00579: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.11

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00579

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00580: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.12

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00580

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00581: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.13

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00581

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00582: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   35.14

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00582

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00583: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   35.15

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00583

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00584: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   35.16
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00584

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00585: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.18

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00585

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00586: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.19

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00586

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00587: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.20

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00587

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00588: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.21

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00588

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00589: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.2

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00589

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00590: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.23
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00590

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00591: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.24
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00591

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00592: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.2
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00592

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00593: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.26

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00593

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00594: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.27

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00594

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00595: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.28

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00595

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Gelede -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00596: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.29

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00596

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Gelede -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00597: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.33

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00597

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Gelede -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00598: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.32
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00598

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00599: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.31
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00599

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00600: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.30
EEPA 1992-028-00600

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00601: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
35.5

EEPA 1992-028-00601

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00602: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
35.6

EEPA 1992-028-00602

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00603: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00606: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.39

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00606

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00607: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.40

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00607

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00608: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.41
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00608

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00609: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.42

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00609

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00610: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.45, 5

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00610

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00611: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.46

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00611

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00612: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.47

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00612

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00613: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.48

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00613

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00614: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.37
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00614

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00615: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.38
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00615

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00616: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.7
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00616

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00617: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.8

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00617

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00618: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.9

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00618

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00619: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.52

EEPA 1992-028-00619

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00620: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.53

EEPA 1992-028-00620

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00621: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.54

EEPA 1992-028-00621

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00622: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.17
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00622

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00623: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.56
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00623

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00624: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.57
EEPA 1992-028-00624

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00625: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.55

EEPA 1992-028-00625

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00626: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.60

EEPA 1992-028-00626

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00627: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
36.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00627

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00628: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
37.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00628

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00629: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
37.2

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00629

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00630: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
37.3
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00630

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00643: Gelèdè masquerader fully costumed with carved mask, cloth head ties borrowed from women, and iron anklet rattles (ìkù) worn to accompany the verbal rhythms of the drum ensemble, Idofa, Nigeria , 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00643

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00685: [Shrine for Oleyo Ejide (Iya Olomo), the progenitor of Igan Okoto people], Egbado area, town of Igan-Okoto, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00685

Topic: Pottery
Shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00686: [Gelede masqueraders wearing masks depicting a bird and a copulating couple], Egbado area, town of Igan-Okoto, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00686

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00687: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
6.7

12 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00687

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00688: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
6.6

12 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00688

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00692: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masquerader wearing headdress surmounted by a man holding a snake], Egbado area, town of Aiyetoro, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00688

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00692: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader wearing wooden breasts adorned with lizards and seated monkeys], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "Female-style masquerader wearing wooden breasts adorned with lizards and seated monkeys. Imasai, 1971."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00692
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Topic:
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Lizards
Animals in art -- Monkeys
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00693: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede headdress representing policeman, prostitute, and the Oba], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00693

Topic:
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00695: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
    1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    39.1

E 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00695

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00696: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
    1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    39.3

E 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00696

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00697: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
39.4

E 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00697

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00698: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
39.5

E 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00698

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00699: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
39.6

E 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00699

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nigeria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00700: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
39.9

E 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00700

| Topic: | Gelede -- Photographs |
| Place: | Africa |
|        | Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: | Color slides |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D00701: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
39.10

E 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00701

| Topic: | Gelede -- Photographs |
| Place: | Africa |
|        | Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: | Color slides |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D00702: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
39.11
E 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00702

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00703: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   39.12

E 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00703

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00704: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   39.13

E 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00704

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00872: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00872

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00873: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.2

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00873

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00874: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.10

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00874
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00875: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.3
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00875

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00876: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.4
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00876

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00876: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.7

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00876

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00877: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.13

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00877

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00877: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.13

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00877
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00878: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.7

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00878

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00880: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.9

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00880

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00881: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.11
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00881

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00882: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.12
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00882

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00884: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.16
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00884
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00886: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.14

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00887

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00887: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.15

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00888

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00888: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.17

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00888

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00889: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.8

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00889

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00890: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.6

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00890
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00891: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44.5

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00891

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00908: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.35a

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00908

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00909: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.35

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00909

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00910: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00910

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00911: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46.2

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00911
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00912: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46.3

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00912

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00913: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46.4

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00913

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00914: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46.8

EEPA 1992-028-00914

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00915: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46.9

EEPA 1992-028-00915

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00916: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
20.12

EEPA 1992-028-00916
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00917: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
20.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00917

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00918: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46.15

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00918

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00919: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46.17

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00919

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00920: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46.18

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00920

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00921: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46.19

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00921
EEPA D00922: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46.20
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00922

EEPA D00923: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46.21
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00923

EEPA D00924: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46.22

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00924

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00925: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00925

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00926: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00926

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00942: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
43.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00942

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00943: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
43.2

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00943

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00944: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
43.3

EEPA 1992-028-00944

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00945: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
43.4

EEPA 1992-028-00945

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00946: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
43.5

EEPA 1992-028-00946
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00947: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
43.6
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00947

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00948: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
43.8
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00948

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00949: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
43.9

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00949

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
     Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00950: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
43.10

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00950

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
     Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00951: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
43.11

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00951
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00956: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
45.2

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00956

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00959: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00959

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00960: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.2

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00960

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00961: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.3

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00961

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00962: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.4

I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00962
EEPA D00963: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.5
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00964

EEPA D00964: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.6
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00965

EEPA D00965: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.7

EEPA 1992-028-00965

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00966: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.8

EEPA 1992-028-00966

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00967: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.9

EEPA 1992-028-00967
EEPA D00968: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.10
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00968

EEPA D00969: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.11
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00969

EEPA D00970: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.12

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00970

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Gelede -- Photographs Masks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00971: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.13

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00971

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Gelede -- Photographs Masks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00972: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.14

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00972
Nigeria

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00973: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.15

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00973

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00974: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.16

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00974

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00975: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.17

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00975

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00976: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.18

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00976

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00977: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.19

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00977
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00978: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19.20

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00978

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01009: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.53

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01009

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01010: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.64
I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-01010

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01019: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-01019

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01031: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
14.2
I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-01031

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01032: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
14.3
I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-01032

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01033: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
14.4
I 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-01033

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01034: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
14.5

EEPA 1992-028-01034

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01048: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
14.1

EEPA 1992-028-01048

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01053: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
-34

EEPA 1992-028-01053
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01054: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
-35

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01054

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01055: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11.15

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01055

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01056: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
116

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01056

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01057: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   N-1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01057

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01061: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11.1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01061
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01062: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11.2
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01062

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01063: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11.3
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01063

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01064: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
EEPA 1992-028-01064

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masks
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01065: Gelede mask honoring drummers (in museum), Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01065

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
      Masks
      Wood-carving
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01065: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

11.5
EEPA 1992-028-01065

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01066: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11.6

EEPA 1992-028-01066

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01067: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11.7

EEPA 1992-028-01067

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01068: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11.8

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01068

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01069: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11.9

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01069

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01070: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11.10
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01070

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masks
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01071: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11.10a

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01071

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masks
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01072: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11.12

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01072

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masks
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01073: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11.13
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01073

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01075: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
81.17.589
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01075

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01548: [Possession. Sango priest in regalia, Ila], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56.2
EEPA 1992-028-01548

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01549: [Possession. Sango priest in regalia, Ila], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56.3

EEPA 1992-028-01550

Topic: Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs
EEPA D01551: [Chief Sango priest and devotees, Oyo], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
56-5
G 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-01551

EEPA D01552: [Chief Sango priest and wives, Oyo], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
56-6
G 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-01552

EEPA D01553: [Odo Sango, Orisa Shrine, Oyo], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56.8

G 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-01553

Topic: Photographs
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01554: [Odo Sango, Orisa Shrine, Oyo], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56.9

G 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-01554

Topic: Photographs
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01554: [Odo Sango, Orisa Shrine, Oyo], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56.9
EEPA 1992-028-01554

Topic: Photographs
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01555: [Odo Sango, Orisa Shrine, Oyo], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56.10

G 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01555

Topic: Photographs
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01556: [Priest making offering to Sango. Odo Sango, Orisa Shrine. Oyo], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56.11

G 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01556

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies
Sacrifices
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01557: [Priest making offering to Sango. Odo Sango, Orisa Shrine. Oyo], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56.12

G 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01557

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies
Sacrifices
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01558: [Priest making offering to Sango. Odo Sango, Orisa Shrine. Oyo], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56.13

G 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01558

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies
Sacrifices
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01559: [Priest making offering to Sango. Odo Sango, Orisa Shrine. Oyo], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56.14
G 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01559

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies
Sacrifices
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01560: [Priest making offering to Sango. Odo Sango, Orisa Shrine. Oyo], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56.15
G 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01560

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies
Sacrifices
Spirit shrines

Place: Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01561: [Priest making offering to Sango. Odo Sango, Orisa Shrine. Oyo], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56.16
G 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01561

Topic: Photographs, Priests, Religious articles, Rites and ceremonies, Sacrifices, Spirit shrines
Place: Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01562: [Priest making offering to Sango. Odo Sango, Orisa Shrine. Oyo], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56.17
G 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01562

Topic: Photographs, Priests, Religious articles, Rites and ceremonies, Sacrifices, Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01563: [Priest making offering to Sango. Odo Sango, Orisa Shrine. Oyo], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56.18
G 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01563

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies
Sacrifices
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01564: [Priest making offering to Sango. Odo Sango, Orisa Shrine. Oyo], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56.20
G 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01564

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies
Sacrifices
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01565: [Priest making offering to Sango. Odo Sango, Orisa Shrine. Oyo], 1971
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56.21

G 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01565

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies
Sacrifices
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01650: [Ose Sango, Ila Orangun], 1971
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56-7

I 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-01650

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D04125: Vernacular architecture, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

65-14

T 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-04125

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04126: Vernacular architecture, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

65-15

T 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-04126

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04136: Works of art in situ, 1971
EEPA 1992-028

EEPA D04136: Vernacular architecture, 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30-5

T 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-04136

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04137: Vernacular architecture, 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30-7

T 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-04137

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04138: Vernacular architecture, 1971

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30-8
T 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-04138

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
   Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04139: Vernacular architecture, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30-6

T 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-04139

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
   Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04371: Works of art in situ, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56-27

I 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-04371

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04372: Works of art in situ, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56-28
I 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-04372

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04380: Works of art in situ, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56-26
I 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-04380

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04381: Works of art in situ, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56-25
I 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-04381

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04382: Works of art in situ, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56-24
I 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-04382

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04383: Works of art in situ, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56-24a
I 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-04383

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04486: Works of art in situ, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-20

I 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-04486

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05023: Works of art in situ, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56-23

I 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-05023

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05559: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-16
G 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-05559

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05560: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-18
G 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-05560

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05561: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-19

G 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-05561

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05562: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-20

G 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-05562

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05563: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-21
Nigeria

EEPA 1992-028-05563

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05564: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-22

EEPA 1992-028-05564

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05565: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-17

EEPA 1992-028-05565
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-26

G 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-05568

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05569: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-27

G 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-05569

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05570: Rites and Ceremonies, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-25
G 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-05570

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05843: (No Title Given), 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
3-1

I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-05843

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06765: Works of art in situ, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-22

I 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-06765

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06853: Works of art in situ, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
49-3
I 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-06853

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06860: Works of art in situ, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
49-2
I 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-06860

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06861: Works of art in situ, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
49-1

I 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-06861

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06866: Works of art in situ, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-9

I 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-06866

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06867: Works of art in situ, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-8
EEPA 1992-028-06867

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08380: Works of art in situ, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
39-2

I 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-08380

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08395: Portrait photography, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-28

A 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-08395

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08396: Portrait photography, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-29
A 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-08396

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08412: Vernacular architecture, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
65-4
T 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-08412

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08419: Works of art in situ, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56-19
I 2 YRB HMD 71

EEPA 1992-028-08419

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09120: Yoruba Face Marks, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09120

Title source: Professor Henry John Drewal.

Citation source: Professor Henry John Drewal.

Bibliography


Topic: Body marking -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10063: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Aiyetoro, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
1B-4

EEPA 1992-028-10063

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10110: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Aiyetoro, Nigeria, 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
1B-3

EEPA 1992-028-10110

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

[ca. 1971]

EEPA D09121: Yoruba Face Masks, [ca. 1971]
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09121

Title source: Professor Henry John Drewal.

Citation source: Professor Henry John Drewal.
Bibliography


Topic: Body marking -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1972

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is APR 72.

Local Numbers
-12
I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUN 72.

Local Numbers
50-140
I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUN 72.

Local Numbers
50-141

I 2 YRB 72
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is APR 72.

Local Numbers
10

I 2 YRB 72
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is APR 72.

Local Numbers
11

I 2 YRB 72
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is APR 72.

Local Numbers
K-4
I 2 YRB 72
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is APR 72.

Local Numbers
K-3
I 2 YRB 72
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of Natural History, New York Igbo-Ora Gelede-type mask, white face, black headdress with slight projects (bumps) to simulate plaited hair? Attached to Egungun costume. Ear style is Igbo-Ora sector. Has stone earrings attached to ear. [index card notes p13]. The date on the slide is APR 72.

Local Numbers
10-15
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of Natural History, New York Igbo-Ora Gelede-type mask, white face, black headdress with slight projects (bumps) to simulate plaited hair? Attached to Egungun costume. Ear style is Igbo-Ora sector. Has stone earrings attached to ear. [index card notes p13]. The date on the slide is APR 72.

Local Numbers
10-16

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of Natural History, NY (Showcase inside Museum shop) Isagba Gelede mask with white (kaolin) face and animal (ram) on top. Two projections on sides of headdress have rectangular wooden frames with mirrors, but these are in form of Muslim writing tablets on which Arabic are learned. Chin strap has spiral motif. Main face has pele marks on cheeks. Beard. Ohori style - closest to Isagba masks - see [index card cut off] [index card p26]. The date on the slide is JUN 72.

Local Numbers
27-27
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00385: (No Title Given), 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of Natural History, NY (Showcase inside museum shop) Isagba Gelede mask with white (Kaolin) face and animal (ram) on top. Tow projections on sides of headdress have rectangular wooden frames with mirrors, but these are in form of Muslim writing tablets on which arabic are learned. Chin strap has spiral motif. Main face has pele marks on cheeks. Beard. Ohori style-closest to Isagba masks - see [index card cut off] [index card notes p26]. The date on the slide is JUN 72.

Local Numbers
27-28
I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of Natural History, NY Meko Head mask, carved wood; face scarified; painted brown; head red and black; large wings on ears; for Gelede, a religious society of Southwestern Yoruba concerned with propitiation of witches. Meko, Collected by Bascom 1951. [index card notes p43]. The date on the slide is APR 72.

Local Numbers
35-47
I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of Natural History, NY Meko Head mask, carved wood; face scarified; painted brown; head red and black; large wings on ears; for Gelede, a religious society of Southwestern Yoruba concerned with propitiation of witches. Meko, Collected by Bascom 1951. [index card notes p43]. The date on the slide is APR 72.

Local Numbers
35-48

I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of Natural History, New York Meko Mask, wood, scarification; wearing sun helmet; for Gelede... Yoruba Meko. [This must be a representation of a fashionable or stylish hat, probably imported. Wearer has 3 abaja marks on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. [index card notes p43]. The date on the slide is JUN 72.

Local Numbers
35-52

I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of Natural History, New York Meko Mask, wood, scarification; wearing sun helmet; for Gelede... Yoruba Meko. [This must be a representation of a fashionable or stylish hat, probably imported. Wearer has 3 abaja marks on cheeks and 3 pele on forehead. [index card notes p43]. The date on the slide is JUN 72.
Local Numbers
35-53

I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of Natural History, New York Meko Mask, wood, scarification, brown; head and eyes white; ears represent crocodile with tail in mouth. For Gelede, religions sec. of SW Yoruba for propitiation of witches. Yoruba - Meko. Collected 1951, by W. Bascom. In Duga style but probably by apprentice. See identical motif and explication on 35-22,23. This is probably of crocodile with tail in "mouth" [index card notes p44]. The date on the slide is JUN 72.

Local Numbers
35-54

I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of Natural History, New York Meko Mask, wood; face black; scarification 3 abaja horizontal on cheeks, 3 vertical on forehead- pele. Elaborate carving represents fez; interlocking design motif; for Gelede... Yoruba, Meko. By Duga. Collected by BAscom, 1951 Looks like Igbo-Ona, definitely not Duga. Hairstyle is agogo - so this could be either ako of abo. [in exhibition][index cared notes p44]. The date on the slide is JUN 72.

Local Numbers
35-56(?)

I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Museum of Natural History, New York Meko Mask, wood; face black; scarification 3 abaja horizontal on cheeks, 3 vertical on forehead; pele. Elaborate carving represents fez; interlocking design motif; for Gelede...  
Yoruba, Meko. By Duga. Collected by BAScom, 1951 Looks like Igbo-Ona, definitely not Duga. Hairstyle is agogo - so this could be either ako of abo. [in exhibition][index cared notes p44]. The date on the slide is JUN 72.

Local Numbers

35-57(?)

I 2 YRB 72

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Museum of Natural History, New York Meko Mask, wood, scarification, brown; head and eyes white; ears represent crocodile with tail in mouth. For Gelede, religions sec. of SW Yoruba for propitiation of witches. Yoruba - Meko. Collected 1951, by W. Bascom. In Duga style but probably by apprentice. See identical motif and explication on 35-22,23. This is probably not crocodile with tail in "mouth" [index card notes p44]. The date on the slide is JUN 72.

Local Numbers

35-55

I 2 YRB 72

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum Of Natural History, New York Otta Wooden helmet mask, ceremonial; face painted; characteristic hairdress for women represented. Collected by Dr. Morton C. Kahn - 1947. Vertical marks on cheeks like [diagram] Dots and lines on forehead and between ears and eyes. In Otta/lagos/Awon style group. [index card notes p49]. The date on the slide is APR 72.

Local Numbers
41-29

I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
             Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum Of Natural History, New York Otta Wooden helmet mask, ceremonial; face painted; characteristic hairdress for women represented. Collected by Dr. Morton C. Kahn - 1947. Vertical marks on cheeks like [diagram] Dots and lines on forehead and between ears and eyes. In Otta/lagos/Awon style group. [index card notes p49]. The date on the slide is APR 72.

Local Numbers
41-30

I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
             Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of Natural History, New York Iju Mask, wood, ligtel color, black spotted coiled snakes over headdress of black and ochre vertical stripes; black tribal markings on cheeks and chin; 11" high, Yoruba - collected by Mr. and Mrs. Gaston de Havenod - 1964. [3 vertical marks painted on cheeks - double
vert. line on chin (carved) We have mask #43's carved in same style. This is from Iju in Awori area. [index card notes p52]. The date on the slide is APR 72.

Local Numbers
43-10

I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Museum of Natural History, New York Iju Mask, wood, light color, black spotted coiled snakes over headdress of black and ochre vertical stripes; black tribal markings on cheeks and chin; 11" high, Yoruba - collected by Mr. and Mrs. Gaston de Havenod - 1964. [3 vertical marks painted on cheeks - double vert. line on chin (carved) We have mask #43's carved in same style. This is from Iju in Awori area. [index card notes p52]. The date on the slide is APR 72.

Local Numbers
43-11

I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUN 72.

Local Numbers
-68

I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUN 72.

Local Numbers
-69

I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUN 72.

Local Numbers
-70

I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUN 72.

Local Numbers
-71

I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUN 72.

Local Numbers
   -72

I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is APR 72.

Local Numbers
   -17

I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is APR 7.

Local Numbers
   -16

I 2 YRB 72

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00118: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
12

I 2 YRB HJD 72

EEPA 1992-028-00118

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00126: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.140

I 2 YRB HJD 72

EEPA 1992-028-00126

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00127: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.141

Page 603 of 5105
EEPA 1992-028-00127

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00128: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.142

EEPA 1992-028-00128

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00129: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
x

EEPA 1992-028-00129

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00130: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
x
I 2 YRB HJD 72

EEPA 1992-028-00130

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00139: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10
I 2 YRB HJD 72

EEPA 1992-028-00139

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00140: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11
EEPA 1992-028-00140

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00147: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
K.4

I 2 YRB HJD 72

EEPA 1992-028-00147

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00148: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
K.3

I 2 YRB HJD 72

EEPA 1992-028-00148

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00263: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
10.15
I 2 YRB HJD 72

EEPA 1992-028-00263

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00264: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
10.16
I 2 YRB HJD 72

EEPA 1992-028-00264

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00384: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
27.27
I 2 YRB HJD 72

EEPA 1992-028-00384
EEPA D00385: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
27.28

I 2 YRB HJD 72

EEPA 1992-028-00385

EEPA D00386: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
27.29

I 2 YRB HJD 72

EEPA 1992-028-00386

EEPA D00387: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
27.30

I 2 YRB HJD 72
EEPA 1992-028-00387

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00388: [Gelede mask in museum], 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
27.31

I 2 YRB HJD 72
EEPA 1992-028-00388

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04373: Works of art in situ, 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56-28a

I 2 YRB HMD 72
EEPA 1992-028-04373

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04427: Yoruba stool created for the deity Obtala, carved by Masudi Latunji of Meko, or apprentice, Museum Of Natural History, New York, 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35-49
I 2 YRB HMD 72

EEPA 1992-028-04427

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04428: Works of art in situ, 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35-51
I 2 YRB HMD 72

EEPA 1992-028-04428

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04429: Works of art in situ, 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35-50

I 2 YRB HMD 72

EEPA 1992-028-04429

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10318: Works of art in situ, 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-14

I 2 YRB HMD 72

EEPA 1992-028-10318

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10322: Works of art in situ, 1972
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-15
I 2 YRB HMD 72

EEPA 1992-028-10322

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1973

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iwoye Iyanla masks in shrine, Ile Ase at Iwoye. The newest is not covered by the white cloth on the altar. The 2 oldest ones are. The oldest mark is on the far left. [index card notes p29]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
28-25

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00010: Vernacular architecture, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iwoye Picture of Ile ASe and house for Elegba alongside. [index card notes p29]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
28-26

T 2 YRB 73

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iwoye Iyanla masks in shrine, Ile Ase at Iwoye. The newest is not covered by the white cloth on the altar. The 2 oldest ones are. The oldest mark is on the far left. [index card notes p29]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
28-23

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iwoye Iyanla masks in shrine, Ile Ase at Iwoye. The newest is not covered by the white cloth on the altar. The 2 oldest ones are. The oldest mark is on the far left. [index card notes p29]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
28-22

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iwoye Iyanla masks in shrine, Ile Ase at Iwoye. The newest is not covered by the white cloth on the altar. The 2 oldest ones are. The oldest mark is on the far left. [index card notes p29]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
28-24

I 2 YRB 73
Iwoye Wooden bells iro on sticks which are struck together when Iyanla is coming. When we make an offering to Iyanla and the Kola falls well then we sing: Awuri, Awuri, Awuri Oye, Oye, Oye = rhythm of bells hit together. [index card notes p29]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
28-15

I 2 YRB 73

Ofia Mask called Iyanla/Osomu or Orinala/Obatala in Ohri/Ketu areas. Iyanla comes in darkness during Efe night with a long white cloth trailing on the ground behind her. She walks slowly, bent over like an old woman. Her appearance signifies her approval of the ceremonies in her honor. After a photograph by T. Moulero taken in Ofia before 1971. [index card notes p35]. The date on the slide is FEB 73.

Local Numbers
31-18

I 2 YRB 73
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   52-2 12
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Artisan
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
   184, 11b
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
   183, 11a
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

  1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
  28-10a
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

  1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
  28-10b
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

  1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
  11-17
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unknown what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
11-18

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[men wearing Gelede masks; unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
61-2

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[men wearing Gelede masks; unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.
Local Numbers
61-3

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unknown what field notes correspond to number]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
174

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes correspond to number]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
173

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unknown what field notes correspond to number]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
172

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes correspond to number]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
171

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is OCT 73.

Local Numbers
-103

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is OCT 73.

Local Numbers
-102

I2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
53-3

I2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
53-4

I2 YRB 73
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
0. The date on the slide is APR 73.  
Local Numbers  
54-4  
I 2 YRB 73  

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
0. The date on the slide is APR 73.  
Local Numbers  
54-5  
I 2 YRB 73  

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is APR 73.
Local Numbers
35-58

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Igbo-Ora Gelede from Idere near Igbo Ora. Leopard eating wild boar with hunters holding guns on 3 sides. [index card notes p13]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
10-17

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Igbo-Ora Gelede from Idere near Igbo Ora. Leopard eating wild boar with hunters holding guns on 3 sides. [index card notes p13]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
10-18

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Afarni Gelede mask called Ketu. Female. [Almost certainly carved by Opere of Afarni]. Face painted red, from Salami Fadiro, onigelede of Iposuko, Badagry. Collected in Badagry, May 1942. These masks were selected from about 80 dis used masks kept in baskets in a shed adjoining a house near that of Fadairo. Carved by Opere of Afarni, Dahomey about 1926 [index card cut off] [index card notes p18]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
18-9
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Afarni Gelede mask from Salami Fadeiro. From Iposuko, Badagry. Similar in style to mask photographed at Iposuko Badagry in 1958.

Local Numbers
18-10
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00295: (No Title Given), 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Badagry Gelede mask from Salami Fadeiro. From Iposuko, Badagry. Similar in style to mask photographed at Iposuko Badagry in 1958.
Carved by Thomas Ajaiyi, onigelede. [RFT- But not from Badagry. Look to Iba area, to east in creeks]. See 20-2,3 and 20-4. [index card notes p21] Badagry Gelede mask from Salami Fadeiro. From Iposuko, Badagery. Similar in style to mask photographed at Iposuko Badagry in 1958. Carved by Thomas Ajaiyi, onigelede. [RFT- but not from Badagry. Look to Iba area, to east in creeks]. See 20-2,3 and 20-4 by same hand. [index card notes p21]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers

20-13

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Badagry Gelede mask from Salami Fadeiro, onigelede of Iposuko, Badagry. 2 masks joined by snakes. [This is in Ondofoi mask format, Imala] [index card notes p21]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers

20-15

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Badagry Gelede mask from Salami Fadeiro, onigelede of Iposuko, Badagry. 2 masks joined by snakes. [This is in Ondofoi mask format, Imala] [index card notes p21]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers

20-16

I 2 YRB 73
undetermined.

Iwoye Gelede mask painted white, blue, an [index card cut off] large horns on ears with criss-cross [] attached in front. This is a hunters' [] for night dancing. Carved by Akia[] younger brother to Segbe Osubi. [] have V painted on side. Abaja maris [] cheeks. Hair on crown of head which [] ilare. Ears extend below face on [] form a double flat area. [index card notes p27]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers

28-10c

I 2 YRB 73


1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Iwoye Two iku, iron idiophones worn by Gelede dancers. [index card notes p28]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers

28-14

I 2 YRB 73


1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Iwoye Gelede mask painted white, blue, an [index card cut off] large horns on ears with criss-cross [] attached in front. This is a hunters' [] for night dancing. Carved by Akia[] younger brother to Segbe Osubi. [] have V painted on side. Abaja maris [] cheeks. Hair on crown of head which [] ilare. Ears extend below face on [] form a double flat area. [index card notes p27]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.
1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Iwoye Sacred bell, aja. Segbe explained, the leader (olori) will come forward and the people will greet him/her saying: Kabieysi o, Kabieysi o and the leader will respond by shaking the aja and singing: Eku laiyey laiyey Its been a long time Baba Isola o Father Isola o Eku laiyey laiyey Its " " Eku Kparin Kparin (?) A wa ri ira was ona jiu " " " " " " [index card notes p28]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers

28-16

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Iwoye Unpainted akpasa mask carved by Egbebi about 1960. [index card notes p28]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers

28-18

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Iwoye An animal mask which dances at night, carried by a man. Carved by Fakanbi who died about 1950. Song sung when he comes: Eran oko--- Animal of the bush Eran Ko Ko fun wa olu o Bush animal, out like a small mouse Iwe okori o eran ko You the gorilla (?), bush animal Iwe Okoriko You the gorilla (?) Aperan je Killer of meat to eat Okoriko gberan ore mi Okoriko you took the meat of my friend Aperan je " " Iwe Koriko o gberon ogba mi " " friend my. [index card notes p28]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.
Local Numbers
28-17

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iwoye Unpainted akpasa mask carved by Egbebi about 1960. [index card notes p28]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
28-19

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iwoye Wooden breastplate for afternoon dance with mask and iku. Iya’ro (Iya Oro) also wears these. She comes out after Gelede have finished. [index card notes p28]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
28-20

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Isagba Gelede mask painted blue and red. Male. Purchased by vendor in Museum by Dr. Copositch. [Definiteh (?) Ohori style] [index card notes p26]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
27-29

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Isagba Gelede mask [Diamond shaped scarifications and stylized headwrap above. Definately Ohori style] [index card notes p26]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
27-30

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Isagba [index card cut off] [index card notes p26]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
27-31

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Issaba [index card cut off] [index card notes p26]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
27-36
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ketu Head mask, Gelede. No dimensions, no provenance. [This is probably an Efe mask in Ketu/Ijo area] [index card notes p33]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
30-63
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ketu Head mask, Gelede. No dimensions, no provenance. [This is probably an Efe mask in Ketu/Ijo area] [index card notes p33]. The date on the slide is APR 73.
Local Numbers

30-62

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Portraits of Lasisi Ogundipe Enianibinu of Ogidigbo Quarter, Ketu.
Famous Oro Efe and Olori Ajo Gelede. [index card notes p31]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers

30-32c

A 2 YRB 73

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Portraits of Lasisi Ogundipe Enianibinu of Ogidigbo Quarter, Ketu.
Famous Oro Efe and Olori Ajo Gelede. [index card notes p31]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers

30-32b

A 2 YRB 73

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ketu Portraits of Lasisi Ogundipe Enianibinu of Ogididgbo Quarter, Ketu. Famous Oro Efe and Olori Ajo Gelede. [index card notes p31]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
30-32a

A 2 YRB 73

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahin Gelede (akogi) representing Muslims. Carver unknown. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-5a

EEPA A1992-028-00475

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahin Gelede (abogi) showing 2 olufa (snakes) eating gala () carved by Fagbete Asamu. Shown soon after painting done and then in performance. [notes on carver from p35] Oje Adimu - taught Fagbete Asamu Fagbite Asamu taught Falola Edun Fagbite's Carvings: 1)Oro efe which dances at night. "Akogi", Oga holding a stick, eyye ode () ekun (lion) pouncing on a pig. Carved during reign of Alaketa Odumofekun (c ) Cocks hang down on sides. 2) "Abogi", 2 Olufas (snakes) eating gala (), "Pekpe Ayinka" hairstyle. This dances in evening. [index card notes p38]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.
Idahin Gelede (abogi) showing 2 olufa (snakes) eating gala () carved by Fagbete Asamu. Shown soon after painting done and then in performance. [notes on carver from p35] Oje Adimu - taught Fagbete Asamu Fagbite Asamu taught Falola Edun Fagbite's Carvings: 1) Oro efe which dances at night. "Akogi". Oga holding a stick, eiye ode () ekun (lion) pouncing on a pig. Carved during reign of Alaketa Odumofekun (c) Cocks hang down on sides. 2) "Abogi", 2 Olufas (snakes) eating gala (). "Pekpe Ayinka" hairstyle. This dances in evening. [index card notes p38]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.
Local Numbers
32-29

EEPA A1992-028-00479

Topic:       Gelede -- Photographs
            Masked dance -- Photographs
            Masquerades
            masquerade -- Photographs

Place:      Africa
            Nigeria

Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahin Gelede said to come from Ketu. Carver unknown. [index card notes p36]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-4b

EEPA A1992-028-00480

Topic:       Gelede -- Photographs
            Masked dance -- Photographs
            Masquerades
            masquerade -- Photographs

Place:      Africa
            Nigeria

Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahin Gelede (abogi) danced by two young [index card cut off, p38]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-39

EEPA A1992-028-00481

Topic:       Gelede -- Photographs
            Masked dance -- Photographs
            Masquerades
            masquerade -- Photographs

Place:      Africa
            Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
Idahin Gelede (akogi) for hunters. Carved by Falola Edun. [index card notes p38] [information on carvers, p35] FAgbite Asamu taught Falila Edun Falola Edun taught Seinbilisi Falola (son) Falola's Carvings 1) Gelede for the hunters with "Apete" (bag for bullets and gunpowder) guns, and "oku obe" (beld for knives) Akogi which dances in afternoon. 2) Irin eri didi (gele). Akogi mask. This represents Gambarbis (Northerners). Falola saw them and carved their hairstyle. Afternoon dancer. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-21

EEPA A1992-028-00482

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00483: (No Title Given), 1973
1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
Idahin Gelede (akogi) for hunters. Carved by Falola Edun. [index card notes p38] [information on carvers, p35] FAgbite Asamu taught Falila Edun Falola Edun taught Seinbilisi Falola (son) Falola's Carvings 1) Gelede for the hunters with "Apete" (bag for bullets and gunpowder) guns, and "oku obe" (beld for knives) Akogi which dances in afternoon. 2) Irin eri didi (gele). Akogi mask. This represents Gambarbis (Northerners). Falola saw them and carved their hairstyle. Afternoon dancer. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-20

EEPA A1992-028-00483

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahe Gelede (abogi) danced by the young [index card cut off, p.38]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-38

EEPA A1992-028-00484

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades
        masquerade -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahan Gelede (abogi) with tray and cloth (ajo oke) wrapped. [index card notes p38]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-35

I 2 YRB 73

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahin Gelede (abogi) showing gele with medicine (gin) bottle on top. Carved by Kaimu Adisa (?) [index card notes p38] [notes on carvers, p35] Kaimu Adisa - son of Fagbite (younger than Falola) Kaimu Adisa's carvings 1) "Apete" (hunters bag) surmounted by 2 knives connected by belt. Akogi which dances in afternoon. 2) Gelede with gele and bottle (gin?) on top. Abogi for afternoon dance. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-30

I 2 YRB 73
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahin Gelede (akogi according to costuming) for young Gelede dancer. Single agbaja on each cheek and strip of hair on head - center line. Carver unknown. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-31
I 2 YRB 73

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede (akogi) with 3 corner cap surmounted by bird. Worn by child in festival. [index card notes p38]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-33
I 2 YRB 73

Idahin Gelede (abogi) showing 2 olufa (snakes) eating gala () carved by Fagbete Asamu. Shown soon after painting done and then in performance. Carved during reign of Alaketa Odumofekun (c) Cocks hang down on sides. 2) "Abogi", 2 Olufas (snakes) eating gala (). "Pekpe Ayinka" hairstyle. This dances in evening. [index card notes p38]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers

32-26

EEPA A1992-028-00489

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Idahin Gelede (abogi) showing 2 olufa (snakes) eating gala () carved by Fagbete Asamu. Shown soon after painting done and then in performance. Carved during reign of Alaketa Odumofekun (c) Cocks hang down on sides. 2) "Abogi", 2 Olufas (snakes) eating gala (). "Pekpe Ayinka" hairstyle. This dances in evening. [index card notes p38]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahin Gelede (akogi) with 3 corner cap surmounted by bird. Worn by child in festival. [index card notes p38]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-34

EEPA A1992-028-00491

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades
        masquerade -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahin Gelede (abagi) carved by Sembilisi Falola, son of Falola Edun. [index card notes p36]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-3a

EEPA A1992-028-00492

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades
        masquerade -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahin Gelede (abogi) carved by Sembilisi Falola, son of Falola Edun. [index card notes p36]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-3b

EEPA A1992-028-00493

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahin [index card cut off, p38]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.
Local Numbers
32-42

EEPA A1992-028-00498

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahin Gelede (abogi) danced by the young [index card cut off, p38]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.
Local Numbers
32-37

EEPA A1992-028-00499

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Undetermined.  
Idahin Gelede (abogi) showing 2 olufa (snakes) eating gala () carved by Fagbete Asamu. Shown soon after painting done and then in performance.  
[Notes on carver from p35] Oje Adimu - taught Fagbete Asamu Fagbite Asamu taught Falola Edun Fagbite's Carvings: 1) Oro efe which dances at night.  
"Akogi". Oga holding a stick, eiye ode () ekun (lion) pouncing on a pig. The date on the slide is AUG 73.
"Akogi". Oga holding a stick, eiye ode () ekun (lion) pouncing on a pig. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-22

E 2 YRB 73

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Idahin Gelede (abogi) with tray, 3 containers and woven mat wrapped and balanced on top. [index card notes p38]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-36

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Lagos Museum Ketu Wooden headdress, Gelede surmounted b leopard [?]. Yoruba, DAhomey. Purchased from a vendor who said he obtained it in Pobe. This is done in Ketu style similar to Otooro work seen in Ofin. [index card notes p34]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
30-67

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Ketu Wooden headdress, Gelede surmounted by leopard (?). Yoruba, Dahomey. Purchased from a vendor who said he obtained it in Pobe. This is done in Ketu style similar to Otooro work seen in Ofia. [index card notes p34]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
30-68

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ajilete Gelede mask with shrine with figures and animal on top. Elaborate snake with tail and head attached. Made at Meko. Quite old, see. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
62-1

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ajilete Gelede mask with shrine with figures and animal on top. Elaborate snake with tail and head attached. Made at Meko. Quite old, see 30-35,36,37
carved in same style - possibly same hand. [index card notes p70]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
62-2

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00625: (No Title Given), 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko Gelede mask from Meko. This info. from Busari who said purchased from Ogunlana, Baba orisha of Idiyan near Igangan, Ibadan division, but carved by Tela of Meko. They are 4 orisha aje and each represents a witches’ meeting. The central figure is orlori aje and on either side kneels abgopa (oni/soro). The house is called ijoriwo awon aje. Since I have not seen a cult object like these before, I suspect that they are connected with Gelede for the following reason: 1) Under the base of each is a hole with dia. of 2” passing up inside the orlori aje indicating they could be superstructures to be fitting onto superstructure of Gelede mask; The purpose of the ridge around edge is to prevent the houses from falling off when carried around: Gelede masks were carved in pairs: G. is basically concerned with witchcraft: Masks with separate superstructure were not uncommon, e.g. the Ketu society of Lagos has some. [Note from Lagos Museum Catalogue 16/10/61-62] [index card notes p44]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
35-60

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahin Gelede (abogi?) representing Ganbari hairstyle (irun eri didi) carved by Falola Edun. (Possibly akogi - see costuming). [index card notes p37]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.
EEPA A1992-028-00640

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades  
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Idahin Gelede (abogi) showing 2 olufa (snakes) eating gala ( ). Carved by Fagbete Asamu. Shown soon after painting done and then in performance. [index card notes p38]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers  
32-28

EEPA A1992-028-00641

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades  
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Idahin Gelede (abogi?) representing Ganbari hairstyle (irun eri didi) carved by Falola Edun. (Possibly akogi - see costuming). [index card notes p37]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers  
32-6b

EEPA A1992-028-00642

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades  
masquerade -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

   1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ajilete Gelede with elaborate, baroque superstructure of clubs, birds, wooden beads painted silver, etc. Carved by Sunday of Abeokuta. [index card notes p71]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
   62-3
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

   1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago Otta Gelede mask. l-33” (chin to occiput), h-2”. [Otta style] [index card notes p50]. The date on the slide is OCT 73.

Local Numbers
   41-31
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

   1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago Otta Gelede mask. l-33” (chin to occiput), h-2” [Otta style] [index card notes p50]. The date on the slide is OCT 73.
Local Numbers
41-32
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago Otta Gelede made of cotton woee. L-23" w-14" (ear to ear). Fuller, Mus A.W.F. Label states Nigeria carved in style of OTta, a village 20 miles from Lagos. Description given to mask when exhibited at Burlington House 1928. [index card notes p50]. The date on the slide is OCT 73.

Local Numbers
41-33
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago Otta Gelede made of cotton woee. L-23" w-14" (ear to ear). Fuller, Mus A.W.F. Label states Nigeria carved in style of OTta, a village 20 miles from Lagos. Description given to mask when exhibited at Burlington House 1928. [index card notes p50]. The date on the slide is OCT 73.

Local Numbers
41-34
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
Dadaolomo Lagos Museum Otta Female Gelede mask. Painted black. Collected 1949. Represents women with elaborate hairstyle and hairpin (?) with chevron on side. Shows close correspondence with work attributed to either Idoura Olalaiye or Aiye Onaneye of Otta. Assumed it was collected at this time - (1949) and probably came from Otta. Collected by W.B. FAgg and Directir of Antiquities. Probably by Olalaiye or Onaneye of Otta. See Thompson, Chap 14, pl.10. I question this - 2/19/72. [index card notes p49]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
41-24a

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00907: (No Title Given), 1973
1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
Dadaolomo Dadaolomo Lagos Museum Otta Female Gelede mask. Painted black. Collected 1949. Represents women with elaborate hairstyle and hairpin (?) with chevron on side. Shows close correspondence with work attributed to either Idoura Olalaiye or Aiye Onaneye of Otta. Assumed it was collected at this time - (1949) and probably came from Otta. Collected by W.B. FAgg and Directir of Antiquities. Probably by Olalaiye or Onaneye of Otta. See Thompson, Chap 14, pl.10. I question this - 2/19/72. [index card notes p49].

Local Numbers
41-24

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Attributed to Idowu Olaleye or Aye Onaneye in 1940. Carved ca. 1895 Lagos Museum Meko Gelede mask representing Egun (popo) man. Carved in 1895 by Idowu Olaiye and Aiye Onaneye, who died in 1906 for the Awori Gelede cult. The mark on forehead is said to represent a Popo man. [Otta style generally though this is the only work by this hand. Cloth cap with strips of red and white drawn tightly over head. [index card notes p50]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
41-35a
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago Agbo-Sasa Gelede [index card cut off, index card notes p56]. The date on the slide is OCT 73.

Local Numbers
46-21
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago Agbo-Sasa Gelede [index card cut off, index card notes p56]. The date on the slide is OCT 73.
Local Numbers
46-22

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11-10a

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01303: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Pobe Ondo Olupona (priest of Elegba) prepares kola nut and food offering at early stages of ceremony for Elegba. [index card notes p57]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-4

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

**1 Slide (col.)**
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Detail of preparation of gifts for Elegba in first section of Ondo ceremony. Olupona is assisted by elderly men. [index card notes p57]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers

50-5

G 2 YRB 73

**Topic:**
Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

**Place:**
Africa
Nigeria

**Culture:**
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01305: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973

**1 Slide (col.)**
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Food (corn and beans in palm oil) is prepared by Olupona for Elegba. Separate bowls for different groups. In background are the egbe nla - members of the "great" society. [index card notes p57]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers

50-6

G 2 YRB 73

**Topic:**
Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

**Place:**
Africa
Nigeria

**Culture:**
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01306: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973

**1 Slide (col.)**
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Olupona drinks water during offering to Elegba. Beginning of ceremony. [index card notes p57]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers

50-7

G 2 YRB 73
Pobe Ondo Olopona offers kola to Oba who then helps to distribute them to various groups. Eleba offering ceremony. [index card notes p57]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-9

G 2 YRB 73

Pobe Ondo Oba and Okere before the House of Elegba. [index card notes p57]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-10

G 2 YRB 73

Pobe Ondo Oba and Okere before the House of Elegba. [index card notes p57]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-10

G 2 YRB 73
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Oba and Okere before house of Elegba. [index card notes p57]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-11
G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01310: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo 4th priest before Elegba house. [index card notes p57]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-12
G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01311: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Young female devotees (some are ogbale) seated near main road near Elegba house. [index card notes p58]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-15
G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01312: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Olupona distributes kola after offering. [index card notes p58]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-16

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Elderly male who helps prepare food for sacrifice. [index card notes p58]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-17

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Priests during offering to Elegba. [index card notes p58]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-18
G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01315: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Offering to Elegba in progress. The iranon, (guardian) seated in foreground, the egbenla at right, the priests in background before Elegba house. [index card notes p58]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-20

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Okere, priest, throwing kola to group of devotees. [index card notes p58]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-22

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01317: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Men preparing food (corn and beans, palm oil) for Elegba. [index card notes p58]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-23

G 2 YRB 73

Topic:
Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01318: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Men preparing food for Elegba to be shared. [index card notes p58]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-24

G 2 YRB 73

Topic:
Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01319: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Okere dividing up the kola as part of Elegba sacrifice. [index card notes p58]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-25

G 2 YRB 73

Topic:
Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo The elderly male ministers (ajoye okunrin) enter grove to partake of food offering foe Elegba. [index card notes p58]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-26
G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Group of women devotees sharing food. [index card notes p58]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-27
G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Two earthen pots outside of the house for Elegba. More elaborately decorated pot has snakes, drums ?, calabashes, knobs, in raised relief. [index card notes p58]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.
Pobe Ondo Caps worn by the heads of the egba nla. Men have left area to eat offering. Elderly women remain and eat together. [index card notes p59]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Pobe Ondo Cap worn by the head of the egbe nla or the priest (4th) for Elegba. [index card notes p59]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.
EEPA 1992-028-01325: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Drum ensemble gather near house of Are- wife of Ondo. In foreground man plays the kere drum with 2 long sticks. [index card notes p59]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-34

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01326: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Drummer playing the bangila (?) apoki? drum. Woven work over wooden frame, strings of cowries in front, lid to cover drum head. [index card notes p59]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-35

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Young female devotees sit in a row near the drum ensemble on edge of cleared area. Taken during ritual in house of Are. [index card notes p59]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-36

G 2 YRB 73
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Ritual proceeds in house of Are, conducted by chief priest, Isa. In background, house of Elegba and shed for the egba nla. [index card notes p59]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-37
G 2 YRB 73

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Chief priest, Isa, preparing offerings for Are and ondo. [index card notes p59]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-38
G 2 YRB 73

EEPA 1992-028-01330: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo elderly female devotees kneeling during ceremony. [index card notes p59]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-39

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01331: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Oba and elderly men prostrating before house of Are. [index card notes p59]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-41

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Wide angle showing Elegba and house for Are. Esu's mound in foreground. [index card notes p59]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-42

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo children at Ondo ceremony. [index card notes p59]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
   50-44
G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01334: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo The Oba seated on his own seat near the entrance of the house of Ondo. He alone can wear white. On the log are his 2 aje and blade. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
   50-45
G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
detail Pobe Ondo detail of The Oba seated on his own seat near the entrance of the house of Ondo. He alone can wear white. On the log are his 2 aje and blade. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is JUN 73.
Local Numbers
50-45a

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01336: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Musicians in preformance. Two drummers and one playing iron gong. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-47

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01337: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Drummer playing aposi (uja lu) drum during ceremony. Drum has raised knob above realistically carved testicles and penis. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-48

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Old man playing the double bell (agogo) during Aṣẹ part of ceremony. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-49
G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo The priest, Okere, takes some food from bowl. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-51
G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01340: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo The Oba kneels at pt. in ceremony awaiting distribution of kola. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-52
G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Members of egba nla. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.
Local Numbers
50-53
G 2 YRB 73

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
detail Pobe Ondo detail of the priests saluting Ondo during their ritual procession dance toward end of ceremony. Idosomu square in foreground, oju Ogun and Elegba house in background. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is JUN 73.
Local Numbers
50-55a
G 2 YRB 73

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Three priests in midst of ritual dance. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.
Pobe Ondo The Olupona, possessed by the orisa, Elegba, greets the Oba with his left (spiritual) hand. The other priests stand before the house of Ondo. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Pobe Ondo Priests face house of Ondo during dance. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.
EEPA 1992-028-01346: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Chief, priest Okere, in midst of ritual dance. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-59

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Priests, led by the Olupona, in ritual dance of possession. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-60

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01348: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Priests come to greet the Oba during ritual dance. [index card notes p61]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-61

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Anago, Pobe- Ondo priests in possession dance. Pobe Ondo Priest in ritual dance move forward together as aja are shook. [index card notes p61]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-71

G 2 YRB MD 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01350: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Chief priest, Isa, greets Oba. [index card notes p61]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-64

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01351: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo The chief priest, Isa, greets the Oba with the possession hand, the left. [index card notes p61]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Priests in midst of possession dance. Dance forward and then greet drummers. [index card notes p61]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo The elderly female devotees (ajoye obirin.) [index card notes p61]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
detail Pobe Ondo detail of Four priests (l to r Okere, Isa, , Olupona) in midst of ritual possession dance. Cloth is knotted on right shoulder, sash ties around waist and knotted in front. Color red seems to predominate. [index card notes p61]. The date on the slide is JUN 73.

Local Numbers
50-70a

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
detail Pobe Ondo detail of priests move toward drummers and house of Are during ritual possession dance. Lions on Ondo house in background. [index card notes p61]. The date on the slide is JUN 73.

Local Numbers
50-72a

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Olupona and 4th priest (possibly also for Elegba) move in possession dance. [index card notes p61]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-73

G 2 YRB 73
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Drum ensemble in foreground as priests approach the house of Ondo. [index card notes p61]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-75
G 2 YRB 73

EEPA 1992-028-01359: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Following the dance, Isa speaking as the voice of Ondo, offer prayers to the men, ajoye okimrin and egbe nla. Oba is seated on left. [index card notes p61]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-76
G 2 YRB 73

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Children being given good from ceremony. [index card notes p62]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-78

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Women cleaning oil out of bowls after sharing food. [index card notes p62]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-79

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Boy and man carrying iron staffs to Afin at conclusion of ceremony. [index card notes p62]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-80

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:        Africa
            Nigeria
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01363: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
  1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
detail Pobe Ondo detail of Two metal staffs from Idosomu shrine in front of
Ondo house are removed to the Afin at conclusion of ceremony. [index card
notes p62]. The date on the slide is JUN 73.

Local Numbers
      50-81a
G 2 YRB 73

Topic:        Elegba -- Photographs
              Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
              Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:        Africa
              Nigeria
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

  1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Priest greets Oba with left hand. [index card notes p61]. The date
on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
      50-63
G 2 YRB 73

Topic:        Elegba -- Photographs
              Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
              Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:        Africa
              Nigeria
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01365: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
  1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Close-up of devotees. [index card notes p62]. The date on the
slide is MAY 73.
Local Numbers
50-83

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Two female devotees. [index card notes p62]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-84

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Elderly bell player - alagogo. [index card notes p62]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-85

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Agbada attached at back of Elegba house. [index card notes p62].
The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-87
G 2 YRB 73

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Elegba -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ritual and celebration -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Culture:                  | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA 1992-028-01369: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Musical ensemble for Ondo. Bells (agogo), bangila drum and in background the aposi drum. [index card notes p62]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-88
G 2 YRB 73

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Elegba -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ritual and celebration -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Culture:                  | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA 1992-028-01371: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Four priests (l to r Okere, Isa, , Olupona) in midst of ritual possession dance. Cloth is knotted on right shoulder, sash tied around waist and knotted in front. Color red seems to predominate. [index card notes p61]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-70
G 2 YRB 73
Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01372: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Isa, chief priest of Ondo, in midst of ritual possession dance. He holds his aja and ceremonial sword, cloth draped over right shoulder. [index card notes p61]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
   50-68
G 2 YRB 73

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Tevi. Fon couple working in Pobe with CFDT. [index card notes p65]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
   50-139
G 2 YRB 73

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Wide angle shot of ceremony in front of house of Elegba. [index card notes p57]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.
Local Numbers

50-3

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Wide-angle scene at Elegba house. [index card notes p58]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers

50-14

G 0 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01376: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Portrait of Egbe nla. [index card notes p62]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers

50-86

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Oba tied up his white cloth in preparing to leave at start of ceremony. [index card notes p59]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-33

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01378: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo The Olupona preparing offering for Elegba while [index card cut off, index card notes p58]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-13

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01379: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Wide-angle during Are sacrifice. [index card notes p59]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-43

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01380: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Devotees gathered and prostrating before house of Are. From l to r - old women, priests, oba and elderly men, elderly women, musicians and young women. [index card notes p59]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-40

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo The priests in ritual dance come from Elegba toward Idosomu. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-54

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Priests move toward drummers and house of Are during ritual possession dance. Lions on Ondo house in background. [index card notes p61]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.
Local Numbers
50-72

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Priest greets Oba with ritual/spiritual left hand. [index card notes p61]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-65

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01384: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Elderly male devotee seated by sacred tree. [index card notes p58]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-19

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA 1992-028-01385: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Woman pours oil on Esu mound. [index card notes p62]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-77

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01386: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Chief priest, Isa, emerges from Ondo shrine after presenting offering. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-46

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01387: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Two metal staffs from Idosamu shrine in front of Ondo house are removed to the Afin at conclusion of ceremony. [index card notes p62]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-81

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no index card corresponding to number, see p57]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers

50-8

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo The priests salute Ondo during their ritual possession dance toward end of ceremony. Idosomu square in foreground, oju Ogun and Elegba house in background. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers

50-55

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01390: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo The chief priest, Isa, offers kola from Are to the Oba. [index card notes p60]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.
Local Numbers
50-50

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Mural depicting man (priest?) of Ondo with Ondo depicted as snake at Afin. Seated inside is the Oba. [index card notes p62]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-90

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01392: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Detail of Ondo mural at Afin. Male figure below arching snake holds sword ? and bell (aja) and wears the conical priest's crown. [index card notes p62]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-91

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Detail of Ondo mural at Afin. Figure wears skirt-like costumem and 2 branches in hands. Snake arches over. [index card notes p62]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
50-92
G 2 YRB 73

Topic:  Elegba -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Esu. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
176
I 2 YRB 73

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
Esu -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahin Esu Female devotee of Esu/Elegba, known as a kegbasi in some areas. She displays [index card cut off] testicles tied with a cord around [index card cut off, see notes p38]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-40
G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01927: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
Idahin Esu Female devotee of Esu/Elegba, known as a kegbasi in some areas. She displays [index card cut off] testicles tied with a cord around [index card cut off, see notes p38]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-41

G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
Isagba Esu Shrine for Esu at entrance to family compound. Man figure with hat holding 2 medicine vials (calabashes) in hands. Placed in small hut. [index card notes p70]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
60-6

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isede Shrine (foe Elegba?) at Isede along road. [index card notes p70]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
59-3

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba, Ohori Eshu Shrine for Eshu at entrance to compound in Isagba. [index card notes p70]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
60-7

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pobe Ondo Detail of preparation of gifts for Elegba in first section of Ondo ceremony. Olupona is assisted by elderly men. [index card notes p57]. The date on the slide is JUN 73.

Local Numbers
50-5a

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUN 73.

Local Numbers
87
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUN 73.

Local Numbers
86
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUN 73.

Local Numbers
88
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Oyo? ile ori. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
182, 3
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02454: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahan [no index card notes to match number]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
32-44
G 2 YRB 73

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Owo- ramshead. Lowie Museum, VCB [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUN 73.

Local Numbers
Lowie Museum
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond with field notes]. The date on the slide is JUN 73.

Local Numbers
R-10

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Anago, Pobe, Segbe compound- making palm oil. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
J 2 YRB 73

Topic: Domestic scenes -- Photographs
Households

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond with field notes]. The date on the slide is APR 73.

Local Numbers
177
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[numbers do not correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is apr 73.

Local Numbers
180

I 0 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[numbers do not correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is apr 73.

Local Numbers
181

I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 73.

Local Numbers
104
I 2 YRB 73

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Egúngún (Cult)  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.
Isose (Ohori) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers  
58-1

A 2 YRB 73

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa  
Portraits

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.
Isose (Ohori) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers  
58-2

D 2 YRB 73

Topic: Body arts  
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.
Isose (Ohori) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.
Local Numbers
58-3

D 2 YRB 73

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isose (Ohori) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
58-4

D 2 YRB 73

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isose (Ohori) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
58-5

D 2 YRB 73

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isose (Ohoi) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
58-6
D 2 YRB 73

Topic:  Body arts
Body marking -- Africa
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isose (Ohoi) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
58-7
D 2 YRB 73

Topic:  Body arts
Body marking -- Africa
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isose (Ohoi) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
58-8
D 2 YRB 73

Topic:  Body arts
Body marking -- Africa
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isose (Ohori) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
58-9
D 2 YRB 73

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isose (Ohori) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
58-10
D 2 YRB 73

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isose (Ohori) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
58-11
D 2 YRB 73

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isoso (Ohori) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
58-12

D 2 YRB 73

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isoso (Ohori) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
58-14

D 2 YRB 73

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isoso (Ohori) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
58-16
D 2 YRB 73

Topic:  
Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isose (Ohori) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
58-19

D 2 YRB 73

Topic:  
Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isagba (Ohori) Body art Ohori woman weaver. Elaborate arm tatoos including agabado and letters. [index card notes p70]. The date on the slide is AUG 73.

Local Numbers
60-5

D 2 YRB 73

Topic:  
Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isose (Ohori) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.
Local Numbers
  58-21

D 2 YRB 73

  Topic:  Body arts
          Body marking -- Africa

  Place:  Africa
          Nigeria

  Culture: Yoruba (African people)

  1 Slide (col.)
  Undetermined.
  Isose (Ohori) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
  58-22

D 2 YRB 73

  Topic:  Body arts
          Body marking -- Africa

  Place:  Africa
          Nigeria

  Culture: Yoruba (African people)

  1 Slide (col.)
  Undetermined.
  Isose (Ohori) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
  58-23

D 2 YRB 73

  Topic:  Body arts
          Body marking -- Africa

  Place:  Africa
          Nigeria

  Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isose (Ohori) [no index card notes to correspond to number]. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
58-24

D 2 YRB 73

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09108: (No Title Given), 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
28-31

0 YRB 73

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09109: (No Title Given), 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers
28-32

0 YRB 73

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09110: (No Title Given), 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is MAY 73.
Local Numbers

28-34

0 YRB 73

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09112: (No Title Given), 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers

28-33

0 YRB 73

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09113: (No Title Given), 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers

27-34

0 YRB 73

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09114: (No Title Given), 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is MAY 73.

Local Numbers

27-35

0 YRB 73

Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00022: Iyanla mask [Gelede, drawing], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00022
I 2 YRB HJD 73

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00024: Yoruba wooden cap mask [Gelede, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
52-2
EEPA 1992-028-00024
I 2 YRB HJD 73

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00029: Cap face mask called Otonporo [museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
184,11b
EEPA 1992-028-00029

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00030: Cap face mask called Otonporo [museum], 1973  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
183,11a  
EEPA 1992-028-00030  
I 2 YRB HJD 73  

Topic: Masks  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00052: [Efe Gelede mask in museum], 1973  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
11.17  
EEPA 1992-028-00052  
I 2 YRB HJD 73  

Topic: Masks  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00053: [Efe Gelede mask in museum], 1973  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
11.18  
EEPA 1992-028-00053  
I 2 YRB HJD 73
EEPA 1992-028-00053

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00065: [Pair of Gelede masks depicting a bird attacking a snake], Ohori area, town of Keti, Nigeria, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00065

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00066: [Pair of Gelede masks depicting a bird attacking a snake], Ohori area, town of Keti, Nigeria, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00066

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00083: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

174

I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-00083

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00084: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

173

I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-00084

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00085: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

172

I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-00085

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00086: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
171
I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-00086

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00103: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
103
I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-00103

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00104: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
102

EEPA 1992-028-00104

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00131: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
53.3

EEPA 1992-028-00131

EEPA D00132: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
53.4

EEPA 1992-028-00132
Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00135: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
54.4
I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-00135

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00136: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
54.5
I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-00136

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00155: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35.58

EEPA 1992-028-00155
Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00238: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.17

EEPA 1992-028-00238
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00239: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10.18

EEPA 1992-028-00239
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
20.13

I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-00295

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00296: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
20.14

I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-00296

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00297: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
20.15

I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-00297

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00298: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
20.16
I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-00298

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00417: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.63
I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-00417

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00418: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.22
EEPA 1992-028-00418

- **Topic:** Gelede -- Photographs
- **Place:** Africa
  - Nigeria
- **Genre/Form:** Color slides
- **Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00421: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
- 1 Slide (col.)
- Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
- Undetermined.

Local Numbers
- 30.62

EEPA 1992-028-00421

- **Topic:** Gelede -- Photographs
- **Place:** Africa
  - Nigeria
- **Genre/Form:** Color slides
- **Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00504: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1973
- 1 Slide (col.)
- Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
- Undetermined.

Local Numbers
- 32.17

EEPA 1992-028-00504

- **Topic:** Gelede -- Photographs
- **Place:** Africa
  - Nigeria
- **Genre/Form:** Color slides
- **Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00505: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
32.18

I 2 YRB HJD 73
EEPA 1992-028-00505

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00506: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1973

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
32.19

I 2 YRB HJD 73
EEPA 1992-028-00506

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00523: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1973

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.67

I 2 YRB HJD 73
EEPA 1992-028-00523

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00524: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.68
I 2 YRB HJD 73
EEPA 1992-028-00524

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00525: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
44
I 2 YRB HJD 73
EEPA 1992-028-00525

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00663: [Gelede mask with baroque superstructure and painted wooden beads], Egbado area, town of Ajilete, Nigeria, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00663

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00906: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.24a

I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-00906

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00907: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.24

I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-00907

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00907: [Gelede mask in museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.24
I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-00907

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01303: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.4
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01303

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines
Place: Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01304: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.5

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01304

Topic: Photographs
      Priests
      Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01305: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.6

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01305

Topic: Photographs
      Priests
      Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01306: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.7

E 2 YRB HJD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01306

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01307: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.9

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01307

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01308: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.10

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01308

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01309: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.11

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01309

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01310: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.12

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01310

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01311: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.15

E 2 YRB HJD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01311

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01312: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.16

E 2 YRB HJD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01312

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01313: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.17

E 2 YRB HJD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01313

Topic: Photographs
      Priests
      Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01314: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

50.18

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01314

Topic: Photographs
      Priests
      Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01315: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

50.20

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01315

Topic: Photographs
      Priests
      Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01316: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.22
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01316

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01317: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.23
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01317

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01318: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.24

EEPA 1992-028-01318

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01319: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.25

EEPA 1992-028-01319

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01320: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.26

EEPA 1992-028-01319
EEPA 1992-028-01320

Topic: Photographs
   Priests
   Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01321: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   50.27

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01321

Topic: Photographs
   Priests
   Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01322: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   50.28

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01322

Topic: Photographs
   Priests
   Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01323: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
50.30
E 2 YRB HJD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01323

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01324: [Esu/Elegba, Ceremony for. Shrine house, Ondo], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
50.31
E 2 YRB HJD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01324

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01325: [Drummers, shrine house of Are, Pobe], 1973
EEPA 1992-028-01325

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01326: [Drummers, shrine house of Are, Pobe], 1973

EEPA 1992-028-01326

Topic: Drummers (Musicians)
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01327: [Drummers, shrine house of Are, Pobe], 1973
EEPA 1992-028-01327

Topic: Photographs
   Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01328: [Ritual, shrine house of Are, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.37

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01328

Topic: Photographs
   Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01329: [Ritual, shrine house of Are, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.38

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01329

Topic: Photographs
   Priests
   Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01330: [Ritual, shrine house of Are, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.39
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01330

Topic:  Photographs
       Spirit shrines

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01331: [Ritual, shrine house of Are, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.41
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01331

Topic:  Photographs
       Spirit shrines

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01332: [Ritual, shrine house of Are, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.42
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01332
Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01333: Children at Ondo ceremony [Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.44

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01333

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01342: [Detail of priests, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.55a

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01342

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01343: [Ritual dance, Pobe], 1973  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
50.56  

E 2 YRB HJD 73  

EEPA 1992-028-01343  

Topic: Photographs  
Priests  
Rites and ceremonies  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D01344: [Priest, Pobe], 1973  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
50.57  

E 2 YRB HJD 73  

EEPA 1992-028-01344  

Topic: Leaders  
Priests  
Rites and ceremonies  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D01345: [Priest, Pobe], 1973  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
50.58
EEPA 1992-028-01345

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01346: [Priest, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.59

EEPA 1992-028-01346

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01347: [Priest, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.60

EEPA 1992-028-01347

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01348: [Priest, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.61
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01348

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01349: [Priest, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.71
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01349

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01350: [Priest, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.64

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01350

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01351: [Priest, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.62

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01351

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01352: [Priest, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.66

E 2 YRB HJD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01352

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01353: [Devotees, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.69

E 2 YRB HJD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01353

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01354: [Priests, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.74

G 2 YRB MTD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01354

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01355: [Priest, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.70a
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01355

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01356: [Priest, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.72a
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01356

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01357: [Priest, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
50.73
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01357

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01358: [Drummers, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
50.75
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01358

Topic: Drummers (Musicians)
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01359: [Possession, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
50.76
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01359

Topic: Drummers (Musicians)
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
possession

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01360: [Religious ceremony, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.78

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01360

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01361: [Religious ceremony, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.79

E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01361

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01362: [Religious ceremony, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.80
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01362

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01363: [Religious ceremony, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.81a
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01363

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01364: [Priest, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.63
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01364

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01365: [Devotees in ceremony, Pobe], 1973 1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.83
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01365

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01366: [Devotees in ceremony, Pobe], 1973 1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.84
E 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01366

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01367: [Devotees in ceremony, Pobe], 1973 1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.85
EEPA 1992-028-01367

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01368: [Shrine, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.87

EEPA 1992-028-01368

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01369: [Instruments, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.88

EEPA 1992-028-01369

Topic: Instruments
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01370: [Priest, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.67

G 2 YRB MTD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01370

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01371: [Priests, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.70

G 2 YRB MTD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01371

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01372: [Priests, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.68

G 2 YRB MTD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01372
Topic: Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01373: [General population, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.139
G 2 YRB MTD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01373

Topic: Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01374: [Ceremony, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.3
G 2 YRB MTD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01374

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01375: [Ceremony, Pobe], 1973
EEPA D01376: [Egbe Nla, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
50.14
G 2 YRB MTD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01376

EEPA D01377: [Oba, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
50.33
G 2 YRB MTD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01377

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01379: [Ceremony, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.43
G 2 YRB MTD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01379

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01380: [Devotees during ceremony, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.40
G 2 YRB MTD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01380

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01381: [Priests, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.54

G 2 YRB MTD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01381

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01382: [Priests, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.72

G 2 YRB MTD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01382

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01383: [Priests, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.65

G 2 YRB MTD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01383

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01384: [Devotee, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.19

G 2 YRB MTD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01384

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01385: [Esu Shrine, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.77

G 2 YRB MTD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01385

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01386: [Ondo Shrine, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.46
G 2 YRB MTD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01386

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01387: [Ceremony, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.81
G 2 YRB MTD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01387

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01388: [Priest, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
50.8
G 2 YRB MTD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01388
Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01389: [Priest in ritual dance, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
50.55
G 2 YRB MTD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01389
Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01389: [Priest, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.50

G 2 YRB MTD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01389

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01390: [Ondo shrine house, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.90

G 2 YRB MTD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01390

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01391: [Ondo shrine house, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.90
G 2 YRB MTD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01391

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01392: [Ondo shrine house, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.91

G 2 YRB MTD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01392

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01393: [Ondo shrine house, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.92

G 2 YRB MTD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01393

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01753: [Laba Sango, museum], 1973
  1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  57-2a

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01753

Topic: Religious articles
       Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01755: [Laba Sango], 1973
  1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  57-2

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01755

Topic: Religious articles
       Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01768: [Sango shrine sculpture, Egbado], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-19

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01768

Topic: Religious articles
       Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01769: [Sango shrine sculpture, Egbado], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-20

I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01769

Topic: Religious articles
       Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01821: [Eastern Yoruba mask, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
52-3

I 2 YRB HMD 73
EEPA 1992-028-01821

Topic:  Masks
Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01840: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
179

I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01840

Topic:  Ceremonial staffs
Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01841: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
178

I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01841

Topic:  Ceremonial staffs
Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01842: [Metal bell, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-29
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01842
Topic: Instruments
Photographs
Religious articles
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01878: [Ceremonial gathering at Ogun shrine, Pobe], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-82
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-01878
Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02180: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
13-8

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-02180

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02181: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-47

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-02181

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02182: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
57-4
EEPA 1992-028-02182

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02227: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
53-2

EEPA 1992-028-02227

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02228: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--

EEPA 1992-028-02228

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02229: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-02229

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02230: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
125.23.78
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-02230

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02248: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
35-59
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-02248

Topic:     Divination
Photographs

Place:     Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02294: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1973

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
53-1
I 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-02294

Topic:     Divination
Photographs

Place:     Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02295: [Opon Egungun, museum], 1973

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
51-4
I 2 YRB HMD 73
EEPA 1992-028-02295

Topic: Photographs
    Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02311: [Ekin Ifa, ivory sculpture, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-02311

Topic: Ivory carvings
    Photographs
    Religious articles
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02312: [Ekin Ifa, ivory sculpture, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-02312

Topic: Ivory carvings
    Photographs
    Religious articles
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02313: [Ekin Ifa, ivory sculpture, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-02313

Topic: Ivory carvings
Photographs
Religious articles
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02405: [Diviner's beaded necklace, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
57-3
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-02405

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02406: [Diviner's beaded necklace, museum], 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-02406

Topic: Beadwork
       Divination
       Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04134: Vernacular architecture, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
28-29

T 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-04134

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04135: Vernacular architecture, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
28-30
T 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-04135

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04694: Portrait photography, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-136

A 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-04694

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04695: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-137

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-04695

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04696: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-04696

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04697: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-04697

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04698: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-138

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-04698

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04702: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-135

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-04702

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04703: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-134
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-04703

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04704: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-132

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-04704

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04705: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-133

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-04705

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04706: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-131
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-04706

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05631: Portrait photography, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
28-35
A 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-05631

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05633: Vernacular architecture, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
28-27

T 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-05633

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05635: Vernacular architecture, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
28-28

T 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-05635

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05638: Portrait photography, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
A 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-05638
Topic:          Portrait photography -- Africa
              Portraits
Place:          Africa
              Nigeria
Genre/Form:     Color slides
Culture:        Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05640: Portrait photography, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
27-33
A 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-05640

Topic:          Portrait photography -- Africa
              Portraits
Place:          Africa
              Nigeria
Genre/Form:     Color slides
Culture:        Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05641: Households, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
J 2 YRB MTD 73

EEPA 1992-028-05641

Topic:          Domestic scenes -- Photographs
              Households
Place:          Africa
              Nigeria
Genre/Form:     Color slides
Culture:        Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05774: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
52-1

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-05774

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05825: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
51-3

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-05825

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05826: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
19-23
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-05826

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06154: Portrait photography, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
A 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-06154

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06155: Rites and Ceremonies, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 73

EEPA 1992-028-06155

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06596: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
100-3
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-06596

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06763: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
13-10
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-06763

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06764: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
13-11
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-06764

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06855: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-17

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-06855

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06857: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-18

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-06857

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06858: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-16
I 2 YRB HMD 73
EEPA 1992-028-06858

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06863: (No Title Given), 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
49-4
I 2 YRB HMD 73
EEPA 1992-028-06863

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06864: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
49-5

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-06864

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08343: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
51-7

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-08343

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08344: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
51-6
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-08344

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08385: Artist, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-129

H 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-08385

Topic: Artisan
Occupation: Artists
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08388: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
57-6

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-08388

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08389: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
69-2
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-08389

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08394: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
57-5
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-08394

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08408: Vernacular architecture, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
51-5

T 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-08408

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08415: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
56-1

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-08415

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Esu -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08435: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
175
I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-08435

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08508: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

67-1

E 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-08508

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08508: [Two Egúngún maskers called aarólowa], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08508

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09081: Scarification, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John
Undetermined.
Isose (Ohori), May, 1973.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09081

Citation source: Professor Henry John Drewal.

Title source: Archives staff.

Bibliography


Topic: Body marking -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09083: Scarification, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09083

Title source: Archives staff.

Citation source: Professor Henry John Drewal.

Bibliography


Topic: Body marking -- Africa
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09085: Scarification, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09085

Citation source: Professor Henry John Drewal.
Title source: Archives staff.

Bibliography

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

EEPA D09088: Demonstrating the cutting technique for tattoo scarification (Kolo), 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John
Undetermined.

Citation source: Professor Henry John Drewal.

Title source: Archives staff.

Bibliography

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09090: Scarification, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
59-1
D 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-09090

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09093: Scarification, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
60-1
D 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-09093

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09094: Scarification, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
60-2

D 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-09094

Topic: Body arts
       Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09096: Scarification, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
60-4

D 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-09096

Topic: Body arts
       Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09098: Scarification, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
61-1
D 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-09098

Topic: Body arts
     Body marking -- Africa
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09099: Portrait photography, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
61-4

A 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-09099

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
     Portraits
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09111: Yoruba Man with Face Marks, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John
Undetermined.
Title source: Professor Henry John Drewal.
Citation source: Professor Henry John Drewal.

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09293: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
51-1

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-09293

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09294: Works of art in situ, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
51-2

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-09294

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09777: Works of art in situ, 1973
EEPA 1992-028-09777

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09944: Portrait photography, 1973

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

55-1 22

I 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-09944

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
      Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09945: Portrait photography, 1973
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50-93

A 2 YRB HMD 73

EEPA 1992-028-09945

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1974

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

A. Nitecki Ketu Probably an Efe mask from Meko/Ketu/Ilaro area. Elaborate
superstructure of birds, knives, lawani, guns, quadruped. [index card notes p
33]. The date on the slide is JAN 74.

Local Numbers
30-65

1 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

A. Nitecki Ketu Probably an Efe mask from Meko/Ketu/Ilaro area. Elaborate
superstructure of birds, knives, lawani, guns, quadruped. [index card notes p
33]. The date on the slide is JAN 74.
Local Numbers

30-66

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, brass bows and arrows-Ossosi cult(?). R. de la Burde Collection. [no field notes to correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

Burde Coll.

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Nigeria, Yoruba. Shango axe. coll.1938? De la Burde. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

De la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pierre Verger Collection 1950. Yoruba, Ketu, ose, front view. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
P. Verger
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Sango. R. De la Burde Collection, 1936? [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
De la Burde
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Part of Shango priest stool. R. De la Burde Collection 1917? [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
De la Burde
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Shango staff. R. De la Burde Collection 1917? [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
   De la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Shango staff. R. De la Burde Collection 1917? [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
   De la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Shango staff. R. De la Burde Collection 1916? [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
   De la Burde
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Shango -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Shango. R. De la Burde Collection 1933? [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
De la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Shango -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Shango. R. De la Burde Collection 1917? [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
De la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Shango -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Shango. R. De la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
De la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Shango. R. De la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
De la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Shango. R. De la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
De la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Dahomey ose from whydah coll. 1960 Pierre Verger. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba ose owned by Gedegbe, diviner for Glele, Abomey 1950. Rear view. Coll. Pierre Verger 1950. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba ose owned by Gedegbe, diviner for Glele, Abomey 1950. Front view. Coll. Pierre Verger 1950. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ketu, ose, rear view. Pierre Verger Coll. 1950 [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

P. Verger
I 2 YRB 74

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Shango, shrine post with mirror. De la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

I 2 YRB 74

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Coll 1969? [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Shango -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Arugba Sango, shrine centerpiece, Ila-Oranyun, Igbomina region. R De la Burde Collection (before 1948) [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
De la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Laba shango in coll. of D. dos Santos, Salvador Brasil, 1974. [no roll number to correspond with field notes]. The date on the slide is AUG 74.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Laba shango in coll. of D. dos Santos, Salvador Brasil, 1974. [no roll number to correspond with field notes]. The date on the slide is AUG 74.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Detail of leather applique design on laba shango in coll. of D. dos Santos, Salvador Brasil, 1974. [no roll number to correspond with field notes]. The date on the slide is AUG 74.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Laba shango in coll. of D. dos Santos, Salvador Brasil, 1974, showing beads (red) + leather applique design under flap. [no roll number to correspond with field notes]. The date on the slide is AUG 74.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ekiti- Epa headdress superstructure. R. de la Barde Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ekiti- Epa headdress. R. de la Barde Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ekiti- Epa headdress. R. de la Barde Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ekiti- Epa headdress. R. de la Barde Coll.? [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Epa -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ogo Elegba. R. de la Burde Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Elegba -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba. Dance hook for Eshe Elegba. R. de la Burde Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Elegba -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, dance hook (ogo Elegba) De la Burde Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Esu -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ogo Elegba. R. de la Burde Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Esu -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Esu/ Elegba sculpture Esubiyi workshop, Abeokuta. R. de la Burde Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Esu -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Esu wrist sculpture, wood, leather, cowries. Coll. of D. dos Santos. Salvador, Brazil. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is AUG 74.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Esu -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Esu wrist sculpture, wood, leather, cowries. Note 'triangle' and '> > >' on rectangular base. Coll. of D. dos Santos. Salvador, Brazil. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is AUG 74.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Esu -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
R. de la Burde Coll. Allegedly Coll. at Ado-Awaiye 1917, but in Nigerian Museum photo archive in 1960's. Esubiyi workshop, Abeokuta. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.
Local Numbers

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Elegba -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JAN 74.

Local Numbers

-4a

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Ifa tappers (iroke Ifa) R. de la Burde Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
agere Ifa, R. de la Burde Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
agere Ifa, R. de la Burde Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Yoruba, Ekin Ifa. Ivory sculptures used in Ifa + relating to ori. De la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

De la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Yoruba- beaded bag (back) 35 X 31, Osogbo, 19th c. University Museum, Phila. George Rodrigues, dealer. [no field notes to correspond to numbers].

Local Numbers

74.22.1

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Yoruba, house of the head. Ile ori. Instituto Afro-Orientais. U of Bahia. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is AUG 74.

Local Numbers

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, housepost (detail) Akure (Ekiti). R. de la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
De la Burde
I 2 YRB 74
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, houseposts, Akure (Ekiti). R. de la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
De la Burde
I 2 YRB 74
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Nigeria, ljebu-Yoruba stool. R. de la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 74
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Nigeria, Ijebu-Yoruba ritual stool. R. de la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ekiti(?)- warrior's stool. R. de la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

de la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Owo- ramshead. R. de la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

de la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Owo- ancestral ramshead. R. de la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
  de la Burde
  I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Owo- Osanmasinmi- ancestor shrine. R. de la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
  de la Burde
  I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Owo- Osanmasinmi- ancestor shrine. R. de la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
  de la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Yoruba, Owo- Osanmasinmi- ancestor shrine. R. de la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
de la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Yoruba, Owo- Osanmasinmi- ancestor shrine. R. de la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
de la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Yoruba, Owo- Osanmasinmi- ancestor shrine. R. de la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.
Local Numbers
de la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Owo- Osanmasinmi- ancestor shrine. R. de la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
de la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Owo- Osanmasinmi- ancestral ramshead. R. de la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
de la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- northern twin memorial figure. R. de la Burde Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
    de la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- twin memorial figure. R. de la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
    De la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
          ibeji -- Photographs
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- twin memorial figures. R. de la Burde Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
    de la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
          ibeji -- Photographs
Place:    Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- twin memorial figures. R. de la Burde Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
de la Burde
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- twin memorial figures. R. de la Burde Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
de la Burde
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twin memorial figures. R. de la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
de la Burde
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twin memorial figures. R. de la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
de la Burde

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twin memorial figures. R. de la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
de la Burde

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twin memorial figure in cowrie gown. R. de la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

de la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twin memorial figures. R. de la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

de la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twin memorial figure. R. de la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

de la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twin memorial figure. R. de la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
    de la Burde
I 0 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twin memorial figures. R. de la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
    de la Burde
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- Ibadan staff finial. R. de la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
    de la Burde
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Abeokuta shrine sculpture. R. de la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

de la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ekiti- Kolanut bowl. R. de la Burde Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

de la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Abeokuta- shrine sculpture. R. de la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.
Local Numbers

de la Burde

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba beaded sheath for Orisa Oko staff. Burde [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ogboni or Ogun sword. R. de la Burde [no field notes to correspond with numbers]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.
Local Numbers

74.9.

I 2 YRB 74

Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
            Works of art in situ
Place:     Africa
            Nigeria
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba Ogun staff. R. de la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

DE LA BURDE

I 2 YRB 74

Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
            Works of art in situ
Place:     Africa
            Nigeria
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba Ogun staff. R. de la Burde Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers

DE LA BURDE

I 2 YRB 74

Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
            Works of art in situ
Place:     Africa
            Nigeria
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Edan Osugbo, R. de la Burde Coll [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Edan Osugbo, R. de la Burde Coll [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Edan Osugbo, R. de la Burde Coll [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[index card notes do not correspond to these numbers]. The date on the slide is APR 74.

Local Numbers
63-51
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no roll number to correspond to field notes, c/b 116]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 74

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 74

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 74

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 74

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09052: Masquerades, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 74

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ekine/Agbo headdress, Okooro type. R. de la Burde Coll [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB 74

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs  
         Works of art in situ
Place:   Africa  
          Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu- Ekine society mask. R. de la Burde Coll [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB 74

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs  
         Works of art in situ
Place:   Africa  
          Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu, Agbo/Ekine society. R. de la Burde Coll [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB 74

Topic:   Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
         Art in situ -- Photographs  
         Works of art in situ
Place:   Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu, Agbo/Ekine cult headdress. R. de la Burde Coll [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 74.

Local Numbers
15
I 2 YRB 74

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00521: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.65
I 2 YRB HJD 74
EEPA 1992-028-00521

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00522: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
30.66
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-00522

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01499: [Shrine items for Osoosi, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01499

Topic: Photographs
Religious articles
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01627: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-01627

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01628: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-01628

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01629: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-01629

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01779: [Epa headdress, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-01779

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01780: [Epa headdress, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-01780

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01781: [Epa headdress, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
52-4

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-01781

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01782: [Epa headdress, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-01782

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01782: [Epa headdress, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 74
EEPA 1992-028-01782

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01783: [Epa headdress, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-01783

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01784: [Epa headdress, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-01784

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01785: [Epa headdress, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-01785

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01786: [Epa headdress, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-01786

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02160: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
-4

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-02160

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02161: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
-4a

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-02161

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02176: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
57-8
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-02176

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02177: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   57-8

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-02177

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02178: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   57-8

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-02178

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02183: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-49
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-02183

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02184: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
63-50
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-02184

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02186: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
57-7

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-02186

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02188: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
57-7

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-02188

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02189: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
57-7
EEPA 1992-028-02189

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02196: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
-20

EEPA 1992-028-02196

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02197: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
-20

EEPA 1992-028-02197

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02205: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-31
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-02205

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02206: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-31
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-02206

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02207: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1974
EEPA 1992-028-02207

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02326: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1974

EEPA 1992-028-02326

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02329: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.89.8-9

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02329

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05771: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
de la Burde

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-05771

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05772: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    de la Burde

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-05772

 Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
 Place: Africa
        Nigeria
 Genre/Form: Color slides
 Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06641: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    74.34.

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-06641

 Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
 Place: Africa
        Nigeria
 Genre/Form: Color slides
 Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06678: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    74.12
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-06678

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06686: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
74.14

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-06686

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06699: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
74.20

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-06699

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08139: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08139

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08284: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08284

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08285: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
EEPA 1992-028-08285

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08286: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE

EEPA 1992-028-08286

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08287: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE

EEPA 1992-028-08287

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08288: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HJD 74
EEPA 1992-028-08288

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08303: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HJD 74
EEPA 1992-028-08303

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08304: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08304

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
WORKS OF ART IN SITU

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08305: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08305

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
WORKS OF ART IN SITU

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08306: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08306

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
WORKS OF ART IN SITU

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08307: Works of art in situ, 1974  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
DE LA BURDE  
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08307  
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08308: Works of art in situ, 1974  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
DE LA BURDE  
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08308  
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08309: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08309

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08310: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08310

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08311: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08311

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08312: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
        DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08312

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08313: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
        DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08313

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08314: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08314

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08315: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08315

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08320: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08320

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08321: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08321

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08339: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08339

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08340: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08340

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08341: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08341

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08342: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08342

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08346: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08346

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08347: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08347
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08349: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08349

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08351: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08351

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08360: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08360
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08363: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08363
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08364: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HMD 74
EEPA 1992-028-08364

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08423: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08423

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08740: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

9-26

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-08740

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08742: Works of art in situ, 1974  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-08742  
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Egúngún (Cult)  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08759: Works of art in situ, 1974  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-08759  
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09044: Works of art in situ, 1974  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
100-6  
I 2 YRB HMD 74  
EEPA 1992-028-09044
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09045: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
100-6

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-09045

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09726: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE

I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-09726

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10121: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-10121

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10301: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-10301

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10302: Works of art in situ, 1974
EEPA 1992-028-10302

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10303: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-10303

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10305: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-30
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-10305

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs  
        Egúngún (Cult)  
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa  
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10307: Works of art in situ, 1974  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-28

I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-10307

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs  
        Egúngún (Cult)  
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa  
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10308: Works of art in situ, 1974  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-29

I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-10308

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs  
        Egúngún (Cult)  
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10311: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9-27
I 2 YRB HMD 74

EEPA 1992-028-10311

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10319: Works of art in situ, 1974
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
DE LA BURDE
I 2 YRB HJD 74

EEPA 1992-028-10319

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1975
Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba staff—probably ose Sango. Otta Awori style. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba staff—probably ose Sango. (see hairstyle and compare to Iya Shango, Ilaro) [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ketu(?) - ibeji Drewal Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Topic: Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iyanla, Ososomu, Ibaiyun, Ohori. [No number on slide]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Iyanla, Ososomu, Ibaiyun, Ohori. [no number on slide]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Iyanla, Ososomu, Ibaiyun, Ohori, Yoruba. [no number on slide]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Iyanla and Gelede, Ososomu, Ibaiyun, Ohori. [no number on slide]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iyanla mask, Dahomey. [numbers 30.75 do not correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 75.

Local Numbers
30.75
I 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iyanla mask-Ketu area? Yeye=mother. [no numbers on slide]. The date on the slide is SEP 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede masks, Ohumbe, Ohori. [no numbers corresponding to notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Akpasa Gelede, Ohumbe, Ohori. [no roll citation included in number]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
75.34
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Akpasa (Gelede), Igbeme Orile, carved at Ohumbe, Ohori, Yoruba. [no roll citation in number]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Awori, Otta style by Lamyan, used in Ilaro. Mistake found in superstructure. [unknown which field notes numbers correspond to].
Local Numbers
Roll 75.41

I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba Gelede mask, Agosasa. Martens Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
Martens Coll

I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba Gelede mask, Agosasa. Martens Collection. [no numbers that correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
Martens Coll

I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA 1992-028-01566: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Sango possessed, Ago Saga Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
   G 2 YRB 75

   Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

   Place:  Africa
          Nigeria

   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01567: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Sango dancing, Ago Saga Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
   G 2 YRB 75

   Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

   Place:  Africa
          Nigeria

   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01568: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Sango dancing, Ago Saga Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
   G 2 YRB 75

   Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

   Place:  Africa
          Nigeria

   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01569: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Sango dancing, Egungun ceremony, Ago Saga Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01570: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Sango dancing, Ago Saga Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01571: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Sango dancing, Ago Saga Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Sango dancing with Sango regalia, Ago Saga Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01573: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Sango dancing with ose at Egungun ceremony, Ago Saga Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01574: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Sango dancing with Sango regalia, Ago Saga Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01575: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Sango dancing, Ago Saga Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01576: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Sango dancing, Ago Saga Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01577: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Bata drum ensemble, Ago Saga Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01578: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
Undetermined.
Iya Sango dancing with ose, Ago Saga Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01579: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975

Undetermined.
Iya Sango dancing with Sango regalia, Ago Saga Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01580: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975

Undetermined.
Iya Sango dancing, Ago Saga Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01582: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Sango manipulates capein dance, Ago Saga Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
   G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01583: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijika, Sango devotee detail, Ohumbe, Ohori. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
   G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01584: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijika, Sango devotee Ikotun at, Ohumbe, Ohori. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
   G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01585: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
Undetermined.

Ijika, Sango devotees dancing from Ikorotun, Ohumbe, Ohori. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers

G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijika, Sango devotees dancing from Ikotun, Ohumbe, Ohori. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
   G 2 YRB 75

   Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

   Place: Africa
   Nigeria

   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01589: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijika, Sango devotees dancing from Ikotun, Ohumbe, Ohori. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
   G 2 YRB 75

   Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

   Place: Africa
   Nigeria

   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01590: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijika, Sango devotees dancing from Ikotun, Ohumbe, Ohori. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
   G 2 YRB 75

   Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

   Place: Africa
   Nigeria

   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01597: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Sango, Ibaiyun, Ohori, 1975. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers

G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Shango by Isaac Akpeta, Oja Odan. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers

I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Shango allegedly by Isaac Akpetu, Oja Odan. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers

I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Sango, Ibaiyun, Ohori. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Bayanni shrine Oshogbo Museum. [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Bayanni shrine Oshogbo Museum. [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
22
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01914: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Elegba dance, Ijanna. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01915: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Elegba dances, Ijanna. Egbado [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01916: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Elegba dances, Ijanna. Egbado [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA 1992-028-01917: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Elegba dances, Ijanna. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01918: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Elegba dances, Ijanna. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01919: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Elegba priest, Ibaiyun, Ohori. (see 75.47 for documentation) Elegba priest dancing with ogo elegba. [notes from black and white roll, Book 1975.2 p90]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
See 75.47

G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA 1992-028-01920: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Elegba priest with ogo, Ibaiyun, Ohori. (see 75.47 B+W roll for documentation)
Babalawo and opon Ifa, irofa with crocodile (oni) head on handle. [notes from black and white slides, see Book 1975.2 p90]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
See 75.47

G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01921: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Ogo Elegba, Ibaiyun, Ohori. (see 75.47 B+W roll for documentation)
Babalawo and opon Ifa, irofa with crocodile (oni) head on handle. [notes from black and white slides, see Book 1975.2 p90]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
See 75.47

G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01922: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Elegba priest dancing, Ibaiyun, Ohori. (see 75.47 B+W roll for documentation)
Babalawo and opon Ifa, irofa with crocodile (oni) head on handle. [notes from black and white slides, see Book 1975.2 p90]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
See 75.47

G 2 YRB 75
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01923: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Elegba priest dancing, Ibaiyun, Ohori. (see 75.47 B+W roll for documentation)
Oga Ogun and shrine, Oga plus supporters [notes from black and white slides, Book 1975.2 p90]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
See 75.47

G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01924: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Elegba priest dancing with ogo, Ibaiyun, Ohori. (see 75.47 B+W roll for documentation) Oga Ogun and shrine, Oga plus supporters [notes from black and white slides, Book 1975.2 p90]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
See 75.47

G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- opon Ifa. Drewal Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.
Local Numbers

I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- opon Ifa. Drewal Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers

15

I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Babalawo Ogundipe, Orita, Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers

A 2 YRB 75

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Babalawo Ogundipe, Orita, Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
   A 2 YRB 75

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
       ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ibo shrine. University of Ife Museum. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 75.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ibo shrine. Oshogbo Museum. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ori shrine, ibori Yoruba. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 75.

Local Numbers

I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ori shrine, ibori Yoruba. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 75.

Local Numbers

I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Puppet used by Osanyin priest. oshogbo Museum [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers

23
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Carved door at Afin, Gbogan. done 1942. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Detail of carved afin door at, Gbongan. done 1942. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Carved door of afin at, Gbongan, town near Ife. done 1942. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-04769: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Olorisa Are, Orita, Ilaro. (priestess of Are in front of her house and shrine) [no numbers to correspond to fields notes. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
   G 2 YRB 75

   Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
   Place: Africa
          Nigeria
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-04770: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Orita, Ilaro- Egbado area. Priestess of the deity Are. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   G 2 YRB 75

   Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
   Place: Africa
          Nigeria
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egbado-Itolu- twin memorial figures. [see book 75.2, p.99, B/W roll 32.12-22 for data] [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   75.31.34-36

I 2 YRB 75

   Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
          ibeji -- Photographs
   Place: Africa
          Nigeria
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Odua shrine, Itolu. [no numbers to match to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB 75

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Odua ceremony, Itolu. [no numbers to match to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB 75

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Odua ceremony, Itolu. [no numbers to match to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB 75

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-05288: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Odua ceremony, Itolu. [no numbers to match to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Odua ceremony, Itolu. [no numbers to match to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-05290: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Odua ceremony dances, Itolu. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-05292: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Bottle containing beads of orisa and gin, Iluata Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond with field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-05293: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Bottle containing beads of orisa and gin, Iluata Qt., Ilaro. [no numbers to correspond with field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Asogun of Ogun, Ibaiyun, Ohor. [no numbers corresponding to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
A 2 YRB 75

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Asogun of Ogun, Ibaiyun, Ohori. [no numbers corresponding to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
A 2 YRB 75

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Women’s woven cloth in Owo. [no numbers to correspond with field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Women’s weave at Owo. [no numbers to correspond with field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Special ritual cloth of Chief Elerwe, Owo. [no numbers to correspond with field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Very ancient ritual garment used by Elerwe's family, Owo. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Funeral Monument, Ibaiyun, Ohori Yoruba. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Funeral Monument, detail, Ibaiyun, Ohori Yoruba. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Soldier carved by mama of Ikpele about 7 miles from Owo, c. 1956. (he carves ako figures). [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Crown in silver, Yoruba, Oshogbo Museum. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Beaded crown with veil made at Ile-Ife, 1955. Owned by Olota of Ota, Awori, Yoruba. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ade, beaded crown of Olotta of Otta. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ade, beaded crown of Olotta of Otta. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Beaded crown of Olotta of Otta. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Beaded crown with veil made at Ijebu Ode in 1948. Real white chicken feather attached to beaded bird during annual ceremony for crown done by Aboade (woman). [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-08123: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ogboni dances, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
75.27.

G 2 YRB 75

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ologboni, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
75.21.

A 2 YRB 75

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Alabala Egungun, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Alabala Egungun, Ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Alabala Egungun, Ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Alabala Egungun, Ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
    E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Alabala Egungun, Ijado, Egbado area [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
    75. 7

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
2 Alabala at Egungun display, Agosaga Q., Ilaro [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
    E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Alabala Egungun, Ijado [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngün (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egungun at Ilaro [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngün (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Alabala Egungun, Ijado [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngün (Cult)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Alabala Egungun, Ilaro [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Alabala Egungun, Ijado [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egungun at Ilaro, alabala type. Yoruba, Egbado area [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
75. 23
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Small Egungun, Ilaro [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Alabala Egungun, Ijado [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egun Alabala changing cloth, Agosaga, Ilaro [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.
Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egungun- Alabala and Elegba, Ilaro [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egun Elegba at Ilaro [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egun Elegba at Ilaro [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.
Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egun Elere (Elegba) at Ilaro [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egun Elere, Ilaro [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egun Elegba, Ilaro [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.
Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egungun dancing, Elegba, Ilaro [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egungun Elegba dancing, Ilaro [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egun Elegba dancing Ilaro [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.
Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

-------, insect that collects and carries twigs about it. Idan egungun Agosaga q, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Idan leopard clad in velvet and a carved headdress painted silver. Yoruba, Ilaro, 1975. [Field notes]: “Tiger” Egungun idan Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
"Tiger" Egungun, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idan (snake) w/Bata drummer, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Onidan and snake Egungun, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 0 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Tortoise idan Egungun, Agosaga, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
   E 2 YRB 75

Topic:   Egúngün (Cult)
   Masked dance -- Photographs
   Masquerades

Place:   Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
eju- fish idan Egungun, Agosaga, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
   E 2 YRB 75

Topic:   Egúngün (Cult)
   Masked dance -- Photographs
   Masquerades

Place:   Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
"Olojukujuru" owner of big pop eyes, Idan, Egungun, Ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
   E 2 YRB 75

Topic:   Egúngün (Cult)
   Masked dance -- Photographs
   Masquerades

Place:   Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
"Olojukujuru" owner of big pop eyes, Idan, Egungun, Ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Pop Eyes dances. Egbado, village of Ijado, November 9, 1975. [Field notes]: "Olojukujuru" owner of big pop eyes, Idan, Egungun, Ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
"Olojukujuru" owner of big pop eyes, Idan, Egungun, Ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idan Idahomi, Dahomean warrior, with enormous blue boils, gash on his forehead, and pipe in his mouth. Yoruba, Ilaro, 1975. [Field notes]: Idahomi idan of Egungun society, Agosaga Q., Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
"Idahomey" (idan) Egungun, Agosaga Q., Ilaro (senior soc) [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Okonko,Idan, Egungun, Ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Okonko=Dahomean warrior, Idan, Egungun, Ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Okonko=Dahomean warrior, Idan, Egungun, Ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Elemun, Idan, Agosaga, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahomey, Idan, Egungun, ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes].
The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
(Idan) Gambari Egungun, ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes].
The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idahomey, Idan, Egungun, ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes].
The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E2 YRB 75
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
"Elemu" Egungun (Idan) Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.
Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
"Elemu" Egungun (Idan) Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.
Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

EEPA 1992-028-08929: Masquerades, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
"Elemu" Egungun (Idan) Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.
Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
"Elemu" Egungun (Idan) Profile mask, Ilaro. Otta style [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
"Elemu" Egungun dancing Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Elemu idan Egun, Agosaga, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
"Asewo" Egungun, Idan, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
"Asewo" Egungun, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Idan, pregnant woman, Egungun, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iyawo, Egungun, Ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iyawo, Egungun, Ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iyawo, Egungun, Ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iyawo, Egungun, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iyawo, Egungun, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iyawo Egungun Agosaga, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iyawo Egungun Agosaga, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Oko iyawo, Egungun, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Oko iyawo, Egungun, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
    Masked dance -- Photographs
    Masquerades

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egungun, Ilaro, Eleyinle [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
   E 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Oko Iyawo, Egungun, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
   E 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Oko Iyawo, Egungun, Ilaro. Fig. 16 [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
   E 2 YRB 75
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Oko iyawo, Egungun, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Oko iyawo, Egungun, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
"Elegba" (idan) Egungun, Ago Saga Q., Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Elegba Egungun (Idan) carrying ogo, Ago Saga Q., Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egun elegba at Egungun display, Ago Saga Q., Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egunung at Ilaro, Egbado area, dancing mat derived from Agemo and alabala [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
75 .29
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Aroni- bush spirit idan Egungun, Agosaga, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Aroni- bush spirit idan Egungun, Agosaga, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Aroni- bush spirit idan Egungun, Agosaga, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.
Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
idan aroni=bush spirit, Egungun, Agosaga Q., Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Oku Egungun=death, (Idan), Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Onidan Egungun, Ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.
Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Onidan greeting elders and drummers before display, Agosaga Q., Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Onidan Egungun, Ilaro (Senior Soc.) Agosaga Quarter, Egbado area [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
75.18
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
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1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Senior society onidan Egungun Soc, Agosaga Q, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Onidan's whirling dance and high-stepping parade. Yoruba, Ilaro, 1975. [African Arts, vol. XI, no. 3, p.30, fig. 3] [Field notes]: Onidan of senior society Egungun dancing, Agosaga Q, Ilaro. Yoruba, Egbado area [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
75. .21

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Onidan Egungun dancing, Ago Saga Q, Ilaro (Senior Soc) [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Onidan Egungun dancing, Ago Saga Q, Ilaro. (Senior Soc) [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Onidan's whirling dance and high-stepping parade. Yoruba, Ilaro, 1975. [African Arts, vol. XI, no. 3, p. 30, fig. 4] [Field notes]: Onidan Egungun dancing, Agosaga Q, Ilaro. (Senior Soc) [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Onidan of senior soc. Egungun, Ago Saga Q, Ilaro. Yoruba, Egbado area [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
75. .28
E 2 YRB 75
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-10023: Masquerades, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Onidan Egungun dancing, Ago Saga Q, Ilaro. (Senior Soc) [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Onidan Egungun Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egungun- onidan, Alabala at Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.
Omo Onidan, Egungun, Ijado [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers  
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.
Egun Onidan (Alapini's) Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers  
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.
Egungun dancing, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers  
E 2 YRB 75
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egungun Obadimeji for bale of Gbogan carved c. 1935 by Aribikona [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egungun from Oshin division. Oshogbo Museum [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 75

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egungun near Akure, wooden headdress called (L-R) Amorro, Urede, and Ofere (Egun Eru Owa) [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 75.
Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-10224: Masquerades, 1975
1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
Egungun near Akure, wooden headdresses called (L-R) Urede, and Ofere (Egun Eru Owa) [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
Beaded headdress used by Agbegijo dancers in Ikirun to depict bride. Oshogbo Museum [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 75.

Local Numbers

I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egun called Amorro in village near Akure. Part of Egun Eru Owa [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is SEP 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egun Elegba, Ibaiyun Ohori [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Elegba -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egungun, Ibaiyun, Ohori [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ari owo se oju (one w/money to make face cloth) Egungun, Ibaiyun, Ohori [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Akesan, Egungun, Ibaiyun, Ohori [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iyalu Bata, Ilaro [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers

I 2 YRB 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-10236: Masquerades, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Arikutaku (when seeing death come-stay) Egungun, Ibaiyun [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 75.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 75

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00014: [Great Mother mask with prominent tuft], Ohori area, town of Ibaiyun, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "Held by female and male cult leaders, a Great Mother mask displays a prominent tuft (osu) as a symbol of medicines and spiritual powers. Ibaiyun, 1975."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00014

Bibliography

Bibliography
For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00015: [Great Mother mask with prominent tuft], Ohori area, town of Ibaiyun, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00015

Topic: Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00016: [Great Mother mask with prominent tuft], Ohori area, town of Ibaiyun, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00016

Topic: Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00017: [Gelede headdresses and Great Mother mask with prominent tuft], Ohori area, town of Ibaiyun, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00017

Topic: Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00042: [Four Gelede masks on display], Ohori area, town of Ohumbe, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00042

Topic: Animals in art
Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00043: [Oro Efe headdress depicting snakes with birds in their mouths and airplane on top], Ohori area, town of Ohumbe, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Publication title reads, "Strands of beads and coins veil the face, snakes hold birds, and a four-engine airplane flies overhead in this Oro efe headdress. Obele, 1975."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00043

Bibliography

Bibliography
For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?profile=all&source=~!sirilibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Animals in art -- Snakes
Beadwork
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00044: [Oro Efe headdress with bladelike ears], Ohori area, town of Ohumbe, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Publication title reads, "An Oro Efe headdress with bladelike ears, beard, and pipe also displays a crescent moon and two airplanes at the side. Igberme-Ile, 1975."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00044

Bibliography

Bibliography
For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00216: [Gelede mask in museum], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-00216

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01566: [Iya Sango, Sango priest in full regalia, Ilaro], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01566

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01567: [Iya Sango, Sango priest in full regalia, Ilaro], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01567

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01568: [Iya Sango, Sango priest in full regalia, Ilaro], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01568

Topic:  Photographs
        Priests
        Religious articles
        Rites and ceremonies

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01569: [Iya Sango, Sango priest in full regalia, Ilaro], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01569

Topic:  Photographs
        Priests
        Religious articles
        Rites and ceremonies

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01570: [Iya Sango, Sango priest in full regalia, Ilaro], 1975
EEPA 1992-028-01570

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Regalia
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01571: [Iya Sango, Sango priest in full regalia, Ilaro], 1975

EEPA 1992-028-01571

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Regalia
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01572: [Iya Sango, Sango priest in full regalia, Ilaro], 1975

EEPA 1992-028-01572

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Regalia
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
Topic: Photographs  
Priests  
Regalia  
Religious articles  
Rites and ceremonies  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D01573: [Iya Sango, Sango priest in full regalia, Ilaro], 1975  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
G 2 YRB HJD 75  

EEPA 1992-028-01573  

Topic: Photographs  
Priests  
Regalia  
Religious articles  
Rites and ceremonies  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D01574: [Iya Sango, Sango priest in full regalia, Ilaro], 1975  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
G 2 YRB HJD 75  

EEPA 1992-028-01574  

Topic: Photographs  
Priests  
Regalia  
Religious articles  
Rites and ceremonies  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01575: [Iya Sango, Sango priest in full regalia, Ilaro], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01575

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Regalia
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01576: [Iya Sango, Sango priest in full regalia, Ilaro], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01576

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Regalia
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01577: [Bata drummers, Ilaro], 1975
EEPA 1992-028-01577

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA D01578: [Iya Sango, Sango priest in full regalia, Ilaro], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01578

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA D01579: [Iya Sango, Sango priest in full regalia, Ilaro], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01579

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01580: [Iya Sango, Sango priest in full regalia, Ilaro], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01580

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Regalia
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01581: [Iya Sango, Sango priest in full regalia, Ilaro], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01581

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Regalia
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01582: [Iya Sango, Sango priest in full regalia, Ilaro], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01582

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Regalia
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01583: [Elegun of Sango, possession dance, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01583

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01584: [Elegun of Sango, possession dance, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01584
Topic: Photographs  
Priests  
Religious articles  
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01585: [Elegun of Sango, possession dance, Ohori], 1975  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01585

Topic: Photographs  
Priests  
Religious articles  
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01586: [Elegun of Sango, possession dance, Ohori], 1975  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01586

Topic: Photographs  
Priests  
Religious articles  
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01587: [Elegun of Sango, possession dance, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01587

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01588: [Elegun of Sango, possession dance, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01588

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01589: [Elegun of Sango, possession dance, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01589
Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01590: [Elegun of Sango, possession dance, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01590

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01591: [Elegun of Sango, possession dance, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01591

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01592: [Sango possession priestess dancing with her Dose], Ohori area, town of Ohumbe, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA A1992-028-01592

Title source: Archives staff.

Citation source: Professor Henry John Drewal.

Exhibitions Note


Contextual image displayed in the African gallery at The Newark Museum in Newark, NJ.

Bibliography

Topic: Orisha religion
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01596: [Sango priest holding ose Sango, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01596

Topic: Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01597: [Sango priest holding ose Sango, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01597

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Religious articles
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01621: [Bata drummers, Ilaro], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01621

Topic: Drummers (Musicians)
Photograph

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01622: [Odo Sango, Sango shrine, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01622

Topic: Priests
Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01623: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, museum], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11-20

I 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01623

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01624: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, museum], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11-19

I 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01624

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01625: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, museum], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01625

Topic: Sacred objects
   Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01696: [Sango priest, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01696

Topic: Priests
   Religious articles
   Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01915: [Devotee performing Esu dance, Egbado], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01915

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01916: [Devotee performing Esu dance, Egbado], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01916

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01917: [Devotee performing Esu dance, Egbado], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01917

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01918: [Devotee performing Esu dance, Egbado], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01918

Topic:
Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01919: [Esu priest, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01919

Topic:
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01920: [Esu priest, Ohori], 1975
EEPA 1992-028-01920

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01921: [Esu priest, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.47

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01921

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01922: [Esu priest, Ohori], 1975
EEPA 1992-028-01922

Topic: Photographs
       Priests
       Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01923: [Esu priest dancing, Ohori], 1975

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

75.47

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01923

Topic: Photographs
       Priests
       Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01924: [Esu priest dancing, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.47
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01924

Topic: Photographs
      Priests
      Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01925: [Portrait of Esu priest with Ogo Esu, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB MTD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01925

Topic: Photographs
      Portraits
      Priests

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01926: [Esu priest in possession, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB MTD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01926

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01927: [Esu priest in possession, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB MTD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01927

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01929: [Esu priest with Ogo Esu, Ohori], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.?
G 2 YRB MTD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01929

Topic: Photographs
Portraits
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01931: [Esu shrine], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB MTD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01931

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01932: [Esu shrine], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB MTD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01932

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01933: [Esu shrine], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
59.3
G 2 YRB MTD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01933

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01934: [Esu shrine], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
60.7
G 2 YRB MTD 75

EEPA 1992-028-01934

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02290: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-02290

Topic: Divination
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02291: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-02291
Topic: Divination
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02292: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-02292

Topic: Divination
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04113: Vernacular architecture, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
T 2 YRB HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-04113

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04114: Vernacular architecture, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
T 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04114

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04117: Vernacular architecture, 1975

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
T 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04117

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04118: Vernacular architecture, 1975

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
T 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04118

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04119: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
A 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04119

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04120: Vernacular architecture, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
T 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04120

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04121: Vernacular architecture, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
T 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04121

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04122: Vernacular architecture, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
T 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04122

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04123: Vernacular architecture, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
T 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04123

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04124: Vernacular architecture, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
T 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04124

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04377: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04377

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04756: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.37.1
G 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04756

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04757: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    75.37.2

G 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04757

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04758: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    75.37.3

G 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04758

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04759: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.37.4
G 2 YRB HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-04759

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04760: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.37.5
G 2 YRB HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-04760

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04761: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.37.6

G 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04761

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04762: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.37.7

G 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04762

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04763: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.37.8
G 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04763

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04764: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.37.9

G 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04764

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04765: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.37.10

G 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04765

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04766: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.37.11
G 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04766

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04767: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.37.12
G 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04767

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04768: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.37.13

G 2 YRB MTD 75
EEPA 1992-028-04768

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04837: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.31.34

I 2 YRB HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-04837

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
        ibeji -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04838: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.31.35
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04838

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04839: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.31.36

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-04839

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05282: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
A 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05282

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05283: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.37.29
I2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05283

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05284: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.37.30
I2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05284

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05291: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
      G 2 YRB MTD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05291

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05827: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
       EEPA 1992-028-05827

Topic: Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05926: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
       75.30.1

A 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05926

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05927: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.2
A 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05927

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05928: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.3
A 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05928

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05929: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.4

G 2 YRB HJD 75
EEPA 1992-028-05929

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05930: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.5

G 2 YRB HJD 75
EEPA 1992-028-05930

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05931: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.6

G 2 YRB HJD 75
EEPA 1992-028-05931
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05932: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.7
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05932

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05933: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.8
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05933

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05934: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.9

G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05934

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05935: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.10

G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05935

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05936: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.11

G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05936
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05937: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    75.30.13

G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05937

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05938: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    75.30.14

G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05938

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05939: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.15

G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05939

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05940: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.16

G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05940

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05941: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.17

G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05941
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05942: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.18
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05942

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05943: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.19
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05943

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05944: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.20

G 2 YRB HJD 75
EEPA 1992-028-05944

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05945: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.21

G 2 YRB HJD 75
EEPA 1992-028-05945

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05946: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.22

G 2 YRB HJD 75
EEPA 1992-028-05946
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05947: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.23
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05947

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05948: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.24
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05948

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05949: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.25

G 2 YRB HJD 75
EEPA 1992-028-05949

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05950: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.26

G 2 YRB HJD 75
EEPA 1992-028-05950

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05951: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.27

G 2 YRB HJD 75
EEPA 1992-028-05951
EEPA D05952: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.28
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05952

EEPA D05953: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.29
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05953

EEPA D05954: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.30

G 2 YRB HJD 75
EEPA 1992-028-05954

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05955: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.31

G 2 YRB HJD 75
EEPA 1992-028-05955

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05956: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.32

G 2 YRB HJD 75
EEPA 1992-028-05956
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05957: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.33
G 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05957

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05958: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.30.34
I 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05958

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06287: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
A 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06287

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06288: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
A 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06288

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06294: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
A 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06294

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06295: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
A 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06295

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06310: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.13
A 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06310

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06311: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.14
A 2 YRB HJD 75
EEPA 1992-028-06311

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06312: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.11
A 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06312

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06313: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.12
A 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06313

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06314: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.20

I 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06314

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06368: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06368

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06529: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.31.2

I 0 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06529

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06530: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.31.4
I 0 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06530

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06531: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.31.3
I 0 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06531

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06532: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.31.6

EEPA 1992-028-06532

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06533: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.31.1

EEPA 1992-028-06533

EEPA D06534: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.31.5

EEPA 1992-028-06534
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06564: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.19.

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06564

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06565: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.20.

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06565

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D06566: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.6
1 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06566

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06582: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.9
1 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06582

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06583: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.5

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06583

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06584: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.1

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06584

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06585: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.3
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06585

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06586: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.2

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06586

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06588: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.4

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06588

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06593: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.10
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06593

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06594: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.7
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06594

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06595: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.8

EEPA 1992-028-06595

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06598: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.31.19

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06598

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06599: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.31.18
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06599

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06600: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.31.17

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06600

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06606: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.33

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06606

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06610: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.31
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06610

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06614: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.34
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06614

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06615: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.27
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06615

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06616: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.25
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06616

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06618: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.29
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06618

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06619: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.30

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06619

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06620: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.32

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06620

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06622: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.28
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06622

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06623: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.42.26
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06623

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06698: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.31.10

I 2 YRB HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-06698

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08124: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.28.

G 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-08124

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08127: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.22.

G 2 YRB HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-08127

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08132: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.26.

G 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-08132

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08133: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.25.

G 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-08133

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08134: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.24.
G 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-08134

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08135: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.23.
G 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-08135

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08136: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.12.

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-08136

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08137: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.13.

G 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-08137

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08297: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.28.35

I 2 YRB HJD 75
EEPA 1992-028-08297

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08417: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.27.

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-08417

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08418: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.5.

I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-08418

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08422: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08422

Topic: Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08433: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.34.
A 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-08433

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08434: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.35.
A 2 YRB HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-08434

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08440: [Egúngún masks known as Alabala], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08440

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08441: [Young Egúngún maskers dance before a bata drummer], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08441

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08442: [Young Egúngún maskers known as Alabala], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08442

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08443: [Group of Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08443

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08444

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Masquerades
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08446: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08446

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Masquerades
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08447: [Egúngún masker of the Alabala type manipulating his costume], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08447
EEPA D08449: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08449

EEPA D08450: [Egúngún masker of the Alabala type manipulating his costume], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08450
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08451: [Egúngún masker of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08451

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08452: [Egúngún masker of the Alabala type manipulating his costume], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08452

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08453: [Egúngún masker of the Alabala type manipulating his costume], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08453

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08454: [Egúngún masker of the Alabala type manipulating his costume], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08454

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08457: [Pair of identical Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08457
EEPA D08463: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "2. Two Alabala, one with costume trailing on the ground and the other with cloth gathered around the shoulders. One (right) has a small calabash attached below the face netting to 'protect the voice'."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08463

Bibliography
Drewal, Margaret T. and Drewal, Henry J.. "More Powerful than Each Other: An Egbado Classification of Egungun" (with Margaret Thompson Drewal), African Arts, XI, 3, April, 1978, pp. 28-39, 98-99, Fig. 2.

EEPA D08464: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08464
EEPA D08475: [Egúngún masker of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08475

EEPA D08476: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08476
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08477: [Egúngún masker of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08477

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08478: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08478

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08479: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08479

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08480: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type manipulating his costume], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08480

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08482: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type manipulating their costumes], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08482

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08483: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type manipulating their costumes], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08483

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08484: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type manipulating their costumes], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08484

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08489: [Group of Egúngún maskers of different type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08489

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08490: [Egúngún masker of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08490

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08491: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08491

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
     Egúngún (Cult)
     Masquerades
     Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08492: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type, the Onidan type, and the Egun elegba type, Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08492

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
     Egúngún (Cult)
     Masquerades
     Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08493: [Egúngún masker of the Alabala type dancing before a bata drummer], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08493

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
     Egúngún (Cult)
     Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08494: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type dancing before a bata drummer], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08494

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08654: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08654

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08655: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08655

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D08656: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08656

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D08657: [Egungun masquerader of the Egun Elegba type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.


Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08657

Bibliography
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Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08658: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08658

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08659: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08659

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08660: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08660

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08661: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08661

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08836: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08836

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08838: [Egungún masker of the Idan type depicting a leopard],
Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "14. Idan leopard clad in velvet and a carved headdress painted silver."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08838

Bibliography
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Topic:
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Leopards
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08839: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08839

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08843: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08843

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08846: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08846

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08851: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08851

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08886: [Egúngún masker of the Idan type depicting the Body of Fish (Eja)], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "13. Idan fish with realistically carved fins, tail, and jaws, and silvery woven mat."
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08886

Bibliography
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Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Fishes
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08889: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08889

EEPA D08890: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08890

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08893: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08893

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08894: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08894

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08896: [Egúngún masker of the satirical Idan type known as Idan Idahomi, depicting a Dahomean warrior], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08896

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08897: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08897

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08898: [Egúngún masker depicting an satirical Idan of a foreigner], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "19. A hideous Idan of a foreigner with swollen jaws and pop eyes."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08898
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Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D08899: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08899

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08900: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08900

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08902: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08902

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08903: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08903

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Masquerades
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08906: [Egúngún masker depicting an satirical Idan of an Hausa cattleherder], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "20. A satiric Idan of a Hausa cattleherder known by the derogatory Yoruba term Gambari."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08906
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Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08907: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08907

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08927: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08927

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08928: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08928

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08929: [Ekúngún masker of the Idan type depicting Palmwine Drunkard], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "17. Idan Elemu, the Palmwine Drunkard, lurches toward the crowd, begging for a drink."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08929

Bibliography
Drewal, Margaret T. and Drewal, Henry J.. "More Powerful than Each Other: An Egbado Classification of Egungun" (with Margaret Thompson Drewal), African Arts, XI, 3, April, 1978, pp. 28-39, 98-99, Fig. 17.

Topic: Calabashes
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Ekúngún (Cult)
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08930: [Ekúngún masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08930

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Ekúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08931: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08931

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08932: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08932

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08943: [Egúngún masker depicting an satirical Idan of a prostitute], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "9. Satiric Idan of a prostitute with two fang-like teeth that mar an otherwise aesthetically pleasing face."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08943

Bibliography
Drewal, Margaret T. and Drewal, Henry J.. "More Powerful than Each Other: An Egbado Classification of Egungun" (with Margaret Thompson Drewal), African Arts, XI, 3, April, 1978, pp. 28-39, 98-99, Fig. 9.

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngün (Cult)
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08961: [Egúngún masker, known as Idan Iyawo, performs etiketi dance], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1975

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "18. Idan Iyawo dances etiketi holding the cloth tied around her waist to accentuate the flow of movement."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08961

Bibliography
Drewal, Margaret T. and Drewal, Henry J.. "More Powerful than Each Other: An Egbado Classification of Egungun" (with Margaret Thompson Drewal), African Arts, XI, 3, April, 1978, pp. 28-39, 98-99, Fig. 18.

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngün (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ
EEPA D08967: [Egúngún masker known as Idan Iyawo], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "Front Cover. The idan Iyawo, described by some as representing a bride or wife, who exudes quiet dignity and refinement in her dance and costume. Her body is enveloped in folds of costly fabric, and her elaborate hairstyle is bedecked with silver and gold. Iyawo's facial features are rendered in appliqued red cloth bisected by shiny zippers. Ilaro, Nigeria."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08967

Bibliography

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08988: [Egúngún masker depicting an Idan for the gods which honors Eyinle, a riverain deity], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "15. Idan Eleyinle depicting a worshipper of the riverain deity dances with an Eyinle devotee (left) and an Iyasango."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08988
Bibliography

Drewal, Margaret T. and Drewal, Henry J.. "More Powerful than Each Other: An Egbado Classification of Egungun" (with Margaret Thompson Drewal), African Arts, XI, 3, April, 1978, pp. 28-39, 98-99, Fig. 15.

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Priests
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08996: [Egúngún masker of the Idan Elelegba type depicting a worshipper of Esu/Elegba, divine mediator and messenger of the gods], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "10. Idan Elelegba, portraying a worshipper od Esu/Elegba, carrying Ogo (dance sculpture) and a fan."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08996

Bibliography

Drewal, Margaret T. and Drewal, Henry J.. "More Powerful than Each Other: An Egbado Classification of Egungun" (with Margaret Thompson Drewal), African Arts, XI, 3, April, 1978, pp. 28-39, 98-99, Fig. 10.

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Priests
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09059: [Egúngún masker of the Idan type known as Aroni, a famed forest spirit, escorted by two Alabala Egúngún maskers], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
Publication title reads, "12. Idan of the forest spirit Aroni showing one arm, one leg, large head, and numerous packets of medicine attached to his green costume. He is escorted by Alabala."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09059

Bibliography

Drewal, Margaret T. and Drewal, Henry J., "More Powerful than Each Other: An Egbado Classification of Egungun" (with Margaret Thompson Drewal), African Arts, XI, 3, April, 1978, pp. 28-39, 98-99, Fig. 12.

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09086: Tattoo Scarification (kolo), 1975

Citation source: Professor Henry John Drewal, 1999.
Title source: Professor Henry John Drewal, 1999.

Bibliography


Topic: Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09089: Masquerades, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB MTD 75

EEPA 1992-028-09089

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10014: [Egúngún masker of the Onidan type standing on upturned mortor], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10014

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10015: [Egúngún masker of the Onidan type whirling dance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "3. Onidan's whirling dance and high-stepping parade."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10015
Bibliography

Drewal, Margaret T. and Drewal, Henry J. "More Powerful than Each Other: An Egbado Classification of Egungun" (with Margaret Thompson Drewal), African Arts, XI, 3, April, 1978, pp. 28-39, 98-99, Fig. 3.

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10017: [Egungun masker of the Onidan type whirling dance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75. .23

EEPA 1992-028-10017

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10019: [Egungun masker of the Onidan type whirling dance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75. .25

EEPA 1992-028-10019

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10020: [Egúngún masker of the Onidan type whirling dance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Publication title reads, "3. Onidan's whirling dance and high-stepping parade."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10020

Bibliography
Drewal, Margaret T. and Drewal, Henry J.. "More Powerful than Each Other: An Egbado Classification of Egungun" (with Margaret Thompson Drewal), African Arts, XI, 3, April, 1978, pp. 28-39, 98-99, Fig. 3.

Topic:  
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10021: [Egúngún masker of the Onidan type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75..27
EEPA 1992-028-10021

Topic:  
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10030: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10030

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10605: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10605

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10606: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10606

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10607: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10607

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10608: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10608
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10609: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10609

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10610: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10610

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1976

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Eiteljorg Collection Yoruba style, Nigeria Efe Gelede mask. Wood, pigment, H. 12 in. The date on the slide is APR 76.

Local Numbers
   E72.49

I 2 YRB 76

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba. Egba. Recent oshe shango with heart motif. Baroque & Christian motifs interspersed. Murray documents Patchwork thru Brazilians in Abeokuta. Decorates w/ leaf + flower + patchwork. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUL 76.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB 76

   Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Shango -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00056: [Gelede mask in museum], 1976
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   E72.49

I 2 YRB HJD 76

EEPA 1992-028-00059
Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01828: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1976
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
70.5.1
I 2 YRB HMD 76

EEPA 1992-028-01828

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01829: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1976
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 76

EEPA 1992-028-01829

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba (Nigeria) Gelede mask. Eiteljorg Coll. [unsure what field notes numbers correspond to]. The date on the slide is JUL 77.

Local Numbers
E71.22
I 2 YRB 77

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Catherine C. White Collection - Seattle Art Museum. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.3

E 2 YRB 77

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Efe ceremony showing 1st masquerader and 2nd masquerader Efe [blue book notes p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.4

E 2 YRB 77

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Efe ceremony showing 1st masquerader and 2nd masquerader Efe [blue book notes p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.5

E 2 YRB 77

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Efe ceremony showing 1st masquerader and 2nd masquerader Efe [blue book notes p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.6

E 2 YRB 77

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Efe ceremony showing 1st masquerader and 2nd masquerader Efe [blue book notes p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.7

E 2 YRB 77
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Efe ceremony showing 1st masquerader and 2nd masquerader Efe [blue book notes p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.8

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Efe ceremony showing 1st masquerader and 2nd masquerader Efe [blue book notes p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.9

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Efe ceremony showing 1st masquerader and 2nd masquerader Efe [blue book notes p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.10
E 2 YRB 77

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Efe ceremony showing 1st masquerader and 2nd masquerader Efe [blue book notes p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.11

E 2 YRB 77

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Efe ceremony showing 1st masquerader and 2nd masquerader Efe [blue book notes p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.12

E 2 YRB 77

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Efe ceremony showing 1st masquerader and 2nd masquerader Efe [blue book notes p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.
Local Numbers
77.16.13

E 2 YRB 77

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Efe ceremony showing 1st masquerader and 2nd masquerader Efe [blue book notes p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.14

E 2 YRB 77

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Efe ceremony showing 1st masquerader and 2nd masquerader Efe [blue book notes p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.15

E 2 YRB 77

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Efe ceremony showing 1st masquerader and 2nd masquerader Efe [blue book notes p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.16

E 2 YRB 77

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Efe ceremony showing 1st masquerader and 2nd masquerader Efe [blue book notes p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.17

E 2 YRB 77

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Efe ceremony showing 1st masquerader and 2nd masquerader Efe [blue book notes p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.18

E 2 YRB 77

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede (abogi) from various compounds at Modeolu Qt. Ilaro. Carved in various styles including Ago Saga, Duga (Meko), Ketu, Ohori, Pobe. Very old mask in center of ibeji tray, called "Oluaiye" carved by TAiwo Onipason (perhaps Onipasonobe?) who died c.1920. [blue book p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.19

E 2 YRB 77

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede (abogi) from various compounds at Modeolu Qt. Ilaro. Carved in various styles including Ago Saga, Duga (Meko), Ketu, Ohori, Pobe. Very old mask in center of ibeji tray, called "Oluaiye" carved by TAiwo Onipason (perhaps Onipasonobe?) who died c.1920. [blue book p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.20

E 2 YRB 77

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Egbado area, Ilaro- Gelede masquerader in performance.1977
Egbado area, Ilaro- Gelede masker accomp. by family member carrying bowl
of twin memorial figures. Gelede (abogi) from various compounds at Modeolu Qt. Ilaro. Carved in various styles including Ago Saga, Duga (Meko), Ketu, Ohori, Pobe. Very old mask in center of ibeji tray, called "Oluaiye" carved by TÀiwo Onipason (perhaps Onipasonobe?) who died c.1920. [blue book p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers

77.16.22

EEPA A1992-028-01095

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01096: (No Title Given), 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Egbado area, Ilaro- Gelede masquerader in performance. 1977
Egbado area, Ilaro- Gelede masker accomp. by family member carrying bowl of twin memorial figures. Gelede (abogi) from various compounds at Modeolu Qt. Ilaro. Carved in various styles including Ago Saga, Duga (Meko), Ketu, Ohori, Pobe. Very old mask in center of ibeji tray, called "Oluaiye" carved by TÀiwo Onipason (perhaps Onipasonobe?) who died c.1920. [blue book p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers

77.16.23

EEPA A1992-028-01096

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Egbado area, Ilaro- Gelede masquerader in performance. 1977
Egbado area, Ilaro- Gelede masker accomp. by family member carrying bowl of twin memorial figures. Gelede (abogi) from various compounds at Modeolu Qt. Ilaro. Carved in various styles including Ago Saga, Duga (Meko), Ketu, Ohori, Pobe. Very old mask in center of ibeji tray, called "Oluaiye" carved by
TAiwo Onipason (perhaps Onipasonobe?) who died c.1920. [blue book p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers

77.16.24

EEPA A1992-028-01097

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
      masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Yoruba, Egbado area, Ilaro- Gelede masquerader in performance. 1977
Egbado area, Ilaro- Gelede masker accomp. by family member carrying bowl of twin memorial figures. Gelede (abogi) from various compounds at Modeolu Qt. Ilaro. Carved in various styles including Ago Saga, Duga (Meko), Ketu, Ohori, Pobe. Very old mask in center of ibeji tray, called “Oluaiye” carved by TAiwo Onipason (perhaps Onipasonobe?) who died c.1920. [blue book p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers

77.16.25

EEPA A1992-028-01098

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
      masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Yoruba, Egbado area, Ilaro- Gelede masquerader in performance. 1977
Egbado area, Ilaro- Gelede masker accomp. by family member carrying bowl of twin memorial figures. Gelede (abogi) from various compounds at Modeolu Qt. Ilaro. Carved in various styles including Ago Saga, Duga (Meko), Ketu, Ohori, Pobe. Very old mask in center of ibeji tray, called “Oluaiye” carved by TAiwo Onipason (perhaps Onipasonobe?) who died c.1920. [blue book. The date on the slide is NOV 77. 
EEPA A1992-028-01099

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
      masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Egbado area, Ilaro- Gelede masquerader in performance. 1977
Egbado area, Ilaro- Gelede masker accomp. by family member carrying bowl
of twin memorial figures. Gelede (aboqi) from various compounds at Modeolu
Qt. Ilaro. Carved in various styles including Ago Saga, Duga (Meko), Ketu.,
The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.27

EEPA A1992-028-01102

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.16.29

EEPA A1992-028-01102

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egbado, Ilaro, Modeolu Qt, Orisadi compound. Old Gelede mask (akogi=male) with osu (tuft) called Oluae. Used by Ogun Akogbona son of Ojo c.1835. See Drewal 1984 Iowa Studies in Af. Art, v.1 Gelede (abogi) from various compounds at Modeolu Qt. Ilaro. Carved in various styles including Ago Saga, Duga (Meko), Ketu, Ohori, Pobe. Very old mask in center of ibeji tray, called "Oluaiye" carved by TAIwo Onipason (perhaps Onipasonbe?) who died c.1920. [blue book p129].

Local Numbers
77.16.31

EEPA A1992-028-01104

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede (abogi) from various compounds at Modeolu Qt. Ilaro. Carved in various styles including Ago Saga, Duga (Meko), Ketu, Ohori, Pobe. Very old mask in center of ibeji tray, called "Oluaiye" carved by TAIwo Onipason (perhaps Onipasonbe?) who died c.1920. [blue book p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.32

EEPA A1992-028-01105

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Gelede (abogi) from various compounds at Modeolu Qt. Ilaro. Carved in various styles including Ago Saga, Duga (Meko), Ketu, Ohori, Pobe. Very old. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.33

EEPA A1992-028-01106

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Gelede (abogi) from various compounds at Modeolu Qt. Ilaro. Carved in various styles including Ago Saga, Duga (Meko), Ketu, Ohori, Pobe. Very old mask in center of ibeji tray, called "Oluaiye" carved by Taiwo Onipason (perhaps Onipasonobe?) who died c.1920. [blue book p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.34

EEPA A1992-028-01107

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Ilaro- Iyalaja "Mother w/ aja bell" & one of the heads of Gelede Society in Modeolu Qt., balances aja on head. Gelede (abogi) from various compounds at Modeolu Qt. Ilaro. Carved in various styles including Ago Saga, Duga (Meko), Ketu, Ohori, Pobe. Very old mask in center of ibeji tray, called
"Oluaiye" carved by TAiwo Onipason (perhaps Onipasonobe?) who died c.1920. [blue book p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.35

EEPA A1992-028-01108

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Gelede (abogi) from various compounds at Modeolu Qt. Ilaro. Carved in various styles including Ago Saga, Duga (Meko), Ketu, Ohori, Pobe. Very old mask in center of ibeji tray, called "Oluaiye" carved by TAiwo Onipason (perhaps Onipasonobe?) who died c.1920. [blue book p129]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.16.36

EEPA A1992-028-01109

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.1

EEPA A1992-028-01110

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.2

EEPA A1992-028-01111

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.3

EEPA A1992-028-01112

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.
Local Numbers
77.18.4

EEPA A1992-028-01113

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
      masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.5

EEPA A1992-028-01114

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
      masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egbado, Ilaro, Gelede masker. Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.6

EEPA A1992-028-01115

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
      masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.7

EEPA A1992-028-01116

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.8

EEPA A1992-028-01117

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.9

EEPA A1992-028-01118

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.10

EEPA A1992-028-01119

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.11

EEPA A1992-028-01120

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.12
EEPA A1992-028-01121

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.13

EEPA A1992-028-01122

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.14

EEPA A1992-028-01123

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.
Local Numbers
77.18.16

EEPA A1992-028-01125

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.17

EEPA A1992-028-01126

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.18.18

EEPA A1992-028-01127

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.18.19

EEPA A1992-028-01128

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Egbado, Ilaro- Gelede with patron. Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.20

EEPA A1992-028-01129

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede masker Gelede Egbado Yoruba Ilaro. Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.21

EEPA A1992-028-01130

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.22

EEPA A1992-028-01131

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.23

EEPA A1992-028-01132

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.24

EEPA A1992-028-01133
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.25

EEPA A1992-028-01135

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.31
EEPA A1992-028-01140

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.32

EEPA A1992-028-01141

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.33

EEPA A1992-028-01142

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.
Local Numbers
77.18.34

EEPA A1992-028-01143

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
        Masquerades
        masquerade -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede at Ilaro, 5/11/77 [blue book p127]. The date on the slide is NOV 77.

Local Numbers
77.18.35

EEPA A1992-028-01144

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
        Masquerades
        masquerade -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.18.36

EEPA A1992-028-01145

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
        Masquerades
        masquerade -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos, Chief Fagbemi dancing on 2nd day of Ifa festival. 2nd day of Ifa festival, Ajanaku - Araba - carrying calabashes of good luck. [Blue book p136]. The date on the slide is OCT 77.

Local Numbers
77.5.6

G 2 YRB 77

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02351: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos, Chief Fagbemi Ajanaku-Araba dancing on 2nd day of Ifa festival. 2nd day of Ifa festival, Ajanaku - Araba - carrying calabashes of good luck. [Blue book p136]. The date on the slide is OCT 77.

Local Numbers
77.5.9

G 2 YRB 77

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos, Chief Fagbemi and sons dancing on 2nd day of Ifa festival. 2nd day of Ifa festival, Ajanaku - Araba - carrying calabashes of good luck. [Blue book p136]. The date on the slide is OCT 77.

Local Numbers
77.5.10

G 2 YRB 77

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02353: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos, Chief Fagbemi dances on 2nd day of Ifa festival. 2nd day of Ifa festival, Ajanaku - Araba - carrying calabashes of good luck. [Blue book p136]. The date on the slide is OCT 77.

Local Numbers
    77.5.11
G 2 YRB 77

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02354: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos, Chief Fagbemi in beaded Ifa regalia on 2nd day of Ifa festival. 2nd day of Ifa festival, Ajanaku - Araba - carrying calabashes of good luck. [Blue book p136]. The date on the slide is OCT 77.

Local Numbers
    77.5.12
G 2 YRB 77

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02355: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos, 2nd day of Ifa festival, carrying calabashes of good luck. 2nd day of Ifa festival, Ajanaku - Araba - carrying calabashes of good luck. [Blue book p136]. The date on the slide is OCT 77.
EEPA 1992-028-02362: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos- Ifa festival, 2nd day, carrying calabashes of good luck. 2nd day of Ifa festival, Ajanaku - Araba - carrying calabashes of good luck. [Blue book p136]. The date on the slide is OCT 77.

EEPA 1992-028-02377: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos- drummers in front of Ajanaku's comp. on 2nd day of Ifa festival. 2nd day of Ifa festival, Ajanaku - Araba - carrying calabashes of good luck. [Blue book p136]. The date on the slide is OCT 77.

EEPA 1992-028-02378: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos, Okepopo St.- drummers in front of Ajanaku's comp. on 2nd day of Ifa festival. 2nd day of Ifa festival, Ajanaku - Araba - carrying calabashes of good luck. [Blue book p136]. The date on the slide is OCT 77.

Local Numbers
77.5.36
G 2 YRB 77

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos- Araba dancing on 2nd day of Ifa festival. Ipon'mi Odun-women with igba ire. Redbook, p. 137 2nd day of Ifa festival, Palace of the Ajanaku - Araba of Lagos, Oct 9, 1977. Ceremony called Ipon'mi odun. Female members carry calabashes of good luck (igba ire) after collecting water from stream at 4 am (without speaking to anyone). Shots of dancing with Apanaku and babalawo and sons in front of palace. [blue book p137]. The date on the slide is OCT 77.

Local Numbers
77.4.29
G 2 YRB 77

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02380: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos- Assistant to Araba and son of Araba dancing in procession of igba ire on 2nd day of Ifa festival. Note beaded regalia. 2nd day of Ifa festival, Palace of the Ajanaku - Araba of Lagos, Oct 9, 1977. Ceremony called Ipon'mi odun. Female members carry calabashes of good luck (igba ire) after collecting water from stream at 4 am (without speaking to anyone). Shots of dancing with Apanaku and babalawo and sons in front of palace. [blue book p137]. The date on the slide is OCT 77.
Local Numbers
77.4.30

G 2 YRB 77

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02383: (No Title Given), 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.4.33

G 2 YRB 77

Topic: Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos- Chief Fagbemi Ajanaku Araba dances with Ifa regalia. 2nd day of Ifa festival, Palace of the Ajanaku - Araba of Lagos, Oct 9, 1977. Ceremony called Ipon'mi odun. Female members carry calabashes of good luck (igba ire) after collecting water from stream at 4 am (without speaking to anyone). Shots of dancing with Apanaku and babalawo and sons in front of palace. [blue book p137]. The date on the slide is OCT 77.

Local Numbers
77.4.34

G 2 YRB 77

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.4.35
G 2 YRB 77

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.4.36
G 2 YRB 77

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ilaro, Idrisko Qt., James Akinde, grandson of Taiwo Onipasanobe, carver. See book 77/8.1, 39 + 41 [cannot locate corresponding field notes for number, see Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JAN 78.

Local Numbers
77.22.33

A 2 YRB 77

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00001: [Spirit Bird mask used in the Efe ceremony], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00001

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00037: [Oro Efe headdress], Ketu area, town of Ijale-Ketu, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00037

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00054: [Gelede mask depicting a bird attacking a snake], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00054

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00081: [Tetede mask which has container lids in the form of birds], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Tetede mask. Birds cover the containers on Tetede, s head. Igbogila, 1978."

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00081

Bibliography


Bibliography

For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Animals in art -- Birds
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00661: [Gelede mask in museum (mission)], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

77.2.30

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-00661

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00662: [Gelede mask in museum (mission)], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.2.31

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-00662

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01049: [Gelede mask allegedly carved by Taiwo Onipasonobe],
Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research
among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for
Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01049

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01050: [Gelede mask allegedly carved by Taiwo Onipasonobe],
Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research
among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01050

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01051: [Gelede masks with elaborated hairstyle], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01051

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01052: [Gelede mask with hairstyle called ojokopaleti], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
| Topic: | Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ |
|--------|-------------------------------------------------------------------|
| Place: | Africa  
Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: | Color slides |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D01076: [During the Efe ceremony, an Oro Efe masquerader wearing a traylike headdress], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-01076

| Topic: | Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Efe (masquerades)  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ |
|--------|-------------------------------------------------------------------|
| Place: | Africa  
Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: | Color slides |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D01077: [During the Efe ceremony, an Oro Efe masquerader wearing a traylike headdress], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-01077
EEPA D01078: [During the Efe ceremony, an Oro Efe masquerader wearing a traylike headdress], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01078

EEPA D01079: [During the Efe ceremony, an Oro Efe masquerader wearing a traylike headdress], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
EEPA D01080: [During the Efe ceremony, an Oro Efe masquerader wearing a traylike headdress], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

EEPA D01081: [During the Efe ceremony, an Oro Efe masquerader wearing a traylike headdress], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01081

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Efe (masquerades)
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01082: [During the Ẹfẹ ceremony, an Oro Efe masquerader wearing a traylike headdress], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01082

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       Weapons

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01083: [During the Efẹ ceremony, an Oro Efe masquerader wearing a traylike headdress], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01083

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01084: [During the Ẹfẹ ceremony, an Oro Efe masquerader wearing a traylike headdress], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01084

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Weapons
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01085: [During the Efe ceremony, drum ensemble performing for an Oro Efe masquerader], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01085

Topic: Cultural landscapes
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01086: [During the Efe ceremony, an Oro Efe masquerader wearing a traylike headdress], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01086

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01087: [During the Efe ceremony, an Oro Efe masquerader wearing a traylike headdress], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01087

Topic: Cultural landscapes
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01088: [During the Efe ceremony, an Oro Efe masquerader wearing a traylike headdress], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01088

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Weapons
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01089: [During the Ẹfẹ ceremony, an Oro Efe masquerader wearing a traylike headdress], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01089

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Efe (masquerades)
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01090: [During the Ẹfẹ ceremony, an Oro Efe masquerader wearing a traylike headdress], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01090

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Efe (masquerades)
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01091: [During the Efè ceremony, an Oro Efe masquerader wearing a traylike headdress], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01091

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01092: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader dances extremely rapid and rhythmically complex eka, in the background woman carrying twin statuettes (érè ibejì) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01092
EEPA D01093: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader dances extremely rapid and rhythmically complex eka, in the background woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ìbejì) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01093

EEPA D01094: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader dances extremely rapid and rhythmically complex eka, in the background woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ìbejì) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01094
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Masquerader dancing with a woman balancing a basin on her head. A woman dances with a masquerader from her compound while balancing an enamel basin containing a Gelede mask and twin figures representing departed lineage members. Ilaro, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01094
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Topic: Ceramic objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01095: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader dances extremely rapid and rhythmically complex eka, in the background woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ibeji) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01095

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01096: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders initiate their dance with an extremely rapid and rhythmically complex eka], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01096

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
EEPA D01097: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders initiate their dance with an extremely rapid and rhythmically complex eka], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01097

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
 Masks
 Masquerades
 Musical instruments
 Wood-carving
 Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01098: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders initiate their dance with an extremely rapid and rhythmically complex eka], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01098
EEPA D01099: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders initiate their dance with an extremely rapid and rhythmically complex eka], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01099

EEPA D01100: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders initiate their dance with an extremely rapid and rhythmically complex eka], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01100

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01101: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders initiate their dance with an extremely rapid and rythmically complex eka], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01101

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01102: [Old Gelede mask used as a memorial shrine piece], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "A retired mask represents the forefather and serves as the centerpiece for the household shrine. Ilaro, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01102
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Topic:
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01103: [Old Gelede mask used as a memorial shrine piece], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01103

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01104: [Gelede masquerader in performance during the late afternoon Gelede dance at Modeolu Quarter], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01104

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01105: [Gelede masqueraders in performance during the late afternoon Gelede dance at Modeolu Quarter], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01105

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Warthogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01106: [Gelede masquerader in performance during the late afternoon Gelede dance at Modeolu Quarter], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01106

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Warthogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01107: [Gelede masqueraders in performance during the late afternoon Gelede dance at Modeolu Quarter], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01107

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Warthogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01108: [During the late afternoon Gelede dance, a mother masquerader, Ìyá wá, carrying double iron rattle, áájá, on her head], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01108

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Warthogs
Ceremonial objects
Gelede -- Photographs
Headresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01109: [Gelede masqueraders in performance during the late afternoon Gelede dance at Modeolu Quarter], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01109

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01110: [Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01110

Topic:
- Ceremonial objects
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Dance
- Gelede -- Photographs
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Musical instruments
- Wood-carving
- Works of art in situ

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:
- Color slides

Culture:
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01111: [Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01111

Topic:
- Ceremonial objects
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Dance
- Gelede -- Photographs
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Musical instruments
- Wood-carving
- Works of art in situ

Place:
- Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01112: [Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01112

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01113: [Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01113

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01114: [Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01114

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01115: [Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting scene of a seated chief flanked by two attendants], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01115

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01116: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance],
Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research
among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for
Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01116

Topic: Ceremonial objects
       Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Musical instruments
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01117: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance],
Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research
among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01117

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01118: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01118

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01119: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01119

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01120: [Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01120

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01121: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01121

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01122: [Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01122

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01123: [Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01123

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01124: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader representing a mat seller], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01124

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Musical instruments  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ  

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  
Color slides  

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D01125: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader representing a mat seller], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.  

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-01125  

Topic:  
Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Dance  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Musical instruments  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ  

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  
Color slides  

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D01126: [Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01126

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01127: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting a motorcyclist and his passenger], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Masquerader with a headdress displaying a motorcycle accompanied by his caretaker wearing a motorcycle helmet, Ilaro, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01127
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Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01128: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting coffin bearers], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Masquerader wearing a headpiece of assembled part. Depicting coffin bearers, this headdress is assembled from many separate parts. Ilaro, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01128

Bibliography


Bibliography

For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?profile=all&source=~!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01129: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting a motorcyclist and his passenger], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01129

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01130: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader looking through a veil attached to the lower rim of the mask], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Mask with a Sango priestess. This mask represents a misunderstanding. The artist mistakenly carved a female figure instead of a male priest of Sango, god of thunder and lightning, which the patron intended. Ilaro, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01130
Bibliography


Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
        Masks
        Masquerades
        Wood-carving
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01131: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01131

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Dance
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
        Masks
        Masquerades
        Wood-carving
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01132: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01132

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01133: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader, with headdress representing a mat seller, performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01133

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01134: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader, with headdress representing a mat seller, performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01134

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

EEPA D01135: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader, with headdress representing a mat seller, performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01135

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01136: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader, with headdress representing a mat seller, performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01136

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01137: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader, with headdress representing a mat seller, performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01137
EEPA D01138: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader, with headdress representing a mat seller, performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01138

EEPA D01139: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader, with headdress representing a mat seller, performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Gelede masquerader whirling. Layers of women's head ties fly outward as the dancer turns rapidly. Ilaro, 1978."

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01139
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Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01140: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader, with headdress representing a mat seller, performs as more participants crowd the dancing space, Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977] 1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01140

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01141: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01141

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01142: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01142

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01143: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01143

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01144: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01144

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01145: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01145

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02194: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.2.32
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02194

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02195: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.2.17
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02195

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02209: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.2.18
EEPA 1992-028-02209

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02343: [Drummers at Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.1

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02343

Topic: Drummers (Musicians)
Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02344: [Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.2

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02344

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02345: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa Festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.3
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02345

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02346: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.4
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02346

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02347: [Assistant to the Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.5

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02347

Topic:  Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02348: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.6

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02348

Topic:  Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02349: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.7

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02349

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02350: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.8

G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02350

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02351: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.9

G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02351

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02352: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.10

G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02352

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02353: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.11

G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02353

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02354: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
EEPA 1992-028

EEPA 1992-028-02354

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02355: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977

EEPA 1992-028-02355

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02356: [Assistant of Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.12
G 2 YRB MTD 77

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.14
G 2 YRB MTD 77

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.15
G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02356

Topic:  Festivals
       Photographs
       Priests

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02357: [Assistant of Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.16
G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02357

Topic:  Festivals
       Photographs
       Priests

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02358: [Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.17
G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02358

Topic:  Festivals
       Photographs

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02360: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.18
G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02360

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02361: [Procession in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.19
G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02361

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02362: [Procession in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.20

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02362

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02363: [Procession in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.21

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02363

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02364: [Procession in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.22

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02364
EEPA D02365: [Procession of women carrying calabases in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.23
G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02365

EEPA D02366: [Woman carrying calabash of good luck in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.24
G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02366
EEPA D02367: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.25

G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02367

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02368: [Procession in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.26

G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02368

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02369: [Procession in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.27
G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02369

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02370: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.28

G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02370

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02371: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.29

G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02371

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02372: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.30
G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02372

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02373: [Priests playing drums in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.31
G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02373

Topic: Drummers (Musicians)
Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02374: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.32

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02374

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02375: [Procession of women with calabashes of good luck in Ifa festivals, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.33

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02375

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02376: [Procession in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.34

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02376

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02377: [Priests playing drums in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.35

G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02377

Topic: Drummers (Musicians)
Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02378: [Priests playing drums in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.5.36

G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02378

Topic: Drummers (Musicians)
Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02379: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.5.29
G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02379

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02380: [Assistant of Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.4.30
G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02380

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02381: [Assistant to the Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.4.31

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02381

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02382: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.4.32

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02382

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02383: [Procession of women with calabashes of good luck in Ifa festivals, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.4.33

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02383

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02384: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.4.34
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02384

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02385: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.4.35
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02385

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02386: [Araba of Lagos in Ifa festival, Lagos], 1977  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
77.4.36  
G 2 YRB HJD 77  

EEPA 1992-028-02386  

Topic: Festivals  
Photographs  
Priests  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02407: [Diviner's beaded necklace, museum], 1977  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
77.2.20  
I 2 YRB HJD 77  

EEPA 1992-028-02407  

Topic: Beadwork  
Divination  
Photographs  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02419: [Ile Ori, house for the head, shrine, museum], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.2.23

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02419

Topic: Beadwork
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02420: [Ile Ori, house for the head, shrine, museum], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02420

Topic: Beadwork
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02421: [Ile Ori and Ibori, shrines for the head, museum], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.2.24

I 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-02421

Topic: Beadwork
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02422: [Ibori, shrines for the head, museum], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02422

Topic: Beadwork
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02423: [Ibori, shrines for the head, museum], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02423

Topic: Beadwork
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02424: [Ibori, shrines for the head, museum], 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-02424

Topic: Beadwork
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04367: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.2.22

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04367

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04444: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.7
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04444

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04580: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.33.17

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04580

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04581: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.33.33

E 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04581

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04582: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.34
E 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04582

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04583: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.27
E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04583

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04584: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.18
E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04584

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04585: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.31

E 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04585

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04586: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.20

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04586

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04587: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.28
E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04587

Topic: Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04588: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.19
E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04588

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04589: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.24
E 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04589

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04590: Masquerades, 1977

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.22

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04590

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04591: Masquerades, 1977

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.35

E 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04591

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04592: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.16

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04592

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04593: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.23

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04593

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04594: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.21

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04594
Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04595: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.25
E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04595

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04596: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.30
E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04596

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04597: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.29

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04597

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04598: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.26

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04598

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04599: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.32

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04599
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    77.32.1

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04602

Topic:     Masked dance -- Photographs
           Masquerades
Place:     Africa
           Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04603: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    77.32.2

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04603

Topic:     Masquerades
Place:     Africa
           Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04604: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    77.32.3

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04604

Topic:     Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04605: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    77.28.31

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04605

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
     Masquerades

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04606: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    77.32.7

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04606

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
     Masquerades

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04607: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.8

E 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04607

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04608: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.9

E 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04608

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04609: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.10

E 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04609
Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04610: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.11
E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04610

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04611: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.12
E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04611

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04612: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.18

E 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04612

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04613: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.14

E 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04613

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04614: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.15

E 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04614
Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04615: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.16
E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04615

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04616: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.17
E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04616

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04617: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.4

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04617

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04618: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.13

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04618

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04619: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.19

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04619
Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04620: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   77.28.36
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04620

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04621: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   77.28.35
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04621

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04622: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.34

EEPA 1992-028-04622

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04623: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.33

EEPA 1992-028-04623

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04624: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.32

EEPA 1992-028-04624
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D04625: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.30
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04625

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D04626: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.29
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04626

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D04719: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.1

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04719

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04720: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.2

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04720

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04721: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.3

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04721
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04722: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.4
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04722

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04723: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.5
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04723

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04724: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.6

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04724

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04725: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.7

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04725

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04726: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.8

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04726
EEPA D04727: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

77.21.9

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04727

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04728: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

77.21.10

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04728

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04729: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.11

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04729

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04730: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.12

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04730

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04731: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.13

G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04731
Topic:       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
            Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:       Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04732: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.14
G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04732

Topic:       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
            Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:       Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04733: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.15
G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04733

Topic:       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
            Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:       Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04734: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.16

G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04734

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04735: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.17

G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04735

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04736: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.18

G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04736
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04737: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.19
G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04737

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04738: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.20
G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04738

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04739: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.21

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04739

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04740: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.22

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04740

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04741: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.23

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04741
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04742: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.24
G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04742

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04743: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.25
G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04743

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04744: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.26

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04744

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04745: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.27

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04745

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04746: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.28

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04746
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04747: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.29
G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04747

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04748: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.30
G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04748

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04749: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.31

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04749

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04750: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.32

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04750

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04751: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.33

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04751

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04752: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.34
G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04752

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04753: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.35
G 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04753

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04754: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.36

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04754

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04755: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.21.37

G 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04755

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04905: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.4.25

I 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-04905
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04906: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.4.26
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-04906

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05147: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.20
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05147

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D05148: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.32.21
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05148

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05149: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.32.22
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05149

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05150: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.32.23
EEPA 1992-028-05150

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
       possession -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05151: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.24

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05151

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
       possession -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05152: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.25

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05152

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
       possession -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05153: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.32.26
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05153

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05154: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.32.27
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05154

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05155: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.28

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05155

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05156: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.29

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05156

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05157: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.30

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-05157

Topic:  
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
- Possession -- Photographs

Place:  
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
- Color slides

Culture:  
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05158: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.31
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05158

Topic:  
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
- Possession -- Photographs

Place:  
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
- Color slides

Culture:  
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05159: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.32
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05159

Topic:  
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
- Possession -- Photographs

Place:  
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
- Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05160: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.33
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05160

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
       possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05161: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.34
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05161

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
       possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05162: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.35

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05162

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05163: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.32.36

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05163

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05164: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.1

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-05164

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05165: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.2

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05165

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05166: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.3

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05166

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05167: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.4
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05167

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05168: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.5
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05168

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05169: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.33.6

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-05169

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05634: Natural landscapes, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.2.28

U 2 YRB HMD 77
EEPA 1992-028-05634

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05639: Portrait photography, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.11

A 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-05639

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05660: Natural landscapes, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.2.27
U 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05660

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
      Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05788: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.28
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05788

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05791: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.27

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05791

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05903: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.15

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05903

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05906: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.19

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05906
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05907: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.18
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05907

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05908: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.13
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05908

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05909: Works of art in situ, 1977
EEPA 1992-028-05909

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05921: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.12

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05921

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05922: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.16

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05922
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05923: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.17
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05923

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05924: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.11
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-05924

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06289: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.11.24

I 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06289

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06290: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.11.25

I 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06290

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06291: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.11.23

I 2 YRB MTD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06291
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D06292: Works of art in situ, 1977  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
77.11.22  
I 2 YRB MTD 77  

EEPA 1992-028-06292  

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D06293: Works of art in situ, 1977  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
77.11.21  
I 2 YRB MTD 77  

EEPA 1992-028-06293  

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D06296: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.11.27

I 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-06296

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06297: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.11.10

I 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-06297

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06298: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.11.26

I 2 YRB MTD 77
EEPA 1992-028-06298
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06299: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.11.9
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06299

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06300: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.11.8
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06300

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06301: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.11.20
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06301

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06307: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.16
G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06307

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06464: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.11.11
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06464
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06465: Works of art in situ, 1977  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
77.11.15

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06465

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06466: Works of art in situ, 1977  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
77.11.13

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06466

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06467: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.11.14

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06467

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06468: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.11.12

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06468

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06559: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.11.16

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06559
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06560: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.11.18

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06560

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06561: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.11.19

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06561

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06562: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.11.17

I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06562

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06574: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.2.13

I 2 YRB HMD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06574

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06575: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.2.14

I 2 YRB HMD 77
EEPA 1992-028-06575

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06664: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.2.16
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06664

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06665: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.2.15
I 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-06665

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08121: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.34
G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-08121

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08125: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.35
G 2 YRB HMD 77
EEPA 1992-028-08125

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08126: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.33
G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-08126
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.16.2

G 2 YRB HMD 77

EEPA 1992-028-08130

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08131: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.16.1

G 2 YRB HMD 77

EEPA 1992-028-08131

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08140: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.18

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-08140

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08141: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.19

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-08141

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08142: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.20

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-08142

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08143: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.29

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-08143

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D08144: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.22

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-08144

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D08145: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.23

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-08145
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D08146: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
77.15.24  
G 2 YRB HJD 77  

EEPA 1992-028-08146  
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D08147: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
77.15.25  
G 2 YRB HJD 77  

EEPA 1992-028-08147  
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D08148: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.30

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-08148

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08149: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-08149

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08150: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.36
G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-08150

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08151: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   77.15.27

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-08151

   Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
   Place: Africa
          Nigeria
   Genre/Form: Color slides
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08154: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   77.15.26

G 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-08154

   Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
   Place: Africa
          Nigeria
   Genre/Form: Color slides
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08155: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.28

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-08155

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
R ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08156: Rites and Ceremonies, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.21

G 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-08156

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
R ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08350: Works of art in situ, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.2.20

I 2 YRB HJD 77
EEPA 1992-028-08350
EEPA D08367: Masquerades, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.15.1

E 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-08367

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08495: [Egúngún masqueraders of the Egun Elegba type], Ajanaku-Araba compound, Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.8.16

E 2 YRB HMD 77

EEPA 1992-028-08495

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08496: [Egúngún masqueraders of the Egun Elegba type], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.8.15
E 2 YRB HMD 77

EEPA 1992-028-08496

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08497: [Egúngún masquerader of the Egun Elegba type], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.8.9
E 2 YRB HMD 77

EEPA 1992-028-08497

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08510: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08510

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08511: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08511

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08534: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08534
EEPA D08535: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08535

EEPA D08542: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08542
EEPA D08552: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08552

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08553: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08553

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08554: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08554

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08555: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08555

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08556: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08556

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08557: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08557

Topic:    Clothing and dress -- Africa
          Egúngún (Cult)
          Masquerades
          Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Works of art in situ

Place:    Africa
          Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08558: [Egúngún masker known as baba parikoko], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Publication title reads, "11. Baba parikoko of the Kulodo lineage with a trail of expensive cloth ca.36m. long. During the morning after Agan, cult members dance around the town and prepare for the appearance of the masqueraders known as baba parikoko representing the spirits of the collective ancestors of the Egungun founding lineages."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08558

Bibliography
Drewal, Margaret T. and Drewal, Henry J.. "More Powerful than Each Other: An Egbado Classification of Egungun" (with Margaret Thompson Drewal), African Arts, XI, 3, April, 1978, pp. 28-39, 98-99, Fig. 11.

Topic:    Clothing and dress -- Africa
          Egúngún (Cult)
          Masquerades
          Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Works of art in situ

Place:    Africa
          Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:    Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08559: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08559

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08560: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08560

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08561: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08561

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08562: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08562

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08563: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08563

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08564: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08564

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Masquerades
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08565: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08565

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Masquerades
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08566: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08566

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Masquerades
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08567: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08567

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08568: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08568

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08569: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08569

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08570: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08570

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08571: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08571

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08572: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08572

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08573: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08573

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08574: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08574

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rītes and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08575: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08575

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rītes and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08576: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08576

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rītes and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08577: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08577

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08577: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08578

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08579: [Eungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08579

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08580: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08580

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08581: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08581

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ
Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08582: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08582

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08583: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08583

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08584: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08584

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08585: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08585

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08586: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08586

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08587: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08587

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08588: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08588

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08589: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08589

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rítes and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08590: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08590

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rítes and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08591: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08591

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rítes and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08592: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08592

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08597: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08597

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08598: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08598

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08599: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08599

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08600: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08600

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08601: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-08601

Topic:  
Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08602: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-08602

Topic:  
Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08603: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08603

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08604: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08604

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08605: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08605

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08616: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08616

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08617: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08617

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08618: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08618

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08619: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08619

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08620: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08620

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08621: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08621

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08622: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08622

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08623: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08623

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rîtes and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08624: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08624

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rîtes and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08625: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08625

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rîtes and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08626: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08626

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08627: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08627

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08628: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08628

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08629: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08629

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08634: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08634

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08635: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08635

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08636: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08636

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08637: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
 EEPA 1992-028-08637

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
     Egúngún (Cult)
     Masquerades
     Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08706: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
 EEPA 1992-028-08706

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
     Egúngún (Cult)
     Masquerades
     Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08711: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
 EEPA 1992-028-08711

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
     Egúngún (Cult)
     Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08712: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08712

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08713: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08713

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08714: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08714

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rítes and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08715: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08715

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rítes and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08716: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08716

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rítes and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08717: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08717

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08718: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08718

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08719: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08719

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngün (Cult)
Masquerades
Rítes and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08720: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08720

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngün (Cult)
Masquerades
Rítes and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08721: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08721

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngün (Cult)
Masquerades
Rítes and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08722: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08722

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08723: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08723

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08724: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08724

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08725: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08725

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08726: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08726

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08727: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08727

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08728: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08728

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08729: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08729

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08730: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08730

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08731: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08731

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08732: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   EEPA 1992-028-08732

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08733: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   EEPA 1992-028-08733

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08734: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
EEPA 1992-028-08734

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08735: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977

EEPA 1992-028-08735

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08736: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977

EEPA 1992-028-08736

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08737: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08737

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa

Egúngún (Cult)

Masquerades

Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08738: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08738

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa

Egúngún (Cult)

Masquerades

Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08739: Portrait photography, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.10

A 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-08739

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09933: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.30

EEPA 1992-028-09933

Topic: Egun -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09934: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.29

EEPA 1992-028-09934

Topic: Egun -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09937: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.8.13

EEPA 1992-028-09937
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09938: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.8.14

EEPA 1992-028-09938
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09946: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.14

EEPA 1992-028-09946

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09949: Portrait photography, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.36
A 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-09949

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Portraits -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09950: Portrait photography, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.35
A 2 YRB HJD 77

EEPA 1992-028-09950
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10091: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.5

EEPA 1992-028-10091

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10092: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.6

EEPA 1992-028-10092

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10093: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
EEPA 1992-028-10093

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10094: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.8

EEPA 1992-028-10094

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10095: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.15.11

EEPA 1992-028-10095

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10096: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.15.12

EEPA 1992-028-10096
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10097: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.15.13

EEPA 1992-028-10097
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10189: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.10.9

EEPA 1992-028-10189
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10190: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.9.35

EEPA 1992-028-10190

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10191: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.9.36

EEPA 1992-028-10191

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10192: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.7

EEPA 1992-028-10192
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10193: [Egun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.10.6

EEPA 1992-028-10193
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10194: [Egun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.8.12

EEPA 1992-028-10194
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10195: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.8.11

EEPA 1992-028-10195

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10196: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.8.10

EEPA 1992-028-10196

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10197: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.8.27

EEPA 1992-028-10197
Nigeria

Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs
EEPA.1992-028

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10198: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.8.28

EEPA 1992-028-10198

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10199: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.8.29

EEPA 1992-028-10199

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10200: [Egungun masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1977
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.8.30

EEPA 1992-028-10200

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades
Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1978

D05901: Yoruba ritual vessel Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-05901
78.126.12
I 2 YRB HJD 78

Title source: Archives staff.

Citation source: Henry Drewal.

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Joga-Gelede mask of afternoon "mother"-carved by Fakeye of Joga. [blue book p103]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba mask, Eiteljorg Collection. (33.4 cm). The date on the slide is FEB 78.

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede carved by Fakeye of Joga [blue book p103]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede carved by Fakeye when living at Meko 10 years before Adubi War [blue book p103]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.78.36

I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Joga, Gelede mask. Gelede, Joga [blue book p102]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.82.1

I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede carved by Akinola of Joga [blue book p34]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.78.34

I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede carved by Akinola of Joga [blue book p103]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.78.33
I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede carved by Fakeye when living at Meko 10 years before Adubi war. [blue book p103]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.78.35
I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Joga, Gelede. [corresponding notes seem incorrect, list Ibeji]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.82.2
I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.

Gelede carved by Fakeye of Joga [blue book p103]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers  
78.78.32

I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.

Ijado-akogi Gelede of man with dog-eared cap by Abodorin of Ijado (b.1880?). Carvers lineage on p. 63 in Blue book (77-78.1) Egungun performance at Ijado- 10/12/77 [Blue book p121]. The date on the slide is MAY 78.

Local Numbers  
77.36.8

I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Oro Efe at Annual Festival [cant find notes that correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
72.17.78

EEPA A1992-028-00411

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Oro Efe at Annual Gelede Festival. Rear view. [cannot find notes that correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
72.16.78

EEPA A1992-028-00412

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerader -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Oro Efe at Annual Gelede Festival. [cannot find notes that correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
72.30.78

EEPA A1992-028-00413

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerader -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

  1 Slide (col.)
  Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Oro Efe at Annual Gelede Festival. [cannot find notes that correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
    72.21.78

EEPA A1992-028-00414

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerader -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

  1 Slide (col.)
  Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Oro Efe at Annual Gelede Festival [cannot find notes that correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
    72.19.78

EEPA A1992-028-00415

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerader -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

  1 Slide (col.)
  Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Oro Efe at Annual Gelede Festival. Rear view. [cannot find notes that correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
    72.15.78
EEPA A1992-028-00416

Topic:  Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades
        masquerader -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Eiteljorg Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is FEB 78.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 78

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Eiteljorg Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is FEB 78.

Local Numbers
E77.370

I 2 YRB 78

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Eiteljorg Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is FEB 78.
Local Numbers

I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Eiteljorg Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is FEB 78.

Local Numbers

E77.370

I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Eiteljorg Coll. h.18 1/2" [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is FEB 78.

Local Numbers

E77.370

I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ilaro- Gelede performance young dancer uses mask carved by Atoba. Gelede festival, Ilaro [Blue book p100]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.88.22

EEPA A1992-028-00542

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.107.13

I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
(red feathers) carved by Esubiji c.1915. Olori Agbiru is Jimoh Obajia? [Blue book p93]. The date on the slide is APR 78.

Local Numbers
78.107.17

I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Abeokuta, Ibara Qt., 4 Gelede masks-3rd from left for Yemoja for ipari odun. Agogoroogun comp. carvings and shrine and Gelede masks at Ibara. (Ejinni with 2 faces, Yemoja- white with red feathers. carved by Esubiji c.1915, Olori Agbern is Jimoh Obajia? [Blue book p93]. The date on the slide is APR 78.

Local Numbers
78.107.16

I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.114.36

EEPA A1992-028-00680
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba Gelede mask- figure. h. 43" Eiteljorg Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is FEB 78.

Local Numbers
E77.237
I 2 YRB 78

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede akogi Gelede at Sawonjo. [Book 1977-78.1 p105]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.72.23

EEPA A1992-028-00979

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede akogi Gelede at Sawonjo. [Book 1977-78.1 p105]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.72.24

EEPA A1992-028-00980
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede akogi Gelede at Sawonjo. [Book 1977-78.1 p105]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.72.25

EEPA A1992-028-00981

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede akogi Gelede at Sawonjo. [Book 1977-78.1 p105]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.72.26

EEPA A1992-028-00982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede akogi Gelede at Sawonjo. [Book 1977-78.1 p105]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.72.32

EEPA A1992-028-00983

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede dancer abogi w/porcupine on top. Gelede at Sawonjo. [Book 1977-78.1 p105]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.72.35

EEPA A1992-028-00984

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede dancer abogi w/porcupine on top. Gelede at Sawonjo. [Book 1977-78.1 p105]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.72.28

EEPA A1992-028-00985

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede dancer abogi w/porcupine on top. Gelede at Sawonjo. [Book 1977-78.1 p105]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.72.30

EEPA A1992-028-00986

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede dancer abogi w/porcupine on top. Gelede at Sawonjo. [Book 1977-78.1 p105]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.72.31

EEPA A1992-028-00987

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede dancer abogi w/porcupine on top. Gelede at Sawonjo. [Book 1977-78.1 p105]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
8.72.29

EEPA A1992-028-00988

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede akogi. Gelede at Sawonjo. [Book 1977-78.1 p105]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.72.33

EEPA A1992-028-00989

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Undetermined.

Sawonjo, Gelede abogi w/porcupine Gelede at Sawonjo. [Book 1977-78.1 p105]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers

EEPA A1992-028-00990

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Sawonjo, Gelede abogi w/porcupine Gelede at Sawonjo. [Book 1977-78.1 p105]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers

EEPA A1992-028-00991

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Sawonjo, Gelede abogi w/porcupine Gelede at Sawonjo. [Book 1977-78.1 p105]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers

EEPA A1992-028-00992

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede abogi w/priestess on top. Gelede at Sawonji, Egbado, Feb.17, 1978 [Book 1977-78.1 p104]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.75.13

EEPA A1992-028-00993

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede abogi w/priestess on top. See book 77-8.1, p.80 Gelede at Sawonjo, Egbado, Feb. 17, 1978 [Book 1977-78.1 p104]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.75.12

EEPA A1992-028-00994

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede accompanied by two men. Gelede at Sawonjo, Egbado, Feb 17, 1978 [Book 1977-78.1 p104]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.75.19

EEPA A1992-028-00995

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades
        masquerade -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.75.21

EEPA A1992-028-00996

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades
        masquerade -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.75.26

EEPA A1992-028-00997

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.75.22

EEPA A1992-028-00998

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.75.5

EEPA A1992-028-00999

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.75.27

EEPA A1992-028-01002

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede abogi appliqued cloth, detail. See #75.15.78 Gelede at Sawonjo, Egbado, Feb 17, 1978 [blue book p104]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.75.18

EEPA A1992-028-01003

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.75.1

EEPA A1992-028-01005
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.75.3

EEPA A1992-028-01008

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.75.9

EEPA A1992-028-01008
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.75.8

EEPA A1992-028-01015

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.75.7

EEPA A1992-028-01016

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.75.25

EEPA A1992-028-01017

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
Sawonjo Gelede abogi dancing w/retainer. Same as 75.5.78. See book 77-8.1, p.80 Gelede at Sawonjo, Egbado, Feb 17, 1978 [blue book p104]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.75.6

EEPA A1992-028-01018

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.75.30

EEPA A1992-028-01020

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.75.29

EEPA A1992-028-01021

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.75.28

EEPA A1992-028-01022

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede mask said to be carved by Akinyele. Forefathers from Itakete. See book 77-8.2, p.46 Akinyele of Sawonjo [blue book p102]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.
Sawonjo, Gelede mask said to be carved by Akinyele, Ile Olanle. Forefathers from Itakete, Benin. See book 77-8.2, p.46 Akinyele of Sawonjo [blue book p102]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Sawonjo, Gelede akogi, northerner with parrot. Gelede at Sawonjo, Egbado, Feb 17,1978 [blue book p104]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Sawonjo, Gelede akogi, northerner with parrot. Gelede at Sawonjo, Egbado, Feb 17,1978 [blue book p104]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede akogi, northerner with parrot. Gelede at Sawonjo, Egbado, Feb 17, 1978 [blue book p104]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.75.24

EEPA A1992-028-01026

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede mask, said to be by Ogundare. See book 77-8.2, p.46 Ogundare of Sawonjo [blue book p102]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.82.14
I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede mask, said to be by Ogundare. See book 77-8.2, p.46 Ogundare of Sawonjo [blue book p102]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.82.12
I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede mask, said to be by Ogundare. See book 77-8.2, p.46  
Ogundare of Sawonjo [blue book p102]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.82.13
I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede mask, said to be by Aiyefemi. See book 77-8.2, p.46  
Aiyefemi of Sawonjo [blue book p102]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.82.10
I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede mask said to be by Aiyefemi. See Book 77-8.2, p.46  
Aiyefemi of Sawonjo [blue book p102]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.
Local Numbers
78.82.11

I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, 2 Gelede akoji (l) + aboji (r) Gelede at Sawonjo, Egbado, Feb 17, 1978 [blue book p104]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.75.15

EEPA A1992-028-01039

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.75.16

EEPA A1992-028-01040

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Country: Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede aboji with banyani for orisa oko, owo eyo carved by Oduntan c.1933. See Book 77-8.1, p.80 Gelede at Sawonjo, Egbado, Feb 17, 1978 [blue book p104]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.75.10

EEPA A1992-028-01042

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede aboji with appliqued cloth (rear view). See #75.1-3.78 Gelede at Sawonjo, Egbado, Feb 17, 1978 [blue book p104]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.75.4

EEPA A1992-028-01043

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawonjo, Gelede pair aboji with bayani for orisa oko, owo eyo. See #77-8.1, p.80 Gelede at Sawonjo, Egbado, Feb 17, 1978 [blue book p104]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.
EEPA A1992-028-01044

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
      masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Sawonjo, Gelede aboji with bayani for orisa oko and appliqued cloth- rear view. Gelede at Sawonjo, Egbado, Feb 17, 1978 [blue book p104]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.75.11

EEPA A1992-028-01045

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
      masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.


Local Numbers
78.75.23

EEPA A1992-028-01046

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
      masquerade -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sawanjo, 2 Gelede aboji one with ile ori; one with headtie. Gelede at Sawonjo, Egbado, Feb 17, 1978 [blue book p104]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.75.2

EEPA A1992-028-01047

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
masquerade -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Akewe Gelede painting Gelede, Efe. [blue book p103]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.78.25

E 2 YRB 78

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Akewe Gelede painting Gelede, Efe. [blue book p103]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.
Local Numbers
78.78.26

E 2 YRB 78

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Akewe Gelede painting Gelede, Efe. [blue book p103]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.78.27

E 2 YRB 78

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.78.28

E 2 YRB 78

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.78.29

E 2 YRB 78

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ilaro, Isale Idomo Qt., Gelede masks on Ogun shrine, owned by Olori Agberu Gelede who is also Olori Olode. Tape 77.5.1 Shrines for (l.-r.) Ogun, Gelede (Oluaie ajara okoto), Obatala (anails, white pot), Eyinle/Osanyin ("both are orisa odo"), Sango, Olori Agkeru/Olori Olode's shrine, Oniofe Q., Ilaro [blue book p93]. The date on the slide is APR 78.

Local Numbers
78.107.23

I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Abeo., Itoko Qt., Agogoroogun Comp. Sango and Yemoja, shrine with Odo Sango and pots. [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is APR 78.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 78
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Shango -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
Ago-Sasa- Sango shrine with carvings by Akinyeme Akinlade. Two small fig.s in front of Apere for Sango. Odo Sango on right has Oya calabash. Odua with Sango in front. Orisanla is large white calabash. Araagbo in corner. See Bluebook, p.76 [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
      Bluebook p76

I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Shango -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
Yoruba, Awori, several very old Gelede masks by same hand. Another in Weelcome Coll. UCLA [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUL 78.

Local Numbers
      I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>E77.284</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>Art in situ -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ibeji -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>78.32 + 33</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ritual and celebration -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>possession -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>78.107.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic:</td>
<td>Portrait photography -- Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Large Araba tree near Oro grove on road to Iboro. [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Blue book p116]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.48.19
U 2 YRB 78

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Imasai, Boromu shrine in com. of Soni Akinola, Balogun Ilu. See book 77-8.2, p. 107-108 [field note description does not match image on slides, see blue book p102]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
78.82.17
I 2 YRB 78

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isaga-O. egun eleere and followers Alabala and onidan cloth, from Ilaro, came to Isaga-O. to dance and give ewi. [Blue book p91]. The date on the slide is MAY 78.

Local Numbers
78.112.16
E 2 YRB 78

Topic: Egúngün (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Imasai- Egun Eleere [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 78

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Abeokuta, Ibara Qt., Egungun Idan, 1978 [no roll number to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB 78

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Abeokuta, Itoko- Eg. Ode in household igbare [no roll number to correspond to field notes, possibly roll #45]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.
Local Numbers

E 2 YRB 78

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ilaro, Modeolu Qt. - Akewe Gelede painting ate Efe in prep. for festival. Akewe Gelede painting Gelede, Efe. [blue book p103]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers

78.78.19

E 2 YRB 78

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Akewe Gelede painting Gelede, Efe. [blue book p103]. The date on the slide is MAR 78.

Local Numbers

78.78.21

E 2 YRB 78

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00002: [During the Efe ceremony, the Great Mother, Ìyánlá, appears as a bird called Eye Òrò, Spirit Bird], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00002

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00003: [During the Efe ceremony, the Great Mother mask, Ìyánlá, appears as a bird called Eye Òrò, Spirit Bird], Egbado area, city of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00003

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00004: [During the Efe ceremony, the Great Mother mask, Ìyánlá, appears as a bird called Eye Òrò, Spirit Bird], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.


Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00004

Bibliography

Bibliography
For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00005: [During the Efe ceremony, the Great Mother, Ìyánlá, appears as a bird called Eye Òrò, Spirit Bird], Egbado area, city of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00005

Topic:
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Efe (masquerades)
- Gelede -- Photographs
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Wood-carving
- Works of art in situ

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:
- Color slides

Culture:
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00006: [Spirit Bird mask used in the Efe ceremony], Egbado area, city of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "With blood-red beak and women's plaited hair, Spirit Bird exemplifies the mothers' powers of transformation. Sawonjo, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00006

Bibliography

Topic:
- Efe (masquerades)
- Gelede -- Photographs
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00007: [Spirit Bird mask used in the Efe ceremony], Egbado area, city of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00007

Topic:
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00028: [Mask of a deified ancestral priestess (Iju Ejide)], Egbado area, town of Joga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00028

Topic:
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00045: [Oro Efe headdress with felines attacking a third animals], Egbado area, town of Ajilete, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "In this headdress, multiple knives flank Oro Efe's face, and two felines attack a third animal. Ajilete, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00045

Bibliography

Bibliography
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Topic: Animals in art
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00046: [Gelede mask in museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00046

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00048: [Apasa mask in the Ohori style], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00048

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00049: [Apasa mask in the Ohori style], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00049

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00050: [Apasa mask in the Ohori style], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00050

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00051: [Apasa mask in the Ohori style], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00051

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00080: [During the Efe ceremony, Tetede masquerader singing praises], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Tetede masquerade. Tetede, 'The-one-Who-Comes-in-Good-Time,' appears with a tray of ritual containers to sing the praises of the supernatural forces and to call Oro Efe to begin his performance. Sawonjo, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00080

Bibliography

Bibliography
For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00156: [Gelede mask carved by Laleye Labode], Egbado area, town of Joga, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00156

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gelede -- Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headdresses -- headgear --</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood-carving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00157: [Gelede mask carved by Laley Labode], Egbado area, town of Joga, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00157

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gelede -- Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headdresses -- headgear --</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood-carving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00158: [Gelede mask with carved ritual vessel on top], Egbado area, town of Joga, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00158

Topic:
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00159: [Gelede mask carved by Akinola], Egbado area, town of Joga, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00159

Topic:
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00160: [Gelede mask carved by Akinola], Egbado area, town of Joga, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00160

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00161: [Gelede mask carved by Laleye Labode], Egbado area, town of Joga, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00161

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00162: [Gelede mask with carved ritual vessel on top], Egbado area, town of Joga, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00162

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00163: [Gelede mask carved by Akinola], Egbado area, town of Joga, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00163

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00164: [Old Gelede mask hanging over grave], Egbado area, town of Ajilete, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
   EEPA 1992-028-00164
   Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
          Headresses -- headgear -- Africa
          Masks
          Wood-carving
          Works of art in situ
   Place: Africa
          Nigeria
   Genre/Form: Color slides
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00165: [Old Gelede mask hanging over grave], Egbado area, town of Ajilete, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
   EEPA 1992-028-00165
   Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
          Headresses -- headgear -- Africa
          Masks
          Wood-carving
          Works of art in situ
   Place: Africa
          Nigeria
   Genre/Form: Color slides
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00201: [Gelede mask carved by Omigbaro], Egbado area, town of Kesan-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00201

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00202: [Gelede mask carved by Omigbaro], Egbado area, town of Kesan-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00202

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00209: [Gelede mask in museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
125.36.78

EEPA 1992-028-00209

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00261: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede mask with dog-eared cap], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00261

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00262: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede mask with dog-eared cap], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00262

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
      Masks
      Wood-carving
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00287: [Gelede mask owned by Olori Agberu], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00287

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
      Masks
      Wood-carving
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00294: [Pair of abo Gelede masks], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
EEPA D00411: [During the Efẹ ceremony, Oro Efe swinging horsetail whisks], Egbaodo area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Oro Efe in performance, Sawonjo. Oro Efe wears a headdress, a veil, cloth panels, and a hunter's jerkin, and he flashes his whisks, blessing the spectators as he sings. Sawonjo, 1978."

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00411

Bibliography
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For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ips20/ips.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic:

Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
EEPA D00412: [During the Efe ceremony, Oro Efe swinging horsetail whisks], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Back view of Oro Efe, Sawonjo. The back view of Oro Efe's costume reveals appliquéd cloth panels and, on his headdress, a carved leather panel. At his feet, hunters load their guns for a salute. Sawonjo, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00412
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For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

EEPA D00413: [During the Efe ceremony, Oro Efe swinging horsetail whisks], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00413

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00414: [During the Efe ceremony, Oro Efe swinging horsetail whisks], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00414

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00415: [During the Efe ceremony, Oro Efe swinging horsetail whisks], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00415

Topic: Ceremonial objects
       Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Efe (masquerades)
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00416: [During the Efe ceremony, Oro Efe swinging horsetail whisks], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00416

Topic: Animals in art
       Ceremonial objects
       Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Efe (masquerades)
EEPA D00422: [During the Èfè ceremony, Oro Èfe moves through the performance area guided by his attendants], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Oro Èfe in performance. In a headdress adorned with woodpeckers, snakes, and a leopard and in a costume covered with geometric and representational images, Oro Èfe moves through the performance area guided by his attendants. Igbogila, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00422

Exhibitions Note
"For This World and Beyond: African Art from the Fred and Rita Richman Collection, " held by the High Museum of Art, Atlanta, Georgia, 2002.
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For This World and Beyond: African Art from the Fred and Rita Richman Collection (Atlanta, GA: High Museum of Art, 2002).

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
EEPA D00423: [During the Efe ceremony, Oro Efe wearing elaborately carved headdress with stark white face], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00423

EEPA D00424: [During the Efe ceremony, Oro Efe moves through the performance area guided by his attendants], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978

Page 1322 of 5105
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00425

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Animals in art -- Snakes
Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00425: [Oro Efe headdress depicting birds, snakes, chameleons, and leopard], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00425

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Animals in art -- Chameleons
Animals in art -- Leopards
Animals in art -- Snakes
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00426: [During the Ẹfẹ ceremony, Oro Efe seated among his attendants], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00426

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Animals in art -- Leopards
Animals in art -- Snakes
Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00427: [During the Efe ceremony, Oro Efe wearing elaborately carved headdress with stark white face], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
EEPA D00428: [During the Ẹfẹ ceremony, Oro Efe swinging horsetail whisks],
Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Oro Efe sways slowly, majestically swinging horsetail whisks as he sings throughout the night, commenting on all aspects of society. His special status is mirrored in his elegant red appliqued costume with a reptile embroidered on the bodice, the whisks, and an elaborately carved headdress with a stark white face and a multicolored superstructure. Igbogila, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00428
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Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Animals in art -- Snakes
Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00429: [During the Efe ceremony, Oro Efe moves through the performance area guided by his attendants], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00429

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00430: [During the Efe ceremony, Oro Efe seated among his attendants], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00430

Topic:
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Animals in art -- Snakes
Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00431: [During the Ẹfẹ ceremony, Oro Efe moves through the performance area guided by his attendants], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00431

Topic:
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Animals in art -- Snakes
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00432: [Spectators during the Efẹ ceremony], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00432

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00433: [Spectators during the Efẹ ceremony], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00433

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00434: [During the Efẹ ceremony, Oro Efe moves through the performance area guided by his attendants], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00434

Topic:
- Animals in art
- Animals in art -- Birds
- Animals in art -- Snakes
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Efe (masquerades)
- Gelede -- Photographs
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Wood-carving
- Works of art in situ

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:
- Color slides

Culture:
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00435: [During the Ẹfẹ ceremony, Oro Efe moves through the performance area guided by his attendants], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00435

Topic:
- Animals in art
- Animals in art -- Birds
- Animals in art -- Snakes
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Efe (masquerades)
- Gelede -- Photographs
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00436: [During the Efe ceremony, Oro Efe swinging horsetail whisks], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00436

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00437: [During the Efe ceremony, Oro Efe swinging horsetail whisks], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00437

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00440: [Oro Efe headdress depicting birds, snakes, chameleons, and leopard], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00440

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Animals in art -- Chameleons
Animals in art -- Leopards
Animals in art -- Snakes
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00441: [Gelede mask representing a bird, carved by Adegbola Alaiye], Egbado area, town of Igbogila, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00441

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00469: [Female-type (abogi) Gelede mask], Ketu area, town of Ijale-Ketu, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.


Permission to reproduce images from Eliot Elisofon Photographic Archives must be obtained in advance. For information on photo services and research appointments, please visit <http://africa.si.edu/research/archives.html> or contact Archives staff at elisofonarchives@si.edu <mailto:elisofonarchives@si.edu>.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00469
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Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00507: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
32.19

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-00507

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00508: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E77.370

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-00508

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00509: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1978
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1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-00509

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00510: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E77.370
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-00510

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00511: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E77.370
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-00511

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00512: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.31.16
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-00512

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00513: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.7.46
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-00513

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00514: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.46
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-00514

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00515: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.9.46
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-00515

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00542: [Neophyte Gelede dancer under the supervision of his coach], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Young supervised Gelede dancer in performance. Carrying the iron anklets in his hands, a Gelede performer moves toward the drums under the supervision of his coach. Ilaro, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00542
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Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00655: [Gelede mask surmounted by a soldier], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00655

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00656: [Gelede mask surmounted by a soldier], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00656

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00657: [Gelede mask with flags (Asia), carved by Sunday Oloyede],
Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00657

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00658: [Gelede society member repainting masks in preparation of festival],
Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
EEPA D00659: [Gelede society member repainting masks in preparation of festival], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

EEPA D00660: [Gelede society member repainting masks in preparation of festival], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
EEPA D00664: [In preparation of festival, masks just repainted by Gelede society member], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Deified ancestral priestess mask (Iya Yemoja) and Efe mask, Abeokuta. Left, a mask of Iya Yemoja with red parrot feathers (the 'cloth of elderly women') crowning the head represents the divinity and her priestess simultaneously. Right, an Efe mask has a billed cap. Abeokuta, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00664
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Topic:
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Feathers, furs and skins
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00665: [In preparation of festival, masks just repainted by Gelede society member], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00665

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Feathers, furs and skins
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D00666: [Body mask in the form of a gorilla], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00666

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Monkeys
Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00667: [Gelede masqueraders from Ibara Quarter in performance], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00667

Topic:
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Monkeys
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

 EEPA D00668: [Gelede masqueraders from Ibara Quarter in performance], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00668

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00669: [Gelede masquerader from Ibara Quarter in performance], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00669

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00670: [Gelede masquerader from Ibara Quarter in performance], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00670

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00671: [Gelede masquerader grabbed by his attendant], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00671

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00672: [Gelede masqueraders from Ibara Quarter in performance], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00672

Topic: Animals in art
- Animals in art -- Monkeys
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Gelede -- Photographs
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Wood-carving
- Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00673: [Gelede masqueraders from Ibara Quarter in performance], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00673

Topic: Animals in art
- Animals in art -- Monkeys
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Gelede -- Photographs
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Wood-carving
- Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00674: [Abeokuta female-style (abogi) masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Ibara Quarter, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00674

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00675: [Abeokuta female-style (abogi) masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Ibara Quarter, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00675

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00676: [Abeokuta female-style (abogi) masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Ibara Quarter, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Abeokuta female-style masqueraders in performance, Ibara Quarter. At Ibara, abeokuta, the dancers wear a costume made of borrowed cloths that hang down to the ankles and another cloth that covers the face and torso. 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00676
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Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00677: [Gelede masqueraders from Ibara Quarter in performance], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00677

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00678: [Neophyte Gelede dancer under the supervision of his coach], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00678

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00679: [Body mask in the form of a gorilla], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00679

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Monkeys
Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00680: [Body mask in the form of a gorilla], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Trunk mask of a gorilla. Another Gorilla of surreal proportions flashes his ferocious canine teeth and stretches out his arms and gigantic hands as if he is ready to pounce on a victim. Abeokuta, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00680
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Topic: Animals in art
       Animals in art -- Monkeys
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00681: [Gelede mask carved by Adelakun Arubo of Igan Okoto],
Egbado area, town of Isaga, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00681

Topic: Animals in art
       Animals in art -- Birds
       Animals in art -- Snakes
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00682: [Gelede mask carved by Adelakun Arubo of Igan Okoto],
Egbado area, town of Isaga, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00682

Topic:
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Animals in art -- Snakes
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00683: [Gelede mask carved by Adelakun Arubo of Igan Okoto], Egbado area, town of Isaga, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00683

Topic:
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00684: [Gelede mask carved by Adelakun Arubo of Igan Okoto], Egbado area, town of Isaga, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00684

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00690: [Kòrikò mask (hyena), whose appearance at dawn marks the end of the Efe ceremony], Egbado area, town of Igan-Okoto, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00690

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Hyenas
Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00691: [Gelede mask carved by Adelakun Arubo], Egbado area, town of Igan-Okoto, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00691

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00705: [Palace of chief of Quarter], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00705

Topic: Cultural landscapes
       Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00706: [At the beginning of the afternoon's performance, pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders about to make their entry in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00706

Topic:
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Gelede -- Photographs
- Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Wood-carving
- Works of art in situ

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00707: [At the beginning of the afternoon's performance, pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders make their entry in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00707

Topic:
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Gelede -- Photographs
- Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Wood-carving
- Works of art in situ

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria
EEPA D00708: [At the beginning of the afternoon's performance, pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders make their entry in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00708

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
      Masks
      Masquerades
      Wood-carving
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00709: [At the beginning of the afternoon's performance, pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders make their entry in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00709

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
      Masks
      Masquerades
      Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00710: [At the beginning of the afternoon's performance, pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders make their entry in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00710

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00711: [At the beginning of the afternoon's performance, pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders make their entry in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00711

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00712: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00712

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00713: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00713

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
        Masks
        Masquerades
        Musical instruments
        Wood-carving
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00714: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00714

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
        Masks
        Masquerades
        Musical instruments
        Wood-carving
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00715: [Pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00715

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00716: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00716

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00717: [Identical pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00717

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
        Masks
        Masquerades
        Musical instruments
        Wood-carving
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00718: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00718

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
        Masks
        Masquerades
        Musical instruments
        Wood-carving
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00719: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00719

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

EEPA D00720: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00720

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00721: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00721

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00722: [Pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00722

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
EEPA D00723: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00723

EEPA D00724: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00724

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00724b: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00724b

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00725: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00725

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00726: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00726

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00727: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00727

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00728: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00728

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Musical instruments
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00729: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00729

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
        Masks
        Masquerades
        Musical instruments
        Wood-carving
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00730: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00730

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
        Masks
        Masquerades
        Musical instruments
        Wood-carving
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00731: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00731

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00732: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in typical Lagos fashion sports a square cape (ewu) and an apron garment with three panels said to symbolize Esu, Ogun, and Iyanla, the divinities of Gelede at Lagos], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00732

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00733: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00733

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00734: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00734
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
   Masks
   Masquerades
   Musical instruments
   Wood-carving
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00735: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, pairs of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00735

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
   Masks
   Masquerades
   Musical instruments
   Wood-carving
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00736: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00736

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdress -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00737: [Gelede drum ensemble], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photgrapher
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00737

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Musical instruments
Musicians

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00738: [Gelede drum ensemble], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photgrapher
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00738

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Musical instruments
       Musicians

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00739: [Female members of Gelede society shaking sacred rattles], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00739

Topic: Ceremonial objects
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Leaders
       Musical instruments

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00740: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00740

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
EEPA D00741: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Lagos female-style masquerader in performance, Isale Eko Quarter. In female Gelede costuming, a fish basket tied at the waist and covered by a large wrapper serves to exaggerate the hips and buttocks. Lagos, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00741
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Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00742: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00742

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Musical instruments
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00743: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00743

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00744: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00744

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00745: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00745

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
EEPA D00746: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader paying respect to the drummers], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "A female Gelede kneels and pays respect to the drummers before beginning a solo. Lagos, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00746
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Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00747: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00747

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Musical instruments
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00748: [Female member of Gelede society shaking sacred rattles], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00748

Topic: Dance
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Hairstyles -- Africa
       Musical instruments
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00749: [Guarded by male attendants, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader goes into rapid spin to end her dance sequence], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00749

Topic: Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
Musical instruments

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00750: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00750

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00751: [Guarded by male attendants, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00751

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00752: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader held off the ground by a male attendant], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Masquerader held off the ground by an attendant. Before the dancer loses his balance from the momentum of his spin, attendants rush forward to grab him and lift him up off the grounds. Lagos, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00752
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Topic: Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00753: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00753

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00754: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader paying respect to the drummers], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00754

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00755: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00755

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00756: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00756

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00757: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00757

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00758: [Guarded by male attendants, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader goes into rapid spin to end her dance sequence], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00758

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00759: [Guarded by male attendants, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader goes into rapid spin to end her dance sequence], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00759
EEPA D00760: [Guarded by a male attendant, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00760

EEPA D00761: [Guarded by a male attendant, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00761

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00762: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00762

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00763: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00763

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
  Dance
  Gelede -- Photographs
  Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
  Masks
  Masquerades
  Musical instruments
  Wood-carving
  Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
  Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00764: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in typical Lagos fashion sports a square cape (ewu) and an apron garment with three panels said to symbolize Esu, Ogun, and Iyanla, the divinities of Gelede at Lagos], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00764

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
  Dance
  Gelede -- Photographs
  Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
  Masks
  Masquerades
  Musical instruments
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00765: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-00765

Topic:  
Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Dance  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Musical instruments  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00766: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-00766
EEPA D00767: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in typical Lagos fashion sports a square cape (ewu)], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00767

EEPA D00768: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in typical Lagos fashion sports a square cape (ewu) and an apron garment with three panels said to symbolize Esu, Ogun, and Iyanla, the divinities of Gelede at Lagos], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00768

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00769: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00769

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00770: [Flanked by women shaking sacred rattles, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in procession], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00770

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Dance
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
        Masks
        Masquerades
        Musical instruments
        Wood-carving
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00771: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in typical Lagos fashion sports a square cape (ewu) and an apron garment with three panels said to symbolize Esu, Ogun, and Iyanla, the divinities of Gelede at Lagos], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00771

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Dance
        Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00772: [Guarded by male attendants, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00772

Topic: Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00773: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in typical Lagos fashion sports a square cape (ewu) and an apron garment with three panels said to symbolize Esu, Ogun, and Iyanla, the divinities of Gelede at Lagos], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00773

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00774: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in typical Lagos fashion sports a square cape (ewu) and an apron garment with three panels said to symbolize Esu, Ogun, and Iyanla, the divinities of Gelede at Lagos], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00774

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00775: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in typical Lagos fashion sports a square cape (ewu) and an apron garment], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978

Page 1392 of 5105
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00775

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00776: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in typical Lagos fashion sports a square cape (ewu) and an apron garment with three rectangular panels], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00776

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00777: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in typical Lagos fashion sports a square cape (ewu) and an apron garment with three rectangular panels], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00777
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00778: [Guarded by male attendants, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader goes into rapid spin to end her dance sequence], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.


Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00778
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Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00779: [Guarded by male attendants, female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader goes into rapid spin to end her dance sequence], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00779

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Masquerades
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00780: [Gelede masquerader with a biplane surmounting the headdress], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Masquerader with a biplane surmounting the headdress. The biplane is a technological innovation that hints at the spiritual potential of Europeans and exemplifies the constructive use of power. Lagos, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00780
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Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
        Masks
        Masquerades
        Wood-carving
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00781: [Gelede masquerader with a biplane surmounting the headdress], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00781
EEPA D00782: [Crowd watching Gelede masquerader in performance], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00782

EEPA D00783: [Gelede mask with a Sango priestess], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Mask with a Sango priestess. This mask represents a misunderstanding. The artist mistakenly carved a female figure instead of a male priest of Sango, god of thunder and lightning, which the patron intended. Ilaro, 1978."
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00783

Bibliography

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00784

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00785

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.


Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00786

Bibliography

Bibliography
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Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00787

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00788: [Gelede mask with a biplane surmounting the headdress], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00788

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00789: [Gelede mask with a biplane surmounting the headdress], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00789

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00790: [Gelede mask representing a white capped Lagos chief, stored in the Ketu Gelede House], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00790

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00791: [Gelede mask representing a white capped Lagos chief, stored in the Ketu Gelede House], Isale-Eko, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00791

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

---

EEPA D00792: Arabi Ajigbale (Ogun) comes to open the nocturnal performance of Oro Efe on the night preceding the afternoon Gelede dances, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Arabi Ajigbale mask. Wearing the cloths of the iron deity, ogun, Arabi Ajigbale sweeps the market to clear the way for the masqueraders that follow. Lagos, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00792
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Bibliography
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Topic: Efe (masquerades)
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
      Masks
      Wood-carving
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00793: [Arabi Ajigbale mask and Amukoko (pipe-smoking Dahomean warrior) mask used in the Efe ceremony, stored in the Ketu Gelede House], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00793

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
      Masks
      Wood-carving
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00794: [Arabi Ajigbale mask and Amukoko (pipe-smoking Dahomean warrior) mask used in the Efe ceremony, stored in the Ketu Gelede House], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00794

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00795: [Group of masks painted with traditional pigments, stored in the Ketu Gelede House], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "A group of masks painted with traditional pigments. Although it is fairly uncommon, verisimilitude seems to be a concern in these masks, painted brown tones to approximate skin color. Lagos, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00795
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Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00796: [Traditional pigments used in painting Gelede masks, Ketu Gelede House], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Traditional pigments used in painting Gelede masks. Gelede patrons in some regions prefer traditional pigments made of various organic substances, including eggs. Lagos, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00796
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Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Monkeys
Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00797: [Traditional pigments used in painting Gelede masks, Ketu Gelede House], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00797

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Monkeys
Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00798: [Gelede masquerader awaiting mask at Ketu Gelede House], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00798

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00799: [Group of masks painted with traditional pigments, stored in the Ketu Gelede House], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00799

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
      Masks
      Wood-carving
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00800: [Gelede headdress called Onilu (drummers), stored in the Ketu Gelede House], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00800

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
      Masks
      Wood-carving
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00801: [Traditional pigments used in painting Gelede masks, Ketu Gelede House], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00801

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00802: [Gelede masquerader awaiting mask at Ketu Gelede House], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00802

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00927: [Gelede mask representing man carrying a coffin, carved by Kolade Olabimtan], Anago area, town of Agosasa, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00927

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00928: [Gelede mask representing man carrying a coffin, carved by Kolade Olabimtan], Anago area, town of Agosasa, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00928

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00929: [Gelede mask representing man carrying a coffin, carved by Kolade Olabimtan], Anago area, town of Agosasa, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00929

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00930: [Gelede mask carved by Kolade Olabimtan], Anago area, town of Agosasa, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00930

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00931: [Gelede mask carved by Kolade Olabimtan], Anago area, town of Agosasa, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00931

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00932: [Gelede mask carved by Kolade Olabimtan], Anago area, town of Agosasa, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00932

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00933: [Pair of Gelede masqueraders with headdress honoring those who are active in the ancestral masquerades of Egungun], Anago area, town of Ipokia, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00933

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00934: [Pair of Gelede masqueraders with headdress honoring those who are active in the ancestral masquerades of Egungun], Anago area, town of Ipokia, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00934

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00937: [Gelede mask in museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-00937

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00938: [Gelede mask in museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-00938

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00939: [Gelede mask in museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E77.237
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-00939
EEPA D00940: [Gelede mask in museum], 1978
 1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-00940

EEPA D00941: [Gelede mask in museum], 1978
 1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-00941

EEPA D00979: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masquerader in performance],
Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00979

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00980: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masquerader in performance],
Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00980

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00981: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00981

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00982: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00982

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00983: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masquerader in performance],
Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research
among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal
was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for
Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00983

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00984: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader wearing headdress
depicting a plump porcupine eating corn], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo,
Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research
among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal
was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for
Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Masquerader in performance wearing a porcupine
headdress. Using a metaphor from the world of animals, this headdress of a
plump porcupine eating a corn relates thematically to a drummed text in which
a porcupine is criticized for selfishness and gluttony. Sawonjo, 1978."

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00984
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Topic: Animals in art -- Porcupines
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00985: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting a plump porcupine eating corn], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00985

Topic: Animals in art -- Porcupines
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00986: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting a plump porcupine eating corn], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00986

Topic:
Animals in art -- Porcupines
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00987: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting a plump porcupine eating corn], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00987

Topic:
Animals in art -- Porcupines
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Musical instruments  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00988: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting a plump porcupine eating corn], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00988

Topic:  
Animals in art -- Porcupines  
Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Dance  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Musical instruments  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00989: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting a plump porcupine eating corn], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00989

Topic: Animals in art -- Porcupines
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00990: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting a plump porcupine eating corn], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00990

Topic: Animals in art -- Porcupines
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00991: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting a plump porcupine eating corn], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00991

Topic: Animals in art -- Porcupines
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00991: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting a plump porcupine eating corn], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00991

Topic: Animals in art -- Porcupines
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00992: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting a plump porcupine eating corn], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00992

Topic: Animals in art -- Porcupines
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00993: [Gelede masquerader with mask depicting four society members encircled by a snake], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00993

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00994: [Gelede masquerader with mask depicting four society members encircled by a snake], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00994

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00995: [Gelede masquerader with mask depicting four society members encircled by a snake], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00995

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00996: [Gelede masquerader with mask depicting four society members encircled by a snake], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00996

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00997: [Gelede masquerader with mask depicting four society members encircled by a snake], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00997

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00998: [Gelede masquerader with mask depicting four society members encircled by a snake], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00998

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00999: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance],
Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research
among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for
Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00999

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

EEPA D01000: [Gelede mask in museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.17.46

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01000

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01001: [Gelede mask in museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01001

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01002: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance],
Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01002

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01003: [Detail of an embroidered and appliquéd wrapper worn by a Gelede masquerader], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Detail of an embroidered and appliquéd wrapper worn by a masquerader. This embroidered, appliquéd wrapper shows several horizontal registers of images, including soldiers, colonial officials, hunters, people shaking rattles, and bicyclists. Sawonjo, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01003
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Topic:
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Horses
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01005: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance],
Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01005

EEPA D01006: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance],
Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Female-style masquerader in performance, Sawonjo. At Sawonjo, headwraps tied both above and below the breast plate and an elaborately designed wrapper over the hip and buttocks construction create a sense of compactness in a basically bulky form. 1978."
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01006
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Topic:
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Horses
Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01007: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede mask with bayani for orisa oko], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01007

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01008: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01008

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdress -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01011: [Gelede headdress depicting an Egungun masquerader with his attendant], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Mask surmounted by an Egungun masquerader with his attendant. The head of the Egungun masquerade society, who is also a member of the Gelede society and a muslim, is honored with a mask depicting an Egungun on top of a turban-wrapped head, Sawonjo, 1978."

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01011

Bibliography


Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01012: [Gelede headdress depicting an Egungun masquerader with his attendant], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01012

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01013: [Gelede headdress depicting an Egungun masquerader with his attendant], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01013

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01014: [Gelede headdress depicting an Egungun masquerader with his attendant], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01014

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01015: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader with headdress honoring those who are active in the ancestral masquerades of Egungun], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01015

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01016: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader with headdress honoring those who are active in the ancestral masquerades of Egungun], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01016

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01017: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader with headdress honoring those who are active in the ancestral masquerades of Egungun], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01017

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01018: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader dancing with crowd controller], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Masquerader dancing with crowd controller. A crowd controller rushes into the arena to perform with a masquerader. Sawonjo, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01018
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Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01020: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader with headdress depicting an eko seller], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01020

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01021: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader with headdress depicting an eko seller], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01021

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01022: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader with headdress depicting an eko seller], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01022

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01023: [Gelede mask said to be carved by Akinyele], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01023
EEPA D01024: [Gelede mask said to be carved by Akinyele], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01024

EEPA D01025: [Gelede masquerader wearing headdress with a bird perched on top and an Egbado-style costume], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01025

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01026: [Gelede masquerader wearing headdress with a bird perched on top and an Egbado-style costume], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Gelede wearing a northern hat with a bird perched on top and an Egbado-style costume. An Egbado male Gelede combines remnants of worn-out appliquéd panels from an old costume, a long-sleeved jacket, and a mass of knotted head ties. Sawonjo, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01026

Bibliography

Bibliography
For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!siliibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01027: [Gelede mask said to be carved by Ogundara], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01027

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01028: [Gelede mask said to be carved by Ogundara], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01028

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01029: [Gelede mask said to be carved by Ogundara], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01029

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01030: [Gelede mask said to be carved by Aiyefemi], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01030

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ  

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  
Color slides  

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D01035: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede mask of an eko seller], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.  

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-01035  

Topic:  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ  

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  
Color slides  

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D01036: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede mask of an eko seller], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.  

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-01036  

Topic:  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ
EEPA D01037: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede mask of an eko seller], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.


Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01037

Bibliography

EEPA D01038: [Gelede mask said to be carved by Aiyefemi], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01038

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01039: [Female-style (abogi) and male-style (akogi) Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01039

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01040: [Gelede mask depicting four society members encircled by a snake], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
Publication title reads, "Gelede mask depicting four society members encircled by a snake. On this mask, a large snake encircles a priestess and other worshippers. Such superstructures can be interchanged. Sawonjo, 1978."

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01040

Bibliography


Bibliography

For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~/silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01041: [Gelede masquerader with mask depicting four society members encircled by a snake], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Full back view of Gelede mask depicting four society members encircled by a snake. During performance, the masquerader uses a long strip of cloth to balance a large superstructure. Sawonjo, 1978."

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01041

Bibliography

Bibliography

For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!
silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01042: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance],
Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01042

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01043: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance],
Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01043

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdress -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01044: [Pair of female-style (abogi) Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01044

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdress -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01045: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01045

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D01046: [Gelede masquerader wearing headdress with a bird perched on top and an Egbado-style costume], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01046

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01047: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Sawonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01047

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01058: [Gelede mask with umbrella called aboji Alaagboro], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01058

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01059: [Gelede mask with hairstyle called Òjōmpetí, popularly associated with the devotees of Sàngó], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01059

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01060: [Gelede mask with hairstyle called Òjōmpetí, popularly associated with the devotees of Sàngó], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01060

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
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Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01074: [Gelede mask in museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
11-13
1 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01074

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01145.1: [Gelede society member repainting masks in preparation of festival], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01145.1

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Occupation: Artists

Place:
Africa
Nigeria
EEPA D01145.2: [Gelede society member repainting masks in preparation of festival], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "The Ilaro style of painting a band of contrasting color to separate and delineate the hairline and the forehead illustrates a local aesthetic preference, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01145.2

Bibliography

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Occupation: Artists
Place: Africa
Nigeria

EEPA D01145.3: [Gelede society member repainting masks in preparation of festival], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01145.3

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01146: [Gelede society member repainting masks in preparation of festival], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01146

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Occupation: Artists

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01147: [Gelede society member repainting masks in preparation of festival], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01147

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Occupation: Artists
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01148: [Gelede society member repainting masks in preparation of festival], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01148

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Occupation: Artists
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01149: [Gelede society member repainting masks in preparation of festival], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01149

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Occupation: Artists
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01150: [Gelede society member repainting masks in preparation of festival], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01150

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Photographers
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Occupation: Artists
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01151: [Gelede society member repainting masks in preparation of festival], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01151

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Photographers
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Occupation: Artists
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01152: [Gelede society member repainting masks in preparation of festival], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01152

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Photographers
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Occupation: Artists
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01153: [Gelede masquerade and spectators posing], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01153

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
EEPA D01154: [Gelede masquerade and spectators posing], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01154

Topic:
Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01155

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01156: [Gelede masquerader who honors a priestess by depicting her ritual role], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01156

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01157: [Priestess accompanied by a masquerader who honors her by depicting her ritual role], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "A priestess of the deity Are is accompanied by a masquerader who honors her by depicting her ritual role, Ilaro, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01157

Bibliography

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Musical instruments
       Priests
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
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Topic: Ceremonial objects
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01159: [Gelede masqueraders, one who honors a priestess by depicting her ritual role, the other who represents a mat seller], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01159

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01160: [Gelede drum ensemble], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01160

EEPA D01161: [Gelede masqueraders, one who honors a priestess by depicting her ritual role, the other with elaborate hairstyle], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01161
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01162: [Gelede masquerader with headdress carved by Henry Drewal], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01162

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
   Masks
   Masquerades
   Musical instruments
   Wood-carving
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01163: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01163

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Dance
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
   Masks
   Masquerades
   Musical instruments
   Wood-carving
EEPA D01164: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01164

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01165: [Gelede masquerader wearing headdress surmounted by a bird], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01165

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
EEPA D01166: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance, in the background woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ibejì) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01166

EEPA D01167: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance, in the background woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ibejì) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01167

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01168: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance, in the background woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ibejí) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01168

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibejí
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01169: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01169

Topic:
- Ceremonial objects
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Dance
- Gelede -- Photographs
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Musical instruments
- Wood-carving
- Works of art in situ

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:
- Color slides

Culture:
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01170: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance, in the background woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ibejì) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01170

Topic:
- Ceremonial objects
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Dance
- Gelede -- Photographs
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01171: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01171

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01172: [Gelede masquerader performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01172
EEPA D01173: [Gelede masquerader performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01173

EEPA D01174: [During Gelede afternoon dance performance, woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ìbejì) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01174

Topic: Dance
Ere ibei
Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01175: [During Gelede afternoon dance performance, woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ibeji) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01175

Topic: Dance
Ere ibei
Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01176: [Gelede masquerader performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01176

Topic:  
Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Dance  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Musical instruments  
Weapons  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01177: [Gelede masquerader performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01177

Topic:  
Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Dance  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Musical instruments  
Weapons  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01178: [Neophyte Gelede dancer under the supervision of his coach], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01178

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01179: [Neophyte Gelede dancer under the supervision of his coach], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01179

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01180: [Gelede masqueraders and woman carrying twin statuettes (erè ìbejì) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01180

Topic:  
Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Dance  
Ere ìbejì  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01181: [Gelede masqueraders and woman carrying twin statuettes (erè ìbejì) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01181

Topic:  
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01182: [Gelede masqueraders and woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ibeji) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01182

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01183: [Gelede masquerader performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01183

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01184: [Gelede masquerader performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01184

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01185: [Gelede masquerader performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01185

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01186: [Gelede masquerader, wearing headdress depicting scene of a seated chief flanked by two attendants, performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01186

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01187: [Gelede masquerader, wearing headdress depicting scene of a seated chief flanked by two attendants, performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01187

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01188: [Gelede masquerader, wearing headdress depicting scene of a seated chief flanked by two attendants, performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01188

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01189: [Gelede masquerader, wearing headdress depicting scene of a seated chief flanked by two attendants, performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01189

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01190: [Gelede masquerader dances with mask, headties, and leg rattles], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
Publication title reads, "Gelede in performance. Recreating Orunmila’s mythic journey into the realm of the mothers, the Gelede performer dances with a mask, head ties, and leg rattles. Ilaro, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01190
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Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdress -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01191: [Gelede masquerader, wearing headdress depicting scene of a seated chief flanked by two attendants, performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01191

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01192: [Gelede masquerader, wearing headdress depicting scene of a seated chief flanked by two attendants, performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01192

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01193: [Gelede masqueraders in performance as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01193

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01194: [Gelede masqueraders and woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ibeji) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01194

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Ere ibeji
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01195: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance, in the background woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ibeji) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
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Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01196: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01196
EEPA D01197: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01197

EEPA D01198: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
EEPA D01199: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance],
Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01199

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01200: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance],
Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01200

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01201: [Gelede masqueraders from Ile Bamgbose compound, Iluata Quarter], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01201

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Horses
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01202: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader from Ile Bamgbose compound, Iluata Quarter], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01202

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Dance
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Headdress -- headgear -- Africa
      Masks
      Masquerades
      Musical instruments
      Wood-carving
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01203: [Gelede masqueraders from Ile Bamgbose compound, Iluata Quarter], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01203

Topic: Animals in art
      Animals in art -- Horses
      Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Dance
      Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01204: [Gelede masqueraders from Ile Bamgbose compound, Iluata Quarter], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01204

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Horses
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01205: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader from Ile Bamgbose compound, Iluata Quarter], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
EEPA D01206: [A family of devotees of the iron deity, Ogun, dances to the marketplace along with its masqueraders], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01207

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01208: [Gelede headdress depicting a hunter], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01208

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01209: [Gelede headdress depicting a market woman], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01209

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01210: [Gelede masqueraders from Ile Bamgbose compound, Iluata Quarter], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01210

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Horses
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01211: [Neophyte Gelede dancer from Ile Bamgbose compound, Iluata Quarter], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-01211

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01212: [A family of devotees of the iron deity, Ogun, dances to the marketplace along with its masqueraders], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-01212

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Dance  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01213: [A family of devotees of the iron deity, Ogun, dances to the marketplace along with its masqueraders], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01213

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01214: [Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting motorcyclist and his passenger], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01214

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01215: [Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting motorcyclist and his passenger], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01215

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01216: [Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting motorcyclist and his passenger], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01216

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
     Dance
     Gelede -- Photographs
     Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
     Masks
     Masquerades
     Musical instruments
     Musicians
     Wood-carving
     Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01217: [Gelede masquerader wearing headdress depicting motorcyclist and his passenger], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01217

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
     Dance
     Gelede -- Photographs
     Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
     Masks
     Masquerades
     Musical instruments
     Wood-carving
     Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01218: [A family of devotees of the iron deity, Ogun, poses along with its drummers and masqueraders], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01218

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01219: [Gelede masks on the shrine to the god of hunters, Ogun], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01219

Topic:
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Warthogs
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Shrines
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01220: [Gelede masks on the shrine to the god of hunters, Ogun], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01220

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Warthogs
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Shrines
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01221: [Gelede masks on the shrine to the god of hunters, Ogun], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01221

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Warthogs
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Shrines
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01222: [Double-faced masks representing either twins or the deity Eyini], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01222

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01223: [Neophyte Gelede dancer in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01223

Topic: Children
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
EEPA D01224: [Neophyte Gelede dancer in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01224

Topic: Children
   Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
   Masks
   Masquerades
   Wood-carving
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Publication title reads, "Neophyte masquerader in performance, Ilaro. A neophyte Gelede dancer, wearing only an old, incomplete mask and a long cloth that reaches below his knees, masquerades as a masquerader. Ilaro, 1978."
Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01225
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing and dress</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelede -- Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headdresses -- headgear</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masquerades</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood-carving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Color slides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture</th>
<th>Yoruba (African people)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

EEPA D01226: [Neophyte Gelede dancers in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01226

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothing and dress</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelede -- Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headdresses -- headgear</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masquerades</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood-carving</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01227: [Double-faced masks representing either twins or the deity Eyini and neophyte Gelede dancers in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-01227

Topic: Children  
Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01228: [Neophyte Gelede dancers under the supervision of their coach], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-01228

Topic: Children  
Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01229: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masquerader with headdress honoring a family of hunters], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01229

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Dance
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
        Masks
        Masquerades
        Wood-carving
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01230: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masquerader with headdress honoring a family of hunters], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01230

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01231: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masquerader with headdress honoring a family of hunters], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01231

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01232: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masquerader with headdress honoring a family of hunters], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01232

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01233: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masquerader with headdress honoring a family of hunters], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01233

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01234: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masquerader and neophyte Gelede dancers in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01234

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01235: [Lead drum, the iyalu (ìyá ilù) or mother drum, part of Gelede drum ensemble], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01235

Topic:
Gelede -- Photographs
Musical instruments
Musicians
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01236: [Lead drum, the iyalu (ìyá ilù) or mother drum, part of Gelede drum ensemble], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01236

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Musical instruments
Musicians
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01237: [Male-style (akogi) Gelede masquerader with headdress honoring a family of hunters], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01237

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01238: [Male-style (akogi) and female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01238

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01239: [Male-style (akogi) and female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance, in the background woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ibeji) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01239

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01240: [Male-style (akogi) and female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance, in the background woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ibeji) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01240

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masqueraders
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01241: [Male-style (akogi) and female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance, in the background woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ibeji) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01241

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01242: [Male-style (akogi) and female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance, in the background woman carrying twin statuettes (ére ìbejì) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01242

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01243: [Male-style (akogi) and female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader in performance, in the background woman carrying twin statuettes (ére ìbejì) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01243

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01244: [During the Gelede festival, woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ibeji) in tray], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01244

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01245: [During the Gelede festival, woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ìbejì) in tray], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01245

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ìbejì
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01246: [During the Gelede festival, woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ìbejì) in tray], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01246

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ìbejì
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01247: [Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-01247

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Dance  
Ere ibeji  
 Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01248: [Gelede masqueraders in performance, in the background woman carrying twin statuettes (eré íbejì) in enamel basin], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-01248
EEPA D01249: [During the Gelede festival, woman carrying twin statuettes (èrè íbejì) in tray], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01249

EEPA D01250: [During the Gelede festival, woman carrying twin statuettes (èrè íbejì) in tray], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr.
Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01250

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01251: [During the Gelede festival, woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ìbejì) in tray], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01251

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01252: [During the Gelede festival, woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ìbejì) in tray], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01252

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01253: [During the Gelede festival, woman carrying twin statuettes (eré ibeji) in tray], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01253

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Ere ibeji
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01254: [Gelede masquerader with headdress depicting warthog devouring a snake], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01254

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Animals in art -- Warthogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

EEPA D01255: [Gelede masquerader, wearing headdress depicting warthog devouring a snake, matches his stepping to the staccato rhythms], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01255

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Animals in art -- Warthogs
Nigeria

Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs
EEPA.1992-028
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Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01256: [Gelede masquerader, wearing headdress depicting warthog devouring a snake, matches his stepping to the staccato rythms], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01256

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Animals in art -- Warthogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01257: [Gelede masquerader, wearing headdress depicting warthog devouring a snake, matches his stepping to the staccato rythms], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01257

Topic:
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01258: [Gelede masquerader, wearing headdress depicting warthog devouring a snake, matches his stepping to the staccato rythms], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01258

Topic:
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Animals in art -- Warthogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01259: [Gelede masquerader, wearing headdress depicting warthog devouring a snake, matches his stepping to the staccato rythms], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01259

Topic:
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Animals in art -- Warthogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01260: [Gelede masquerader, wearing headdress depicting warthog devouring a snake, matches his stepping to the staccato rythms], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Masquerader dancing with spectators. As enthusiasm mounts, spectators spur the masquerader on to greater choreographic heights. Ilaro, 1978."
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01260

Bibliography

Bibliography
For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=--!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic:
- Animals in art
- Animals in art -- Snakes
- Animals in art -- Warthogs
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Dance
- Gelede -- Photographs
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Musical instruments
- Wood-carving
- Works of art in situ

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01261: [Gelede masquerader, wearing headdress depicting warthog devouring a snake, matches his stepping to the staccato rythms], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01261

Topic:
- Animals in art
- Animals in art -- Snakes
- Animals in art -- Warthogs
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Dance
- Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01262: [Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01262

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01263: [Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01263

| Topic: | Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Dance  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ |
|---|---|
| Place: | Africa  
Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: | Color slides |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D01264: [Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01264

| Topic: | Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Dance  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ |
|---|---|
| Place: | Africa  
Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: | Color slides |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D01265: [Gelede masqueraders and neophyte dancer in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01265

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01266: [Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01266

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01267: [Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01267

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01268: [Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01268

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
EEPA D01269: [Gelede masqueraders in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01269

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
Masquerades  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ  

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  
Color slides  

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D01271: [Neophyte Gelede dancers under the supervision of their coach], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.  

Publication title reads, "Pair of teenage masqueraders perform under supervision. Stronger, self-assured teenagers provide a relatively accomplished performance as their dance master watches. Ilaro, 1978."

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-01271  

Topic:  
Children  
Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Dance  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ  

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  
Color slides  

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D01272: [Neophyte Gelede dancers under the supervision of their coach], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.  

Publication title reads, "Pair of teenage masqueraders perform under supervision. Stronger, self-assured teenagers provide a relatively accomplished performance as their dance master watches. Ilaro, 1978."
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01272
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For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

EEPA D01273: [Neophyte Gelede dancers under the supervision of their coach], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01273

Topic: Children
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa

EEPA 1992-028-01272

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01274: [Neophyte Gelede dancers under the supervision of their coach], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Child masquerader attended by instructor. An older child with a more complete costume dances under the critical eye of his instructor. Ilaro, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01274

Bibliography


Bibliography

For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01275: [Neophyte Gelede dancers under the supervision of their coach], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01275

Topic:
- Children
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Dance
- Gelede -- Photographs
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Wood-carving
- Works of art in situ

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:
- Color slides

Culture:
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01276: [Neophyte Gelede dancers under the supervision of their coach], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01276

Topic:
- Children
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Dance
- Gelede -- Photographs
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Wood-carving
- Works of art in situ

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria
EEPA D01277: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader, with headdress representing a mat seller, performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01277

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides
Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01278: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader, with headdress representing a mat seller, performs as more participants crowd the dancing space], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01278

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01279: [Gelede masquerader with headdress representing a bird],
Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01279

Topic:
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01280: [Gelede masquerader with headdress representing a bird],
Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01280
Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Birds
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01281: [Gelede masquerader with headdress representing a bird], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01281

EEPA D01282: [Egbado female-style masquerader in performance wearing a headdress of snakes wrapped around medicine vials], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01282

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01283: [Egbado female-style masquerader in performance wearing a headdress of snakes wrapped around medicine vials], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01283

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
EEPA D01284: [Egbado female-style masquerader in performance wearing a headdress of snakes wrapped around medicine vials], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01284

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01285: [Egbado female-style masquerader in performance wearing a headdress of snakes wrapped around medicine vials], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01285

Topic: Animals in art
EEPA D01286: [Egbado female-style masquerader in performance wearing a headdress of snakes wrapped around medicine vials], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01286

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01287

Topic:
- Animals in art
- Animals in art -- Snakes
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Dance
- Gelede -- Photographs
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Wood-carving
- Works of art in situ

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:
- Color slides

Culture:
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01288: [Egbado female-style masquerader in performance wearing a headdress of snakes wrapped around medicine vials], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Egbado female-style masquerader in performance wearing a headdress of snakes. Tying numerous head ties loosely around the upper chest and breasts produces a bulky image in the female Gelede of Egbado. This headdress depicts snakes wrapped around medicine vials. Ilaro, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01288

Bibliography

Bibliography

For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?&profile=all&source=~!silibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01289: [Egbado female-style masquerader in performance wearing a headdress of snakes wrapped around medicine vials], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-01289

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01290: [Gelede masqueraders and neophyte dancers in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01290

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01291: [Member of Gelede society dancing], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01291

Topic: Dance
Gelede -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01292: [Neophyte Gelede dancers under the supervision of their coach], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01292

Topic: Children
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01293: [Neophyte Gelede dancers under the supervision of their coach], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01293

Topic: Children
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01294: [Female-style (abogi) Gelede masquerader, with headdress representing a mat seller, in performance], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01294

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01295: [On the final day of the Gelede festival, the deified ancestral priestess masquerade (Iya Odua)], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Ilu Ata Quarter, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01295

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01296: [On the final day of the Gelede festival, the deified ancestral priestess masquerade (Iya Odua)], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Ilu Ata Quarter, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01296

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01297: [On the final day of the Gelede festival, the deified ancestral priestess masquerade (Iya Odua)], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Ilu Ata Quarter, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01297
EEPA D01298: [On the final day of the Gelede festival, the deified ancestral priestess masquerade (Iya Odua)], Egbaa area, town of Ilaa, Ila Ata Quarter, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01298

EEPA D01299: [On the final day of the Gelede festival, the deified ancestral priestess masquerade (Iya Odua)], Egbaa area, town of Ilaa, Ila Ata Quarter, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.
EEPA D01300: [On the final day of the Gelede festival, the deified ancestral priestess masquerade (Iya Odua)], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Ilu Ata Quarter, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01300

EEPA D01301: [On the final day of the Gelede festival, the deified ancestral priestess masquerade (Iya Odua)], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Ilu Ata Quarter, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01301

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
      Masks
      Masquerades
      Wood-carving
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01302: [On the final day of the Gelede festival, the deified ancestral priestess masquerade (Iya Odua), Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Ilu Ata Quarter, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Publication title reads, "Deified ancestral priestess masquerade (Iya odua), Ilaro. Iya Odua comes at dusk with her white attire shining in the waning light. Ilaro, 1978."

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-01302

Bibliography
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For more information on publication, please visit http://siris-libraries.si.edu/ipac20/ipac.jsp?profile=all&source=~!siliibraries&uri=full=3100001~!158519~!0#focus
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01512: [Devotees in Olomitutu/Osun festival, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01512

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01513: [Devotees in Olomitutu/Osun festival, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01513

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01518: [Orisa shrines. Oya, Sango, and Yewa. Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.30

I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01518

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01519: [Orisa shrines. Oya, Sango, and Yewa. Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.29

I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01519

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01520: [Orisa shrines. Oya, Sango, and Yewa. Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.31

I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01520
EEPA D01593: [Iya Sango, Sango priest, Igbogila], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.23
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01593

EEPA D01594: [Missing], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
61.24.78
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01594

EEPA D01595: [Sango shrine items, Igbogila], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.61.2

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01595

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01598: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.1

G 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01598

Topic: Intiatory rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01599: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.2

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01599

Topic: Initiation rites
       Priests
       Regalia
       Rites and ceremonies
       Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01600: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.3

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01600

Topic: Initiation rites
       Priests
       Regalia
       Rites and ceremonies
       Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01601: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.4

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01601

Topic:
Initiatory rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01602: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.5

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01602

Topic:
Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01603: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.6
G 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01603

Topic: Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01604: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.7
G 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01604

Topic: Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01605: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.8

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01605

Topic: Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01606: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.9

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01606

Topic: Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01607: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.10

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01607

Topic: Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01608: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.11

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01608

Topic: Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01609: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.12

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01609

Topic:
Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01610: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.13

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01610

Topic:
Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01611: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.14

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01611

Topic: Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01612: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.15

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01612

Topic: Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01613: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.16

G 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01613

Topic: Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01614: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.17

G 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01614

Topic: Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01615: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.36.29

G 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01615

Topic: Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01616: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.36.30

G 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01616

Topic: Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01617: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.36.33

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01617

Topic:
Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01618: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.36.34

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01618

Topic:
Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01619: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
EEPA D01620: [Sango priests, [spiritual] chieftancy ceremony for a priest, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.36.36
G 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01620

Topic: 
Initiation rites
Priests
Regalia
Rites and ceremonies
Shango -- Photographs

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: 
Color slides

Culture: 
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01626: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, Igbogila], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.6

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01626

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01630: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p115

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01630

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01631: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01631

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01637: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01637

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01638: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01638

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01639: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01639

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01640: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01640

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01641: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01641

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01642: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01642

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01643: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01643

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01644: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01644

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01647: [Ose Sango, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   64-18

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01647

Topic: Sacred objects
       Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01649: [Ose Sango, Igbogila], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   78.68.3

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01649

Topic: Religious articles
       Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01655: [Ose Sango, Ajilete], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.14

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01655

Topic: Religious articles
       Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01656: [Ose Sango, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
69.31.39

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01656

Topic: Religious articles
       Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01659: [Ose Sango, Ajilete], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.15

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01659
Nigeria

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01661: [Sango devotee with Ose Sango, Ketu], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.4

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01661

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01668: [Ose Sango, Igbogila], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.4

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01668

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01669: [Ose Sango, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01669

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01670: [Ose Sango, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p115
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01670

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01671: [Ose Sango, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p115
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01671

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01672: [Ose Sango, Ajilete], 1978
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   78.55.25
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01672
   Topic: Sacred objects
          Shango -- Photographs
   Place: Africa
          Nigeria
   Genre/Form: Color slides
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01673: [Ose Sango, museum], 1978
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01673
   Topic: Sacred objects
          Shango -- Photographs
   Place: Africa
          Nigeria
   Genre/Form: Color slides
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01674: [Sango shrine, Igbogila], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.1
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01674
Topic: Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01675: [Sango shrine, Igbogila], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.2
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01675

Bibliography

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01676: [Sango shrine, Igbogila], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.3

EEPA 1992-028-01676

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
       Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01677: [Sango shrine, Igbogila], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.1

EEPA 1992-028-01677

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
       Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01678: [Sango shrine sculpture, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.7

EEPA 1992-028-01678
Topic: Sacred objects
    Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01679: [Detail of Sango shrine sculpture, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.8

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01679

Topic: Sacred objects
    Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01680: [Sango shrine, Ketu], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.28.11

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01680

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
    Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01681: [Sango shrine, Ketu], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.28.10
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01681

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
       Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01684: [Portrait of a Sango priest, Igbogila], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.72.3
A 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01684

Topic: Portraits
       Priests
       Regalia
       Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01685: [Ose Sango, Igbogila], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.5
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01685

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01688: [Portrait of a Sango priest, Igbogila], 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.72.2

A 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01688

Topic: Portraits
Priests
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01689: [Sango shrine, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.78.5

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01689

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01690: [Sango shrines, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.107.5

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01690

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01691: [Shrines, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.107.9

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01691

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01692: [Shrines, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.107.3
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01692

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01693: [Shrines, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01693

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01712: [Sango shrine, Odan Itoro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.16
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01712

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01714: [Sango shrine, Sawonjo], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01714

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
       Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01718: [Odo Sango, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p115
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01718

Topic: Sacred objects
       Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01719: [Odo Sango, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p115
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01719

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01720: [Odo Sango, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

Redbook p115

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01720

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01721: [Odo Sango, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

78.64.27

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01721

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01722: [Odo Sango, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.26

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01722

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01723: [Odo Sango, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.28

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01723

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01723: [Odo Sango, private collection], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01723

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01725: [Odo Sango, private collection], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01725

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01726: [Odo Sango, private collection], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01726

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01727: [Orisa shrines, Sango, Ogun, Esu, Oya. Aiyetoro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.121.2
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01727

Topic: Photographs
      Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01728: [Orisa shrines, Sango, Ogun, Esu, Oya, Ibeji. Aiyetoro], 1978
  1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
  78.121.4
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01728

Topic: Photographs
      Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01729: [Orisa shrines, Ogun, Sango, Esu, Oya, Ibeji. Aiyetoro], 1978
  1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
  78.121.1
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01729

Topic: Photographs
      Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01730: [Orisa shrines, Sango, Ogun, Esu, Oya, Ibeji. Aiyetoro], 1978 1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.121.6

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01730

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01731: [Orisa shrines, Sango, Ogun, Esu, Oya, Ibeji. Aiyetoro], 1978 1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.121.5

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01731

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01732: [Orisa shrines, Sango, Ogun, Esu, Oya, Ibeji. Aiyetoro], 1978 1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.121.7
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01732

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01734: [Sango shrine, Ago Sasa], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Bluebook p76

2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01734

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01735: [Sango shrine, Ago Sasa], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Bluebook p76

2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01735

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01736: [Orisa shrine, Ago Sasa], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Bluebook p76
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01736

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01746: [Sango shrine with laba], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01746

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01770: [Opa Yewa, Yewa staff, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.32

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01770

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01771: [Opa Yewa, Yewa staff, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.33

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01771

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01772: [Opa Yewa, Yewa staff, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.34

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01772

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01773: [Opa Yewa, Yewa staff, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.35
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01773

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01774: [Opa Yewa, Yewa staff, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.36
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01774

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01775: [Opa Yewa, Yewa staff, Imasai], 1978
EEPA 1992-028-01775

Topic:  Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place:   Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01776: [Opa Yewa, Yewa staff, Imasai], 1978

EEPA 1992-028-01776

Topic:  Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place:   Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01777: [Opa Yewa, priests, Igbogila], 1978

EEPA 1992-028-01777

Topic:  Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place:   Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:   Yoruba (African people)
EEPA 1992-028-01777

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01778: [Opa Yewa, priests, Igbogila], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.21
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01778

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01846: [Ogo Esu, Ketu], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.12
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01846

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01847: [Ogo Esu, Ketu], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.13
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01847

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01849: [Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.22.30
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01849

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01850: [Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.22.31
EEPA 1992-028-01850

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01851: [Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.22.32

EEPA 1992-028-01851

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01852: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01852

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01853: [Esu wrist sculpture, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01853

Topic: Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01854: [Esu wrist sculpture, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01854

Topic: Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01855: [Ogo Esu, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01855

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides  
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01856: [Ogo Esu, Imasai], 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
I 2 YRB HJD 78  

EEPA 1992-028-01856  

Topic:    Ceremonial staffs  
Photographs  
Place:    Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form:    Color slides  
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01857: [Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
78.84.13  
I 2 YRB HMD 78  

EEPA 1992-028-01857  

Topic:    Ceremonial staffs  
Photographs  
Place:    Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form:    Color slides  
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01858: [Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
78.84.15
EEPA 1992-028-01858

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
       Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01859: [Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.14

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01859

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
       Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01860: [Devotee with Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.17
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01861: [Devotee with Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.18
I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01861

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01862: [Devotee wearing Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.19
I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01862

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01863: [Devotee with Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.20
I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01863

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01864: [Devotee with Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.84.21

I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01864

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01865: [Devotee with Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.84.22

I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01865

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01866: [Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.23
I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01866

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01867: [Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.24
I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01867

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01868: [Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.25
I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01868

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
      Photographs
      Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01869: [Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.26

I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01869

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
      Photographs
      Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01870: [Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.12

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01870

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
      Photographs
      Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01871: [Esu figure, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.125.32
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01871

Topic: Photographs
Religious articles
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01872: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.125.32
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01872

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01873: [Esu piece, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01873

Topic: Photographs
Religious articles
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01874: [Esu piece, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01874

Topic: Photographs
Religious articles
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01875: [Esu piece, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01875

Topic: Photographs
Religious articles
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01879: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01879
Topic: Photographs
       Religious articles
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01880: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01880
Topic: Photographs
       Religious articles
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01881: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01881
Topic: Photographs
       Religious articles
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01882: [Esu staff, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.36
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01882

Topic: Ceremonial staff Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01883: [Ogo Esu, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.94.3
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01883

Topic: Ceremonial staffs Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01884: [Ogo Esu, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.94.2
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01884

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01885: [Ogo Esu, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.37

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01885

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01886: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.94.1

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01886

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01889: [Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.89.21
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01889

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01890: [Ogo Esu, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.89.23
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01890

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01928: [Esu priest with carved penis, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01928

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Priests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Color slides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D01935: [Esu shrine, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.33

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01935

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spirit shrines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Color slides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D01936: [Esu shrine, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
50.5a

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01936

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01937: [Sango priests, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.36.31
G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01937

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01938: [Sango priests, Ohori], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.36.32
G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01938

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02147: [Divination, Ifa priest, Egbado], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.1

G 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-02147

Topic: Divination Photographs Priests
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02150: [Divination, Ifa priest, Egbado], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.82.2

G 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-02150

Topic: Divination Photographs Priests
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02192: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Egbado], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.15

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-02192

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02193: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Egbado], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.14

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02193

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02198: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.33

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02198

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02199: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
87

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02199

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02200: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Egbado], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02200

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02201: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Egbado], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02201

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I 2 YRB HJD 78</td>
<td>EEPA D02202: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Egbado], 1978 1 Slide (col.) Drewal, Henry John, Photographer Undetermined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I 2 YRB HJD 78</td>
<td>EEPA D02203: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Egbado], 1978 1 Slide (col.) Drewal, Henry John, Photographer Undetermined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.125.31</td>
<td>EEPA D02208: [Iroke Ifa, museum], 1978 1 Slide (col.) Drewal, Henry John, Photographer Undetermined.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nigeria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture: Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EEPA 1992-028-02202</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic: Divination Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place: Africa Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture: Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EEPA 1992-028-02203</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic: Divination Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place: Africa Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture: Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EEPA 1992-028-02208</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topic: Divination Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place: Africa Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture: Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EEPA 1992-028-02208

Topic:       Divination
            Photographs
Place:       Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02210: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    78.125.30
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02211

Topic:       Divination
            Photographs
Place:       Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02211: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    --
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02211

Topic:       Divination
            Photographs
Place:       Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02232: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.26

EEPA 1992-028-02232

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02233: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.25

EEPA 1992-028-02233

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02234: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.14

EEPA 1992-028-02234
Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02235: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.13

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02235

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02236: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.24

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02236

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02237: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1978
EEPA 1992-028-02237

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02238: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     78.125.28
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02238

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02239: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     80.18.22
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02239
Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02240: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.126.5
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02240

EEPA D02253: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.125.16
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02253

EEPA D02254: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
 Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.15

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02254

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
 Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02268: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
 Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02268

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
 Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02269: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
 Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02269

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02270: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02270

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02271: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, Abeokuta], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02271

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02314: [Beaded bag and staff, Ijoun Orile], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.17

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-02314

Topic:  Beadwork
Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02315: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02315

Topic:  Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02316: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02316

Topic:  Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02317: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
William Fagg, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02317

Topic: Beadwork
      Divination
      Paraphernalia
      Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02318: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02318

Topic: Beadwork
      Divination
      Paraphernalia
      Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02328: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978
EEPA D02330: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.126.2
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02330

EEPA D02331: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
--
EEPA 1992-028-02331

**Topic:**  Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

**Place:**  Africa
Nigeria

**Genre/Form:**  Color slides

**Culture:**  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02332: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
---

EEPA 1992-028-02332

**Topic:**  Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

**Place:**  Africa
Nigeria

**Genre/Form:**  Color slides

**Culture:**  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02333: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
---

EEPA 1992-028-02333

**Topic:**  Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
| Photographs | Place: Africa
              Nigeria |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Color slides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture: Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D02334: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
12 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02334

| Topic: Beadwork
       Divination
       Paraphernalia
       Photographs |
| Place: Africa
        Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: Color slides |
| Culture: Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D02335: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
12 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02335

| Topic: Beadwork
       Divination
       Paraphernalia
       Photographs |
| Place: Africa
        Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: Color slides |
| Culture: Yoruba (African people) |
EEPA D02336: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02336

Topic:       Beadwork
            Divination
            Paraphernalia
            Photographs

Place:      Africa
            Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02337: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02337

Topic:       Beadwork
            Divination
            Paraphernalia
            Photographs

Place:      Africa
            Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02338: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-02338

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02339: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-02339

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02340: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
EEPA 1992-028-02340

Topic:  
Beadwork  
Divination  
Paraphernalia  
Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02341: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1978  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

--

EEPA 1992-028-02341

Topic:  
Beadwork  
Divination  
Paraphernalia  
Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02342: [Opon Ifa, divining tray, museum], 1978  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

7

EEPA 1992-028-02342

Topic:  
Divination  
Photographs

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02401: [Diviner's beaded necklace, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02401

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02402: [Diviner's beaded necklace, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02402

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02449: [Eyinle and Osanyin shrines, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.78.6

I 0 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02449

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02450: [Eyinle and Osanyin shrines, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.82.15

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02450

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02453: [Eyinle and Osanyin shrines, Imasai], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.78.16

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-02453

Topic: Photographs
       Spirit shrines
       Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02454: [Opa Osanyin, Osanyin staff, Idahin], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
      32-44

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02454

Topic: Photographs
       Spirit shrines
       Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02457: [Eyinle and Osanyin shrines, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
      78.78.11

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02457

Topic: Photographs
       Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02458: [Puppet used by Osanyin priest, museum], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.78.11
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02458

Topic: Paraphernalia
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02459: [Eyinle and Osanyin shrines inside of an Ogun shrine house, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.107.20
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02459

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02460: [Eyinle Osanyin shrines inside of an Ogun shrine house, Ilaro], 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.107.21

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02460

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04358: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.22.1

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04358

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04441: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.4

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04441
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04442: Works of art in situ, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
78.61.5

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04442

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04443: Works of art in situ, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
77.36.9

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04443

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04445: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.6

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04445

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04446: Works of art in situ, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.7

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04446

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04556: [Gelede masquerade], Lagos, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.98.32

EEPA 1992-028-04556
Topic:    Gelede -- Photographs
         Masquerades

Place:    Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04627: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.1
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04627

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ

Place:    Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04628: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.48.2
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04628

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ

Place:    Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04629: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.48.3

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04629

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04630: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04630

Topic: Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04631: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04631

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04632: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04632

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04633: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04633

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04634: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04634

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04635: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04635

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04636: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04636

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04637: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04637

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04638: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04638

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04639: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04639

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria
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Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04640: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04640

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04641: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04641

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04642: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04642

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04643: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04643

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04644: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04644

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04645: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04645

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04646: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04646

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04647: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04647

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04648: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04648

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04649: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04649

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04650: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04650

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04651: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04651

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04652: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04652

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04653: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04653
Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04654: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04654
Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04655: Dance, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.1

F 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04655
Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04656: Dance, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.7
F 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04656

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04657: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.2
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04657

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04658: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.3

E 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04658

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04659: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.4

E 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04659

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04660: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.5

E 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04660
Topic: Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04661: Dance, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.6
F 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04661

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04662: Dance, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.8
F 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04662

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04663: Dance, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.11

F 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04663

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04664: Dance, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.12

F 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04664

Topic: Dance
Non-masked dance, music -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04690: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.82.18

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04690
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04691: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.82.19
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04691

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04692: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.82.20
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04692
EEPA D04693: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.82.21
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04693

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04699: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.34
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04699

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04700: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.36
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04700

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04701: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    78.84.27
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04701

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04716: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    78.94.4
A 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04716

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04717: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.32
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04717

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04718: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.35
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04718

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04779: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.77.13
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04779

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04780: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.77.14
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04780

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04781: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.77.15
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04781
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04782: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.77.16
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04782

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04783: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.77.17
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04783

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04784: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.77.18

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04784

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04785: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.77.19

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04785

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04786: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.77.20

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04786
EEPA D04787: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.77.21
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04787

EEPA D04790: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.78.8
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04790

EEPA D04791: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.78.7

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04791

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04792: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.78.9

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04792

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04798: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.78.12

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04798
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D04799: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.19
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04799

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D04800: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
72.78.8
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04800

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D04801: Works of art in situ, 1978

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
72.78.9
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04801

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04802: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
72.78.7
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04802

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04814: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.78.10
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04814

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04815: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    78.55.18

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04815

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04816: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    78.78.13

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04816

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04817: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.78.14

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04817

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04818: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.78.15

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04818

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04819: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.78.16

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04819
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04820: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.78.17

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04820

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04831: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.14

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04831

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04832: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.15

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04832

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04833: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.16

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04833

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04834: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.75.34

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04834
EEPA D04835: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.75.35
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04835

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04891: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.34
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04891

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D04892: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.36

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04892

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04893: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.35

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04893

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04894: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.89.18
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04894

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
   ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04895: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   78.89.19

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04895

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
   ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04896: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.192.28

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04896

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
   ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04897: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.27
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04897

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04900: Ibeji pair, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-04900

Topic: Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04901: Ibeji pair, 1978
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting research among the Yoruba of southwestern Nigeria in 1977-1978. At the time Dr. Drewal was on a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowship for Independent Study and Research.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-04901

Topic: Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04904: Works of art in situ, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

78.112.19

I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04904

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04907: Works of art in situ, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

78.82.3

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04907

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04908: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
       78.82.4

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04908

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04909: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
       78.82.5

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04909

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04912: Ibeji in the House of Fayomi Bamonjo, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.44
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04912

Title source: Archives staff; not provided by photographer.

Caption source: Henry Drewal.

Exhibitions Note

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04913: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.44
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04913

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D04914: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
Redbook p.44
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04914
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04915: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
Redbook p.44
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04915
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04916: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.94.9
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04916

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04917: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.94.10

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04917

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04920: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
Redbook p.53

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04920

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04921: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.53
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04921

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04922: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.53
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04922

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04923: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  Redbook p.53

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04923

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
      ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04924: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  Redbook p.53

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04924

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
      ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04925: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  Redbook p107

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04925

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04926: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   Redbook p107
   I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04926

EEPA D04927: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   78.89.20
   I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04927

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04928: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.27
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04928

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04929: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.28
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04929

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04930: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.29

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04930

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04931: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.30

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04931

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04932: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.31

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04932

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04933: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.32
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04933

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04934: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.33
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04934

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04935: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.34
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04935

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04936: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.35
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04936

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04937: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   Redbook p.41

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04937

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ
         ibeji -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   Redbook p.41

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04938

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ
         ibeji -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04939: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   78.75.36

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04939

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04940: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.41

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04940

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04941: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.41

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04941

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04942: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.41
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04942

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04943: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.53
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04943

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04944: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.53

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04944

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04945: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.53

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04945

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04946: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.53

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04946

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ibeji -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D04947: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.53
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04947

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ibeji -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D04948: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.53
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04948

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ibeji -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04949: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.53
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04949

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04950: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.53
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04950

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.53

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04951

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04952: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.54

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04952

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04953: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p.54

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04953

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04954: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p103
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04954

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04955: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p103
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04955

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04956: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p103
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04956

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04957: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p103
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04957

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04958: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p103

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04958

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04959: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p103

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04959

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04960: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p103

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04960

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04961: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p103
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04961

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04962: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p103
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04962

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04963: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p103
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04963

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D04964: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p103
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04964

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04965: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p103
I 0 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04965

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04966: Works of art in situ, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04966

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04967: Works of art in situ, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p113
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04967
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04968: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Redbook p113
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04968

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04969: Ibeji in the Ojuogun compound, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.16
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-04969

Title source: Archives staff; not provided by photographer.

Caption source: Dr. Henry Drewal.

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04970: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.55.17
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-04970

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05026: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
Redbook p.44
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05026

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05043: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.28

I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05043

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05044: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.29

I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05044

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05045: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.30

I 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05045

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05046: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.31
I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05046

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05047: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.32
I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05047

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05048: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.33

I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05048

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05049: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.34

I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05049

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05077: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.29

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05077

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05080: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.26

G 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05080

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
       possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05081: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.27
G 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05081

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05082: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

78.55.28

G 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05082

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05083: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

78.55.29

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05083

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05084: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.30
G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05084

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05085: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.31
G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05085

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05086: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.32
G 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05086

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05087: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.33
G 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05087

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05088: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.34
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05088

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
   possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05089: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.35

G 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05089

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
   possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05090: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.36

G 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05090

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
   possession -- Photographs
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Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05091: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.60.1
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05091

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05092: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.60.2
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05092

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05093: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.1

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05093

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05094: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.2

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05094

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05095: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.3

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05095

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05096: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.4

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05096

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05097: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.5

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05097

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05098: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.6
G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05098

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05099: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.7
G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05099

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05100: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
EEPA 1992-028-05100

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05101: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.9

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05101

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05102: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.10

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05102

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      Possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05103: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.11

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05103

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      Possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05104: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.12

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05104

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      Possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05105: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.13
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05105

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05106: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.14
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05106

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05107: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.15

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05107

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
          possession -- Photographs
Place: Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05108: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.16

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05108

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
          possession -- Photographs
Place: Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05109: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.17

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05109

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05110: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   78.59.18

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05110

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05111: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   78.59.19

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05111

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05112: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.20
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05112

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05113: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.21
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05113

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05114: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.22

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05114

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05115: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.23

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05115

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05116: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.24

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05116

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05117: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.25

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05117

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05118: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.26

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05118

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05119: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.27
G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05119

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05120: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.28
G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05120

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05121: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.29

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05121

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05122: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.31

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05122

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05123: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.32

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05123

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05124: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    78.59.33

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05124

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05125: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    78.59.34

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05125

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05126: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.35
G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05126

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05127: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.59.36
G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05127

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05128: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.2

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05128

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05129: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.8

G 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05129

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05130: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.9

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05130

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05131: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.22

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05131

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05132: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.23

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05132

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D05133: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.72.1
A 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05133

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05134: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.72.4
A 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05134

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05135: Portrait photography, 1978
EEPA 1992-028-05135

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05136: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.72.6

A 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05136

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05137: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.10
EEPA 1992-028-05137

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05138: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.11

A 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05138

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05139: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.12

A 2 YRB HMD 78
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05140: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.13
A 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05140

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05141: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.14
A 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05141

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05142: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.15

A 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05142

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05143: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.16

A 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05143

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05144: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.17
A 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05144

| Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa | Portraits |
| Place: Africa                           | Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: Color slides               |
| Culture: Yoruba (African people)       |

EEPA D05145: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.18

A 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05145

| Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa | Portraits |
| Place: Africa                           | Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: Color slides               |
| Culture: Yoruba (African people)       |

EEPA D05146: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.19

A 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05146

| Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa | Portraits |
| Place: Africa                           | Nigeria |
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Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05170: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.33
A 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05170

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05172: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.17
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05172

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05173: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.18

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05173

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
       possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05174: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.19

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05174

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
       possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05175: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.20

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05175

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05176: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.21

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05176

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05177: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.22

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05177

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05178: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.23
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05178

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05181: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.1
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05181

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05182: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.2
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05182

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05183: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.4

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05183

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05184: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.5

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05184

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05185: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.6

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05185

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05186: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.9

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05186

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05187: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.10
EEPA 1992-028-05187

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05188: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.11

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05188

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05189: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.12

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05189

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05190: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.13
G 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05190

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05191: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.14
G 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05191

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05192: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.15
EEPA 1992-028-05192

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05193: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.16

EEPA 1992-028-05193

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05194: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.17

EEPA 1992-028-05194

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05195: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.107.11

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05195

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05196: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.107.12

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05196

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05295: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.82.22

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05295

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05296: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.82.23

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05296

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05297: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.82.24

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05297
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05298: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   78.78.2
G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05298

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05299: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   78.78.3
G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05299

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05300: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.78.1

G 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05300

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05333: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.18

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05333

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05334: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.22

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05334
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05335: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    78.68.20

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05335

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05336: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    78.68.21

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05336

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05337: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.19

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05337

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05338: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.25

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05338

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05339: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.26

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05339
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05340: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.27

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05340

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05341: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.28

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05341

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05342: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.29

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05342

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05343: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.30

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05343

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05344: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.31

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05344
Nigeria

Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs
EEPA.1992-028

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05345: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.32
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05345

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05346: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.33
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05346

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05347: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.35

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05347

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05355: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.12

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05355

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05356: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.8

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05356
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05357: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
78.68.9  
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05357

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05358: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
78.68.10  
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05358

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05359: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.11

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05359

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05360: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.14

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05360

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05361: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.7

G 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05361
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05362: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.13
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05362

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05363: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.15
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05363

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05364: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.16
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05364

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05365: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.68.17
G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05365

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05367: (No Title Given), 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05367

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05572: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.10
A 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05572

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05573: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.55.9
A 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05573

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05608: Natural landscapes, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   U 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05608
Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
      Natural landscapes
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05616: Animals, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   78.119.33
V 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05616
Topic: Animals
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05620: Animals, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   V 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05620
Topic: Animals
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05628: Vernacular architecture, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.100.9
T 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05628

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05629: Vernacular architecture, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.100.8
T 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05629

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05775: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.24
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05775

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05789: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.100.34

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05789

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05790: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.100.35

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05790

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05821: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.14
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05821

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05822: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.13
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05822

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05829: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.18
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05829

Topic:      Art in situ -- Photographs  
            Works of art in situ
Place:      Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05833: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.17

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05833

Topic:      Art in situ -- Photographs  
            Works of art in situ
Place:      Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05839: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.20

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05839

Topic:      Art in situ -- Photographs  
            Works of art in situ
Place:      Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05840: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.19
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05840

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05841: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.94.5
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05841

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05842: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.94.6
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05842

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05861: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.26

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05861

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05862: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.27

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05862

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05875: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.22
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05875

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05876: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.21
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-05876

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05890: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.107.6
EEPA 1992-028-05890

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05891: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.107.4

EEPA 1992-028-05891

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05892: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.107.7
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05893: Works of art in situ, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
78.107.8  
I 2 YRB HJD 78  
EEPA 1992-028-05893

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05894: Works of art in situ, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
78.126.19  
I 2 YRB HJD 78  
EEPA 1992-028-05894

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05895: Works of art in situ, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
78.126.20
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05895

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05896: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   78.126.17

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05896

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05897: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   78.126.18

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05897

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05898: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.11
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05898

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05899: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.13
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05899

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05900: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.10
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05900

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05902: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.9

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05902

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05904: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.6

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05904

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05905: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.5
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05905

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05920: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.3
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-05920

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06371: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.13
EEPA 1992-028-06371

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06372: Works of art in situ, 1978 1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
    78.105.14

EEPA 1992-028-06372

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06373: Works of art in situ, 1978 1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
    78.104.12

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06373

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06374: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.11
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06374

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06375: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.10
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06375

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06376: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.14
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06376

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06377: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.6

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06377

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06378: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.17

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06378

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06379: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.13
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06379

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06380: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.5
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06380

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06381: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.4
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06381

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06382: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.104.36

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06382

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06383: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.104.8

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06383

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06384: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.7
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06384

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06385: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.6
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06385

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06386: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.1
EEPA 1992-028-06386

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06387: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.34

EEPA 1992-028-06387

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06388: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.33

EEPA 1992-028-06388

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06389: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.32
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06389

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06390: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.31
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06390

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06391: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.3
EEPA 1992-028-06391

**Topic:** Art in situ -- Photographs
**Works of art in situ**

**Place:** Africa
**Nigeria**

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06392: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.34

EEPA 1992-028-06392

**Topic:** Art in situ -- Photographs
**Works of art in situ**

**Place:** Africa
**Nigeria**

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06393: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.33

EEPA 1992-028-06393

**Topic:** Art in situ -- Photographs
**Works of art in situ**

**Place:** Africa
**Nigeria**

**Genre/Form:** Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.1
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06394

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06395: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.31
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06395

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06396: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.30
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06396

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06397: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.24

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06397

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06398: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.28

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06398

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06399: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.27
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-06399

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06400: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.2
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-06400

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06401: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.25
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06401

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06402: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.7

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06402

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06403: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.23

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06403

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06404: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.22
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06404

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06405: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.2
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06405

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06406: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.10
EEPA 1992-028-06406

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06407: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.26

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06407

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06408: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.35

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06408

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06409: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.32
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06409

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06410: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.19
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06410

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06411: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.25
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06411

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06412: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
    78.103.29

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06412

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06413: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
    78.104.18

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06413

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06414: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.105.19
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06414

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06415: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.105.11
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06415

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06416: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.105.3
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06416

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06417: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.9

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06417

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06418: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.8

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06418

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06419: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.21
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06419

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06420: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.22
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06420

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06421: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.5
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06421

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06422: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.4

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06422

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06423: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.15

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06423

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06424: Works of art in situ, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
78.104.24

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06424  

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06425: Works of art in situ, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
78.104.35

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06425  

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06426: Works of art in situ, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
78.104.23
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06426

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06427: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.26

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06427

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06428: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.16

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06428

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06429: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.12
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06429

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06430: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.15
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06430

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06431: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.100.36
EEPA 1992-028-06431

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06432: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.17

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06432

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06433: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.16

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06433

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06434: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.15
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06434

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06435: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.14
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06435

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06436: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.13
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06436

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06437: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.12

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06437

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06438: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
103.11.78

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06438

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06439: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.10
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06439

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06440: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.9
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06440

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06441: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.8
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06441

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06442: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.7

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06442

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06443: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.6

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06443

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06444: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.5
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06444

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06445: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.4
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06445

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06446: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.3
EEPA 1992-028-06446

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06447: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   78.103.2

EEPA 1992-028-06447

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06448: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   78.103.1

EEPA 1992-028-06448

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06449: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.18
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06449

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
  Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
  Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06450: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.36
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06450

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
  Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
  Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06451: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.20
EEPA 1992-028-06451
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06452: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  78.104.29

EEPA 1992-028-06452
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06453: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  78.104.28

EEPA 1992-028-06453
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06454: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.27
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06454

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D06455: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.19
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06455

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06456: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.9
EEPA 1992-028-06456

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06457: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.18

EEPA 1992-028-06457

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06458: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.17

EEPA 1992-028-06458

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06459

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06460: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06460

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06547: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.104.30
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06547
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06548: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.20

EEPA 1992-028-06548

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06549: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.103.21

EEPA 1992-028-06549

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06563: Works of art in situ, 1978
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06611: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.3
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06611

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06613: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.72.11
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06613

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06617: Works of art in situ, 1978
EEPA 1992-028-06617
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06621: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.72.13
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06621
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06624: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.72.14
EEPA 1992-028-06624

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06760: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.6

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06760

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06761: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.7

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06761

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06762: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.5
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-06762

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D0724B: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.97.21
E 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-00724B

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08120: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.22.34
G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-08120

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08122: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.22.36

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-08122

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08138: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.22.35

G 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-08138

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08205: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
A 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-08205

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08206: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.4
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-08206

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08207: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.64.3
A 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-08207

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08361: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    78.89.22
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-08361

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08362: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    78.84.16
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-08362

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08365: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.22

EEPA 1992-028-08365

EEPA D08366: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.82.6

EEPA 1992-028-08366

EEPA D08368: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.24.

EEPA 1992-028-08368
Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08386: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    78.100.29

A 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-08386

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08387: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    78.100.32

A 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-08387

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08420: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.121.3

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-08420

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08438: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.34

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-08438

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08439: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.61.36

G 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-08439
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08445: [Group of Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08445

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08448: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08448

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08455: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08455

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08456: [Egúngún masker of the Alabala type, coming from Ilaro],
Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08456

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08458: [Egúngún masker of the Alabala type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08458

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08459: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type, coming from Ilaro],
Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08459

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08460: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type, coming from Ilaro],
Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08460

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08461: [Egúngün maskers of the Alabala type, coming from Ilaro], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08461

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngün (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08462: [Egúngün maskers of the Alabala type, coming from Ilaro], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08462

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngün (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08465: [Egúngün maskers of the Alabala type manipulating his costume], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08465

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08466: [Egúngún masker of the Alabala type manipulating his costume], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08466

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08481: [Egúngún masker of the Alabala type manipulating his costume], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08481

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08485: [Egúngún masker of the Alabala type manipulating his costume], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08485

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08486: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type as well as the Onidan type], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08486

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08487: [Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type as well as the Onidan type], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08487

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08488: [Several Egúngún maskers of the Alabala type and one of the Onidan type], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08488

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08498: [Young Egúngún maskers], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08498

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08499: [Egúngún masker of the Idan type], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08499

Topic:  
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08500: [Egúngún maskers dressed as beautiful woman], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08500

Topic:  
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08501: [Egúngún maskers dressed as beautiful woman], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08501

Topic:  
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08502: [Egúngún maskers], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08502

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08503: [Egúngún masker], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08503

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08504: [Egúngún masker at Itesi Quarter], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08504

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08505: [Young Egúngún masker], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08505

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08506: [Egúngún maskers at Ibara Quarter], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08506

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08507: [Egúngún masker at Itoko Quarter], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08507

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08509: [Egúngún maskers at Itoko Quarter], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08509

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08512: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08512

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08513: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08513

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08514: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08514
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Dance
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08515: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08515

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Dance
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08516: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08516

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Dance
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08517: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08517

Topic:
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Dance
- Egúngún (Cult)
- Masquerades
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08518: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08518

Topic:
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Dance
- Egúngún (Cult)
- Masquerades
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08519: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08519

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08520: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08520

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08521: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08521

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08522: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08522

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08523: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08523

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08524: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08524

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08525: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08525

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08526: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08526

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08527: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08527

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08528: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08528

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
EEPA D08529: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08529

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Masquerades
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08530: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08530

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Masquerades
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08531: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08531

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08532: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile,
Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08532

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08533: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile,
Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08533

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08536: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08536

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08537: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08537

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08538: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08538

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08539: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08539

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08540: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08540

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08541: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-08541

Topic:  
Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08543: Works of art in situ, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
77.43.36
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EEPA 1992-028-08543

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Egúngún (Cult)  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08544: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08544

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08545: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08545

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08546: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08546

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08547: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08547

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08548: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08548

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08549: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08549

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08550: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08550

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08551: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08551

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08593: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08593

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08594: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08594

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08595: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08595

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08596: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08596

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08606: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08606

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
 Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
 Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
 Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08607: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
 1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
 EEPA 1992-028-08607

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
 Egúngún (Cult)
 Masquerades
 Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
 Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
 Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
 Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08638: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
 1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
 EEPA 1992-028-08638

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
 Egúngún (Cult)
 Masquerades
 Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
 Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
 Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
 Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08639: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08639

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08640: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08640

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08641: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08641

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
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Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08642: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08642

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08643: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08643

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08644: [Egun gun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08644

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egungun (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08645: [Egun gun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08645

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egungun (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08646: [Egun gun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08646

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08647: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08647

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08648: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08648

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08649: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08649

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08650: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08650

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08651: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08651

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08652: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08652

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08653: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08653

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08662: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08662

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08663: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08663

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08664: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08664

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08665: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08665

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08666: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08666

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08667: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
 Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08667

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08668: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
 Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08668

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08669: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
 Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08669

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08670: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08670

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08671: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08671

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08672: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08672

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08673: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08673

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08674: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08674

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08675: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08675

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08676: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08676

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08677: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08677

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08678: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08678

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08679: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08679
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Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08680: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   EEPA 1992-028-08680

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08681: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   EEPA 1992-028-08681

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08682: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08682

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08683: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08683

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08684: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08684

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08685: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08685

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08686: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08686

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08687: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08687

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngün (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08688: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08688

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngün (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08689: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08689
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08690: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08690
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08691: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08691
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08692: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08692

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08693: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08693

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08694: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08694

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08695: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08695

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08696: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08696

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
EEPA D08697: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08697

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08698: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08698

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08699: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08699

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08700: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08700

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08701: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08701

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
EEPA D08702: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08702

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08703: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08703

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08704: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08704

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08705: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08705

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08707: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08707

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08708: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08708

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08709: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08709

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08710: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08710
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08741: [Egungun masquerade], Egba area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08741
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08743: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08743
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08744: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08744

Topic:  
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08745: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08745

Topic:  
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08746: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08746

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08747: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08747

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08748: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08748

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08749: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08749

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08750: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08750

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08751: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08751

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08752: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08752

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08753: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08753

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08754: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08754

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08755: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08755

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08756: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08756

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08757: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08757

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08758: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08758

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08760: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08760

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08761: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08761

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08762: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08762

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08763: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08763

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08764: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08764

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08765: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08765

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08766: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08766

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08767: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08767

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Clothing and dress -- Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Egúngún (Cult)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Color slides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D08768: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08768

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Clothing and dress -- Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Egúngún (Cult)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Color slides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D08769: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08769

| Topic:                | Clothing and dress -- Africa  |
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08770: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08770

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08771: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08771

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08772: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08772

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08773: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08773

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08774: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08774

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Place:</strong></th>
<th>Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genre/Form:</strong></td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Culture:</strong></td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D08775: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08775

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Topic:</strong></th>
<th>Clothing and dress -- Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Egúngún (Cult)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place:</strong></td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genre/Form:</strong></td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Culture:</strong></td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D08776: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08776

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Topic:</strong></th>
<th>Clothing and dress -- Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Egúngún (Cult)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place:</strong></td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genre/Form:</strong></td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Culture:</strong></td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EEPA D08777: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08777

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08778: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08778

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08779: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08779

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08780: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08780

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08781: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08781

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08782: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08782

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08783: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08783

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08784: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08784

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08785: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08785

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08786: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08786

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08787: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08787

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08788: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08788

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08789: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08789

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08790: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08790

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08792: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08792

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08793: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08793

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08794: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08794

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08795: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08795

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08796: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08796

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08797: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08797

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08798: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08798

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08799: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08799

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08800: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08800

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08801: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08801

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08802: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08802

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08803: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08803

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08804: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08804

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08805: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08805

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08806: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08806

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08807: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08807

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08808: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08808

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08809: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08809

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08810: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08810

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08811: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08811

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa  
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08815: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08815

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa  
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08816: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08816

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08817: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08817

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08818: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08818

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08819: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08819

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08820: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08820

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08821: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   EEPA 1992-028-08821

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08822: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   EEPA 1992-028-08822

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08823: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   EEPA 1992-028-08823
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08824: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08824

EEPA D08825: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08825
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08826: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08826

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08827: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08827

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08828: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08828

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08829: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08829

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08831: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08831

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08832: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08832

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08833: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08833

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08834: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08834

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08835: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08835

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08837: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08837

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08840: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08840

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08841: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08841

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08842: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08842

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08844: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08844

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08847: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08847

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08848: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08848

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngün (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08849: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08849

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngün (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08850: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08850

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08885: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.29

EEPA 1992-028-08885

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08887: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08887

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
EEPA D08891: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.100.26

EEPA 1992-028-08891

EEPA D08892: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.22.20

EEPA 1992-028-08892

EEPA D08895: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08895

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08901: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.35

EEPA 1992-028-08901

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
   Masked dance -- Photographs
   Masquerades

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08904: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.34

EEPA 1992-028-08904

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08905: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.36.18

EEPA 1992-028-08905

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08914: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.43.4

EEPA 1992-028-08914

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08915: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
EEPA 1992-028-08915

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08916: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.43.6

EEPA 1992-028-08916

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08917: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.43.7

EEPA 1992-028-08917

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08918: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.43.8

EEPA 1992-028-08918

Topic:
Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08919: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.43.9

EEPA 1992-028-08919

Topic:
Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08920: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.43.10

EEPA 1992-028-08920

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08921: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.43.11

EEPA 1992-028-08921

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08922: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.43.12

EEPA 1992-028-08922

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08923: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   77.43.13

EEPA 1992-028-08923

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08924: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   77.43.14

EEPA 1992-028-08924

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08925: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.6

EEPA 1992-028-08925

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08926: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.7

EEPA 1992-028-08926

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08933: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08933

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08934: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08934

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08935: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08935

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08936: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
EEPA D08936: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08936

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08937: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08937

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08938: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08938

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08939: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.11

EEPA 1992-028-08939

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08940: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.22.16

EEPA 1992-028-08940

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08941: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.22.17
EEPA 1992-028-08941

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08942: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.22.18

EEPA 1992-028-08942

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08946: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.48.25

EEPA 1992-028-08946

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08947: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

78.48.26

EEPA 1992-028-08947

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08948: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

78.48.27

EEPA 1992-028-08948

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08949: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

78.48.28

EEPA 1992-028-08949
EEPA D08950: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.84.4

EEPA 1992-028-08950

EEPA D08951: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.100.24

EEPA 1992-028-08951
EEPA D08952: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.100.22
EEPA 1992-028-08952
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08953: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.100.23
EEPA 1992-028-08953
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08955: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08955
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
| Place:          | Africa  
|                | Nigeria |
| Genre/Form:    | Color slides |
| Culture:       | Yoruba (African people) |

**EEPA D08956: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978**

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08956

| Topic:        | Egúngún (Cult)  
|               | Masked dance -- Photographs  
|               | Masquerades |
| Place:        | Africa  
|               | Nigeria |
| Genre/Form:   | Color slides |
| Culture:      | Yoruba (African people) |

**EEPA D08957: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978**

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08957

| Topic:        | Egúngún (Cult)  
|               | Masked dance -- Photographs  
|               | Masquerades |
| Place:        | Africa  
|               | Nigeria |
| Genre/Form:   | Color slides |
| Culture:      | Yoruba (African people) |

**EEPA D08958: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978**
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08958

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08964: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.114.17

EEPA 1992-028-08964

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08965: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08965

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08966: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08966

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08969: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.100.27

EEPA 1992-028-08969

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08970: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.16

EEPA 1992-028-08970

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08971: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.17

EEPA 1992-028-08971

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08972: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.18

EEPA 1992-028-08972

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08973: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.19

EEPA 1992-028-08973

Topic:
Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08974: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.20

EEPA 1992-028-08974

Topic:
Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08975: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.21

EEPA 1992-028-08975

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08976: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.22

EEPA 1992-028-08976

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08977: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.23

EEPA 1992-028-08977

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08978: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibeze, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.1

EEPA 1992-028-08978

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08979: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibeze, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.9

EEPA 1992-028-08979

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08980: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibeze, Nigeria, 1978
EEPA 1992-028-08980
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08981: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
    78.84.2

EEPA 1992-028-08981
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08982: [Egun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
    78.84.3

EEPA 1992-028-08982
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
      Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08983: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibeshe, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.84.8

EEPA 1992-028-08983

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08991: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.36.26

EEPA 1992-028-08991

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08992: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.22.13

EEPA 1992-028-08992

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08993: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.22.14

EEPA 1992-028-08993

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08994: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.22.15

EEPA 1992-028-08994

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08998: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibeze, Nigeria, 1978
   1 Slide (col.)
   Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
   Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   78.84.6

EEPA 1992-028-08998

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08999: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibeze, Nigeria, 1978
   1 Slide (col.)
   Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
   Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   78.84.5

EEPA 1992-028-08999

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09000: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibeze, Nigeria, 1978
EEPA 1992-028-09000

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09001: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.82.36

EEPA 1992-028-09001

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09002: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ibese, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.82.37

EEPA 1992-028-09002

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09003: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.8

EEPA 1992-028-09003

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09004: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.10

EEPA 1992-028-09004

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09005: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09005

Title source: Archives staff.

Citation source: Professor Henry John Drewal.
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Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09006: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09006

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09033: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>EEPA 1992-028-09033</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Topic:</strong> Egúngún (Cult)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masked dance -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place:</strong></td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genre/Form:</strong></td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Culture:</strong></td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D09042: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>EEPA 1992-028-09042</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Topic:</strong> Egúngún (Cult)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masked dance -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place:</strong></td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genre/Form:</strong></td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Culture:</strong></td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D09043: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>EEPA 1992-028-09043</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Topic:</strong> Egúngún (Cult)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masked dance -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:   Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09046: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09046

Topic:   Egúngún (Cult)
         Masked dance -- Photographs
         Masquerades
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:   Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09053: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09053

Topic:   Egúngún (Cult)
         Masked dance -- Photographs
         Masquerades
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:   Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09054: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09054

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09055: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.32

EEPA 1992-028-09055

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09056: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.33

EEPA 1992-028-09056

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09057: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09057

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09063: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.43.25

EEPA 1992-028-09063

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09064: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.43.24

Title source: Archives staff.
Title source: Archives staff; not provided by photographer.
Caption source: Henry Drewal.
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Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09065: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.43.26

EEPA 1992-028-09065

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09066: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.43.27

EEPA 1992-028-09066

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09067: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.22.19

EEPA 1992-028-09067

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09115: (No Title Given), 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
64.1.78
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EEPA 1992-028-09115

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09118: Rites and Ceremonies, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.82.25
G 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-09118

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09931: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.22.6

EEPA 1992-028-09931

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09935: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.100.11

EEPA 1992-028-09935

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09936: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.100.21

EEPA 1992-028-09936

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09941: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.20

EEPA 1992-028-09941

Topic: Egun -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09942: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.36.27

EEPA 1992-028-09942

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09959: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.22

EEPA 1992-028-09959

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09964: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09964

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09965: [Egungun], Egbado area, town of Isaga, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.21

EEPA 1992-028-09965

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09966: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijago, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.36.2

EEPA 1992-028-09966

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09967: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.122.10

EEPA 1992-028-09967

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09968: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.122.9

EEPA 1992-028-09968

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09969: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09969

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09970: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.92.12

EEPA 1992-028-09970

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09977: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.100.18

EEPA 1992-028-09977

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09978: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.100.17

EEPA 1992-028-09978
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09979: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.100.15

EEPA 1992-028-09979
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09980: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.100.16

EEPA 1992-028-09980
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09981: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.100.14

EEPA 1992-028-09981

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09982: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.100.13

EEPA 1992-028-09982

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09983: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.100.12

EEPA 1992-028-09983

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09984: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.100.10

EEPA 1992-028-09984

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09985: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.30

EEPA 1992-028-09985

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09986: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   77.40.29

EEPA 1992-028-09986

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09987: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   77.40.28

EEPA 1992-028-09987

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09988: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.26

EEPA 1992-028-09988

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09989: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.40.25

EEPA 1992-028-09989

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09990: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijado, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.36.5

EEPA 1992-028-09990

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09991: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
   1 Slide (col.)
   Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
   Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   EEPA 1992-028-09991

   Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
          Masked dance -- Photographs
          Masquerades

   Place: Africa
          Nigeria

   Genre/Form: Color slides

   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09992: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
   1 Slide (col.)
   Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
   Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   EEPA 1992-028-09992

   Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
          Masked dance -- Photographs
          Masquerades

   Place: Africa
          Nigeria

   Genre/Form: Color slides

   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09993: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09993

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09994: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09994

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09995: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78. .35

EEPA 1992-028-09995

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09996: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09996

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09997: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09997

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09998: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09998
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10003: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Iboro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.89.16

EEPA 1992-028-10003

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10027: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
77.22.4

EEPA 1992-028-10027

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D10031: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10031

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10032: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10032

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10033: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

78.52.3

EEPA 1992-028-10033

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10034: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.4

EEPA 1992-028-10034

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10035: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.5

EEPA 1992-028-10035

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10036: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.6

EEPA 1992-028-10036

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10037: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.7

EEPA 1992-028-10037

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10038: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.8

EEPA 1992-028-10038

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10039: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.9

EEPA 1992-028-10039

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10040: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.10

EEPA 1992-028-10040

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10041: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.11

EEPA 1992-028-10041
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10042: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.12

EEPA 1992-028-10042
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10043: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.3

EEPA 1992-028-10043
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10044: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

78.52.14

EEPA 1992-028-10044

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10045: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

78.52.15

EEPA 1992-028-10045

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10046: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.16

EEPA 1992-028-10046

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10047: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.17

EEPA 1992-028-10047

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10048: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.18

EEPA 1992-028-10048

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10049: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.19

EEPA 1992-028-10049

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10050: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.20

EEPA 1992-028-10050

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10051: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.21

EEPA 1992-028-10051
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades
Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10052: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, 
Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.52.

EEPA 1992-028-10052
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades
Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10053: [Egun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, 
Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10053
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades
EEPA D10054: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10054

Topic: Egúngún (Cult) Masked dance -- Photographs Masquerades
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10055: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10055

Topic: Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10056: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10056
EEPA D10057: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10057

EEPA D10058: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10058

EEPA D10059: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10059

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Egúngún (Cult)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masked dance -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D10060: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10060

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Egúngún (Cult)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masked dance -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D10061: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10061

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Egúngún (Cult)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masked dance -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10062: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imasai, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10062

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10064: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10064

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10065: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10065

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10067: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.28.28

EEPA 1992-028-10067
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10068: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.28.27

EEPA 1992-028-10068
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10069: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.28.25
EEPA 1992-028-10069

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10070: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ilaro, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.28.26

EEPA 1992-028-10070

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10071: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.25

EEPA 1992-028-10071

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10072: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.24

EEPA 1992-028-10072

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10073: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile,
Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.23

EEPA 1992-028-10073

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10074: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Isaga-Orile,
Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.105.22

EEPA 1992-028-10074

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10078: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.94.12
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10078

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10079: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Kesan-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.94.11

EEPA 1992-028-10079

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10080: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10080

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10081: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10081

EEPA D10082: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10082
EEPA D10085: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10085

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10086: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10086

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10087: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10087

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Works of art in situ
EEPA D10088: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10088

EEPA D10098: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.23

EEPA 1992-028-10098

EEPA D10099: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.24
EEPA 1992-028-10099

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10100: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
78.122.25

EEPA 1992-028-10100

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10101: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
78.122.26

EEPA 1992-028-10101

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10102: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.27

EEPA 1992-028-10102
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10103: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.28

EEPA 1992-028-10103
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10104: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.29

EEPA 1992-028-10104
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10105: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.30

EEPA 1992-028-10105

Topic: Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10106: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.31

EEPA 1992-028-10106

Topic: Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10107: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
EEPA 1992-028-10107

Topic: Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10108: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978

EEPA 1992-028-10108

Topic: Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10109: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978

EEPA 1992-028-10109

Topic: Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10111: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijako-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.19

EEPA 1992-028-10111

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10112: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijako-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.18

EEPA 1992-028-10112

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10113: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijako-Orile, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.20

EEPA 1992-028-10113

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10114: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Ijako-Orile, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
77.28.21

EEPA 1992-028-10114

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10115: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.5

EEPA 1992-028-10115

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10116: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.122.6

EEPA 1992-028-10116
Topic: Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10117: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.122.7

EEPA 1992-028-10117
Topic: Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10118: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.8

EEPA 1992-028-10118

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10119: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.4

EEPA 1992-028-10119

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10120: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.3

EEPA 1992-028-10120

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10122: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.36
A 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10122

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10123: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.32
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10123

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10124: Works of art in situ, 1978
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.31

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10124

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10125: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.30

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10125

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10126: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.6

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-10126

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10127: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.28
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10127

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10128: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.29
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10128

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10129: (No Title Given), 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.18

E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10129

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10130: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.107.10

EEPA 1992-028-10130

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Gelede -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10131: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.5
EEPA 1992-028-10131

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10132: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10132

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10133: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.2
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10133

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10134: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.1

EEPA 1992-028-10134

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10135: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta,
Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10135

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10136: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta,
Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.15

EEPA 1992-028-10136

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
EEPA D10137: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.21

EEPA 1992-028-10137

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10138: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.4

EEPA 1992-028-10138

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10139: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.122.2

EEPA 1992-028-10139

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10140: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10140

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10141: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.30

EEPA 1992-028-10141

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10142: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.31

EEPA 1992-028-10142
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10143: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.19

EEPA 1992-028-10143
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10144: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.8
EEPA 1992-028-10144

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10145: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.116.21

EEPA 1992-028-10145

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10146: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.118.1

EEPA 1992-028-10146

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10147: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

78.118.2

EEPA 1992-028-10147

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10148: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

78.118.3

EEPA 1992-028-10148

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10149: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

78.118.4

EEPA 1992-028-10149

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10150: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.118.9

EEPA 1992-028-10150

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10151: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.118.7

EEPA 1992-028-10151

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10152: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.118.8

EEPA 1992-028-10152
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10153: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.118.6

EEPA 1992-028-10153
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10154: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.118.10

EEPA 1992-028-10154
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10155: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.118.11

EEPA 1992-028-10155
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10156: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.118.12

EEPA 1992-028-10156
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10157: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.118.13

EEPA 1992-028-10157

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10158: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.118.14

EEPA 1992-028-10158

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10159: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.118.15

EEPA 1992-028-10159

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10160: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.118.17

EEPA 1992-028-10160
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10161: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.118.18

EEPA 1992-028-10161
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10162: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.118.19
EEPA 1992-028-10162

Topic: Egúngún (Cult) 
Masquerades
Place: Africa 
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides 
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10163: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer 
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.118.20

EEPA 1992-028-10163

Topic: Egúngún (Cult) 
Masquerades
Place: Africa 
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides 
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10164: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer 
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.118.21

EEPA 1992-028-10164

Topic: Egúngún (Cult) 
Masquerades
Place: Africa 
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides 
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10165: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.118.22

EEPA 1992-028-10165

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10166: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.118.30

EEPA 1992-028-10166

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10167: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.118.34

EEPA 1992-028-10167

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10168: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.118.35

EEPA 1992-028-10168

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10169: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.118.36

EEPA 1992-028-10169

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10174: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10174

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10175: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10175

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10176: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10176

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D10177: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10177

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10178: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10178

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10179: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10179

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10180: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   EEPA 1992-028-10180
   Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
          Masquerades
   Place: Africa
          Nigeria
   Genre/Form: Color slides
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10323: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   78.126.23
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10323

   Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
          Egúngún (Cult)
          Works of art in situ
   Place: Africa
          Nigeria
   Genre/Form: Color slides
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10325: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   78.125.9
I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-10325

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10326: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   78.125.10

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10326

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10327: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   78.125.11

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10327

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10328: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.35
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10328

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10329: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.34
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10329

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10330: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.6

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-10330

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10519: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.32

A 2 YRB HMD 78
EEPA 1992-028-10519

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10520: (No Title Given), 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.33
This photograph was taken by Dr. Henry Drewal while conducting field research in southeastern Nigeria, on a Fulbright-Hays Post-Doctoral Research Fellowship from 1977 through 1978.


Publication title reads, "In the shrine of Alphonsius Njoku, the figure of Mami Wata stands on soft drink bottles in a small pool of water. In front of her are offerings in the form of plates, a bottle, a bottle opener, wooden and metal snakes, talcum powder containers, kola nuts, and a candelabrum cluster on a table. A chromolithograph of the Madonna and Child and another of an

Donated by Henry John Drewal and Margaret Thompson Drewal, 1992.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-10521


Bibliography

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Snakes
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Cultural landscapes
Decoration and ornament
Mami Wata (African deity)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Shrines
Signs and symbols
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Igbo (African people)

EEPA D10522: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.35
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10522

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10523: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.1
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10523

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10524: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.2
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10524

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10525: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.3

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10525

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10526: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.4

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10526

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10527: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.5
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10527

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10528: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.6

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10528

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10529: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.7

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10529

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10530: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.8
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10530

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10531: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.9
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10531

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D10532: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.10
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10532

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10533: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.11
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10533

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10534: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.12

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10534

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10535: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.13

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10535

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10536: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.27

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10536

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Work of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10537: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.28

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10537

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Work of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10538: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.29
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10538

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10539: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.30

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10539

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10540: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.31

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10540

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10541: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.32
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10541

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10542: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.33
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10542

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10543: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.34

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10543

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Mami Wata (African deity)
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10544: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.35

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10544

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Mami Wata (African deity)
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.130.36

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10545

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10546: Works of art in situ, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.3

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10546

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10547: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.2

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10547

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10548: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.6

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10548

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10549: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.7
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10549

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10550: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.5
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10550

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10551: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.1

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10551

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10552: Works of art in situ, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.4

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10552

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10553: Works of art in situ, 1978
EEPA 1992-028-10553

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


EEPA 1992-028-10554

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10555: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.10
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10555

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10556: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.11
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10556

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10557: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.12

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10557

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10558: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.13

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10558

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10559: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.1
EEPA 1992-028-10559

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10560: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.2

EEPA 1992-028-10560

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10561: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.3
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10562: (No Title Given), 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.4
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10562

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10563: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.5
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10563

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10564: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.6

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10564

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10565: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.7

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10565

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10566: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.8

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-10566

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Mami Wata (African deity)  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10569: Works of art in situ, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
78.131.14

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10569

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10570: Works of art in situ, 1978  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
78.131.15

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10570

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10571: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.16
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10571

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10572: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.17
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10572

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10573: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.18

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10573

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10574: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.19

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10574

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10575: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.20

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10575

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10576: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.21

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10576

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10577: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.23

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10577

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10578: Works of art in situ, 1978

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.24

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10578

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10579: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.25

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10579

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10580: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.26

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10580

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10581: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.27

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10581

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10582: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.28

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10582

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10583: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    78.131.29

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10583

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Mami Wata (African deity)
          Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10585: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    78.131.31

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10585

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Mami Wata (African deity)
          Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10586: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.30

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10586

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10587: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.33

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10587

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10588: (No Title Given), 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.32

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10588

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10589: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.36

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10589

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10590: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 78
EEPA 1992-028-10590

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Mami Wata (African deity)
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10591: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.11
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10591

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10592: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.34
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10592

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Mami Wata (African deity)
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10593: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.131.35
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10593

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Mami Wata (African deity)
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10594: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.19
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10594

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10595: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.20

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10595

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10596: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.21

I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10596

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10598: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.23

I 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-10598
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Mami Wata (African deity)
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.129.24
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10599
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Mami Wata (African deity)
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10600: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
78.129.25
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10600
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Mami Wata (African deity)
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10601: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.27
I 2 YRB HMD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10601

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10602: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.28
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10602

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10603: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.29
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10603

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10604: Portrait photography, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.129.30

A 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10604

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10611: Works of art in situ, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.126.21

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-10611

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D1145B: Masquerades, 1978
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.78.20
E 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01145B

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1979

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede-Santa Barbara Museum. The date on the slide is APR 79.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 79

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gelede-Santa Barbara Museum. The date on the slide is APR 79.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 79

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Eiteljorg Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 79.

Local Numbers
Eiteljorg
I 2 YRB 79

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
E79.8 E79.7 Eiteljorg Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUN 79.

Local Numbers
Eiteljorg
I 2 YRB 79

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00101: [Gelede mask in museum], 1979
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 79

EEPA 1992-028-00101

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00102: [Gelede mask in museum], 1979
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 79

EEPA 1992-028-00102

Topic: Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1980

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum für Volkerkunde, Berlin. III C 41137 (1967), Savalou. 44.5 cm. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.13.19
I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ — Photographs
Gelede — Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum für Volkerkunde, Berlin. III C 41137 (1967), Savalou. 44.5 cm. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.13.18

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Bern- Co.68.325.2. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.46.14

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM [British Museum Collection]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.74.23
I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM [British Museum Collection]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.74.24

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM Exhibition [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.74.25

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM Exhibition [Book 1979-84.1 p122; Museum Objects]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.74.27

I 2 YRB 80

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM Exhibition [Book 1979-84.1 p122; Museum Objects]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.74.22

I 2 YRB 80

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM Exhibition [Book 1979-84.1 p122; Museum Objects]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.74.21

I 2 YRB 80

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
45.5cm. [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p56]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.  
Local Numbers  
80.13.12  
I 2 YRB 80  
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
45.5cm. [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p56]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.  
Local Numbers  
80.13.13  
I 2 YRB 80  
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Berlin III C41138 (1967) III C 41138 Jager 1967 said to be Gelede, 32cm.  
[Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p56]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.
Local Numbers
80.13.10

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Basel III 12719, Mus. fur Folkerkunde Gelede trunk mask (III 12719) [Book 1979-84.1 MuseumObjects p84]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.36.36

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Berlin III C41172 (1967) IIIC 41172 Gelede with string hair Jager 1967 26.5cm. [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p57]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.13.24

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Reiss Mus. IV Af 1354 (1881) Gelede mask (IV Af 1354) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p78]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.32.30
I 2 YRB 80

Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
           Gelede -- Photographs
           Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
           Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Reiss Mus. IV Af 1354 (1881) Gelede mask (IV Af 1353) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p78]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.32.29
I 2 YRB 80

Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
           Gelede -- Photographs
           Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
           Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Reiss Mus. IV Af 1353 "Fufu"-25/5/1880 Gelede mask (IV Af 1353) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p78]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.32.28
I 2 YRB 80

Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
           Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Galerie Schwarz-weiss Munich [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p76]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.32.2

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Galerie Schwarz-weiss Munich [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p76]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.2.1

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Local Numbers

80.13.15

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

80.13.11

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Bremen W2330/1 Gelede W2330/1 [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p52]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers

80.8.16

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Bremen W2330/1 Gelede W 2330/1 [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p52]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.
Local Numbers
80.8.15
I 2 YRB 80
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
     Gelede -- Photographs
     Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Musee des Arts Afrique 2180c Gelede (2180c) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p111]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.
Local Numbers
80.63.5
I 2 YRB 80
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
     Gelede -- Photographs
     Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Musee des Arts Afrique 2179c Gelede (2179c) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p111]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.
Local Numbers
80.63.6
I 2 YRB 80
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
     Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Musee des Arts Afrique 2460c Gelede (2460c) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p111]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.63.7
I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Musee des Arts Afrique 2461c Gelede (2123c) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p111]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.63.8
I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Musee des Arts Afrique, 2461c Gelede (2461c) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p111]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.
Local Numbers
80.63.10

I 2 YRB 80
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Musee des Arts Afrique 9355-1963-75 Gelede (9355-1963-75) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p111]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.63.9

I 2 YRB 80
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Berlin III C41149 (1967) Gelede mask with acrobats (cf.80.17.23) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p60]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.16.31

I 2 YRB 80
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Bern 36 Gelede mask (Fag 36) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p96]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.46.7

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Bern 36 [unsure what field notes correspond to numbers, notes state that slide is black and white, see Book 1979-84.1 p50]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.6.8

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Bern 36 [unsure what field notes correspond to numbers, notes state that slide is black and white, see Book 1979-84.1 p50]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.6.9

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.17
I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Cotonou. Frankfurt N.S. 41-800 (1964) [mask should match number 80.22.8, see following slide, Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p68]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.22.6
I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.7

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM exhibition [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p122]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.74.26

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.4

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)  

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Hamburg C2128 (1895) G.A. Phl, Dahome. Ekine(?) Gelede mask (C2128)  
1895 A.A. Pohl, Dahome [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p83]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.  

Local Numbers  
80.36.10  

I 2 YRB 80  

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)  

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Hamburg C2128 (1895) G.A. Phl, Dahome. Ekine(?) Gelede mask (C2128)  
1895 G.A. Pohl, Dahome [Book 1979-84.1 p83]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.  

Local Numbers  
80.36.9  

I 2 YRB 80  

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Gelede -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)  

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Kför 19600 Gelede mask (#19600) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p49]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers

80.5.8

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Hamburg C2457 (1899) L. 32cm, H. 21cm Gelede mask (C2457) 32cm long, 21 cm high Brettschneider 1899. [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p83]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers

80.36.11

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Hamburg C2459 (1899) Gelede mask. 1899. (C2459) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p83]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers

80.36.2

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Dresden 49802 Gelede mask (49802) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p68]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.22.3

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Hamburg 34.59.3 Gelede mask (34.59.3) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p83]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.36.12

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Hamburg C2453 (1899) Gelede mask 1899 (C2453) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum objects p83]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.
Local Numbers
80.36.1

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Anago(?)-Gelede mask (related to old Sakete work?). cf80.3.19-21
Tervuren # 79.3.1 Gelede mask (#79.3.1) [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p45].

Local Numbers
80.2.13

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Gelede mask. Hanover # 10730 [unsure which field notes correspond to numbers].

Local Numbers
80.11.34

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.9
I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Dahomey, Berlin III C 1549, from Consul Bay, Lagos, c. 1880. IIIC 1549
Gelede, Dahomey from Consul Bay in Lagos, c.1880. [Book 1979-84.1
Museum Objects p57]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.13.23
I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Geneva 38632 [unsure which field notes correspond to numbers, see book
1979-84.1 Museum Objects p97]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.46.17
I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Geneva 38632 [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Geneva 33308 Gelede 38632 [Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p97]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.46.16
I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Musée des Arts Africains 14330 [field notes that correspond to numbers do not describe to objects in slide - see Book 1979-84.1 p56]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.13.14
I 2 YRB 80
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02237: (No Title Given), 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Frobenius 1912. Leipzig MAf22502 25 cm. The date on the slide is OCT 80.
Local Numbers
80.18.17
2 YRB 80

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02239: (No Title Given), 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Frobenius, Leipzig. The date on the slide is OCT 80.
Local Numbers
80.18.22
2 YRB 80

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba-beaded bag #74.22.1, 35 X 31, Osogbo, 19th c. University Museum, Phila. George Rodrigues, dealer. [no field notes to correspond to numbers].
Local Numbers
80.89.8-9
1 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Munich 251 (cf. catalog) Stool/stand (14.62.3) Yoruba, Dahome. [Book 1979-84.1 p84]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.
Local Numbers
80.22.20
I 2 YRB 80

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Munich 252 (cf. catalog) Osanyin staff (251; p.194 catalog Munchen) [Book 1979-84.1 p84]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.
Local Numbers
80.22.21
I 2 YRB 80

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Galerie Schwarz-Weiss Munich. [Book 1979-84.1 p76]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.
Local Numbers
80.32.5
I 2 YRB 80

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Bremen. Iroke Ifa (ivory) B14689 [Book 1979-84.1 p49]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.5.33
I 2 YRB 80

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
A. Pohl Munich 26-36-3 (1881) [field notes description does not match image, see Book 1979-84.1 Museum Objects p68]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
80.22.15
I 2 YRB 80

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- beaded ibeji garment. Joan Mohr Coll. 125 Cedar St., NYC 10006 [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.
Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- beaded ibeji garment. Joan Mohr Coll. 125 Cedar St., NYC 10006 [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- beaded ibeji garment. Joan Mohr Coll. 125 Cedar St., NYC 10006 [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 80.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Galerie Scwarz-weiß (Stoll) [no field notes to match image, see Book 1979-1984.1 p1 p76]. The date on the slide is oct 80.

Local Numbers
   80.29.9
I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Galerie Schwarz-weiss (Stoll) [no field notes to match image, see Book 1979-1984.1 p1 p76]. The date on the slide is oct 80.

Local Numbers
80.29.8

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Galerie Schwarz-weiss (Stoll) [no field notes to match image, see Book 1979-1984.1 p1 p76]. The date on the slide is oct 80.

Local Numbers
80.29.13

I 0 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Galerie Schwarz-weiss (Stoll) [no field notes to match image, see Book 1979-1984.1 p1 p76]. The date on the slide is oct 80.
Local Numbers

80.29.12

I 0 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Galerie Schwarz-weiss (Stoll) [no field notes to match image, see Book 1979-1984.1 p1 p76]. The date on the slide is oct 80.

Local Numbers

80.29.17

I 0 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Galerie Schwarz-weiss (Stoll) [no field notes to match image, see Book 1979-1984.1 p1 p76]. The date on the slide is oct 80.

Local Numbers

80.29.18

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Galerie Schwarz-weiß (Stoll) [no field notes to match image, see Book 1979-1984.1 p1 p76]. The date on the slide is oct 80.

Local Numbers
80.29.15

I 0 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- beaded crown purchased from Olsen Foundation. University Museum, Philadelphia, #72.33.1 [cannot locate corresponding field notes to numbers]. The date on the slide is oct 80.

Local Numbers
80.89.5

I 0 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- beaded crown purchased from Olsen Foundation. University Museum, Philadelphia, #72.33.1 [cannot locate corresponding field notes to numbers]. The date on the slide is oct 80.

Local Numbers
80.89.6

I 2 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- beaded crown purchased from Olsen Foundation. University Museum, Philadelphia, #72.33.1 [cannot locate corresponding field notes to numbers]. The date on the slide is oct 80.
Local Numbers
80.89.7
I 0 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- beaded crown, Tervuren 73.76.1 #73.76.1 beaded crown [Book 1979-84.1 p45].
Local Numbers
80.2.26
I 0 YRB 80

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu, Iwopin? de Young Mus. San Francisco [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 80.
Local Numbers
SAN FRANCISC
I 2 YRB 80
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu, Iwopin? de Young Mus. San Francisco [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 80.

Local Numbers
SAN FRANCISC
I 2 YRB 80

EEPA D00055: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.19
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00055

EEPA D00056: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.18

I 2 YRB HJD 80
EEPA 1992-028-00056

Topic: Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00060: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.14

I 2 YRB HJD 80
EEPA 1992-028-00060

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00061: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.23

I 2 YRB HJD 80
EEPA 1992-028-00061

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00062: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.24
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00062

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00226: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.25.74
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00226

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00247: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.27.74
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00247

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00248: Gelede mask in museum, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.74

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00248

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00249: Gelede mask in museum, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.21.74

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00249

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00301: Gelede mask in museum, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.12.13

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00301

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00302: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.13

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00302

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00343: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.10.13

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00343

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00344: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.36.36
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00344

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00390: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.24.13
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00390

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00392: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.30.32
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00392

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00392: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.32

EEPA 1992-028-00392

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00393: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.32

EEPA 1992-028-00393

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00394: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.28.32

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00394

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00395: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.32

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00395

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00396: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.1.32

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00396

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00397: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.15.13

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00397

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00398: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.13

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00398

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00399: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.8
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00399

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00400: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.15.8

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00400

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00401: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.63

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00401

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00402: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.6.63

EEPA 1992-028-00402
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00403: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.7.63

EEPA 1992-028-00403
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00404: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.63

EEPA 1992-028-00404
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00405: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.10.63
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00405

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00406: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.9.63
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00406

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00519: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
 Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.17.13
Nicholas
Drewal photographs
EEPA.1992-028
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EEPA 1992-028-00519

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00520: [Gelede mask in a museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
E71.22

EEPA 1992-028-00520

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00577: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00577

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00816: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.26.74

EEPA 1992-028-00816

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00868: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.36

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00868

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00869: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.36

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00869
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00870: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.3.22

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00870

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00871: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.12.36

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00871
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  80.2.13

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00935

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Gelede -- Photographs Masks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00936: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  80.11.34

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00936

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Gelede -- Photographs Masks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D00952: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  80.9.13

I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00952
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00953: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00953

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00954: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00954

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00955: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00955
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00957: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00957
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00958: [Gelede mask in museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.23.13
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-00958
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01635: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.32
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01635

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01636: [Part of a Sango priest's stool, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01636

Topic: Photographs
Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01645: [Ose Sango, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.23

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01645

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01646: [Ose Sango, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.24

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01646

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01652: [Ose Sango, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.2
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I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01652

Topic: Religious articles
      Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01682: [Sango sculpture, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     80.36.16

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01682

Topic: Sacred objects
      Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01683: [Sango sculpture, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     80.36.15

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01683

Topic: Sacred objects
      Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01686: [Sango shrine sculpture, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.15
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01686

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01687: [Sango shrine sculpture, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.14
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01687

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01715: [Odo Sango, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.32
I 2 YRB HMD 80
EEPA 1992-028-01715
Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01716: [Odo Sango, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.33
I 2 YRB HMD 80
EEPA 1992-028-01716

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01717: [Odo Sango, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.34
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01717

Topic: Sacred objects
      Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01733: [Odo Sango, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.19

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01733

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
      Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01737: [Odo Sango, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.25

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01737

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
      Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01738: [Odo Sango, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.3
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01738

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01739: [Sango shrine, Awori], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.36
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01739

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01754: [Laba Sango, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.33

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01754

Topic: Religious articles
       Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01756: [Bayanni shrine, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.18

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01756

Topic: Photographs
       Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01757: [Bayanni shrine, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.18
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01757

Topic: Photographs
      Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01758: [Bayanni shrine, museum], 1980
           1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.18

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01758

Topic: Photographs
      Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01759: [Sango shrine house, museum], 1980
           1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01759

Topic: Religious architecture
       Shango -- Photographs
       Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01760: [Sango shrine house, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01760

Topic: Religious architecture
Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01761: [Sango shrine house, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01761

Topic: Religious architecture
Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01762: [Sango shrine house, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01762

Topic: Religious architecture
Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01762a: [Sango shrine house, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01762a

Topic: Religious architecture
Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01763: [Sango shrine house, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01763
Topic: Photographs
   Religious architecture
   Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01764: [Ritual cloth, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01764

Topic: Cloths
   Photographs
   Ritual objects

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01765: [Ritual cloth, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01765

Topic: Cloths
   Photographs
   Ritual objects

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01766: [Ritual cloth, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John and Margaret Thompson Drewal, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01766

Topic: Cloths
Photographs
Ritual objects

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01767: [Ritual cloth, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01767

Topic: Cloths
Photographs
Ritual objects

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01787: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.21

I 2 YRB HMD 80
EEPA 1992-028-01787

Topic: Hairdressing
      Masks
      Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01788: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.22
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01788

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
      Masks
      Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01789: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.30
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01789

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
      Masks
      Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01790: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.11
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01790

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01791: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.14.5
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01791

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01792: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.13

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01792

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01793: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.12

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01793

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01794: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.10

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01794

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01795: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01795

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01796: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80
EEPA 1992-028-01796

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01797: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01797

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01798: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01798

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01799: [Mask, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.4
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01799

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D01800: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01800

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D01801: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01801

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01802: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01802

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01803: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01803
EEPA D01804: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01804

EEPA D01805: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01805

EEPA D0180: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01809

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01806: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01806

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01807: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01807
Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01808: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01808

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01810: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01810

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01811: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
EEPA 1992-028-01811

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01812: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01812

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01813: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01813
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01816

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01817: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01817

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01818: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01818
Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01818: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01818

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01819: [Epa headdress, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01819

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01820: [Eastern Yoruba mask, museum], 1980
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EEPA 1992-028-01820

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01822: [Eastern Yoruba mask, museum], 1980

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.1

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01822

Topic: Masks
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01823: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80
EEPA 1992-028-01823

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01824: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01824

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01839: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.12

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01839

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01845: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.20
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01845

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01848: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.31
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01848

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01887: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.30

I2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01887

Topic: Ceremonial staff
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01888: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.29

I2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01888

Topic: Ceremonial staff
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01895: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.27
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01895

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
       Photographs
       Religious articles

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01896: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.27
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01896

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
       Photographs
       Religious articles

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01897: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01897

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01898: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01898

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01899: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01899
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Ceremonial staffs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Religious articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D01900: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01900

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Ceremonial staffs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Religious articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D01901: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01901

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Ceremonial staffs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Religious articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D01902: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01902

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01903: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01903

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01904: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01904
Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01905: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01905

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01906: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01906

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01907: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01907

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01908: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01908

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01909: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01909
Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01910: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01910

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01911: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01911

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01912: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01912

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01914: [Devotee performing Esu dance, Ijanna], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01914

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D0191: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01913

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01930: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-01930

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02153: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.6

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02153

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02156: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.23

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02156

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02157: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.8

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02157

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02158: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.37
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02158

Topic: Divination
       Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02159: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.63.18

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02159

Topic: Divination
       Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02162: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.9

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02162

Topic: Divination
       Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02163: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.7
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02163

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02165: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.8
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02165

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D0216: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.7

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02164

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D0216: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.7

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02169

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02166: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.11
EEPA 1992-028-02166

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02167: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
80.32.10

EEPA 1992-028-02167

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02168: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
80.18.7

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02168

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02170: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.10
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02170

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02171: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.9
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02171

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02172: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
47

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02172

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02173: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
46

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02173

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02174: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.8
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02174

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02175: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.25

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02175

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02179: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.36.18

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02179

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02185: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, museum], 1980  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
80.16.7  
I 2 YRB HMD 80  
EEPA 1992-028-02185  
Topic: Divination  
Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02204: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1980  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
80.74.30  
I 2 YRB HMD 80  
EEPA 1992-028-02204  
Topic: Divination  
Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02212: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1980
EEPA 1992-028-02212

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02213: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.8

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02213

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02214: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.36.19
EEPA 1992-028-02214

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02215: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.19

EEPA 1992-028-02215

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02216: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.9

EEPA 1992-028-02216

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02217: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.35
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02217

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02218: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.34
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02218

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02219: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.6

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02219

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02220: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02220

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02221: [Iroke Ifa, divination tapper, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
EEPA 1992-028-02221

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02222: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
10

EEPA 1992-028-02222

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02223: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--

EEPA 1992-028-02223

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02224: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02224

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02255: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

80.18.20

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02255

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02258: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.19

EEPA 1992-028-02258

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02259: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.34

EEPA 1992-028-02259

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02260: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.35
EEPA 1992-028-02260

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02261: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.36

EEPA 1992-028-02261

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02262: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.13

EEPA 1992-028-02262
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02263: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.12
I 2 YRB HMD 80
EEPA 1992-028-02263

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02264: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.30
I 2 YRB HMD 80
EEPA 1992-028-02264

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02265: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.31
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02265

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02266: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.16
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02266

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02267: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.17
Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02276: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.18

EEPA 1992-028-02276

EEPA D02277: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.19
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02278: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.15
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02278

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02279: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.16
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02279

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02280: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.14

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02280
Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02281: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.13

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02281
Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02282: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.9
EEPA 1992-028-02282

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02283: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.10

EEPA 1992-028-02283

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02284: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.11
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02285: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.35
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02285

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02286: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.20.74
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02286

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02287: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.15

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02287

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02288: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.16

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02288

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02293: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.21
EEPA 1992-028-02293

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02296: [Ceremonial bowl/container, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.18

EEPA 1992-028-02303

Topic: Photographs
Sacred objects

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02303: [Ceremonial bowl/container, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.19

EEPA 1992-028-02303

Topic: Photographs
Sacred objects

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02304: [Ceremonial bowl/container, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.12
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02304

Topic: Photographs
Sacred objects
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02305: [Ceremonial bowl/container, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.6
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02305

Topic: Photographs
Sacred objects
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02308: [Carved chicken, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.11

1 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02308

Topic: Photographs
     Wood-carving
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02309: [Wood carving found in Old Oyo ruins, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.36.7

1 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02309

Topic: Photographs
     Wood-carving
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02319: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.19
| Topic: | Beadwork  
|       | Divination  
|       | Paraphernalia  
|       | Photographs  
| Place: | Africa  
|       | Nigeria  
| Genre/Form: | Color slides  
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D02321: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1980  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
80.16.28  

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02321

| Topic: | Beadwork  
|       | Divination  
|       | Paraphernalia  
|       | Photographs  
| Place: | Africa  
|       | Nigeria  
| Genre/Form: | Color slides  
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D02322: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1980  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
80.36.6  

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02322

| Topic: | Beadwork |
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02323: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.18

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02323

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02324: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.16

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02324

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02325: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.17
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02325

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02327: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.10
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02327

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02403: [Opele, divination chain, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.20
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02403

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02404: [Diviner's beaded necklace, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.14
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02404

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02408: [Ide Orun, diviner's beaded pouch-necklace, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.17
1 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02408

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02410: [Ide Orun, diviner’s pouch-necklace, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.34
1 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02410

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02411: [Ide Orun, diviner’s pouch-necklace, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
1 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02411

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02412: [Ide Orun, diviner's pouch-necklace, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
1 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02412

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02413: [Ide Orun, diviner's pouch-necklace, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02413
Topic: Beadwork
       Divination
       Paraphernalia
       Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02414: [Ile Ori, house of Ori, shrine, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.15
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02414
Topic: Beadwork
       Photographs
       Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02415: [Ile Ori, house of Ori, shrine, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02415

Topic: Beadwork
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02416: [Ile Ori, shrine, museum], 1980

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.12

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02416

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02417: [Ile Ori, house of Ori, shrine, museum], 1980

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02417

Topic: Beadwork
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02418: [Ile Ori, house of Ori, shrine, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
182.3

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-02418

Topic: Beadwork
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02451: [Opa Osanyin, Osanyin staff, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.20

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02451

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02452: [Opa Osanyin, Osanyin staff, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
80.22.21
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02452

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02455: [Opa Osanyin, Osanyin staff, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
80.32.5
I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02455

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02456: [Opa Osanyin, Osanyin staff, museum], 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.33.5

I 2 YRB HJD 78

EEPA 1992-028-02456

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04305: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.22

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04305

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04308: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.22
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04308

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04309: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
     80.22.25

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04309

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04310: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
     80.22.26

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04310

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04311: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.27
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04311

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04312: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.28
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04312

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04313: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.29

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04313

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04314: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.36.33

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04314

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04315: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.36.34
EEPA 1992-028-04315

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04316: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.36.35

EEPA 1992-028-04316

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04317: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.35
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04335: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.36
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04335

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04336: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.37
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04336

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04337: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.34

EEPA 1992-028-04337

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04368: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.23

EEPA 1992-028-04368

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04369: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.2
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04370: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.1

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04400

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04400: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83.17

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04400
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04402: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83.16
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04402

EEPA D04430: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.36
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04430

EEPA D04431: Works of art in situ, 1980
EEPA D04432: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
80.63.2
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04432

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04433

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04434: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.63.16

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04434

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04435: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.63.15

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04435

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04436: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.28
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04436

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04456: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04456

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04557: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.4

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04557

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Esu -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04558: Works of art in situ, 1980

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.3

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04558

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Esu -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04560: Works of art in situ, 1980
EEPA 1992-028-04560

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04561: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.23

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04561

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04562: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.20
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04562

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04563: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.21

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04563

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04564: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83.9

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04564

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04565: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83.8
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04565

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04566: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83.6
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04566

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04567: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.25
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04567

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04568: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.26
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04568

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04788: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.7

1 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04788

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04789: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.8

1 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04789

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04794: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.34
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04794

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04796: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.2

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04796

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04797: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.1

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04797

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04848: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.32
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04848

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04890: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.5
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04890

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04918: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.33

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04918

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04974: Works of art in situ, 1980

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.24

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04974

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04975: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.23

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04975

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04978: Works of art in situ, 1980

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.24

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04978

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04979: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.35

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04979

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04980: Works of art in situ, 1980

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.34

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04980

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04981: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.33
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04981

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04983: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.31
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04983

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04989: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.22

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04989

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.9

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-04994

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05000: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.25

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05000

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05001: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.32

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05001

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05028: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.31

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05028

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05050: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.3-4

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05050

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05051: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.3-4

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05051

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05052: Works of art in situ, 1980

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.3

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05052

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05053: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.2
I 2 YRB HMD 80
EEPA 1992-028-05053

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05054: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.1
I 2 YRB HMD 80
EEPA 1992-028-05054

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05055: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.7-8

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05055

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05056: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.7-8

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05056

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05059: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.6

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05059

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05063: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.35

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05063

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05064: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.34

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05064

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05065: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.30

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05065

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05067: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.29
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05067

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05068: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.27
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05068

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05072: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.26

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05072

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
        ibeji -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05074: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.14

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05074

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
        ibeji -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05075: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.10

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05075

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Work of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05076: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.28

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05076

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Work of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05078: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13 25
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05078

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05079: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.19
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05079

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05571: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.8

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05571

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05574: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.11

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05574

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05575: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.10
EEPA 1992-028-05575

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05576: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.15

EEPA 1992-028-05576

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05577: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.14
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05579: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.14
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05579

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05580: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.13
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05580

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05581: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.1

EEPA 1992-028-05581

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05582: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.2

EEPA 1992-028-05582

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05585: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.32
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05585

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05586: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.31

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05586

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05587: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.30

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05587

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05588: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.28
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05588

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05589: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.29
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05589

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05590: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.1

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05590

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05591: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.2

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05591

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05592: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.3
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05592

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05593: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.4

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05593

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05594: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.5

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05594

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05595: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.6
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05595

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05596: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.7
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05596

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05597: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.8
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05597

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05598: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.9
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05598

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05599: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.11
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05599

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05600: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.10

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05600

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05765: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.33

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05765

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05766: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.34
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05766

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05767: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.36
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05767

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05768: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.35
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05768

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05769: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.1
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05769

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05770: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.2
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05770

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05773: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.37

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05773

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05777: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.7

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05777

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05781: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.25
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05781

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05782: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.26
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05782

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05794: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.36.17

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05794

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05815: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.24

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05815

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05816: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.28
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05816

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05818: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.12

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05818

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05819: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.4

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05819

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05820: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83.19
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05820

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05831: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.33
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05831

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05832: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.26

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05832

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05834: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.27

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05834

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05835: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.28
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05835

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:   Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05836: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.3

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05836

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:   Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05837: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.4

I 2 YRB HMD 80
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05838: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.5
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05838

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05848: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.18.27
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05848

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05850: Works of art in situ, 1980
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>80.46.3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I 2 YRB HMD 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EEPA 1992-028-05850**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EEPA D05851: Works of art in situ, 1980**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>80.74.29</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I 2 YRB HMD 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EEPA 1992-028-05851**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EEPA D05852: Works of art in situ, 1980**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>80.74.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05852

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05853: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.5

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05853

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05854: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.3

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05854

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05855: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83.7
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05855

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05856: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.14
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05856

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05858: Works of art in situ, 1980
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.11

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05858

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05859: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.12

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05859

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05860: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.13
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05860

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05863: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   80.83.15

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05863

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05871: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   80.18.18

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05871

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05872: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.21
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05872

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05873: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83.1
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05873

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05874: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.22.11

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05874

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05877: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83.10

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05877

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05878: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83.11
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05878

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05883: Works of art in situ, 1980  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
80.68.6

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05883

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05884: Works of art in situ, 1980  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
80.74.36

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05884

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05910: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.36
1 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05910

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05911: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.37
1 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05911

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05912: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.3

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05912

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05913: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.4

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05913

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05914: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.8
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05914

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05915: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.7

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05915

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05916: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.6

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05916

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
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Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05917: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.5
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05917

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05918: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.5
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-05918

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05919: Works of art in situ, 1980
EEPA D06480: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.35

EEPA 1992-028-06480

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06488

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06489: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.34

I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06489

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06490: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.16.33

I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06490

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06491: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.10
I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06491

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06492: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.11
I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06492

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06493: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.12
I0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06493
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA DO6494: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.14
I0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06494
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06495: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.15
I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06495

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs

Works of art in situ

Place: Africa

Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06496: Works of art in situ, 1980

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

80.74.16

I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06496

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs

Works of art in situ

Place: Africa

Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06497: Works of art in situ, 1980

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

80.68.12

I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06497

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs

Works of art in situ

Place: Africa

Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06498: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.14
I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06498

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06499: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.13
I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06499

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06500: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.17
I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06500

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06501: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.18
I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06501

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06509: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.28
I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06509

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06510: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.27

I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06510

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06516: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.35

I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06516

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06517: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.23
I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06517

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06535: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.15
I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06535

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06536: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.16
I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06536

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06537: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.11
I 0 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06537

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06538: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.10
EEPA 1992-028-06538

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06539: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.9

EEPA 1992-028-06539

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06540: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.20

EEPA 1992-028-06540

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06552: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.31
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06552

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06553: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.30
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06553

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06554: Works of art in situ, 1980
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1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.29
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06554

- Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
  Works of art in situ
- Place: Africa
  Nigeria
- Genre/Form: Color slides
- Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06555: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.24
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06555

- Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
  Works of art in situ
- Place: Africa
  Nigeria
- Genre/Form: Color slides
- Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06556: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.22
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06556

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06557: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.21

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06557

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06571: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.24

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06571

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06572: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.23
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06572

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06573: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.13
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06573

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06576: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.32

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06576

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06577: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.32

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06577

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06578: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.33
EEPA 1992-028-06578

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06580: Works of art in situ, 1980  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.37

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06580

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06581: Works of art in situ, 1980  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.38

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06581

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06625: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.14
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06625

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06626: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.15
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06626

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06627: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.16

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06627

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06628: Works of art in situ, 1980

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.17

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06628

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06629: Works of art in situ, 1980

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.18
EEPA 1992-028-06629

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06630: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.21

EEPA 1992-028-06630

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06631: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.22

EEPA 1992-028-06631

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06632: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.11
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06632

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06633: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.19
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06633

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06634: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.89.10

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06634

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06635: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.89.11

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06635

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06636: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.89.12
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06636

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06643: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.29

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06643

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06644: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.28

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06644

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06645: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.6
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06645

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06646: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.1
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06646

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06647: Works of art in situ, 1980
"1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.2

EEPA 1992-028-06647

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06648: Works of art in situ, 1980

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.7

EEPA 1992-028-06648

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06649: Works of art in situ, 1980

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.30
EEPA 1992-028-06649

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06650: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.31

EEPA 1992-028-06650

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06651: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.28

EEPA 1992-028-06651

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06652: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.27
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06652

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06653: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.37
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06653

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06654: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.4

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06654

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06655: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.33

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06655

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06656: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.32

I 2 YRB MTD 80
EEPA 1992-028-06656

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06657: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   80.13.5

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06657

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06658: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   80.13.3

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06658

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06659: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.35
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06659

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06660: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.36
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06660

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06661: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.34
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06661

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06662: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.25
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06662

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06663: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.74.2
EEPA 1992-028-06663

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06685: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.63.13

EEPA 1992-028-06685

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06740: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83.21

EEPA 1992-028-06740

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06741: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83.22
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06741

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06859: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.3
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06859

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06862: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.4

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06862

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06865: Works of art in situ, 1980

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.20

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06865

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06873: Works of art in situ, 1980

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.5
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06873

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06874: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.21

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06874

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06875: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.22

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06875

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06876: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.23
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06876

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06877: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.24
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-06877

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08290: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.15

1 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-08290

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08291: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.16

1 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-08291

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08292: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.19
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-08292

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08293: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.18

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-08293

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08294: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.17

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-08294

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08298: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.31

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-08298

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08353: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.63.11

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-08353

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08354: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.63.12
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-08354

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08436: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.1
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-08436

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08437: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.8.2
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-08437

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08830: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.11.33

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-08830

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09297: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.36.14

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-09297

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09298: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.14
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-09298

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09299: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.36.13
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-09299

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09306: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.4

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-09306

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09590: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.5.36

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-09590

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09591: Masquerades, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.104.4
E 2 YRB MTD 80

EEPA 1992-028-09591

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09592: Masquerades, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.104.5

E 2 YRB MTD 80

EEPA 1992-028-09592

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09593: Masquerades, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.104.6

E 2 YRB MTD 80

EEPA 1992-028-09593

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09971: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.46.33
I 2 YRB HMD 80
EEPA 1992-028-09971

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09972: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.21
I 2 YRB HMD 80
EEPA 1992-028-09972

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09973: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.20
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-09973

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09974: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.24
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-09974

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10075: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.32.27
I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-10075

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10076: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.28

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-10076

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10077: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.2.29

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-10077

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10304: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.4

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-10304

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10306: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.16

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-10306

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D10309: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.13.8

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-10309

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10310: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.36.20

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-10310

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10332: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.5

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-10332

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10333: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.68.3

I 2 YRB HMD 80

EEPA 1992-028-10333

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10334: Works of art in situ, 1980
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.29.36
EEPA 1992-028-10334

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs

Egúngún (Cult)

Works of art in situ

Place: Africa

Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1981


1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Awori, Otta- Sango shrine with images by Kilani Olaniyan. [no roll number to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers

1 YRB 81

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs

Shango -- Photographs

Works of art in situ

Place: Africa

Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Awori- Otta Kilani Olaniyan with Egungun ere. [no numbers to match field notes].

Local Numbers

1 YRB 81

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs

Works of art in situ

Place: Africa

Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori- Otta Kilani Olaniyan carving. [no numbers to match field notes.].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 81

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori- Otta Kilani Olaniyan carving. [no numbers to match field notes.].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 81

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori- Otta Kilani Olaniyan carving. [no numbers to match field notes.].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 81

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori- Otta Kilani Olaniyan carving. [no numbers to match field notes.].
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 81

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Adire eleko with stencil. Seattle A.M. [numbers do not correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
81.17.651
I 2 YRB 81

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Adire eleso. Seattle A.M. [numbers do not correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
81.17.657
I 2 YRB 81

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Adire. Seattle A.M. [numbers do not correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
81.17.658

I 2 YRB 81

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00803: [Oro Efe masquerader wearing headdress surmounted by a circular form called àkàtò and adorned with medicinal camwood blades and shiny metal disks], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1981
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00803

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ
Place: Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00804: [Oro Efe masquerader wearing headdress surmounted by a circular form called àkàtò and adorned with medicinal camwood blades and shiny metal disks], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1981
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00804

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ
Place: Nigeria
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00805: [Oro Efe masquerader wearing headdress surmounted by a circular form called àkàtà and adorned with medicinal camwood blades and shiny metal disks], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1981
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00805

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00806: [Oro Efe masquerader wearing headdress surmounted by a circular form called àkàtà and adorned with medicinal camwood blades and shiny metal disks], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1981
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00806

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D00807: [Oro Efe masquerader wearing headdress surmounted by a circular form called àkàtà and adorned with medicinal camwood blades and shiny metal disks], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1981
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    EEPA 1992-028-00807

    Topic: Efe (masquerades)
           Gelede -- Photographs
           Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
           Masks
           Wood-carving
           Works of art in situ

    Place: Africa
           Nigeria

    Genre/Form: Color slides

    Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00808: [Oro Efe masquerader wearing headdress surmounted by a circular form called àkàtà and adorned with medicinal camwood blades and shiny metal disks], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1981
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    EEPA 1992-028-00808

    Topic: Efe (masquerades)
           Gelede -- Photographs
           Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
           Masks
           Wood-carving
           Works of art in situ

    Place: Africa
           Nigeria

    Genre/Form: Color slides

    Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00809: [Oro Efe masquerader wearing headdress surmounted by a circular form called àkàtà and adorned with medicinal camwood blades and shiny metal disks], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1981
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00809

Topic:  Efe (masquerades)
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
        Masks
        Wood-carving
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00810: [Oro Efe masquerader wearing headdress surmounted by a circular form called àkàtà and adorned with medicinal camwood blades and shiny metal disks], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1981
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00810

Topic:  Efe (masquerades)
        Gelede -- Photographs
        Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
        Masks
        Wood-carving
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00811: [Oro Efe masquerader wearing headdress surmounted by a circular form called àkàtà and adorned with medicinal camwood blades and shiny metal disks], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1981
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00811
Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00812: [Oro Efe masquerader wearing headdress surmounted by a circular form called àkàtà and adorned with medicinal camwood blades and shiny metal disks], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1981
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00812

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00813: [Oro Efe masquerader wearing headdress surmounted by a circular form called àkàtà and adorned with medicinal camwood blades and shiny metal disks], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1981
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00813
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00814: [Oro Efe masquerader wearing headdress surmounted by a circular form called àkàtà and adorned with medicinal camwood blades and shiny metal disks], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1981
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00814

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00815: [Oro Efe masquerader wearing headdress surmounted by a circular form called àkàtà and adorned with medicinal camwood blades and shiny metal disks], Isale-Eko Quarter, Lagos, Nigeria, 1981
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00815

Topic: Efe (masquerades)
Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 81

EEPA 1992-028-04793

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 81

EEPA 1992-028-04829

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04830: Works of art in situ, 1981
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 81

EEPA 1992-028-04830

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1982

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
British Museum Igbo-Ora (1942) H=7" projected semi-circular ring around forehead in white. [Possibly Igbo-Ora and possibly carved by same hand as 10-4. Holes in projected ring possibly for attachments or strings of cowries and other things to hang down (?) as in manner of Ilaro Efe mask called ate Efe. The date on the slide is JUL 71.

Local Numbers
10-3

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.23

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM 1942 Af7.7 (Gladstone) coll. before 1911. [Book 1981-1982.1 p148]. The date on the slide is FEB 82.

Local Numbers
82.2.14
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM 1942 Af7.7 (Gladstone) coll. before 1911 [Book 1981-1982.1 p148]. The date on the slide is FEB 82.

Local Numbers
82.2.13
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM 1942 Af7.7 (Gladstone) coll. before 1911 [Book 1981-1982.1 p148]. The date on the slide is FEB 82.

Local Numbers
82.2.12
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM 1942.7.6 1942 Af 7.6 [porcupine eating snake] [Book 1981-1982.1 p144].
The date on the slide is FEB 82.
Local Numbers
82.7.14

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM 1942.7.6 1942 Af 7.6 [porcupine eating snake] [Book 1981-1982.1 p144].
The date on the slide is FEB 82.
Local Numbers
82.7.13

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM 1942.7.6 1942 Af 7.6 [porcupine eating snake] [Book 1981-1982.1 p144].
The date on the slide is FEB 82.
Local Numbers
82.7.15
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM 1942.7.6 1942 Af 7.6 [porcupine eating snake] [Book 1981-1982.1 p144]. The date on the slide is FEB 82.

Local Numbers
82.7.16

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.27


Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.28

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.19

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.20

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
The date on the slide is FEB 82.

Local Numbers
   82.7.27
I 0 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.2.10
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Gelede -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.7.17
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.18

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.19

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00829: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.16.22

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.16.21

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00831: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.16.18

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00832: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.16.17
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00833: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.16.20
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00834: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.16.12
G 2 YRB 82

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00835: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.16.19

G 2 YRB 82

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00836: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.16.16

G 2 YRB 82

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00837: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.16.13

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00838: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.16.15

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00839: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.16.14

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM 1887.2-3.2 (female) BM 1887.2-3.1 (male) 1887.2-3-2 (feale); 1887.2-3-1 (male) [Book 1981-1982.1 p143]. The date on the slide is FEB 82.

Local Numbers
82.7.26

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM 1887.2-3.2 (female) BM 1887.2-3.1 (male) 1887.2-3-2 (feale); 1887.2-3-1 (male) [Book 1981-1982.1 p143]. The date on the slide is FEB 82.

Local Numbers
82.7.24

I 2 YRB 82

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM 1887.2-3.2 (female) BM 1887.2-3.1 (male) 1887.2-3-2 (feale); 1887.2-3-1 (male) [Book 1981-1982.1 p143]. The date on the slide is FEB 82.

Local Numbers
82.7.25
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM Q73.Af1208 Q73.Af1208 [Book 1981-1982.1 p144]. The date on the slide is FEB 82.

Local Numbers
82.7.12

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Igbesa. Attributed by Nuru to his father Akapo (d. c.1911). BM 1959.Af.19.209 [cannot locate corresponding field notes to numbers]. The date on the slide is FEB 82.

Local Numbers
82.2.11

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
From Ajassa, late Apena to Docemo, 1886. BM 86.12-9.11 86.12-9.11 Gelede/Magbo [Book 1981-1982.1 p148]. The date on the slide is FEB 82.

Local Numbers
82.2.5
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.4
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM 1951.Af11.6 1951 Af11.6 [Book 1981-1982.1 p143]. The date on the slide is FEB 82.

Local Numbers
82.7.21
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ota, Dadaolomo ijoko Odua carved by Dadaolomo, painted white. [Book 1981-1982.1 p125]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.23.35

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ota, Dadaolomo ijoko Odua carved by Dadaolomo, painted white. [Book 1981-1982.1 p125]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.23.33

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ota, Dadaolomo ijoko Odua carved by Dadaolomo, painted white. [Book 1981-1982.1 p125]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.23.32

I 2 YRB 82
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ota, Dadaolomo ijoko Odua carved by Dadaolomo, painted white. [Book 1981-1982.1 p125]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.23.34
I 2 YRB 82

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Agon and friend, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.16
G 2 YRB 82

EEPA 1992-028-01395: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Agon and friend, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.17
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01396: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Agon and friend, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.18

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01397: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Agon and friend, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.19

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01398: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Agon and friend, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.
Local Numbers
82.191.20

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01399: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Agon and friend, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.21

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01400: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Agon and friend, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.22

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01401: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Agon and friend, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.23

G 2 YRB 82

Topic:       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:       Africa
Nigeria

Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Agon and friend, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.24

G 2 YRB 82

Topic:       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:       Africa
Nigeria

Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01403: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iya Agon and friend, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.25

G 2 YRB HDT 82

Topic:       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:       Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01404: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.26

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01405: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.27

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01406: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.28

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
R ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01407: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.29

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01408: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.30

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01409: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.32
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01410: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.33

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01411: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.34

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01412: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.
Local Numbers
82.191.35

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01413: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, Odogbolu. [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.36

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01414: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no field notes that correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.37

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01415: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.18

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01416: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.19

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01417: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.20

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01418: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.21
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01419: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.22
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01420: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.23
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01421: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.24

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01422: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.25

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01423: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.26
EEPA 1992-028-01424: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.27

EEPA 1992-028-01425: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.28

EEPA 1992-028-01426: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.
Local Numbers
82.201.29

G 2 YRB 21D 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01427: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.30

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01428: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.31

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01429: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.32
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01430: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.33
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01431: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.34
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01432: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osoosi festival, I.-Ode. July 6, 1982. near Ita osun market. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.35
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01495: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no corresponding field notes to numbers]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.220.37
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01496: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01497: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.201.36
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01498: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no corresponding field notes to numbers]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.201.37
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01500: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Imosan Alase of Igboqi Qt. at Osoosi shrine. Alase, Imosan [Book 1992.2 p152]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.139.23
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01501: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Imosan Alase of Igboki Qt. at Osoosi shrine. Alase, Imosan [Book 1992.2 p152]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.139.22

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu Remo, Isara, Shrine w/Erinle pot and other deities in foreground. Shango/Yemoja shrine, Isara and then Oyo shrine and priestesses. [Book 1981-1982.1 p122]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.35

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu Remo, Isara Oloya's shrine, Isara (Majago Qt.) [Book 1981-1982.1 p100]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.52.13
A 2 YRB 82

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu Remo, Isara Oloya's shrine, Isara (Majago Qt.) [Book 1981-1982.1 p100].
The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
   82.52.14

D 2 YRB 82

Topic:  Body arts
       Body marking -- Africa
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu Remo, Isara Olorisa with red parrot feather on head. [corresponding field
notes to numbers list slides as black and white]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
   82.39.27

A 2 YRB 82

Topic:  Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu Remo, Isara Oloya's shrine, Isara (Majago Qt.) [book 1981-1982.1 p100].
The date on the slide is APR 82.
Local Numbers
82.52.5

A 2 YRB 82

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu Remo, Isara Oloya's shrine, Isara (Majago Qt0 [book 1981-1982.1 p100]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.52.1

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu Remo, Isara, Shrine [corresponding field notes list slide as black and white.]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.28

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu Remo, Isara Oloya's shrine, Isara (Majago Qt.) [Book 1981-1982.1 p100]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.52.6

A 2 YRB 82

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Remo, Isara Shrine [field notes list slide as black and white.]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.30

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Remo, Isara Shrine (Oya & Sango) [field notes list slide as black and white.]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.29

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Remo, Isara, Oya Shrine [field notes list slide as black and white]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.32
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Remo, Isara Oloya’s shrine, Isara (Majago Qt.) [Book 1981-1982.1 p100]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.52.9
A 2 YRB 82

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Remo, Isara Oloya’s shrine, Isara (Majago Qt.) [Book 1981-1982.1 p100]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.52.8
A 2 YRB 82

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Remo, Isara Oloya's shrine, Isara (Majago Qt.) [Book 1981-1982.1 p100]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.52.10

A 2 YRB 82

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Remo, Isara Oloya's shrine, Isara (Majago Qt.) [Book 1981-1982.1 p100]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.52.12

A 2 YRB 82

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Sango staff, Le Musee de l'Ile d'Art. published in AAN #15, Fall 75, p.36-38. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 82
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Ibefun, Esu. Aiyelala priest, shrine with Esu yangi/Esu sigidi, ibeji and isan Egungun at Ibefun. [Book 1982.2 p125]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.214.21
I 2 YRB 82

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu Remo, Isara shrine. [corresponding field notes list slide as black and white, see Book1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.33
I 2 YRB 82

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Odogbolu Esu sigidi (foreground), Esu yangi (back). Esu s of Ilori Onakoya: 2 Esu sigidi and 5 Esu yangi. [Book 1982.2 p125]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.
Local Numbers
82.214.10

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Odogbolu Esu sigidi. Ijebu, Odogbolu Esu sigidi (foreground), Esu yangi (back). Esu s of Ilori Onakoya: 2 Esu sigidi and 5 Esu yangi. [Book 1982.2 p125]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.214.12

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Odogbolu Esu sigidi. Ijebu, Odogbolu Esu sigidi (foreground), Esu yangi (back). Esu s of Ilori Onakoya: 2 Esu sigidi and 5 Esu yangi. [Book 1982.2 p125]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.214.11

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01963: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.122.11

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01964: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.122.12

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01965: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.122.13

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01966: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.122.14
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01967: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.122.15
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01968: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.
Local Numbers
82.122.16

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01969: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.122.17

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01971: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.122.19

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01972: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers

82.122.20

82.122.22

82.122.24

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers

82.122.22

82.122.24

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01975: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers

82.122.24

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01976: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.122.26
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01977: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.122.27
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01978: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

EEPA 1992-028-01980: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

EEPA 1992-028-01981: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.122.33

G 2 YRB 82

| Topic:          | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
|                 | Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
| Place:          | Africa
|                | Nigeria
| Culture:        | Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01982: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.122.34

G 2 YRB 82

| Topic:          | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
|                 | Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
| Place:          | Africa
|                | Nigeria
| Culture:        | Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01983: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itefa, (Ibodu - not seen) and (Ibo Awere) ceremonies and aisun, Imodi, May 3-4, 1982. [Book 1981-1982.1 p78]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.122.36

G 2 YRB 82

| Topic:          | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
|                 | Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
EEPA 1992-028-01984: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. End of Itefa ceremony, Imodi, 5/3-4/82. [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.1

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01985: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. End of Itefa ceremony, Imodi, 5/3-4/82. [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.2

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01986: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Afternoon after end of aisun, sacrifices and emergence of celebrant from ibodu dressed in white with beads, parrots feather, white head, procession to house [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.4
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01987: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Afternoon after end of aisun, sacrifices and emergence of celebrant from ibodu dressed in white with beads, parrots feather, white head, procession to house [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.5

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01988: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Afternoon after end of aisun, sacrifices and emergence of celebrant from ibodu dressed in white with beads, parrots feather, white head, procession to house [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.6

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01989: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Afternoon after end of aisun, sacrifices and emergence of celebrant from ibodu dressed in white with beads, parrots feather, white head, procession to house [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.7
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01991: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Afternoon after end of aisun, sacrifices and emergence of celebrant from ibodu dressed in white with beads, parrots feather, white head, procession to house [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.9
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01992: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Afternoon after end of aisun, sacrifices and emergence of celebrant from ibodu dressed in white with beads, parrots feather, white head, procession to house [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.10
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01993: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Afternoon after end of aisun, sacrifices and emergence of celebrant from ibodu dressed in white with beads, parrots feather, white head, procession to house [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.11
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01994: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Afternoon after end of aisun, sacrifices and emergence of celebrant from ibodu dressed in white with beads, parrots feather, white head, procession to house [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.12
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01995: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Afternoon after end of aisun, sacrifices and emergence of celebrant from ibodu dressed in white with beads, parrots feather, white head, procession to house [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.
Itefa, Imodi. Afternoon after end of aisun, sacrifices and emergence of celebrant from ibodu dressed in white with beads, parrots feather, white head, procession to house [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Afternoon after end of aisun, sacrifices and emergence of celebrant from ibodu dressed in white with beads, parrots feather, white head, procession to house [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
   82.127.16

G 2 YRB 82

Topic:    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01999: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Afternoon after end of aisun, sacrifices and emergence of celebrant from ibodu dressed in white with beads, parrots feather, white head, procession to house [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
   82.127.17

G 2 YRB 82

Topic:    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02000: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Afternoon after end of aisun, sacrifices and emergence of celebrant from ibodu dressed in white with beads, parrots feather, white head, procession to house [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
   82.127.18

G 2 YRB 82

Topic:    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Itefa, Imodi. Afternoon after end of aisun, sacrifices and emergence of celebrant from ibodu dressed in white with beads, parrots feather, white head, procession to house [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.19
G 2 YRB 82

Itafo = 3rd day ceremony in which celebrant and wife become diviners, pray for others, etc., then divination performed for celebrant. [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.20
G 2 YRB 82

Itafo = 3rd day ceremony in which celebrant and wife become diviners, pray for others, etc., then divination performed for celebrant. [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.
Local Numbers
82.127.21

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02003: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Itafa = 3rd day ceremony in which celebrant and wife become diviners, pray for others, etc., then divination performed for celebrant. [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.22

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02004: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Itafa, Imodi. Itafa = 3rd day ceremony in which celebrant and wife become diviners, pray for others, etc., then divination performed for celebrant. [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.23

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02005: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itafa = 3rd day ceremony in which celebrant and wife become diviners, pray for others, etc., then divination performed foe celebrant. [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.24

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02006: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itafa = 3rd day ceremony in which celebrant and wife become diviners, pray for others, etc., then divination performed foe celebrant. [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.25

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02007: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itafa = 3rd day ceremony in which celebrant and wife become diviners, pray for others, etc., then divination performed foe celebrant. [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.26

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02008: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itafa = 3rd day ceremony in which celebrant and wife become diviners, pray for others, etc., then divination performed for celebrant. [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.27
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02009: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itafa = 3rd day ceremony in which celebrant and wife become diviners, pray for others, etc., then divination performed for celebrant. [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.28
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02010: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. Itafa = 3rd day ceremony in which celebrant and wife become diviners, pray for others, etc., then divination performed for celebrant. [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.
Itefa, Imodi. Itafa = 3rd day ceremony in which celebrant and wife become diviners, pray for others, etc., then divination performed for celebrant. [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.
Itefa, Imodi. Itafa = 3rd day ceremony in which celebrant and wife become diviners, pray for others, etc., then divination performed for celebrant. [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02016: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. 3rd day of ceremony in which celebrant and wife become diviners, pray for others, etc., then divination performed for celebrant. [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.35
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02017: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Itefa, Imodi. 3rd day of ceremony in which celebrant and wife become diviners, pray for others, etc., then divination performed for celebrant. [Book 1981-1982.1 p77]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.127.36
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02036: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.21
G 2 YRB 82

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02047: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo festival, Ijebu-Ode, July 10, 1982 [1982.2 p127]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.208.5

G 2 YRB 82

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02048: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo festival, Ijebu-Ode, July 10, 1982 [1982.2 p127]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.208.6

G 2 YRB 82

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02049: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Ifa, Imodi Ose Ifa at Imodi [of rolls 152-154]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.
Local Numbers
82.156.1

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02050: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Ifa, Imodi Ose Ifa at Imodi [of rolls 152-154]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.3

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02051: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Ifa, Imodi Ose Ifa at Imodi [of rolls 152-154]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.4

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02052: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Ifa, Imodi Ose Ifa at Imodi [of rolls 152-154]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.7

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02053: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Ifa, Imodi Ose Ifa at Imodi [of rolls 152-154]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.9

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02054: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Ifa, Imodi Ose Ifa at Imodi [of rolls 152-154]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.10

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02055: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Ifa, Imodi 2 ope Osun at Egusin-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.11
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ositola shrine, Imodi. Onile and opawo of babalawo Ositola, shrine of orisa at his compound including r to l ibeji, bayanni, obaluaiye (looks like ose with two faces on celts?), Ifa paraphernalia of his fathers? like bowls, agere Ifa, opon, large one was agba?, small otun for olueri (water orisa), Eyanle/Erinle pot (sculpted), Shango, small bowl for Osoosi ("a relative of Sango"), small pots for special children that he called orisa 1)Aina (name for both male and female), Dada, Egbe , Ilori, etc. 9cf. tape 82.17 for other details] [Book 1981-1982.1 p81]. The date on the slide is MAY 82.

Local Numbers
82.110.24
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Shots at Ile-Ife [Book 1986.2 p181]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.
Local Numbers
86.172.18

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ositola shrine, Imodi, Ijebu area. Ifa containers and agere Ifa. Shots at Kolawole's shrine. [Book 1982.2 p123]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.222.31

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ositola shrine, Imodi. Shots at Kolawole's shrine. [Book 1982.2 p123]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.222.28

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ositola shrine, Imodi. Shots at Kolawole's shrine. [Book 1982.2 p123]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.222.34

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ositola shrine, Imodi. Shots at Kolawole's shrine. [Book 1982.2 p123]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.222.35

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ositola shrine, Imodi. Shots at Kolawole's shrine. [Book 1982.2 p123]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.222.29

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ositola shrine, Imodi. Shots at Kolawole's shrine. [Book 1982.2 p123]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.222.30
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Kolawole Ositola, Imodi. [No field notes corresponding to numbers, see Book 1982.2 p123]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.222.37
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ositola house, Imodi. [No field notes corresponding to numbers, see Book 1982.2 p123]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.222.37
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Culture:
- Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agere of Kolawole's grandfather Osinaike (great grandfather) [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.192.34

I 2 YRB 82
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Culture:
- Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agere of Kolawole's grandfather Osinaike (great grandfather) [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.19.35

I 2 YRB 82
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Culture:
- Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[Question match of numbers with field notes, see Book 1982.2 p139]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.172.16
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[Question match of numbers with field notes, see Book 1982.2 p139]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.172.17

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02092: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Shrine, Imosan. Imori ceremony, Ijebu-Ode and Ile Olikoti shrines (Iifa and orisa) at Imosan [cf Book 3, pp.127-128 and tape 82.112] [Book 1982.2 p120]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.229.15

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02093: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Shrine, Imosan. Imori ceremony, Ijebu-Ode and Ile Olikoti shrines (Ifa and orisa) at Imosan [cf Book 3, pp.127-128 and tape 82.112] [Book 1982.2 p120]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.229.16

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Shrine, Imosan. Imori ceremony, Ijebu-Ode and Ile Olikoti shrines (Ifa and orisa) at Imosan [cf Book 3, pp.127-128 and tape 82.112] [Book 1982.2 p120]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.229.17

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02095: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Shrine, Imosan. Imori ceremony, Ijebu-Ode and Ile Olikoti shrines (Ifa and orisa) at Imosan [cf Book 3, pp.127-128 and tape 82.112] [Book 1982.2 p120]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.229.18

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa  
        Nigeria  
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA 1992-028-02096: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Shrine, Imosan. Imori ceremony, Ijebu-Ode and Ile Olikoti shrines (Ifa and orisa) at Imosan [cf Book 3, pp.127-128 and tape 82.112] [Book 1982.2 p120]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.  

Local Numbers  
82.229.19  
G 2 YRB 82  

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place:  Africa  
        Nigeria  
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA 1992-028-02097: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82. [question corresponding field notes, see Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.  

Local Numbers  
82.210.9  
G 2 YRB 82  

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place:  Africa  
        Nigeria  
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA 1992-028-02098: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82. [question corresponding field notes, see Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.  

Local Numbers  
82.210.10
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02099: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82. Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82
[Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.210.11

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02100: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82. Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82
[Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.210.12

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02101: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82. Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82
[Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.
Local Numbers
82.210.13

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02102: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82. Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82
[Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.210.14

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02103: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82. Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82
[Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.210.15

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02104: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82. Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82 [Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.210.16
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02105: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82. Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82 [Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.210.17
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02106: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82. Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82 [Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.210.18
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02107: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82. Imugegelifa ceremony, Imodi. 7/11/82
[Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.210.19
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02108: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Igbohun Ifa ceremony. Imodi. Igbohun Ifa, Imodi [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date
on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.192.1
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02109: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Igbohun Ifa ceremony. Imodi. Igbohun Ifa, Imodi [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date
on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.192.2
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02110: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Igbohun Ifa ceremony. Imodi. Igbohun Ifa, Imodi [Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.192.3

G 2 YRB 82

Topic:  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isefa, Imodi. Isefa ceremony, Imodi, June 17, 1982. [Book 1982.2 p137]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.176.1

G 2 YRB 82

Topic:  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02112: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isefa, Imodi. Isefa ceremony, Imodi, June 17, 1982. [Book 1982.2 p137]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.176.2
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02113: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isefa, Imodi. Isefa ceremony, Imodi, June 17, 1982. [Book 1982.2 p137]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.176.5

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02114: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isefa, Imodi. Isefa ceremony, Imodi, June 17, 1982. [Book 1982.2 p137]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.176.6

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02115: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isefa, Imodi. Isefa ceremony, Imodi, June 17, 1982. [Book 1982.2 p137]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.
Local Numbers
82.176.8

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02116: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isefa, Imodi. Isefa ceremony, Imodi, June 17, 1982. [Book 1982.2 p137]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.176.12

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Isefa, Imodi. [field notes blank for this frame, Book 1982.2 p137]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.176.14

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02118: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
Imori, Imodi. Imori ceremony, Ijebu-Ode and Ile Olikotishrines (Ifa and orisa) at Imosan [of Book 3 pp. 127-128 and tape 82.112] [Book 1982.2 p120]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.229.14

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02119: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Imori, Ijebu-Ode, Imodi. Imori ceremony, Ijebu-Ode and Ile Olikotishrines (Ifa and orisa) at Imosan [of Book 3 pp. 127-128 and tape 82.112] [Book 1982.2 p120]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.229.13

G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

[no field notes corresponding to this frame number, see Book 1986.2 p179].
The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
86.192.37

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Opa Ifa, Ile Oliwo of Imosan, by Oluemo Oliwo of Imosan. [Book 1982.2 p156]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.133.27
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02137: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Odogbolu. [field note description does not match image, see Book 1982.2 p119]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.234.29
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Odogbolu carved by Ilori Onakoya. [field note description does not match image, see Book 1982.2 p119]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.234.30
I 2 YRB 82
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
[field note description does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.  
Local Numbers  
82.192.28  
I 2 YRB 82  

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
[field note description does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.  
Local Numbers  
82.192.29  
I 2 YRB 82  

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
[field note text does not match image, see book 1982.2 p119]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.  
Local Numbers  
82.234.25
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Odogbolu. [field notes do not offer text for this frame, see Book 1982.2 p125]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.214.8

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Odogbolu. [field notes do not offer text for this frame, see Book 1982.2 p125]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.214.9

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osun Ifa, Egusin-Ipeja. 2 Opa Osun at Egusin-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.
Local Numbers
82.156.15

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osun Ifa, Egusin-Ipeja. 2 Opa Osun at Egusin-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.14

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osun Ifa, Egusin-Ipeja. 2 Opa Osun at Egusin-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.13

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osun Ifa, Egusin-Ipeja. 2 Opa Osun at Egusin-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.12

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Irete, opa osun. Irete - otun Eryinle, orisa oni, owned by mother of husband of oni sango - Moriola from Omu (husband Amosa Okiji) Adijatu Okiji, she is from Epe (Bado, Ot. Epe) Epe/Balogun father of Aduke - Adijatu. [Book 1982.2 p146]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.150.23

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Opa osun by Badebo Tawani of Odogbolu, alegbede. [Book 1982.2 p125]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.214.13

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osun Ifa, Imosan. [field notes do not list text for frame 37, see Book 1982.2 p120]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.229.37
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osun Ifa, Egusin-Ipeja. [field note text does not match image, see Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.17
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osun Ifa, Imosan. Imori ceremony, Ijebu-Ode and Ile Olikoti shrines (Ifa and orisa) at Imosan [of Book 3, pp.127-128 and tape 82,112] [Book 1982.2 p120]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.229.35
I 2 YRB 82
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Osun Ifa, Egusin-Ipeja. 2 opa Osun at Egunsin-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82. 

Local Numbers  
82.156.16

I 2 YRB 82

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Osun Ifa of Imosan. [no corresponding field note text to frame 38, see Book 1982.2 p120]. The date on the slide is AUG 82. 

Local Numbers  
82.229.38

I 2 YRB 82

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Ijebu, Sungbo's Eredo. Funeral monuments at Erunwon near Ijebu Ode and Ogun festival dancing at Egusen-Ipeja, July 24, 1982. [Book 1982.2 p122]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.
Local Numbers

82.225.14

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Ijebu, Sungbo's Eredo. Funeral monuments at Erunwon near Ijebu Ode and Ogun festival dancing at Egusen-Ipeja, July 24, 1982. [Book 1982.2 p122]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers

82.225.15

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Agemo festival day at Imosan. Shots of Chief Posa dancing, praying. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers

82.199.29

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu, Imosan Agemo Posa. Agemo festival day at Imosan. Shots of Chief Posa dancing, praying. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.199.30

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Brass crown of the Nopa of Odo Nopa, Ijebu-Imusin. [Book 1982.2 p125]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.214.24

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Odonopa, Ijebu-Imusin. Portrait of Nopa [Book 1982.2 p120]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.229.6

A 2 YRB MD 82

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Brass crown of the Nopa of Odo Nopa, Ijebu-Imusin. [Book 1982.2 p125]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.214.25

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Brass crown of the Nopa of Odo Nopa, Ijebu-Imusin. [Book 1982.2 p125]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.214.26

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Brass crown of the Nopa of Odo Nopa, Ijebu-Imusin. [Book 1982.2 p125]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.214.27

I 2 YRB 82
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu area Imosan- Agemo mask called Baba owned by Chief Posa of Imosdan, dancing. Agemo at Odosiwonade, Egusen-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p143]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.161.7

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu area Imosan- Agemo mask called Baba owned by Chief Posa of Imosdan, dancing. Agemo at Odosiwonade, Egusen-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p143]. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.161.8

Undetermined. Agemo at Odoisiwonade, Egusen-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p143]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers

82.161.2

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined. Agemo at Odoisiwonade, Egusen-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p143]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers

82.161.3

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined. Agemo at Odoisiwonade, Egusen-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p143]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers

82.161.4

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade, Egusen-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p143]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.
Local Numbers
   82.161.5
   E 2 YRB 82

   Topic: Agemo Festival
   Masked dance -- Photographs
   Masquerades
   Place: Africa
   Nigeria
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade, Egusen-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p143]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.
Local Numbers
   82.161.18
   E 2 YRB 82

   Topic: Agemo Festival
   Masked dance -- Photographs
   Masquerades
   Place: Africa
   Nigeria
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade, Egusen-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p143]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.
Local Numbers
   82.161.9
E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade, Egusen-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p143]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.161.10

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade, Egusen-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p143]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.161.17

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade, Egusen-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p143]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.161.16

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade, Egusen-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p143]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.161.15

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade, Egusen-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p143]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.161.14

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02547: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade, Egusen-Ipeja. [Book 1982.2 p143]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.161.12

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo fest. at Isasa-Ijebu Ode, 7/10/82. [numbers corresponding to field notes area assigned to other set of slides, see Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.210.1

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo fest. at Isasa, 7/10/82. [numbers corresponding to field notes area assigned to other set of slides, see Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.
Local Numbers
82.210.2

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo masquerade from Ago Iwoye dancing at Isasa-Ijebu Ode, 7/10/82. [numbers corresponding to field notes area assigned to other set of slides, see Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.210.3

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo festival of Isasa-Ijebu Ode, 7/11/82. [numbers corresponding to field notes area assigned to other set of slides, see Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.210.4

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo priest with attendant carrying agbele (stool). [numbers corresponding to field notes area assigned to other set of slides, see Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.210.5

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.36

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.35

E 2 YRB 82
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.30

E 2 YRB 82

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.29

E 2 YRB 82

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.
Local Numbers
82.156.28

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.34

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.33

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.32

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02664: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.31

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.27

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Africa Nigeria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.26

E 2 YRB 82

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Agemo Festival Masked dance -- Photographs Masquerades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.25

E 2 YRB 82

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Agemo Festival Masked dance -- Photographs Masquerades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.
Local Numbers
82.156.21

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwonade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.22

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwonade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.23

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.24

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.19

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.20

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo at Odosiwonade. Agemo at Odosiwprade, via Ijebu-Ode. [Book 1982.2 p144]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.37

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field notes do not match image on slide]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.199.27

A 2 YRB 82

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo festival, Imosan, July 4, 1982; The Idebi Olumoruwa of Isamuro, Ago-Iwoye with his ipawo ("staff of office") (Alagemo); Braceled owned by great grandfather (3 generations), gien sacrifices annually, worn on special occasions. [Book 1982.2 p130]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.
Local Numbers
82.201.6

I 2 YRB 82

Topic:  Agemo Festival
        Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
House in Ijebu-Ife. [no field notes to correspond to numbers, see Book 1982.2 p137]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.176.15

T 2 YRB 82

Topic:  Traditional architecture -- Photographs
        Vernacular architecture

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no field notes to match numbers, see Book 1982.2 p146]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.150.17

T 2 YRB 82

Topic:  Traditional architecture -- Photographs
        Vernacular architecture

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

Undetermined.
Ijebu, Odogbolu Celestial Church. Celestial Church, Odoboglu - ironwork done by man on Badagry Road, Lagos. [Book 1981 - 1982.1 p94]. The date on the slide is MAY 82.

Local Numbers
82.71.2

T 2 YRB 82

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-04147: Vernacular architecture, 1982

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
House at Egusin-Ipeja. [field note description does not match image on slide. see Book 1986.2 p182]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.156.18

T 2 YRB 82

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)


1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.
BM1971.Af31 [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is FEB 82.

Local Numbers
1 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu Remo, Isara shrine (Eyinle) [field notes description does not match image, see Book 1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.34
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu Remo, Isara Ibeji of Chief Sikiru [Field notes list film as black and white, see Book 1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.24
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field notes description does not match image, see Book 1982.2 p121]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.226.25
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p121]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.226.23

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p121]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.226.24

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-05411: (No Title Given), 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is AUG 82.
Local Numbers
82.207.1

2 YRB 82

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field notes do not correspond with image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.1 p88]. The date on the slide is MAY 82.

Local Numbers
82.85.12

A 2 YRB 82

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Imushin Odoayanlu, Salin Jokotade carver, Arensolu, carver's father. 
[unable to locate corresponding field notes]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.150.30

A 2 YRB 82

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field notes do not match image on slide]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.
Local Numbers
82.207.2
A 2 YRB 82

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu Remo, Isara [field note text does not match image on slide]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.52.21
A 2 YRB 82

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field notes do not match image on slide]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.164.24
A 2 YRB 82

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field notes do not match image on slide]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.
Local Numbers
82.164.35

A 2 YRB 82

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field notes do not match image on slide]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.164.34

A 2 YRB 82

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[description in field notes does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p127]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.208.1

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[description in field notes does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p127]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.208.2

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[description in field notes does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p127]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.208.4

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[description in field notes does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p127]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.208.3

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu Ode, Olona. [description in field notes does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p143]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.161.35
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[description in field notes does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p142]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.164.2
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[description in field notes does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p127]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.164.1
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu Ode, Olona [description in field notes does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p127]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.161.38

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[description in field notes does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p127]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.161.34

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.1 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.15
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[description on field notes does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p124]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.216.37

U 2 YRB 82

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-05610: Natural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[description on field notes does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p124]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.216.33

U 2 YRB 82

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[description on field notes does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p124]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.
Local Numbers
82.216.34

U 2 YRB 82

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field note description does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p124]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.216.35

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-05621: Natural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, fish traps. [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p129]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.204.32

U 2 YRB 82

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p120]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.229.12

V 2 YRB 82

Topic: Animals
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.191.31

K 2 YRB 82

Topic: Marketing
Marketplaces
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.10

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Beaded garment - back side [Book 1982.2 p135]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.183.5

I 0 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is MAY 82.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-06752: (No Title Given), 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu, Ijebu-Ife, Gbedu or Agba drums of the oba showing Eshu-like fig. with bullroarer. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.185.8

0 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Opase [Book 1982.2 p135]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.183.25

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ota [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.2 p100]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.52.22

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ota [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.2 p100]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.52.24

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ota [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.2 p100]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.52.25

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ota [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.2 p100]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.52.28

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ota [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.2 p100]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.52.27

I 2 YRB 82
Nigeria

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ota [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.2 p100]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.52.23

I 2 YRB 82

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ota [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.2 p100]. The date on the slide is APR 82.

Local Numbers
82.52.26

I 2 YRB 82

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ilogbo [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.9
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ilogbo [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.11

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ilogbo [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.12


Local Numbers
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ilogbo [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.13

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ilogbo [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.16

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.37.

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.


Local Numbers

82.37.

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Awori, Ilogbo [field notes do not correspond to image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers

82.39.18

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Awori, Ilogbo [field notes do not correspond to image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.
Local Numbers
82.39.19

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ilogbo [field notes do not correspond to image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.20

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field notes do not correspond to image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.21

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[Field notes do not correspond to image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.23

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09116: (No Title Given), 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0. The date on the slide is JUN 82.

Local Numbers
82.37

0 YRB 82

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agbo at Omu, April 6, 1982. These three with crocodile/bird/snake = Igodo. The ones, that will come out on April 8, 1982 is also Igodo. One that will come out on April 10 is Ajo. [Book 1981-1982.1 p87]. The date on the slide is MAY 82.

Local Numbers
82.89.7

E 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu-Mushin, Odoayanlu. Agbo mask, Ooni by Salin Jokotade [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p146]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.150.36
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu-Mushin, Odoayanlu. Agbo mask of Ooni by Salin Jokotade, carver [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p146]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

Local Numbers
82.150.35
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu-Mushin, Odoayanlu. Ooni mask for Agbo by Salin Jokotade [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p146]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.
I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Owu Ikija Agbo masks called Isonwon undressed. Igbile or Opatu when dressed Agbo masks from Ikija [Book 1982.2 p139]. The date on the slide is JUL 82.

I 2 YRB 82

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09882: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu, Epe- view of town and lagoon [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is MAR 82.

T 2 YRB 82

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.192.17

L 2 YRB 82

Topic: Hunting
Hunting and fishing -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09887: Natural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.192.16

U 2 YRB 82

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09888: Natural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1982.2 p132]. The date on the slide is AUG 82.

Local Numbers
82.192.18

U 2 YRB 82

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09951: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ilogbo [field note description does not match image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAY 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.8
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09952: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ilogbo [field note description does not match image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAY 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.14
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09953: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ilogbo [field note description does not match image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAY 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.22
G 2 YRB 82

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09954: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Ilogbo [field note description does not match image on slide, see Book 1981-1982.1 p120]. The date on the slide is MAY 82.

Local Numbers
82.39.4

G 2 YRB 82

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00224: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.7

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00224

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00225: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.7
EEPA 1992-028-00225

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00227: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.14.2

EEPA 1992-028-00227

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00229: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.2

EEPA 1992-028-00229

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00231: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.12.2

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00231

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00243: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.14.7

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00243

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00244: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.7

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00244

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00245: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.15.7
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-00245

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00246: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.7
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-00246

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00255: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.27.13
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00255

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00256: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
       82.28.13

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00256

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00257: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
       82.19.10

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00257

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00258: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.20.10

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00258

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00345: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.27.7

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00345

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00817: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.17.7

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00817

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00818: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.18.7

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00818

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00819: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.19.7

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00819

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00820: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.25

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-00820

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00821: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.26

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-00821

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00822: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.27

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-00822
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00823: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.28

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00823

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00824: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.31

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00824

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00825: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
EEPA 1992-028-00825

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00826: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.33

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00826

Topic:  Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00827: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.34

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00827
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00828: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.4.22
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00828

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00829: [Ritual of the Gelede masking society], Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00829

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Portraits
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00830: [Ritual of the Gelede masking society], Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
EEPA D00831: [Ritual of the Gelede masking society], Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00831

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00832: [Ritual of the Gelede masking society], Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00832

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Portraits
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00833: [Ritual of the Gelede masking society], Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00833

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00834: [Ritual of the Gelede masking society], Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00834

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00835: [Ritual of the Gelede masking society], Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00835

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Portraits
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D00836: [Ritual of the Gelede masking society], Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-00836  

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs  
Masks  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D00837: [Ritual of the Gelede masking society], Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-00837  

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs  
Masks  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D00838: [Ritual of the Gelede masking society], Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00838

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Portraits
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00839: [Ritual of the Gelede masking society], Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00839

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00840: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
42.10
E 2 YRB HJD 82
EFPA 1992-028-00840

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00841: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
42.11
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00841

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00842: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
42.12
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00842

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00843: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
42.13
EEPA D00844: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
42.8

EEPA D00845: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
42.9
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00846: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.10.36
E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-00846

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00847: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.9.36
E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-00847

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00848: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.29
EEPA 1992-028-00848

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00849: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.30

EEPA 1992-028-00850

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00850: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.10
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00851: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.11
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00851

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00852: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.7
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00852

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00853: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.6
EEPA 1992-028-00853

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00854: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
41.9

EEPA 1992-028-00854

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00855: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
80.8.5
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00856: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
42.6

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00856

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00857: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
42.7

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00857

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00858: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
42.4
EEPA 1992-028-00858

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00859: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
42.5

EEPA 1992-028-00859

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00860: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.17
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00861: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.16
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00861

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00862: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.7
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00862

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00863: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.24.7
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00863

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00864: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.25.7

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00864

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00865: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.12.7

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00865

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masks
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00866: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.5
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-00866

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00867: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.6
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-00867

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00879: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.11.2
EEPA 1992-028-00879

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00883: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.5.2

EEPA 1992-028-00883

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00885: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.4.2

EEPA 1992-028-00885

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masks
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00892: [Gelede mask displaying wounds and dots (koko) on face], Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00892

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00893: [Gelede mask displaying wounds and dots (koko) on face], Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00893

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00894: [Gelede mask displaying wounds and dots (koko) on face], Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00894

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00895: [Gelede mask displaying wounds and dots (koko) on face],
Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00895

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00896: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.21.7
1 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-00896
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.1

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-00899

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00900: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
41.2

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-00900

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00901: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-00901

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
EEPA D00902: Ijoko Odua carved by Dadaolomo, Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00902

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Shrines
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00903: Ijoko Odua carved by Dadaolomo, Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00903

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Shrines
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00904: Ijoko Odua carved by Dadaolomo, Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00904

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Shrines
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00905: Ijoko Odua carved by Dadaolomo, Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-00905

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Shrines
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01394: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.191

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01394

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01395: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.17.191
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01395

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01396: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.18.191
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01396

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01397: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.20.191

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01397

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01398: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.20.191

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01398

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01399: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.21.191

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01399

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01400: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.191
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01400

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01401: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.191
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01401

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01402: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.24.191
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01402

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01403: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.25.191
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01403

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01404: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
EEPA D01405: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.27.191

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01405

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA 1992-028-01406

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01407: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.29.191
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01407

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01408: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.30.191
G 2 YRB MTD 82
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01409: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.32.191
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01409

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01410: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.33.191
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01410

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01411: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.34.191

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01411

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01412: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.191

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01412

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01413: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.36.191

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01413

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01414: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.37.191

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01414

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01415: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.18.201

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01415

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01416: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.19.201

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01416

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01417: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.20.201

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01417

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01418: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.21.201

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01418

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01419: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.201

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01419

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01420: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.201

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01420

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01421: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.24.201
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01421

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01422: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.25.201
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01422

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01423: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.26.201
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01423

Topic: Festivals
       Photographs
       Priests
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01424: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.27.201
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01424

Topic: Festivals
       Photographs
       Priests
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01425: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
EEPA 1992-028-01427

Topic:  Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01428: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.201
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01428

Topic:  Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01429: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.201
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01429

Topic:  Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01430: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.201
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01430

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01431: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.34.201
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01431

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01432: [Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
EEPA D01433: [Priest, Osoosi festival, Ijebu-Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.35.201
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01433

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01434: [Priest, Osoosi festival, Ijebu-Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.222.2
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01434

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01435: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu-Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.3
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01435

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01436: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu-Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.4
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01436

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01437: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu-Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.5
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01437

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01438: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu-Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.6
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01438

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01439: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu-Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.7

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01439

Topic: Festivals Photographs Priests
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01440: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu-Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.8

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01440

Topic: Festivals Photographs Priests
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01441: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.27

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01441

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01442: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.28
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01442

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01443: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.29
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01443

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01444: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.1
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01444

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01445: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.2
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01445

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01446: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.3

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01446

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01447: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.4

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01447

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01448: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.26

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01448

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01449: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.25

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01449

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01450: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.16

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01450
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01451: [Priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.17

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01451

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01452: [Priest, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.18

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01452

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01453: [Priests in possession dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.19

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01453

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01454: [Priest in possession dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.20

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01454

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01455: [Priest in possession dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.21

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01455

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01456: [Priest in possession dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.22

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01456

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01457: [Priest in possession dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.23

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01457

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01458: [Priests in possession dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   82.204.24
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01458

Topic:     Festivals
           Photographs
           Priests
Place:     Africa
           Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01459: [Devotees at the Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   82.220.1
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01459

Topic:     Festivals
           Photographs
Place:     Africa
           Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01460: [Priest performing ritual on devotees at Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
EEPA D01461: [Priest performing ritual on devotees at Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.3

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01461

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01462

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01463: [Priest performing ritual on devotees at Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.5

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01463

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01464: [Portrait of priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.6

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01464

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01465: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.7
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01465

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01466: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.8
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01466

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01467: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.9

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01467

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01468: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.10

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01468

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01469: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.11

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01469

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01470: [Young devotees before priests, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.12

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01470

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01471: [Young devotees in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.13

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01471

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01472: [Young devotees in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.220.14
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01472

EEPA D01473: [Young devotees in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.220.15
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01473

EEPA D01474: [Yound devotees in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.16

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01474

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01475: [Young devotees in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.17

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01475

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01476: [Young devotees in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.18

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01476

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01477: [Young devotees in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.19
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01477

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01478: [Young devotees in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.20
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01478

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01479: [Young devotees in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.200.21
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01479

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01480: [Young devotees in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.22
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01480

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01481: [Young devotees in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
EEPA D01482: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982

EEPA D01483: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
EEPA D01484: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
82.220.26  
G 2 YRB MTD 82  
EEPA 1992-028-01484  

EEPA D01485: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
82.220.27  
G 2 YRB MTD 82  
EEPA 1992-028-01485
EEPA D01486: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.220.28
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01486

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01487: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.220.29
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01487

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01488: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.220.30
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01488

Topic: Festivals
       Photographs
       Priests
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01489: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.220.31

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01489

Topic: Festivals
       Photographs
       Priests
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01490: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.220.32

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01490

Topic: Festivals
       Photographs
       Priests
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
EEPA D01491: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.33
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01491

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01492: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.34
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01492

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01493: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
EEPA 1992-028-01493

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01494: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982

EEPA 1992-028-01494

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01495: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982

EEPA 1992-028-01495: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982

EEPA 1992-028-01496: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
EEPA 1992-028-01495

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01496: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.220.38

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01496

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01497: [Priest in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.36.201

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01497

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01498: [Young devotees in ritual dance, Osoosi festival, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.37.201
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01498

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01500: [Imosan Alase of Igboki at Osoosi shrine, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.139
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01500

Topic: Festivals
Leaders
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01501: [Imosan Alase of Igboki at Osoosi shrine, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.139
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01501

Topic: Festivals
      Leaders
      Photographs
      Priests
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01521: [Orisa shrines. Erinle and other Orisa. Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.39
I 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01521

Topic: Photographs
      Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01522: [Group portrait of priests of Oya. Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.13
I 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01522

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Photographs
Portraits, Group
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01523: [Group portrait of priests of Oya. Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.14
I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01523

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Photographs
Portraits, Group
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01523: [Group portrait of priests of Oya. Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.27.39
I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01523

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Photographs
Portraits, Group
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01525: [Group portrait of priests of Oya. Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.5

I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01525

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Photographs
Portraits, Group
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01526: [Orisa shrine. Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.1

I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01526

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01527: [Orisa shrine. Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.28.39
I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01527

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01528: [Group portrait of priests of Oya. Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.52.6
I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01528

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Photographs
Portraits, Group
Priests
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01529: [Group portrait of priests of Oya. Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.7

I 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01529

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Photographs
Portraits, Group
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01530: [Orisa shrine. Oya and Sango. Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.30.39

I 2 YRB MTD 78
EEPA 1992-028-01530

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01531: [Orisa shrine. Oya and Sango. Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.29.39
I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01531

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01532: [Orisa shrine. Oya and Sango. Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.39

I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01532

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01533: [Group portrait of priests of Oya. Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.9

I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01533

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Photographs
Portraits, Group
Priests
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01534: [Group portrait of priests of Oya. Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.8
I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01534

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Photographs
Portraits, Group
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01535: [Group portrait of priests of Oya. Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.10
I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01535

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Photographs
Portraits, Group
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01536: [Group portrait of priests of Oya, Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.12
I 2 YRB MTD 78

EEPA 1992-028-01536

Topic: Ceremonial objects
Photographs
Portraits, Group
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01633: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, Awori], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.23
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01633

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01634: [Ose Sango, Sango staff, Awori], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.24

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01634

Topic: Sacred objects
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01653: [Ose Sango, Awori], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.3

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01653

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01705: [Sango shrine, Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.39.36

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01705
EEPA D01706: [Orisa shrines, Ijebu Remo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.39.31
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01706

EEPA D01707: [Sango shrine, Ago Sasa], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01707

EEPA D01740: [Orisa shrines, Sango, Oya, Ibeji, Erinle, Obaluaiye, Osoosi, Osun, Ogun, Esu. Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.16

1 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01740

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01741: [Orisa shrines, Sango, Oya, Ibeji, Erinle, Obaluaiye, Osoosi, Osun, Ogun, Esu. Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.17

1 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01741

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01742: [Orisa shrines, Sango, Erinle, Ibeji, Obaluaiye, Osoosi, Osun, Ogun and Esu, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.18

1 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01742

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01743: [Sango shrine, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.32

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01743

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01744: [Sango shrine, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.31

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01744

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01745: [Sango shrine, Ijebu], 1982
EEPA 1992-028-01745

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
      Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01747: [Laba Sango, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.21

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01747

Topic: Religious articles
      Shango -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01748: [Laba Sango, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.13

I 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01748

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01749: [Laba Sango, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01749

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01750: [Laba Sango, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01750

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01751: [Laba Sango, museum], 1982
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01751

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01752: [Laba Sango, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01752

Topic: Religious articles
Shango -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01827: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.28

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01827
EEPA D01830: [Ogo Esu, museum, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.10.32
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01830

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01831: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.10.31
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01831

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D01832: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.33
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01832

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01833: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.34
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01833

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01834: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.35

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01834

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01835: [Ogo Esu, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.25

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01835

Topic: Ceremonial staff
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01836: [Ogo Esu, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.24
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01836

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01837: [Ogo Esu, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.26

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01837

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01838: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.29

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01838

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01843: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.30
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01843

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01844: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01844

Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01891: [Esu piece, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.9

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01891

Topic: Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01892: [Esu piece, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01892

Topic: Photographs
Religious articles

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01893: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.26

I 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01893
Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01894: [Ogo Esu, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.27
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01894
Topic: Ceremonial staffs
Photographs
Religious articles
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01939: [Esu shrine, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.20
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01939
Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01940: [Esu shrine, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.21
I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01940

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01941: [Esu shrine, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.22
I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01941

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01942: [Esu shrine, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.31
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Culture</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Photographer</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EEPA D01943</td>
<td>[Orisa shrines, Imosan], 1982</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Drewal, Margaret Thompson</td>
<td>Undetermined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Slide (col.)</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Local Numbers: 82.229.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEPA D01944</td>
<td>[Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Drewal, Margaret Thompson</td>
<td>Undetermined.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Slide (col.)</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Local Numbers: 82.110.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEPA 1992-028-01942</td>
<td>Photographs, Spirit shrines</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEPA 1992-028-01943</td>
<td>Photographs, Spirit shrines</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01945: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.19
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01945

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01946: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.17
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01946

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01947: [Priests at Esu shrines, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.18
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01947

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01948: [Priests at Esu shrines, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.21

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01948

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01949: [Orisa shrines, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.27

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01949

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01949: [Orisa shrines, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.33.39
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01949

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01950: [Orisa shrines, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.214.10
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01950

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01951: [Esu shrines, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.214.10
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01951

Topic: Photographs
     Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01952: [Esu shrines, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.12

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01952

Topic: Photographs
     Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01953: [Esu shrines, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.11

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01953

Topic: Photographs
     Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01954: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.122.1
G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01954

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01955: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.122.2
G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01955

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01956: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.122.4

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01956

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01957: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.122.5

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01957

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01958: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.122.6

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01958
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01959: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.122.7
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01959

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01960: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.122.8
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01960

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01961: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.122.9

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01961

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01962: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.122.10

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01962

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01963: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.11.122

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01963
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01964: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.12.122
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01964

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01965: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.122
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01965

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01966: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.14.122

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01966

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01967: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.15.122

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01967

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01968: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.122

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01968
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01969: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.17.122
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01969

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01970: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.18.122
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01970

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01971: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.19.122

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01971

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01972: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.20.122

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01972

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01973: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.21.122

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01973
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01974: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.122
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01974

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01975: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.24.122
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01975

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01976: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.122

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01976

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01977: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.27.122

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01977

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01978: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.28.122

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01978
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01979: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.29.122
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01979

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01980: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.122
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01980

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01981: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.122

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01981
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01982: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.34.122

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01982
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01983: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.36.122

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01983
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01984: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.1
G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01984

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01985: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.12
G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01985

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01986: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.4

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01986
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01987: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.5

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01987
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01988: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.6

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01988
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01989: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.7

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01989

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01990: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.8

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01990

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01991: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.9

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01991

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01992: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.10

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01992

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01993: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.11

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01993
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01994: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.12

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01994

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01995: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.13

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01995

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01996: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.127.14
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01996
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01997: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.127.15
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01997
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01998: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.127.16
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01998
EEPA D01999: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.127.17
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-01999

EEPA D02000: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.127.18
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA D02001: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.20

G 2 YRB MTD 82

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02002: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.21

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-2002

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02003: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.22

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-2003
EEPA 1992-028-004

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02005: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.24

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-005

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02006: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.127.25

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-2006

Topic: Initiation rituals
      Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02007: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.127.26

G 2 YRB MTD 82

Topic: Initiation rituals
      Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02008: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.127.27

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-2008
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02009: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.28
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-2009

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02010: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.29
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-2010

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02011: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.30

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-2011

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02012: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.31

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-2012

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02013: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.32

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-2013
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02014: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.33
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-2014

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02015: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.34
G 2 YRB MTD 82


Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02016: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.35

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-2016

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02017: [Itefa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.36

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-2017

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02018: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.1

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02018
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.4

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02021

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02022: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.5

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02022

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02023: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.6

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02023
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02024: [Ifafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.7

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02024

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02025: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.8

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02025

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02026: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
EEPA 1992-028-02026

Topic: Initiation rituals
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02027: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.10
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02027

Topic: Initiation rituals
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02028: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.12
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02028
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02029: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.13

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02029

EEPA D02030: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.14

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02030

EEPA D02031: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.16

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02031

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02032: [Ita, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.17

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02032

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02033: [Ita, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.18

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02033

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02034: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.19
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02034

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02035: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.20
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02035

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02036: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.21

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02036

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02037: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.22

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02037

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02038: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.23

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02038
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02039: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.24
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02039

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02040: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.25
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02040

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02041: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.26

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02041

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02042: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.27

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02042

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02043: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.28

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02043
Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02044: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.29

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02044

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02045: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.30

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02045

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02046: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.31

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02046

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02047: [Itafa, Ifa initiation, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.5

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02047

Topic: Initiation rituals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02048: [Ose Ifa, Ifa worship day, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.1

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02048
EEPA D02049: [Ose Ifa, Ifa worship day, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.156.3
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02049

EEPA D02050: [Ose Ifa, Ifa worship day, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.156.4
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02050
EEPA D02051: [Ose Ifa, Ifa worship day, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.7
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02051

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rituals

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02052: [Ose Ifa, Ifa worship day, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.9
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02052

Topic: Photographs
Priests
Rituals

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02053: [Ose Ifa, Ifa worship day, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.10
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02053

Topic: Photographs
       Priests
       Rituals
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02054: [Ose Ifa, Ifa worship day, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.156.11

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02054

Topic: Photographs
       Priests
       Rituals
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02055: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.110.10

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02055

Topic: Photographs
       Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02056: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.10
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02056

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02057: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.11
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02057

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02058: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.12
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02058

Topic: Photographs
       Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02059: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.110.13

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02059

Topic: Photographs
       Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02060: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.110.14

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02060

Topic: Photographs
       Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02061: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.15
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02061

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02062: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.16
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02062

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02063: [Ifa priest Kolawole Ositola, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.18
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02063

Topic: Photographs  
Priests
Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02064: [Ifa priest Kolawole Ositola, Imodi], 1982  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02064

Topic: Photographs  
Priests
Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02065: [Ifa priest Kolawole Ositola, Imodi], 1982  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.19

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02065

Topic: Photographs  
Priests
Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02066: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.20

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02066
Topic: Photographs, Priests, Spirit shrines
Place: Africa, Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02067: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.21

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02067
Topic: Photographs, Spirit shrines
Place: Africa, Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02069: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.23

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02069
Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02070: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.26
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02070

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02071: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.26
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02071

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02072: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.27

EEPA 1992-028-02072

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02073: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.28

EEPA 1992-028-02073

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02074: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.29

EEPA 1992-028-02074
Nigeria

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02075: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.30
2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02075

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02076: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.31
1 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02076

Topic: Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02077: [Ifa divination tray, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.34

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02077

Topic: Photographs
     Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02078: [Ifa divination tray, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.35

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02078

Topic: Photographs
     Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02079: [Ifa divination tray, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.172.18

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02079
Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02080: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.222
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02080

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02081: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.28.222
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02081

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02082: [Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
EEPA D02083: [Oris shrine, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.34.222

EEPA 1992-028-02083

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02084: [Ifa divining tray, Oris shrine, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.222

EEPA 1992-028-02084
EEPA D02085: [Opon Ifa, divining tray, Orisa shrines, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.30.222

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02085

EEPA D02086: [Ifa priest Kolawole Ositola, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.37.222

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02086

EEPA D02087: [Ifa priest Kolawole Ositola's son, Imodi], 1982
EEPA D02088: [Iṣẹ priest Kolawolé Ositola performing divination, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.34.192
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02088

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA 1992-028-02089

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02090: [Opon Ifa and Agere Ifa, divination tray and bowl, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.172
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02090

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02091: [Ifa divination, priest, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.17.172
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02091

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02092: [Orisa shrines, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.15.229
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02092

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02093: [Orisa shrines, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.16.229
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02093

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02094: [Orisa shrines, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.17.229
EEPA 1992-028-02094

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02095: [Orisa shrines, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.18.229

EEPA 1992-028-02095

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02096: [Orisa shrines, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.19.229

EEPA 1992-028-02096

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02097: [Ifa divination, priest, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.9.210
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02097

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02098: [Ifa divination, priest, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.210
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02098

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02099: [Ifa divination, priest, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.11.210

EEPA 1992-028-02099

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02100: [Ifa divination, priest, Imodi], 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.12.210

EEPA 1992-028-02100

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02101: [Ifa divination, priest, Imodi], 1982
EEPA D02102: [Ifa divination, priest, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.14.210

EEPA 1992-028-02102

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02103: [Ifa divination, priest, Imodi], 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.15.210

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02103

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02104: [Ifa divination, priest, Imodi], 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.210

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02104

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02105: [Ifa divination, priest, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.17.210

EEPA 1992-028-02105

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02106: [Ifa divination, priest, Imodi], 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.18.210

EEPA 1992-028-02106

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02107: [Ifa divination, priest, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.19.210

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02107

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02108: [Ifa divination, priest, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.1.192

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02108

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02109: [Ifa divination, priest, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.192

EEPA 1992-028-02109

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02110: [Ifa divination, priest, Imodi], 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.3.192

EEPA 1992-028-02110

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02111: [Itefa, priest, Imodi], 1982
EEPA 1992-028-02111

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02112: [Itefa, priest, Imodi], 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.176

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02112

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02113: [Itefa, priest, Imodi], 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.5.176
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02113

Topic:  Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02114: [Itefa, priest, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.6.176

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02114

Topic:  Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02115: [Itefa, priest, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.8.176

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02115

Topic:  Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02116: [Itefa, priest, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.12.176
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02116

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02117: [Isefa, priest, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.17.176
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02117

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02118: [Divination, priest, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.14.229
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02118

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02119: [Divination, priest, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.229
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02119

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02120: [Ifa priest, Imodi], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.15.180

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02120

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02121: [Agere Ifa, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.36.192

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02121

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02122: [Agere Ifa, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.37.192

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02122

Topic: Photographs
    Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02123: [Certificate, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.133.25
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02123

Topic: Photographs
    Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02124: [Certificate, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.133.22
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02124

Topic: Photographs
    Spirit shrines
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02125: [Certificate, Ijebu], 1982
EEPA 1992-028-02125

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02126: [Certificate, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.24

EEPA 1992-028-02126

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02127: [Orisa shrines], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.6

EEPA 1992-028-02127
Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02128: [Portrait of Oliwo of Imosan, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.35
A 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02128

Topic: Leaders
Photography
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02129: [Portrait of Oliwo of Imosan, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.34
A 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02129

Topic: Photographs
Staffs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02130: [Staffs, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.28

EEPA 1992-028-02130

Topic: Photographs
Staffs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02131: [Staffs, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.28

EEPA 1992-028-02131

Topic: Photographs
Staffs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02132: [Staffs, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.30

EEPA 1992-028-02132
Topic: Photographs
Staffs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02133: [Staff, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.29
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02133

Topic: Photographs
Staffs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02134: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.31
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02134

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02135: [Staff, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.32

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02135

Topic: Photographs
Staffs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02136: [Staff, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.33

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02136

Topic: Photographs
Staffs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02137: [Divination, Ifa priest, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.29

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02137
Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02138: [Divination, Ifa priest, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.234.27
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02138

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02139: [Divination, Ifa priest, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.234.26
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02139

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02140: [Divination, Ifa priest, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.234.28
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02140

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02141: [Divination, Ifa priest, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.234.24
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02141

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02142: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.234.32
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02142

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02143: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.30

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02143

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02144: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.28

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02144

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02145: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.29
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02145

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02146: [Divination, Ifa priest, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.30
A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02146

Topic: Divination
Photography
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02148: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.25
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02148

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02149: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.8

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02149

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02151: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.9

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02151

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02152: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.31
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02152

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02154: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.32
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02154

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02155: [Opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.31
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02155

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02190: [Divination, Ifa priest, Ilaro], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02190

Topic: Divination
Photography
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02191: [Divination, Ifa priest, Ilaro], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02191

Topic: Divination
Photography
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02225: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.2
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02225

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02226: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
38
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02226

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02241: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
EEPA 1992-028-02241

Topic: Divination
Photosgraphs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02242: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.16

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02242

Topic: Divination
Photosgraphs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02243: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.15
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02243

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02244: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.14

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02244

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02245: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.21

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02245

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides  
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02246: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.10.22
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02246

Topic:  Divination
Photographs
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02247: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.13.4
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02247

Topic:  Divination
Photographs
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02249: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.34

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02249

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02250: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.18

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02250

Topic: Divination
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02251: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.7
EEPA 1992-028-02251

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02252: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.6

EEPA 1992-028-02256

Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02256: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.36
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02257: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02257

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02272: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.32

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02272

Topic: Divination Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02273: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.1

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02273
Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02274: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.5

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02274
Topic: Divination
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02275: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.33
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02275

Topic:     Divination
          Photographs
Place:     Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02289: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.7.35

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02289

Topic:     Divination
          Photographs
Place:     Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02297: [Ceremonial bowl/container, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.7.4

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02297

Topic:     Photographs
          Sacred objects
Place:     Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02298: [Ceremonial bowl/container, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.2
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02298

Topic: Photographs
Sacred objects
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02299: [Ceremonial bowl/container, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.5
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02299

Topic: Photographs
Sacred objects
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02300: [Ceremonial bowl/container, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.36
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02300

Topic: Photographs
Sacred objects

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02301: [Ceremonial bowl/container, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.1
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02301

Topic: Photographs
Sacred objects

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02302: [Ceremonial bowl/container, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.3
EEPA 1992-028-02302

Topic: Photographs
       Sacred objects

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02306: [Ceremonial bowl/container, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.6

EEPA D02307: [Ceremonial bowl/container, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02320: [Apo'fa, diviner's beaded bag, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.25
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02320

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02409: [Ide Orun, diviner's beaded pouch-necklace, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.36
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02409

Topic: Beadwork
Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02425: [Ibori shrine, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.7
I 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02425

Topic: Beadwork
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02426: [Ibori shrine, inner head, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02426

Topic: Beadwork
Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02427: [Ibori shrine, museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02427

Topic:    Beadwork
          Photographs
          Spirit shrines
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02428: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, near tree, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.217.29

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02428

Topic:    Photographs
          Spirit shrines
          Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02429: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Ijebu Ode], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.217.28

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02429

Topic: Photographs
      Spirit shrines
      Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02430: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Egusin-Ipeja], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.136.15

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02430

Topic: Photographs
      Spirit shrines
      Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02431: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Egusin-Ipeja], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.136.15

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02431

Topic: Photographs
      Spirit shrines
      Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02432: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Egusin-Ipeja], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.136.15
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02432

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02433: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Egusin-Ipeja], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.136.15
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02433

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02434: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.23

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02434

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02435: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.13

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02435

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02436: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.22

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02436

Topic: Photographs
        Spirit shrines
        Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02437: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.23

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02437

Topic: Photographs
        Spirit shrines
        Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02438: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.37

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02438

Topic: Photographs
        Spirit shrines
        Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02439: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.17
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02439

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02440: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.35
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02440

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02441: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.16

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02441

Topic: Photographs
      Spirit shrines
      Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02442: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Imodi], 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.17

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02442

Topic: Photographs
      Spirit shrines
      Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02443: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Imodi], 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.18

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02443

Topic: Photographs
      Spirit shrines
      Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02444: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Imodi], 1982
  1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.114.19

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02444

Topic: Photographs
      Spirit shrines
      Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02445: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Imodi], 1982
  1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.114.20

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02445

Topic: Photographs
      Spirit shrines
      Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02446: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02446

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02447: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.36
I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02447

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02448: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.38

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02448

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02474: [Sungbo's Eredo, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.3

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02474

Topic: Historic landscapes
Monuments
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02475: [Sungbo's Eredo, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.5

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02475

Topic: Historic landscapes
Monuments
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02476: [Sungbo's Eredo, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.2
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02476

Topic: Historic landscapes
Monuments
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02477: [Sungbo's Eredo, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.14
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02477

Topic: Historic landscapes
Monuments
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02478: [Sungbo's Eredo, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.15
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02478

Topic: Historic landscapes
Monuments
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02479: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.29
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02479

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02480: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.30

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02480

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02481: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.31

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02481

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02482: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.32

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02482

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02483: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.33

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02483

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02484: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.34

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02484

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02485: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.35
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02485

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02486: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.36
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02486

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02487: [Agemo festival, Imosan], 1982
EEPA 1992-028-02487

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02488: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.9

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02488

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02489: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Imosan], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.10

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02489

Topic: Festivals
      Masquerades
      Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02490: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.207.11

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02490

Topic: Festivals
      Masquerades
      Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02491: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.161.13

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02491

Topic: Festivals
      Masquerades
      Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02494: [Portrait of Odonopa with staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.4
A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02494

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02495: [Portrait of Odonopa with staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.8
A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02495

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02496: [Portrait of Odonopa with staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.9

A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02496

Topic:  Leaders
Photographs
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02497: [Portrait of Odonopa with staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.10

A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02497

Topic:  Leaders
Photographs
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02498: [Portrait of Odonopa with staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.11

A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02498

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02499: [Brass crown, Igbile], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.24

A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02499

Topic: Crowns (headdresses)
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02500: [Portrait of Odonopa with staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.5

A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02500

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02501: [Portrait of Odonopa with staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.229.6
A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02501

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02502: [Portrait of Odonopa with staff, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.229.7
A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02502

Topic: Leaders
Photographs
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02503: [Brass crown, Igbile], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.25

A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02503

Topic: Crowns (headdresses)
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02504: [Brass crown, Igbo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.26

A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02504

Topic: Crowns (headdresses)
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02505: [Brass crown, Igbo], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.27

A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02505
Topic: Crowns (headdresses)
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02506: [Brass crown of a chief, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.28
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02506

Topic: Crowns (headdresses)
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02507: [Figure from an Agemo headdress, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.8
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02507

Topic: Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02508: [Figure from an Agemo headdress, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.10

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02508

Topic: Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02509: [Figure from Agemo headdress, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.11

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02509

Topic: Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02510: [Agemo festival, mat miracle, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.17

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02510

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02511: [Agemo festival, mat miracle, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    82.120.18

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02511

Topic: Festivals
    Photographs

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02512: [Agemo festival, mat miracle], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    82.120.19

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02512

Topic: Festivals
    Photographs

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02513: [Agemo festival, mat miracle, Ijebu], 1982
EEPA D02514: [Agemo festival, mat miracle, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.21

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02514

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
Nigeria

Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs
EEPA.1992-028

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02516: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu.], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.23
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02516

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02517: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.24
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02517

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02518: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.25

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02518

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02519: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.26

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02519

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02520: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.27
EEPA 1992-028-02520

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02521: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.28

EEPA 1992-028-02521

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02522: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.29

EEPA 1992-028-02522

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02523: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.120.30
E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02523

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02524: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.120.31
E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02524

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02525: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.32

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02525

Topic:  Festivals
        Masquerades
        Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02526: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.33

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02526

Topic:  Festivals
        Masquerades
        Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02527: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.34

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02527

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02528: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.35

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02528

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02529: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.36

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02529

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02530: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.37
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02530

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02531: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.7
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02531

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02532: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
EEPA D02533: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.161.19
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA D02534: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.161.6
E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02534

Topic: Festivals
       Masquerades
       Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02535: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.11
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02535

Topic: Festivals
       Masquerades
       Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02536: [Agemo festival, mat miracle, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.11
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02536

Topic: Festivals
       Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02537: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.3
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02537

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02538: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.4
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02538

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02539: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.5

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02539

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02540: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.18

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02540

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02541: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.9

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02541

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02542: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.10

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02542

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02543: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.17

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02543

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02544: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.161.16
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02544

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02545: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.161.15
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02545

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02546: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
EEPA 1992-028-02546

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02547: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.142

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02547

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02548: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.13

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02548

Topic: Festivals
      Masquerades
      Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02549: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   82.207.14
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02549

Topic: Festivals
      Masquerades
      Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02550: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festivals, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   82.207.16
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02550

Topic: Festivals
      Masquerades
      Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02551: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.21

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02551

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02552: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.22

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02552

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02553: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.23

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02553

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02554: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.24

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02554

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02555: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.25

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02555

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02556: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.26

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02556

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02557: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.27

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02557

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02558: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.28
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02558

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02559: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.29
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02559

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02560: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.30
E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02560

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02561: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.31
E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02561

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02562: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.32
E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02562

Topic: Festivals
      Masquerades
      Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02563: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.33
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02563

Topic: Festivals
      Masquerades
      Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02564: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.34
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02564

Topic: Festivals
      Masquerades
      Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02565: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.35
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02565

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02566: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.36
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02566

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02567: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.12

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02567

Topic:  Festivals
        Masquerades
        Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02568: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02568

Topic:  Festivals
        Masquerades
        Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02569: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02569

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02570: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02570

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02571: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02571

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02572: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.?  
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02572

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02573: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.?  
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02573

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02574: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02574

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02575: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02575

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02576: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

E 2 YRB HJD 82
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EEPA 1992-028-02576

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02577: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02577

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02578: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02578

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02579: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.?
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02579

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02580: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.?
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02580

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02581: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
EEPA D02582: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.210.? 
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02582

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA 1992-028-02583

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02584: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02584

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02585: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02585

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02586: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.7
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02586

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02587: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.8
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02587

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02588: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.9
EEPA 1992-028-02588

Topic: Festivals, Photographs
Place: Africa, Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02589: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.10

EEPA 1992-028-02589

Topic: Festivals, Photographs
Place: Africa, Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02590: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.11
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02591: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.12
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02591

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02592: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.13
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02592

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02593: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.14
EEPA 1992-028-02593

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02594: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.15

EEPA 1992-028-02594

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02595: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.16

EEPA 1992-028-02595

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02596: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.17
E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02596

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02597: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.18
E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02597

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02598: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.19
EEPA 1992-028-02598

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02599: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.208.20

EEPA 1992-028-02600

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02600: [Agemo festival, Ijebu]., 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.208.21
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02601: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.22
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02601

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02602: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.23
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02602

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02603: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.24
EEPA 1992-028-02603

Topic: Festivals Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02604: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.208.25

EEPA 1992-028-02604

Topic: Festivals Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02605: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.208.26

EEPA 1992-028-02605

Topic: Festivals Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02606: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.27
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02606

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02607: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.31
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02607

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02608: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.32
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02608

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02609: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.33

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02609

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02610: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.34

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02610

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02611: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.35
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02611

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02612: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.36
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02612

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02613: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.37
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02613

Topic: Festivals
      Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02614: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.2

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02614

Topic: Festivals
      Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02615: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.3

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02615

Topic: Festivals
      Masquerades
      Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02616: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.4
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02616

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02617: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.5
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02617

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02618: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.6
EEPA 1992-028-02618

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02619: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.7

EEPA 1992-028-02619

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02620: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.8

EEPA 1992-028-02620

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02621: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.9
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02621

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02622: [Agemo festivals, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.10
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02622

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02623: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.11
EEPA 1992-028-02623

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02624: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.209.12

EEPA 1992-028-02624

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02625: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.209.13

EEPA 1992-028-02625

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Culture: Yoruba (African people)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

EEPA D02626: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.14
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02626

| Topic: Festivals Photographs |
| Place: Africa Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: Color slides |
| Culture: Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D02627: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.16
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02627

| Topic: Festivals Photographs |
| Place: Africa Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: Color slides |
| Culture: Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D02628: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.17
EEPA 1992-028-02628

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02629: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.18

EEPA 1992-028-02629

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02630: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.19

EEPA 1992-028-02630

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02631: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.20
E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02631

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02632: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.21
E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02632

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02633: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.23
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02633

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02634: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.24

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02634

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02635: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.25

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02635

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02636: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.209.26
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02636

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02637: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.209.27
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02637

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02638: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.28

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02638

Topic:
Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02639: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.29

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02639

Topic:
Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02640: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.30

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02640

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02641: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.31

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02641

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02642: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.32

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02642

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02643: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.33
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02643

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02644: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.34
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02644

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02645: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.35
EEPA 1992-028-02645

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02646: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.36

EEPA 1992-028-02646

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02647: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.37
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02648: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.210.1
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02648

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02649: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.210.2
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02649

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02650: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
EEPA 1992-028-02650

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02651: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.4

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02651

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02652: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.5

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02652

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02653: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.6

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02653

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02654: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.7

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02654

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02655: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.210.8
E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02655

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02656: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.156.36
E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02656

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02657: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
EEPA D02658: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.156.30
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02658

EEPA D02659: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.156.29
E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02659

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02660: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.28

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02660

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02661: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.34

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02661

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02662: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.33
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02662

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02663: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.32
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02663

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02664: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.31

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02664

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02665: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.27

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02665

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02666: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.26

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02666

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02667: [Agemo masquerade, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.25

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02667

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02668: [Agemo miracle mat, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.21

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02668

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02669: [Agemo miracle mat, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.22
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02669

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02670: [Agemo miracle mat, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.23
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02670

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02671: [Agemo miracle mat, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.24

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02671

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02672: [Agemo miracle mat, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.19

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02672

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02673: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.20

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02673

Topic:  Festivals
       Masquerades
       Photographs

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02674: [Agemo miracle mat, Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.156.37

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-02674

Topic:  Festivals
       Masquerades
       Photographs

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03177: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.28

A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-03177

Topic:  Agemo Festival
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03221: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.34
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-03221

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03243: (No Title Given), 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.17
A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-03243

Topic: Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03252: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.122.23
EEPA 1992-028-03252

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03289: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.127.3

EEPA 1992-028-03289

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03665: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.5

EEPA 1992-028-03665

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04067: Vernacular architecture, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.210.23  
T 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04067  
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs  
Vernacular architecture  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04068: Vernacular architecture, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.210.24  
T 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04068  
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs  
Vernacular architecture  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04070: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.35

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04070

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04071: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.36

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04071

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04073: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.34
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04073

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04074: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.11

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04074

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04075: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.9

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04075

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04076: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.12
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04076

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04077: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.31
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04077

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04078: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.30
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04078

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04079: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.34
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04079

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04080: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.33
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04080

Topic:  Traditional architecture -- Photographs  
Vernacular architecture

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04081: Vernacular architecture, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.234.36

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04081

Topic:  Traditional architecture -- Photographs  
Vernacular architecture

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04082: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.222.9

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04082

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Color slides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture: Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D04083: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.10
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04083

| Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs |
| Works of art in situ |
| Place: Africa |
| Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: Color slides |
| Culture: Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D04084: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.11
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04084

| Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs |
| Works of art in situ |
| Place: Africa |
| Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: Color slides |
| Culture: Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D04094: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.21

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04094

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04095: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.18

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04095

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04096: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.17
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04096

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04097: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.19

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04097

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04098: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.23

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04098

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04099: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.1
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04099

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04100: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.2
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04100

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04101: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.6

T 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04101

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04102: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.5

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04102

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04103: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.3

T 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04103

Topic:  Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04104: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.4
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04104

Topic:  Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04105: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.1
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04105

Topic:  Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04107: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.1
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04107

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04108: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.2
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04108

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04109: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.3

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04109

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04110: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.29

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04110

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04111: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.30
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04111

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04112: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.23

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04112

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04201: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.10

T 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04201

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04202: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.172.7
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04202

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04203: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.172.8
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04203

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04204: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.172.10

EEPA 1992-028-04204

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04205: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.172.9

EEPA 1992-028-04205

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04206: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.15

EEPA 1992-028-04205

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04343: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.12
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04343

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04344: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.13
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04344

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04345: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.14

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04345

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04346: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.15

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04346

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04347: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.6
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04347

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04348: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.7

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04348

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04349: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.8

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04349

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04350: Vernacular architecture, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.164.11  
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04350  
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs  
Vernacular architecture  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04351: Vernacular architecture, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.164.9  
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04351  
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs  
Vernacular architecture  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04352: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.10
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04352

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04353: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.23
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04353

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04354: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.22
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04354

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04355: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.3

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04355

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04356: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.4

T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04356

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04357: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.5
T 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04357

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04359: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.6
T 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04359

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04360: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.8

T 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04360

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04384: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.28

A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04384

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04385: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.29

A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04385
Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04386: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.30
A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04386

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04387: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.31
A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04387

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04388: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.32

A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04388

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04389: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.20

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04389

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04390: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.19

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04390
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04391: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.24
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04391

EEPA D04392: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.25
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04392

EEPA D04393: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.26

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04393

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04394: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.27

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04394

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04395: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.21

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04395
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04396: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.79.22
I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04396

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04397: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.79.23
I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04397

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04398: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.22

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04398

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04399: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.10

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04399

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04401: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.31

I 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04401

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04403: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.2

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04403

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04404: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.8

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04404

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04405: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.5

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04405

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04406: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.6

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04406

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04407: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.9

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04407
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04408: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.4
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04408

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04409: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.1
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04409

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04410: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.7

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04410

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04411: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.3

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04411

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04412: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.10

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04412
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04413: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.32
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04413

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04414: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.31
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04414

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D04415: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.34

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04415

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04416: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.33

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04416

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04417: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.28

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04417
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04418: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.27
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04418

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04419: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.35
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04419

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04420: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.36

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04420

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04421: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.37

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04421

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04454: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.32

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04454
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04455: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.33
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04455

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04457: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.201.8
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04457

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04458: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.201.9

EEPA 1992-028-04458

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04459: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.201.10

EEPA 1992-028-04459

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04460: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.201.11
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04460

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04461: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.201.12

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04461

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04462: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.201.13

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04462

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04463: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.201.14
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04463

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04464: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.201.15
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04464

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04465: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.201.16

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04465

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04466: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.201.17

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04466

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04536: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.2

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04536

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04537: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.33.1
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04537

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04538: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.23.11
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04538

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
      ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D04539: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.23.12
I2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04539

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04540: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.23.10
I2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04540

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04541: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.33.36
EEPA 1992-028-04541

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04542: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.33.37

EEPA 1992-028-04542

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04543: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.33.38

EEPA 1992-028-04543

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04544: Works of art in situ, 1982
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.4

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04544

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04545: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.5

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04545

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04546: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.19

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04546

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04547: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.20
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04547

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04548: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.26
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04548

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04549: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.25
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04549

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04550: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.27
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04550

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04551: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.14
A 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04551

Topic:      Portrait photography -- Africa
           Portraits
           ibeji -- Photographs

Place:     Africa
           Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04552: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.36

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04552

Topic:      Art in situ -- Photographs
           Works of art in situ

Place:     Africa
           Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04553: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.9

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04553

Topic:      Art in situ -- Photographs
           Works of art in situ
           ibeji -- Photographs

Place:     Africa
           Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04554: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.23.7
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04554

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04555: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.23.8
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04555

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04688: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.19

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04688

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04689: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.17

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04689

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04707: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.18

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04707
Nigeria

Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs
EEPA.1992-028

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04771: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.2
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04771

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04772: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.1
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04772

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04773: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.11

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04773

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04774: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.12

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04774

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04775: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.13

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04775
| Topic: | Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ |
|---|---|
| Place: | Africa  
Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: | Color slides |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D04776: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
82.137.14  
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04776  
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D04777: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
82.137.15  
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04777  
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D04778: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.16

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04778

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04795: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.17

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04795

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04803: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.172.3

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04803
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04804: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.25
1 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04804

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04805: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.24
1 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04805

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D04806: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.26
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04806

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04808: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.24
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04808

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04809: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.25
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04809

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04810: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.23

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04810

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04811: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.21

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04811

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04812: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.20

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04812

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04813: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.19

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04813

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04821: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.23

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04821
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04822: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.26
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04822

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04823: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.27
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04823

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04824: Works of art in situ, 1982
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.28

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04824

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04825: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.29

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04825

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04826: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.32

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04826
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.1

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04840

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04841: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.2

I 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04841

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04843: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.35
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
<th>Place: Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ibeji -- Photographs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Color slides</td>
<td>Culture: Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D04844: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.36

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
<th>Place: Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Color slides</td>
<td>Culture: Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D04845: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.37
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04846: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.22
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04846

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04847: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.16
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04847

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04849: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.5

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04849

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04850: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.6

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04850

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04851: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.7
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04851

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04852: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.23
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04852

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04853: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.24

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04853

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04854: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.25

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04854

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04855: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.19

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04855

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04856: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.20

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04856

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04857: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.21

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04857

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
        ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04858: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.22

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04858

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
        ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04859: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.25

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04859

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
          ibeji -- Photographs

Place:    Africa
          Nigeria

Genre/Form:    Color slides

Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04861: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.1

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04861

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
          ibeji -- Photographs

Place:    Africa
          Nigeria

Genre/Form:    Color slides

Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04862: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.4

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04862
Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04863: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   82.133.2
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04863
Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04864: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   82.133.3
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04864
Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04867: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.19
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04867

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04868: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.20
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04868

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04869: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.21

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04869

Topic:
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04870: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.9

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04870

Topic:
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04872: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.30
EEPA 1992-028-04872

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04873: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.29

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04873

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04874: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.26

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04874

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04875: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.27

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04875

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04876: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.28

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04876

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D04877: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
82.214.22  
I 2 YRB HMD 82  

EEPA 1992-028-04877  

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
ibeji -- Photographs  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

---  

EEPA D04878: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
82.214.20  
I 2 YRB HMD 82  

EEPA 1992-028-04878  

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
ibeji -- Photographs  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

---  

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.19

EEPA D04879

Title source: Archives staff; not provided by photographer.

Caption source: Dr. Henry Drewal.

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04880: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.16

EEPA D04881: Works of art in situ, 1982

EEPA 1992-028-04880

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>82.114.15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>I 2 YRB MTD 82</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EEPA 1992-028-04881**

**Topic:** Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
ibeji -- Photographs

**Place:**  
Africa  
Nigeria

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

**EEPA D04882: Works of art in situ, 1982**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>82.114.14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>I 2 YRB MTD 82</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EEPA 1992-028-04882**

**Topic:** Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
ibeji -- Photographs

**Place:**  
Africa  
Nigeria

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

**EEPA D04883: Works of art in situ, 1982**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>82.114.13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>I 2 YRB MTD 82</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EEPA 1992-028-04883

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04884: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.3
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04884

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04885: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.4
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04885

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04886: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.5

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04886

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04887: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.6

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04887

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04888: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.7

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04888

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04889: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.8

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04889

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04919: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.2

I 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04919

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04973: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.3

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04973

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04976: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.6

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04976

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04977: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.8
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04977

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04982: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.17
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04982

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04985: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.10
1 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04985

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04993: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.18
1 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-04993

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04999: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.16
1 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-04999

Topic:
- Art in situ -- Photographs
- Works of art in situ
- ibeji -- Photographs

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:
- Color slides

Culture:
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05002: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
- 82.23.15
- I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05002

Topic:
- Art in situ -- Photographs
- Works of art in situ
- ibeji -- Photographs

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:
- Color slides

Culture:
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05066: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
- 82.23.13
- A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05066

Topic:
- Portrait photography -- Africa
- Portraits
- ibeji -- Photographs

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:
- Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05069: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.21
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05069

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05070: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.22
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05070

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05073: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.8

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05073

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05200: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.83.5

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05200

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05201: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.83.6

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05201

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D05202: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.83.7

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05202

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D05203: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.83.8

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05203

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D05204: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.83.9

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05204

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05205: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.83.1

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05205

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05206: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.83.2

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05206
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05207: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.83.3

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05207

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05208: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.83.4

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05208

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05209: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.1

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05209

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05210: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.2

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05210

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05211: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.3
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05211

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05212: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.4

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05212

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05213: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.5

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05213

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05214: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.6

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05214

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05215: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.59

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05215

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05216: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.8
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05216

Topic:      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
            Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:      Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05217: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.9
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05217

Topic:      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
            Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:      Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05218: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.10
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05218

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05219: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.11

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05219

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05220: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.12

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05220

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05221: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.13

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05221

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D05222: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.14

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05222

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D05223: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.15
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05223

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05224: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.16
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05224

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05225: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.17
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05225

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05226: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.18

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05226

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05227: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.19

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05227

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05228: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.20
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05228

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05229: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.21
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05229

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05230: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.22
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05230

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05231: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.23
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05231

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05232: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.24
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05232

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05233: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.25

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05233

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05234: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.26

G 2 YRB HMD 82
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05235: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.27
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05235

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05236: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.28
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05236

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05237: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.29

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05237

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05238: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.30

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05238

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05239: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.31
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05239

Topic:   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05240: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.59.32

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05240

Topic:   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05241: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.59.33

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05241

Topic:   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05242: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.34
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05242

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05243: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.35
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05243

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05244: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.59.36

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05244

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05245: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.30

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05245

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05246: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.31

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05246
EEPA D05247: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.28
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05247

EEPA D05248: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.29
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05248

EEPA D05249: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>G 2 YRB HMD 82</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>82.150.1</td>
<td>EEPA 1992-028-05249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ritual and celebration -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Place: Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Genre/Form: Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Culture: Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D05250: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.2
G 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05250
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05251: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.3
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05251

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05252: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.4

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05252

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05253: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.5

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05253

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05254: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.6
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05254

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05255: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.7
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05255

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05256: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.8
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05256

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05257: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.9
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05257

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05258: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.10
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05258

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05259: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.11

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05259

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05260: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.12

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05260

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05261: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.13
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05261

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05262: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.14
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05262

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05263: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.15

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05263

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05264: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.36

A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05264

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05265: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.31

A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05265
Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
     Portraits
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05266: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.146.35
A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05266

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
     Portraits
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05267: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.146.34
A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05267

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
     Portraits
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05268: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.33

A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05268

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05269: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.30

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05269

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05270: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.32

A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05270
Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
   Portraits
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05271: Works of art in situ, 1982
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.73.38
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05271

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05272: Works of art in situ, 1982
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.73.28
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05272

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05273: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.29

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05273

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05274: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.37

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05274

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05275: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.30

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05275
Nigeria

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05276: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.34
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05276

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05277: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.31
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05277

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05278: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.32

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.33

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.35

EEPA 1992-028-05278

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05279: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.33

EEPA 1992-028-05279

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05280: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.35

EEPA 1992-028-05280
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05281: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.36

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05281

EEPA D05294: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.172.12

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05294

EEPA D05301: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.17

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05301

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05302: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.18

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05302

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05303: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.18

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05303
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05304: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.19
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05304

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05305: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.20
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05305

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D05306: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.21
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05306

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05307: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.22
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05307

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05308: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.23
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05308

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05309: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.24
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05309

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05310: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.25
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05310

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05311: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.26

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05311

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05312: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.35

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05312

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05313: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.36
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05313

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05314: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.1
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05314

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05315: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.2
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05315

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05316: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.4
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05316

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05317: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.5
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05317

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05318: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.6

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05318

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05319: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.7

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05319

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05320: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.226.8
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05320

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05321: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.226.9
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05321

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05322: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.11

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05322

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05323: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.12

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05323

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05324: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.13

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05324

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05325: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.226.14
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05325

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05326: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.226.15
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05326

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D05327: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.16

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05327

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05328: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.17

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05328

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05329: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.18
G 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05329

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05330: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.19
G 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05330

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05331: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.20
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05331

Topic:  
    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
    Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
    Africa  
    Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
    Color slides

Culture:  
    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05332: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.225.37

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05332

Topic:  
    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
    Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
    Africa  
    Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
    Color slides

Culture:  
    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05348: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.222.36

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05348

Topic:  
    Art in situ -- Photographs  
    Works of art in situ

Place:  
    Africa  
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05351: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.35
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05351

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05368: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.32
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05368

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05369: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.33
G 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05369

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05370: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.34
G 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05370

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05371: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.35
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05371

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05372: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.20

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05372

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05373: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.19

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05373

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05374: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.18

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05374

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05375: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.15

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05375

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.10

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05376

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05377: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.22

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05377

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05378: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.21
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05378

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05379: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.3

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05379

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05380: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.33

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05380

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05381: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.32
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05381

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05382: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.31
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05382

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05383: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.30
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05383

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05384: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.34
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05384

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05385: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.29
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05385

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05386: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.28

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05386

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05387: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.27

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05387

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05388: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.9
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05388

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05389: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.10
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05389

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05390: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.12

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05390

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05391: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.11

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05391

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05392: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.13
EEPA 1992-028-05392

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05393: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.8

EEPA 1992-028-05393

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05394: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.6

EEPA 1992-028-05394

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.7

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05397

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05398: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.15

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05398

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05399: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.22
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05399

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05400: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.23

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05400

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05401: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.24

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05401

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05402: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.25

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05402

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05403: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.21

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05403

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05404: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.20
G 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05404

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05405: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.14
G 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05405

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05406: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.26
| Topic | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa 
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs |
|-------|-----------------------------------|
| Place | Africa 
Nigeria |
| Genre/Form | Color slides |
| Culture | Yoruba (African people) |

**EEPA D05407: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982**

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.16

| Topic | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa 
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs |
|-------|-----------------------------------|
| Place | Africa 
Nigeria |
| Genre/Form | Color slides |
| Culture | Yoruba (African people) |

**EEPA D05408: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982**

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.36

| Topic | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa 
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs |
|-------|-----------------------------------|
| Place | Africa 
Nigeria |
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05409: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.37
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05409

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05410: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.35
A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05410

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05412: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.24

A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05412

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05413: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.23

A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05413

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05414: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.34

A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05414
Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05415: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.12
A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05415

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05416: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.21
A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05416

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05417: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.22

A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05417

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05419: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.16

A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05419

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05421: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.36

A 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05421

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05424: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.72.3

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05424

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05425: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.95.18

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05425

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05426: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.11
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05426

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05427: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.4
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05427

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05428: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.29
G 2 YRB HJD 82
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EEPA 1992-028-05428

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05429: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.26
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05429

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05430: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.25
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05430

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05431: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.20

EEPA 1992-028-05431

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05435: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.13

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05435

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05436: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.21

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05436
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05437: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.27
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05437

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05438: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.30
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05438

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05440: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.99.4

A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05440

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05441: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.99.5

A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05441

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05442: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.114.22

A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05442
Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
        Portraits
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05443: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
     82.201.3
A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05443

Topic:  Agemo Festival
        Portrait photography -- Africa
        Portraits
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05444: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
     82.201.1
A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05444

Topic:  Portrait photography -- Africa
        Portraits
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05446: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.7
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05446

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05447: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.3
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05447

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05448: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.4

EEPA 1992-028-05448

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05449: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.5

EEPA 1992-028-05449

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05450: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.8

EEPA 1992-028-05449

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA 1992-028-05450

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05451: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.11
A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05451

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05452: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.3
A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05452

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D05453: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.2

A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05453

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D0544: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.172.29

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05454

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05455: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.172.28
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05455

Topic:        Art in situ -- Photographs
             Works of art in situ
Place:        Africa
             Nigeria
Genre/Form:   Color slides
Culture:      Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05456: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.17

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05456

Topic:        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
             Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:        Africa
             Nigeria
Genre/Form:   Color slides
Culture:      Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05458: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.29

A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05458

Topic:        Portrait photography -- Africa
             Portraits
Place:        Africa
             Nigeria
Genre/Form:   Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05459: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.26
A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05459

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05460: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.25
A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05460

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05461: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.24

A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05461

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05462: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.25

A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05462

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05463: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.37
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05463

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05464: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.32

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05464

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05465: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.31

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05465

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05466: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.27
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05466

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05467: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.29
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05467

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05468: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.236.30

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05468

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05469: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.236.28

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05469

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05470: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.236.35
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05470

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05471: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.34

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05471

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05472: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.33

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05472

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05486: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.26
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05486

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05487: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.13
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05487

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05488: Works of art in situ, 1982
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.14

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

EEPA 1992-028-05488

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05489: Works of art in situ, 1982

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

EEPA 1992-028-05489

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05532: Works of art in situ, 1982

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

EEPA 1992-028-05489

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA 1992-028-05532

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05533: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.12

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05533

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05534: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.13

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05534

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05535: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.10
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05535

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05536: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.9
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05536

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05537: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.15

EEPA 1992-028-05537

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05538: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.14

EEPA 1992-028-05538

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05539: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.17
EEPA 1992-028-05539

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05540: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.18

EEPA 1992-028-05540

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05541: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.4

EEPA 1992-028-05541

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05542: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.5
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05542

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05543: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.6
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05543

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05544: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.7
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05544

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05545: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.8
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05545

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05546: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.16
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05546

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05547: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.1

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05547

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05548: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.19

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05548

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05549: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.2
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05549

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05550: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.3
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05550

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05551: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.20

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05551

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05552: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.21

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05552

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05553: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.22
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05553

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05554: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.234.23

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05554

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05584: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.20

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05584

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05605: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.20
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05605

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05606: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.21
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05606

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05607: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.22
EEPA 1992-028-05607

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05612: Natural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.217.4

EEPA 1992-028-05612

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
      Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05617: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.21

EEPA 1992-028-05617

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05618: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.22

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05618

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05619: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.20

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05619

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05622: Flora, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.24

W 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05622

Topic: Agriculture
   Flora
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05625: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.27

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05625

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05678: Cultural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.22

S 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05678

Topic: Cultural landscapes
       Modern architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05679: Natural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.24
U 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05679

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
       Natural landscapes
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05680: Natural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.36
U 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05680

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
       Natural landscapes
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05691: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.1

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05691

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05692: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.2

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05692

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05693: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.3

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05693
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05694: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.5
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05694

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05695: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.6
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05695

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05696: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.7

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05696

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05697: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.8

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05697

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05698: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.9

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05698
Nigeria

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05699: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.10
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05699

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05700: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.11
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05700

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05701: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.12

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05701

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05702: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.13

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05702

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05703: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.14

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05703
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05704: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.15
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05704

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05705: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.16
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05705

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05706: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.27

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05706

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05707: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.26

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05707

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05708: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.17

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05708
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05709: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.16

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05709

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05710: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.6

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05710

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D05711: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.7
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05711

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05712: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.9
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05712

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05713: Works of art in situ, 1982
EEPA 1992-028-05713

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05714: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.225.3

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05714

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05715: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.225.4
EEPA 1992-028-05715

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05716: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.225.5

EEPA 1992-028-05716

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05717: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.225.6

EEPA 1992-028-05717

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05718: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.7
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05718

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05719: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.8
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05719

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05720: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.9

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05720

Topic:           Art in situ -- Photographs
                 Works of art in situ
Place:          Africa
                 Nigeria
Genre/Form:     Color slides
Culture:        Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05721: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.10

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05721

Topic:           Art in situ -- Photographs
                 Works of art in situ
Place:          Africa
                 Nigeria
Genre/Form:     Color slides
Culture:        Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05722: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.11
EEPA 1992-028-05722

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05723: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.12

EEPA 1992-028-05723

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05724: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.225.13

EEPA 1992-028-05724

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05730: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.217.7  
I 2 YRB HJD 82  

EEPA 1992-028-05730  

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05731: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.70.31  
I 2 YRB MTD 82  

EEPA 1992-028-05731  

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05732: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.70.32
EEPA 1992-028-05732

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05733: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.34

EEPA 1992-028-05733

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05734: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.35

EEPA 1992-028-05734

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05735: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.36
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05735

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05736: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.37
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05736

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05737: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.38
EEPA 1992-028-05737

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05738: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.33

EEPA 1992-028-05738

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05764: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.83.17

EEPA 1992-028-05764

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05783: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.36
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05783

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05784: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.1
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05784

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05785: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.2
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05785

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05786: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.3

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05786

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05787: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.12

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05787

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05797: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.34
I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05797

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05798: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.35
I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05798

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05828: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.8
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05828

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05830: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.7

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05830

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05844: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.10

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05844

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:     Color slides  
Culture:       Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D05845: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
82.10.4  
I 2 YRB HMD 82  
EEPA 1992-028-05845  

Topic:       Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place:       Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form:  Color slides  
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D05846: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
82.10.5  
I 2 YRB HMD 82  
EEPA 1992-028-05846  

Topic:       Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place:       Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form:  Color slides  
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D05849: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.164.36

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05849

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05879: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.32

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05879

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05886: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.24

I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-05886

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05887: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.3
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05887

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05888: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.2
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05888

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05889: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.229.30
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-05889

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D06059: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.33
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06059

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D06060: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.34

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06060

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06061: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.37

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06061

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06062: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.1

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06062

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06063: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.2

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06063

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06064: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.3

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06064

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06065: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.4

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06065

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06066: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.5

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06066

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06067: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.6

G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06067
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06068: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.28
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06068

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06069: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.8
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06069

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06070: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.31

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06070

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06071: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.12

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06071

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06072: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.32

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06072
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06073: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.14
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06073

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06074: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.15
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06074

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06075: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.17

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06075

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06076: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.18

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06076

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06077: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.22

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06077
Nigeria

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06078: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.23

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06078

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06079: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.36

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06079

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06080: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.32
G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06080

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06081: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.30
G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06081

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06082: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.31
G 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06082
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06083: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.37
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06083

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06084: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.16
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06084

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06085: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.19

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06085

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06086: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.30

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06086

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06087: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.11

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06087
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06088: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.7
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06088

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06089: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.35
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06089

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06090: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.9

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06090

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06091: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.31

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06091

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06092: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.216.10

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06092
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06093: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
   1 Slide (col.)
   Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
   Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   82.214.36
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06093

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06094: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
   1 Slide (col.)
   Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
   Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   82.214.32
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06094

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06095: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.14

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06095

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06096: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.15

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06096

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06097: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.1

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06097
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06098: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.2
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06098

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06099: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.3
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06099

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06100: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.14

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06100

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06101: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.5

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06101

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06102: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.6

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06102
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06103: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.7
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06103

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06104: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.8
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06104

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06105: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.9

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06105

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06106: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.10

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06106

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06107: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.11

G 0 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06107
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06108: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.12
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06108

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06109: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.13
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06109

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06110: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.15

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06110

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06111: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.16

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06111

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06112: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.17

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06112
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06113: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.18
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06113

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06114: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.19
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06114

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06115: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.20

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06115

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06116: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.21

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06116

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06117: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.22

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06117
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06118: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.23
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06118

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06119: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.24
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06119

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06120: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.25

EEPA 1992-028-06120

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06121: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.26

EEPA 1992-028-06121

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06122: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.27

EEPA 1992-028-06122
EEPA D06123: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.144.28
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06123

EEPA D06124: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.144.29
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06124

EEPA D06125: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.30

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06125

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06126: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.31

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06126

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06127: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.32

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06127
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06128: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.33
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06128

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06129: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.1
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06129

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06130: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.7

EEPA 1992-028-06130

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06131: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.8

EEPA 1992-028-06131

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06132: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.11

EEPA 1992-028-06132
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06133: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.12
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06133

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06134: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.13
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06134

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06135: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.14

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06135

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06136: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.10

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06136

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06137: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.9

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06137
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06138: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.15
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06138

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06139: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.16
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06139

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06140: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.17

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06140

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06141: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.18

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06141

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06142: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.19

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06142
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06143: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.20
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06143

EEPA D06144: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.21
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06144

EEPA D06145: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06148: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.26
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06148

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06149: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.25
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06149

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06150: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
EEPA 1992-028-06150

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06151: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.34

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06152

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06152: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.35

G 2 YRB MTD 82
| Topic: | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
|        | Ritual and celebration -- Photographs |
| Place: | Africa  
|        | Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: | Color slides |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

**EEPA D06153: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982**

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.139.33

G 2 YRB MTD 82

**EEPA 1992-028-06153**

| Topic: | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
|        | Ritual and celebration -- Photographs |
| Place: | Africa  
|        | Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: | Color slides |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

**EEPA D06156: His Majesty Oloya of Epe Nigeria, 1982**

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.71.18

G 2 YRB MTD 82

**EEPA 1992-028-06156**

| Topic: | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
|        | Ritual and celebration -- Photographs |
| Place: | Africa  
|        | Nigeria |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

**EEPA D06157: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982**
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.23

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06157

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06158: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.21

G 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06158

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06159: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.7

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06159
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06160: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.13
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06160

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06161: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.14
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06161

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06162: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.15

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06162

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06163: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.16

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06163

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06164: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.17

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06164
Nigeria

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06165: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.71.26

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06165

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06166: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.71.29

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06166

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06167: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.30

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06167

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06168: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.31

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06168

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06169: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.32

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06169
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06170: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.71.33
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06170

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06171: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.71.35
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06171

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06172: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.36

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06172

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06173: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.26

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06173

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06174: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.25

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06174
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06175: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.24
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06175

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06176: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.23
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06176

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06177: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
EEPA 1992-028-06177

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06178: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.2

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06179

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06179: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.2

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06179
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06180: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.4

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06180

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06181: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.5

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06181

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06182: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.20

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06182

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06183: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.30

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06183

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06184: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.6

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06184
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06185: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.7
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06185

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06186: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.31
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06186

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06187: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.8

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06187

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06188: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.9

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06188

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06189: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.10

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06189
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06190: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.72.11

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06190

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06191: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.72.32

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06191

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06192: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.17

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06192

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06193: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.18

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06193

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06194: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.14

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06194
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06195: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.19
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06195

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06196: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.12
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06196

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06197: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.13

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06197

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06198: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.28

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06198

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06199: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.15

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06199
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06200: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.16
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06200

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06201: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.27
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06201

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06202: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
EEPA D06203: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.19

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06203

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06204: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.20

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06204
Nigeria

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06205: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.21

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06205

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06206: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.3

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06206

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06207: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.5

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06207

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06208: (No Title Given), 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.11

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06208

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06209: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.29

G 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06209

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06210: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.30
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06210

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06211: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.31
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06211

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06212: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.36
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06212

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D06213: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.1
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06213

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06214: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.2
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06214

Topic:    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06215: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
    1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    82.55.3

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06215

Topic:    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06216: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
    1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    82.55.4

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06216

Topic:    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06217: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.5
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06217

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06218: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.6
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06218

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06219: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.7
EEPA 1992-028-06219

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06220: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.8

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06220

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06221: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.9

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06221

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06222: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.10
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06222

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06223: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.11
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06223

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06224: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.12
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06224

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06225: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.13

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06225

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06226: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.14

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06226

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06227: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.15
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06227

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06228: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.16
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06228

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06229: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.17
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06229

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06230: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.18

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06230

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06231: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.19

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06231

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06232: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.20
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06232

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06233: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.21
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06233

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06234: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.23
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06234

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06235: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.22

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06235

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06236: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.24

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06236

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06237: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.25
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06237

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06238: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.26
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06238

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06239: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.27
EEPA 1992-028-06239

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06240: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.28

EEPA 1992-028-06240

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06241: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.29

EEPA 1992-028-06241

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06242: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.30

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06242

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06243: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.31

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06243

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06244: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.32
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06244

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06245: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   82.55.33

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06245

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06246: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   82.55.34

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06246

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06247: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.35
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06247

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06248: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.36
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06248

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06249: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.37
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06249

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06250: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.55.38

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06250

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06251: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.1

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06251

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06252: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.2
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06252

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06253: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.3
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06253

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06254: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.4
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06254

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06255: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.5

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06255

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06256: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.6

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06256

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06259

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06260: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.57.10

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06260

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06261: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.57.11

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06261

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06262: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.12
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06262

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06263: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.13
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06263

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06264: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.14
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06264

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06265: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.15

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06265

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06266: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.16

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06266

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06267: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.17
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06267

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06268: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.18
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06268

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06269: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.19
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06269

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06270: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.20

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06270

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06271: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.21

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06271

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06272: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.22
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06272

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06273: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.23
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06273

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06274: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.24
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06274

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06275: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.57.25

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06275

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06276: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.57.26

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06276

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06277: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.27
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06277

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06278: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.28
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06278

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06279: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.29
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06279

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06280: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.57.30

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06280

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06281: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.57.31

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06281

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06282: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.32
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06282

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06283: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.33
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06283

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06284: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.34
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06284

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06285: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.35

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06285

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06286: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.57.36

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06286

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06302: The Elepe of Epe, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.20

G 2 YRB MTD 82

Bibliography

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06303: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.19

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06303

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06304: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.21
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06304

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06305: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.71.22

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06305

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06306: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.71.28

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06306

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06315: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.20
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06315

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06316: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.21
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06316

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06317: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.22

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06317

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06318: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.24

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06318

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06319: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.23
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06319

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06320: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.33

A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06320

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06321: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.34

A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06321

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06322: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.32
A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06322

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06323: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.29
A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06323

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06324: Portrait photography, 1982
EEPA 1992-028-06324

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06325: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.185.30

A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06325

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06326: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.185.25
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| EEPA 1992-028-06326 | **Topic:** Portrait photography -- Africa  
                  **Place:** Africa  
                  **Genre/Form:** Color slides  
                  **Culture:** Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D06327: Portrait photography, 1982  
*1 Slide (col.)*  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
82.185.26  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| EEPA 1992-028-06327 | **Topic:** Portrait photography -- Africa  
                  **Place:** Africa  
                  **Genre/Form:** Color slides  
                  **Culture:** Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D06328: Portrait photography, 1982  
*1 Slide (col.)*  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
82.185.20  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| EEPA 1992-028-06328 | **Topic:** Portrait photography -- Africa  
                  **Place:** Nigeria  
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Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06329: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.21
A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06329

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06330: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.31
A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06330

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06331: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.24

A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06331

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06332: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.22

A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06332

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06333: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.23
A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06333

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06334: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.17

A 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06334

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06335: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.19

A 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06335

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06336: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.18
A 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06336

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06337: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.17
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06337

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06338: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.18

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06338

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06339: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.16

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06339

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06340: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.19
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06340

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06341: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.21

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06341

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06342: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.22

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06342

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06343: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.23
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06343

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06344: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.20
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06344

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06345: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.24

EEPA 1992-028-06345

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Work of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06346: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.25

EEPA 1992-028-06346

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Work of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06347: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.26
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06347

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06348: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.27

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06348

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06349: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.28

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06349

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06350: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.29
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06350

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06351: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.30
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06351

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06352: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.31

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06352

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06353: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.32

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06353

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06354: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.33

I 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06354

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06355: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.10
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06355

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06356: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.7
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06356

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06357: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.4
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06357

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06358: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.16
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06358

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06359: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.17

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06359

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06369: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.17

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06369

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06370: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.19
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06370

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
  Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
  Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06461: Works of art in situ, 1982
  1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.192.9

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06461

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
  Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
  Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06462: Works of art in situ, 1982
  1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.192.8

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06462

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
  Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
  Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06463: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.6
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06463

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06469: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.16
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06469

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06470: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.15

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06470

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06472: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.23

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06472

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06473: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.8
EEPA 1992-028-06473

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06474: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.9

EEPA 1992-028-06474

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06475: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.12
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06476: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.11
I 0 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06476

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06477: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.17
I 0 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06477

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06478: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.16

EEPA 1992-028-06478
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06479: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.15

EEPA 1992-028-06479

EEPA D06505: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.18
I 0 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06505

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
    Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06518: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.28

A 0 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06518

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
    Portraits
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06522: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.8

I 0 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06522

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
    Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06523: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.183.21
I 0 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06523

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06524: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.183.3
I 0 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06524

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06525: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.183.4
I 0 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06525

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06526: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.6

I 0 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06526

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06527: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.7

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06527

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06541: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.35
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06541

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06542: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.34
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06542

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06543: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.176.36

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06543

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06544: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.1

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06544

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06545: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.35

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06545
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Color slides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Culture:            | Yoruba (African people)    |

**EEPA D06546: Works of art in situ, 1982**

*1 Slide (col.)*

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.183.36

I 2 YRB MTD 82

**EEPA 1992-028-06546**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Color slides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Culture:            | Yoruba (African people)    |

**EEPA D06550: Works of art in situ, 1982**

*1 Slide (col.)*

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.10.13

I 2 YRB HMD 82

**EEPA 1992-028-06550**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Color slides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Culture:            | Yoruba (African people)    |

**EEPA D06567: Works of art in situ, 1982**
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
82.192.15  

I 2 YRB HMD 82  

EEPA 1992-028-06567  

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D06568: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
82.192.12  

I 2 YRB HMD 82  

EEPA 1992-028-06568  

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D06569: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
82.192.13
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06569

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06570: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.192.14

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06570

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06587: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.24

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06587

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06589: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.22
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06589

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06591: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.18
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06591

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06592: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.19

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06592

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06637: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.7

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06637

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06638: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.8
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06638

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06639: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.9

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06639

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06640: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.10

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06640

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06642: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.30
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06642

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06667: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.29
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06667

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06669: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.201.7

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEEPA 1992-028-06669

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06670: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.201.4

I 2 YRB HMD 82
EEEPA 1992-028-06670

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06671: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.201.5

I 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06671

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06672: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.183.10
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06672

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06673: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.183.11
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06673

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D06674: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.5
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06674

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06675: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.6
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06675

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06676: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.4
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06676

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06677: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.131.1
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06677

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06679: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.1
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06679

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06680: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.3

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06680

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06681: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.11

A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06681

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06682: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
82.71.8  
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06682  

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
       Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
       Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06683: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
82.71.9  
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06683  

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
       Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
       Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06684: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.10
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06684

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06687: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.34
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06687

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06688: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.33
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06688

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06689: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.16
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06689

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06690: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.12
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06690

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06691: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.2
I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06691

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06692: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.11
I 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06692

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06693: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.25

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06693

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06694: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.13

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06694

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06695: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.14
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06695

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06696: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.17

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06696

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06697: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.15

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06697

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06701: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.146.6
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06701
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06702: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.207.15
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06702
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06703: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.207.20
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06703

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06704: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.18

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06704

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06705: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.207.19

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06705

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06706: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.30
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06706

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06707: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.28
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06707

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06708: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.208.29
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06708

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06709: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.207.17

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06709

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06710: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.226.37

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06710

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06711: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.26
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06711

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D06712: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.33
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06712

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D06713: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.29

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06713

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06714: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.27

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06714

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06715: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.34
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06715
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06716: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.226.35

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06716
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06717: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.226.31

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06717
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06718: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.30
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06718

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06719: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.226.28
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06719

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06720: Works of art in situ, 1982
EEPA 1992-028-06722

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06723: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.15

EEPA 1992-028-06724

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06724: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.11
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06726: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.13
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06726

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06727: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.10
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06727

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06728: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.8
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06728

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06729: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.14

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06729

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06730: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.9

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06730

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06731: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.32
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06731

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06732: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.34
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06732

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06733: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.11

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06733

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06734: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.13

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06734

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06735: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.12

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06735
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06736: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.16
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06736

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06737: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.9
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06737

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06738: Works of art in situ, 1982
EEPA 1992-028-06738

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06739: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.14

EEPA 1992-028-06739

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06742: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.32

EEPA 1992-028-06742
Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06743: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.150.29
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06743

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06744: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.185.14
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06744

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D06745: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.5
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06745

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06746: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.7
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06746

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06747: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.13

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06747

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06748: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.10

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06748

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06749: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.15
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06749

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06750: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.9

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06750

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06751: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.11

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06751

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06753: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.6
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06753

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06754: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.3
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06754

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06755: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.4

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06755

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06756: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.16

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06756

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06757: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.33

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06757
Nigeria

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06758: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.31
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06758

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06759: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.32
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06759

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06766: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.12

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06766

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06767: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.2

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06767

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06768: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.31
EEPA 1992-028-06768

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06769: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.28

EEPA 1992-028-06769

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06770: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.28
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06771: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.27
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06771

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06772: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.19
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06772

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06773: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.20

1 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06773

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06774: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.21

1 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06774

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06775: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.22
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06775

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06776: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.18

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06776

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06777: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.37

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06777

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06778: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.36

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06778

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06779: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.35

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06779

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06780: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.34
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06780

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06781: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.3

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06781

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06782: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.4

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06782

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06783: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.2
I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06783

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06784: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.5
I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-06784

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06851: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.6
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06851

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06852: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.9

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06852

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06854: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.7

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06854

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06868: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.11
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06868

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06869: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.12
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06869

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06870: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.38

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06870

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06871: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.37

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06871

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06872: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.36

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06872
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D08152: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.17
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08152

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ritual and celebration -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D08153: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.18
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08153

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ritual and celebration -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D08191: Portrait photography, 1982

Page 3123 of 5105
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.20

A 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08191

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08192: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.37

A 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08192

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08193: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.22

A 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08193
Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08194: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.23

A 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08194

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08195: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.24

A 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08195

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08196: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.25

A 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08196

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08197: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.26

A 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08197

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08198: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.27

A 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08198
Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08199: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.28
A 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08199

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08200: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.29
A 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08200

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08201: Portrait photography, 1982
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>82.137.30</th>
<th>A 2 YRB HJD 82</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EEPA 1992-028-08201</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic:</strong></td>
<td>Portrait photography -- Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place:</strong></td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genre/Form:</strong></td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Culture:</strong></td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D08202: Portrait photography, 1982

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>82.137.35</th>
<th>A 2 YRB HJD 82</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EEPA 1992-028-08202</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic:</strong></td>
<td>Portrait photography -- Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place:</strong></td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genre/Form:</strong></td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Culture:</strong></td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D08203: Portrait photography, 1982

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
<th>82.137.21</th>
<th>A 2 YRB HJD 82</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EEPA 1992-028-08203</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topic:</strong></td>
<td>Portrait photography -- Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Place:</strong></td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genre/Form:</strong></td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Culture:</strong></td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08204: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.36
A 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08204

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08209: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.15
A 2 MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08209

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08210: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.18

A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08210

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08211: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.191.11

G 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08211

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08212: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.191.12

G 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08212

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08213: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.191.13
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08213

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08214: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.191.14
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08214

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08215: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.191.4

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08215

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08216: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.191.7

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08216

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08217: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.191.5
G 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08217

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08218: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.191.8
G 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08218

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08219: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.191.10
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08219

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08220: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.191.9

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08220

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08221: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.191.6

G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08221

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08222: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.191.1  
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08222  

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08223: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.191.2  
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08223  

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08224: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.191.3
G 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08224

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08225: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.36
A 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08225

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08226: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.34
A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08226
Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08227: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.33
A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08227

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08228: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.36
A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08228

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08229: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.35

A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08229

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Portrait photography -- Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D08230: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.150.16

A 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08230

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Portrait photography -- Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portraits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D08242: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.33

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08242
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08243: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.31
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08243

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08244: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.29
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08244

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08245: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.32

EEPA 1992-028-08245

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08246: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.30

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08246

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08247: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.34

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08247
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08248: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.35

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08248

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08249: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.32

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08249

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08250: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.31

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08250

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08251: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.14

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08251

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08252: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.30

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08252
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08253: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.18

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08253

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08254: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.19

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08254

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08255: Works of art in situ, 1982
EEPA 1992-028-08255

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08256: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.22
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08256

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08257: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.23
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08257
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08258: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.29
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08258

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08259: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.15
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08259

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08260: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.17
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08260

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08261: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.13
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08261

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08262: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.16
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08262
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08263: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.21

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08263

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08265: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.28

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08265

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08266: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.12
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08266

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08267: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.24
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08267

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08268: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.26
I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08268
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08269: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.183.27
I 2 HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08269

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08270: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.14
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08270

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08271: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.6

EEPA 1992-028-08271

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08272: (No Title Given), 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.5

EEPA 1992-028-08272

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08273: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.15

EEPA 1992-028-08273
Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:     Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08274: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.222.22
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08274
Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:     Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08275: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.222.23
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08275
Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:     Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08276: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.110.4
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08276

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08277: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.99.2
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08277

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08278: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.99.1
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08278
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08279: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.3
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08279

EEPA D08280: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.11
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08280

EEPA D08281: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.10

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08281

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08282: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.8

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08282

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08283: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.9

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08283
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08289: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.24
I 0 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08289

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08316: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.31
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08316

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08317: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.28
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08317

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08318: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.23
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08318

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08322: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.5
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08322

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08323: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.4

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08323

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08324: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.6

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08324

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08325: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.7
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08325

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08326: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.13
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08326

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08327: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.3
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08327

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08328: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.12

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08328

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08329: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.8

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08329

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08330: (No Title Given), 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.7
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08330

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08331: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.20
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08331

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08332: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.21
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08332

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08333: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.19
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08333

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08334: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.18
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08334

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08335: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.2

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08335

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08336: (No Title Given), 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.9

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08336

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08337: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.17
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08337

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08338: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.16
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08338

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08357: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.137.34
A 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08357

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08358: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.222.32

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08358

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08370: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.36

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08370

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08373: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.133.15
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08373

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08424: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.28
A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08424

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08425: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.27
A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08425

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08426: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.30
A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08426

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08427: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.161.31
A 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-08427

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08428: Works of art in situ, 1982
       1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
       82.161.33
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08428

Topic:  Portraits
       Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08429: Works of art in situ, 1982
       1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
       82.161.37
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08429

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08431: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.209.15
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08431

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08432: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.144.4
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-08432

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08474: [Egúngún masker of the Alabala type], Awori area, town of Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08474

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08608: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Okun-Owa, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08608

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08609: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Okun-Owa, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08609

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08610: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Okun-Owa, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    EEPA 1992-028-08610

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
     Egúngún (Cult)
     Masquerades
     Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08611: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    EEPA 1992-028-08611

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
     Egúngún (Cult)
     Masquerades
     Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08612: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08612

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egungûn (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08613: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08613

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08614: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08614

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Masquerades
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08630: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08630

Topic: Agemo Festival
       Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08631: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08631

Topic:
Agemo Festival
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08632: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08632

Topic:
Agemo Festival
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08633: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08633

Topic: Agemo Festival
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08791: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.30
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EEPA 1992-028-08791

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08812: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08812
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08813: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08813

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08814: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08814

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08852: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08852

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08853: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08853

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08854: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08854

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08855: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08855

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08856: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08856

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08857: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08857

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08858: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08858

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08859: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
EEPA D08860: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

EEPA D08861: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08860

.topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

.place: Africa
Nigeria

.genre/form: Color slides

culture: Yoruba (African people)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08862: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.17

EEPA 1992-028-08862

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08863: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.39.10

EEPA 1992-028-08863

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08864: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.8

EEPA 1992-028-08864

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08865: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.26

EEPA 1992-028-08865

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08866: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.27

EEPA 1992-028-08866

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08867: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.15

EEPA 1992-028-08867

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08868: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.21

EEPA 1992-028-08868

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08869: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.20

EEPA 1992-028-08869

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08870: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.19

EEPA 1992-028-08870

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08871: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.18

EEPA 1992-028-08871
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08872: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.28

EEPA 1992-028-08872

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08873: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.29

EEPA 1992-028-08873

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08874: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.35.31

EEPA 1992-028-08874

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08875: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08875

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08876: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08876
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08877: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-08877

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08878: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-08878

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08879: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08879

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08880: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.32

EEPA 1992-028-08880

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08881: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.35

EEPA 1992-028-08881

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08882: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.33

EEPA 1992-028-08882

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08883: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.39.5

EEPA 1992-028-08883

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08884: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.39.6

EEPA 1992-028-08884

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08888: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.25

EEPA 1992-028-08888

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08908: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.26

EEPA 1992-028-08908

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08909: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.27

EEPA 1992-028-08909

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08910: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.28

EEPA 1992-028-08910

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08911: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.29

EEPA 1992-028-08911

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08912: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.30

EEPA 1992-028-08912

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08913: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
EEPA D09007: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.35.32

EEPA 1992-028-09007

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
Masquerades

Place: Africa  
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09009: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota,  
Nigeria, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

   82.35.34

EEPA 1992-028-09009

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
   Masked dance -- Photographs  
   Masquerades

Place: Africa  
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09010: [Masks with Awori marks], Awori area, town of Ilogbo, Nigeria,  
1982  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

   EEPA 1992-028-09010

Citation source: Professor Henry John Drewal.

Title source: Professor Henry John Drewal.

Bibliography

   Contextual image displayed in exhibit entitled, "Body Arts: Marks of  
   Identity," held by the American Museum of Natural History, 79th Street  
   at Central Park West, New York, New York, 10024, from November 20,  

   Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
   Masquerades

   Place: Africa  
   Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09011: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.35.36

EEPA 1992-028-09011
Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09012: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.39.1

EEPA 1992-028-09012
Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09013: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.39.2

EEPA 1992-028-09013

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09014: [Egúngún masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.39.3

EEPA 1992-028-09014

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09016: [Egúngún maskers of the satirical Idan type in a parody on European couples], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.


Local Numbers
82.37

EEPA 1992-028-09016
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Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09022: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota,
Nigeria, 1982
   1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.39.17

EEPA 1992-028-09022

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09023: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria,
1982
   1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.199.3

EEPA 1992-028-09023

Topic: Agemo Festival
       Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09024: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.4

EEPA 1992-028-09024

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09025: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.5

EEPA 1992-028-09025

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09026: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.6

EEPA 1992-028-09026

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09027: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.7

EEPA 1992-028-09027

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09028: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.9
EEPA 1992-028-09028

Topic:  Agemo Festival
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09029: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.10

EEPA 1992-028-09029

Topic:  Agemo Festival
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Masquerades

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09030: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.11
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09031: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
82.199.12  
EEPA 1992-028-09031  
Topic: Agemo Festival  
Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09032: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
82.199.16  
EEPA 1992-028-09032  
Topic: Agemo Festival  
Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09035: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.13

EEPA 1992-028-09035

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09036: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.14

EEPA 1992-028-09036

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09037: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.17

EEPA 1992-028-09037

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09038: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.16

EEPA 1992-028-09038

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09039: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.15

EEPA 1992-028-09039

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09040: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.11

EEPA 1992-028-09040
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09041: [Egun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.14

EEPA 1992-028-09041
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Masked dance -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09117: Scarification, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.52.17

D 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09117
Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09119: [Woman with Awori marks on temple], Awori area, town of Ilogbo, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John
Drewal, Margaret Thompson
Undetermined.
Yoruba man with face marks.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09119

Title source: Professor Henry John Drewal.
Citation source: Professor Henry John Drewal.

Bibliography

Topic: Body marking -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09160: Natural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.37
U 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09160

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09161: Natural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.29
U 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09161

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09162: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.17
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09162

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09163: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.18

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09163

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09164: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.19

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09164

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09165: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.20

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09165

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09166: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.21

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09166

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09167: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.22

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09167

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09168: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.23
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09168

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09169: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.24
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09169

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09170: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.26.25

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09170

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09171: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.26.26

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09171

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09172: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.26.27

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09172

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09173: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.28

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09173

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09174: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.29

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09174

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09175: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.30
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09175

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09176: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.31
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09176

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09177: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.32

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09177

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09178: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.33

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09178

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09179: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.26.34

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09179

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09180: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.26.35

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09180

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09181: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.26.36

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09181

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09182: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.2
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09182

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09183: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.3
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09183

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09184: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.4

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09184
Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09185: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.5

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09185
Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09186: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.6

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09186

Topic:  Masked dance -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09187: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.7

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09187

Topic:  Masked dance -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09188: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.8

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09188

Topic:  Masked dance -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:                  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09189: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.31.9
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09189

Topic:                 Masked dance -- Photographs
                      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
                      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:                 Africa
                      Nigeria

Genre/Form:           Color slides

Culture:              Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09190: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.31.10
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09190

Topic:                 Masked dance -- Photographs
                      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
                      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:                 Africa
                      Nigeria

Genre/Form:           Color slides

Culture:              Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09191: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.11
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09191

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09192: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.12
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09192

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09193: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.13
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09193

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09194: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.31.14
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09194

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09195: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.31.15
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09195

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09196: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.16
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09196

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09197: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.17
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09197

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09198: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.18

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09198

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09199: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.19

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09199

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09200: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.20

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09200

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09201: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.21

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09201

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09202: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.22

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09202

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09203: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.23
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09203

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09204: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.24
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09204

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09205: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.25

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09205

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09206: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.26

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09206

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09207: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.27

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09207
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09208: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.28
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09208

EEPA D09209: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.29
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09209

EEPA D09210: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.30

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09210

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09211: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.31

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09211

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09212: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.32

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09212
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09213: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.33
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09213

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09214: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.34
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09214

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09215: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.35

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09215

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09216: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.36

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09216

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09217: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.31.1

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09217
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.3

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09220

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09221: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.4

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09221

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09222: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.5

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09222
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09223: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.32.6
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09223

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09224: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.32.7
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09224

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09225: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.8

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09225

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09226: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.9

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09226

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09227: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.11

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09227
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09228: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.12
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09228

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09229: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.13
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09229

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09230: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.14
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09230
Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09231: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.15
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09231
Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09232: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.16
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09232
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.20

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09235

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09236: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.21

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09236

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09237: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.23

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09237
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09238: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.24
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09238

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09239: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.25
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09239

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09240: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.26

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09240

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09241: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.27

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09241

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09242: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.28

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09242
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09243: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.29
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09243

EEPA D09244: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.30
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09244

EEPA D09245: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.31

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09245

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09246: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.1

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09246

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place:   Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09247: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.2

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09247
Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09248: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.67.3

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09248

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09249: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.67.4

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09249

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
### EEPA D09250: Masquerades, 1982

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.67.5

E 2 YRB HJD 82

**EEPA 1992-028-09250**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Gelede -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masked dance -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EEPA D09251: Masquerades, 1982

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.67.6

E 2 YRB HJD 82

**EEPA 1992-028-09251**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Gelede -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masked dance -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EEPA D09252: Masquerades, 1982

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.67.7
EEPA 1992-028-09252

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09253: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.8

EEPA 1992-028-09254

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09254: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.9
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09255: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.10
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09255

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09256: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.11
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09256

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09257: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.12

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09257

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09258: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.13

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09258

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09259: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.14

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09259
Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09260: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.15
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09260

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09261: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.16
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09261

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09262: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.17

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09262

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09263: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.18

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09263

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09264: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.19

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09264
Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09265: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.31

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09265

EEPA D09266: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.20

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09266

EEPA D09267: Masquerades, 1982
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1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.23

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09267

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09268: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.24

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09268

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09269: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.25

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09269
Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09270: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.26

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09270

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09271: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.27

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09271

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09272: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.28

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09272

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09273: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.29

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09273

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09274: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.30

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09274
Nigeria

**Topic:** Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

**Place:**
Africa
Nigeria

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09275: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.34
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09275

**Topic:** Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

**Place:**
Africa
Nigeria

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09276: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.33
G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09276

**Topic:** Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

**Place:**
Africa
Nigeria

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09277: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.35

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09277

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09278: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.32.19

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09278

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09279: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.32

G 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09279
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09280: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.67.36

EEPA 1992-028-09280

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09281: Masquerades, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.72.33

EEPA 1992-028-09281

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs  
      Masquerades

Place: Africa  
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09282: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.34

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09282

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09283: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.72.35

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09283

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09284: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.12

E 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09284
Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09285: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.13
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09285

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09286: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.14
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09286

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D09287: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.20
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09287

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09288: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.10
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09288

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09289: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.70.17

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09289

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
   Masquerades
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09290: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.70.18

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09290

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
   Masquerades
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09291: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.70.19

E 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09291

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Masked dance -- Photographs Masquerades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D09292: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.71.12
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09292

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Masked dance -- Photographs Masquerades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D09307: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.18
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09307

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs Works of art in situ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EEPA D09308: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.19

EEPA 1992-028-09308

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09309: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.20

EEPA 1992-028-09309

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09310: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.139.21

EEPA 1992-028-09310

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09311: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.1

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09311

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09312: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.2

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09312

Topic:   Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
         Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09313: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.94.3

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09313

Topic:   Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
         Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09314: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.94.4

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09314

Topic:   Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
         Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09315: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.94.5  
G 2 YRB MTD 82  
EEPA 1992-028-09315

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09316: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.94.6  
G 2 YRB MTD 82  
EEPA 1992-028-09316

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09317: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.7

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09317

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09318: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.8

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09318

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09319: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.9

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09319

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09320: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.94.10

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09320

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09321: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.94.11

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09321

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09322: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.12
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09322

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09323: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.13
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09323

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09324: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.14

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09324

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09325: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.15

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09325

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09326: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.16

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09326

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  

Place:  Africa  
       Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  Color slides  

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D09327: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
82.94.17  
G 2 YRB MTD 82  

EEPA 1992-028-09327

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  

Place:  Africa  
       Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  Color slides  

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D09328: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
82.94.18  
G 2 YRB MTD 82  

EEPA 1992-028-09328

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  

Place:  Africa  
       Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  Color slides  

EEPA 1992-028-09329

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  

Place:  Africa  
       Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09329: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.18
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09329

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09330: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.20
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09330

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09331: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.21

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09331

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09332: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.24

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09332

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09333: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.25

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09333

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09334: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.26
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09334

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09335: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.27
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09335

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09336: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.28
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09336

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09337: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.29
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09337

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09338: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.30

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09338

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09339: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.31

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09339

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09340: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.32

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09340

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09341: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.33

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09341

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09342: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.34

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09342

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09343: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.35
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09343

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09344: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.94.36
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09344

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09345: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.1

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09345

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09346: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.2

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09346

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09347: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.3

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09347

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09348: (No Title Given), 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.4

0 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09348

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09349: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.5

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09349

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09350: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.6
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09350

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09351: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.7
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09351

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09352: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.13
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09352

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09353: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.14
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09353

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09354: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.15
G 2 YRB MTD 82
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09357: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.19
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09357

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09358: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.20
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09358

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09359: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.21

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09359

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09360: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.22

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09360

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09361: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.23

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09361

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09362: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.24

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09362

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09363: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.25

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09363

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09364: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.27
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09364

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09365: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.28
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09365

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09366: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.29

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09366

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09367: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.30

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09367

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09368: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.31

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09368

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D09369: Masquerades, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
82.95.32  

E 2 YRB MTD 82  

EEPA 1992-028-09369

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D09370: Masquerades, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
82.95.33  

E 2 YRB MTD 82  

EEPA 1992-028-09370

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09371: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.34
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09371

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09372: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.35
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09372

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09373: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.95.36

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09373

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09374: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.1

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09374

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09375: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.2

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09375

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09376: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.96.3

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09376

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09377: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.96.4

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09377

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09378: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.5
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09378

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09379: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.6
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09379

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09380: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.7

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09380

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09381: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.8

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09381

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09382: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.9

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09382

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09383: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.96.10

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09383

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09384: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.96.11

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09384

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09385: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.12
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09385

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09386: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.13
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09386

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09387: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.14

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09387

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09388: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.15

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09388

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09389: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.16

G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09389

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09390: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.17
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09390

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09391: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.18
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09391

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09392: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.19
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09392

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09393: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.20
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09393

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09394: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.21

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09394

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09395: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.22

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09395

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09396: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.23

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09396

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09397: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.24

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09397

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09398: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.25

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09398

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09399: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.26
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09399

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09400: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.27
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09400

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09401: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.28

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09401

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09402: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.29

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09402

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09403: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.30

E 2 YRB MTD 82
Nigeria

EEPA 1992-028-09403

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09404: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.31

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09404

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09405: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.32

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09405

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09406: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.33
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09406

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09407: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.34
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09407

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09408: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.35

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09408

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09409: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.96.36

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09409

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09410: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.25

I 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09410

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09411: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.9

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09411

Topic:    Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
         Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09412: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.10

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09412

Topic:    Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
         Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09413: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.11

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09413

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09414: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.12

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09414

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09415: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
EEPA 1992-028-09417

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09418: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.16

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09418

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09419: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.17

G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09419

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09420: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.18
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09420

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09421: Rites and Ceremonies, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.19
G 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09421

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09422: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.20

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09422

Topic:
Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09423: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.21

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09423

Topic:
Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09424: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.22
EEPA 1992-028-09424

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09425: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.23

EEPA 1992-028-09425

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09426: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.24
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09427: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.25
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09427

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09428: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.26
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09428

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09429: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.27

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09429

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09430: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.28

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09430

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09431: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.29

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09431

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09432: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.30

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09432

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09433: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.31

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09433

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09434: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.32

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09434

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09435: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.33

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09435

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09436: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.34

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09436

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09437: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.35

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09437

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09438: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.36

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09438

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09439: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.1

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09439

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09440: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.2

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09440

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09441: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.3

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09441

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09442: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.4

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09442

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09443: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.5

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09443

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09444: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.6

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09444

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09446: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.8

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09446

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09447: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.9

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09447

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09448: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.10

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09448

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09449: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.11

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09449

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09450: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.12

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09450

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09451: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.13

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09451

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09452: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.14

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09452

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09453: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.15

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09453

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09454: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.89.16

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09454

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09455: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.89.17

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09455

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09456: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.18
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09456

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09457: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.19
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09457

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09458: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.20

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09458

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09459: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.21

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09459

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09460: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.22

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09460

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09461: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.23
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09461

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09462: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.24
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09462

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09463: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.25
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09463

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09464: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.26
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09464

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09465: Masquerades, 1982
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Image Details</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>82.89.27</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>1 Slide (col.)</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82.89.28</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>EEPA D09466: Masquerades, 1982</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82.89.29</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>EEPA D09467: Masquerades, 1982</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EEPA 1992-028-09467

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09468: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.89.30

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09468

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09469: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.89.31

E 2 YRB MTD 82
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09470: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.32
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09470

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masquerades

Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09471: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.33
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09471

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masquerades

Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09472: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.34

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09472

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09473: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.35

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09473

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09474: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.89.36

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09474

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09475: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.1

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09475

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09476: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.2

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09476

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09477: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.3
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09477

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09478: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.4
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09478

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09479: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.5

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09479

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09480: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.6

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09480

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09481: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.7

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09481

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09482: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.8

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09482

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09483: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.9

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09483

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09484: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.92.10
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09484

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09485: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.92.11
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09485

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09486: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.12

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09486

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09487: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.13

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09487

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09488: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.14

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09488

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09489: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.15
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09489

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09490: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.16
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09490

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09491: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.17
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09491

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09492: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.18
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09492

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09493: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.19

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09493

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09494: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.20

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09494

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09495: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.21

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09495

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09496: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.22

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09496

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09497: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.23

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09497

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09498: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.24

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09498

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09499: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.25

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09499

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09500: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.26

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09500

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09501: Masquerades, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.27

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09501

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09502: Masquerades, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.28

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09502

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09503: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.92.29

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09503

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09504: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   82.92.30

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09504

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09505: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.31

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09505

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09506: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.32

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09506

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09507: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.33

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09507

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09508: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.34

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09508

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09509: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.35

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09509
Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09510: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.92.36
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09510
Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09511: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.92.37
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09511
Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09512: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.38
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09512

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09513: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.1A
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09513

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09514: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.2A

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09514

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09515: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.3A

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09515

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09516: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.4A

E 2 YRB MTD 82
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EEPA 1992-028-09516

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09517: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.5A

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09517

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09518: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.6A

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09518

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09519: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.7A
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09519

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09520: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.8A
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09520

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09521: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.9A

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09521

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09522: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.10A

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09522

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09523: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.11A

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09523

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09524: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.12A

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09524

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09525: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.13A

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09525

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09526: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.14A
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09526

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09527: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.15A
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09527

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09528: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.16A

EEPA 1992-028-09528

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09529: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.17A

EEPA 1992-028-09529

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09530: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.18A

EEPA 1992-028-09528
EEPA 1992-028-09530

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09531: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.19A
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09531

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09532: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.20A
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09532

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09533: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.21
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09533

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09534: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.22
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09534

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09535: Masquerades, 1982
EEPA D09536: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.24

EEPA D09537: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.25

EEPA 1992-028-09535

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA 1992-028-09537

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09538: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.26

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09538

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09539: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.27

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09539

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09540: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.28
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09540

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09541: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.29
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09541

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09542: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.30

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09542

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09543: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.31

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09543

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09544: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.32

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09544

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09545: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.33

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09545

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09546: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.34

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09546

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Nigeria

EEPA D09547: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.35
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09547

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09548: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.92.36
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09548

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09549: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.6

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09549

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09550: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.7

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09550

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09551: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.8

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09551

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09552: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.9

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09552

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09553: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.10

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09553

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09554: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.11
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09554

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09555: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.13
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09555

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09556: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.14

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09556

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09557: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.15

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09557

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09558: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.16

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09558

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09559: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.17
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09559

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09560: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.18
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09560

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09561: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.19
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09561

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09562: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.20
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09562

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09563: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.1

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09563

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09564: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.2

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09564

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09565: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.3

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09565
Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09566: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.4
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09566
Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09567: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.5
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09567
Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09568: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.120.7

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09568

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09569: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  82.120.8

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09569

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09570: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.9

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09570

Topic: 
Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: 
Color slides

Culture: 
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09571: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.21

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09571

Topic: 
Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: 
Color slides

Culture: 
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09572: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.22

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09572

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09573: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.23

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09573

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09574: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.24

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09574

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09575: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.25
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09575

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09576: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.26
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09576

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09577: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.27

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09577

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09578: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.28

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09578

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
        Masked dance -- Photographs
        Masquerades
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09579: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.29

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09579

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09580: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.30

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09580

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09581: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.31

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09581

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09582: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.32
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09582

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09583: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.33
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09583

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09584: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.34

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09584

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09585: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.35

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09585

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09586: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.36

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09586

Topic:    Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
         Masked dance -- Photographs
         Masquerades

Place:    Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09587: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.1

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09587

Topic:    Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
         Masked dance -- Photographs
         Masquerades

Place:    Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09588: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.2

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09588

Topic:    Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
         Masked dance -- Photographs
         Masquerades

Place:    Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09589: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.3
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09589

Topic:
Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09594: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.7
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09594

Topic:
Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09595: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.8

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09595

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09596: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.9

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09596

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09597: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.10

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09597

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09598: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.104.11

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09598

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09599: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.104.12

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09599

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09600: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.13

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09600

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09601: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.14

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09601

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09602: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.15

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09602

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masked dance -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Color slides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D09603: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.16

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09603

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masked dance -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Color slides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D09604: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.17

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09604

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09605: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.104.18

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09605

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09606: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.104.19

E 2 YRB MTD 82
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09607: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.20
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09607

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09608: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.21
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09608

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09609: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.22

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09609

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09610: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.23

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09610

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09611: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.24

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09611

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09612: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.25

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09612

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09613: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.26

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09613

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09614: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.27
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09614

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09615: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.28
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09615

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09616: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.32

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09616

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09617: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.31

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09617

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09618: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.33
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09618

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09619: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.107.28

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09619

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09620: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.107.24

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09620

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09621: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.107.25
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09621
Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09622: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.107.26
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09622
Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09623: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.27

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09623

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09624: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.29

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09624

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09625: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.30

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09625

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09626: (No Title Given), 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.31

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09626

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09627: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.29

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09627

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09628: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.30
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09628

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09629: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.31
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09629

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09630: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.32

EEPA 1992-028-09630

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09631: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.33

EEPA 1992-028-09631

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09632: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.104.34

EEPA 1992-028
EEPA 1992-028-09632

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09633: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.104.35

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09633

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09634: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.104.36

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09634

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09635: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.1
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09635

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09636: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.2
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09636

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09637: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.3

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09637

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09638: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.4

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09638

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09639: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.5

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09639
Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09640: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.107.6
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09640
Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09641: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.107.7
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09641
Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09642: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.8
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09642

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masked dance -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Color slides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D09643: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.9
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09643

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masked dance -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genre/Form:</th>
<th>Color slides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D09644: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.10

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09644

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09645: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.11

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09645

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09646: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.12

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09646

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09647: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.13
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09647

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09648: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.14
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09648

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09649: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.15
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09649

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09650: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.16
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09650

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09651: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.17

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09651

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09652: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.18

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09652

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09653: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.19

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09653

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09654: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.20

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09654

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09655: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.21

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09655

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09656: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.22
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09656

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09657: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.107.23
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09657

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09658: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.21

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09658

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09659: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.23

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09659

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09660: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.24

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09660

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09661: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.25
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09661

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09662: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.26
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09662

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09663: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.27
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09663

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09664: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.28
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09664

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09665: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.29

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09665

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09666: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.30

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09666

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09667: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.31

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09667
Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09668: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.32
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09668

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09669: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.33
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09669

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D09670: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.34

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09670

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09671: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.35

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09671

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09672: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.36
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09672

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09673: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.37

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09673

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09674: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.114.38

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09674

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09675: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
82.172.24  
I 2 YRB HMD 82  
EEPA 1992-028-09675

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09676: Works of art in situ, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
82.150.38  
I 2 YRB HMD 82  
EEPA 1992-028-09676

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09677: Masquerades, 1982
Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs
EEPA.1992-028

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.10

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09677

Topic:  
Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09678: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.11

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09678

Topic:  
Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09679: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.12

E 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09679

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09680: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.13
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09680

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09681: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.14
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09681

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09682: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.15
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09682

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09683: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.1
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09683

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09684: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.120.6

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09684

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09686: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.25

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09686

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09687: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.210.26

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09687

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09690: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.4
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09690

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09691: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.3
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09691

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09692: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.2
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09692

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09696: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.8
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09696

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09697: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.9

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09697

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09698: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.10

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09698

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09699: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.11

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09699

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09700: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.12

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09700

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09701: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.13

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09701

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09702: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.14
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09702

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09703: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.15
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09703

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09704: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.16

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09704

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09705: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.17

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09705

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09706: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.18

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09706

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09707: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.19
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09707

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09708: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.20
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09708

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09709: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.21
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09709

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09710: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.22
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09710

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09711: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.23

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09711

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09712: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.24

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09712

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09713: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.25

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09713

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09714: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.26

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09714

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09715: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.27

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09715

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09716: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.28

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09716

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09717: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.29

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09717

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09718: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.30

EEPA 1992-028-09718

Topic:
- Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
- Masked dance -- Photographs
- Masquerades

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09719: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.31

EEPA 1992-028-09719

Topic:
- Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
- Masked dance -- Photographs
- Masquerades

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09720: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.32

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09720

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09721: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
       82.115.33
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09721

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09722: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
       82.115.34
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09722

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09723: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.33
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09723

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09724: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.36
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09724

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09727: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.5

I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09727

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09728: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.26

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09728

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09729: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.22

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09729

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09730: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.23
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09730

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09731: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.35
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09731

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09732: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.36
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09732

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09733: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.24
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09733

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09734: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.28

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09734

Topic:
Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09735: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.21

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09735

Topic:
Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09736: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.25
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09736

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09737: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.27

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09737

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09738: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.26

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09738

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09739: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.31
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09739

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09740: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.33
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09740

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D09741: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.85.34
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09741

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09742: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.85.29
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09742

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09743: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.32

EEPA 1992-028-09743

Topic:
Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09744: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.30

EEPA 1992-028-09744

Topic:
Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09745: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.67.21
EEPA 1992-028-09745

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
Epa -- Photographs  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09746: Masquerades, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.67.22

EEPA 1992-028-09746

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
Epa -- Photographs  
Masked dance -- Photographs  
Masquerades

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09747: Masquerades, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.73.9

EEPA 1992-028-09747

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs  
Epa -- Photographs  
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09748: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.10
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09748

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09749: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.11
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09749

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D09750: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.73.7
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09750

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09751: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.73.6
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09751

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09752: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.4

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09752

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09753: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.8

E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09753

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09754: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.12
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09754

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09755: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.13

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09755

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09756: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.14

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09756

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09757: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.73.5
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09757

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09758: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.1
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09758

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09759: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.2
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09759

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09760: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.3
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09760

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09761: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.4
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09761

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09762: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.5
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09762

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09763: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.6

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09763

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09764: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.7

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09764

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09765: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.8

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09765

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09766: Masquerades, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.9

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09766

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09767: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.11

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09767

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09768: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.15

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09768

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09769: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.16
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09769

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09770: Masquerades, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.22
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09770

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09771: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.23

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09771

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09772: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.24

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09772

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09773: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.25
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09773

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Epa -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09774: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.26
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09774

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Epa -- Photographs
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09775: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.27
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09775

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09776: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.70.28
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09776

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09814: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.6

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09814

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09815: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.115.7

I 2 YRB HJD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09815

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09816: Works of art in situ, 1982

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.172.23

I 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09816

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09817: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.172.22

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09817

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09818: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.172.20

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09818

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09820: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.172.19
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09820

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09821: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.172.26
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09821

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09822: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.172.21

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09822

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09823: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.172.25

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09823

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09824: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.33

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09824

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09825: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.34

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09825

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09826: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.35
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09826

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09827: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.36

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09827

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09828: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.37

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09828

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09829: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.2
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09829

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09830: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.3
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09830

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09831: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.4
EEPA 1992-028-09831

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09832: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.5

EEPA 1992-028-09832

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09833: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.6
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09834: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.7

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09834

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09835: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.8

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09835

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09836: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.9
EEPA 1992-028-09836

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09837: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.22.10

EEPA 1992-028-09837

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09838: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.22.11

EEPA 1992-028-09838

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09839: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.12
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09839

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09840: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.13
E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09840

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09841: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.14
EEPA 1992-028-09841

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09842: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.15

EEPA 1992-028-09842

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09843: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.16

EEPA 1992-028-09843

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09844: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.16

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09844

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09845: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.18

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09845

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09846: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.19
EEPA 1992-028-09846

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09847: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.22.1

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09847

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09848: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     82.22.21

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09848

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09849: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.22
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09849

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09850: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.23
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09850

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09851: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.24
EEPA 1992-028-09851

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09852: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.25

EEPA 1992-028-09852

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09853: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.26

EEPA 1992-028-09853

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09854: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.27
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09854

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09855: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.28
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09855

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09856: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.29
EEPA 1992-028-09856

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09857: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.30

EEPA 1992-028-09857

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09858: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.31

EEPA 1992-028-09858

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09859: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.22.20
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09859

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09860: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.73.16
E 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-09860

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09861: Natural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.23.1
U 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09861

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
      Natural landscapes
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09862: Natural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.2

U 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09862

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
      Natural landscapes
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09863: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.6

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09863

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09864: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.5
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09864

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09865: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.23.4
E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09865

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09866: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.4
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09866

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09867: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.5

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09867

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09868: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.25

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09868

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09869: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.26
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09869

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09870: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.27
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09870

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09871: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.28

EEPA 1992-028-09871

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09872: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.29

EEPA 1992-028-09872

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09873: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.16.30
E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09873

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09874: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.16.31

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09874

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09875: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

82.16.32

E 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09875

Topic: Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09876: Natural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.32
U 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09876

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09877: Natural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.33
U 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09877

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09878: Vernacular architecture, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.22.34
T 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09878

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs  
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09879: Natural landscapes, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.22.35

U 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09879

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs  
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09880: Natural landscapes, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.146.28

U 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09880

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs  
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09881: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.27
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09881

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09883: Natural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.23
U 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09883

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
       Natural landscapes
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09884: Natural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.26
EEPA 1992-028-09884

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09885: Natural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.146.25

EEPA 1992-028-09885

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09889: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.1

EEPA 1992-028-09889

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09890: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.85.2

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09890

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09891: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.1

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09891

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09892: (No Title Given), 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.2
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09892

Topic:      Art in situ -- Photographs
Place:      Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09893: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.3

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09893

Topic:      Art in situ -- Photographs
            Works of art in situ
Place:      Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09894: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.79.4

I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09894

Topic:      Art in situ -- Photographs
            Works of art in situ
Place:      Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D09895: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.79.5
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09895

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09896: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.79.6
I 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09896

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09932: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.35.13
A 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09932
EEPA D09955: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.22

EEPA 1992-028-09955

EEPA D09956: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.31

EEPA 1992-028-09956

EEPA D09957: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.8

EEPA 1992-028-09957

Topic: Egungun (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09958: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.9

EEPA 1992-028-09958

Topic: Egungun (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09960: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.10

EEPA 1992-028-09960

Topic: Egungun (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09961: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.11

EEPA 1992-028-09961

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09962: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.35.12

EEPA 1992-028-09962

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09975: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.2

A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09975

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09976: Portrait photography, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.1

A 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-09976

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10000: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota,
Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.33.19
EEPA 1992-028-10000

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10001: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.33.20

EEPA 1992-028-10001

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10002: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.33.21

EEPA 1992-028-10002

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D10004: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.33.12

EEPA 1992-028-10004

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10005: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.33.18

EEPA 1992-028-10005

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10006: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.33.7

EEPA 1992-028-10006
EEPA D10007: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.33.10

EEPA 1992-028-10008

EEPA D10008: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.33.23
EEPA D10009: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.33.24

EEPA 1992-028-10009

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10010: [Egungun masquerade], Awori area, town of Ilogbo-Ota, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.33.25

EEPA 1992-028-10010

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10181: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Ijebu-Mushin, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.83.10

EEPA 1992-028-10181
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10182: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Ijebu-Mushin, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.83.11

EEPA 1992-028-10182

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10183: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Ijebu-Mushin, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.83.13

EEPA 1992-028-10183

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10184: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Ijebu-Mushin, Nigeria, 1982
EEPA 1992-028-10184

Topic:          Egúngún (Cult)
                Masquerades
Place:         Africa
                Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture:       Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10185: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Ijebu-Mushin, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.83.15

EEPA 1992-028-10185

Topic:          Egúngún (Cult)
                Masquerades
Place:         Africa
                Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture:       Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10186: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Ijebu-Mushin, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.83.16

EEPA 1992-028-10186

Topic:          Egúngún (Cult)
                Masquerades
Place:         Africa
**Nigeria**

**Genre/Form:** Color slides  
**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

**EEPA D10187:** [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Ijebu-Mushin, Nigeria, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.83.19

**EEPA 1992-028-10187**

**Topic:** Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades  
**Place:** Africa  
Nigeria  
**Genre/Form:** Color slides  
**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

**EEPA D10188:** [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Ijebu-Mushin, Nigeria, 1982  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
82.83.20

**EEPA 1992-028-10188**

**Topic:** Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades  
**Place:** Africa  
Nigeria  
**Genre/Form:** Color slides  
**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

**EEPA D10228:** Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.10.3

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-10228

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10229: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.30

I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-10229

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10230: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.13.29
EEPA 1992-028-10230

**Topic:** Egúngún (Cult)
- Works of art in situ

**Place:**
- Africa
- Nigeria

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10279: [Egungun masquerader], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
- 1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

**Local Numbers**
- 82.83.18

EEPA 1992-028-10279

**Topic:** Egúngún (Cult)
- Portraits

**Place:**
- Africa
- Nigeria

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10280: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
- 1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

**Local Numbers**
- 82.199.18

EEPA 1992-028-10280

**Topic:** Agemo Festival
- Egúngún (Cult)
- Masquerades

**Place:**
- Africa
- Nigeria

**Genre/Form:** Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10281: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.199.19

EEPA 1992-028-10281

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10282: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
82.199.20

EEPA 1992-028-10282

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10283: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.21

EEPA 1992-028-10283

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10284: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.22

EEPA 1992-028-10284

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10285: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.199.23

EEPA 1992-028-10285

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
EEPA D10315: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.4
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-10315

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10316: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.214.3
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-10316

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10317: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.39.25
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-10317

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10321: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.39.26
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-10321

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10324: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.7.11
I 0 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-10324

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10331: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.2.27
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-10331

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10612: Cultural landscapes, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.204.33

S 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-10612

Topic: Cultural landscapes
       Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10613: Masquerades, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.99.12

E 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-10613

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10614: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.236.3

I 2 YRB HMD 82
EEPA 1992-028-10614

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10615: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.32
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-10615

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10616: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.130.33
I 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-10616

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D6766A: Works of art in situ, 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.185.1
I 2 YRB HMD 82

EEPA 1992-028-06766A

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1983

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa 7/10/82. Agemo festival (Nopa last photographed) [Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.1
E 2 YRB 83

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa 7/10/82. Agemo festival (Nopa last photographed) [Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.2?

E 2 YRB 83

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa 7/10/82. Agemo festival (Nopa last photographed) [Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.3

E 2 YRB 83

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa 7/10/82. Agemo festival (Nopa last photographed) [Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.4

E 2 YRB 83
Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa 7/10/82. Agemo festival (Nopa last photographed) [Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.5

E 2 YRB 83

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa 7/10/82. Agemo festival (Nopa last photographed) [Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.6

E 2 YRB 83

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa 7/10/82. Agemo festival (Nopa last photographed) [Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.7

E 2 YRB 83

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa. Alagemo dancing. 7/10/82. Agemo festival (Nopa last photographed) [Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.8

E 2 YRB 83

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa. Alagemo dancing. 7/10/82. Agemo festival (Nopa last photographed) [Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.9

E 2 YRB 83
Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa. Alagemo dancing.
7/10/82. Agemo festival (Nopa last photographed) [Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.10
E 2 YRB 83

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa. Alagemo dancing.
7/10/82. Agemo festival (Nopa last photographed) [Book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.11
E 2 YRB 83

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Undetermined.

Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa. 7/10/82. [field notes do not correspond to frame number, see book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa. Alagemo from Ago Iwoye dancing. 7/10/82. [field notes do not correspond to frame number, see book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

1 Slide (col.)

Undetermined.

Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa. 7/10/82. [field notes do not correspond to frame number, see book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.?
Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa. 7/10/82. [field notes do not correspond to frame number, see book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

E 2 YRB 83

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa. 7/10/82. [field notes do not correspond to frame number, see book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

E 2 YRB 83

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa. 7/10/82. [field notes do not correspond to frame number, see book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

E 2 YRB 83

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu final day of Agema festival, performance at Isasa. 7/10/82. [field notes do not correspond to frame number, see book 1982.2 p126]. The date on the slide is JUN 83.

Local Numbers
82.210.?

E 2 YRB 83

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1984

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
C. Davis Coll., New Orleans, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
The date on the slide is JUN 84.

Local Numbers
Davis Coll.

I 2 YRB 84
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
C. Davis Coll., New Orleans, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
The date on the slide is JUN 84.

Local Numbers
Davis Coll.

I 2 YRB 84

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1985

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ketu, Meko, Gelede with crocodile. CMA Collection ex. Kat. White. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is DEC 85.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 85

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
YORUBA, NIGERIA 264 Veranda post(op0), Y65 Adechina School, 86V-w Owo-Eye, 194cm., K. White Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 85.
1986

D02724: [Egunung at Agemo festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.5.17

E 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02724
Title source: Archives staff.
Citation source: Henry Drewal.

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

D07293: Yoruba priest Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.29

G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07293
Title source: Archives staff.
Citation source: Henry Drewal..
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
#50 Oshun, H. 17 1/2", E. Robertson Gallery, NYC [no field notes to correspond to numbers]. The date on the slide is MAY 86.
Local Numbers
E. Robertson
I 2 YRB 86

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Babalawo Moses Oduleye, Oke Eri, via Ijebu Ode. Babalawo (cf. 82.179.8-22) [Book 1986.2 p181]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.
Local Numbers
86.180.3
A 2 YRB 86

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Babalawo Moses Oduleye, Oke Eri, via Ijebu Ode with opon Ifa. Babalawo (cf. 82.179.8-22) [Book 1986.2 p181]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.
Local Numbers
86.180.4
A 2 YRB 86

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Babalawo Moses Oduleye, Oke Eri, via Ijebu Ode with opon Ifa. Babalawo (cf. 82.179.8-22) [Book 1986.2 p181]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.

Local Numbers
86.180.5

A 2 YRB 86

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Opon Ifa, Oke Eri, via Ijebu Ode. Babalawo (cf. 82.179.8-22) [Book 1986.2 p181]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.

Local Numbers
86.180.6

A 2 YRB 86

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Babalawo Moses Oduleye, Oke Eri, via Ijebu Ode with opon Ifa. Babalawo (cf. 82.179.8-22) [Book 1986.2 p181]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.
Local Numbers
86.180.7

A 2 YRB 86

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Opon Ifa, Oke Eri, via Ijebu Ode. Babalawo (cf. 82.179.8-22) [Book 1986.2 p181]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.

Local Numbers
86.180.8

A 2 YRB 86

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Babalawo Moses Oduleye with opon Ifa and agere, Oke Eri, via Ijebu Ode. Babalawo (cf. 82.179.8-22) [Book 1986.2 p181]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.

Local Numbers
86.180.9

A 2 YRB 86

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Babalawo Moses Oduleye Oke Eri. Babalawo (cf. 82.179.8-22) [Book 1986.2 p181]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.

Local Numbers
86.180.10

A 2 YRB 86

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Babalawo Moses Oduleye wearing Ide Ifa. Babalawo (cf. 82.179.8-22) [Book 1986.2 p181]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.

Local Numbers
86.180.11

A 2 YRB 86

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ide Ifa, Oke Eri via Ijebu Ode. Babalawo (cf. 82.179.8-22) [Book 1986.2 p181]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.

Local Numbers
86.180.12

A 2 YRB 86

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Babalawo Moses Oduleye with beads and opon Ifa, Oke Eri. Babalawo (cf. 82.179.8-22) [Book 1986.2 p181]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.

Local Numbers
86.180.13
A 2 YRB 86

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Beaded Ifa Bracelet, Oke Eri via Ijebu Ode. Babalawo (cf. 82.179.8-22) [Book 1986.2 p181]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.

Local Numbers
86.180.14
I 2 YRB 86

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Babalawo Moses Oduleye with beads and tapper, Oke Eri via Ijebu Ode. Babalawo (cf. 82.179.8-22) [Book 1986.2 p181]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.

Local Numbers
86.180.16
A 2 YRB 86

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Iroke Ifa, Oke Eri via Ijebu Ode. Babalawo (cf. 82.179.8-22) [Book 1986.2 p181]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.

Local Numbers
86.180.17
I 2 YRB 86

Topic: Portraits
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Opa Osun, Imosan. Egungun and Oposheshe with osun [Book 1986.2 p195]. The date on the slide is AUG 86.

Local Numbers
86.10.25
I 2 YRB 86

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Opa Osun, Imosan. Egungun and Oposheshe with osun [Book 1986.2 p195]. The date on the slide is AUG 86.

Local Numbers
86.10.26
I 2 YRB 86

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
The date on the slide is AUG 86.

Local Numbers
86.10.27

I 2 YRB 86

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo festival, Itoro- Ijebu-Ode Agemo at Itoro and Isaa 10/7/86 [Book 1986.2 p194]. The date on the slide is AUG 86.

Local Numbers
86.17.18

EEPA A1992-028-02813

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Olubamisan of Ago Iwoye with Agemo stool. Portrait of Olubamisan with stool, Ago Iwoye. [Book 1986.2 p190]. The date on the slide is AUG 86.
Local Numbers

86.56.9

I 2 YRB 86

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Entrance to inner chamber of Agemo shrine at Oke Onigbo- Ijebu? Agemo festival of Lasen Ajega i'oru of Oru 10/8/86. [Book 1982.2 p187]. The date on the slide is OCT 86.

Local Numbers

86.87.38

I 2 YRB 86

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo tee shirt. [field notes do not match image on slide]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.

Local Numbers

86.192.29

I 2 YRB 86

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agemo tee shirt. [field notes do not match image on slide]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.

Local Numbers
86.192.30

I 2 YRB 86

Topic: Agemo Festival
       Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu, Imodi- Itefa for Ositola children- fires light the ebe along path to igbodu. Itefa ceremony; Probably itefa ceremony or related rites performed at Imodi 13-14/7/86 for Alaba and Kehinde. [Book 1986.2 193]. The date on the slide is DEC 86.

Local Numbers
86.27.?

G 2 YRB 86

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu area. Imori ceremony via Ijebu-Ode, Imodi. [field notes do not match image on slide]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.

Local Numbers
86.214.1

G 2 YRB 86
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu area. Imori ceremony via Ijebu-Ode, Imodi. [field notes do not match image on slide]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.
Local Numbers
86.214.2
G 2 YRB 86

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu area. Imori ceremony via Ijebu-Ode, Imodi. [field notes do not match image on slide]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.
Local Numbers
86.214.3
G 2 YRB 86

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu area. Imori ceremony via Ijebu-Ode, Imodi. [field notes do not match image on slide]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.
Local Numbers
86.214.4
G 2 YRB 86

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu area. Imori ceremony via Ijebu-Ode, Imodi. [field notes do not match image on slide]. The date on the slide is JAN 86.

Local Numbers
86.214.5

G 2 YRB 86

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Posa's porch, Imosan. [field note description does not match image on slide. See Book 1986.2 p195]. The date on the slide is AUG 86.

Local Numbers
86.10.1

T 2 YRB 86

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Decorative gate, outskirts of Ijebu Ode. [field note description does not match image on slide, see Book 1986.2 p190]. The date on the slide is AUG 86.
Local Numbers
86.56.28

T 2 YRB 86

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Architecture, Imewuro. [field note description does not match image on slide.].
The date on the slide is OCT 86.

Local Numbers
86.146.2

T 2 YRB 86

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gate, Afin of Ajalorun of Ijebu-Ife. [field note description does not match
image, see Book 1986.2 p170]. The date on the slide is DEC 86.

Local Numbers
86.288.11

T 2 YRB 86

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Shrine at Esure via Ijebu- Muslin. [field note description does not match image on slide, see Book 1986.2 p170]. The date on the slide is DEC 86.

Local Numbers
86.288.13

T 2 YRB 86

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Mosque at Esure. [field note description does not match image on slide, see Book 1986.2 p170]. The date on the slide is DEC 86.

Local Numbers
86.288.14

T 2 YRB 86

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Mosque at Esure. [field note description does not match image on slide, see Book 1986.2 p170]. The date on the slide is DEC 86.

Local Numbers
86.288.15

T 2 YRB 86

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Portrait of Posa, Imosan. [corresponding field notes list slide as black and white, see Book 1986.2 p192]. The date on the slide is AUG 86.

Local Numbers
86.36.3
A 2 YRB 86

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Posa, Imosan. [corresponding field notes list slide as black and white, see Book 1986.2 p192]. The date on the slide is AUG 86.

Local Numbers
86.37.3
A 2 YRB 86

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Aerial view, Lagos (postcard) Copies of postcards - Lagos aerial view [Book 1986.2 p185]. The date on the slide is ODT 86.

Local Numbers
86.123.22
S 2 YRB 86

Topic: Cultural landscapes
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Olisa's gbedu drums, Ijebu Ode. [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1986.2 p172]. The date on the slide is DEC 86.

Local Numbers
86.255.1
I 2 YRB 86

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Olisa's gbedu drums, Ijebu Ode. [field notes description does not match image on slide, see Book 1986.2 p172]. The date on the slide is DEC 86.

Local Numbers
86.255.2
I 2 YRB 86

EEPA D01511: [Osun fan, museum], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB MTD 82

EEPA 1992-028-01511
Topic: Photographs
   Religious articles
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01514: [Olorisa of Omitutu, Ijebu Ode], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.80.10
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-01514

Topic: Photographs
   Rites and ceremonies
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01515: [Olorisa of Omitutu, Ijebu-Ode], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.80.11
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-01515

Topic: Photographs
   Rites and ceremonies
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01516: [Olorisa of Omitutu, Ijebu Ode], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-01516

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01517: [Olorisa of Omitutu, Ijebu Ode], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-01517

Topic: Photographs
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02387: [Portrait of a babalawo, Ifa priest, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.3.180

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02387
Topic: Paraphernalia
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02388: [Babalawo, Ifa priest, with opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.4.180

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02388

Topic: Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02389: [Babalawo, Ifa priest, with opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.5.180

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02389

Topic: Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02390: [Babalawo, Ifa priest, with opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.6.180
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02390

Topic: Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02391: [Babalawo, Ifa priest, with opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.7.180
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02391

Topic: Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02392: [Babalawo, Ifa priest, with opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.8

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02392

Topic: Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02393: [Babalawo, Ifa priest, with opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.9

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02393

Topic: Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02394: [Babalawo, Ifa priest, with opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.10
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02394

Topic: Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02395: [Babalawo, Ifa priest, with opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.11

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02395

Topic: Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02396: [Babalawo, Ifa priest, with opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.12

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02396

Topic: Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02397: [Babalawo, Ifa priest, with opon Ifa, divination tray, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.13
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02397

Topic: Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02398: [Babalawo, Ifa priest, with ide Ifa, Ifa bracelet, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.14
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02398

Topic: Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02399: [Babalawo, Ifa priest, with iroke Ifa, Ifa tapper, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.180.16
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02399

Topic: Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02400: [Babalawo, Ifa priest, with iroke Ifa, Ifa tapper, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.180.17
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02400

Topic: Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02400: [Babalawo, Ifa priest, with iroke Ifa, Ifa trapper, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.17
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02400

Topic:  Divination
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Priests

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02461: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.25
I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02461

Topic:  Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02462: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.26
I 2 YRB MTD 82
EEPA 1992-028-02462

Topic: Photographs
      Spirit shrines
      Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02463: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.27

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02463

Topic: Photographs
      Spirit shrines
      Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02464: [Chief with Opa Osun, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.11

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02464

Topic: Leaders
       Paraphernalia
       Photographs
       Spirit shrines
       Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02465: [Chief with Opa Osun, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.12

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02465

Topic: Leaders
Paraphernalia
Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02466: [Opa Osun, Osun staff], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
151

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02466

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02467: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, museum], 1986
EEPA D02468: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, museum], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02468

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines
Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02469: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, museum], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02469

Topic: Photographs
   Spirit shrines
   Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02470: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, museum], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02470

Topic: Photographs
   Spirit shrines
   Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02471: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, museum], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02471

Topic: Photographs
   Spirit shrines
   Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02472: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, museum], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02472

Topic: Photographs
       Spirit shrines
       Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02473: [Opa Osun, Osun staff, museum], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
--
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02473

Topic: Photographs
       Spirit shrines
       Staffs (Sticks, canes, etc.)

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02492: [Orisa shrine, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.28

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02492

Topic: Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02493: [Chief with brass crown, Ògbîle], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.14

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02493

Topic: Crowns (headresses)
Leaders
Photographs
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02675: [Egungun masquerade, Ijebu area, town of Òmosàn, Nigeria], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.3.1

EEPA 1992-028-02675
Topic: Agemo Festival
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02676: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.3.2

EEPA 1992-028-02676

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02677: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.3.3

EEPA 1992-028-02677

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02678: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.4

EEPA 1992-028-02678

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02679: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.5

EEPA 1992-028-02679

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02680: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.6

EEPA 1992-028-02680
EEPA D02681: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.7

EEPA 1992-028-02681

EEPA D02682: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.8

EEPA 1992-028-02682
EEPA D02683: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.9

EEPA 1992-028-02683

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02684: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.10

EEPA 1992-028-02684

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02685: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.11

EEPA 1992-028-02685
Topic: Agemo Festival  
Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D02686: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
86.3.12  

EEPA 1992-028-02686  

Topic: Agemo Festival  
Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D02687: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
86.3.13  

EEPA 1992-028-02687  

Topic: Agemo Festival  
Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02688: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.14

EEPA 1992-028-02688

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02689: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.15

EEPA 1992-028-02689

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02690: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.16

EEPA 1992-028-02690
Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02691: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.3.17

EEPA 1992-028-02691

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02692: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.3.18

EEPA 1992-028-02692

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02693: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.3.19

EEPA 1992-028-02693

Topic: Agemo Festival
    Egúngún (Cult)
    Masquerades

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02694: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.3.20

EEPA 1992-028-02694

Topic: Agemo Festival
    Egúngún (Cult)
    Masquerades

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02695: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.3.21

EEPA 1992-028-02695
Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02696: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.3.22

EEPA 1992-028-02696

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02697: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.3.23

EEPA 1992-028-02697

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02698: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.24

EEPA 1992-028-02698

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02699: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.25

EEPA 1992-028-02699

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02700: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.26

EEPA 1992-028-02700
Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02701: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.3.27

EEPA 1992-028-02701

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02702: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.3.28

EEPA 1992-028-02702

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02703: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.29

EEPA 1992-028-02703

Topic: Agemo Festival
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02704: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.30

EEPA 1992-028-02704

Topic: Agemo Festival
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02705: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.3.31

EEPA 1992-028-02705
Topic: Agemo Festival
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02706: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
  1 Slide (col.)
  Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
  Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.3.32

EEPA 1992-028-02706

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Egúngün (Cult)
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02707: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
  1 Slide (col.)
  Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
  Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.3.33

EEPA 1992-028-02707

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02708: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.1

EEPA 1992-028-02708

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02709: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.2

EEPA 1992-028-02709

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02710: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.3

EEPA 1992-028-02710
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Agemo Festival</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Egúngún (Cult)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D02711: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.5.4

EEPA 1992-028-02711

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Agemo Festival</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Egúngún (Cult)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D02712: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.5.5

EEPA 1992-028-02712

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Agemo Festival</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Egúngún (Cult)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EEPA D02713: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.6

EEPA 1992-028-02713
Topic: Agemo Festival
         Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02714: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.7

EEPA 1992-028-02714
Topic: Agemo Festival
         Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02715: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.8

EEPA 1992-028-02715
EEPA D02716: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.9

EEPA 1992-028-02716

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02717: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.10

EEPA 1992-028-02717

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02718: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.11

EEPA 1992-028-02718

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Agemo Festival</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Egúngún (Cult)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D02719: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.12

EEPA 1992-028-02719

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Agemo Festival</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Egúngún (Cult)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D02720: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.13

EEPA 1992-028-02720
Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02721: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.5.14

EEPA 1992-028-02721

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02722: [Egunung masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.5.15

EEPA 1992-028-02722

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02723: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.16

EEPA 1992-028-02723

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02725: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.18

EEPA 1992-028-02725

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02726: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.19

EEPA 1992-028-02726
Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02727: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.5.20

EEPA 1992-028-02727

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02728: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.5.21

EEPA 1992-028-02728

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02729: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.22

EEPA 1992-028-02729

| Topic:         | Agemo Festival |
|               | Egúngún (Cult) |
|               | Masquerades    |
| Place:        | Africa         |
|              | Nigeria        |
| Genre/Form:   | Color slides   |
| Culture:      | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D02730: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.23

EEPA 1992-028-02730

| Topic:         | Agemo Festival |
|               | Egúngún (Cult) |
|               | Masquerades    |
| Place:        | Africa         |
|              | Nigeria        |
| Genre/Form:   | Color slides   |
| Culture:      | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D02731: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.24

EEPA 1992-028-02731
EEPA D02732: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.25

EEPA 1992-028-02732

EEPA D02733: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.26

EEPA 1992-028-02733
EEPA D02734: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.5.27

EEPA 1992-028-02734

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02735: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.5.28

EEPA 1992-028-02735

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02736: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.5.29

EEPA 1992-028-02736
EEPA D02737: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.5.30

EEPA 1992-028-02737

EEPA D02738: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.5.31

EEPA 1992-028-02738
EEPA D02739: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.32

EEPA 1992-028-02739
Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02740: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.33

EEPA 1992-028-02740
Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02741: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.34

EEPA 1992-028-02741
EEPA D02742: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.35

EEPA 1992-028-02742

EEPA D02743: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.36

EEPA 1992-028-02743
EEPA D02744: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.5.37

EEPA 1992-028-02744

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02745: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-02745

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02746: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.10.2

EEPA 1992-028-02746

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02747: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.3

EEPA 1992-028-02747

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02748: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.4

EEPA 1992-028-02748

Topic: Agemo Festival
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02749: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.5

EEPA 1992-028-02749

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02750: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.6

EEPA 1992-028-02750

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02751: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.7

EEPA 1992-028-02751

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02752: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.8

EEPA 1992-028-02752

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02753: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.10

EEPA 1992-028-02753

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02754: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.11

EEPA 1992-028-02754

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02755: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of I/osan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.12

EEPA 1992-028-02755

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02756: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of I/osan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.13

EEPA 1992-028-02756

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02757: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.14

EEPA 1992-028-02757

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02758: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.15

EEPA 1992-028-02758

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02759: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.16

EEPA 1992-028-02759

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02760: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.17

EEPA 1992-028-02760

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02761: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.18

EEPA 1992-028-02761

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02762: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.19

EEPA 1992-028-02762

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02763: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.20

EEPA 1992-028-02763

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02764: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.21

EEPA 1992-028-02764
Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02765: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.22

EEPA 1992-028-02765

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02766: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.23

EEPA 1992-028-02766

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:      Color slides
Culture:        Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02767: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.10.24

EEPA 1992-028-02767

Topic:          Agemo Festival
               Egúngún (Cult)
               Masquerades
Place:          Africa
                Nigeria
Genre/Form:     Color slides
Culture:        Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02768: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.14.14

EEPA 1992-028-02768

Topic:          Agemo Festival
               Masquerades
Place:          Africa
                Nigeria
Genre/Form:     Color slides
Culture:        Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02769: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.15

EEPA 1992-028-02769
Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02770: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.16

EEPA 1992-028-02770
Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02771: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.17

EEPA 1992-028-02771
Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02772: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.14.24

EEPA 1992-028-02772
Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02773: [Agemo ceremony during festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.10.28
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02773
Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02774: [Agemo ceremony during festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.29
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02774

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02775: [Agemo ceremony during festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.30
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02775

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02776: [Agemo ceremony during festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.31
G 2 YRB HJD 86
### EEPA 1992-028-02776

**Topic:** Festivals  
Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies  

**Place:** Africa  
Nigeria  

**Genre/Form:** Color slides  

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

**EEPA D02777:** [Agemo ceremony during festival, Imosan], 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
86.10.32  

G 2 YRB HJD 86

### EEPA 1992-028-02777

**Topic:** Festivals  
Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies  

**Place:** Africa  
Nigeria  

**Genre/Form:** Color slides  

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

**EEPA D02778:** [Agemo ceremony during festival, Imosan], 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
86.10.33  

G 2 YRB HJD 86

### EEPA 1992-028-02778

**Topic:** Festivals  
Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies  

**Place:** Africa  
Nigeria  

**Genre/Form:** Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02779: [Agemo ceremony during festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.34
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02779

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02780: [Agemo ceremony during festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.35
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02780

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Rites and ceremonies
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02781: [Agemo ceremony during festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.36

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02781

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02782: [Agemo ceremony during festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.37

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02782

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Rites and ceremonies

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02783: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.10.38

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02783

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02784: [Agemo festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.34

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02784

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02785: [Agemo priest at Agemo festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02785

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02786: [Agemo priest at Agemo festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.21
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02786

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02787: [Agemo priest at Agemo festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.22
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02787

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Priests
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02788: [Agemo festival, Imosan], 1986
EEPA 1992-028-02788

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02789: [Agemo festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.27

EEPA 1992-028-02789

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02790: [Agemo masquerade at festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.28

EEPA 1992-028-02790
Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02791: [Agemo masquerade at festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.29

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02791

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02792: [Agemo masquerade at festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.30

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02792

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02793: [Agemo masquerade at festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.14.31
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02793

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02794: [Agemo masquerade at festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.14.32
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02794

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02795: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.14.35
EEPA D02796: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.36

EEPA D02797: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.37

EEPA 1992-028-02797
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02798: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.17.1
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02798

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02799: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.17.2
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02799

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02800: [Agemo festival, Imosan], 1986
EEPA D02801: [Agemo festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.17.4
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02802

EEPA D02802: [Agemo festival, Imosan], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.17.5
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02802

Topic: Festivals  
Masquerades  
Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02803: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.17.8

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02803

Topic: Festivals  
Masquerades  
Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02804: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.17.9

E 2 YRB MTD 86
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02805: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.17.10
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02805

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02806: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.17.11
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02806

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02807: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.12

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02807

Topic:  Festivals
         Masquerades
         Photographs
Place:  Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02808: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.13

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02808

Topic:  Festivals
         Masquerades
         Photographs
Place:  Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02809: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.14

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02809

Topic:  Festivals
       Masquerades
       Photographs

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02810: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.15

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02810

Topic:  Festivals
       Masquerades
       Photographs

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02811: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.16

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02811

Topic:  Festivals
       Masquerades
       Photographs

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02812: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.17
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02812

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02813: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.18
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02813

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02814: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
EEPA D02815: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.17.20
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02815

EEPA D02816: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.17.21
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02816

Topic: Festivals  
Masquerades  
Photographs  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D02817: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
86.17.22  
E 2 YRB MTD 86  

EEPA 1992-028-02817

Topic: Festivals  
Masquerades  
Photographs  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D02818: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
86.17.23  
E 2 YRB MTD 86  

EEPA 1992-028-02818

Topic: Festivals  
Masquerades  
Photographs  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02819: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.24

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02819

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02820: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.25

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02820

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.26

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02821

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02822: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.27

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02822

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02823: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.28

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02823

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02824: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.29

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02824

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02825: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.30

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02825

Topic: Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02826: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.31

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02826

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02827: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.32

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02827

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02828: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.33

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02828

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02829: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986 1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.34

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02829

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02830: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986 1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.35

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02830

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02831: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.36

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02831
Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02832: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.37

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02832
Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02833: [Agemo festivals, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.1

E 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02833
EEPA D02834: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.2
E 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02834

EEPA D02835: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.3
E 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02835
EEPA D02836: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.4
E 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02836

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02837: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.5
E 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02837

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02838: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
EEPA 1992-028-02838

Topic: Festivals Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02839: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986

EEPA 1992-028-02839

Topic: Festivals Photographs
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02840: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
EEPA 1992-028-02840

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02841: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.9

EEPA 1992-028-02841

Topic: Festivals
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02842: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.10
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02843: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.11
E 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02843

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02844: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.12
E 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02844

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02845: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.13
E 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02845

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02846: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.14
E 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02846

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02847: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
EEPA 1992-028-02847

Topic: Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02848: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.16
E 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02848

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02849: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.29
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02849

Topic: Festivals
       Masquerades
       Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02850: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.30
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02850

Topic: Festivals
       Masquerades
       Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02851: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.31
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02851

Topic: Festivals
       Masquerades
       Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02852: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.32
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02852

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02853: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.33
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02853

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02854: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.34

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02854

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02855: [Agemo festival, Ijebu], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.35

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02855

Topic: Festivals
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02856: [Agemo festival, masquerade, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.36

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02856
Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02857: [Agemo festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.80.37

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02857

EEPA D02858: [Agemo masquerade, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.81.1

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02858

EEPA 1992-028-02857

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02859: [Agemo masquerade, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.81.2
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02859
Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02860: [Agemo masquerade, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.81.3
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02860
Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02861: [Agemo masquerade, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.81.4
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02861

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02862: [Agemo masquerade, Igble], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.5

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02862

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02863: [Agemo masquerade, Igble], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.6

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02863

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02864: [Agemo masquerade, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.81.7
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02864

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02865: [Agemo masquerade, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.81.8
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02865

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02866: [Agemo masquerade, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.9

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02866

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02867: [Agemo masquerade, Igbele], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.10

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02867

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02868: [Agemo masquerade, Igbele], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.11

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02868

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02869: [Agemo masquerade, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.12

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02869

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02870: [Agemo masquerade, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.13

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02870

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02871: [Agemo masquerade, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.14
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02871

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02872: [Agemo masquerade, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.15
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02872

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02873: [Agemo masquerade, Igbile], 1986
EEPA 1992-028-02873

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02874: [Agemo festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.17

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02874

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02875: [Agemo masquerade, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.18

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02875

Topic:  Festivals
        Masquerades
        Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02876: [Agemo masquerade, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    86.81.19
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02876

Topic:  Festivals
        Masquerades
        Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02877: [Agemo festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    86.81.20
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02877

Topic:  Festivals
        Masquerades
        Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02878: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.21
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02878

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02879: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.22
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02879

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02880: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
EEPA 1992-028-02880

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02881: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.24

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02881

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02882: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.25

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02882

Topic: Festivals
       Masquerades
       Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02883: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   86.81.26
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02883

Topic: Festivals
       Masquerades
       Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02885: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   86.81.28
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02885

Topic: Festivals
       Masquerades
       Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02886: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.29
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02886

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02887: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.30
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02887

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02888: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.31
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02888

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02889: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.32
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02889

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02890: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.33
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02890

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02891: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.34

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02891

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02892: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.35

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02892

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02893: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.36
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02893

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02894: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.81.37
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02894

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02895: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
EEPA 1992-028-02895

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02896: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986

EEPA 1992-028-02896

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02897: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.3

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02897

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02897: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.35

E 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02897

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02898: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.36
E 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02898

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02899: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Igbile], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.1
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02899

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02900: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.2
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02900

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02901: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.3
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02901

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02902: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.4

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02902

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Festivals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form:  | Color slides               |

| Culture:     | Yoruba (African people)    |

EEPA D02903: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.5

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02903

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Festivals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masquerades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photographs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place:</th>
<th>Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Genre/Form:  | Color slides               |

| Culture:     | Yoruba (African people)    |

EEPA D02904: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.6

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02904

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02905: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.7

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02905

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02906: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.8

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02906

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02907: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.89.9
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02907

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02908: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.89.10
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02908

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02909: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
EEPA 1992-028-02909

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02910: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986

EEPA 1992-028-02910

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02911: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
EEPA 1992-028-02911

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02912: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.14

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02912

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02913: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.15

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02913

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02914: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.16
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02914

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02915: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.17
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02915

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02916: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.18

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02916

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02917: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.19

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02917

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02918: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.20

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02918

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02919: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.21

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02919

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02920: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.22

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02920

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02921: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.23
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02921

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02922: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.24
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02922

Topic: Festivals
Masquerades
Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02923: [Agemo masquerade in festival, Oru], 1986
EEPA 1992-028
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.25
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02923
Topic: Festivals, Masquerades, Photographs
Place: Africa, Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02924: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.26
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02924
Topic: Masquerades
Place: Africa, Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02925: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.27
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02925
Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02926: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.28
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02926

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02927: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.29
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02927

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02928: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.89.30
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA D02929: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.89.31
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA D02930: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.89.32
EEPA 1992-028-02930

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02931: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.33

EEPA 1992-028-02931

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02932: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.34

EEPA 1992-028-02932

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02933: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.35
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02933

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02934: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.36
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02934

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02935: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.89.37

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02935

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02936: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.13

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02936

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02937: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.14

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02937
Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02938: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.15
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02938

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02939: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.17
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02939

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02940: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.18

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02940

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02941: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.6

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02941

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02942: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.8

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02942
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02943: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.9
A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02943

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02944: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.10
A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02944

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02945: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02945

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02946: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02946

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02947: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02947
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02950
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02951: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02951
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02952: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02952
Nigeria

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02953: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.19
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02953

EEPA D02954: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.20
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02954

EEPA D02955: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

EEPA 1992-028-02955: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02955

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02956: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02956

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02957: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02957
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02958: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.24
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02958

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02959: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.25
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02959

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02960: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02960

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02961: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02961

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02962: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02962
EEPA D02963: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.153.31
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02963

EEPA D02964: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.153.32
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02964

EEPA D02965: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02965

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02966: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.5

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02966

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02967: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.6

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02967
Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02968: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.7
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02968

EEPA D02969: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.8
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02969

EEPA D02968: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.7
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02968

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D02970: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.154.9
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02970

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02971: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.154.10
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02971

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02972: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.154.11
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02972

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02973: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.12

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02973

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02974: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.13

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02974

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02975: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.14
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02975

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02976: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.15.154
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02976

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02977: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.16

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02977

Topic: Agemo Festival
     Masked dance -- Photographs
     Masquerades

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02978: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.17

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02978

Topic: Agemo Festival
     Masked dance -- Photographs
     Masquerades

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02979: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.18

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02979

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02980: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.19

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02980

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02981: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.20

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02981

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Masked dance -- Photographs
      Masquerades

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02982: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.21
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02982

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02983: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.22
E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02983

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02984: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.23

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02984

Topic: Agemo Festival
   Masked dance -- Photographs
   Masquerades

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02985: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.24

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02985

Topic: Agemo Festival
   Masked dance -- Photographs
   Masquerades

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02986: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.25

E 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-02986

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02987: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.26

E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02987

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02988: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.27

E 2 YRB MTD 86
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02989: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.28
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02989

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02990: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.29
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02990

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02991: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.30

EEPA 1992-028-02991

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02992: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.31

EEPA 1992-028-02992

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02993: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.32

EEPA 1992-028-02993

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA 1992-028-02993
Topic: Agemo Festival
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02994: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.154.33
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02994
Topic: Agemo Festival
       Masked dance -- Photographs
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02995: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.154.34
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02995
Topic: Agemo Festival
       Masquerades
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02996: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.154
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02996

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02997: Masquerades, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.36
E 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02997

Topic: Agemo Festival
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02998: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02998

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02999: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.24

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-02999

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03000: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.25

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03000

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03001: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03001

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03002: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03002

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03003: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03003

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03004: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03004

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03005: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03005

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03006: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03006

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03007: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03007

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03008: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03008

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03009: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03009

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03010: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.157
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03010

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03011: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.36
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03011

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03012: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.37

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03012

Topic:
Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03013: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03013

Topic:
Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03014: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03014

**Topic:** Agemo Festival  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

**Place:** Africa  
Nigeria

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03016: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
*1 Slide (col.)*

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.163.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03016

**Topic:** Agemo Festival  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

**Place:** Africa  
Nigeria

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

EEPA D03015: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
*1 Slide (col.)*

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.163.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03017: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03017

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03018: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03018

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03019: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03019

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03020: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03020

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03021: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03021

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03022: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03022

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03023: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03023

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03024: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.12
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03024

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03025: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.13
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03025

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03026: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03026

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03027: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03027

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03028: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03028

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03029: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.17
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03029

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03030: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.20
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03030

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03031: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.21
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03031

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03032: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.22
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03032

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03033: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
| Topic: | Agemo Festival  
|        | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
|        | Ritual and celebration -- Photographs |
| Place: | Africa  
|        | Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: | Color slides |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D03034: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
86.163.25  
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03035

Topic:  Agemo Festival
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03036: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.27
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03036

Topic:  Agemo Festival
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03037: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.28
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03037

Topic:  Agemo Festival
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03038: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.29
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03038

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03039: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.30
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03039

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03040: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
EEPA 1992-028-03042

Topic: Cultural landscapes
       Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03043: Cultural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.163.34
S 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03043

Topic: Cultural landscapes
       Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03044: Cultural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.163.35
S 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03044

Topic: Cultural landscapes
       Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03045: Cultural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.36

S 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03045

Topic: Cultural landscapes
       Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03046: Cultural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.37

S 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03046

Topic: Cultural landscapes
       Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03047: Cultural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.38

S 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03047
Topic: Cultural landscapes
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03048: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03048

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03049: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03049

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D03050: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.3
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03050

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03051: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.4
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03051

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03052: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.5
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03052

Topic: Agemo Festival
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03053: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03053

Topic: Agemo Festival
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03054: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03054

Topic: Agemo Festival
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03055: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.8
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03055

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03056: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.9
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03056

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03057: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03057

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03058: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03058

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03059: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03059

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03060: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.13
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03060

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03061: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.14
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03061

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03062: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.167.15
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03062

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03063: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.167.16
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03063

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03064: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03064

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03065: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03065

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03066: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03066

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03067: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03067

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03068: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03068

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03069: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03069

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03070: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03070

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03071: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03071

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03072: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03072

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03073: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03073

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03074: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03074

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03075: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03075

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03076: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03076

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03077: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03077

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03078: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03078

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03079: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03079

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03080: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03080

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03081: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03081

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03082: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03082

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03083: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.167.36
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03083

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03084: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.1
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03084

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03085: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03085

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03086: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03086

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03087: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03087

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03088: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03088

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03089: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03089

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03090: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.7
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03090

Topic:  Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03091: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.8
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03091

Topic:  Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03092: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03092

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03093: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03093

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03094: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03094

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03095: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.12
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03095

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03096: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.13
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03096

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03097: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.14
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03097

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03098: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.15
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03098

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03099: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03099

Topic: Agemo Festival
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03100: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03100

Topic: Agemo Festival
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03101: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03101

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03102: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03102

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03103: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03103

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03104: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.21
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03104

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03105: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.22
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03105

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03106: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Agemo Festival</th>
<th>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</th>
<th>Ritual and celebration -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D03108: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Agemo Festival</th>
<th>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</th>
<th>Ritual and celebration -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EEPA 1992-028-03108

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03109: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.26
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03109

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03110: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.27
G 2 YRB MTD 86
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03111: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03111

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03112: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03112

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03113: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03113

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03114: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03114

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03117: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.31

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03117

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03118: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.1
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03118

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03119: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.3
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03119

Topic: Agemo Festival
       Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D03120: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.4
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03120

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03121: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.6
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03121

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03122: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.8
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03122
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03124: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.12
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03124

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03125: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.7
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03125

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D03126: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.8

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03126

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03127: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.9

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03127

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03128: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.10
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03128

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03129: Works of art in situ, 1986
   1 Slide (col.)
   Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
   Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.54.11

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03129

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03130: Works of art in situ, 1986
   1 Slide (col.)
   Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
   Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.54.12

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03130

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03131: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.54.13
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03131

Topic: Ritual and celebration -- Photographs Works of art in situ
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03132: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.54.14
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03132

Topic: Agemo Festival Art in situ -- Photographs Works of art in situ
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03133: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.15

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03133

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03134: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.16

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03134

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03135: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.17

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03135

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03136: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.18
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03136

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03137: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.19
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03137

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03138: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.20
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03138

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03139: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.21
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03139

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03140: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.22

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03140

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03141: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.27

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03141

Topic: Agemo Festival
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03142: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.28

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03142

Topic: Agemo Festival
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03143: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.29

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03143

Topic: Agemo Festival
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03144: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.30

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03144

Topic: Agemo Festival
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03145: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.31

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03145

Topic: Agemo Festival
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03146: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.37

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03146

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03148: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.23

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03148

Topic: Agemo Festival
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03149: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.7

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03149

Topic: Agemo Festival
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03150: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.8

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03150

Topic: Agemo Festival
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03151: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.9
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03151

Topic: Agemo Festival
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03152: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.17
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03152

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03153: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.20
A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03153

Topic: Agemo Festival
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03154: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.22
A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03154

Topic: Agemo Festival
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03155: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.23

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03155

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03156: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.24

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03156

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03157: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.26

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03157

Topic: Agemo Festival
       Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03158: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.27
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03158

Topic: Agemo Festival
       Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03159: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.7
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03159

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03160: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.8
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03160

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03161: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.9
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03161

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03162: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.6
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03162

Topic: Agemo Festival
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03163: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.19

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03163

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03164: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.20

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03164

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03165: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.21

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03165

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03166: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.22

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03166

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D03167: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.23
I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03167

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03168: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.24
I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03168

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03169: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.25

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03169

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03170: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.1

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03170

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03171: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.2

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03171

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03172: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.3
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03172

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03173: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.4
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03173

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03174: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.31

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03174

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03175: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.37

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03175

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03176: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.38

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03176
Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03180: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.27
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03180

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03181: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.29
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03181
EEPA D03182: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.31
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03182

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03183: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.33
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03183

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03184: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.33
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03184

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03185: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.34

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03185

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03186: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.35

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03186

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03187: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.36
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03187

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03188: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.1
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03188

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03189: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.2
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03189

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03190: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.3
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03190

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03191: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.4
I 2 YRB MTD 86
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EEPA 1992-028-03191</td>
<td>Agemo Festival</td>
<td>Art in situ -- Photographs Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EEPA D03192: Works of art in situ, 1986**
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.5

I 2 YRB MTD 86

**EEPA 1992-028-03192**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EEPA 1992-028-03193</td>
<td>Agemo Festival</td>
<td>Art in situ -- Photographs Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EEPA D03193: Works of art in situ, 1986**
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.6

I 2 YRB MTD 86

**EEPA 1992-028-03193**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Code</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EEPA 1992-028-03194</td>
<td>Agemo Festival</td>
<td>Art in situ -- Photographs Works of art in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03194: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.54.30
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03194

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03195: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.54.33
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03195

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03196: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.35

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03196

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03197: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.20

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03197

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03198: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.21

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03198

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03199: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.22

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03199

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03200: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.1

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03200

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03201: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.3
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03201

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03202: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.4
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03202

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03203: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.5

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03203

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03204: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.16

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03204

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03205: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.18

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03205

Topic: Agamo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03206: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.80.19
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03206

Topic: Agamo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03207: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.2
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03207

Topic: Agamo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03208: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.4
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03208

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03209: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.5
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03209

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03210: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.6

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03210

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03211: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.32

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03211

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03212: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.33

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03212

Topic:  Agemo Festival
       Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03213: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.25

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03213

Topic:  Agemo Festival
       Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03214: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.26

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03214

Topic:  Agemo Festival
       Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03215: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.27
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03215

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03216: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.28
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03216

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03217: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.36

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03217

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03218: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.30

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03218

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03219: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.32

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03219

Topic: Agemo Festival
       Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03220: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.33
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03220

Topic: Agemo Festival
       Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03222: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.24
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03222

Topic: Agemo Festival
       Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03223: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.181.25
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03223

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03224: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.181.26
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03224

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03225: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.27

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03225

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03226: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.28

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03226

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03227: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.29

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03227

Topic:  Agemo Festival  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  Color slides  
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D03228: Works of art in situ, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
86.181.30  
I 2 YRB HJD 86  

EEPA 1992-028-03228

Topic:  Agemo Festival  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  Color slides  
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D03229: Works of art in situ, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
86.181.31  
I 2 YRB HJD 86  

EEPA 1992-028-03229

Topic:  Agemo Festival  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03230: Works of art in situ, 1986  
1 Slide (col.) 
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.181.32  
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03230  

Topic: Agemo Festival  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ 

Place: Africa  
Nigeria 

Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03231: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.) 
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.56.13  
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03231  

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs 

Place: Africa  
Nigeria 

Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03232: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.) 
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.56.14
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03232

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03233: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03233

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03234: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03234

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03235: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.17
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03235

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03236: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.18
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03236

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03237: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.19
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03237

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03238: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03238

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03239: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03239

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03240: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.25
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03240

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03241: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.26
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03241

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03242: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.27
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03242

Topic:     Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:     Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03244: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.225.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03244

Topic:     Itefa -- Photographs
          Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:     Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03245: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.236.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03245

Topic:     Itefa -- Photographs
          Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:     Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03247: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.11
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03247

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03248: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.8
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03248

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03250: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03250

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03251: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03251

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03253: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03253

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03254: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.16
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03254

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03255: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.23
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03255

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03256: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.36
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03256

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03257: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.3
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03257

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03258: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03258

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03259: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03259

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03260: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03260

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03261: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03261

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03262: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03262

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03263: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.30
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03263

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03264: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.22
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03264

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03265: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03265

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03266: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03266

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03267: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03267

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03268: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03268

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03269: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03269

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03270: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.285.11
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03270
Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03271: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.285.7
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03271
Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03272: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03272

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03273: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03273

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03274: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03274

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03275: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03275

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03276: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03276

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03277: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.7
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03277

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03278: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.12
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03278

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03279: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.10

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03279

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03280: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03280

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03281: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03281

Topic:  
Itéfa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03282: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03282

Topic:  
Itéfa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03283: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03283

Topic:  
Itéfa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03284: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.11
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03284

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
    Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03285: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.7
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03285

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
    Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03286: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.9

EEPA 1992-028-03286

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03287: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.12

EEPA 1992-028-03287

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03288: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03288

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03290: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03290

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03291: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03291

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03292: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.24
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03292

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03293: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.28
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03293

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03294: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03294

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03295: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03295

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03296: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03296

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03297: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03297

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03298: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03298

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03299: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.20
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03299

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03300: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.27
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03300

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03301: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03301

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03302: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03302

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03303: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03303
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03304: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.21
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03304

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03305: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.22
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03305

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03306: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03306

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03307: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03307

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03308: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03308
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03309: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03309

Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03310: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03310

Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03311: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03311

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03312: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03312

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03313: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03313
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03314: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.31
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03314

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03315: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.32
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03315

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03316: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03316

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03317: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03317

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03318: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03318
EEPA 1992-028-03326

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03327: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03327

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03328: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03328
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03329: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.8
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03329

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03330: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.9
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03330

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03331: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03331

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03332: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03332

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03333: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03333
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03334: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03334

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03335: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03335

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03336: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03336

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03337: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03337

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03338: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03338
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03339: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.18
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03339

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03340: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.17
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03340

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D03341: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.18

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03341

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03342: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.19

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03342

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03343: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03343

Theme: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03344: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.22

G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03344

Theme: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03345: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.23
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03345

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03346: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.24

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03346

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03347: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.25

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03347

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
EEPA D03350: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.28

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03350

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03351: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.29

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03351

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03352: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.30

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03352

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03353: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.31

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03353

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03354: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.32
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03354

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03355: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.33
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03355

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03356: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
EEPA 1992-028-03357

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03357: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.35

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03356

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03358: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.35

G 2 YRB HMD 86
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.26.36

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03358

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03359: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.1

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03359

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03360: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.2

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03360

Topic: 
- Itefa -- Photographs
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form: 
- Color slides

Culture: 
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03361: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.3
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03361

Topic: 
- Itefa -- Photographs
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form: 
- Color slides

Culture: 
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03362: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.4
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03362

Topic: 
- Itefa -- Photographs
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form: 
- Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03363: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.5
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03363

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03364: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.6
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03364

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03365: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
EEPA 1992-028-03367

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03368: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.11

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03368

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03369: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.12

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03369

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03370: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.13
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03370

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03371: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.14
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03371

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03372: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.15

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03372

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03373: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.16

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03373

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03374: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.17

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03374

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03375: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.18
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03375

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03376: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.19
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03376

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03377: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.20
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03377

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03378: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.21
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03378

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03379: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.22

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03379

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03380: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.23

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03380

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03381: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.24

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03381

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03382: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.25
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03382

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03383: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.26
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03383

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03384: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.27

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03384

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03385: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.28

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03385

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03386: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.29

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03386

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03387: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.30

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03387

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03388: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.31

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03388

Topic:   Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03389: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.32
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03389

Topic:   Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03390: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.33
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03390

Topic:   Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03391: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.34

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03391

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03392: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.1

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03392

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03393: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.2

EEPA 1992-028-03393
Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03394: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.4

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03394
Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03395: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.5

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03395

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  
Color slides  

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D03396: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
86.29.6  

G 2 YRB HJD 86  

EEPA 1992-028-03396

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  
Color slides  

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D03397: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
86.29.7  

G 2 YRB HJD 86  

EEPA 1992-028-03397

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  
Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03398: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.8
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03398

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03399: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.9
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03399

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03400: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.10

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03400

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03401: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.11

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03401

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03402: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.13

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03402

Topic:    Itefa -- Photographs
          Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:    Africa
          Nigeria

Genre/Form:    Color slides

Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03403: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.14
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03403

Topic:    Itefa -- Photographs
          Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:    Africa
          Nigeria

Genre/Form:    Color slides

Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03404: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.15
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03404

Topic:    Itefa -- Photographs
          Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:    Africa
          Nigeria

Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03405: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.16

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03405

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03406: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.17

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03406

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03407: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.18

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03407

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03408: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.19

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03408

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03409: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.20

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03409

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03410: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.21

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03410

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03411: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.22

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03411

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03412: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.23
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03412

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03413: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.24
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03413

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03414: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.25

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03414

Topic:
Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03415: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.26

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03415

Topic:
Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03416: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.28

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03416

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03417: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.29.29

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03417

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03418: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.29.30

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03418

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03419: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.31
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03419

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03420: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.33
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03420

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03421: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.34

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03421

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03422: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.35

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03422

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03423: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.29.36

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03423

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03424: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03424

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03425: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03425

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03426: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.3
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03426

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03427: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.4
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03427

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03428: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03428

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03429: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03429

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03430: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03430

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03431: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03431

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03432: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03432

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03433: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.10
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03433

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03434: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.11
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03434

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03435: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03435

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03436: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03436

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03437: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03437

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03438: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.15
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03438

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03439: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.16
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03439

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03440: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.36
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03440

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03441: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.17
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03441

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03442: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03442

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03443: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03443

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03444: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03444

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03445: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03445

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03446: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03446

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03447: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.30.23
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03447

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03448: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.30.24
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03448

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03449: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03449

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03450: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03450

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03451: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03451

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03452: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.28
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03452

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03453: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.29
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03453

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03454: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.30
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03454

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03455: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.31
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03455

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03456: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03456

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03457: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03457

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03458: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03458

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03459: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.30.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03459

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03460: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03460

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03461: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03461

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03462: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03462

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03463: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03463

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03464: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03464

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03465: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03465

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03466: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.8
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03466

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03467: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.9
G 2 YRB MTD 86
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03468: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03468

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03469: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03469

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03470: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03470

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03471: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03471

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03472: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03472

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03473: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.15
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03473

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03474: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.16
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03474

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03475: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.17
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03475

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03476: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.18
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03476

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03477: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03477

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03478: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03478

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03479: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03479

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03480: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.22
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03480

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03481: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.23
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03481

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03482: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.24
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03482

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03483: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.25
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03483

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03484: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03484
Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03485: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03485
Topic: Esu -- Photographs
Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03486: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03486

Topic:  Esu -- Photographs
        Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03487: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.15
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03487

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03488: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.16
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03488

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03489: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.17
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03489

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03490: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.18
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03490

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03491: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03491

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03492: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03492

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03493: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03493
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03494: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.31
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03494

EEPA D03495: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.32
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03495

EEPA D03496: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
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Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03499: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.36
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03499

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03500: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.37
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03500

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03501: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03501

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03502: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03502

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03503: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03503

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03504: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03504

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03505: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03505

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03506: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.6
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03506

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03507: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.7
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03507

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03508: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slide</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Photographer</th>
<th>Culture</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Drewal, Margaret Thompson</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rites and ceremonies, 1986</td>
<td>Drewal, Margaret Thompson</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rites and ceremonies, 1986</td>
<td>Drewal, Margaret Thompson</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EEPA 1992-028-03510

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03511: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.225.11  
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03511

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03512: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.225.12  
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03512

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03513: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03513

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03514: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03514

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03515: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03515

Topic:    Itefa -- Photographs
          Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03516: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03516

Topic:    Itefa -- Photographs
          Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03517: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03517

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03518: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03518

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03519: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03519

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03520: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03520

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03521: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03521

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03522: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03522

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03523: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03523

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03524: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03524

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03525: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03525

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03526: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03526

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03527: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.28
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03527

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03528: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.30
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03528

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03529: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03529

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03530: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03530

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03531: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03531

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03532: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.225.34
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03532

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03533: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.225.35
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03533

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03534: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.225.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03534

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03535: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03535

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03536: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03536

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03537: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03537

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03538: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03538

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03539: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03539

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03540: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03540

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03541: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03541

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03542: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03542

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03543: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03543

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03544: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03544

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03545: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03545

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03546: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.13
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03546

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03547: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.14
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03547

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03548: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03548

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03549: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03549

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03550: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03550

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03551: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03551

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03552: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03552

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03553: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03553

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03554: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03554

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03555: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03555

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03556: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03556

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03557: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03557

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03558: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03558

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03559: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03559

Topic:       Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:      Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03560: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03560

Topic:       Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:      Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03561: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03561

Topic:       Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:      Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03562: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03562

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03563: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03563

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03564: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03564

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03565: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03565

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03566: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03566

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03567: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03567

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03568: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.227.37

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03568

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03569: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03569

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03570: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03570

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03571: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.3

EEPA 1992-028-03571

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03572: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.4

EEPA 1992-028-03572

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03573: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03573

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03574: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03574

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03575: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03575

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03576: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.12
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03576

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03577: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.13
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03577

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03578: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03578

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03579: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03579

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03580: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03580

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03581: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03581

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03582: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03582

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03583: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03583

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03584: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03584

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03585: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
EEPA 1992-028-03586

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03587: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03587

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03588: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03585

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D03590: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03590

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03591: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03591

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03592: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.30
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03592

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03593: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03593

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03594: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03594

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03595: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.33
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03595

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03596: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.34
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03596

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03597: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.230.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03597

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03598: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03598

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03599: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03599

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03600: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03600

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03601: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03601

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03602: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.5
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03602

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03603: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.6
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03603

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03604: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03604

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03605: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03605

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03606: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03606

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03607: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03607

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03608: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03608

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03609: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.33
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03609

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03610: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.34
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03610

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03611: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
EEPA D03612: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03612

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA 1992-028-03613

Topic:  
- Itefa -- Photographs  
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
- Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
- Africa  
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
- Color slides

Culture:  
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03614: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03614

Topic:  
- Itefa -- Photographs  
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
- Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
- Africa  
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
- Color slides

Culture:  
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03615: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03615

Topic:  
- Itefa -- Photographs  
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
- Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
- Africa  
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
- Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03616: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03616

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03617: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03617

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03618: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03618

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03619: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03619

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03620: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03620

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03621: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.8
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03622

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03622: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.9
G 2 YRB MTD 86
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03623: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.10
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03623

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03624: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.13
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03624

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03625: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
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1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03625

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03626: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03626

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03627: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03627

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D03628: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
86.236.14  

G 2 YRB MTD 86  

EEPA 1992-028-03628

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D03629: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
86.236.15  

G 2 YRB MTD 86  

EEPA 1992-028-03629

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03630: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03630

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03631: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03631

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03632: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03632

Topic:     Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:     Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03633: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03633

Topic:     Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:     Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03634: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03634

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03635: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03635

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03636: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03636

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03637: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.26
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03637

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03638: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.28
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03638

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03639: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03639

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03640: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03640

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03641: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.236.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03641

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03642: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.16

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03642

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Itefa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03643: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03643

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03644: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03644

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03645: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03645

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03646: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03646

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03647: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03647

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03648: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03651: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.25
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03651

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03652: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.26
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03652

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03653: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03653

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03654: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03654

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03655: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03655

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03656: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03656

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03657: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03657

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03658: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.33
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03658

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03659: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.34
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03659

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03660: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03660

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03661: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.237.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03661

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03662: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03662

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03663: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03663

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03664: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.33

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03664

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03666: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03666

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03667: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03667

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03668: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03668

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03669: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03669

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03670: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03670

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03671: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.15
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03671

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03673: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.19
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03673

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03674: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03674

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03675: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03675

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03676: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03676

Topic:
Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03677: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03677

Topic:
Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03678: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03678

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
         Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03679: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03679

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
         Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03680: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03680

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
         Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03681: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03681

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03682: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03682

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03683: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03683

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03684: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03684

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03685: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03685

Topic:
- Itefa -- Photographs
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:
- Color slides

Culture:
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03686: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.238.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03686

Topic:
- Itefa -- Photographs
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:
- Color slides

Culture:
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03687: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03687

Topic:
- Itefa -- Photographs
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:
- Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03688: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.4
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03688

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03689: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.5
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03689

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03690: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03690

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03691: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03691

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03692: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03692

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03693: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03693

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03694: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03694

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03695: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03695

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03696: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03696

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03697: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03697

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03698: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03698

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03699: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03699

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03700: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.242.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03700

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03701: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.242.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03701

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03702: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.26
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03702

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03703: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.32
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03703

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03704: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03704

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03705: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03705

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03706: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03706

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03707: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.35
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03707

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03708: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.242.35
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03708

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
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Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03709: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.1
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03709

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03710: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.2
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03710

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03711: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
EEPA 1992-028-03711

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03712

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA D03713: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03713

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03714: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.7
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03714

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03715: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.8
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03715

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Nigeria
Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs
EEPA.1992-028

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03716: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.9
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03716

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03717: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.10
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03717

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03718: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03718

Topic:
Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03719: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03719

Topic:
Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03720: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03720

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  

Place:  Africa  
        Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  Color slides  

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03721: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.244.16  
G 2 YRB MTD 86  

EEPA 1992-028-03721

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  

Place:  Africa  
        Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  Color slides  

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03722: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.244.16  
G 2 YRB MTD 86  

EEPA 1992-028-03722

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  

Place:  Africa  
        Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  Color slides  
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Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03723: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.18
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03723

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03724: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.19
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03724

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03725: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03725

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03726: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03726

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03727: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03727

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place:  Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form:  Color slides  
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03728: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
86.244.23  
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03728

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place:  Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form:  Color slides  
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03729: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
86.244.24  
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03729

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place:  Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03730: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.25
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03730

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03731: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.26
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03731

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03732: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03732

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03733: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03733

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03734: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03734

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03735: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03735

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03736: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03736

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03737: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.32
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03737

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03738: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.33
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03738

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03739: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03739

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03740: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03740

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03741: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03741

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03742: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.37
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03742

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03743: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.244.38
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03743

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03744: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03744

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03745: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03745

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03746: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03746

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03747: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03747

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03748: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03748

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03749: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.249.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03749

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03750: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.249.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03750

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03751: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03751

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03752: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03752

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03753: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03753

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03754: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03754

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03755: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03755

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03756: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.249.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03756

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03757: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.249.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03757

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03758: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.17
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03758

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03759: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.18
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03759

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03760: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03760

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03761: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03761

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03762: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03762

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03763: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.249.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03763

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03764: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.249.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03764

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03765: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.24
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03765

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03766: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.25
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03766

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03767: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03767

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03768: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03768

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03769: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03769

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03770: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03770

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03771: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03771

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03772: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.33
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03772

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D03773: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.34
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03773

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D03774: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03774

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03775: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03775

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03776: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.249.37

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03776

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03777: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.1
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03777

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03778: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.3
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03778

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03779: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.4
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03779

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D03780: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.5
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03780

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D03781: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.6

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03781

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03782: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.7

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03782

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03783: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.8

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03783

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Itefa -- Photographs</th>
<th>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</th>
<th>Ritual and celebration -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D03784: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.9
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03784

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Itefa -- Photographs</th>
<th>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</th>
<th>Ritual and celebration -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D03785: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.10
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03785

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Itefa -- Photographs</th>
<th>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</th>
<th>Ritual and celebration -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03786: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.11

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03786

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03787: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.12

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03787

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03788: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.13

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03788

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03789: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.14

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03789

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03790: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.15

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03790

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03791: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.16

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03791

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03792: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.17

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03792

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03793: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.18

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03793

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03794: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.19

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03794

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03795: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.20
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03795

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03796: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.21
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03796

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03797: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.22
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03797

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03798: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.23

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03798

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03799: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.24

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03799

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03800: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.25

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03800

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03801: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.26

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03801

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03802: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.27

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03802

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03803: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.28

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03803

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03804: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.29

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03804

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
         Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03805: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.255.30

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03805

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
         Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03806: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.255.31

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03806

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
         Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03807: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.32
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03807

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03808: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.33
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03808

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03809: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.34

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03809

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03810: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.35

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03810

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03811: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.36

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03811

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03812: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.37

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03812

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03813: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.38

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03813

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03814: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.27
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03814

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03815: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.28
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03815

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03816: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03816

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03817: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03817

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03818: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03818

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03819: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.32
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03819

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03820: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.33
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03820

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03821: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.34
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03821

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03822: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.35
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03822

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03823: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03823

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03824: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.37

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03824

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03825: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.38

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03825

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03826: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03826

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03827: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03827

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03828: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03828

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03829: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03829

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03830: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03830

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03831: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03831

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03832: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03832

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
     Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03833: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.283.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03833

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
     Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03834: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.283.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03834

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
     Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03835: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03835

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03836: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03836

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03837: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03837

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03838: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03838

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03839: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03839

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03840: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03840

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03841: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03841

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03842: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.17
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03842

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03843: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.18
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03843

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03844: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03844

Topic:     Itefa -- Photographs
          Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:      Africa
            Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03845: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03845

Topic:     Itefa -- Photographs
          Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:      Africa
            Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03846: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03846

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03847: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03847

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03848: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03848

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03849: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03849

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03850: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03850

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03851: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03851

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03852: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03852

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03853: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03853

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03854: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.29
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03854

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03855: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.30
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03855

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03856: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.31
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03856

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03857: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.32
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03857

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03858: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.33
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03858

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03859: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.34
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03859

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03860: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.35
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03860

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03861: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.36
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03861

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03862: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.37
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03862

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03863: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.283.38
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03863

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03864: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.1
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03864

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03865: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03865

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03866: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03866

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03867: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03867

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03868: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.284.5
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03868

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03869: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.284.6
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03869

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03870: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.7
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03870

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03871: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.8
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03871

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03872: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03872

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03873: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03873

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03874: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03874

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03875: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.14
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03875

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03876: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.15
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03876

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03877: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.18
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03877

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D03878: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.19
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03878

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D03879: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.284.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03879

Topic:   Itefa -- Photographs
            Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
            Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
            Nigeria

Genre/Form:   Color slides

Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03880: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.284.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03880

Topic:   Itefa -- Photographs
            Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
            Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:   Africa
            Nigeria

Genre/Form:   Color slides

Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03881: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.284.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03881

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03882: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.24
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03882

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03883: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.25
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03883

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03884: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.26
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03884

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03885: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.28
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03885

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03886: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03886

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03887: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03887

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03888: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03888
Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03889: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.284.32
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03889
Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03890: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.284.33
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03890
Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03891: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.34
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03891

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03892: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.35
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03892

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03893: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03893

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03894: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.284.37

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03894

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03895: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03895

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
     Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03896: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.3
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03896

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
     Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03897: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.4
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03897

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
     Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03898: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03898

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03899: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03899

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03900: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03900

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03901: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03901

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03902: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03902

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03903: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.285.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03903

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03904: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.285.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03904

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03905: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.15
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03905

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03906: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.16
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03906

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03907: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03907

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03908: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03908

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03909: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03909

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03910: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03910

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03911: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03911

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03912: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.24
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03912

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03913: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.26
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03913

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03914: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03914

Topic:
Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03915: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03915

Topic:
Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03916: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03916

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03917: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03917

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03918: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03918

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03919: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03919

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03920: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03920

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03921: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03921

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03922: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03922

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03923: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.285.37

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03923

Topic:    Itefa -- Photographs  
          Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:    Africa  
          Nigeria

Genre/Form:    Color slides

Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03924: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.285.38

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03924

Topic:    Itefa -- Photographs  
          Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:    Africa  
          Nigeria

Genre/Form:    Color slides

Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03925: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.286.1

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03925

Topic:    Itefa -- Photographs  
          Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:    Africa  
          Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03926: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.2

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03926

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03927: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.3

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03927

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03928: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.4

EEPA 1992-028-03928

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03929: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.5

EEPA 1992-028-03929

Topic:  Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03930: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.6

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03930

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03931: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.7

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03931

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03932: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.8
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03932
Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03933: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.9
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03933
Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03934: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.10
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03934

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03935: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.11
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03935

Topic:  
Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03936: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.12
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03936

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03937: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.6
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03937

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03938: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.9
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03938

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03939: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.10
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03939

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03940: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.16
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03940

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03941: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03941

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03942: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03942

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D03946: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.26
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03946

EEPA D03947: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.27
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03947

EEPA D03948: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03948

Topic: Itefa -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03949: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03949

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03950: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03950
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03951: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.117.31
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03951

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03952: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.117.32
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03952

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03953: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03953

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03954: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03954

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03955: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03955
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03956: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.36
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03956

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03957: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.37
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03957

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03958: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.38

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03958

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03959: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.39

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03959

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03960: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03960
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D03961: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
86.123.2  
G 2 YRB MTD 86  
EEPA 1992-028-03961  

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D03962: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
86.123.3  
G 2 YRB MTD 86  
EEPA 1992-028-03962  

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D03963: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03963

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03964: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.7

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03964

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03965: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.8

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03965
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03966: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.9
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03966

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03967: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.10
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03967

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03968: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.11
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03968

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03969: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.12
I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03969

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03970: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.13
I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03970
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03971: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.14
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03971

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03972: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.15
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03972

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03973: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03973

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03974: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03974

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03975: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03975
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03976: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03976

EEPA D03977: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03977

EEPA D03978: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03978

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03979: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03979

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03980: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03980
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03981: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03981

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03982: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03982

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03983: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
EEPA 1992-028-03983

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03984: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03984

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03985: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03985
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D03986: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
86.398.29  
G 2 YRB MTD 86  
EEPA 1992-028-03986  

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D03987: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
86.398.30  
G 2 YRB MTD 86  
EEPA 1992-028-03987  

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D03988: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03988

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03989: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03989

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03990: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-03990
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03991: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.34
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03991

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03992: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.1
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03992

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03993: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03993

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03994: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03994

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03995: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03995
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03998

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D03999: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-03999

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04000: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04000
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04001: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.11
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04001

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04002: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.12
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04002

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04003: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86.400.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86.400.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86.400.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EEPA 1992-028-04003**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ritual and celebration -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EEPA D04004: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986**

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86.400.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EEPA 1992-028-04004**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ritual and celebration -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EEPA D04005: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986**

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86.400.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04006: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04006

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04007: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04007

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04008: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04011: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.21
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04011

EEPA D04012: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.22
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04012

EEPA D04013: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04013

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04014: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04014

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04015: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04015
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04016: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.26
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04016

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04017: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.27
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04017

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04018: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04018

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04019: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04019

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04020: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04020
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04021: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.31
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04022

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04022: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.32
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04023

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04023: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04023

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04024: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04024

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04025: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.400.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04025
EEPA D04026: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.400.36
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04026

EEPA D04027: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.400.37
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04027

EEPA D04028: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04028

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04029: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04029

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04030: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04030
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04031: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.4
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04031

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04032: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.5
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04032

EEPA D04033: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
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1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04033

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04034: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04034

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04035: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04035
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04036: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
  1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.402.9
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04036

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04037: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
  1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.402.10
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04037

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04038: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04038

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04039: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04039

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04040: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04040
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04041: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.14
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04041

EEPA D04042: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.15
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04042

EEPA D04043: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04043

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04044: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04044

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04045: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04045
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04046: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04046

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04047: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04047

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04048: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04048

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04049: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04049

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04050: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04050
Nigeria

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04051: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.24
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04051

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04052: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.25
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04052

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04053: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04053

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04054: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04054

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04055: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04055
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04056: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.29
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04056

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04057: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.30
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04057

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04058: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04058

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04059: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04059

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04060: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04060
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04061: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.34
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04061

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04062: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.35
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04062

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04063: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04063

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04064: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.402.37

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04064

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04065: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.20

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04065
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04066: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.21
I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04066

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04085: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.22
I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04085

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04086: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.28

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04086

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04087: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.21

U 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04087

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04088: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.22

U 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04088

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
      Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04089: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.21
T 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04089

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04090: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.22
T 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04090

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04091: Vernacular architecture, 1986
EEPA D04092: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.24

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04092

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04141: Vernacular architecture, 1986
  1 Slide (col.)
  Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
  Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.3.34
  T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04141

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04142: Vernacular architecture, 1986
  1 Slide (col.)
  Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
  Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.3.35
  T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04142

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04144: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.34

T 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04144

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04148: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.21

T 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04148

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04149: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.19

T 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04149
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04150: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.18
T 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04150

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04151: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.15
T 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04151

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04152: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.13

T 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04152

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04153: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.12

T 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04153

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04158: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.23

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04158
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04159: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.24
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04159

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04160: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.25
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04160

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04161: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.26

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04161

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04162: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.27

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04162

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04163: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.28

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04163
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
   Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04164: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.29
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04164

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
   Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04165: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.30
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04165

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
   Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04166: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.31

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04166

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04167: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.32

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04167

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04168: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.33

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04168
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04169: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.34
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04169

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04170: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.35
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04170

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04171: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.36

T 2 MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04171

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04172: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.37

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04172

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04173: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.38

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04173
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04174: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.21
T 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04174

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04175: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.22
T 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04175

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04176: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.23

T 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04176

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04177: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.33

T 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04177

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04178: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.34

T 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04178
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
    Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04179: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.35
T 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04179

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
    Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04180: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.36
T 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04180

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
    Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04181: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.1

EEPA 1992-028-04181

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04182: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.3

EEPA 1992-028-04182

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04183: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.2
I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04183

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04184: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.4

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04184

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04185: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.5

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04185

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04186: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.185.6
I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04186

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04187: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.185.7
I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04187

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04188: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.8
I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04188

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04189: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.9
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04189

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04190: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.10
I 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04190

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04191: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.11

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04191

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04192: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.12

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04192

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04193: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.13
T 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04193

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04194: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.14
T 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04194

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04195: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.15

T 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04195

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04196: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.16

T 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04196

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04197: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.17
T 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04197

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Traditional architecture -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vernacular architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D04198: Vernacular architecture, 1986

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.18

T 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04198

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Traditional architecture -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vernacular architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form:</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture:</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D04199: Vernacular architecture, 1986

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.19

T 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04199

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic:</th>
<th>Traditional architecture -- Photographs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vernacular architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place:</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04200: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.20
T 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04200

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04207: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.12
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04207

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04208: Vernacular architecture, 1986
EEPA 1992-028-04208

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
     Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04209: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.14

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04209

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
     Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04210: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.15

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04210
Nigeria

Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs
EEPA.1992-028

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04211: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.16
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04211

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04212: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.17
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04212

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04213: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.18

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04213

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04214: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.19

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04214

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04215: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.20

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04215
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04216: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.21
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04216

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04217: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.22
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04217

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04218: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.23
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04218

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04219: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.24
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04219

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04220: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.25
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04220
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs  
              Vernacular architecture
Place:        Africa  
              Nigeria
Genre/Form:   Color slides
Culture:      Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04221: Vernacular architecture, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.196.26
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04221

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs  
              Vernacular architecture
Place:        Africa  
              Nigeria
Genre/Form:   Color slides
Culture:      Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04222: Vernacular architecture, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.196.27
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04222

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs  
              Vernacular architecture
Place:        Africa  
              Nigeria
Genre/Form:   Color slides
Culture:      Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04223: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.28

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04223

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04224: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.29

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04224

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04225: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.30

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04225
EEPA D04226: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.31
T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04226

EEPA D04227: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.32
T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04227

EEPA D04228: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.33

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04228

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04229: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.34

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04229

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04230: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.35

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04230
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs  
Vernacular architecture

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04231: Vernacular architecture, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.196.36

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04231

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs  
Vernacular architecture

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04232: Vernacular architecture, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.196.37

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04232

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs  
Vernacular architecture

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04233: Works of art in situ, 1986
EEPA 1992-028-04233

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04234: Works of art in situ, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.2

EEPA 1992-028-04234

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04235: Works of art in situ, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.3
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04236: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.4

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04236

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04237: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.5

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04237

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04238: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.6

EEPA 1992-028-04238

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04239: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.8

EEPA 1992-028-04239

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04240: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.9

EEPA 1992-028-04240
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04241: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.10

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04241

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04242: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.11

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04242

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04243: Works of art in situ, 1986
I Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.12

I 0 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04243

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04244: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.13

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04244

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04245: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.14

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04245
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04246: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.15
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04246

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04247: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.16
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04247

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04248: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.17

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04248

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04249: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.18

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04249

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04250: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.19

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04250
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04251: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.20

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04251

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04252: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.21

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04252

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04253: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.22

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04253

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04254: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.23

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04254

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04255: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.24

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04255
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04256: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.25
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04256

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04257: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.26
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04257

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04258: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.199.27

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04258

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04259: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.199.28

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04259

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04260: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.199.29

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04260
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04261: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.30

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04261

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04262: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.31

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04262

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04263: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.32

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04263

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04264: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.33

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04264

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04265: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.34

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04265
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04266: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.35
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04266

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04267: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.36
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04267

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04268: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.199.37

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04268

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04269: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.20

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04269

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04270: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.21

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04270
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04271: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.22
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04271

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04272: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.23
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04272

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04273: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.24

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04273

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04274: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.25

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04274

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04275: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.26

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04275
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04276: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.27

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04276

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04277: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.28

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04277

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04278: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.29

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04278

Topic: Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04279: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.30

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04279

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04280: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.31

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04280

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04281: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.32
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04281

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04282: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.33
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04282

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04283: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.34

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04283

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04284: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.35

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04284

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04285: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.36

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04285
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04286: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.37

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04286

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04287: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.1

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04287

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04288: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.2

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04288

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04289: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.3

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04289

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04290: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.4

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04290
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04291: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.5
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04291

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04292: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.6
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04292

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04293: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.7

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04293
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04294: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.8

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04294
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04295: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.9

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04295
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04296: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.10
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04296

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04297: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.11
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04297

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04298: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.12

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04298

Topic:     Traditional architecture -- Photographs
          Vernacular architecture
Place:     Africa
           Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04299: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.13

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04299

Topic:     Traditional architecture -- Photographs
          Vernacular architecture
Place:     Africa
           Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04300: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.15

T 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04300
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
   Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04301: Vernacular architecture, 1986
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.200.16
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04301

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
   Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04302: Vernacular architecture, 1986
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.200.17
T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04302

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
   Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04303: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.18

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04303

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04304: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.200.19

T 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04304

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04467: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.32

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04467
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04468: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.33
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04468

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04469: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.34
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04469

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04470: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.35

EEPA 1992-028-04470
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04471: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.130.1

EEPA 1992-028-04471
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04472: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.130.2

EEPA 1992-028-04472
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs Works of art in situ
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04473: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.130.3
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04473

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs Works of art in situ
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04474: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.130.4
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04474

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs Works of art in situ
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04475: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.130.5

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04475

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04476: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.130.6

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04476

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04477: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.130.7

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04477
Nigeria

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04478: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.130.8

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04478

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04479: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.130.9

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04479

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04480: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.130.10

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04480

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04481: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.130.11

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04481

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04482: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.130.12

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04482
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04483: Works of art in situ, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.130.13

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04483

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04484: Works of art in situ, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.123.36

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04484

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04485: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.123.38

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04485

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04487: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.18

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04487

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04488: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.19

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04488
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04489: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.20
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04489

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04490: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.17
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04490

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04708: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.1

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04708
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04709: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.2.262

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04709
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04710: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.3.262

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-04710
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04842: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.13
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-04842

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05197: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.24
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05197

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05198: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.25

EEPA 1992-028-05198
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05199: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.26

EEPA 1992-028-05199
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05491: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.28

EEPA 1992-028-05491

I 2 YRB MTD 86
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05492: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.29
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05492

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05493: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.33
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05493

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05494: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.153.34

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05494

  Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
  Works of art in situ
  Place: Africa
  Nigeria
  Genre/Form: Color slides
  Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05495: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.153.36

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05495

  Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
  Works of art in situ
  Place: Africa
  Nigeria
  Genre/Form: Color slides
  Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05496: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.153.37

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05496
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05497: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.1
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05497

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05498: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.2
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05498

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05499: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.3

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05499

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05500: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.154.4

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05500

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05502: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.2

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05502
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05503: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.3

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05503

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05504: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.4

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05504

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05505: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.5

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05505

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05506: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.6

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05506

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05507: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.7

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05507
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05508: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.8

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05508

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05509: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.9

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05509

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05510: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.10

1 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05510

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05513: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.1

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05513

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05514: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.2

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05514
Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05515: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.3
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05515

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05516: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.4
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05516

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05517: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.5

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05517

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05518: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.6

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05518

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05519: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.8

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05519
Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05520: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.9
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05520

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05521: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.10
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05521

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05522: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.18

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05522

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05523: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.19

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05523

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05524: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.7

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05524
Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05525: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.56.33
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05525

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05526: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.56.34
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05526

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05527: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.35

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05527

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05528: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.36

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05528

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05529: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.37

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05529
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05530: Works of art in situ, 1986  
   1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
   86.56.38

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05530

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05531: Vernacular architecture, 1986  
   1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
   86.87.34

T 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05531

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs  
   Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa  
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05614: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.11

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05614

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05615: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.12

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05615

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05642: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.33

U 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05642
Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05643: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.32
U 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05643

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05644: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.34
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05644

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05645: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.35

U 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05645

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05646: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.170.36

U 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05646

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05647: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.2

T 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05647
Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05648: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.3
T 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05648

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05649: Vernacular architecture, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.4
T 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05649

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
      Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05650: Cultural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.5

S 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05650

Topic: Cultural landscapes
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05651: Cultural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.6

S 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05651

Topic: Cultural landscapes
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05652: Cultural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.7

S 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05652
Topic: Cultural landscapes
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05653: Cultural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.8
S 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05653

Topic: Cultural landscapes
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05654: Cultural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.10
S 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05654

Topic: Cultural landscapes
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05655: Cultural landscapes, 1986
Topic: Cultural landscapes
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05658: Cultural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.16
S 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05658

Topic: Cultural landscapes
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05659: Cultural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.15
S 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05659

Topic: Cultural landscapes
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05661: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
U 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05661

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05662: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
U 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05662

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05663: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
U 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05663

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05664: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
U 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05664

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05665: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
U 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05665

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05666: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
U 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05666

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05667: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   U 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05667

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
      Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05668: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   U 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05668

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
      Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
     Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05669: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   U 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05669

Topic:   Landscape -- Photographs
        Natural landscapes
Place:   Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:   Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05670: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   U 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05670

Topic:   Landscape -- Photographs
        Natural landscapes
Place:   Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:   Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05671: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   U 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05671

Topic:   Landscape -- Photographs
        Natural landscapes
Place:   Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05672: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
U 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05672

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05673: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.27
U 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05673

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05674: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.28
U 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05674

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05675: Natural landscapes, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.29

U 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05675

Topic: Landscape -- Photographs
Natural landscapes

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05681: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05681

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05682: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05682

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05683: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05683

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05684: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05684
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05685: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.36
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05685

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05686: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.37
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05686

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05687: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.38

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05687

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05688: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05688

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05689: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05689
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05690: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.8
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05690

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05739: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.27
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05739

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05740: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.28

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05740

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05741: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.54.29

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05741

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05742: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.30

I 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05742
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05743: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.35

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05743

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05744: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.32

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05744

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D05745: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.33

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05745

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05746: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.286.34

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05746

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05747: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.14
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05747

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05748: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.151.15

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05748

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05749: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.151.16

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05749

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05750: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.17
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05750

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05751: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.18
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05751

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05752: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.19
EEPA 1992-028-05752

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05753: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.20

EEPA 1992-028-05753

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05754: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.21

EEPA 1992-028-05754

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:       Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05755: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
  86.151.22
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05755

Topic:       Art in situ -- Photographs
             Works of art in situ
Place:       Africa
             Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05756: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
  86.172.26
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05756

Topic:       Art in situ -- Photographs
             Works of art in situ
Place:       Africa
             Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05757: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
  86.172.27
EEPA 1992-028-05757

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05758: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.28

EEPA 1992-028-05758

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05759: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.29

EEPA 1992-028-05759

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05760: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.30
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05760

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05761: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.31
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05761

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05762: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.20
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05762

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05799: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.35

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05799

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05800: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.27.36

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05800

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05801: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.19

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05801

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05802: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.20

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05802

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05803: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.21
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05803

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05804: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.22

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05804

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05805: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.29

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05805

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05806: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.18
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05806

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05807: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.163.19
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05807

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05808: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.20
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05808

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05809: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.157.21

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05809

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05810: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.157.22

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05810

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05811: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.157.23
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05811

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05812: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.9
I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05812

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05813: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.10

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05813

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05814: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.12

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05814

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05959: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.18

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05959

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05960: Works of art in situ, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.180.19

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05960

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05961: Works of art in situ, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.180.20

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05961

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05962: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.21

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05962

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05963: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.22

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05963

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05964: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.26

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05964
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05965: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.27
I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05965

EEPA D05966: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.28
I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05966

EEPA D05967: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.29

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05967

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05968: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.30

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05968

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05969: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.31

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05969
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05970: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.32
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05970

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05971: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.33
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05971

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05972: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.34

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05972

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05973: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.35

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05973

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05974: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.36

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05974
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05975: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.37
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05975

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05976: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.23
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05976

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05977: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.24
A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05977

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05978: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.25
A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05978

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05979: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.26
A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05979
EEPA D05980: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.27
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05980

EEPA D05981: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.28
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05981

EEPA D05982: Works of art in situ, 1986
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.1

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05982

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05983: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.2

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05983

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05984: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.3

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05984
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05985: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.4
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05985

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05986: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.153.5
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05986

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05987: Works of art in situ, 1986
"1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.21

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05987

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05988: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.22

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05988

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05989: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.23

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05989
EEPA D05990: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.24
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05990

EEPA D05991: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.25
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05991

EEPA D05992: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.26

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05992

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05993: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.27

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05993

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05994: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.28

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05994
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05995: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.29
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05995

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05996: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.30
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-05996

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05997: Works of art in situ, 1986

EEPA 1992-028-05997
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.31

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05997

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05998: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.32

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05998

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05999: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.33

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-05999
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06000: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.35
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06000

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06001: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.36
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06001

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06002: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.1

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06002

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06003: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.37

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06003

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06004: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.4

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06004
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06005: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.5

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06005

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06006: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.6

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06006

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06007: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.7

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06007

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06008: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.8

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06008

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06009: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.9

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06009
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06010: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.251.10  
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06010

Topic: Agemo Festival  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06011: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.251.11  
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06011

Topic: Agemo Festival  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D06012: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.251.12
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06012

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06013: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.251.13
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06013

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06014: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.251.14
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06014

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06015: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.15

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06015

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06016: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.16

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06016

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06017: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.251.17
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06017
Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06018: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.251.18
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06018
Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06019: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.19

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06019

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06020: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.20

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06020

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06021: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.21

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06021

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06022: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.22

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06022

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06023: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.23

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06023

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06024: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.251.24
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06024

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06025: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.251.25
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06025

Topic: Agemo Festival
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06026: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.35

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06026

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06027: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.2

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06027

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06028: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.3
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06028

Topic: Agemo Festival  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06029: Works of art in situ, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.252.4

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06029

Topic: Agemo Festival  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06030: Works of art in situ, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.252.5

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06030

Topic: Agemo Festival  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06031: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.6
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06031

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
    Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
    Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06032: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.7
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06032

Topic: Agemo Festival
    Art in situ -- Photographs
    Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
    Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D06033: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.8

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06033

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06034: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.9

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06034

Topic: Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06035: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.10

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06035

Topic:    Agemo Festival
               Art in situ -- Photographs
               Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
               Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
               Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06036: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.11

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06036

Topic:    Agemo Festival
               Art in situ -- Photographs
               Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
               Works of art in situ
Place:    Africa
               Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:    Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06037: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.12
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06037

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Art in situ -- Photographs
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06038: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.13

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06038

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Art in situ -- Photographs
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06039: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.14

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06039

Topic: Agemo Festival
      Art in situ -- Photographs
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06040: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.15

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06040

Topic:  Agemo Festival
Art in situ -- Photographs
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06041: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.16

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06041

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D06042: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.17

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06042

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06043: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.18

I 0 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06043

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06044: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.19

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06044
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06045: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.20
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06045

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06046: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.26
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06046

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06047: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.27

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06047

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06048: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.28

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06048

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06049: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.29

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06049
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06050: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.30
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06050

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06051: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.31
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06051

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06052: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.32

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06052

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06053: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.33

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06053

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06054: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.34

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06054
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06055: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.251.36

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06055

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06058: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.255.3

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06058

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06785: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.29

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06785

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06786: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.30

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06786

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06787: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.31

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06787
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06788: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.32
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06788
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06789: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.33
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06789
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06790: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.34

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06790

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06791: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.35

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06791

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06792: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.37

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06792
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06793: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.34

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06793

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06794: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.35

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06794

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D06795: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.36
I 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06795

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06796: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.38
I 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06796

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06797: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.15

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06797
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06798: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.27

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06798
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06799: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.28

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06799
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
<th>Works of art in situ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D06800: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.31
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06800

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
<th>Works of art in situ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D06801: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.32
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06801

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Art in situ -- Photographs</th>
<th>Works of art in situ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D06802: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.34

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06802

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06803: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.35

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06803

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06804: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.36

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06804
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06805: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.37
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06805

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06806: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.1
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06806

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06807: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.2

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06807

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06808: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.3

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06808

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06809: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.4

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06809
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06810: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.5
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06810

EEPA D06811: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.6
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06811

EEPA D06812: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.7
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06812

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs Works of art in situ
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06813: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.8
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06813

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs Works of art in situ
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06815: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.9
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06815
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06816: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.10
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06816

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06817: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.196.11
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06817

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06818: Works of art in situ, 1986
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06821: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.9
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06821

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06822: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.10
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06822

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06823: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.11

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06823

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06824: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.12

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06824

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06825: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.13

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06825
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06826: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.14
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06826

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06827: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.15
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06827

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06828: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.16

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06828

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06829: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.17

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06829

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06830: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.18

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06830
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06831: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.19
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06831

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06832: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.20
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06832

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06833: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.21

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06833

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06834: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.22

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06834

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06835: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.23

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-06835
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06836: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.24

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06836

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06837: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.25

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06837

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06838: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.214.26

EEPA 1992-028-06838

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
  Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
  Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06839: Works of art in situ, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.214.27

EEPA 1992-028-06839

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
  Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
  Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06840: Works of art in situ, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.214.28

EEPA 1992-028-06840
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06841: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.29

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06841

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06842: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.30

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06842

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06843: Works of art in situ, 1986
EEPA D06844: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.32

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06844

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06845: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.33

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06845
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06846: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.34
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06846

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06847: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.35
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06847

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06848: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.36

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06848

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06849: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.37

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06849

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06850: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.214.38

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-06850
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06878: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06878

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Dance  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06879: [Jigbo maskers, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06879

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Dance  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06880: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06880

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06881: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06881

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06882: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06882

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06883: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06883

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06884: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06884

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06885: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06885

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06886: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06886

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D06887: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06887

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06888: [Jigbo maskers, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06888

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Portraits
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06889: [Jigbo maskers, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06889

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06890: [Jigbo maskers, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06890

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06891: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06891
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06894: [Jigbo maskers, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06894

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06895: [Jigbo maskers, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06895

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06896: [Jigbo maskers, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06896

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06897: [Jigbo maskers, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06897

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D06898: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06898

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06899: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06899

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06900: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06900

Topic:
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Works of art in situ

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06901: [Jigbo maskers, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06901

Topic:
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Dance
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Works of art in situ

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06902: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06902
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06903: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06903

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06904: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06904

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06905: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06905

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06906: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06906

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06907: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06907

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06908: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06908

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06909: [Jigbo maskers, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06909

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06910: [Jigbo maskers, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06910

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06911: [Jigbo maskers, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06911
EEPA D06912: [Jigbo maskers, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06912

EEPA D06913: [Jigbo maskers, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06913
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06914: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06914

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06915: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06915

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06916: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06916

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06917: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06917

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06918: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06918

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06919: [Jigbo masker with western hat and tuxedo, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06919

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06920: [Jigbo masker with western hat and tuxedo, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06920
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06921: [Young man performing acrobatic dance, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06921

Topic: Dance
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06922: [Young man performing acrobatic dance, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06922

Topic: Dance
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06923: [Young man performing acrobatic dance, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06923

Topic: Dance
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06924: [Young man performing acrobatic dance, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06924

Topic: Dance
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06925: [Young man performing acrobatic dance, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06925

Topic: Dance
Place: Africa
     Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06926: [Young man performing acrobatic dance, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06926
Topic: Dance
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06927: [Young man performing acrobatic dance, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06927
Topic: Dance
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06928: [Young man performing acrobatic dance, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06928
Topic: Dance
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06929: [Young man performing acrobatic dance, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06929

Topic: Dance
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06930: [Young man performing acrobatic dance, on the second day of
the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06930

Topic: Dance
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06931: [The Olumewuro, the town's ruler, attending the Imewuro
Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06931

Topic: Leaders
      Portraits
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D06932: [On the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally, Jigbo maskers salute the Olumewuro, the town's ruler], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-06932  

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Leaders  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Works of art in situ  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D06933: [On the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally, Jigbo maskers salute the Olumewuro, the town's ruler], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-06933  

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Leaders  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Works of art in situ  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D06934: [On the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally, Jigbo maskers salute the Olumewuro, the town's ruler], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
EEPA D06935: [On the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally, Jigbo maskers salute the Olumewuro, the town's ruler], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986

EEPA D06936: [On the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally, Jigbo maskers salute the Olumewuro, the town's ruler], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-06936

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Leaders
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06937: [Jigbo masker, on the second day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-06937

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06938: [Agbo masks known as agírá and other cloth masks, on the third day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06938

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06939: [Agbo maskers and other cloth masks, on the third day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06939

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06940: [Agbo masks known as agírá (antelope) and other cloth masks, on the third day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06940

Topic: Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06941: [Man preparing leg rattles, on the third day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06941

Topic: Musical instruments

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06942: [Abstract cloth mask, known as ajó or igbilè, worn by an Agbo masker, on the third day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06942

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
 Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06943: [Abstract cloth mask, known as ajó or igbilè, worn by an Agbo masker, on the third day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06943

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06944: [Abstract cloth mask, known as ajó or igbilè, worn by an Agbo masker, on the third day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06944

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06945: [Agbo masker wearing headdress known as agírá (antelope), on the third day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
EEPA D06946: [Agbo masker wearing headdress known as agírá (antelope), on the third day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986

EEPA D06947: [Agbo masker wearing headdress known as agírá (antelope), on the third day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
EEPA D06948: [Agbo masker wearing headdress known as agírá (antelope), on the third day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06948

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06949: [Agbo masker wearing headdress known as agírá (antelope), on the third day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06949

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06949

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06950: [Agbo masker wearing headdress known as agírá (antelope), on the third day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06950

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06951: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06951

Topic:
Beadwork
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06952: [Early 20th century house], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06952

Topic:
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06953: [Sacrifice at the shrine for Osun, the river goddess, on the fifth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06953

Topic:
Pottery
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Shrines

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06954: [Young Egúngún masker, on the fourth day of Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06954

Topic: Children
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06955: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06955

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Dogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06956: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06956

Topic: Animals in art
   Animals in art -- Dogs
   Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
   Masks
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Wood-carving
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06957: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06957

Topic: Animals in art
   Animals in art -- Dogs
   Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Egúngún (Cult)
   Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
   Masks
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Wood-carving
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06958: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06958

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06959: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06959

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Dogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D06960: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06960

Topic:
- Animals in art
- Animals in art -- Dogs
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Egúngún (Cult)
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Wood-carving
- Works of art in situ

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:
- Color slides

Culture:
- Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06961: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06961

Topic:
- Animals in art
- Animals in art -- Dogs
- Clothing and dress -- Africa
- Egúngún (Cult)
- Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
- Masks
- Masquerades
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Wood-carving
- Works of art in situ

Place:
- Africa
- Nigeria

Genre/Form:
- Color slides

Culture:
- Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D06962: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06962

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06963: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06963

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
       Masks
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Wood-carving
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06964: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06964

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Dogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06965: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06965

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Dogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06966: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-06966

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06968: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-06967

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Dogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06968: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06968

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Dogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06969: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06969

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Dogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06970: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
EEPA D06971: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986

EEPA D06972: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06972

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06973: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06973

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06974: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06974

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
           Egúngún (Cult)
           Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
           Masks
           Masquerades
           Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
           Wood-carving
           Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06975: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06975

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
           Egúngún (Cult)
           Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
           Masks
           Masquerades
           Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
           Wood-carving
           Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06976: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06976

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
        Masks
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Wood-carving
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06977: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06977

Topic:  Animals in art
        Animals in art -- Dogs
        Clothing and dress -- Africa
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
        Masks
        Masquerades
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Wood-carving
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06978: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06978

Topic:  
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Dogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06979: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06979

Topic:  
Animals in art
Animals in art -- Dogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06980: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06980

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Dogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06981: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06981

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Dogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06982: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06982

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
         Egúngún (Cult)
         Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
         Masks
         Masquerades
         Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Wood-carving
         Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06983: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06983

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
         Egúngún (Cult)
         Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
         Masks
         Masquerades
         Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Wood-carving
         Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06984: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06984

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06985: [Egúngún masquerade, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06985

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06986: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06986

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egungun (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06987: [Egungun masquerader, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   EEPA 1992-028-06987

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Egungun (Cult)
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06988: [Egungun masquerader, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   EEPA 1992-028-06988

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
   Dance
   Egungun (Cult)
   Masquerades
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06989: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06989

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06990: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06990

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06991: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06991

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06992: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06992

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06993: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06993

Topic:  Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06994: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06994

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06995: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06995

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06996: [Égúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06996

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Égúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06997: [Égúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06997

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Égúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06998: [Égúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06998

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Dance
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Masquerades
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06999: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of
the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-06999

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
      Dance
      Egúngún (Cult)
      Masquerades
      Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07000: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of
the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07000

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
EEPA D07001: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07001

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07002: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07002

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
EEPA D07003: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07003

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07004: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07004

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07005: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07005

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07006: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07006

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07007: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07007

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
EEPA D07008: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07008

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07009: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07009

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07010: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07010

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
    Egúngún (Cult)
    Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
    Masks
    Masquerades
    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
    Wood-carving
    Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07011: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07011

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
    Egúngún (Cult)
    Masquerades
    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
    Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D07012: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-07012  
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D07013: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
EEPA 1992-028-07013  
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa  
Egúngún (Cult)  
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa  
Masks  
Masquerades  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Wood-carving  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D07014: [Egúngún masqueraders in tree, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
EEPA D07015: [Egúngún masqueraders in tree, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07015

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07016: [Egúngún masqueraders in tree, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07016

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07017: [Egúngún masqueraders in tree, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-07017

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07018: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-07018

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Dogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07019: [Egúngún masqueraders, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07019

Topic: Animals in art
Animals in art -- Dogs
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07020: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07020

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07021: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07021

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07022: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07022

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D07023: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07023

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07024: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07024

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07025: [Programme of Events, Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07025

Topic: Signs and signboards
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07026: [Programme of Events, Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07026

Topic: Signs and signboards
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07027: [Programme of Events, Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07027

Topic: Signs and signboards
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07028: [Programme of Events, Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07028

Topic: Signs and signboards
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07029: [Programme of Events, Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07029

Topic: Signs and signboards
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07030: [Egúngún masquerader, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07030

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Headaddresses -- headgear -- Africa
_masks
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07031: [Woman dancing to the rhythm of the bata drum ensemble, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07031

Topic: Dance
     Egúngún (Cult)
     Musical instruments
     Musicians
     Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07032: [Woman dancing to the rhythm of the bata drum ensemble, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07032

Topic: Dance
     Egúngún (Cult)
     Musical instruments
     Musicians
     Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07033: [Woman dancing to the rhythm of the bata drum ensemble, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07033

Topic: Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07034: [Woman dancing to the rythm of the bata drum ensemble, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07034

Topic: Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07035: [Woman dancing to the rythm of the bata drum ensemble, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07035

Topic: Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07036: [Woman dancing to the rhythm of the bata drum ensemble, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-07036

Topic: Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07037: [Woman dancing to the rhythm of the bata drum ensemble, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-07037

Topic: Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07038: [Woman dancing to the rhythm of the bata drum ensemble, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07038

Topic: Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07039: [Woman dancing to the rhythm of the bata drum ensemble, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07039

Topic: Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07040: [Woman dancing to the rhythm of the bata drum ensemble, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07040

Topic:  Dance
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Musical instruments
        Musicians
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07041: [Woman dancing to the rhythm of the bata drum ensemble, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07041

Topic:  Dance
        Egúngún (Cult)
        Musical instruments
        Musicians
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07042: [Woman dancing to the rhythm of the bata drum ensemble, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07042

Topic:  Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07043: [Woman dancing to the rhythm of the bata drum ensemble, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07043

Topic: Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07044: [Woman dancing to the rhythm of the bata drum ensemble, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07044

Topic: Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07045: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07045

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07046: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07046

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07047: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07047

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07048: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07048

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07049: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07049

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07050: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07050

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07051: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07051

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07052: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07052

Title source: Dr. Henry Drewal.
Caption source: Dr. Henry Drewal.

Exhibitions Note
"African Art from the Permanent Collection," held by the Neuberger Museum of Art, Purchase, NY, beginning in August, 2001. LL01-0629

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07053: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07053

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: 
   Africa  
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07054: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986  
   1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
   EEPA 1992-028-07054

Topic:  
   Clothing and dress -- Africa  
   Dance  
   Egúngún (Cult)  
   Masquerades  
   Musical instruments  
   Musicians  
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
   Works of art in situ

Place: 
   Africa  
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07055: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986  
   1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
   EEPA 1992-028-07055

Topic:  
   Clothing and dress -- Africa  
   Dance  
   Egúngún (Cult)  
   Masquerades  
   Musical instruments  
   Musicians  
   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
   Works of art in situ

Place: 
   Africa  
   Nigeria
Genres/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07056: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07056

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Musical instruments
       Musicians
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07057: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07057

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
       Dance
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Masquerades
       Musical instruments
       Musicians
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D07058: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07058

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07059: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07059

Title source: Dr. Henry Drewal.

Caption source: Dr. Henry Drewal.

Exhibitions Note
"African Art from the Permanent Collection," held by the Neuberger Museum of Art, Purchase, NY, beginning in August, 2001. LL01-0629

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07060: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07060

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07061: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07061

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D07062: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07062

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07063: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07063

Exhibitions Note

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07064: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07064

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07065: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance, on the fourth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07065

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07066: [Egúngún masquerader whirling dance during the Agemo festival], Ijebu area, town of Imosan, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07066
Topic: Agemo Festival
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Dance
Egúngún (Cult)
Headdresses -- headgear -- Africa
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07067: [Agere stilt masquerader, on the fifth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.1

EEPA 1992-028-07067

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07068: [Agere stilt masquerader, on the fifth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.151.2

EEPA 1992-028-07068

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ
Took the photograph during a religious festival in Africa.

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07069
EEPA 1992-028-07070

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Topic:
Clothing and dress -- Africa
Masquerades
Musical instruments
Musicians
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D07071: [Procession to the three shrines, led by the Olumewuro, the head of the town, on the fifth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07071

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07072: [The Olumewuro, the head of the town, leading a procession to the three shrines, on the fifth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07072

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Leaders
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07073: [Procession to the three shrines, led by the Olumewuro, the head of the town, on the fifth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07073

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07074: [Procession to the three shrines, led by the Olumewuro, the head of the town, on the fifth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07074

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Leaders
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07075: [The Olumewuro, the head of the town, leading a procession to the three shrines, on the fifth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07075

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Leaders
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07076: [At the shrine for Oluwaye, the Olumewuro, the head of the town, praying for the well-being of the town, on the fifth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986
EEPA D07076: [At the shrine for Oluwaye, the Olumewuro, the head of the town, praying for the well-being of the town, on the fifth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07076

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Leaders
Pottery
Religion
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07077: [At the shrine for Oluwaye, the Olumewuro, the head of the town, praying for the well-being of the town, on the fifth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07077

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Leaders
Pottery
Religion
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07078: [At the shrine for Oluwaye, the Olumewuro, the head of the town, praying for the well-being of the town, on the fifth day of the Imewuro Annual Rally], Ijebu area, village of Imewuro, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-07078
Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Leaders
Pottery
Religion
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Shrines

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07079: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.26
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07079
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07080: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.27
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07080
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07081: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.28
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07081

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07082: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.29
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07082

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07083: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.30
Nigeria

Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs

EEPA.1992-028

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07083

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07084: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
     86.106.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07084

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07085: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
     86.106.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07085

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07086: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07086

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07087: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07087

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07088: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.35
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07088

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07089: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   86.106.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07089

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07090: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   86.106.37

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07090

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07091: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.1
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07091

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07092: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.2
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07092

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07093: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.3
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07093

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07094: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
     86.113.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07094

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07095: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
     86.113.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07095

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07096: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.6

EEPA 1992-028-07096

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07097: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.7

EEPA 1992-028-07097

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07098: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.8
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07098

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07099: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07099

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07100: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07100

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07101: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.11
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07101

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07102: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.12
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07102

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07103: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.13
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07103

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07104: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.113.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07104

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07105: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.113.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07105

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07106: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.16
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07106

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07107: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.17
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07107

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07108: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.18
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07108

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07109: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07109

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07110: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07110

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07111: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.21
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07111

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07112: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.22
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07112

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07113: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.38
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07113

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07114: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.176.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07114

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07115: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.176.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07115

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07116: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.3
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07116

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07117: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.4
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07117

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07118: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.5
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07118

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07119: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07119

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07120: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07120

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07121: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07121

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07122: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07122

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07123: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.10
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07123

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07124: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   86.176.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07124

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07125: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   86.176.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07125

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07126: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.13
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07126

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07127: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.14
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07127

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07128: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.15
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07128

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07129: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07129

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07130: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07130

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07131: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.18
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07131

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07132: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.19
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07132

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07133: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.20
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07133

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07134: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.176.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07134

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07135: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.176.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07135

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07136: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07136

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07137: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07137

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07138: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.25
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07138

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07139: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.176.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07139

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07140: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.176.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07140

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07141: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07141

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07142: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07142

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07143: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.30
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07143

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07144: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07144

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07145: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07145

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07146: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07146

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07147: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07147

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07148: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.176.35
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07148

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07149: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
  86.176.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07149

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07150: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
  86.176.37

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07150

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07151: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07151

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07152: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07152

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07153: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.3
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07153

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07154: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07154

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07155: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07155

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07156: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.6
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07156

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07157: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.7
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07157

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07158: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.8
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07158

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07159: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07159

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07160: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07160

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07161: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.11
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07161

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07162: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.12
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07162

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07163: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.13
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07163

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07164: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.178.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07164

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07165: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.178.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07165

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
     Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07166: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.16
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07166

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07167: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.17
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07167

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07168: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.18
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07168

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07169: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.178.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07169

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07170: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.178.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07170

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07171: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07171

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07172: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07172

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07173: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.23
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07173

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07174: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07174

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07175: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07175

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07176: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.26
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07176

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07177: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.27
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07177

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07178: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.28
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07178

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07179: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.178.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07179

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07180: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.178.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07180

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07181: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.178.31
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07181

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07182: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.23
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07182

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07183: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.180.24
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07183

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07184: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.180.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07184

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07185: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.172.32

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07185

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Nigeria

Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs
EEPA.1992-028

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07186: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.33
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07186

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07187: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.34
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07187

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07188: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.35
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07188

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07189: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.36

A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07189

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07190: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07190

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07191: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.2
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07191

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07192: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.3
A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07192

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07193: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.4
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07193

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07194: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07194

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07195: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07195

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07196: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.7
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07196

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07197: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.8
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07197

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07198: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.9
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07198

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07199: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
     86.173.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07199

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07200: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
     86.173.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07200

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07201: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.12
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07201

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07202: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.13
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07202

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07203: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.14
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07203

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07204: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
          86.173.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07204

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07205: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
          86.173.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07205

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07206: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07206

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07207: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07207

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07208: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.19
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07208

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07209: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07209

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07210: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07210

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07211: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.22
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07211

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07212: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.23
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07212

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07213: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.24
EEPA 1992-028-07213

**Topic:**
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

**Place:**
- Africa
- Nigeria

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07214: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.25

EEPA 1992-028-07214

**Topic:**
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

**Place:**
- Africa
- Nigeria

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07215: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.26

EEPA 1992-028-07215

**Topic:**
- Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
- Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

**Place:**
- Africa
- Nigeria

**Genre/Form:** Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07216: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.27
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07216

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07217: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.28
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07217

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07218: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.29
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07218

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07219: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07219

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07220: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07220

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07221: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.32
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07221

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07222: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.33
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07222

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07223: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.34
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07223

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07224: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   86.173.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07224

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07225: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   86.173.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07225

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07226: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.37
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07226

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07227: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.173.38
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07227

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07228: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.1
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07228

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07229: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07229

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07230: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07230

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07231: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07231

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07232: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07232

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07233: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.6
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07233

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07234: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.174.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07234

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07235: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.174.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07235

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07236: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.9
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07236

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07237: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.10
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07237

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07238: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.11
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07238

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07239: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.174.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07239

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07240: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.174.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07240

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07241: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07241

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07242: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07242

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07243: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.16
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07243

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07244: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07244

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07245: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07245

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07246: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.19
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07246

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07247: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.20
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07247

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07248: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.21
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07248

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07249: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07249

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07250: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07250

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07251: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07251

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07252: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07252

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07253: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.26
EEPA 1992-028-07253

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07254: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07254

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07255: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.28

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07255

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07256: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07256

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07257: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07257

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07258: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.31
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07258

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07259: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07259

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07260: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.33

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07260

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07261: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.34
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07261

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07262: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.35
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07262

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07263: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.36
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07263

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07264: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.174.37

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07264

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07265: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.300.1

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07265

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07266: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.2
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07266

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07267: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.3
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07267

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07268: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.4

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07268

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07269: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.5

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07269

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07270: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.6
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07270

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07271: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.7

G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07271

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07272: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.8

G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07272

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07273: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.9
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07273

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07274: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.10
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07274

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07275: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.11

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07275

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07276: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.12

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07276

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07277: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.13
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07277

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07278: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.14

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07278

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07279: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.15

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07279

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07280: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.16
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07280

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07281: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.174.17
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07281

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07282: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slide</th>
<th>Photographer(s)</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Drewal, Henry John, Drewal, Margaret Thompson</td>
<td>86.300.18</td>
<td>G 2 YRB HMD 86</td>
<td>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa, Ritual and celebration -- Photographs</td>
<td>Africa, Nigeria</td>
<td>Color slides, Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Undetermined.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EEPA D07283: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slide</th>
<th>Photographer(s)</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Drewal, Henry John, Drewal, Margaret Thompson</td>
<td>86.300.19</td>
<td>G 2 YRB HMD 86</td>
<td>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa, Ritual and celebration -- Photographs</td>
<td>Africa, Nigeria</td>
<td>Color slides, Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Undetermined.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EEPA D07284: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slide</th>
<th>Photographer(s)</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Drewal, Henry John, Drewal, Margaret Thompson</td>
<td>86.300.20</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rites and ceremonies -- Africa, Ritual and celebration -- Photographs</td>
<td>Africa, Nigeria</td>
<td>Color slides, Yoruba (African people)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Undetermined.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07284

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07285: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.21

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07285

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07286: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.22

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07286

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07287: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.23
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07287

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07288: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.24
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07288

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07289: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.25

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07289

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07290: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.26

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07290

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07291: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.27
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07291

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07292: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.28

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07292

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07294: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.30

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07294

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:   Color slides  
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D07295: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
86.300.31  
G 2 YRB HMD 86  

EEPA 1992-028-07295  

Topic:   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place:   Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form:   Color slides  
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D07296: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
86.300.32  
G 2 YRB HMD 86  

EEPA 1992-028-07296  

Topic:   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Place:   Africa  
Nigeria  
Genre/Form:   Color slides  
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D07297: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.33
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07297

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07298: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.34
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07298

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07299: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.35
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07299

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07300: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.36

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07300

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07301: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.300.37
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07302: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.1
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07302

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07303: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.2
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07303

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07304: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.3

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07304

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07305: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.4

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07305

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07306: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.5
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07306

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07307: Yoruba priest Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.301.6

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07307

Title source: Archives staff.

Citation source: Henry Drewal...

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07308: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.301.7

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07308

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07309: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.8
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07309

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07310: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.9
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07310

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07311: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.10
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07311

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07312: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.11
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07312

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07313: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.12
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07313

- **Topic:** Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
  
  - Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

- **Place:**
  
  - Africa
  
  - Nigeria

- **Genre/Form:** Color slides

- **Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07314: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

*1 Slide (col.)*

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.301.13

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07314

- **Topic:** Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
  
  - Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

- **Place:**
  
  - Africa
  
  - Nigeria

- **Genre/Form:** Color slides

- **Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07315: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

*1 Slide (col.)*

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer

Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.301.14

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07315

- **Topic:** Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
  
  - Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

- **Place:**
  
  - Africa
  
  - Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07316: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.15
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07316

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07317: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.16
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07317

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07318: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.17

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07318

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07319: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.18

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07319

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07320: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.19
EEPA D07321: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.20

EEPA D07322: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.21
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07323: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.22
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07323

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07324: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.23
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07324

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07325: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.24

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07325

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07326: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.25

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07326

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07327: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.26
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07327

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07328: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.27

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07328

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07329: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.28

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07329

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07330: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.29
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07330

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07331: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.30
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07331

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07332: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.31

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07332

- Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
  Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
- Place: Africa
  Nigeria
- Genre/Form: Color slides
- Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07333: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.32

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07333

- Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
  Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
- Place: Africa
  Nigeria
- Genre/Form: Color slides
- Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07334: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.33
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07334

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07335: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.34

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07335

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07336: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.301.35
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07337: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.1
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07337

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07338: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.2
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07338

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07339: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.3

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07339

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07340: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.4

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07340

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07341: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.5
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07341

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07342: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.6

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07342

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07343: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.7
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07344: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.8
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07344

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07345: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.9
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07345

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07346: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.10

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07346

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07347: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.11

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07347

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07348: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.12
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07348

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07349: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.13

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07349

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07350: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.14

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07350

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07351: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.15
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07351

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07352: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.16
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07352

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07353: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.17

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07353

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07354: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.18

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07354

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07355: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.19
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07355

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07356: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.20

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07356

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07357: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.21

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07357

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07358: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.22
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07358

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07359: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.23
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07359

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07360: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.24

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07360

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07361: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.25

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07361

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07362: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.26
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07362

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07363: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.27

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07363

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07364: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.28

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07364

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07365: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.29
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07365

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07366: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.30
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07366

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07367: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.31

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07367

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07368: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.32

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07368

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07369: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.33
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07369

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07370: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.34

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07370

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07371: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.35

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07371

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07372: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.36
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07372

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07373: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.37
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07373

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07374: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.38

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07374

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07375: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.302.39

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07375

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07376: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07376

**Topic:** Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

**Place:**
Africa
Nigeria

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07377: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07377

**Topic:** Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

**Place:**
Africa
Nigeria

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07378: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07378

**Topic:** Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

**Place:**
Africa
Nigeria

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07379: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07379

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07380: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07380

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07381: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07381
| Topic: | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
|        | Ritual and celebration -- Photographs |
| Place: | Africa  
|        | Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: | Color slides |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D07382: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.7
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07382

| Topic: | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
|        | Ritual and celebration -- Photographs |
| Place: | Africa  
|        | Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: | Color slides |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D07383: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.8
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07383

| Topic: | Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
|        | Ritual and celebration -- Photographs |
| Place: | Africa  
|        | Nigeria |
| Genre/Form: | Color slides |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D07384: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07384

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07385: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07385

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07386: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07386
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07387: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.12
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07387

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07388: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.13
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07388

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07389: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.14
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07389

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07390: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.15
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07390

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07391: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.16
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07391
Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07392: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.96.17
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07392

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07393: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.96.18
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07393

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07394: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
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Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.19
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07394

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07395: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.20
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07395

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07396: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.21
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07396
Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07397: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
76.96.22
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07397

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07398: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
76.96.23
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07398

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07399: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07399

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07400: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07400

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07401: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07401
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07402: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.96.27
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07402

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07403: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.96.28
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07403

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
         Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07404: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
EEPA 1992-028-07404

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07405: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07405

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07406: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07406
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07407: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.32
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07407

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07408: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.33
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07408

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07409: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07409

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07410: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07410

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07411: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.96.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07411
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07412: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.97.1
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07412

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07413: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.97.2
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07413

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07414: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.97.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07414

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07415: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.97.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07415

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07416: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.97.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07416
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07417: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.97.6
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07417

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07418: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.97.7
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07418

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07419: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07419

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07420: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07420

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07421: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07421
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07422: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.4
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07422

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07423: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.5
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07423

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07424: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07424

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07425: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07425

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07426: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07426
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07427: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07427

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07428: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07428

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07429: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07429

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07430: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07430

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07431: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07431
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07432: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.14
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07432

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07433: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.15
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07433

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07434: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07434

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07435: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07435

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07436: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07436
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07439

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07440: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07440

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07441: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07441
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07442: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.23
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07442

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07443: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.24
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07443

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07444: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07444

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07445: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07445

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07446: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07446
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07447: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.28
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07447

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07448: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.29
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07448

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07449: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07449

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07450: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07450

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07451: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07451
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07452: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.33
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07452

EEPA D07453: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.34
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07453

EEPA D07454: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07454

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07455: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.113.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07455

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07456: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07456
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07457: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.2
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07457

EEPA D07458: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.3
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07458

EEPA D07459: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
| Local Numbers | 86.114.4 |
| Local Numbers | 86.114.5 |
| Local Numbers | 86.114.6 |
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07462: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.7
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07462

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07463: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.8
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07463

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07464: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07464

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07465: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07465

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07466: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07466
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07467: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.12
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07467

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07468: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.13
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07468

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07469: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07469

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07470: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07470

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07471: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07471
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07472: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.17
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07472

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07473: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.18
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07473

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07474: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07474

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07475: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07475

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07476: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07476
Nigeria

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07477: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.22
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07477

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07478: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.23
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07478

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07479: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07479

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07480: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07480

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07481: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07481
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07482: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.27
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07482

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07483: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.28
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07483

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07484: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07484

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07485: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07485

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07486: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07486
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07487: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.32
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07487

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07488: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.33
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07488

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07489: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07489

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07490: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07490

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07491: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07491
EEPA D07492: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.37
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07492

EEPA D07493: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.114.38
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07493

EEPA D07494: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07494

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07495: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07495

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07496: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07496
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07497: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07497

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07498: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07498

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07499: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07499

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07500: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07500

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07501: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07501
Nigeria

Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs
EEPA.1992-028

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07502: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.10
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07502

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07503: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.11
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07503

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07504: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.117.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07504

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07505: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.117.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07505

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07506: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.117.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07506
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07507: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07507

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07508: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07508

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07509: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07509

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07510: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07510

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07511: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07511
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07512: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.19
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07512

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07513: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.117.21
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07513

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07514: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
Topic:     Works of art in situ
Place:     Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:     Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07517: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    86.181.9
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07517

Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:     Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:     Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07518: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    86.181.10
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07518

Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:     Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form:     Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07520: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.1

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07520

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07521: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.10

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07521

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07522: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07522
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07523: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.12
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07523

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07524: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.13
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07524

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07525: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07525

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07526: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07526

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07527: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07527
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07528: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.83.17
   G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07528

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07529: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.83.18
   G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07529

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07530: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07530

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07531: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07531

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07532: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07532
Nigeria

Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs
EEPA.1992-028

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07533: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.22
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07533

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07534: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.23
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07534

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07535: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07535

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07536: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07536

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07537: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07537
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07538: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.27
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07538

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07539: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.28
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07539

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07540: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.29

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07540

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07541: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07541

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07542: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07542
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07543: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.32
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07543

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07544: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.33
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07544

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07545: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.34

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07545

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07546: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.35

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07546

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07547: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.36

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07547
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07548: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.83.37
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07548

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07549: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.1
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07549

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07550: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07550

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07551: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07551

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07552: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07552
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07553: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.5
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07553

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07554: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.6
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07554

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07555: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07555

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07556: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07556

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07557: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07557
Topic:    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:    Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07558: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.10
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07558

Topic:    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:    Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07559: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.11
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07559

Topic:    Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:    Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07560: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07560

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07561: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07561

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07562: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07562
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.87.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07565

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07566: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.1

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07566

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07567: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.2

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07567
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07568: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07568

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07569: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07569

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07570: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07570

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07571: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07571

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07572: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07572
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07575

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07576: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07576

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07577: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07577
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07578: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.14
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07578

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07579: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.15
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07579

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07580: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.201.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07580

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07581: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.4

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07581

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07582: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.5

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07582
Nigeria

Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs
EEPA.1992-028

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07583: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.192.6
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07583

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07584: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.192.7
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07584

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07585: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.8

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07585

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07586: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.9

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07586

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07587: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.10

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07587
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07588: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.11
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07588

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07589: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.12
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07589

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07590: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.13

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07590

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07591: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.14

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07591

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07592: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.15

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07592
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07593: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.16

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07593

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07594: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.17

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07594

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07595: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.18

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07595

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07596: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.19

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07596

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07597: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.20

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07597
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07598: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.21
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07598

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07599: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.22
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07599

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07600: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.23

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07600

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07601: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.6

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07601

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07602: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.7

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07602
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07603: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.8

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07603

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07604: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.9

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07604

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07605: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.10

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07605

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07606: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.11

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07606

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07607: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.12

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07607
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07608: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.13
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07608

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07609: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.14
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07609

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07610: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.15

EEPA 1992-028-07610

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07611: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.16

EEPA 1992-028-07612

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07612: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.17
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07613: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.187.18
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07613

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07614: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.187.19
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07614

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07615: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.20

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07615

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07616: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.21

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07616

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07617: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.22

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07617
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07618: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.23
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07618

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07619: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.24
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07619

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07620: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.25

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07620

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07621: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.26

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07621

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07622: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.27

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07622
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07623: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.28

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07623

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07624: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.29

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07624

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07625: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.30

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07625

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07626: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.31

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07626

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07627: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.32

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07627
EEPA D07628: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.33
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07628

EEPA D07629: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.34
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07629

EEPA D07630: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.35
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07630

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07631: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.36
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07631

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07632: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.1
G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07632
EEPA D07633: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.188.2
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07633

EEPA D07634: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.188.3
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07634

EEPA D07635: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.4

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07635

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07636: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.5

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07636

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07637: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.6

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07637
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07638: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.7
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07638

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07639: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.8
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07639

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07640: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.9

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07640

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07641: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.10

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07641

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07642: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.11

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07642
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07643: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.12
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07643

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07644: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.13
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07644

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07645: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.14

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07645

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07646: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.15

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07646

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07647: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.16

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07647
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.19

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07650

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07651: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.20

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07651

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07652: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.21

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07652
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07653: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.22
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07653

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07654: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.23
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07654

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07655: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
Nigeria

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.24

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07655

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07656: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.25

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07656

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07657: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.26

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07657
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.29

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07660

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07661: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.30

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07661

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07662: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.31

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07662
Nigeria

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07663: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.32
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07663

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07664: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.33
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07664

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07665: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.34

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07665

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07666: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.35

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07666

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07668: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.1

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07668
Nigeria

Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs
EEPA.1992-028

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07669: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.192.2

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07669

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07670: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.192.3

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07670

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07671: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.24

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07671

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07672: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.25

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07672

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07673: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.26

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07673
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07674: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.1
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07674

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07675: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.2
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07675

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07676: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.3

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07676

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07677: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07677

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07678: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07678
Nigeria

Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs

EEPA.1992-028
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Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07679: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.6
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07679

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07680: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.7
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07680

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07681: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.8

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07681

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07682: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07682

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07683: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07683
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07686

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07687: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07687

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07688: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07688
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07689: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.16
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07689

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07690: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.17
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07690

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07691: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.216.18

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07691

   Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
   Place: Africa
          Nigeria
   Genre/Form: Color slides
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07692: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.216.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07692

   Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
          Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
   Place: Africa
          Nigeria
   Genre/Form: Color slides
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07693: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.216.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07693
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07694: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07694

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07695: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07695

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07696: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07696

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07697: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.24

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07697

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07698: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07698
Nigeria

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07699: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.26
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07699

EEPA D07700: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.216.27
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07700

EEPA D07701: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.4

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07701

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07702: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07702

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07703: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07703
Nigeria

Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs
EEPA.1992-028

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07704: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.7
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07704

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07705: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.8
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07705

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07706: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.9

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07706

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07707: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07707

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07708: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07708
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07709: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.12
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07709

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07710: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.13
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07710

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07711: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07711

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07712: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07712

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07713: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07713
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07714: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.17
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07714

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07715: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.18
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07715

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07716: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.19

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07716

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07717: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07717

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07718: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07718
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07719: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.262.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07719

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07720: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.262.23

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07720

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07721: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07721

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07722: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07722

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07723: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07723
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
R ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07724: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.28
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07724

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
R ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07725: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.29
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07725

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
R ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07726: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.30

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07726

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07727: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.31

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07727

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07728: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.32

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07728
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07729: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.33
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07729

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07730: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.34
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07730

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07731: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.35
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07731

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07732: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.36
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07732

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07733: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.262.37
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07733
EEPA D07734: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.1
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07734

EEPA D07735: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.2
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07735
EEPA D07736: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.3

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07736

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07737: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.4

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07737

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07738: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.5

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07738

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07739: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.6

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07739

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07740: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.7
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07740

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07741: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.271.8

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07741

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07742: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.271.9

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07742

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07743: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.10
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07743

Topic:   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07744: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.11
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07744

Topic:   Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
         Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07745: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.12

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07745

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07746: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.13

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07746

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07747: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.14
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07747

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07748: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.15

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07748

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07749: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.16

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07749

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07750: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.17
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07750

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07751: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.18
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07751

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07752: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.19

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07752

Topic:       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
            Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:       Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07753: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.20

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07753

Topic:       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
            Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:       Africa
            Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07754: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.21
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07754

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07755: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.22

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07755

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07756: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.23

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07756

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07757: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.24
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07757

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07758: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.25
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07758

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07759: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
EEPA 1992-028-07759

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07760: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.27

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07760

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07761: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.28
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07761

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07762: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.29

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07762

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07763: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.30

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07763

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07764: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.31
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07764

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07765: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.32
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07765

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07766: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.33

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07766

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07767: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.34

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07767

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07768: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.35
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07768

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07769: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.36

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07769

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07770: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.271.37

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07770

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07771: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.1
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07771

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07772: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.2
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07772

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07773: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.3

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07773

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07774: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.4

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07774

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07775: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.5
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07775

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07776: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.272.6

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07777

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07777: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.272.7

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07777

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07778: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.272.8

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07778

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07779: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.272.9

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07779

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07780: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.10

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07780

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07781: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.11

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07781

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07782: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.12
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07782

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa  
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07783: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.13

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07783

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa  
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07784: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.14
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07785: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.15
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07785

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07786: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.16
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07786

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07787: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
EEPA 1992-028-07787

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07788: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.18
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07788

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07789: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.19
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07789

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07790: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.20

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07790

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07791: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.21

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07791

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07792: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.22
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07792

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07793: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.23
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07793

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07794: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.24

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07794

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07795: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.25

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07795

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07796: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.26
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07796

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07797: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.27

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07797

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07798: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.28

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07798

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07799: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.29
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07799

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07800: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.30
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07800

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07801: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.31

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07801

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07802: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.32

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07802

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07803: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.33
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07803

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07804: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.34

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07804

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07805: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.35

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07805

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07806: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.36
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07806

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07807: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.37
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07807

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07808: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.272.38

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07808

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07809: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.1

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07809

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07810: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.2

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07810
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D07811: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
86.274.3  
G 2 YRB MTD 86  

EEPA 1992-028-07811  

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D07812: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
86.274.4  
G 2 YRB MTD 86  

EEPA 1992-028-07812  

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  

Place: Africa  
Nigeria  

Genre/Form: Color slides  

Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D07813: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.5

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07813

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07814: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.6

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07814

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07815: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.7

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07815
Nigeria

Henry and Margaret Drewal photographs
EEPA.1992-028

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07816: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
     86.274.8
     G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07816

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07817: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
     86.274.9
     G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07817

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07818: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.10

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07818

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07819: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.11

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07819

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07820: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.12

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07820
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07821: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.13

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07821

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07822: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.14

G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07822

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07823: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.15

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07823

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07824: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.16

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07824

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07825: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.17

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07825
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07826: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.18
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07826

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07827: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.19
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07827

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07828: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.20

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07828

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07829: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.21

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07829

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07830: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.22

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07830
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07831: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.23
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07831

EEPA D07832: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.24
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07832

EEPA D07833: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

EEPA 1992-028-07833
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.25

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07833

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07834: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.274.26

G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07834

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07835: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.16

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07835
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07836: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.17
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07836

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07837: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.18
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07837

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07838: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.19

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07838

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07839: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.20

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07839

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07840: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.21

G 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07840
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07841: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.22
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07841

EEPA D07842: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.23
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07842

EEPA D07843: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.24

EEPA 1992-028-07843

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07844: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.25

EEPA 1992-028-07844

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07845: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.26

EEPA 1992-028-07845
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07846: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.288.27
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07846
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07847: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.288.28
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07847
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07848: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.29

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07848

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07849: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.30

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07849

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07850: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.31

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07850
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07851: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.288.32
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07851

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07852: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.288.33
G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07852

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07853: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.1

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07853

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07854: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.2

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07854

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07855: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.3
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07855

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07856: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.4

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07856

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07857: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.5

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07857

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
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Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07858: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.6
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07858

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
R ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07859: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.7
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07859

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
R ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07860: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.288.8

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07860

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07861: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.9

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07861

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07862: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.10
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07862

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07863: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.11

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07863

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07864: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.12

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07864

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07865: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.13
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07865

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07866: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.14
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07866

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07867: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.15
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07867

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07868: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.16
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07868

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07869: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.17
EEPA 1992-028-07869

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07870: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.18

EEPA 1992-028-07870

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07871: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.19

EEPA 1992-028-07871
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07872: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.20
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07872

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07873: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.21
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07873

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07874: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.22

EEPA 1992-028-07874

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07875: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.23

EEPA 1992-028-07875

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07876: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.24

EEPA 1992-028-07876

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
EEPA 1992-028-07876

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07877: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.25
G 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07877

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07878: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.26
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07878

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D07879: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.27

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07879

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07880: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.28

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07880

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07881: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.29

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07881

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07882: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.30

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07882

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07883: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.31
EEPA 1992-028-07883

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07884: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.289.32

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07884

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07885: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.289.33

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07885

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07886: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.34
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07886

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07887: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.35
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07887

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07888: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.36

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07888

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07889: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.289.37

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07889

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07890: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.1
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07890

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07891: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.2

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07891

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07892: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.3

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07892

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07893: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.4
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07893

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07894: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.5
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07894

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07895: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.6

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07895

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07896: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.7

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07896

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07897: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.8
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07897

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07898: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.290.9

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07898

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07899: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.290.10

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07899

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07900: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.11
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07900

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07901: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.12
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07901

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07902: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
EEPA 1992-028-07902

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07903: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986

1 Slide (col.)


1 Slide (col.)


1 Slide (col.)
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07904

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07905: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.16

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07905

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07906: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.17

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07906

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07907: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.18
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07907

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07908: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.19
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07908

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07909: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.20

G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07909

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07910: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.21

G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07910

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07911: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.22
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07911

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07912: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.23

G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07912

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07913: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.24

G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07913

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07914: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.25
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07914

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07915: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.26
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07915

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07916: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.27
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07916

- Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
  Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
- Place: Africa
  Nigeria
- Genre/Form: Color slides
- Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07917: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.28
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07917

- Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
  Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
- Place: Africa
  Nigeria
- Genre/Form: Color slides
- Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07918: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.29
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07918

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07919: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.30

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07919

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07920: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.31

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07920

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07921: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.32
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07921

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07922: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.33
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07922

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07923: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.34
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07923

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07924: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.35
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07924

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07925: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.290.36
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07925

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07926: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.290.37

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07926

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07927: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986  
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
86.290.38

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07927

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07928: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.1
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07928

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07929: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.2
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07929

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07930: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.3

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07930

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07931: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.4

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07931

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07932: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.5
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07932

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07933: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.6

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07933

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07934: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.7

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07934

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07935: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.8
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07935

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07936: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.9
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07936

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07937: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.10
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07937

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07938: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.11
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07938

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07939: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.12
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07939

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07940: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.13

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07940

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07941: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.14

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07941

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07942: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.16
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07942

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07943: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.18
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07943

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07944: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.19

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07944

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07945: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.20

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07945

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07946: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.21
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07946

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07947: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.22

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07947

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07948: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.23

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07948

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07949: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.24
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07949

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07950: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.25
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07950

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07951: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.26
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07951

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07952: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.27
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07952

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07953: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.28
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07953

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07954: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.29

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07954

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07955: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.30

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07955

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07956: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.31
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07956

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07957: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.32
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07957

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07958: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.33

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07958

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07959: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.34

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07959

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07960: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.35
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07960

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07961: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.291.36

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07961

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07962: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.1

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07962

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07963: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.2

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07963

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07964: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.3

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07964

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07965: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.4

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07965

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07966: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.5

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07966

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07967: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.6
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07967

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07968: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
  1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.303.7

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07968

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07969: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
  1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.303.8
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07970: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.9
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07970

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07971: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.10
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07971

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07972: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.11
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07972

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07973: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.12
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07973

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07974: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.13
EEPA 1992-028-07974

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07976: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.15

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07976

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07976: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.15

G 2 YRB HMD 86
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07977: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.16
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07977

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07978: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.17
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07978

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07979: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
EEPA D07980: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.22

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07980

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07981

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07982: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.25

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07982

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07983: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.26
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07984: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.27
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07984

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07985: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.19
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07985

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07986: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.20

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07986

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07987: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.21

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07987

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07988: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.23
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07988
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07989: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.28

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07989
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07990: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.29

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07990
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07991: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.30
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07991

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07992: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.31
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-07992

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07993: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.32

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07993

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07994: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.33

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07994

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07995: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.34
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07995

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07996: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.35

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07996

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07997: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.36

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07997

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07998: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.304.1
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07998

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07999: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.2
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07999

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08000: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.303.3
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08000

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08001: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.303.4
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08001

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08002: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.304.5
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08002

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08003: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.303.6

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08003

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08004: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.303.7

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08004

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08005: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.8
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08005

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08006: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.9
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08006

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08007: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.10
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08007

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08008: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.11
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08008

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08009: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.12
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08009

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08010: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.13

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08010

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08011: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.303.14

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08011

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08012: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.303.15

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08012

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08013: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.304.16

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08013

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08014: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.304.17

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08014

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08015: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.304.18

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08015

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08016: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.304.19
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08016

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08017: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.304.20

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08017

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08018: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

86.304.21

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08018

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08019: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.304.22
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08019

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08020: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.304.23
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08020

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08021: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.304.24

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08021

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08023: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.304.26

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08023

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:   Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:    Color slides
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08024: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.304.27
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08024

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08025: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.304.28

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08025

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08026: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.304.29

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08026

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08027: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.304.30
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08027

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08028: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.304.31
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08028

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08029: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.304.32

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08029

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08030: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.304.33

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08030

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08031: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.304.34
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08031

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08032: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.304.35

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08032

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08033: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.304.36

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08033

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08034: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.304.37
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08034

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08035: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.304.38
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08035

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08036: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.2
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08036

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08037: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.3
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08037

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08038: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.4
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08038

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08039: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.5

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08039

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08040: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.6

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08040

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08041: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.7
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08041

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08042: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.8
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08042

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08043: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.9

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08043

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08044: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.10

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08044

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08045: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.11
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08045

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08046: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.12

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08046

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08047: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.13

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08047

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08048: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.14
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08048

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08049: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.15
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08049

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08050: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.16

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08050

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08051: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.17

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08051

Topic:  Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08052: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.18
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08052

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08053: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.19

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08053

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08054: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.20

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08054

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08055: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.21
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08055

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08056: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.22
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08056

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08057: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.23

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08057

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08058: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.24

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08058

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08059: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.25
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08059

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08060: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.305.26

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08060

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08061: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.305.27

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08061

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08062: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.28
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08062

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08063: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.29
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08063

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08064: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.30

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08064

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08065: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.31

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08065

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08066: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.32
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G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08066

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08067: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.33

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08067

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08068: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.34

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08068

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08069: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.35
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08069

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08070: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.36
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08070

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08071: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.305.37
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08071

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08072: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.2
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08072

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08073: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.2
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08073

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08074: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.4

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08074

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08075: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.5

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08075

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
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Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08076: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.6
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08076

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08077: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.7
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08077

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08078: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.8
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08078
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08079: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.9
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08079
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08080: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.10
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08080

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08081: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.11

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08081

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08082: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.12
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08083: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.13
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08083

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08084: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.14
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08084

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08085: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.15
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08085

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08086: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.16
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08086

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08087: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.17
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08087

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08088: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.306.18

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08089

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08089: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.306.19

G 2 YRB HMD 86
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08090: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.20
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08090

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08091: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.21
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08091

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08092: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.22

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08092

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08093: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.23

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08093

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08094: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.24
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08094

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08095: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.25

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08095

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08096: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.26

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08096

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08097: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.27
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08097

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08098: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.28
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08098

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08099: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.29

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08099

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08100: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.30

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08100

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08101: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.31
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08101

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08102: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.32

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08102

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08103: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.33

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08103

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
      Nigeria
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Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08104: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.34
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08104

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08105: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.35
G 2 YRB HMD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08105

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08106: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.36

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08106

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08107: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.37

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08107

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08108: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.306.37
G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08108

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08109: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.398.3

G 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08109

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08110: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.11

A 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08110

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
       Portraits

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08111: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.12
A 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08111

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08112: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.13
A 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08112

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08113: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.14
A 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08113

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08114: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.15

A 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08114

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08115: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.16

A 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08115

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08116: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.17
A 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08116

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08117: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.18
A 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08117

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08118: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.19
A 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08118

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08119: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.181.20

A 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08119

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08157: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.19

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08157

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08158: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.21
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08158

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08159: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.22
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08159

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08160: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.23
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08160

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08161: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.24

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08161

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08162: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.25

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08162

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08163: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.26
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08163

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08164: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.27
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08164

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08165: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.28
EEPA 1992-028-08165

Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:     Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08166: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.29

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08166

Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place:     Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08167: (No Title Given), 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.30

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08167

Topic:     Art in situ -- Photographs
Place:     Africa
          Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture:   Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D08168: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.204.31
I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08168

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08169: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.204.32
I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08169

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08170: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.204.33
I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08170
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Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08171: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.34

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08171

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08172: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.35

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08172

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08173: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.204.36

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08173

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08174: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.1

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08174

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08175: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.2

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08175
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08176: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.3
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08176

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08177: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.4
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08177

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08178: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.5

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08178

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08179: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.6

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08179

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08180: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.7

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08180
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08181: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.8
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08181

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08182: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.9
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08182

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08183: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.10

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08183

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08184: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.11

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08184

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08185: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.12

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08185
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
    Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08186: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    86.212.13

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08186

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
    Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08187: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    86.212.14

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08187

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
    Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08188: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.15

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08188

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08189: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.16

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08189

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08190: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.212.17

I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08190
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08231: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.23
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08231

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08232: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.25
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08232

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08233: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.14.33

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08233

Topic:Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Place:Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:Color slides
Culture:Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08234: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.17.6

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08234

Topic:Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form:Color slides
Culture:Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08235: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.31

A 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08235
Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08236: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.32
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08236

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08237: Portrait photography, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.106.25
A 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-08237

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08371: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.252.34

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08371

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08372: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.36

I 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08372

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08374: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.26

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08374
Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08430: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   86.14.13
G 2 YRB MTD 86
EEPA 1992-028-08430

Topic:  Agemo Festival
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09778: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
 Undetermined.
Local Numbers
   86.194.1
I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-09778

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
EEPA D09779: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.2
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09779

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09780: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.3
I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09780

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09781: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.4
I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-09781

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09782: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.5

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09782

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09783: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.6

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09783

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09784: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.194.8
I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-09784

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09785: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.194.10
I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-09785

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09786: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.11

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-09786

Topic:
Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09787: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.13

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-09787

Topic:
Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09788: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.17

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-09788

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09789: Works of art in situ, 1986
  1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.194.18

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09789

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09790: Works of art in situ, 1986
  1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  86.194.19

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09790

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09791: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.194.20

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09791

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09792: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
     86.194.21

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09792

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09793: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.22

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09793

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09794: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.194.24

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09794

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
      Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09795: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.192.35

I 2 YRB HJD 86
EEPA 1992-028-09795

Topic:  Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
       Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09796: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.23

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09796

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09797: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.24

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09797

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09798: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.25
I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09798
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09799: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.26
I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09799
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09800: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.27

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09800

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09801: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.28

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09801

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09802: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.29
I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09802

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09803: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.30

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09803

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09804: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.31

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09804

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09805: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.32
I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09805

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09806: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.33
I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09806

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09807: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.34

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09807

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09808: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.35

I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09808

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09809: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.185.36
I 2 YRB HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09809

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09810: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.1

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09810

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09811: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.187.2

I 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-09811

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10089: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.12
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-10089

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10090: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.11
I 2 YRB MTD 86

EEPA 1992-028-10090

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Egúngún (Cult)
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10237: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.35

EEPA 1992-028-10237

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10238: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.35.36

EEPA 1992-028-10238

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10239: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.1

EEPA 1992-028-10239

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10240: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.38.2

EEPA 1992-028-10240

Topic: Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10241: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.38.3

EEPA 1992-028-10241

Topic: Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades
Place: Africa Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10242: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
86.38.4

EEPA 1992-028-10242

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10243: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.5

EEPA 1992-028-10243

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10244: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.6

EEPA 1992-028-10244

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
   Masquerades

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10245: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.7

EEPA 1992-028-10245
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10246: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.8

EEPA 1992-028-10246
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10247: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.9

EEPA 1992-028-10247
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
EEPA D10248: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.38.10

EEPA 1992-028-10248

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10249: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.1

EEPA 1992-028-10249

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10250: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.2

EEPA 1992-028-10250

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10251: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.3

EEPA 1992-028-10251

Topic:
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10252: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.4

EEPA 1992-028-10252

Topic:
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place:
Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:
Color slides

Culture:
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10253: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Photographer</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Genre/Form</th>
<th>Culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Slide (col.)</td>
<td>Drewal, Margaret Thompson</td>
<td>Undetermined.</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA 1992-028-10253

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D10254: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

| Local Numbers | 86.52.5 |

EEPA 1992-028-10254

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa Nigeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form</td>
<td>Color slides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Yoruba (African people)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EEPA D10255: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

| Local Numbers | 86.52.6 |

EEPA 1992-028-10255

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Egúngún (Cult) Masquerades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>Africa Nigeria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10256: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.8

EEPA 1992-028-10256

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10257: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.9

EEPA 1992-028-10257

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10258: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.10

EEPA 1992-028-10258

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10259: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.11

EEPA 1992-028-10259

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10260: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.12

EEPA 1992-028-10260

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10261: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.13

EEPA 1992-028-10261

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10262: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.14

EEPA 1992-028-10262

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10263: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.15

EEPA 1992-028-10263

Topic:  Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place:  Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10264: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.16

EEPA 1992-028-10264

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10265: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.17

EEPA 1992-028-10265

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10266: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.18

EEPA 1992-028-10266

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10267: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    86.52.19

EEPA 1992-028-10267

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
    Masquerades

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10268: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    86.52.20

EEPA 1992-028-10268

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
    Masquerades

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10269: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
EEPA 1992-028-10269

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades
Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10270: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986

EEPA 1992-028-10270

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades
Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10271: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986

EEPA 1992-028-10271

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)  
Masquerades
Place: Africa  
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10272: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.25

EEPA 1992-028-10272

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10273: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.26

EEPA 1992-028-10273

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10274: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.27

EEPA 1992-028-10274

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10275: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.28

EEPA 1992-028-10275

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10276: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.29

EEPA 1992-028-10276

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10277: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.52.30

EEPA 1992-028-10277
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D10278: [Egungun masquerade], Ijebu area, town of Oru, Nigeria, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.56.30

EEPA 1992-028-10278
Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
      Masquerades
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D7667A: Rites and Ceremonies, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.188.36

G 2 YRB HJD 86

EEPA 1992-028-07667A
Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1987

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Staff- Oshe Shango- wood with glass beads. Guinea Coast- Yoruba, c. 20th cent.(2nd half). Cleveland Museum of Art #74.207 [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 87.

Local Numbers
Cleveland
I 2 YRB 87

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Shrine figure- wood. Nigeria- Yoruba, city of Ila-Orangun, c. 1910 Cleveland Museum of Art #72.339 [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 87.

Local Numbers
Cleveland
I 2 YRB 87

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twin figures, Ere-Ibeji- wood. Guinea Coast- Yoruba, town of Ila-Orangun, c. 20th cent. (2nd qtr.) Cleveland Museum of Art #72.332 [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 87.

Local Numbers
Cleveland
I 2 YRB 87

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twin figures, Ere-Ibeji- wood. Guinea Coast- Yoruba, town of Ila-Orangun, c. 20th cent. (2nd qtr.) Cleveland Museum of Art #72.333 [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 87.

Local Numbers
Cleveland
I 2 YRB 87

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu- Okooro headdress, herald to Agbo water spirit maskers. J. Camp Associated, Ltd. [formerly W. Broadway, NYC] [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is APR 87.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 87

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijebu-Okooro headdress, herlad to Agbo water spirit maskers. J. Camp
Associated, Ltd. [formerly W. Broadway, NYC] [no numbers to correspond to
field notes]. The date on the slide is APR 87.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 87

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1988

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gil and Roda Graham Collection, Long Island, NY. [no numbers to correspond to
field notes]. The date on the slide is FEB 88.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 88

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gil and Roda Graham Collection, Long Island, NY. [no numbers to correspond to
field notes]. The date on the slide is FEB 88.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 88
| Topic: | Art in situ -- Photographs  
|       | Shango -- Photographs  
|       | Works of art in situ  
| Place: | Africa  
|       | Nigeria  
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people)  

**1989**

*1 Slide (col.)*  
Undetermined.  
Ibori- symbol of inner head of person. Illustrated in “Yoruba: 9 Centuries of African Art & Thought. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 89.  

Local Numbers  
I 2 YRB 89

| Topic: | Art in situ -- Photographs  
|       | Works of art in situ  
| Place: | Africa  
|       | Nigeria  
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people)  

*1 Slide (col.)*  
Undetermined.  
opas osun, diviner’s staff. Dintenfass Coll., NYC [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 89.  

Local Numbers  
I 2 YRB 89

| Topic: | Art in situ -- Photographs  
|       | Works of art in situ  
| Place: | Africa  
|       | Nigeria  
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people)  

*1 Slide (col.)*  
Undetermined.  
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 89.
Local Numbers
Cleveland

1989

I 2 YRB 89

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 89.

Local Numbers
Cleveland

1990

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
9WC Vander Hyde Coll. probably a Sango priest cloth. [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 90.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
W. Vander Hyde Coll. probably a Sango priest cloth, portion. [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 90.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
W. Vander Hyde Coll. probably a Sango priest cloth. [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is NOV 90.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ibori. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JAN 90.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
   Cleveland

I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
   Cleveland

I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
   Cleveland

I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
   Cleveland
I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
   Cleveland
I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.
Local Numbers
Cleveland

I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
Cleveland

I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
Cleveland

I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
      Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
Cleveland
I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
Cleveland
I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
Cleveland
I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
   Cleveland
   I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
   Cleveland
   I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   Cleveland
I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Cleveland

I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
Cleveland

I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
Cleveland

I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
Cleveland

I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
Cleveland

I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
Cleveland
I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
Cleveland
I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.
Local Numbers
   Cleveland

I 2 YRB 90

**Topic:** Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

**Place:** Africa
Nigeria

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

**EEPA 1992-028-04517:** Works of art in situ, 1990
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
   Cleveland

I 2 YRB 90

**Topic:** Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

**Place:** Africa
Nigeria

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
   Cleveland

I 2 YRB 90

**Topic:** Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

**Place:** Africa
Nigeria

**Culture:** Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
   Cleveland
I 2 YRB 90

   Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
   Place: Africa
          Nigeria
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
   Cleveland
I 2 YRB 90

   Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
   Place: Africa
          Nigeria
   Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
   Cleveland
I 2 YRB 90

   Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
          Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
    Cleveland
    I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
    Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba: Nine Centuries of African Art & Thought- Cleveland Museum of Art, fall 1990. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is OCT 90.

Local Numbers
    Cleveland
    I 2 YRB 90

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
    Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
    Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D01694: [Sango priest, Ohori], 1990
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    I 2 YRB MTD 90
EEPA 1992-028-01694

Topic:  Priests  
       Religious articles  
       Shango -- Photographs  

Place:  Africa  
        Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  Color slides  

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)  

EEPA D01695: [Ose Sango, museum], 1990  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.  

Local Numbers  
I 2 YRB MTD 90  

EEPA 1992-028-01695  

Topic:  Religious articles  
       Shango -- Photographs  

Place:  Africa  
        Nigeria  

Genre/Form:  Color slides  

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)  

1991  

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
W. Vander Hyde Coll. probably a Sango priest cloth. [no roll number to  
correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is JUN 91.  

Local Numbers  
I 2 YRB 91  

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs  
        Shango -- Photographs  
        Works of art in situ  

Place:  Africa  
        Nigeria  

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)  

[No date]
EEPA D00018: [Apa mask, museum], [No date]
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00018

Topic: Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00019: [Apa mask, museum], [No date]
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-00019

Topic: Masks
Wood-carving
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08845: [Egungun masquerade], Egbado area, town of Imala, Nigeria, undated
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

EEPA 1992-028-08845

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Igbochina(? ) Odo Sango. Drewal Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Igbochina(? ) Odo Sango. Drewal Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Igbochina(? ) Odo Sango. Drewal Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Topic: Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Ibeji
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Oyo, Iseyin-ibeji. Drewal Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Topic: Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Adire eleko, hand painted. Drewal Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Topic: Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Illa Orangun mask called Apa. L. Fakeye says "used during Otonporo festival". (large round hole at bottom) [significance of number unknown].

Local Numbers
NM66.7.342
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Artisan
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Illa Orangun mask called Apa. L. Fakeye says "used during Otonporo festival". (large round hole at bottom) [significance of number unknown].
Local Numbers
NM66.7.342

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Artisan
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
0.

Local Numbers
50-142

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Seattle Art Museum 81.17.587.

Local Numbers
X

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Seattle Art Museum 81.17.587.

Local Numbers
   X

I 2 YRB

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Gelede -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-00175: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[unsure what field notes numbers correspond to].

Local Numbers
   13-7

I 2 YRB

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Gelede -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Imala Double mask connected by intricate image of snakes, animals, and figures
carved by Abegure Akere. Died a long time ago. The figure at the back holding
a cane and Koran and wearing beard and turban represents Sule, the founder
of Islam in Imala. He was member of Onidofoi cult. In his time he helped carry
the mask to the market. The other figure with shawl around neck and beard is
probably Elemo of Onidofoi cult who was said to wear Muslim dress. He dances
with the shawl. The female figures are the iyalase - they worship Onidofoi. They
sit before Onidofoi and represent Apotun. They worship with kola. They are also
called Awon eya wa because they are believed to have powers of witchcraft. The
snakes represent the power of Onidofoi. [Other works by Akere are illustrated in
Thompson, Ch.13, plII. Thompson says Akere did work in 1st quarter of 20thC.]
[index cards p5]. The date on the slide is MAY 71.
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
"Un Tam-Tam au Pays Holli (Dahomey)" postcard by Levy et Neurdein Reunis, 44, Rue Letellier, Paris, c.1920.


Ketu- Yoruba, Idiyin (Idahin) Gelede mask of Muslim. Cleveland State U. Collection [no numbers that correspond to notes].

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington Idahin Yoruba, Nigeria. 13 3/4" x 14" x 11 1/4" Collected by Emil Arnold [Probably by Fagbite of Idahin. Head wears fela ab eti and has abaja marks on cheeks and forehead. Two cutlasses attached by belt suspended over head. [index card notes p38].

Local Numbers
32-17

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington Idahin Yoruba, Nigeria. 13 3/4" x 14" x 11 1/4" Collected by Emil Arnold [Probably by Fagbite of Idahin. Head wears fela ab eti and has abaja marks on cheeks and forehead. Two cutlasses attached by belt suspended over head. [index card notes p38].

Local Numbers
32-18

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Museum of African Art, Washington Idahin Yoruba, Nigeria. 13 3/4" x 14" x 11 1/4" Collected by Emil Arnold [Probably by Fagbite of Idahin. Head wears fela ab eti and has abaja marks on cheeks and forehead. Two cutlasses attached by belt suspended over head. [index card notes p38].

Local Numbers
32-19
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
P.Verger, Dieux d’Afrique. [numbers do not correspond to field work notes].

Local Numbers
44

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Seattle Art Museum. [unsure what field notes numbers correspond to].

Local Numbers
81.17.584

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Gelede -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Seattle Art Museum 81.17.583 <--their catalog #. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba Anago- Gelede body mask--Collection LA. [no numbers to correspond to notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- Gelede -Collection, LA. [no numbers to correspond to notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lagos Museum Meko Bus carved by Samuel Laroye. (meko) see 35-39,40. Seated, non-driving figure has strong brow shown. [index card notes p41]. The date on the slide is JUL 71.
Local Numbers
35-12

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
YORUBA, NIGERIA Gelede masks, Amosa Akapo; Igbe Qt., (awori) Igbesa; wood, d. 30.5cm; Katherine White Coll. 264 Y65 47G-A [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Courtesy of the Art Institute of Chicago/ 1988.22. Efe/Gelede Headdress, late 19th early 20th centuries. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Anago, Ago-sasa, Gelede mask probably by Kolade, Labimtan or his father. Indiana University Museum. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
IU Museum

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Anago, Ago-sasa, Gelede mask probably by Kolade, or his father Labimtan. Indiana University Museum. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
IU Museum

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba Anago(?). Stanley Collection, University of Iowa [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Gelede, Anago(?), depicts ilari or Eshu devotee-note calabash of medicine on end of tuft. Pace Editions. H. 10 1/2" [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Pace Edition
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Gelede -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
M. Vellard Collection- France. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
M. Vellard
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
M. Vellard Collection- France. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
M. Vellard
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
M. Vellard Collection- France. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
M. Vellard
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
M. Vellard Collection- France. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
M. Vellard
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Egbado, Sawon. Odunfa (carver). Stanley Collection, Iowa. [no field notes for numbers to correspond to].

Local Numbers
Stanley Coll
I 2 YRB
1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Ilaro- Gelede mask by Raimi Ogundipe (Pobe) in 1975. [no corresponding numbers in field notes, see blue book p126]. The date on the slide is JAN 78.  
Local Numbers  
81.17.589  

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Stanley Collection, Iowa [no numbers to correspond to field notes].  
Local Numbers  
Stanley Coll  

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
C. Davis Collection, New Orleans. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
   C. Davis

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Shango -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

   1 Slide (col.)
   Undetermined.
   Ose Sango, Stanley Collection, University of Iowa. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   Stanley Coll

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Shango -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

   1 Slide (col.)
   Undetermined.
   Goldenberg-LA, Shango [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   Goldenberg

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Shango -- Photographs
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Goldenberg-LA, Shango [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   Goldenberg

I 2 YRB

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Shango -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Goldenberg-LA, Shango [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   Goldenberg

I 2 YRB

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Shango -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Goldenberg-LA, Shango [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   Goldenberg

I 2 YRB

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Shango -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ

Place:   Africa
         Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Otta- Sango shrine with images by Kilani Olaniyan. 1981. [no roll number to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Otta- Sango shrine with images by Kilani Olaniyan. 1981. [no roll number to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Otta- Sango shrine with images by Kilani Olaniyan. 1981. [no roll number to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Otta- Sango shrine with images by Kilani Olaniyan. 1981. [no roll number to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Awori, Otta- Sango shrine with images by Kilani Olaniyan. 1981. [no roll number to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
80.83 12

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Shango -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
80.83 13

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Shango -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
BM [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
New Orleans Museum of Art. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
New Orleans Museum of Art. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
New Orleans Museum of Art. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
New Orleans Museum of Art. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba?/Akoko Edo?- headdress. J. Last? Coll. LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba?/Akoko Edo?- Epa headdress. J. Last? Coll. LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
V. Franklin, LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
1A

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
1B

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
2A

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
2B

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
3A

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
3B

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
4

I 2 YRB
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
5A

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
5B

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
7A
| Topic: | Art in situ -- Photographs  
Epa -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ |
|---|---|
| Place: | Africa  
Nigeria |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers  
7B

| Topic: | Art in situ -- Photographs  
Epa -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ |
|---|---|
| Place: | Africa  
Nigeria |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers  
7C

| Topic: | Art in situ -- Photographs  
Epa -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ |
|---|---|
| Place: | Africa  
Nigeria |
| Culture: | Yoruba (African people) |

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
8A

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
8B

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
8C

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Epa -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
29A

1 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
29C

1 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex V. Franklin Coll., LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
29B

1 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Epa -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- ogo Elegba. Stanley Coll, Iowa. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
1 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Esu -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, ogo Elegba. Coll. LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
1 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Elegba -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Esu piece. Coll. LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
1 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Elegba -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Esu piece. Coll. LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Elegba -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ogo Elegba. Cleveland State Univ. Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Elegba -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ogo Elegba. Cleveland State Univ. Coll. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Elegba -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- Fan (abebe) for Esu/Elegba. Stanley Coll, Iowa. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Stanley Coll
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Elegba -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gene Willet 4110 Fontainebleau Dr. New Orleans, LA 70125 [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Willett
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Elegba -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gene Willet 4110 Fontainebleau Dr. New Orleans, LA 70125 [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Willett
I 2 YRB
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Eric Robertson Gallery, NYC. Yoruba Eshu figure. #51 H.14 1/2" [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
   E. Robertson

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Eric Robertson Gallery, NYC. Yoruba Eshu figure. #51 H.14 1/2" [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
   E. Robertson

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Charles Davis Collection, New Orleans, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
C. Davis

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Elegba -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Charles Davis Collection, New Orleans, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
C. Davis

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Elegba -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Charles Davis Collection, New Orleans, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
C. Davis

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Elegba -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Eric Robertson Gallery, NYC, Yoruba Eshu figure #51, H.14 1/2" [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   E. Robertson

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Elegba -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Eric Robertson Gallery, NYC, Yoruba Eshu figure #51, H.14 1/2" [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   E. Robertson

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Elegba -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gene Willett 4110 Fontainebleau Dr. New Orleans, LA 70125 Ogo Elegba [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   Willett

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Elegba -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
New Orleans Museum of Art [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
N.O. Museum
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Elegba -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
New Orleans Museum of Art [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
N.O. Museum
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Elegba -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Goldenberg Collection, Los Angeles, CA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Goldenberg
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Elegba -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Goldenberg Collection, Los Angeles, CA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
       Goldenberg

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Elegba -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Goldenberg Collection, Los Angeles, CA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
       Goldenberg

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Elegba -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-01911: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Goldenberg Collection, Los Angeles, CA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Goldenberg

I 2 YRB

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Elegba -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Goldenberg Collection, Los Angeles, CA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Goldenberg

I 2 YRB

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Elegba -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Goldenberg Collection, Los Angeles, CA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Goldenberg

I 2 YRB

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Elegba -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Eshu shrine. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no corresponding field notes to numbers].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ifa tray- Ulmer Museum. [no corresponding field notes to numbers].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Yoruba. Ketu. 15 1/2 x 28. Eric Robertson Gallery. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers  
47  
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Yoruba. Diameter 19". Eric Robertson Gallery. [no numbers to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is 0.

Local Numbers  
46  
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
Ifa divination tray collected Allada before 1659. Ulmer Museum. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers  
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ
ifá divination -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ifá divination tray collected Allada before 1659. Ulmer Museum. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Ifá divination -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex V. Franklin. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   20
   I 2 YRB

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Ifá divination -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egbado- opon Ifa. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egbado- opon Ifa. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egbado- opon Ifa. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Egbado- opon Ifa. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba Ifa tapper. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
V. Franklin Coll.? [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
10
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Source? [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
source? [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
V. Franklin Collection [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
V. Franklin

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ifa- ivory related to olori ikin Ifa forms. C. Davis Gallery. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
C Davis Coll

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ifa- ivory related to olori ikin figure. C. Davis Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
C Davis Coll

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ifa diviner's beaded bag. J. Willis Gallery, SF. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
J. Willis
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ifa diviner's beaded bag. J. Willis Gallery, SF. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
J. Willis
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yata, Fagg '80, p.81 [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
   Fagg

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

   1 Slide (col.)
   Undetermined.
   Ifa diviner's beaded bag. J. Willis Gallery, SF [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   J. Willis

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

   1 Slide (col.)
   Undetermined.
   Goldenberg, LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   Goldenberg

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Valerie Franklin [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
V. Franklin

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ipa diviner's beaded bag. J. Willis Gallery, SF [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
J. Willis

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ipa diviner's beaded bag. J. Willis Gallery, SF [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
J. Willis

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ifa diviner's beaded bag. J. Willis Gallery, SF [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   J. Willis

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ifa diviner's beaded bag. J. Willis Gallery, SF [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   J. Willis

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ifa diviner's beaded bag. J. Willis Gallery, SF [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   J. Willis
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ifa diviner's beaded bag. J. Willis Gallery, SF [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
J. Willis

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-02339: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ifa diviner's beaded bag. J. Willis Gallery, SF [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
J. Willis

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ifa diviner's beaded bag. J. Willis Gallery, SF [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
J. Willis

1 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ifa diviner's beaded bag. J. Willis Gallery, SF [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
J. Willis

1 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ketu- onpo Ifa. Collection, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
?

1 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ifa diviner's necklace. James Willis Gallery, SF. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ifa diviner's beaded necklace. James Willis Gallery, SF. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ifa?/ Obatala beaded necklace + amulets. Coll, LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Diviner's bag and necklace. J. Willis Gallery, SF. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ifa diviner's necklace. J. Willis Gallery, SF. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ifa divination -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba ile ori. Coll, LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- ile ori. Coll, LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Opa Osun= Osun staff of diviner. Ijebu. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
151
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Goldenberg Coll., LA, CA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
opan osanyon from W. African+ Salvador Brazil. CSU collection. Cleveland State University. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- Osanyin staff. CSU collection. Cleveland State University. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
H19
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- Osanyin staff. CSU collection. Cleveland State University. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- Osanyin staff. CSU collection. Cleveland State University. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- Osanyin staff. CSU collection. Cleveland State University. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba house post [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, post. L. Fakeye, 1960 [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex. Valerie Franklin Collection, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
V. Franklin

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex. Valerie Franklin Collection, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
V. Franklin

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex. Valerie Franklin Collection, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
V. Franklin

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex. Valerie Franklin Collection, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
V. Franklin

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex. Valerie Franklin Collection, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
V. Franklin
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex. Valerie Franklin Collection, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
V. Franklin
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex. Valerie Franklin Collection, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
V. Franklin
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex. Valerie Franklin Collection, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
V. Franklin

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex. Valerie Franklin Collection, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
V. Franklin

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex. Valerie Franklin Collection, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
V. Franklin

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex. Valerie Franklin Collection, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
V. Franklin

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Valerie Franklin Coll., LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Charles Davis Coll., New Orleans, Louisiana. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Davis Coll.

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Nigeria. Areogun housepost. U. of Ibadan Museum. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-04361: Vernacular architecture
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu- door in Karl Heinz Krieg Collection, Neuenkirchen, Germany. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
T 2 YRB HW

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-04362: Vernacular architecture
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu- door in Karl Heinz Krieg Collection, Neuenkirchen, Germany. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
T 2 YRB HW

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
       Vernacular architecture
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-04363: Vernacular architecture
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu- door in Karl Heinz Krieg Collection, Neuenkirchen, Germany. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
T 2 YRB HW

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-04364: Vernacular architecture
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu- door in Karl Heinz Krieg Collection, Neuenkirchen, Germany. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
T 2 YRB HW

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-04366: Vernacular architecture
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ekiti, Ise- Olowe door. ex. V. Franklin Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
V. Franklin

T 2 YRB

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
Vernacular architecture

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba-carved door. (?) Coll., LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ekiti(?)- warrior's stool. C. Davis Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
C. Davis
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ekiti(?)- warrior's stool. C. Davis Collection. detail [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
C. Davis
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ekiti(?)- warrior's stool. C. Davis Collection. detail [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
C. Davis
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ketu, 19th cent.- warrior's stool. Kohlmeyer Collection, New Orleans. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Kohlmeyer
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

D04491: Yoruba schrine sculpture Nigeria
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ife-Obatala shrine sculpture-stone. ex. V. Franklin [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-04491
V. Franklin
I 2 YRB
EEPA 1992-028-04491
Title source: Archives staff.
Citation source: Henry Drewal.

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.  
Ife- shrine figure soapstone. ex. V. Franklin (ill. in Willett, 1967) [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers  
V. Franklin

I 2 YRB

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.  
owo terracotta- probably sigidi figure from architectural context. Source unknown [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers  
Cleveland

I 2 YRB

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.  
Zagnanado, near Abomey- Sato funeral drums. Verger 1950. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- ibeji in beaded gowns. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Abeokuta- Adugbologe workshop. II/214 [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Stanley Coll
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Abeokuta- Adugbologe workshop. II/41 [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers  
   Stanley Coll

I 2 YRB

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ
         ibeji -- Photographs

Place:  
         Africa
         Nigeria

Culture:  
          Yoruba (African people)

   1 Slide (col.)
   Undetermined.
   Goldenberg Collection, Los Angeles, CA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers  
   I 2 YRB

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ
         ibeji -- Photographs

Place:  
         Africa
         Nigeria

Culture:  
          Yoruba (African people)

   1 Slide (col.)
   Undetermined.
   Goldenberg Collection, Los Angeles, CA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers  
   I 2 YRB

Topic:   Art in situ -- Photographs
         Works of art in situ
         ibeji -- Photographs

Place:  
         Africa
         Nigeria

Culture:  
          Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Egbado- Abeokuta Gene Willett 4110 Fontainebleau Dr. New Orleans, LA 70125 [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-05007: Portrait photography
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ilesa-priestess. FOR STUDY ONLY [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
A 2 YRB RA

Topic: Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twin memorial figure, Ibarapa style area. Cleveland State University Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Cleve. State

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twin memorial figure, Ibarapa style area. Cleveland State University Collection.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Cleve. State

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twin memorial figure, Ibarapa style area. Cleveland State University Collection.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Cleve. State

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twin memorial figure, Ibarapa style area. Cleveland State University Collection.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Cleve. State

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba General Cleveland Museum of Art Ibeji Nigeria. Yoruba. Examples of 3 ibeji, twin statues. [index card notes, no page number].

Local Numbers
   100-12

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
   ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
   ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
1 2 YRB

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
1 0 YRB

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria

Culture:  
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
1 2 YRB

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place:  
Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-05038: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Culture: 
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.


Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: 
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Culture: 
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.


Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: 
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: 
Africa
Nigeria

Culture: 
Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.

Lyons, France- ibeji collected in Dahomey in 1893. Musee Guimet [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: 
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Lyons, France- ibeji collected in Dahomey in 1893. Musee Guimet (formerly Mission Africaine-Lyons) [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twin Memorial figures, Cleveland State University Collection. [no numbers to correspond with field notes].

Local Numbers
Cleve. State

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ibeji by Dadaolomo, Awori of Ota. C. Davis Collection [no numbers to correspond with field notes].
Local Numbers
C. Davis

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Garment for twin memorial fig? J. Willis Gallery, S.F. [no numbers to correspond with field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Caps and gowns for twin memorial figs. J. Willis Gallery, S.F. [no numbers to correspond with field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
ibeji -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Obaluiye- ritual brooms, sasara. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
103

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-05180: Rites and Ceremonies
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Igbogila- orisina in possession, flutist calls orisa down. [black and white slide, no numbers corresponding to field notes].

Local Numbers
G 2 YRB

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
possession -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- Ogun axe with mother and child. Jay Last Collection, LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Jay Last

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- Ogun axe. Jay Last Collection, LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Jay Last

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- Ogun axe. Jay Last Collection, LA. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Jay Last

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ogun sword, C. Davis Collection, New Orleans, LA. [No numbers corresponding to field notes].

Local Numbers
C. Davis

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to match field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ikoyi Cemetery, Lagos. Funeral monument- concrete. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
  I 2 YRB

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gus Nicholson Collection 2901 Westheimer #4 Houston, TX 77098 [no numbers to correspond with field notes].

Local Numbers
  G. Nicholson

I 2 YRB

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gus Nicholson Collection 2901 Westheimer #4 Houston, TX 77098 [no numbers to correspond with field notes].

Local Numbers
  G. Nicholson

I 2 YRB

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
        Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa
        Nigeria
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
C. Davis Collection, New Orleans. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].  
Local Numbers  
C. Davis  

I 2 YRB  
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
C. Davis Collection, New Orleans. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].  
Local Numbers  
C. Davis  

I 2 YRB  
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)  

1 Slide (col.)  
Undetermined.  
ex. V. Franklin. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].  
Local Numbers  
V. Franklin  

I 2 YRB  
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ  
Place: Africa  
Nigeria  
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex. V. Franklin. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
V. Franklin

I 2 YRB
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ex. V. Franklin. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
V. Franklin

I 2 YRB
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gene Willett 4110 Fontainebleau Dr. New Orleans, LA 70125 [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Gene Willett

I 2 YRB
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gene Willett 4110 Fontainebleau Dr. New Orleans, LA 70125 [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Gene Willett

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-05869: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gene Willett 4110 Fontainebleau Dr. New Orleans, LA 70125 [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Gene Willett

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Gene Willett 4110 Fontainebleau Dr. New Orleans, LA 70125 [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
Gene Willett

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
C. Davis Collection, New Orleans, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
C. Davis
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
C. Davis Collection, New Orleans, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
C. Davis
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
C. Davis Collection, New Orleans, LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
C. Davis
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Egbado, Ajilete/Oke Odan area. Eyinle pot by "rival of Abatan". Phyllis Weinstein Collection. [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   Weinstein

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ruler's beaded cap. James Willis Gallery, SF [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   I 0 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ruler's beaded cap. James Willis Gallery, SF [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   I 0 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- ade Kuhn Coll., LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 0 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- royal cap Kuhn Coll., LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 0 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba- ade. Kuhn Coll., LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 0 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
The Ooni of Ife, Talbot 1926 III: fig. 140 [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
1 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu, the Awujale of I-O, Talbot 1926 III: fig. 141 [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
1 0 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu, Ijebu-Ife, beaded trousers of king [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
1 0 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ruler's beaded shoes James Willis Gallery, SF [no numbers to correspond with field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Beaded fan J. Willis Gallery, SF [no numbers to correspond with field notes].

Local Numbers
I 0 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba ritual mirror/fan [no numbers to correspond with field notes].

Local Numbers
---Coll.,LA
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Beaded dance panels (yata), James Willis Gallery, S.F [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Beaded dance panels (yata), James Willis Gallery, S.F [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Beaded dance panels (yata), James Willis Gallery, S.F [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Beaded panel, James Willis Gallery, S.F [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Beaded costume fringe, James Willis Gallery, S.F [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond with field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba Ogboni fan? ----- Coll., LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
    COLL., LA

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba Ogboni ritual sword. ----- Coll., LA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
    COLL., LA

I 2 YRB

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu- cement statue of Erelu in Iledi Osugbo Ikan, Imosan [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
    COLL., LA

I 2 YRB

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba-Ijebu, Imosan town- cement sculpture in Osugbo lodge. Iledi Osugbo Ikan [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Edan Osugbo, R. de la Burde Coll [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers

DE LA BURDE

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
edan Ogun? Ogboni? [no field notes to correspond to numbers].

Local Numbers

100-10

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
[no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
100-11

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-08845: Masquerades
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Egungun Boa-constrictor, Imala, Nigeria [no roll number to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09047: Masquerades
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Imasai? "World of War [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
E 2 YRB

Topic: Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Masquerades

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09092: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Line drawing of slide #59-2 by HJ Drewal. [A1992-028-09091] (Dahomey, Ohori, Aba market. Woman w/kolo done by Agbo, from Isede) [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   D 2 YRB

Topic:       Body arts       Body marking -- Africa
Place:       Africa          Nigeria
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09100: Portrait photography
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba-Ilaro, an olola w/2 blades [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   A 2 YRB

Topic:       Portrait photography -- Africa       Portraits
Place:       Africa          Nigeria
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09101: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
circumcision (left) Kolo blade (right) [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
   D 2 YRB

Topic:       Body arts       Body marking -- Africa
Place:       Africa          Nigeria
Culture:     Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09102: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
blades of ololay [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
  D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
      Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09103: Scarification
  1 Slide (col.)
  Undetermined.
  1913 blade used in Ilorin [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
  D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
      Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09122: Scarification
  1 Slide (col.)
  Undetermined.
  Keke marks w/baamu Oyo Yoruba [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
  D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
      Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09123: Scarification
  1 Slide (col.)
  Undetermined.
  Osilumi mark of sorrow Ohori [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
  D 2 YRB
Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09124: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
abaja mejo (royal) [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

EEPA 1992-028-09125: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Osilumi mark of sorrow Ohori [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

EEPA 1992-028-09126: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
abaja mark of some noble Oyo families [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09127: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Keke of Owu people [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09128: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ijesa marks [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09129: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Centipede marks Ohori [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
EEPA 1992-028-09130: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ondo marks [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09131: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Abaja meta aagberi (royal) Basorun line Oyo Yoruba [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09132: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ture marks [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09133: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Eta Ogboni [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of body arts].
Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09134: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Back design w/slight asymmetry [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09135: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
opon aya design for upper chest [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09136: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
eyin owo back of hand design [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB
Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09137: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
abdomen design w/arrows, lizards, and design-for-top-of-stoma ch [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

EEPA 1992-028-09138: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
oshe Shango [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

EEPA 1992-028-09139: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
olola's blade [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09140: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ose Sango [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
      Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09141: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Walaa=Muslim writing board [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
      Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09142: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Vulture [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
      Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09143: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Apa Tira (arm amulet) [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
   Body marking -- Africa
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09144: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ade (crown) [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
   Body marking -- Africa
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09145: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
op a oye=title staff [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
   Body marking -- Africa
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09146: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
comb=(oya) [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].
Local Numbers

D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
      Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09147: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ayo game [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers

D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
      Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09148: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
scissors [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers

D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
      Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
      Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09149: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
olola's blade [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers

D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
      Body marking -- Africa
EEPA 1992-028-09150: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Agogo owo=wrist watch [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

EEPA 1992-028-09151: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
chest/shoulders design w/airplane [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

EEPA 1992-028-09152: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
calligraphy [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09153: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
"husband sits on lap" design for thigh [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09154: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
osu ola=moon of honor [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09155: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ejo - snake [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09156: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Adaba=dove [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
   D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
       Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09157: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
ohori - lizard [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
   D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
       Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-09158: Scarification
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Kolo showing circles, diamonds, zig-zag, lizard, starred circle, arrow [no numbers to match field notes, drawing of facial body arts].

Local Numbers
   D 2 YRB

Topic: Body arts
       Body marking -- Africa

Place: Africa
       Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu- Okoooro mask for Agbo fest. de la Burde Coll., AA [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers

DE LA BURDE

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu- Agbo, Okooro headdress. de la Burde Coll [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers

DE LA BURDE

I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Ijebu- Agbo headdress for oni crocodile? M.M.A [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers

I 2 YRB

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba Ijebu- Agbo headdress of agira antelope. ex. Coll. de la Burde [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Agbo/Ekine -- Photographs
Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba, Abeokuta, Egungun headdress? Craft Caravan [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Yoruba ritual art Art Council Aids Box 641, Beverly Hills, CA 90213 [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Culture: Yoruba (African people)
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Igbo-calendar for Dr. Candido of India [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Igbo-calendar for Dr. Candido of India [no numbers to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
I 2 YRB
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-10584: Masquerades
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Ibo, Ngwa. In the Aba/Ngwa area, west bank of the Imo River. Owu masquerader of Mami Wata mermaid [no roll number to correspond to field notes].
Local Numbers
E 2 YRB
Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
   Masked dance -- Photographs
   Masquerades
Place: Africa
   Nigeria
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02068: [Orisa shrines, Imodi]
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.110.22

1 2 YRB MTD
EEPA 1992-028-02068

Topic:  Photographs
Spirit shrines

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D02231: [Agere Ifa, divination cup, Abeokuta]
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
78.125.27

1 2 YRB HJD 78
EEPA 1992-028-02231

Topic:  Divination
Photographs

Place:  Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04115: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
1 2 YRB HMD
EEPA 1992-028-04115

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: 
  Africa
  Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04116: Vernacular architecture
  1 Slide (col.)
  Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
  Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
  Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  T 2 YRB HMD

EEPA 1992-028-04116

Topic: Traditional architecture -- Photographs
  Vernacular architecture

Place: 
  Africa
  Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04127: Cultural landscapes
  1 Slide (col.)
  Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
  Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
  Undetermined.

Local Numbers
  S 2 YRB HMD

EEPA 1992-028-04127

Topic: Cultural landscapes
  Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs

Place: 
  Africa
  Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04128: Cultural landscapes
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   S 2 YRB HMD

EEPA 1992-028-04128
Topic: Cultural landscapes
      Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04129: Cultural landscapes
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   S 2 YRB HJD

EEPA 1992-028-04129
Topic: Cultural landscapes
      Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04132: Cultural landscapes
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   86.172.9

S 2 YRB HJD

EEPA 1992-028-04132
Topic: Cultural landscapes
      Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04133: Cultural landscapes
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
86.172.14

S 2 YRB HJD

EEPA 1992-028-04133

Topic: Cultural landscapes
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04437: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83.2

I 2 YRB HMD

EEPA 1992-028-04437

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04438: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
80.83.0

I 2 YRB HMD

EEPA 1992-028-04438

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04452: Works of art in situ

1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
80.83.5

I 2 YRB HMD

EEPA 1992-028-04452

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04453: Works of art in situ

1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
80.83.18
I 2 YRB HMD

EEPA 1992-028-04453

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04910: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
           DUPE 78.82.7

I 2 YRB HJD

EEPA 1992-028-04910

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ
       ibeji -- Photographs

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D04911: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
           78.82.7

I 2 YRB HJD

EEPA 1992-028-04911

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs
       Works of art in situ

Place:  Africa
        Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D05778: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83.4
I 2 YRB HMD

EEPA 1992-028-05778

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D05817: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
80.83.3
I 2 YRB HMD

EEPA 1992-028-05817

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D05824: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
Cleveland SU

EEPA 1992-028-05824
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D06668: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD

EEPA 1992-028-06668
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D07519: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD

EEPA 1992-028-07519
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08345: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD

EEPA 1992-028-08345

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08355: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD

EEPA 1992-028-08355

Topic:  Art in situ -- Photographs  
Works of art in situ
Place:  Africa  
Nigeria

Genre/Form:  Color slides

Culture:  Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08356: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HMD

EEPA 1992-028-08356

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08615: [Egungun masquerade], Egba area, town of Abeokuta, Nigeria
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-08615

Topic: Clothing and dress -- Africa
Egúngún (Cult)
Masquerades
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Nigeria

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D08954: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 YRB HJD

EEPA 1992-028-08954

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Egúngún (Cult)
Masked dance -- Photographs
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09159: Palm Tree (igi ope)
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson
Undetermined.
Drawing of a palm tree (igi ope) by Henry John Drewal after sketches by a
(onikolo) Yoruba body artist.

Local Numbers
EEPA 1992-028-09159

Title source: Archives staff.

Citation source: Professor Henry John Drewal.

Bibliography
Contextual image displayed in exhibit entitled, "Body Arts: Marks of
Identity," held by the American Museum of Natural History, 79th Street at
Central Park West, New York, New York, 10024, from November 20, 1999
through May 29, 2000.

Place: Africa
    Nigeria
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)
Togo

1975

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twins at Kokwe Comp., Be, Lome, feeding of twins together is called saraka=distrib. of food Juneau (feeding of twins together is Sarako =distributing food) [Book 1975.1 p100]. The date on the slide is AUG 75.

Local Numbers
75.11B.100
I 2 TOG 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Togolese
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Togo

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twins at Kokwe Comp., Be, Togo, by Agbogi [no roll number to correspond to field notes, possibly #11B]. The date on the slide is AUG 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Togolese
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Togo

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Age., Kokwe Comp., Be Q., Lome [no roll number to correspond to field notes]. The date on the slide is AUG 75.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Togolese
       Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twins at Kokwe Comp., Be, Lome Juneau (feeding of twins together is Sarako =distributing food) [Book 1975.1 p100]. The date on the slide is AUG 75.

Local Numbers
75.11B.22
I 2 TOG 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Twins at Kokwe Comp., Be, Lome Juneau (feeding of twins together is Sarako =distributing food) [Book 1975.1 p100]. The date on the slide is AUG 75.

Local Numbers
75.11B.26
I 2 TOG 75

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

EEPA D05626: Marketplaces, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
K 2 TOG HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05626

Topic: Marketing
Marketplaces
Togo

Place: Africa
   Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D05630: Hunting, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   L 2 TOG HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-05630

Topic: Hunting
   Hunting and fishing -- Photographs
   Togolese

Place: Africa
   Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10335: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   75.18.1

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10335

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
   Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10336: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.2

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10336

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10337: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.3

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10337

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10338: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.4

G 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10338

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10339: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.5
G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10339

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10340: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.6
G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10340

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides
EEPA D10341: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.8

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10341

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10342: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.9

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10342

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10343: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.10
G 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10343

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10344: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.11

G 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10344

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10345: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.12

G 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10345

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10346: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.13
G 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10346

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10347: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.14
G 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10347

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10348: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.15
G 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10348

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      Togolese
Place: Africa
       Togo
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10349: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.16
G 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10349

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
      Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
      Togolese
Place: Africa
       Togo
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10350: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.17
G 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10350

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10351: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.18
G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10351

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10352: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.19
G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10352

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides
EEPA D10353: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.23

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10353

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place:
Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10354: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.24

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10354

Topic:
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place:
Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10355: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.27
G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10355

Topic:  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Togolese

Place:  
Africa  
Togo

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

EEPA D10356: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975 
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
75.18.28

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10356

Topic:  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Togolese

Place:  
Africa  
Togo

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

EEPA D10357: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975 
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
75.18.29

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10357

Topic:  
Mami Wata (African deity)  
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa  
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs  
Togolese

Place:  
Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10358: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.30
G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10358

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10359: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.31
G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10359

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10360: Mami Wata devotees, Togo, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Margaret Thompson
Undetermined.
Citation source: Professor Henry John Drewal.

Title source: Archives staff.

Exhibitions Note

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10361: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.18.33
G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10361

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10362: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.17.32
G 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10362

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10363: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.17.33
G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10363

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10369: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.2
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10369

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10370: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.17
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10370

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Togolese
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10371: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.10
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10371

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Togolese
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10372: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.25

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10372

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Togolese
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10373: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.21

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10373

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Togolese
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10374: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.15

I 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10374

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Togolese
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10375: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.11
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10375

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Togolese
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10376: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.16
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10376

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Togolese
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides
EEPA D10377: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.19

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10377

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
        Togolese
        Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
        Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10378: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.100

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10378

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
        Togolese
        Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
        Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10379: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.9
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10379

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Togolese
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10380: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.23

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10380

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Togolese
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10381: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.18

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10381

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Mami Wata (African deity)
      Togolese
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10382: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.24

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10382

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Togolese
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10383: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.8

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10383

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Togolese
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10384: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.100

EEPA 1992-028-10384

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10385: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.1

EEPA 1992-028-10385

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10386: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.13

I 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10386

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10387: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.3
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10387

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10388: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.6
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10388

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10389: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.7
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10389

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10390: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.11B.4
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10390

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10391: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10391

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10392: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10392

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10393: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10393

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10394: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10394

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10395: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
A 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10395

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10396: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.30
A 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10396

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Portraits
Place: Africa
Togo
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10397: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10397

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Togo
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10398: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.6
A 2 TOG HMD 75
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EEPA 1992-028-10398</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Topic:** | Mami Wata (African deity)  
Portrait photography -- Africa  
Portraits  
Togolese |
| **Place:** | Africa  
Togo |
| **Genre/Form:** | Color slides |

**EEPA D10399: Portrait photography, 1975**

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

75.55.2

A 2 TOG HMD 75

**EEPA 1992-028-10399**

**Topic:** Mami Wata (African deity)  
Portrait photography -- Africa  
Portraits  
Togolese

**Place:**

Africa  
Togo

**Genre/Form:** Color slides

**EEPA D10400: Portrait photography, 1975**

1 Slide (col.)

Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

75.55.29

A 2 TOG HMD 75

**EEPA 1992-028-10400**

**Topic:** Mami Wata (African deity)  
Portrait photography -- Africa  
Portraits  
Togolese

**Place:** Africa
Togo
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10401: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
A 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10401

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10402: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
A 2 TOG HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10402

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10403: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.1
A 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10403

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
          Portrait photography -- Africa
          Portraits
          Togolese

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10404: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.28

A 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10404

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
          Portrait photography -- Africa
          Portraits
          Togolese

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10405: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.7

A 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10405

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
          Portrait photography -- Africa
          Portraits
          Togolese
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Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10406: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.36
A 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10406

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10407: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.8
A 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10407

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10408: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.27

A 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10408

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10409: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.11

A 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10409

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10410: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.16
A 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10410

Topic:  Mami Wata (African deity)
        Portrait photography -- Africa
        Portraits
        Togolese

Place:  Africa
        Togo

Genre/Form:  Color slides

EEPA D10411: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    75.55.31

A 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10411

Topic:  Mami Wata (African deity)
        Portrait photography -- Africa
        Portraits
        Togolese

Place:  Africa
        Togo

Genre/Form:  Color slides

EEPA D10413: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
    75.55.14

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10413

Topic:  Mami Wata (African deity)
        Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
        Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
        Togolese
Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10414: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.15
G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10414

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10415: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.16
G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10415

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10416: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.17
G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10416

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10417: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.18
G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10417

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10418: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.19
G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10418

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10419: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.20

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10419

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10420: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.25

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10420

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10421: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.26

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10421

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10422: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.3

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10422

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10423: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.4

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10423

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10424: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.5

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10424

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10425: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.9

G 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10425

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
   Togolese

Place: Africa
   Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10426: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   75.55.10
   G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10426

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
   Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
   Togolese

Place: Africa
   Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10427: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   75.19.10
   I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10427

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Togolese
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides
EEPA D10428: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.19.9
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10428

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10429: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.19.11
I 0 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10429

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10430: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.19.12
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10430

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Togolese
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10431: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.34

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10431

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
       Togolese

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10432: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.35

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10432

Topic: Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
       Togolese

Place: Africa
       Togo
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10433: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.21
G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10433

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10434: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.22
G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10434

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10435: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.23

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10435

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10436: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.24

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10436

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10437: Portrait photography, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
A 2 TOG HJD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10437

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
      Portrait photography -- Africa
      Portraits
      Togolese

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10438: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10438

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
      Mami Wata (African deity)
      Togolese
      Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10439: Rites and Ceremonies, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.55.33

G 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10439

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
       Rites and ceremonies -- Africa
       Ritual and celebration -- Photographs
       Togolese

Place: Africa
       Togo
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10440: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10440

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10441: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10441

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10445: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 EWE HJD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10445

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Mami Wata (African deity)  
Togolese  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Togo

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Ewe (African people)  
Ewe (African people)

EEPA D10446: Works of art in situ, 1975  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
I 2 EWE HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10446

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Mami Wata (African deity)  
Togolese  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Togo

Genre/Form:  
Color slides

Culture:  
Ewe (African people)  
Ewe (African people)

EEPA D10447: Works of art in situ, 1975  
1 Slide (col.)  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.

Local Numbers  
I 2 EWE HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10447

Topic:  
Art in situ -- Photographs  
Mami Wata (African deity)  
Togolese  
Works of art in situ

Place:  
Africa  
Togo
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Ewe (African people) Ewe (African people)

EEPA D10448: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10448

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity) Togolese Works of art in situ

Place: Africa Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10450: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.5.1
I 2 EWE HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10450

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity) Togolese Works of art in situ

Place: Africa Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Ewe (African people) Ewe (African people)

EEPA D10451: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.5.2

I 2 EWE HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10451

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Ewe (African people)
Ewe (African people)

EEPA D10452: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.5.3

I 2 EWE HJD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10452

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Ewe (African people)
Ewe (African people)

EEPA D10457: Works of art in situ, 1975
Togo

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.5.11

EEPA 1992-028-10457

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10458: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.5.12

EEPA 1992-028-10458

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10461: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10461
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10462: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10462

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10463: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10463

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10464: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10464

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10465: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10465

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10466: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10466

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10467: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10467

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Togolese
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10468: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10468

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Togolese
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
      Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10469: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10469

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10479: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.1

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10479

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10480: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.2

I 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10480

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10481: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.3
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10481

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10482: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.4
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10482

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10483: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.5
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10483

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10484: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.6
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10484

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10485: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.7

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10485

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10486: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.8

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10486

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10487: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.9
I 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10487

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place:    Africa
Togo

Genre/Form:  Color slides

EEPA D10488: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.10

I 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10488

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place:    Africa
Togo

Genre/Form:  Color slides

EEPA D10489: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.11

I 2 TOG HMD 75
EEPA 1992-028-10489

Topic:    Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.14

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10492

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10493: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.15

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10493

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10494: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.16
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10494

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10495: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.17

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10495

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10496: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.18

I 2 TOG HMD 75
Place: Africa
   Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10497: Works of art in situ, 1975
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   75.7.19
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10497

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Mami Wata (African deity)
   Togolese
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10498: Works of art in situ, 1975
   1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   75.7.20
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10498

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Elegba -- Photographs
   Mami Wata (African deity)
   Togolese
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10499: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.21
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10499

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Elegba -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10500: Works of art in situ, 1975

1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.22
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10500

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10501: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.23

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10501

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10502: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.24

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10502

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10503: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.25
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10503

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10504: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.26

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10504

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10505: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.27

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10505

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10506: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.28
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10506

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10507: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.29
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10507

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10508: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.30

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10508

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Togo
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10509: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.31

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10509

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ
Place: Africa
Togo
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10510: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.32
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10510

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10511: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.33

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10511

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10512: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.34

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10512

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10513: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.35
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10513

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10514: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.7.36
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10514

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10515: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.58.1

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10515

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10516: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.58.2

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10516

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10517: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.58.3
I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10517

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10518: Works of art in situ, 1975
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
75.58.4

I 2 TOG HMD 75

EEPA 1992-028-10518

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

1986

EEPA D10442: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 EWE HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-10442

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Ewe (African people)
          Ewe (African people)

EEPA D10443: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   I 2 EWE HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-10443

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Mami Wata (African deity)
       Togolese
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Ewe (African people)
          Ewe (African people)

EEPA D10444: Works of art in situ, 1986
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   I 2 EWE HMD 86

EEPA 1992-028-10444

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
       Mami Wata (African deity)
       Togolese
       Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
       Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Ewe (African people)
Ewe (African people)

EEPA 1992-028-10412: Portrait photography
1 Slide (col.)
Undetermined.
Togo- Anecho- copy of photo of MW initiate in house of the Trinite Sainte, headed by Darius Akpokli [no numbers to correspond to field notes].

Local Numbers
A 2 TOG

Topic: Mami Wata (African deity)
Portrait photography -- Africa
Portraits
Togolese

Place: Africa
Togo

EEPA D10449: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 EWE HJD

EEPA 1992-028-10449

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Mami Wata (African deity)
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Ewe (African people)
Ewe (African people)

EEPA D10471: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG HMD

EEPA 1992-028-10471
Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
   Togolese
   Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
   Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10472: Works of art in situ
   1 Slide (col.)
   Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
   Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
   Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   I 2 TOG HMD

EEPA 1992-028-10472

EEPA D10473: Works of art in situ
   1 Slide (col.)
   Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
   Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
   Undetermined.

Local Numbers
   I 2 TOG HMD

EEPA 1992-028-10473

EEPA D10474: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG HMD

EEPA 1992-028-10474

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10475: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG HMD

EEPA 1992-028-10475

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D10476: Works of art in situ
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
I 2 TOG HMD

EEPA 1992-028-10476

Topic: Art in situ -- Photographs
Togolese
Works of art in situ

Place: 
Africa
Togo

Genre/Form: 
Color slides
Uganda, 1969

EEPA D08359: Cultural landscapes, 1969
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
102-6
S 0 UGA HJD 69

EEPA 1992-028-08359

Topic: Cultural landscapes
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Uganda
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D08409: Cultural landscapes, 1969
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
S 0 UGA HMD 69

EEPA 1992-028-08409

Topic: Cultural landscapes
Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Uganda
Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D08410: Cultural landscapes, 1969
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
102-15
S 0 UGA HJD 69

EEPA 1992-028-08410
Topic: Cultural landscapes
       Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Uganda

Genre/Form: Color slides

EEPA D09926: Cultural landscapes, 1969
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
102-5

S 4 YRB HMD 69

EEPA 1992-028-09926

Topic: Cultural landscapes
       Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Uganda

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09927: Cultural landscapes, 1969
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
102-7

S 4 YRB HMD 69

EEPA 1992-028-09927

Topic: Cultural landscapes
       Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs

Place: Africa
       Uganda

Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09928: Cultural landscapes, 1969
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
102-11

S 4 YRB HMD 69

EEPA 1992-028-09928
Topic: Cultural landscapes
       Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Uganda
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09929: Cultural landscapes, 1969
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
101-12

S 4 YRB HMD 69

EEPA 1992-028-09929
Topic: Cultural landscapes
       Mod. architecture/cityscape -- Photographs
Place: Africa
       Uganda
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D09930: Marketplaces, 1969
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Drewal, Margaret Thompson, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
102-13
K 4 YRB HMD 69

EEPA 1992-028-09930

Topic: Marketing
Marketplaces

Place: Africa
Uganda

Genre/Form: Color slides

Culture: Yoruba (African people)

Return to Table of Contents
No country specified

1971

EEPA D00644: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9.1

E 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00644

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Edo (African people)
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00645: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9.2

E 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00645

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Edo (African people)
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00646: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9.3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E 2 YRB HJD 71</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EEPA 1992-028-00646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic: Gelede -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place: Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Color slides</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Culture: Edo (African people)  
Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D00647: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971  
*1 Slide (col.)*  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
9.4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E 2 YRB HJD 71</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EEPA 1992-028-00647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic: Gelede -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place: Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Color slides</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Culture: Edo (African people)  
Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D00648: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971  
*1 Slide (col.)*  
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer  
Undetermined.  
Local Numbers  
9.5, 16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E 2 YRB HJD 71</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EEPA 1992-028-00648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topic: Gelede -- Photographs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place: Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre/Form: Color slides</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Culture: Edo (African people)  
Yoruba (African people) |

EEPA D00650: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9.6

E 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00650

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Edo (African people)
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00651: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9.7

E 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00651

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Edo (African people)
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00652: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9.11

E 2 YRB HJD 71
EEPA 1992-028-00652

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Edo (African people)
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00653: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9.12
E 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00653

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Edo (African people)
Yoruba (African people)

EEPA D00654: [Gelede mask in museum], 1971
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
9.13
E 2 YRB HJD 71

EEPA 1992-028-00654

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Edo (African people)
Yoruba (African people)

1982

EEPA D00649: [Gelede mask in museum], 1982
1 Slide (col.)
Drewal, Henry John, Photographer
Undetermined.

Local Numbers
82.102

E 2 YRB HJD 82

EEPA 1992-028-00649

Topic: Gelede -- Photographs
Place: Africa
Genre/Form: Color slides
Culture: Edo (African people)
Yoruba (African people)

Return to Table of Contents